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Preface

The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) Project was setup in 2010 by the CERN Director for Accelerators and Technology, Dr. Steve Myers, following a change of strategy and subsequent merging of the LHC upgrade Phase I and Phase II into one unique project. To this end, CERN in consortium with 15 European Institutions applied in November 2010 to the call for European funding under the 7th Framework Programme Design Study category: the application was approved with full budget in 2011 with the name FP7 High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider Design Study (also known as HiLumi LHC, Grant n. 284404).

The new European Strategy for Particle Physics, adopted by the special CERN Council of Brussels on 30 May 2013, placed HL-LHC as a first priority project for the next decade. Consequently, CERN management inserted the project in the Medium Term Plan (5-year plan) and a kick off meeting of HL-LHC as a construction project was organized in Daresbury on 11 November 2013. The HL-LHC project is accompanied by upgrade projects of all LHC Experiments and by the LHC Injector Upgrade Project (LIU). The Experiment upgrade projects are dealt with by their International Collaborations. The LIU project has a separate management, project structure and budget line and plans for a complete implementation during Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), by the end of 2020. The Experiments upgrade and LIU projects are not covered by this TDR.

A Cost and Schedule Review series, reviewing both the HL-LHC and LIU projects and reporting to the CERN Director of Accelerators and Technology, Dr. Frédérick Bordry, started in March 2015, with C&SR-I. Following the very positive results of the review, the CERN management endorsed the cost and planning. In September 2015 the CERN Council approved the MTP 2016-2020, containing the funding for the project for that period and envisaging the full Cost-to-Completion (CtC) of the project by 2026. Finally in June 2016, the CERN management had the High Luminosity LHC project, i.e. the upgrade of the collider and its infrastructure, formally approved by the CERN Council, with full financing till 2026. The approved CtC is 950 MCHF of material budget in CERN accounting.

In August 2016, a re-baselining of the HL-LHC project was approved by CERN management (and endorsed by the C&SR-II of October 2016) in order to keep the CtC ceiling while accommodating extra cost in the technical infrastructure (mainly in the civil engineering). The present TDR reflects the design of the project at the time of approval by the CERN council, June 2016, with the modifications introduced in the re-baselining exercise in summer 2016.

The project leadership is particularly grateful to the CERN management for its continuous support and encouragement and in particular to the CERN Director of Accelerators and Technology, Dr. Frédérick Bordry for his continuous support and guidance from the beginning of the project, to former Director-General Dr. Rolf Heuer for his engagement in having the project initiated and started the funding during his mandate, as well as to the present Director-General Dr. Fabiola Gianotti, for having pursued and obtained the full approval of the entire HL-LHC project by the Council in June 2016, the first CERN project with such status after the LHC.

CERN, 31 July 2017

Lucio Rossi, HL-LHC Project Leader
Oliver Brüning, HL-LHC Deputy Project Leader
Abstract

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is one of the largest scientific instruments ever built. Since opening up a new energy frontier for exploration in 2010, it has gathered a global user community of about 7,000 scientists working in fundamental particle physics and the physics of hadronic matter at extreme temperature and density. To sustain and extend its discovery potential, the LHC will need a major upgrade in the 2020s. This will increase its instantaneous luminosity (rate of collisions) by a factor of five beyond the original design value and the integrated luminosity (total collisions created) by a factor ten. The LHC is already a highly complex and exquisitely optimised machine so this upgrade must be carefully conceived and will require about ten years to implement. The new configuration, known as High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), relies on a number of key innovations that push accelerator technology beyond its present limits. Among these are cutting-edge 11-12 tesla superconducting magnets, compact superconducting cavities for beam rotation with ultra-precise phase control, new technology and physical processes for beam collimation and 100 metre-long high-power superconducting links with negligible energy dissipation. The present document describes the technologies and components that will be used to realise the project and is intended to serve as the basis for the detailed engineering design of HL-LHC.
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Chapter 1

High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider HL-LHC

1 High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider HL-LHC

1.1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) was successfully commissioned in 2010 for proton–proton collisions with a 7 TeV centre-of-mass energy. It delivered 8 TeV centre-of-mass proton collisions from April 2012 until the end of Run 1 in 2013. Following a long technical stop in 2013-2014, it operated with 13 TeV centre-of-mass proton collisions during Run 2 from 2015 onwards.

It is a remarkable era for cosmology, astrophysics and high energy physics (HEP) and the LHC is at the forefront of attempts to understand the fundamental nature of the universe. The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 is undoubtedly a major milestone in the history of science. Beyond this, the LHC has the potential to go on and help answer some of the key questions of the age: the existence, or not, of supersymmetry; the nature of dark matter; the existence of extra dimensions. It is also important to continue to study the properties of the Higgs – here the LHC is well placed to do this in exquisite detail.

Thanks to the LHC, Europe has decisively regained world leadership in high energy physics, a key sector of knowledge and technology development. The LHC can continue to act as catalyst for a global effort unrivalled by any other branch of science: out of the 11 000 CERN users, more than 7000 are scientists and engineers using the LHC, half of which are from countries outside the EU.

The LHC will remain the most powerful accelerator in the world for at least the next two decades. Its full exploitation is the highest priority of the European Strategy for particle physics. This strategy has been adopted by the CERN Council, and is a reference point for the Particle Physics Strategy of the US and, to a certain extent, Japan. To extend its discovery potential, the LHC will need a major upgrade in the 2020s to extend its operability by another decade and to increase its luminosity (and thus collision rate) by a factor of five beyond its design value. The integrated luminosity design goal is an increase by a factor of ten. As a highly complex machine, such an upgrade must be carefully studied. The necessary developments require about 10 years to prototype, test and realize new equipment. The novel machine configuration, the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), will rely on a number of key innovative technologies representing exceptional technological challenges. These include among others: cutting-edge 11–12 T superconducting magnets; very compact superconducting cavities for beam rotation with ultra-precise phase control; new technology for beam collimation; and high-power superconducting links with almost zero energy dissipation.

HL-LHC federates the efforts and R&D of a large international community towards the ambitious HL-LHC objectives and contributes to establishing the European Research Area (ERA) as a focal point of global research cooperation and leadership in frontier knowledge and technologies. HL-LHC relies on strong participation from various partners, in particular from leading US and Japanese laboratories. This participation will be required for the execution of the construction phase as a global project. In particular, the US LHC Accelerator R&D Program (LARP) has developed some of the key technologies for the HL-LHC, such as the large-aperture niobium–tin (Nb3Sn) quadrupoles and the crab cavities. The proposed governance model is being modified and is now tailored to support the construction phase that starts at the end of the Design Study.
1.2 HL-LHC in a nutshell

The new LHC baseline programme, defined in June 2015, is shown schematically in Figure 1-1. After the consolidation of the electrical splices between the superconducting magnets (and many other consolidation actions) in the Long Shutdown 1 (LS1), the LHC has operated in Run 2 at 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy from 3 June 2015 and has progressively increased the luminosity attaining the nominal design luminosity of $1 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ on 26 June 2016. Despite a reduced number of bunches (about 2200 cf. 2800 nominal) a peak luminosity up to $1.2 \times 10^{34}$ has been routinely obtained in 2016. This peak is largely thanks to reduced emittance from the injectors and a $\beta^*$ value of 40 cm (cf. 55 cm nominal value) at the high luminosity interaction points. This excellent performance, together with an availability that is considerably higher than in previous years, should give a total integrated luminosity of about 35 fb$^{-1}$ for the year. In the period 2017–2023 the LHC will hopefully further increase the peak luminosity. Margins in the design of the nominal LHC are expected to allow about two times the nominal design performance. The baseline programme for the next ten years is depicted in Figure 1-1, while Figure 1-2 shows the possible evolution of peak and integrated luminosity.

Figure 1-1: LHC baseline plan for the next decade and beyond showing the energy of the collisions (upper red line) and luminosity (lower green lines). The first long shutdown (LS1) in 2013–2014 should allow the design parameters of beam energy and luminosity to be reached. The second long shutdown (LS2), 2019-2020, will consolidate luminosity production and reliability as well as upgrade the LHC injectors. After LS3, 2024–2026, the machine will be in the High Luminosity configuration (HL-LHC).

After Run 3 (see Figure 1-1) the statistical gain in running the accelerator without a significant luminosity increase beyond its design and ultimate values will become marginal. The running time necessary to halve the statistical error of a given measurement after 2020 will be more than ten years. Therefore, to maintain scientific progress and to exploit its full capacity, the LHC will need to have a decisive increase of its luminosity after 2020. This is why, when the CERN Council adopted the European Strategy for particle physics in 2006 [1], its first priority was agreed to be ‘to fully exploit the physics potential of the LHC. A subsequent major luminosity upgrade, motivated by physics results and operation experience, will be enabled by focused R&D. The European Strategy for particle physics has been integrated into the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) Roadmap of 2006, as has the update of 2008 [2]. The priority to fully exploit the potential of the LHC has been recently confirmed as the first priority among the ‘High priority large-scale scientific activities’ in the new European Strategy for particle physics – Update 2013 [3]. This update was approved in Brussels on 30 May 2013 with the following wording: ‘Europe’s top priority should be the exploitation of the full potential of the LHC, including the high luminosity upgrade of the machine and detectors with a view to collecting ten times more data than in the initial design, by around 2030’.

The importance of the LHC luminosity upgrade for the future of high energy physics has also been reaffirmed in the May 2014 recommendation by the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) to the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP), which in turn advises the US Department of Energy (DOE) [4]. The
recommendation, a critical step in the updating of the US strategy for HEP, states the following: ‘Recommendation 10: The LHC upgrades constitute our highest-priority near-term large project’.

In Japan, the 2012 report of a subcommittee in the HEP community concluded that an e+e− linear collider and a large-scale neutrino detector would be the core projects in Japan, with the assumption that the LHC and its upgrade are pursued de facto. The updated KEK roadmap in 2013 states that ‘The main agenda at LHC/ATLAS is to continually participate in the experiment and to take a proactive initiative in upgrade programmes within the international collaboration at both the accelerator and detector facilities’. Following this support, the ATLAS-Japan group has undertaken intensive R&D on the detector upgrades and the KEK Cryogenic Science Center has started the R&D for the HL-LHC separation dipole magnets (D1).

Figure 1-2: LHC luminosity plan until LS3: both peak (red dots) and integrated (blue line) luminosities are indicated. Main shutdown periods are also shown.

In this context, CERN created the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) project at the end of 2010 [5]. Started as a design study, and after the approval of the CERN Council on 30 May 2013 and the insertion of a consistent part of the HL-LHC budget in the CERN Medium Term Plan (MTP) approved by Council in June 2014, the HL-LHC has become CERN’s major construction project for the next decade. The writing of the Conceptual technical specifications and the Preliminary Design Report [6] are key deliverables of the FP7-HiLumi LHC Design Study. Further steps have been taken in 2015 to get a complete approval of the HL-LHC:

- Cost & Schedule Review (international panel of experts, composed by the CERN Machine Advisory Committee complemented by additional experts). First meeting in March 9-11 2015. The very positive report is available upon request (some information is confidential).
- Modification of the layout for civil engineering, more suitable to the actual needs and conditions;
- Insertion into CERN’s MTP of 2015 of the whole budget for the years 2016-2020 (the 5-year covered by MTP approved in 2015), with indication of the total CtC (Cost-to-Completion) of the project until full installation in 2026. The material cost is around 950 MCHF, without including the initial Design Study and prototype phases.

Thanks to the above-mentioned initiatives, the project and its budget for construction were approved for the period of the MTP by the Council at its 16 September 2015 Session.

In spring 2016 the CERN management submitted to Council the proposal for a global approval of the HL-LHC, describing the goals of the upgrade, the physics case for the HL-LHC, and the technology challenges. The proposal, [7], covers all the project period including installation and commissioning in 2026, and gives a total material cost for the HL-LHC of 950 MCHF. It is to be noted that this figure covers the High Luminosity LHC, i.e. the materials for collider with its infrastructure, while it does not include the cost of the detector
upgrade. The document was approved in the 181st session of the CERN Council on 16-17 June 2016. It is remarkable that HL-LHC has become the first project formally approved by the CERN Council since the final approval of the LHC in 1996.

The main objective of the High Luminosity LHC design study was to determine a set of beam parameters and the hardware configuration that will enable the LHC to reach the following targets:

- a peak luminosity of $5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ with levelling, allowing:

- an integrated luminosity of 250 fb$^{-1}$ per year with the goal of 3000 fb$^{-1}$ in about a dozen years after the upgrade. This integrated luminosity is about ten times the expected luminosity reach of the first twelve years of the LHC lifetime.

The overarching goals are the installation of the main hardware for the HL-LHC during LS3, scheduled for 2024–2026, finishing the hardware commissioning at machine re-start in 2026 while taking all actions to assure a high efficiency in operation until 2035-2040.

Since all equipment is being designed with a 50% margin with respect to the instantaneous heat deposition and the integrated radiation dose, the concept of ultimate performance has been defined, wherein all margins are used for performance increase. By using these margins, it should be possible to push the machine peak levelled luminosity to about $7-7.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ increasing the average pile-up, i.e. the number of events per bunch crossing, in the detectors up to around 200. This luminosity level should enable the collection of up to 300–350 fb$^{-1}$/year provided the experiments can digest this pile-up level. In terms of total integrated luminosity, the ultimate performance corresponds to a value of about 4000 fb$^{-1}$.

Similarly, all magnetic circuits have been designed with a 10% margin with respect to the powering at nominal beam energy of 7TeV. By using these margins, one could hope to operate the LHC from the magnet circuit point of view at a beam energy of 7.5TeV. However, such an increase in the beam energy implies additional challenges for many other systems (e.g. the machine protection and powering systems and the collimation and beam dump systems) and can therefore not be taken for granted at this stage. Even though the HL-LHC project baseline is 'only' for 7.0 TeV and does not include this ‘ultimate beam energy’ in its specification, the possibility of a potential separate energy increase to 7.5 TeV should be explicitly considered in the ongoing HL-LHC upgrades. If significant extra efforts and upgrades are needed for this energy, which are not possible in easy synergy within the HL-LHC resource envelope, then at least the limitations and required additional upgrades should be identified.

All of the hadron colliders in the world before the LHC have produced a combined total integrated luminosity of about 10 fb$^{-1}$. The LHC delivered nearly 30 fb$^{-1}$ by the end of 2012 and should reach 300 fb$^{-1}$ in its first 13–15 years of operation. The High Luminosity LHC is a major, extremely challenging, upgrade. For its successful realization, a number of key novel technologies have to be developed, validated, and integrated. The work was initiated early: ideas were circulating at the beginning of LHC construction [8] and this continued throughout construction [9]. From 2003 onwards, LARP (see Section 1.3.2) has been the main and continuous motor for technological development devoted to the LHC upgrade, matched in Europe by a study effort coordinated by the EC-FP6-CARE program (HHH and AMT networks and NED program). After a period during which the upgrade was conceived in two phases, the first one via established Nb-Ti technology (support by the FP7-SLHC-PP program) and the second based on novel Nb$_3$Sn technology, and following the suppression of the Phase-I upgrade project, all studies were concentrated in 2010 under the newly formed High Luminosity LHC Project. The first step consisted in launching a Design Study under the auspices of FP7 with the working title ‘HiLumi LHC’. Following approval by the European Commission (EC) in 2011, FP7-HiLumi LHC has been instrumental in initiating a new global collaboration for the LHC, matching the spirit of the worldwide user community of the LHC experiments.

The High Luminosity LHC project is also working in close collaboration with the CERN project for the LHC Injector complex Upgrade (LIU) [10], the companion ATLAS and CMS upgrade projects of 2019–2020 and 2024–2026 and the upgrade foreseen in 2019–2020 for both LHCb and ALICE.
1.2.1 Luminosity

The (instantaneous) luminosity $L$ can be expressed as:

$$L = \gamma \frac{n_b N f_{rev}}{4\pi \beta^* \epsilon_n} R; \quad R = 1 / \sqrt{1 + \frac{\theta_c \sigma_z}{2\sigma}}$$ \hfill (1-1)

where $\gamma$ is the relativistic gamma factor; $n_b$ is the number of bunches per beam colliding at the IP; $N$ is the bunch population; $f_{rev}$ is the revolution frequency; $\beta^*$ is the beam beta function (focal length) at the collision point; $\epsilon_n$ is the transverse normalized emittance; $R$ is a luminosity geometrical reduction factor from the crossing angle not including the Hourglass effect; $\theta_c$ is the full crossing angle between colliding beam; and $\sigma, \sigma_z$ are the transverse and longitudinal r.m.s. sizes, respectively.

With the nominal parameter values shown in Table 2-1, a luminosity of $1 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ is obtained, with an average pile-up (number of events in the same bunch crossing) of $\mu = 27$ (note $\mu = 19$ was the original forecast at LHC approval due to uncertainties in the total proton cross-section at higher energies).

1.2.2 Present luminosity limitations and hardware constraints

Before discussing the new configuration, it is useful to recall the systems that will need to be changed, and possibly improved, because they become vulnerable to breakdown and accelerated aging, or because they may become a bottleneck for operation in a higher radiation environment. This goes well beyond the ongoing basic consolidation.

- **Inner triplet magnets** (see chapter 3). After about 300 fb$^{-1}$ some components of the inner triplet quadrupoles and their corrector magnets will have received a dose of 30 MGy, entering into the region of possible radiation damage. The quadrupoles may withstand a maximum of 400 fb$^{-1}$ to 700 fb$^{-1}$, but some corrector magnets of nested type could fail already at 300 fb$^{-1}$. Actual damage must be anticipated because the most likely failure mode is through sudden electric breakdown, entailing serious and long repairs. Thus the replacement of the triplet magnets must be envisaged before damage occurs. Replacement of the low-\( \beta \) triplet is a long intervention, requiring a one to two year shutdown, at least, and must be coupled with the major detector upgrades (which also are required at around 300 fb$^{-1}$).

- **Cryogenics** (see chapter 9). To increase intervention flexibility and machine availability it is planned to “sectorize” the cooling of the superconducting RF (SRF) and the cooling of the magnets in the arc. Thanks to this, a mobile helium liquefier (procured for the Crab Cavity test in the SPS) could be used to cool down SRF cavities during a shutdown of the main refrigerators. The cooling of the inner triplets and matching section magnets must also be separated from the arc magnets. This would avoid the need to warm-up an entire arc in the case of intervention in the straight sections near the triplet magnets.

- **Collimation** (see chapter 5). The collimation system has been designed for the first operation phase of the LHC. The present system was optimized for robustness and will need an upgrade that takes into account the need for the lower impedance required for the planned increased beam intensities. A new configuration will also be required to protect the new triplets in IR1 and IR5.

- **The dispersion suppressor (DS) regions** (see chapter 11) also require special attention, where a leakage of off-momentum particles into the first and second main superconducting dipoles has already been identified as a possible LHC performance limitation. The issue is serious in P2 for ion collisions and in P7 (betatron cleaning) for both ion and proton beams. For P2 a solution has been found by modifying optics and placing collimators in a suitably modified connection cryostat. For P7 the solution is more elaborate due to the missing free space for collimators: an LHC main dipole will be substituted by dipoles of equal bending strength (~120 T.m) obtained by a higher field (11 T) and shorter length (11 m) than those of the LHC dipoles (8.3 T and 14.2 m). The space gained is sufficient for the installation of additional DS collimators.
Radiation to electronics (R2R) (see chapter 10) and superconducting (SC) links (see chapter 6A) for the remote powering of cold circuits. Considerable effort is being made to study how to replace the radiation-sensitive electronic boards of the power converter system with radiation-hard cards. A complementary solution is also being pursued for the high luminosity regions: the removal from the LHC tunnel of the power converters and associated electrical feedboxes (the DFBs - delicate equipment presently in line with the continuous cryostat) of the magnetic elements from Q1 to D2. While a removal to the surface was initially considered, this equipment will now be installed in a new underground gallery following a global optimization study. Displacement of power converters to distant locations favour the use of a novel technology: superconducting links (SCLs) made out of MgB$_2$ superconductors.

Other systems will potentially become problematic with the aging of the machine and the increased radiation level that comes with higher performance levels of 40 fb$^{-1}$ to 60 fb$^{-1}$ per year. Their replacement in the frame of the HL-LHC project gives the opportunity of improving their performance. A non-exhaustive list includes the following.

- The Quench Protection System (QPS) of the superconducting magnets is based on a design that is now almost 20 years old.
- Machine protection: improved robustness to mis-injected beams, kicker breakdown and asynchronous beam dumps will be required. The extraction system is, along with collimation and the injection protection devices, the main defence against severe beam-induced damage. These systems will need renovation after 2020, if not earlier.
- Remote manipulation: the level of activation from 2020 onwards, and perhaps even earlier, requires careful study and the development of special equipment to allow the repair and/or quick replacement of collimators, magnets, vacuum components, etc., according to the ‘as low as reasonably achievable’ (ALARA) principle. While full robotics is difficult to implement given the conditions on the ground, remote manipulation, enhanced reality and supervision are the key to minimizing the radiation doses sustained during interventions.

1.2.3 Luminosity levelling and availability

Both the consideration of energy deposition by collision debris in the interaction region magnets, and the necessity to limit the peak pile-up in the experimental detector, impose an a priori limitation upon peak luminosity. The consequence is that HL-LHC operation will have to rely on luminosity levelling. As shown in Figure 1-3 (a), the luminosity profile without levelling quickly decreases from the initial peak value due to ‘luminosity burn-off’ (protons consumed in the collisions). With luminosity levelling the collider is designed to operate with a constant luminosity at a value below the virtual maximum luminosity. The average luminosity achieved is almost the same as that without levelling see Figure 1-3 (b) in an ideal running configuration without premature fill aborts. The advantage, however, is that the maximum peak luminosity and energy deposition are lower. Among the various methods of levelling, the present favoured one is dynamic variation of $\beta^*$ during the run. However, variation of crab cavity voltage and/or variation of beam separation are also being considered.
1.2.4 HL-LHC parameters and main systems for the upgrade

Table 1-1 lists the main parameters foreseen for high luminosity operation (the table includes already the few changes due to re-baselining of June 2016). The 25 ns bunch spacing is the baseline operation mode; however, another scheme where each eight bunches with beams are followed by four “empty bunches”, so-called 8b4e, is kept as a possible alternative in case the e-cloud or other unforeseen effects undermine 25 ns performance. This 8b4e scheme replaces the previous alternative of 50 ns space bunching that is punitive from the point of view of pile up. A slightly different parameter set at 25 ns (batch compression, bunch merging and splitting scheme (BCMS)) with very small transverse beam emittance might be interesting for HL-LHC operation in case operation with high beam intensities results in unforeseen emittance blow-up.
Table 1-1: High Luminosity LHC main parameters for proton collisions (re-baselining summer 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal LHC (design report)</th>
<th>HL-LHC 25 ns (standard)</th>
<th>HL-LHC 25 ns (BCMS)²</th>
<th>HL-LHC 8b+4e³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_b [10^{13}])</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_b)</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>2748</td>
<td>2604</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [A]</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum (\beta^*) [m]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\varepsilon_n) [µm]</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\varepsilon_L) [eVs]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reduction factor (R_0) without crab cavities at min. (\beta^*)</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity with crab cavities (L_{peak} \times R_1 / R_0 ) ([10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}])</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>5.32¹</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>5.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelled luminosity for (\mu = 140 ) ([10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}])</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum line density of pile-up events during fill ([\text{events/mm}])²</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The provisional set of parameters of ion beams for the high luminosity regime of ion collision has also been established (see Table 1-2). The parameters should be able to satisfy the ion integrated luminosity requirements of the ALICE experiment [11]. However, it must be underlined that the beam parameters are being discussed with the LIU project to assess feasibility and optimization. In addition a discussion with the management of the LHC experiments, arbitrated by CERN management, should also provide clarification on the best sharing of ions collisions between the various experiments.

Table 1-2: High Luminosity LHC parameters for ion collisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal LHC (design report)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (projected)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (LIU baseline)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy per nucleon in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, (N) ([10^7])</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam (N_{tot}[10^9])</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>222.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [mA]</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum (\beta^*) [m]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\varepsilon_n) [µm]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\varepsilon_L) [eVs/charge]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.m.s. energy spread ([0.0001])</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.m.s. bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS horizontal [h]</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS longitudinal [h]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-crossing angle at IP2 ([\mu\text{rad}])</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity ([10^{37} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}])</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelled luminosity ([10^{37} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}])</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelling time [h]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of bunches per injection</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ For the design of the HL-LHC systems (collimators, triplet magnets,..), a design margin of 50% on the stated peak luminosity was agreed upon.
² The total number of events/crossing is calculated with an inelastic cross-section of 85 mb (also for nominal), while 111 mb is still assumed for calculating the proton burn off and the resulting levelling time.
The upgrade should provide the potential for good performance over a wide range of parameters. The machine and experiments will find the best practical set of parameters in actual operation. The following items are the key variables targeted for luminosity performance by the upgrade:

- **Beam current**: the total beam current may be a hard limit in the LHC since many systems are affected by this parameter: RF power system and RF cavities; collimation; cryogenics; kickers; vacuum; beam diagnostics; QPS; etc. Radiation effects aside, all existing systems have been designed, in principle, for $I_{\text{beam}} = 0.86$ A, the so-called ‘ultimate’ beam current. However the ability to go to the ultimate limit is still to be experimentally demonstrated and the HL-LHC will need to go 30% beyond ultimate with 25 ns bunch spacing.

- **Beam Brightness**: The beam brightness, the ratio of the bunch intensity to its transverse emittance, is a beam characteristic that must be maximized at the beginning of beam generation and then preserved throughout the entire injector chain and in LHC itself. The LIU project has as its primary objective increasing the number of protons per bunch by a factor of two above the nominal design value while keeping emittance at the present low value.

- **$\beta^*$ and cancelling of the reduction factor $R$**: A classical route for a luminosity upgrade with head-on collisions is to reduce $\beta^*$ by means of stronger and larger aperture low-$\beta$ triplet quadrupoles. This reduces the transverse size of the luminous region resulting in the gain in peak luminosity. There is a concomitant increase in beam sizes in the triplet magnets. For operation with a crossing angle a reduction in $\beta^*$ values also implies an increase in the crossing angle when respecting the requirement for a constant normalized beam separation over the common part of the insertion. The increased crossing angle in turn requires a further increase in the triplet magnet aperture, a larger aperture D1 (first separation dipole), and further modifications to the matching section.

- **Stronger chromatic aberrations** coming from the larger $\beta$-functions inside the triplet magnets may furthermore exceed the strength of the existing correction circuits. The peak $\beta$-function is also limited by the possibility to match the optics to the regular beta functions of the arcs. A previous study has shown that the practical limit for $\beta^*$ in the nominal LHC is around 30 cm cf. the nominal 55 cm (the LHC operated in 2016 with $\beta^*$=40cm at 6.5 TeV beam energy). However, a novel scheme called Achromatic Telescopic Squeeze (ATS) [12] uses the adjacent arcs as enhanced matching sections. The increase of the beta-functions in these arcs can boost, at constant strength, the efficiency of the arc correction circuits. In this way a $\beta^*$ value of 15-20 cm can be envisaged, and flat optics with a $\beta^*$ as low as 10 cm in the plane perpendicular to the crossing plane could be realized. For such a $\beta^*$ reduction the triplet quadrupoles need to double their aperture, and require a peak field 50% above those in the present LHC. This implies the use of new, advanced, superconducting technology based on Nb$_3$Sn. Also the magnets in the matching section (D2-Q4,Q5,Q6) must have a larger aperture than those in the present LHC, in order to accommodate the larger $\beta$-functions coming from the lower $\beta^*$. Indeed, in the HL-LHC the aperture of the Q5 quadrupole and its corrector will be increased to 70 mm (from the present 56 mm). The Q4 quadrupole, and associated correctors, initially designed for 90 mm aperture, will be kept at 70 mm aperture (present LHC), limiting the minimum $\beta^*$ to 20 cm. However it is foreseen to eventually revert to a 90 mm wide Q4 (by installing a new quadrupole type (MQYY)) in a second phase as consolidation of the HL machine. This should allow a $\beta^*$ of 10 cm to be attained by using flat beams, or a $\beta^*$ of 15 cm for round beam operation.

The drawback of very small $\beta^*$ is that it requires a larger crossing angle $\theta_c$. This causes a severe reduction of the geometrical luminosity reduction factor $R$. In Figure 1-5 the reduction factor is plotted vs. $\beta^*$ values.
Various methods can be employed to at least partially counteract this effect. The most efficient and elegant solution for compensating the geometric reduction factor is the use of special superconducting RF crab cavities (CC), capable of generating transverse electric fields that rotate each bunch longitudinally by $\theta_c/2$, such that they effectively collide head on, overlapping perfectly at the collision points, as illustrated in Figure 1-6, see bottom right insert. Crab cavities allow access to the full performance of the small $\beta^*$ values offered by the ATS scheme and the larger triplet quadrupole magnets, restoring the reduction value $R$ to that of the present LHC despite the much larger $\theta_c$. While the crab cavities boost the virtual peak luminosity, $\beta^*$ variation during the fill—the so-called dynamic $\beta^*$ squeeze—could be used as levelling mechanism. This would allow optimization of the size of the luminous region and thus the pile-up density throughout the whole fill.

The crab cavities can also be used to tilt the bunches in a direction perpendicular to the plane of crossing. Together with an additional higher harmonic RF system for bunch shaping, such a scheme could provide longitudinal pile-up density control and provide an additional handle for luminosity levelling through the so-called ‘crab-kissing’ scheme (see chapter 4). However, in the re-baselining exercise carried out in June 2016 to cope with the increased cost of the technical infrastructure, it has been decided to adopt in the baseline the installation of only two crab cavities per beam on each side of the relevant IPs, rather than the four crab cavities previously foreseen. As shown in Fig. 1-6 the new baseline (half CC system) brings the reduction factor $R$ for the HL-LHC with $\beta^* = 20$ cm to the same level as LHC in 2016 operating at $\beta^* = 40$ cm.

Figure 1-6: Geometrical reduction factor $\kappa$ vs $\beta^*$ showing the increased performance in HL-LHC due to crab cavities (CC), both in the previous configuration (full CC, scaled to $\beta^*$ of 20 cm) and the present one (half CC). The crab cavity beam manipulation is depicted the picture at right (the small arrows indicate the torque on the bunch generated by the transverse RF field).
1.2.5 Re-baselining of June 2016

To cope with an increase of the amount of required civil engineering (CE) and the estimated cost increase of the technical infrastructure, partly due to increase of underground volume and building surface, the project underwent a new optimization process aiming at a consistent cost saving. The cost saving breakdown is about 10% on the technological part of the project and 30% on the CE and technical infrastructure, partly due to increase of underground volume and building surface. The project underwent a new optimization process aiming at a consistent cost saving. The main outcome is the following list of modifications. Included in the list are also a few modifications that were already in the pipeline before the June 2016 re-baselining – as such this list is the comprehensive list of changes with respect the previous edition TDRV0 [13].

- Powering the triplet with one main circuit per side (plus trims); previously, there were two main powering circuits.
- Operating temperature of Q6 quadrupole (in P1 and P6) at 4.2 K rather than 1.9 K.
- Avoiding doubling of the Q5 MQY magnet in P6 by operating it at 1.9 K instead of 4.2 K.
- Powering of the matching section quadrupoles (Q4-Q5-Q6) in P1 and P5, and their correctors, from RR (rather than from the new UR service gallery).
- Shortening of the SC links following the choice of June 2015 to position the magnet power converters in the underground service gallery.
- Suppressing the 11 T dipole magnets in P2, by instead integrating the dispersion suppressor collimator (TCLD) in a new connection cryostat.
- Reduction of 11 T and TCLD requirements in P7: only one 11 T unit per side (left and right of P7) is to be installed in LS2. The second 11 T/TCLD unit per side to be installed in LS3 has been cancelled.
- Reduction of TCTPM (new tertiary collimators) collimators to be installed from 16 to 8.
- Reduction of the crab cavity system to two cavities per beam and per side (half CC system); 16 cavities (8 cryo-modules) are now foreseen to be installed. 8 of double quarter wave type (in P5) and 8 of RF dipole type (in P1).
- New integration layout of the mini-TAN into the D2 cold-mass.
- Scope reduction for the TCDD (that now is an absorber incorporated in D1 for P2 and P8, injection points); upgrade of the TCDS with one model rather than two.
- Insertion of the IT string test at SM18 into the HL-LHC Cost-to-Completion.

Other hardware changes that do not impact the tunnel layout include:

- a more extensive use of the quench heaters thereby eliminating many switches and energy extraction systems;
- reduction in the redundancy of discharge units of the protection system;
- a new layout of the cold box of the new refrigerators, with a separate distribution box;
- use of laminations for MQXF (triplet quadrupole);
- optimization of the vacuum layout.

All these changes are described in more detail in the relevant chapters.

1.2.6 Performance

The projected luminosity performance along the whole life of LHC/HL-LHC machine is shown in Figure 1-7, where some “luminosity learning” due to operational experience and staging of some components is included.
If the performance of the HL-LHC can go beyond the design levelled luminosity value of $L_{\text{peak}} = 5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$, and if the upgraded detectors will accept a higher pile-up, up to 200 in average, then the performance could eventually reach $7.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ with levelling. With such parameters a performance of more than 300 fb$^{-1}$/year is possible if the days of proton physics per year can be increased after LS4 and LS5. Here one foresees the end of the ALICE ion program after LS4 and a reduced need for machine development time after LS5. This would allow up to 4000 fb$^{-1}$ to be obtained before 2040, as shown in Figure 1-8. The graphs already include the small performance change due to the re-baseline exercise of June 2016, with an efficiency in luminosity production of 50%. A more detailed discussion of performance, and of impact on it due to June 2016 re-baseline exercise, can be found in Chapter 2.

Figure 1-7: Forecast for peak luminosity (red dots) and integrated luminosity (blue line) in the HL-LHC era, according to the nominal HL-LHC parameters.

Figure 1-8: Forecast for peak luminosity (red dots) and integrated luminosity (blue line) in the HL-LHC era, for the case of ultimate HL-LHC parameters.

1.2.7 Main milestones

The HL-LHC schedule aims at the installation of the main HL-LHC hardware during LS3, together with the final upgrade of the experimental detectors (the so-called Phase II upgrade). However, a few items such as the new cryogenic lay-out for P4; new DS collimators integrated in the connection cryostat in P2 for ions; the 11T
13 dipole magnets for DS collimation in P7 for both ion and proton beams, will be installed during LS2 or possibly during extended technical stops.

The HL-LHC schedule is based on the following milestones, summarized in Figure 1-9:

- 2014: Preliminary Design Report (PDR) (achieved);
- 2015: First Cost & Schedule Review (C&SR-1); end of design phase, release of Technical Design Report (TDR_v0) (achieved);
- 2016: Validation of main hardware components (short models or prototypes); TDR_v1 and C&SR-2 (achieved);
- 2017-2018: Testing of full prototypes (including crab cavity test in SPS) and release of final TDR;
- 2018–2023: Construction and test of long-lead hardware components (e.g. magnets, crab cavities, SC links, collimators);
- 2018–2020: Start heavy excavation works;
- 2019–2020: LS2 – New cryogenics lay-out in P4; DS collimators in connection cryostat in P2 and DS collimators with 11 T in P7; preparation of infrastructure in the tunnel and new service galleries;
- 2021–2023: String test of inner triplet;
- 2024–2026: LS3 – Main installation (new magnets, crab cavities, cryo-plants, collimators, SC Links, ancillary equipment, absorbers) and hardware commissioning.

![Figure 1-9: Schematic representation of the HL-LHC timeline.](image)

1.2.8 Cost

The HL-LHC project, as approved by the CERN Council of June 2016 with a cost ceiling of **950 MCHF** (Material budget), will end construction in 2026 with the installation and commissioning of the main equipment [7]. However, during its exploitation, the HL-LHC machine will continue to evolve and improve, thanks to an ongoing consolidation program, similar to that of the present LHC. The main hardware that one can foresee as an option for further improving performance are:

- Installation of wider aperture Q4: 90 mm aperture MQYY replacing the 70 mm MQY (beneficial for flat beams);
- Completion of CC system by installing further 16 cavities (for a total of 4 CC/beam/IP side);
- Hollow electron lens for halo cleaning;
- Wires or electron beams to compensate long range beam-beam (LRBB) effects;
- An additional SRF accelerating cavity system, operating at either 200 or 800 MHz;
- Wide band feedback system to fight intra-bunch instabilities such as those due to electron cloud.
The Cost-to-Completion (CtC) of the full HL-LHC project construction, as scrutinized and endorsed by the C&SR I in March 2015, amounts to about 950 MCHF for materials (including the cost for associate personnel, but excluding some items that are accounted for by the Consolidation project). In the C&SR-1, the bottom-up evaluation of staff personnel requirements amounts to more than 1600 fulltime equivalent (FTE) years. This CtC does not includes any of the above listed options. It does include the civil engineering work for the underground caverns and galleries (both for IP1 and IP5).

At the time of the C&SR I the cost evaluation for WP17- Infrastructure, Logistics and Civil Engineering was presented with a budgetary envelope of 170 MCHF: 100 MCHF for Civil Engineering and 70 MCHF for all the remaining items of WP17. It is worth noting that 10 MCHF had been transferred as a contribution to the upgrade of the magnet test facility (the SM18 upgrade project managed by TE department). The budget profile approved by the CERN Council of June 2016, is shown in Figure 1-10.

![Figure 1-10: The HL-LHC construction project budget allocation as a function of time over 2015–2026, as per CERN Medium-Term Plan 2017-2021 with the full CtC.](image)

The effect of the re-baselines exercise has not yet been taken into account in detail. However, the re-baseline as approved by the CERN executive committee of 3 August 2016 foresees the same amount of material budget: 950 MCHF. If needed, a re-profiling within the envelope could be implemented by CERN.

### 1.3 The collaboration

The LHC Luminosity Upgrade was envisioned from the beginning as being an international project. Indeed, US laboratories started to work on it with considerable resources well before CERN. In 2002-2003 collaboration between the US laboratories and CERN established a first road map for a LHC upgrade [9]. The LARP programme was then set up and approved by the US Department of Energy (DOE). In the meantime, CERN was totally engaged in LHC construction and commissioning: it could only participate in Coordinated Accelerator Research in Europe (CARE), an EC-FP6 programme, in 2004–2008. CARE contained a modest programme for the LHC upgrade. Then two FP7 programmes (SLH-PP and EuCARD) helped to reinforce the design and R&D work for the LHC upgrade in Europe, although still at a modest level. KEK in Japan, in the framework of the permanent CERN-KEK collaboration, also engaged from 2008 in activities for the LHC upgrade. LARP remained, until 2011, the main R&D activity in the world for the LHC upgrade.

Finally, with the approval of the FP7 Design Study HiLumi LHC in 2011, and the maturing of the main project lines considered in Section 1, the HL-LHC collaboration took its present form. It is worth noticing that FP7-HiLumi LHC covers only the design of a few systems, given the limited funding available to the programme. However, it has allowed the formation and structuring of a European participation in the LHC Upgrade from the very beginning of the project. Since 2013 efforts have been launched to establish a collaboration framework for the HL-LHC project that continues beyond the EC funded FP7 Design Study and to address not only system designs but also the contribution of actual hardware systems. The cornerstones in
these efforts are the transformation of the US LARP program to a construction project and the agreement with Japan for the deliverable of superconducting dipole magnets. In addition to these efforts with the USA and Japan, CEA (Saclay, France), INFN (Milan and Genova, Italy) and CIEMAT (Madrid, Spain) have signed further collaboration agreements in 2014 to carry out design, engineering and prototyping work for HL-LHC magnets in addition to the FP7-HiLumi LHC commitment. Furthermore, several CERN member states (e.g. UK, Sweden, Poland etc.) are in the process of setting up collaborations with CERN beyond FP7-HiLumi LHC. In all cases for member state agencies, the CERN funding for the activities is approximately 50%, with the balance being provided by the collaborating institutes. In Figure 1-11 a schematic indicating the various collaborating branches is shown.

![Timeline of the various collaboration branches, converging toward the LHC luminosity upgrade.](image)

**Figure 1-11**: Timeline of the various collaboration branches, converging toward the LHC luminosity upgrade.

### 1.3.1 FP7-Hilumi LHC

The “FP7 High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider Design Study” (HiLumi LHC) proposal was submitted in November 2010 to the EC Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). Approved with a full score of 15/15 it has been fully funded by the EC. The contract was signed by the fifteen partners (beneficiaries). KEK is a partner without EC funding – all of their funding is internal. The US laboratories were part of the proposal, without EC funding, but then for various reasons (mainly related to Intellectual Property issues) they could not sign the FP7-HiLumi LHC Consortium Agreement, thus they are external associates with no formal obligations. In practice LARP is excellently coordinated with FP7-Hilumi and the project heavily relies on LARP to reach the project goals.

The rules of FP7 were such that each of the thirteen European institutions that were members of HiLumi LHC have to match the EC contribution with their own funding. In the case of FP7-HiLumi the matching funds equal the EC funds: each EU Institute received 50% of the total cost (including overheads). The exception was CERN, which received only 17% of its total costs, mainly for management and coordination. In Figure 1-12 the funding mechanism is explained. Given the success of the evaluation, see above, the project was ranked first in its category and was fully financed, with a EU contribution of M€4.9 against a request of M€4.97.
Figure 1-12: (a) Total estimation of the cost of the design study, subdivided by the US and Japan, EU institutes and CERN. (b) Total cost with the US and Japan removed (i.e. only costs that are eligible for funding by the EC). (c) Effect of CERN waiving the cost for technical works (recognizing that the HL-LHC is part of the core CERN programme financed via the normal budget), while keeping the extra cost generated by the management and coordination of the project. This is the total cost declared to the EC. (d) Cost claimed from the EC: 50% of the declared cost (eligible cost reduced by CERN waiving action).

In Figure 1-13 a list of the 15 FP7-HiLumi institutions is given, followed by a list of the five US collaborating institutes. FP7-HiLumi LHC has closed its activity by delivering the last of the required reports, the most important being the TDR-V0 [13]. FP7-HiLumi LHC design study ended formally on 31 October 2015 (however last deliverable report was issued in January 2016) and the consortium dissolved. A new type of framework, based on a MoU is being set up to form the new collaboration, including partners beyond FP7-HiLumi. The first meeting of this new HL-LHC Collaboration Board will take place at the annual HL-LHC meeting in November 2016.
1.3.2 LHC Accelerator R&D Program (LARP) and HL-LHC Accelerator Upgrade Project

The LARP programme was initiated by the US Department of Energy (DOE) in 2003 to participate in the commissioning of the US-built interaction region triplets by bringing together and coordinating resources from the four US HEP laboratories (BNL, FNAL, LBNL and SLAC) with the inclusion of some universities as the programme evolved. In addition the Program supported the involvement of the US accelerator community in beam physics studies and beam instrumentation contributions aimed at answering fundamental beam physics questions, improving the LHC performance and maximizing the physics output of the HEP experiment at the LHC.

By 2003 it was already recognized, based on the Tevatron experience, that an increase in LHC luminosity would become necessary after a decade of LHC operation to reduce the ‘halving time’, i.e. the time needed to reduce statistical errors by a factor of two. Consequently, the programme focused from the very beginning – on the design of improved focusing quadrupoles for the LHC low-$\beta$ insertion regions, finding a synergy with the various DOE high-field magnet (HFM) R&D programmes at the participating laboratories. The conductor of choice for this R&D programme was selected to be Nb$_3$Sn and therefore LARP became synergetic with another DOE programme, the Conductor Development Program (CDP), initiated in 1998 with

![Table showing the 15 members ('beneficiaries') of the FP7 HiLumi LHC design study and (b) the five LARP laboratories that are associated with the project.](image)

Figure 1-13: (a) Table showing the 15 members ('beneficiaries') of the FP7 HiLumi LHC design study and (b) the five LARP laboratories that are associated with the project.
the goal of improving the performance of Nb$_3$Sn. The LARP, CDP, and other US laboratories’ HFM activities interacted in an extremely constructive way, achieving a substantial increase in the critical current performance of Nb$_3$Sn superconductors (Figure 1-14) and defining the assembly technique for accelerator quality high-field Nb$_3$Sn magnets in different kinds of configuration and with different apertures.

![Figure 1-14: Left: Improvement in $j_c$ (current density) in Nb$_3$Sn superconductor during the last three decades compared with Nb-Ti $j_c$ performance.](image)

The LARP effort was funded at approximately $12 – 13 million/year, with 50% of the funding going directly to magnet development. Several magnets developed by LARP reached and surpassed the design field as shown in Figure 1-15(b) for one of the latest models (MQXFS1, the first 150 mm aperture quadrupole assembled and tested in 2016 with US and CERN coils). Additionally, LARP has demonstrated the scale-up of the Nb$_3$Sn technology (i.e. the performance of the technology for magnets as long as 3 m) as shown in Figure 1-15(a) for the 90-mm aperture long quadrupole (LQ). The achievements of the US programmes, in particular LARP, but also of the general R&D high-field magnet programme, have led to the adoption of the Nb$_3$Sn superconductor solution as the baseline for the HL-LHC’s new focusing system and 11 T magnets.

![Figure 1-15: (left) Quench performance of the long quadrupole (LQ), the first quadrupole demonstrating the scale-up of Nb$_3$Sn technology to lengths of interest for LHC applications (~3 m), (right) quench performance of MQXFS1 (150 mm aperture) during the first cold test in February 2016, showing good quench performance and memory after warm-up and cool-down cycles.](image)

In addition to contributions to LHC commissioning and magnet development-related activities, LARP was also tasked with the support and promotion of accelerator physics R&D activities at the LHC. One of the most fundamental contributions was the initial development of solutions to the scheme based on crab cavities (Chapter 4) to increase the instantaneous luminosity through a compensation of the geometric reduction factor.
by allowing the bunches to collide effectively head-on through the application of transverse RF electric fields. By 2013-2014, LARP demonstrated the basic idea in “Proof Of Principle” cavities and subsequently completed the RF electromagnetic design for the crab cavities presently considered for the HL-LHC baseline. Other contributions from LARP included a scheme for rotatable collimators (with a prototype developed and built at SLAC and subsequently tested at CERN), a Wide Band Feedback System to control lateral instabilities in the LHC Injector chain and, possibly, in HL-LHC and presently being tested at the SPS, and several studies on e-cloud and mitigation of beam halo by use of e-lens collimators.

An additional, important aspect of LARP commitment was the institution of the Toohig Fellowship (http://www.interactions.org/toohig/) to support young accelerator physicists and engineers wishing to pursue research at the LHC in the early years of their career.

In 2016, DOE recognized the need for the HL-LHC upgrade by providing CD-0 (Critical Decision-0, Mission Need Statement) on April 13th 2016 and establishing the US “HL-LHC Accelerator Upgrade Project” (HL-LHC AUP). The HL-LHC AUP, with a funding guideline of approximately 200M$ (US Accounting), will be executed between 2016 and 2024 to provide US in-kind contributions to HL-LHC. DOE and CERN will negotiate deliverables from the US in the coming year, with obvious candidates being the focusing magnets crab cavities and, in second priority, hollow e-lens and feedback systems.

In the CY16–CY17 period, LARP will concentrate on prototyping the elements needed by the HL-LHC project in which US national laboratories and universities have demonstrated excellent capabilities. In particular LARP has built and successfully tested one short triplet quadrupole QXF (1m) model and plans – subject to funding availability – to build a second short model in the near future. One (out of 3 planned) long (4 m) QXF magnet model is under construction as well and will be tested by the beginning of CY17. In addition, LARP contributed to the delivery of a wide band feedback system prototype for tests in the SPS (ongoing) and plans to deliver four fully-dressed SCRF crab cavities. This phase is expected to continue until the start of construction in the period 2018-2024.

1.3.3 KEK

Within the framework of the CERN-KEK collaboration, KEK has conducted Nb$_3$Al superconductor R&D for the high-field magnets aimed at the future LHC upgrade from the early 2000s in collaboration with the National Institute of Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan. The Nb$_3$Al superconductors are made by the rapid-heating, quenching transformation (RHQT) process, which was invented by NIMS. These superconductors have shown better critical current density and less strain dependence, and have been considered to be one of the promising candidates for high-field accelerator magnet applications. Nevertheless, KEK and NIMS faced technical difficulties in long wire production and it was judged in 2011 that the Nb$_3$Al superconductor was unfortunately not ready for industrialization for the HL-LHC upgrade anticipated in around 2022.

KEK has officially participated in the FP7 HiLumi LHC design study since 2011 in the context of enhancing the Japanese contribution to the physics outcome from the ATLAS experiment. Following the suppression of research activities on the development of the Nb$_3$Al superconductor, the main effort was redirected to the conceptual design study for the beam separation dipole magnet, D1, situated immediately after the low-beta insertion quadrupoles in the HL-LHC machine. While the conceptual design study has been pursued dominantly by KEK, close collaboration with CERN and other partners has strengthened the success of the design study. The D1 magnet is based on the mature Nb-Ti technology. Design challenges are the tight control of the field quality with the large iron saturation, and the accommodation of the heat load and the radiation dose. The research engagement includes development of the 2 m long model magnet and testing at 1.9 K. KEK has also contributed to the HiLumi LHC design study through beam dynamics studies and cooperative work associated with the crab cavity design.

Aside from the HiLumi LHC, KEK has also participated in the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project. The main collaboration items have been consolidation and upgrade of PS Booster RF systems using Finemet-FT3L technology and development of the longitudinal damper system.
1.3.4 Other collaborations

In 2014, CEA (Saclay, France), INFN (Milan and Genova, Italy), and CIEMAT (Madrid, Spain), have each signed a further collaboration agreement to carry out design, engineering, and prototype work for HL-LHC magnets in addition to their FP7 commitments. STFC and a collaboration of UK universities and UPPSALA University are in the process of signing new collaboration agreements in 2016. Further negotiations are ongoing with Russia, Canada, Poland and Georgia. In all cases, the CERN funding is about 50%, the rest being charged to the collaborating institutes.

1.3.4.1 CEA

The CEA agreement concerns ‘Research and Development for future LHC Superconducting Magnets’. It has six technical work packages, covering R&D for the HL-LHC and for post-LHC magnets. Among them, the following are of HL-LHC interest.

- Design and construction of a single aperture, 1 m long, full-size coil model magnet for the first quadrupole of the matching section, Q4. The magnet is based on classical Nb-Ti technology but has a very large aperture (90 mm) in a two-in-one cold mass, and thus presents a number of design challenges.
- Completion of the 13 T, large-aperture dipole Fresca2 (a technological HL-LHC work package that has served to promote Nb3Sn at CERN).
- Studies on Nb3Sn thermal properties and a finite element model of Nb3Sn cabling.

1.3.4.2 INFN (Milan and Genova)

The INFN agreement is also related to R&D on superconducting magnets for the HL-LHC and concerns two main items:

- Design and construction of a prototype of each of the six high-order corrector magnets for the inner triplet, all with a single aperture of 150 mm. The work is based on Nb-Ti superferric technology and is carried out at INFN-LASA in Milano. An option based on the MgB2 superconductor is also being considered by INFN.
- Engineering Design of the superconducting recombination dipole magnet, D2, the first Two-in-One magnet, at the end of the common beam pipe. The work is based on Nb-Ti technology, with design challenges coming from the large aperture and the relatively high fields that have a parallel direction in both apertures. The work is being carried out at INFN-Genova. The collaboration has been recently extended to include the construction by INFN via industrial procurement, of a short model (1.5 m long) and of a full length prototype (about 8 m long).

1.3.4.3 CIEMAT (Madrid)

The CIEMAT agreement concerns the design and construction of a 1 m long prototype of the 150 mm aperture nested orbit corrector dipole for the inner triplet. It features two dipoles coils, rotated by 90° for simultaneous horizontal and vertical beam steering, in the same aperture. The main challenges are the mechanical structures to withstand the large torque, and the unusual force distribution arising when both field directions are needed.

1.3.4.4 UK Universities and STFC

An agreement is in place between CERN and University of Manchester, with the latter representing other six British Institutes: ASTEC/STFC, Royal Holloway and Bedford New College, Lancaster University, University of Liverpool, University of Southampton and University of Huddersfield. The agreement concerns modelling and equipment construction for various WPs: crab cavities (various studies, construction of one pre-series cryomodule, participation in the test program); collimation system (studies, code development and one low impedance prototype); cold powering (study and design and construction of one component of the feed-box); beam diagnostics (studies and design of electro-optic beam position monitor (EO-BPM) and gas-jet based
beam profile monitor with prototype construction of the EO-BPM). The agreement is foreseen over four years: 2016-2019.

1.3.4.5 UPPSALA University

Uppsala university will upgrade the FREIA facility (being used for testing SRF cryomodules for ESS) to carry out power test at cryogenic conditions for Hilumi corrector magnets (namely the nested orbit corrector of the CIEMAT collaboration) and the SRF crab cavity prototypes.

1.3.4.6 Other agreements

Further agreements are under discussion. At this stage of the negotiations, the following agreements are worth mentioning:

- Finland: Lapland University has prepared a 3D visualization and virtual tour of the HL-LHC installation (underground and surface http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch/hilumi3d). The underground visualization is particularly useful for integration purposes and, eventually, may be used as an outreach tool since visits will not be permitted.
- Russia: proposal to contribute to the design of cavity power coupler, new higher harmonic 800 MHz RF system, design and production of electron lenses and halo monitors.
- Canada: proposal to contribute to the refurbishment and production of new spares of warm quadrupole magnets for the LHC cleaning insertions and the study of beam-beam effects.
- Poland: proposal to contribute with manpower to the magnet measurement and installation campaigns.
- Georgia: proposal to contribute to the support feet and jacks for the new triplet and D1 and D2 magnets.

1.4 Governance and project structure

Given the fact that the application for the FP7 HiLumi LHC Design Study marked the start of the project in its present form, the structure and terminology are borrowed from the typical FP7 style. To avoid any duplication, the governance of the whole HL-LHC project has been conceived as an extension of the governance that was in place for the governance of the FP7 HiLumi LHC. The end of the Design Study at end of October 2015 is the opportunity to change the governance, better adapting it to the needs of the project in the construction phase. Here the present structure is briefly recalled and the new one introduced.

1.4.1 Present project governance and structure.

As noted above, the FP7-HiLumi LHC covered only a few work packages (WPs), recognizing that they make up the backbone of the upgrade. The WP structure, with tasks arranged in a tree-like structure, is the basic set-up of the project. LARP is a parallel structure, independently funded, associated with FP7 with connections both at project management level as well as at WP/task level to maximize synergy. KEK is a direct member of FP7-HiLumi LHC. It is worth noting that HiLumi LHC is the term indicating the part of the HL-LHC that was covered by FP7 funds, even if in practice it has become a popular name for the whole project. In Figure 1-16 the general governance of the project during the FP7 funding period is shown. Each body contained the FP7 part and the part that was not covered by FP7. The Steering Committee was the main managing body: it met regularly every two months and all WPs were represented there, along with the participation of the LARP representatives. It oversee the progress of the technical work and planning, approving the milestones and deliverables for the HiLumi design study. The Steering Committee usually met in its ‘enlarged’ form, including the WPs not covered by FP7 and including the LARP leadership. The Collaboration Board was the highest-level governance body with representation from each institute.

---

1 This is work in progress and reflects the state of negotiations as of end of August 2016.
Figure 1-16: The general governance scheme of FP-7 HiLumi LHC, used for the whole HL-LHC project.

In the case of approval of formal FP7 acts, only the FP7-WP coordinators and FP7 Institutes could vote. It is worth noting that the collaboration was based on a consortium agreement, signed by the 15 members (in FP7 terminology, beneficiaries) of FP7-HiLumi LHC. The US laboratories were not members of FP7-HiLumi LHC, however representatives of each US laboratory, including the LARP director, were co-opted onto the enlarged Collaboration Board. The formal link with the US laboratories was assured by the CERN-DOE Protocol II concerning the LHC and its upgrades. Given the fact that CERN is responsible for the LHC machine, the CERN director general, through his representative in the Collaboration Board, the project coordinator, had the right of veto.

The Parameter and Layout Committee and the Technical Committee had mainly technical functions inside the project. The Coordination group, chaired by the HL-LHC project coordinator, constituted the meeting point between CERN Management, HL-LHC, LIU and Detector Management.

In Figure 1-17 the project structure, with all WPs and their coordinators, as well as the main collaborators, is shown. Typically, each WP is assigned three to six tasks. The tasks are the core of the technical work.

Figure 1 17: HL LHC project structure, with FP7 part indicated in dark green. The orange box refers to the high-field magnets work package, which was started before the HL-LHC in the framework of generic R&D for the LHC upgrade.
1.4.2 New Project Governance and MoU

The transition from Design Study to a construction project requires modification of the project and committee structures. On the one hand, the transition requires a closer integration with the CERN equipment groups that control the manpower resources for the HL-LHC project and to establish a new Collaboration Board that recognizes the value and importance of the new collaboration partners with concrete hardware contributions and facilitates the coordination and information flow between the partners. On the other hand, the transition also implies the need to finish the design process, to freeze the key parameters, and to follow closely the hardware development. This second shift in the project needs requires a re-organization of the central HL-LHC committees. In particular, the HL-LHC project merged the HL-LHC Parameter & Layout Committee (PLC) and HL-LHC Technical Committee (HL-TC) in order to create one central HL-LHC Technical Coordination Committee (HL TCC) that follows up on the hardware developments and prototype testing. Figure 1-18 shows the present project structure that is in place since 2016.

![Diagram of HL-LHC organization](image)

Figure 1-18. The HL-LHC organization in the global CERN Accelerator & Technology Sector structure for the construction phase.

The Steering Committee has been supressed in this new structure as a committee for formal approval of the HiLumi deliverables. The part of technical follow up done in the Steering Committee has been taken up by the new Technical Coordination Committee, while its primary functions as managing body has been absorbed by the Project Office, with suitable participation of the WP leaders when necessary.

In addition to the above changes, the CERN management has introduced a new Executive Committee that looks after decisions that will affect both the LIU and HL-LHC projects. The change in the LHC schedule and shift of the LS2 technical stop are examples of decisions discussed at the new Executive Board. The HL-LHC Coordination Group has been reviewed in function and composition to avoid any overlap with the new Executive Committee.
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Chapter 2
Machine Layout and Performance

2 Machine layout and performance

2.1 Performance goals (nominal scheme)

The goal of the High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC is to deliver an integrated luminosity of the order of 250 fb\(^{-1}\) per year in each of the two high-luminosity general-purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS, located at the interaction points (IP) 1 and 5, respectively. The other two experiments, ALICE and LHCb with detectors located at IP2 and IP8 respectively, are expecting to collect integrated luminosities of 100 pb\(^{-1}\) per year (of proton–proton data) and 5 fb\(^{-1}\) to 10 fb\(^{-1}\) per year, respectively [1-4]. No operation for forward physics experiments is expected after the upgrade.

The ATLAS and CMS detectors will be upgraded to handle an average number of pile-up events per bunch crossing of at least 140, corresponding to an instantaneous luminosity of approximately \(5 \times 10^{34}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) for operation with 25 ns beams at 7 TeV, for a visible cross-section \(\sigma_{\text{vis}} = 81\) mb [5]. The detectors are also expected to handle a line density of pile-up events of 1.3 events per mm per bunch crossing. ALICE and LHCb will be upgraded to operate at instantaneous luminosities of up to \(2 \times 10^{31}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) and \(2 \times 10^{33}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), respectively.

The HL-LHC upgrade project aims to achieve a ‘virtual’ peak luminosity that is considerably higher than the maximum imposed by the acceptable event pile-up rate, and to control the instantaneous luminosity during the physics fill (‘luminosity levelling’) so that the luminosity production can be sustained over longer periods to maximize the integrated luminosity.

A simplified model of the luminosity evolution has been developed [6] taking into account the beam population \(N_{\text{beam}}\) reduction due to the collisions (the so called ‘burn-off’) in \(n_{\text{IP}}\) collision points with instantaneous luminosity \(L_{\text{inst}}\),

\[
\frac{dN_{\text{beam}}}{dt} = -n_{\text{IP}} \sigma_{\text{tot}} L_{\text{inst}},
\]  

where we have considered pessimistically the total cross-section \(\sigma_{\text{tot}}\) (here assumed to be 111 mb [7]) for the estimate of the ‘burn-off lifetime’. No other sources of intensity reduction or emittance blow-up are considered in this model. Figure 2-1 shows the expected yearly-integrated luminosity as a function of the ‘virtual’ peak luminosity for three different values of the luminosity at which levelling is performed. In this figure, the corresponding optimum fill length \(T_{\text{fill}}\) (i.e. the length of time for each fill that will maximize the average luminosity production rate) is also shown. The annual integrated luminosity is determined for a minimum turnaround time \(T_{\text{turnaround}}\) of 3 hours (see Chapter 16), a scheduled physics time \(T_{\text{physics}}\) for luminosity production of 160 days per year, with \(N_{\text{fills}}\) successful physics fills of duration \(T_{\text{fill}}\). A performance efficiency \(\eta\) of 50\% (this was 53.5\% in 2012 and it is 60.1\% for 2016 at the time of writing\(^1\)) is assumed where [8]:

\[
\eta = N_{\text{fills}} \frac{T_{\text{turnaround}}+T_{\text{fill}}}{T_{\text{physics}}} \times 100\%.
\]  

\(^{1} 24/09/2016 – The performance efficiency has been calculated for the period up to the start of MD3.\)
In order to reach the goal of integrating 250 fb\(^{-1}\)/year levelling must be performed at luminosities equal or larger than \(5 \times 10^{34}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) and peak virtual luminosities above \(10^{35}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). Furthermore, the performance efficiency must be at least 50% and the typical fill length must be comparable with the estimated optimum fill length (for comparison the average fill length during the 2012 run was 6.1 hours while it reached 15 hours in July 2016 [9]). In this respect, levelling to higher luminosities will be beneficial because it would make it easier to reach and even exceed the integrated luminosity goal, with comfortably short fill lengths. For that reason, the design aims at allowing an ultimate levelled luminosity of \(7.5 \times 10^{34}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) and all the systems will be designed to achieve such value but with no additional margin [10].

![Figure 2-1: (a) Expected annual integrated luminosity; (b) optimum fill length as a function of the 'virtual' peak luminosity for three different values of the luminosity at which levelling is performed. A circulating current of 1.1 A (corresponding to \(N_{\text{beam}} = 6.1 \times 10^{14}\) p), a minimum turnaround time of 3 hours and a performance efficiency \(\eta\) of 50% have been assumed. Only burn-off for a total hadron cross-section of 111 mb has been considered for the estimate of the beam population and virtual luminosity evolution. Two high-luminosity interaction points have been assumed.](image)

2.1.1 Parameter space and basic parameter choices

The instantaneous luminosity \(L\) is given by

\[
L = \frac{n_{\text{b}}N^2f_{\text{rev}}Y}{4\pi \beta^*\epsilon_n} R(\beta^*, \sigma_z, d_{\text{bb}})
\]

\[
(2-3)
\]

The R.M.S. normalized emittance \(\epsilon_n\) in collision is assumed here to be equal for the two beams and for the horizontal and vertical planes. The Twiss beta function \(\beta^*\) in collision at the IP determines, together with the normalized emittance, the r.m.s. beam size \(\sigma^* = \sqrt{\epsilon_n \beta^*/\gamma}\) at the IP (assuming that the contribution to the beam size due to the dispersion and the momentum spread of the beam can be neglected). Here and below it is assumed that the relativistic factor \(\beta = 1\).

A crossing angle is needed to separate bunches immediately upstream and downstream of the collision point. This leads to a reduced geometric overlap between the colliding beams, and hence to a reduction in luminosity. The crossing angle needs to be increased when reducing the \(\beta^*\) in order to maintain a sufficiently large normalized long-range beam–beam separation \(d_{\text{bb}}\). The luminosity is also reduced by the ‘hourglass effect’ that arises from the increase of the beta function upstream and downstream of the interaction point along the bunch longitudinal distribution. The hourglass effect is enhanced by a reduction in \(\beta^*\) and by an increase in bunch length \(\sigma_z\). The luminosity reduction factor \(R\) in equation (2-3) takes both the crossing angle and the hourglass effect into account.

Equation (2-3) shows the parameters that can be varied to maximize the instantaneous luminosity. The considerations that constrain their values are briefly discussed below [11][12]:

26
- The maximum number of bunches $n_b$ is limited by the minimum time interval between bunch crossings at the IP that can be handled by the detectors: this is limited to 25 ns. The maximum number of bunches that can be injected in the LHC is also limited by the following.
  - The maximum number of bunches that can be transferred safely from the SPS to the LHC due to the maximum energy and transverse energy density that can be deposited on the injection protection absorber (TDI) in case of a mis-fire of a LHC injection kicker. The present limitation for the TDI is a maximum of 288 bunches per SPS extraction with ultimate LHC bunch population $(1.7 \times 10^{11}$ ppb) and with the nominal LHC beam normalized emittance at SPS extraction $(3.5 \mu \text{m})$ [13].
  - The rise-time of the injection kickers in the SPS and LHC, extraction kickers in the PS and SPS, and abort gap kicker in the LHC.
  - The need to inject one train consisting of a few bunches (typically 12 nominal bunches for 25 ns spacing) before injecting one nominal batch for machine protection considerations [14]. The last batch must have the maximum number of bunches to effectively use the space near the abort gap.
  - The constraints imposed by the experiments: the need for non-colliding bunches for background evaluation, and a sufficient number of collisions for the lower luminosity experiments [1].

- The maximum bunch population $N$ is limited in the LHC by the onset of the single bunch Transverse Mode Coupling Instability (TMCI), expected to occur at $3.5 \times 10^{11}$ p/bunch [15].

- The total current of the beam circulating in the LHC, $I_{\text{beam}} = e n_b N f_{\text{rev}}$ (where $e$ is the proton charge), is expected to be limited to 1.1 A by the cryogenic power available to cool the beam screen. This assumes that a secondary electron yield (SEY) as low as 1.3 can be reached in the beam screen to limit the heat load due to the electron cloud in the arcs, and additional cryogenic plants are installed in Points 1 and 5 while the cryogenic plant in Point 4 is upgraded [10][11][16].

- The beam brightness $B \equiv N/\varepsilon_n$ is limited by the following considerations [11].
  - The total head-on beam–beam tune shift $\Delta Q_{\text{bbho}} \propto N/\varepsilon_n$ is expected to be limited to 0.02–0.03 based on experience gained (from operations and dedicated experiments) during LHC Run 1. Its value is reduced in a similar fashion to the luminosity in the presence of a crossing angle.
  - Intra-beam scattering induces transverse and longitudinal emittance blow-up, particularly at injection (low energy) but also in the acceleration, squeeze, and collision phases. The evolution of the beam emittances can be described by the equations:

$$\frac{1}{\tau_H} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{nH}} \frac{d\varepsilon_{nH}}{dt} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{\tau_L} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{nL}} \frac{d\varepsilon_{nL}}{dt} \quad \text{with} \quad \frac{1}{\tau_d} \propto \frac{N}{\gamma \varepsilon_{nH} \varepsilon_{nL}} \quad \text{and} \quad d = H, L \quad (2-4)$$

where $\varepsilon_{nHV}$ are the R.M.S. normalized horizontal and vertical emittances. Here it is assumed that vertical dispersion and coupling are negligible so that the vertical emittance blow-up can be neglected.

The minimum $\beta^*$ is limited by the following items as already reported in [12]:

- The aperture at the triplet, taking into account that the maximum $\beta$ function $\beta_{\text{max}}$ at the triplet increases in inverse proportion to $\beta^*$, and that the crossing angle $\theta_c$ required to maintain a sufficiently large normalized long-range beam–beam separation $d_{\text{bb}}$ to minimize the long-range beam–beam tune spread $\Delta Q_{\text{bbL}}$ is $\theta_c = d_{\text{bb}} \sqrt{\varepsilon_n/\gamma \beta^*}$;
- The maximum $\beta$ function at the triplet that can be matched to the regular optics of the arcs within the distance available in the matching section between the triplets and the arcs;
- The strengths of the arc sextupoles available to correct the chromaticity generated by the triplets (proportional to $\beta_{\text{max}}$) and, in general, the nonlinear chromaticities and off-momentum beta beating.
For a round optics (i.e. with equal $\beta^*$ in the horizontal and vertical planes) in the presence of a crossing angle and at constant normalized long-range beam–beam separation $d_{bb}$, the increase in luminosity saturates for values of $\beta^* < \sigma_z$, as shown in Figure 2-2, because of the corresponding decrease of the luminosity reduction factor $R$. The effect of the geometric reduction due to the crossing angle can be counteracted by means of crab cavities operated at the LHC main RF frequency \[17\]. The comparison of the two plots of Figure 2-2 also shows that the effect of crab cavities (assuming full compensation of the crossing angle) in enhancing the peak virtual luminosity becomes less and less important for $\beta^*$ greater than 30–40 cm.

![Figure 2-2: Parameter $R\sigma_z/\beta^*$ vs. $\beta^*$ for different bunch lengths for a round optics and constant normalized long-range beam–beam separation $d_{bb}$ (a) without crab cavities and (b) with crab cavities. The small effect of RF curvature in the crab cavities is not included.](image)

Even after their planned upgrades \[18\], the injectors will also constrain the parameters of the beam that can be expected in the LHC in collision. The available power for the main 200 MHz SPS RF system will still limit the maximum bunch population to $N_{SPS} = 2.4 \times 10^{11}$ particles per bunch at SPS extraction for 288 bunches. To avoid longitudinal instabilities in the SPS, a controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up needs to be applied for high bunch population, which would lead to bunches that are longer than acceptable for clean capture in the LHC with the main 400 MHz RF system (even with the maximum 200 MHz RF voltage available in the SPS after upgrade at extraction). The identification of the elements contributing to the longitudinal impedance in the SPS and the reduction of their impedance, now planned for LS2, should be targeted to achieve longitudinal stability within the required longitudinal emittance for a clean SPS to LHC transfer for bunch populations up to $N_{SPS} = 2.4 \times 10^{11}$ particles per bunch \[19-20\]. This assumes that the pre-injectors can reliably supply the SPS with at least $2.6 \times 10^{11}$ particles per bunch and losses in the SPS remain acceptable for this high intensity \[19-20\]. Furthermore, the brightness of the LHC beam in the injectors is expected to be limited by space charge effects at injection in the PSB, PS, and SPS. From present experience, it is expected that the maximum brightness of the LHC beams in the SPS after the full injector upgrade will be $B_{SPS} \sim 1.5 \times 10^{11}$ p/μm \[21\] for the BCMS beam.

Table 2-1 shows the beam parameters at collision, selected on the basis of the above considerations \[8\]\[22\]. These have been updated \[23\] taking into account the modifications to the baseline following a process of optimization, the result of internal and external reviews \[24-27\] and taking into account the latest information on mechanical tolerances for the construction of the triplet magnets and of the associated cold bore and beam screens \[28\].
Table 2-1: HL-LHC nominal parameters for 25 ns operation [22] for two production modes of the LHC beam in the injectors described in Ref. [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal LHC (design report)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (standard)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (BCMS)#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, N [10^{11}]</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>2748</td>
<td>2604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of collisions in IP1 and IP5</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>2736</td>
<td>2592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{col} [10^{14}]</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [A]</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossing angle in IP1 and IP5 [μrad]</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum normalized long-range beam–beam separation [σ]</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum β’ [m]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a0 [μm]</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aL [eVs]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. energy spread [0.0001]</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS horizontal in collision [h]</td>
<td>80—106</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS longitudinal in collision [h]</td>
<td>61—60</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piwinski parameter</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reduction factor R0 without crab cavities at min. β*</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reduction factor R1 with crab cavities at min. β*</td>
<td>(0.981)</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam–beam tune shift/IP</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity without crab cavities L_{peak} [10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1}]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity with crab cavities L_{peak}×R1/0 [10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1}]</td>
<td>(1.18)</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events/crossing without levelling and without crab cavities</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelled luminosity for μ =140 [10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1}]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events/crossing μ (with levelling and crab cavities)**</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum line density of pile-up events during fill [events/mm]</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelling time [h] (assuming no emittance growth)**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of collisions in IP2/IP8</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>2452/2524**</td>
<td>2288/2396**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N at injection [10^{11}]††</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of bunches per injection</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{col} injection [10^{13}]</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a0 at SPS extraction [μm]†††</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>&lt;2.00**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*BCMS parameters are only considered for injection and as a backup parameter set in case one encounters larger than expected emittance growth in the HL-LHC during injection, ramp and squeeze.

†Assuming one less batch from the PS for machine protection (pilot injection, transfer line steering with 12 nominal bunches) and non-colliding bunches for experiments (background studies, etc.). Note that due to RF beam loading the abort gap length must not exceed the 3 μs design value.

‡For the design of the HL-LHC systems (collimators, triplet magnets, etc.), a margin of 50% on the peak luminosity (corresponding to the ultimate levelled luminosity of approximately 7.5 × 10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1} and to a pile-up μ=200) has been agreed.

§The total number of events/crossing is calculated with an inelastic cross-section of 81 mb, while 111 mb is assumed as a pessimistic value for calculating the proton burn off and the resulting levelling time [5, 7].

**The lower number of collisions in IR2/8 compared to the general-purpose detectors is a result of the agreed filling scheme, aiming as much as possible at an equal sharing of collisions between the experiments.

††An intensity loss of 5% distributed along the cycle is assumed from SPS extraction to collisions in the LHC.

‡‡A transverse emittance blow-up of 10–15% on the average H/V emittance in addition to that expected from intra-beam scattering (IBS) is assumed (to reach 2.5 μm of emittance in collision for 25 ns operation).

***For the BCMS scheme, emittances down to 1.7 μm have already been achieved at LHC injection, which might be used to mitigate excessive emittance blow-up in the LHC during injection and ramp.
2.2 Proposed systems upgrades and improvements

The high luminosity configuration requires upgrades of numerous systems. In some cases, existing systems would not be able to face the increasingly harsh conditions that the highest luminosity performance will generate. Accelerated wear and radiation damage are serious concerns. Many changes will be necessary just in order to allow the machine to continue to run in a regime of nominal or ultimate luminosity. For certain systems, replacements could be made with equipment achieving better performance, rather than with spares of the same specification. This performance ‘improvement’ goes well beyond the basic consolidation that is already planned for the LHC.

For other systems, replacement, although triggered by technical reasons, is the chance to carry out a complete change of layout or performance and may be considered to be a real upgrade. The most striking example is the replacement of the inner triplet magnets with new magnets of different technology based on the Nb$_3$Sn superconductor. This will constitute the backbone of the upgrade. Another case is the replacement of a good part of the present collimation system with an improved design with lower impedance jaws.

In other cases, new equipment not included in the present LHC layout will be installed in order to increase performance, in terms of either peak luminosity or availability. The most important example is the superconducting RF crab cavities, which are of a compact design as required for the HL-LHC, comprising a completely new development installed for the first time on a proton collider. A further example is the installation of a collimation system in the continuous cryostat in the dispersion suppressors.

In this section, we compile a list of the systems that will require an upgrade or at least a serious improvement in performance, to meet the ambitious challenge of the High Luminosity LHC.

2.2.1 Insertion region magnets

It is expected that the LHC will reach an integrated luminosity of approximately 300 fb$^{-1}$ by about 2023, resulting in doses of up to 30 MGy to some components in the high luminosity interaction regions. The inner triplet quadrupoles should withstand the radiation resulting from 400 fb$^{-1}$ to 700 fb$^{-1}$, but some nested-type corrector magnets could fail at around 300 fb$^{-1}$. The most likely failure mode is sudden electric breakdown, entailing serious and long repairs. Replacement of the triplet must be anticipated before radiation damage reaches the level where serious failure is a significant possibility.

The replacement can be coupled with an increase in the quadrupole aperture to allow room for an increase in the luminosity via a lower $\beta^*$ due to the higher radiation levels, implying the redesign of the whole interaction region (IR) zone. This redesign includes larger D1 and D2 dipoles, a new electrical feedbox (DFB), and much better access to various components for maintenance. In addition, a redesign of the collimation system in the high luminosity insertions will be required. The initial foreseen replacement of the Q4 magnets with new, larger (90 mm) aperture, quadrupoles (MQYY) will be staged to after the HL-LHC Project implementation during LS3 (i.e. in LS4), if needed, and the present 70 mm MQY modified for operation at 1.9 K will be maintained.

To maximize the benefit of such a long shutdown, this work must be complemented by a series of improvements and upgrades for other systems, and must be coupled with a major upgrade of the experimental detectors. Both the machine and the detectors must be partially redesigned in order to withstand the expected level of integrated luminosity. The upgrade should allow the delivery of 3000 fb$^{-1}$, i.e. one order of magnitude greater than the nominal LHC design goal.

It is clear that the change of the triplets in the high luminosity insertions is the cornerstone of the LHC upgrade. The decision for the HL-LHC has been to rely on the success of the advanced Nb$_3$Sn technology, which provides access to magnetic fields well beyond 9 T, allowing the maximization of the aperture of the triplet quadrupoles. A 15-year-long study led by the DOE in the US under the auspices of the US LARP programme (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2), and more recently by other EU programmes, has shown the feasibility of Nb$_3$Sn accelerator magnets. For the HL-LHC, 24 Nb$_3$Sn quadrupoles are needed for the triplet
assemblies: they all feature a 150 mm aperture and a maximum operating gradient of 133 T/m, which entails about 12 T peak field on the coils. The Q1 and Q3 quadrupoles each consist of a pair of 4.2 m long magnets assembled in a single cold mass, while Q2a and Q2b each consist of a single magnet/cold mass 7.15 m long (see Chapter 3). The same Nb$_3$Sn technology will be used to provide collimation in the DS around P7, which will be achieved by replacing two main dipoles, each one with two shorter 11 T Nb$_3$Sn dipoles (see Chapter 11). A TCLD collimator will be installed in between the shorter dipoles, on the top of a special cold-warm-cold bypass unit (see, for example, Ref. [29] and references therein). In addition to the triplet quadrupoles, there are four new D1/D2 separation/recombination dipole pairs, a number of matching section (MS) quadrupoles, not only in IR1 and 5 (see Table 2-3 and Table 2-4), but also in IR6 (See section 3.9), and a smaller number of lattice sextupoles that can be made using well-known Nb-Ti technology. These magnets will feature a larger aperture and will be exposed to higher radiation doses if not properly protected, and thus will be more challenging than the present LHC equivalents (see Chapter 3).

The corrector packages in the IRs need to be significantly upgraded to increase aperture and (where needed) strength. Some 70 corrector magnets of various orders (from dipole for orbit correction to dodecapole skew correctors) and typology (from superferric to nested) have to be installed with the new larger IR magnets (see Table 2-4 and Table 2-5).

2.2.2 Collision debris absorbers (TAXS/TAXN)

The change of the IT aperture will require replacement of the TAS, the first absorber on either side of the high luminosity interaction points. The TAS protects the downstream magnets from collision debris. Its aperture roughly scales with the triplet aperture. The new absorber, named TAXS, will have an aperture of 60 mm (compared with 30 mm in the present TAS), and will have to withstand a flux of particles five times larger than in the present nominal design. In the current LHC, the TAS is probably the most highly activated component of the whole machine. The baseline choice at present is to replace the TAS with the TAXS during LS3 (see Chapter 8).

Given the fact that the experimental detectors have reduced the size of their vacuum chambers by nearly 50% (from 55 mm down to about 35 mm), it is clear that all challenges at the machine–detector interface are increased. This includes keeping background radiation in the detectors at acceptable levels.

2.2.3 Crab cavities

Superconducting (SC) RF crab cavities (CC) in the HL-LHC are needed in order to compensate, at least partially, for the geometric reduction factor, thus making the very low β* fully useful for luminosity. HL-LHC crab cavities are beyond the state-of-the-art in terms of their unconventional, compact design, which cannot be achieved with the well-known geometry of an elliptical cavity. They also demand a very precise control of the phase and voltage amplitude of the RF (to better than 0.001° and 100 V, respectively [30][31]) so that the beam rotation given before collision is exactly cancelled on the other side of the interaction point (IP). The crab cavities will also pose new challenges for machine protection. Compact crab cavities will be installed on both sides of IP1 and IP5 without additional magnetic doglegs (as in IP4 for the accelerating cavities). Each cavity is designed to provide a transverse kick voltage of 3.4 MV. There are two crab cavities per beam on each side of the IP1/5. They will be assembled in cryo-modules, each containing two cavities. The installation of a second cryo-module per beam and IP side is not anymore in the project baseline; however, it is possible with a HiLumi consolidation program. A single cryomodule (two cavities) can be used for crossing angle compensation while a second cryomodule could provide a deflection in the orthogonal plane, enabling the so-called crab-kissing scheme for reducing the pile-up density [32]. The second cryomodule could also allow alternating the crossing angle plane to reduce the radiation in the triplet quadrupoles.

The first-generation, proof-of-principle, compact crab cavities have recently been tested successfully (see Chapter 4). However, a second generation with machine-oriented characteristics is now under construction by LARP, CERN, and UK institutions (Lancaster University, STFC, and the Cockcroft Institute). A full cryomodule will be tested in the SPS before LS2 to investigate experimentally the effect on a proton beam and
to gain necessary experience in view of HL-LHC operation and in time before launching the crab cavities’ series production.

2.2.4 Collimation

The existing collimation system has been designed for the first phase of LHC operation. During Run 1 and Run 2 the collimation system has operated according to design up to an energy of 6.5 TeV. Possible limitations from collimation cleaning and impedance might be revealed by operation at higher energy and intensity. In particular, the collimator impedance poses serious concerns at high energy when the collimators have the minimum gap opening. The present impedance model, which has been validated by measurements performed during Run 1 and Run 2, indicates that the collimator impedance must be reduced significantly to operate with HL-LHC beams. A number of secondary collimators in LSS7, the main source of impedance, are planned to be replaced with low impedance collimators equipped with molybdenum-coated jaws made out of Mo-Graphite composite.

Safe handling of a beam of 1 A or more, with beta functions when colliding well beyond the LHC nominal design values, will constitute new territory. The triplet must remain protected during the large change of the optics during the squeeze ($\beta'$ transition from 6 m to 20 cm). This will be one of the most critical phases of HL-LHC operation: the beam halo itself could generate losses beyond the damage limit. An upgrade of the collimation system is thus required. The main additional needs associated with the upgrade are a better precision in alignment and materials capable of withstanding higher losses. Because of the larger peak luminosity, collimation of the luminosity debris around the high-luminosity points also requires an upgrade to adequately protect the matching sections.

Another area that will require special attention in connection with the collimation system is the dispersion suppressor (DS), where leakage of off-momentum particles into the first and second cells of the DS has already been identified as a possible LHC performance limitation. The most promising concept is to substitute an LHC main dipole with dipoles of equal bending strength (120 T $\times$ m) obtained by a higher field (11 T) and shorter magnetic length (11 m) than those of the LHC dipoles (8.3 T and 14.2 m). The space gained is sufficient for the installation of a special collimator. The baseline is to have two 15 m long units installed in the DS around P7 (one unit per side acting only on one beam) before end of LS2. A unit is composed of a 5.5 m long 11 T dipole, a 4 m long 2K-300K-2K bypass where a collimator operates at room temperature, and a second 5.5 m long 11 T dipole. Quench tests in 2015 in the LHC showed that a second unit per side of P7, initially foreseen, is actually not needed (see Chapter 5). Around P2, the ions debris losses hitting the DS dipoles are shifted in the connection cryostat zone by means of an orbit bump. The TCLD to intercept these losses will be then located in a newly designed connection cryostat, thus avoiding installing 11 T dipoles in P2 (a further change with respect to the previous baseline). In IP1 and IP5, the installation of dedicated collimators is not necessary because the peak loss can be moved at the location of the connection cryostat with dedicated orbit bumps (see Chapter 5).

2.2.5 New cold powering

While a considerable effort is under way to study how to replace the radiation-sensitive electronics boards with radiation-hard versions, another solution is also being pursued for IR1 and IR5 where we have new underground tunnels and or wherever possible: removal of the power converters, electrical feedboxes (DFBs) and delicate equipment associated with the continuous cryostat out of the tunnel. Besides improving LHC availability (fewer interruptions, faster interventions without the need for tunnel access), radiation dose to personnel would be reduced as well.

Removal of power converters and DFBs to locations far from the beam line, in a lateral tunnel along the insertion region of IP1 and IP5 is now the project baseline. It is possible, and advantageous from power consumption point of view, using a novel technology: superconducting links made out of high-temperature superconductors (YBCO or Bi-2223) and mainly of MgB$_2$ superconductors. The regions where this radical solution will be needed because of the high radiation load on electronics, and/or the ‘as low as reasonably
achievable’ principle (ALARA), are the high luminosity insertion regions IR1 and IR5, where many more higher current cables (carrying about 100 kA in total) are needed for the triplet magnets as compared to the LHC. Concerning the matching section magnets, the D2 dipole will be powered via an SC link from the lateral service gallery (UR). Another change that was decided in the June 2016 re-baselining exercise is that the individually powered quadrupoles, Q4-Q5-Q6, and their associated correctors, will be powered by power converters placed in the RRs (tunnel enlargements), re-using the present infrastructure as much as possible. The access to equipment in the lateral serviced gallery should be possible even during LHC operation, making maintenance easier, thus reducing the machine downtime.

2.2.6 Enhanced machine protection and remote handling

Various systems will become a bottleneck with aging of the machine and higher performance beyond the 40 fb\(^{-1}\) to 60 fb\(^{-1}\) per year envisaged in the original LHC design. One such system is the quench protection system (QPS) of the superconducting magnets. The new HL-LHC QPS, including that for the new Nb\(_3\)Sn magnets, should:
- become fully redundant in case of power loss;
- allow low energy discharge on quench heaters and easy adaption of the detection thresholds;
- provide an interlock for the quench heater discharge based on a sensor for quench heater integrity.

In general, the QPS will need an extensive renovation after 2020. Use of the new lateral gallery is also envisaged for certain QPS equipment around IP1 and IP5.

Machine protection will have to be improved, and not just because of the higher beam energy and energy density: it will have to cope with very fast events generated, for example, by crab cavities and by a possible increase of the events generated by falling particles (Unidentified Falling Objects - UFOs).

The LHC has not been designed specifically for remote handling. However, the level of activation from 2020, and even earlier, requires careful study and development of special equipment to allow replacement of collimators, magnets, vacuum components, etc. according to the ALARA principle. While full robotics are difficult to implement given the conditions, remote manipulation, enhanced reality, and supervision are the key to minimizing the radiation dose to personnel.

2.2.7 New cryogenics plants and distribution

To increase the flexibility for intervention and to maximise availability it was foreseen to install a new cryogenics plant in P4 for a full separation between superconducting RF and magnet cooling. This was planned for LS2 to avoid a possible weakness during Run 3. In the previous baseline [2] a new 6 kW (@ 4.2K) cryo-plant was foreseen. A detailed assessment of the requirements has arrived at a new, less expensive baseline, which comprises:
- The upgrade of the present 18 kW (@4.2K) cryo-plant to 20.5 kW. This is sufficient for all possible additional requests for cryo-power for the region around P4 (including non-baseline options i.e. a new SCRF harmonic system and the hollow e-lens for halo control, which requires a superconducting solenoid).
- The purchase of a small (700 W) mobile cryo-plant that can be used in P4 to cool down the RF cavities when the main plant is unavailable (this happens, for example, when the arc magnets are warm). When not in use at P4, which would be most of the time, this mobile unit could be used for other equipment: for example for the cold test with beam of the crab cavities in the BA6 zone of SPS.

Further consolidation that is deemed necessary in the long term is the separation between the cooling of the triplet and the few stand-alone superconducting magnets in the MS in IR1 and IR5 from the magnets of the neighbouring arcs. The present coupling of IR and arc magnets means that an intervention in the triplet region requires warm-up of the entire sector (an operation of three months that is not without risk).
New large power plants will be needed to cope with higher heat deposition from the high luminosity points. In particular, given the luminosity-driven heat load in the 1.9 K magnets and the cooling of superconducting crab cavities at 2 K, the power at 1.9 K of the new cryo-plant in IP1 and IP5 will be 2.4 kW (as for the present LHC cryo-plants). The 4.2 K cryo-power will also remain in the 18 kW range, as at present. The cooling scheme includes separation, with possible interconnection, between arc and IR cryogenics to gain in flexibility.

2.2.8 Enhanced beam instrumentation

Improving beam instrumentation is a continuous process during routine operation of an accelerator. The HL-LHC will require improved or new equipment to monitor and act on proton beams with more challenging parameters than those of the LHC. A short illustrative list includes the following (full details are provided in Chapter 13):

- New beam loss monitors for the IT quadrupoles.
- A radiation-tolerant Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for the beam loss monitoring system.
- A new beam position monitoring system, including a high-resolution orbit measurement system, and high-directivity strip-line pick-ups for the insertion regions.
- Emittance measurement: while improving the present system, a new concept-based Beam Gas Vertex (BGV) emittance monitor is envisaged for the HL-LHC.
- Halo diagnostics to control the halo in order to minimize losses (and especially loss peaks) in the presence of a beam with a stored energy close to 0.7 GJ. Synchrotron radiation imaging, and possibly wire scanners, appear to be the only candidates for halo monitoring in the HL-LHC.
- Diagnostics for crab cavities: electromagnetic pick-ups and streak cameras are being studied for beam shape monitoring.
- Luminosity measurements with new radiation-hard devices (located in the new TAXN) capable of withstanding the ten times higher radiation level.

2.2.9 Beam transfer and kickers

The higher beam current significantly increases the beam-induced power deposited in many elements, including the injection kicker magnets in the LHC ring. New designs for several components in the dump system devices will probably be needed because of the increased energy deposition in the case of direct impact, and because of an increased radiation background, which could affect the reliability of this key machine protection system. In certain cases, the improvements need to be anticipated in LS2 since in Run 3, after the LIU installation, there could already be a higher bunch population and/or brightness.

A non-exhaustive list of the elements that could need an improvement or a more radical upgrade (based on the experience from Run 2) is given below.

- Injector kicker magnets (better cooling of the magnets to cope with beam-induced heating, different type of ferrites with higher critical temperature, coating of ceramic tubes to reduce SEY and thus suppress e-cloud effects).
- Beam dump block (TDE) with its N2 overpressure system and window VDWB: if these are not compatible with HL-LHC intensities, extension of the dilution pattern may be the only practical and safe solution, implying the installation of additional dilution kicker systems MKB (up to 50%).
- Injection absorber (TDI), auxiliary protection collimators, protection masks.
- Beam dump absorber system.
2.3 Baseline optics and layout

2.3.1 Basic optics and layout choices for the High Luminosity insertions

The current baseline optics design (HLLHCV1.3), presently being finalized after the June 2016 re-baselining, has evolved from the previous LHC Upgrade Phase I project [33-35]. A realistic, cost-efficient and robust (achromatic) implementation of low $\beta^*$ collision optics requires the deployment of the Achromatic Telescopic Squeeze (ATS) scheme, together with the installation of insertion magnets of larger aperture [36-40]. Successful validation tests of the ATS with beam were achieved in 2011–2012 [41-45] in very specific conditions (low intensity, no crossing angle to save aperture, etc.). Additional machine studies are being carried out for validating this optics for potential implementation in operation during Run 2. The corresponding number, type, and specifications of the new magnets to reach low $\beta^*$ [36][37] were then endorsed by the project (see, for example, [83] and references therein).

The historical development of the optics design is summarized in Ref. [47]; here, the most recent layouts are mentioned, namely SLHCV3.1b [48], HLLHCV1.0 [49], HLLHCV1.1-2.1.3 [50-53]. SLHCV3.1b uses ATS optics based on 150 T/m Nb$_3$Sn triplets and displacement of D2 for crab cavity integration [48]. HLLHCV1.0 is similar to SLHCV3.1b with a new triplet layout based on 140 T/m Nb$_3$Sn triplets [49]. HLLHCV1.1 is based on HLLHCV1.0, but with some modifications to take into account the results of design studies for D2, energy deposition studies for the passive protection of the superconducting elements, hardware integration studies, and updated naming conventions [54][55], and corresponding optical configurations. HLLHCV1.2, builds up on HLLHCV1.1, but with a new triplet layout based on longer 132.6 T/m Nb$_3$Sn triplets [51], which implied a rearrangement of the area from the triplet up to Q4. The correctors’ layout and strength have been updated [56] and the masks in front of D2 and, tentatively, Q4 have been removed, thanks to thicker jaws of the newer TCLX collimator [57]. Necessary layout and naming convention modifications have been applied following a detailed integration study [58].

HLLHCV1.3 features a further rearrangement in the triplet area of IR1 and IR5, including a small reduction of $L^*$, new integration solutions to maintain all the triplet Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) far enough from long-range encounters to allow their operation with nominal bunch spacing [59-61]. In the matching section of IR1 and IR5 the layout has been updated to include the new baseline modifications following the project re-scoping in summer 2016, namely:

- the MQYY+2×MCBYY assembly for Q4 is replaced by with an MQY+4×MCBY assembly operated at 1.9 K based on MQY spares and a new production of MCBY magnets. The reduction of the aperture of Q4 might imply the installation of an additional protection mask on the IP side of this quadrupole. This has been included in the present layout.
- the Q6 (MQML) magnet is operated at 4.5 K as no request for high beta operation has been made [62][63]
- the number of crab cavities is reduced from 4 to 2 per IP, side and beam while the space for installing 4 cavities is maintained [27]

The layout of IR6 has been modified and a solution with a single MQY, modified for operation at 1.9 K, per IR side has been retained for the Q6 quadrupole instead of the previous solution consisting of two MQY quadrupoles operated at 4.5 K per IR side [64].

Table 2-2 presents an overview of the main features of the layouts SLHCV3.1b to HLLHCV1.3 and of the corresponding optical configurations. The modifications to the baseline and the updated values of the mechanical tolerances for the construction and installation of the cold bore and shielded beam screens lead to a reduction of the $\beta^*$ reach for both the round and flat optics. The minimum $\beta^*$ achievable for the round optics is limited by the triplet aperture while the minimum $\beta^*$ achievable for the flat optics is limited by the aperture of the Q4 magnet [23][24][27][28][53].
Table 2-2: Main HL-LHC optics variants currently under study. The baseline collision optics corresponds to $\beta^*=20$ cm in both transverse planes (round optics) with a full crossing angle of $510\ \mu$rad. Other collision optics are available, round or flat, for dedicated studies. The values of $\beta^*$ refer to IP1 and 5 and those reported in parentheses refer to solutions available for studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLHCV3.1b</th>
<th>HLLHCV1.0</th>
<th>HLLHCV1.1</th>
<th>HLLHCV1.2</th>
<th>HLLHCV1.3 (Baseline)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collision $\beta^*$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round: 15 cm, (10 cm, 33 cm, 40 cm). Flat: 30/7.5cm, (20/5 cm) with HV, VH crossing.</td>
<td>Round: 15 cm, (10 cm). Flat: 30/7.5cm, (20/5 cm) with HV, VH crossing.</td>
<td>Round: 15 cm Flat: (30/7.5) cm with HV, VH crossing.</td>
<td>Round: 20 cm (15 cm). Flat: 40/15 cm (30-7.5 cm) with HV, VH crossing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-squeeze $\beta^*$</strong></td>
<td>40 cm, (2 m)</td>
<td>44 cm</td>
<td>48 cm</td>
<td>50 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Injection $\beta^*$</strong></td>
<td>5.5 m (11 m)</td>
<td>6 m (15m)</td>
<td>6 m</td>
<td>6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum operating triplet gradient</strong></td>
<td>150 T/m</td>
<td>140 T/m</td>
<td></td>
<td>132.6 T/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triplet magnetic length</strong></td>
<td>Q1–Q3: 7.685 m Q2: 6.577 m</td>
<td>Q1–Q3: 4.002 m $\times$ 2 Q2: 6.792 m</td>
<td>Q1–Q3: 4.0 $\times$ 2 Q2: 6.8 m</td>
<td>Q1–Q3: 4.20 $\times$ 2 Q2: 7.15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triplet corrector package</strong></td>
<td>Nested nonlinear corrector package with additional $a_5$, $b_5$, $a_6$ corrector coils</td>
<td>Superferric, non-nested nonlinear corrector package with additional $a_5$, $b_5$, $a_6$ corrector coils</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insertion region dipoles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>D2 moved towards the IP by 15 m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The magnetic length of D1 [55] and D2 has been reduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insertion region quadrupoles</strong></td>
<td>MQYY type for Q4 in IR1, IR5. Q5 moved towards arc by 11 m. Additional MS in Q10 of IR1 and IR5.</td>
<td>Q4 moved towards arc by 8 m. MQY @ 1.9 K type for Q5 in IR1, IR5. IR6: Double MQY @ 4.5 K for Q5</td>
<td>Q4, Q5: MQY @ 1.9 K Q6: MQML @ 4.5 K Q4 and Q5 moved towards arc by 10 m and 11 m respectively Additional MS in Q10 of IR1 and IR5 IR6: Single MQY @ 1.9 K for Q5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crab cavities</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current baseline layout incorporates various optimizations, and has been made compatible with the latest hardware parameters and constraints. The magnetic elements in the region between the IP and Q5 (Figure 2-3) have been positioned to optimize the strength requirements for the magnets and for ancillary equipment. For instance, moving the Q4 quadrupole changes the value of the beta functions at the location of the crab cavities, thus improving their efficiency.

In the triplet region (between 20 m to 80 m in Figure 2-3) the Q1 and Q3 magnets are split in two and the dipole corrector magnets (used to create the crossing and separation schemes) are implemented in a nested configuration for both planes. The corrector package close to Q3 consists of superferric magnets. The specifications and performance of the non-linear correctors (used to compensate the field quality effects of the triplets and D1 separation dipoles on both sides of the IP) are reported in Refs. [65][66]. Detailed numerical simulations indicate that additional corrector types are needed to cope with the pushed performance of the HL-LHC, so the layout of the correctors will not be a simple carbon copy of the existing layout.
Figure 2-3: Overall layout of the insertion region between the IP and Q4. The dark blue and red areas represent the $2\sigma$ beam envelope for the $\beta^*=20$ cm round optics. The light regions correspond to a $12\sigma$ value of the beam envelope for a normalized emittance of 3.5 $\mu$m with a tolerance of 20% for beta-beating, 2 mm of radial closed orbit distortion [67] and $\pm2$ mm to allow IP transverse position adjustments based on Run 1 and Run 2 operational experience. The shaded grey areas in the triplet region represent the locations of the parasitic beam–beam encounters in which the BPM (in blue) should not be installed. Additional aperture margins are needed in the matching section to be compatible with flat optics operations.

The block of two separation dipoles has been changed with respect to the nominal LHC layout, decreasing their separation. The D2 area is particularly delicate for several reasons. First, there are space constraints because of the need for protection devices such as the absorber for neutral debris from the collisions. Second, the transverse separation is not yet the nominal one (see Table 2-4), leading to a reduction in the amount of iron between the two apertures of the D2, as well as to reduced beam and mechanical apertures, because of the large values of the beta functions at this point. Downstream of D2, the situation is not much easier, as the crab cavities impose tight constraints on the space between D2 and Q4, as well as on the values of the beta functions.

Detailed work has been performed to specify the strengths of dipole orbit correctors in the triplets and the D2 and Q4 magnets [68-69]. Initially, significantly stronger dipole correctors were required in D2 as compared to those in Q4 to close the crossing bumps at the D2 dipole and avoid a non-zero closed orbit at the location of the crab cavities. The review of the RF and alignment aspects for the crab cavities [70] has led to a correction scheme requiring a reduced integrated strength, closing the orbit bumps further downstream from the D2 separation dipoles. In the current layout, the orbit strength required is obtained by two MCBY dipole correctors per plane of the Q4 quadrupole operated at 1.9 K. Both Q4 and Q5 quadrupoles will consist of MQY-type quadrupoles modified to be operated at 1.9 K (see Table 2-3 and Table 2-4).

The implementation of the ATS scheme requires hardware changes in other parts of the LHC ring. In particular, an additional lattice sextupole (MS) magnet should be installed in Q10 in IR1 and IR5. Moreover, Q5 in IR6 must be upgraded. The current baseline envisages the operation of the MQY-type quadrupole Q5 at 1.9 K after the formal proposal of a double MQY was proven not to be as cost effective as anticipated [64,71].

Table 2-3 lists the key parameters of the quadrupoles (new or refurbished) to be installed in IR1 and IR5, while Table 2-4 gives the corresponding parameters for the separation dipoles and orbit correctors. Table 2-5 gives the parameters for the multipolar correctors. The shape and inner size of the beam screens for the new magnets, which defines the region available for the beam, is based on preliminary design [72]. These have been updated recently [28] and the estimated mechanical tolerances will have to be refined following the development of hardware prototypes. The minimum $\beta^*$ reach has been assessed based on the available mechanical aperture of the beam screens (including the mechanical tolerances) and taking into account optics and orbit errors based on the experience gained with LHC operation so far [67]. It has been also assumed that
the collimation system can protect an aperture of 12 \( \sigma \) (for a normalized emittance of 3.5 \( \mu \)m) for elements protected by tertiary collimators (TCTs) and 17 \( \sigma \) for the rest of the machine [73]. For the computations reported in here, mechanical, alignment and beam tolerances are added linearly and accounts for about 13\% of the triplet aperture. A reduction of these tolerances during the design, construction and operational phases could allow a further reduction of \( \beta^* \) [74]. Recent experience in the LHC has also shown that it is possible to protect a smaller aperture by reducing the phase advance between the beam dump kicker and the horizontal TCTs and therefore reducing the required retraction of the TCTs with respect to the TCDQ absorber [75][76]. Optics solutions have been worked out for the nominal LHC optics and proposed and implemented for the ATS optics [77]. This solution could allow extending the \( \beta^* \) reach.

The description of the shapes is made by providing the dimensions corresponding to the horizontal(H)/vertical(V) and 45\° cuts for octagons; diameter (d) and gap (g) for rectellipses [78]; radius for circles. The values represent the inner dimensions of the beam screen including mechanical tolerances. This is different to what is done in, e.g., Ref. [79], where the nominal sizes of the beam screens are reported. The orientation of the rectellipse cross section depends on the IP side and beam type and it has been chosen to optimise the beam aperture in collision. The alignment tolerances are represented as a racetrack shape of radius (R), and horizontal (H), vertical (V) extent, respectively. The values provided include ground motion and fiducialization tolerances [80].

Table 2-3: New or refurbished quadrupoles for HL-LHC, all operating at 1.9 K, apart from Q6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnet</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number per side per insertion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MQXFA</td>
<td>MQXFB</td>
<td>MQXFA</td>
<td>MQY</td>
<td>MQML</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length [m]</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Gradient [T/m]</td>
<td>132.6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil aperture [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture separation [mm]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen shape</td>
<td>Octagon</td>
<td>Rectellipse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen aperture [mm]</td>
<td>95.0(H/V)/95.0(45\°)</td>
<td>115.0(H/V)/106.0(45\°)</td>
<td>57.8(d) / 48.0 (g)</td>
<td>45.1(d)/35.3(g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment tolerances (R/H/V) [mm]</td>
<td>0.6/1.0/1.0</td>
<td>0.84/1.36/0.6</td>
<td>As built</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-4: Separation and corrector dipole magnets for HL-LHC, all operating at 1.9 K. The orbit correctors can be nested or consecutive as indicated. The order of the correctors refers to IP5 right of Beam 1 starting from the IP5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Separation/recombination dipoles</th>
<th>Orbit correctors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number per side per insertion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV nested</td>
<td>HV nested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV consecutive</td>
<td>VHVH consecutive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBXF</td>
<td>MBRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length [m]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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As already mentioned, protection devices are required for the new layout of the IR1 and IR5 regions. The current LHC layout has only a TAS in front of Q1, to protect this magnet from collision debris, and a TAN to protect D2 from the neutrals produced at the IP. For the HL-LHC, these two devices will have to be upgraded to withstand much larger luminosities. Furthermore, additional masks are envisaged to protect other magnets in the matching section. A summary with the characteristics of these devices can be found in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6: New absorbers for HL-LHC, all operating at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Inner triplet (single aperture)</th>
<th>Matching section (two-in-one)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Main secondary absorber</td>
<td>Main neutral absorber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>TAXS</td>
<td>TAXN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ [m]</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture separation [mm]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>149–159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture shape</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture [mm]</td>
<td>60.0 (d)</td>
<td>85.0 (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment tolerances (R/H/V) [mm]</td>
<td>2.0/0.5/0.5</td>
<td>0.6/1/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-4 shows example optics configurations for injection and collision. Several configurations have been provided in addition to the nominal (i.e. round) optics.

Table 2-7 gives the main sets of $\beta^*$ values (including the optical parameters corresponding to the ion runs). Since IR2 and IR8 are running with increased strength of the triplets at injection, a so-called pre-squeeze has to be applied at top energy to reduce the strength of the triplets at constant value of beta function at the IP. It is also planned to perform part of the pre-squeeze of the high luminosity IR optics during the ramp to minimize the turn-around time.

Table 2-7: Available optical configurations for the baseline layout. IR3 and IR7 are not included as they have static optics from injection to collision and do not take part in the ATS scheme. IR4 and IR6 take part in the ATS and this is highlighted here, where the "No ATS" configuration corresponds to an injection-compatible optics kept constant up to top energy. The telescopic squeeze factors are indicated in parenthesis. Some alternative configurations are also shown. The pre-squeeze up to 70 cm could be implemented during the ramp. In alternative also part of the ATS squeeze could be anticipated during or after the ramp if enhanced octupoles effect is needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optics</th>
<th>IR1</th>
<th>IR5</th>
<th>IR2</th>
<th>IR8</th>
<th>IR4</th>
<th>IR6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injection</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 6$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 6$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of ramp</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 6$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 6$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-squeeze</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 50$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 50$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 3$ m</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision round</td>
<td>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}} = 20$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}} = 20$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m, ATS (2.5×, 2.5×)</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 3$ m, ATS (2.5×, 2.5×)</td>
<td>ATS (2.5×, 2.5×)</td>
<td>ATS (2.5×, 2.5×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision ions</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 50$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 50$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 50$ cm</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision VDM</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 30$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 30$ m</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 30$ m</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td>No ATS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternative configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collisions</th>
<th>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}}$</th>
<th>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}}$</th>
<th>$\beta^* = 10$ m, ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</th>
<th>$\beta^* = 3$ m, ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</th>
<th>ATS (1.25×, 3.33×)</th>
<th>ATS (1.25×, 3.33×)</th>
<th>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</th>
<th>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collision Flat</td>
<td>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}} = 15$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}} = 40$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m, ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 3$ m, ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
<td>ATS (1.25×, 3.33×)</td>
<td>ATS (1.25×, 3.33×)</td>
<td>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
<td>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision FlatHV</td>
<td>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}} = 40$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^*_{\text{ATS}} = 15$ cm</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 10$ m, ATS (1.25×, 3.33×)</td>
<td>$\beta^* = 3$ m, ATS (1.25×, 3.33×)</td>
<td>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
<td>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
<td>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
<td>ATS (3.33×, 1.25×)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2-4: Optical functions at injection (upper - $\beta^*=6$ m), collision (middle - $\beta^*=0.2$ m) and for the configuration required for Van der Meer scans (lower - $\beta^*=30$ m) with nominal round optics in IR1 and IR5 for Beam 1.

Finally, it is worth mentioning additional studies that have looked at alternative layouts. Options have been studied based on triplets using 120 T/m and 170 T/m gradients [81][82], and an additional Q7 for crab cavity kick enhancements [83] without upgrading the matching section layout [84]. The latest results can be found in Ref. [85].
There are numerous constraints on the layout of components, arising from various considerations. The constraints and the associated issues are described in Chapter 15.

2.3.2 Circuit specifications

Performance and beam dynamics considerations guide some aspects of the selection of topology, power converter type, quench protection requirements for the new circuits, in particular:

- time required to perform a machine cycle, in particular squeeze, ramp-down or pre-cycle to optimize the turn-around time;
- time required to perform orbit corrections (operator adjustment or continuous feedback);
- time required to vary beam parameters (e.g. the time to reduce the separation between the two beams;
- reproducibility of the beam parameters between fills and during the year (e.g. to avoid additional optics correction campaigns);
- stability of the beam parameters during the cycle to limit emittance growth and luminosity losses;
- Precision and resolution in the adjustment of the beam (e.g. to perform optics measurement via k-modulation.

The transition between the various optical configurations has been studied in detail [86-88]. The sequence of gradients during the squeeze is available for HLLHCV1.0 and HLLHCV1.2 (limited to low-beta optics) and it has been used to perform first estimates of the hysteresis effects. Moreover, the time required to accomplish the squeeze has been estimated and compared with existing LHC circuits [89][90]. The results indicate that Q5 discharge dominates the squeeze duration for IR1 and IR5, while the triplets’ discharge dominates the ramp down time. Several hardware solutions to reduce the duration, which has a direct impact on the turn-around time and therefore integrated luminosity, have been proposed and are currently under study [91]. The above estimates are being reviewed HLLHCV1.3 for which the squeeze sequence is being produced.

As far as the triplet is concerned, the ramp down time depends on the powering layout, where three different schemes have been considered (see Figure 2-5):

- Q1-Q3 and Q2a-Q2b in series;
- all triplet magnets in series (Q1-Q2-Q3);
- Q1-Q2a and Q2b-Q3 in series (Q1-Q2a Q2b-Q3).

The current rating for the different schemes is summarized in Table 2-8. Recently the second scheme has been endorsed as new baseline [26] together with 2-quadrant power converter to reduce the ramp-down time (see Chapter 6B).

![Figure 2-5: Possible layouts for the IT powering.](image)

The tolerances on the current modulation have been specified based on what can be achieved with the LHC class 1 Power Converters (PC), whose performance is summarized in Table 2-9, and on the different powering schemes proposed in Table 2-8 [92-95]. Two regimes are distinguished: a low frequency regime (<0.1 Hz), where the current is directly controlled (current-control regime) and a high frequency regime (>0.1 Hz).
Hz), in which the voltage is directly controlled (voltage-control regime) [96-97]. Those estimates are being reviewed thanks to new measurements [98].

Table 2-8: Nominal current of main and trim power supplies for the different powering schemes assuming a maximum triplet gradient of 132.6 T/m, a magnet inductance of 8.21 mH/m, and the HLLHV1.3 layout [92][93]. The power converter and the circuits are rated for equal or higher current (see Chapter 6B, Table 6B-3 and 6B-4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
<th>PC4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1-Q3 Q2a-Q2b</td>
<td>16.5 kA circuit: Q1-Q3 inductance: 138 mH</td>
<td>16.5 kA circuit: Q2a-Q2b inductance: 117 mH</td>
<td>±2.0 kA circuit: Q3 inductance: 69 mH</td>
<td>±0.12 kA circuit: Q2b inductance: 59 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1-Q2-Q3 (Baseline)</td>
<td>16.5 kA circuit: Q1-Q2-Q3 inductance: 255 mH</td>
<td>±2.0 kA circuit: Q1 inductance: 69 mH</td>
<td>±2.0 kA circuit: Q3 inductance: 69 mH</td>
<td>±0.12 kA circuit: Q2b inductance: 59 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1-Q2a Q2b-Q3</td>
<td>16.5 kA circuit: Q1-Q2a inductance: 128 mH</td>
<td>16.5 kA circuit: Q2b-Q3 inductance: 128 mH</td>
<td>±2.0 kA circuit: Q1 inductance: 69 mH</td>
<td>±2.0 kA circuit: Q3 inductance: 69 mH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As model for converting the PC output modulation to a modulation of the magnetic field experienced by the beam, the following has been assumed in the case of voltage-control regime

$$dB(f) = T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \times T_{\text{load}}(f) \times V(f)$$

where $V(f)$ is the voltage modulation, $T_{\text{load}}(f)$ the transfer function of the load (circuit) seen by the power converter, modelled by a RL circuit, and $T_{\text{vacuum}}(f)$ the transfer function of the cold bore, absorber, beam screen etc., with $T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) < 1$. In the current-control regime the above equation reduces to

$$dB(f) = T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \times T_{\text{load}}(f) \times dI(f),$$

$dI(f)$ being the amplitude of the current modulation.

Table 2-9: Tolerances on the current modulation achievable with Class 1 and Class 2 power converters in the current- and voltage-control regime, respectively. For the voltage-control regime, the values are given as 1 $\sigma$ R.M.S. values, while for the current-control regime the units ppm are used, meaning that $dI [\text{ppm}] = I_{\text{noise,PC}}[A]/I_{\text{max,PC}}[A]$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Class 1 PC</th>
<th>Class 2 PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current-control regime</td>
<td>&lt;0.1 Hz. random, Gaussian</td>
<td>±1 ppm</td>
<td>±10 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage-control regime</td>
<td>&gt;0.1 Hz</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>3.2 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 Hz, 20 kHz</td>
<td>10.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600 Hz, 40 kHz</td>
<td>2.5 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>1.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>all other frequencies</td>
<td>0.5 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the current control regime the tolerances are defined by the required tune stability, where the highest stability is needed for $\beta$-measurements performed with K-modulation [99]. As a first estimate, a stability of approximately $\Delta Q = 10^{-5}$ is needed [100][101]. With the current class 1 PCs, a tune shift $\Delta Q > 5 \times 10^{-5}$ can be achieved (see Table 2-10), where the smaller tune shifts can be obtained for the baseline and alternative powering scheme Q1-Q2a Q2b-Q3.
Table 2-10: Tune shift induced by uniformly distributed random current error of $\pm 1$ ppm for different powering schemes, assuming $I_{\text{max}} = 17.4$ kA and nominal field gradient of 140 T/m for all IT magnets. The simulations have been performed for HLLHCV1.0, with round optics and $\beta^{*} = 0.15$ m, and, for the sake of comparison, also for LHC V6.503, with round optics and $\beta^{*} = 0.55$ m. The results can be approximately extrapolated to HLLHCV1.3 by scaling with the ratio of the maximum current, namely 16.5/17.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powering Scheme</th>
<th>Nominal LHC</th>
<th>Q1-Q3 Q2a-Q2b</th>
<th>Q1-Q2-Q3</th>
<th>Q1-Q2a Q2b-Q3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S.($Q_{x/y}$-Q$_{x/y0}$) $[10^{-4}]$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the voltage-control regime, the tolerances are defined by beam quality, with the requirement that the tune modulation due to the triplet magnet and matching section quadrupoles PCs should not lead to its degradation. The beam stability can be assessed in terms of dynamic aperture (DA) described in more detail in Sec. 2.3.3. To determine the tolerance on the power supply ripple, particles have been tracked for $10^6$ turns and different configurations, namely with and without beam-beam, with and without crab crossing, with beam-beam and crab crossing [93-95]. For the numerical simulation, the SLHCV3.1b layout has been used, assuming round collision optics and $\beta^{*} = 0.15$ m. The effect of the power supply ripple can be quantified in terms of the amplitude of the induced tune ripple, which is depicted in Figure 2-6, calculated for the different frequencies using the tolerances listed in Table 2-9 the powering schemes with parameters from Table 2-8, and an inductance of about 2.9 mH for Q4.

![Figure 2-6: Maximum tune-ripple amplitude, resulting from noise on power converters at typical frequencies (see Table 2-9) The yellow curve represents the maximum tune-ripple amplitude, including the whole frequency spectrum, compatible with a negligible impact on DA (the power converter noise spectrum has been assumed to scale linearly with respect to that described in Table 2-9). In case of tune ripple at a single frequency, the maximum tolerable amplitude is represented by the blue bars (the horizontal size is only for better visibility). The impact on DA has been evaluated by taking the worst case among several configurations including beam-beam and crab crossing. The DA simulations have been performed for SLHCV3.1b and round collision optics ($\beta^{*} = 0.15$ m). For the sake of comparison, the amplitude of the ripple for different powering scenarios is also shown using, however, the HLLHCV1.1 layout and round collision optics with $\beta^{*} = 0.15$ m. In the voltage control regime all ripple frequencies are in phase, while in the current control regime the tune modulation is random and the maximum tune-ripple amplitude is shown in this case [93-95].

As simulation input for the ripple amplitude either the frequency spectrum given in Table 2-9 scaled by a factor 1 to 100 (yellow line in Figure 2-6) has been used, from which the tolerance on the voltage spectrum can be derived, or only a single frequency used and the ripple amplitude adjusted to yield a tune shift of $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-3}$, from which a tolerance for the individual frequencies can be attained (blue bars in Figure 2-6). Moreover, all ripple frequencies are in phase in the voltage-control regime, while in the current-control regime the tune modulation is random. In the DA simulations, only the frequencies in the voltage-control regime have
been taken into account. All powering schemes lie below the limit obtained for the voltage spectrum, whereas the limit from the individual frequencies indicates that for 300 Hz the tune shift lies close to the obtained limit and a reduction by a factor 10 of the frequency is suggested. Comparing the different powering schemes, the baseline features the lowest tune shift. In the previous baseline, the power supply ripple from Q4 induced comparable tune ripple as that generated by the whole triplet because of the low inductance (2.9 mH) of the MQYY design based on a single-layer coil. The present baseline with the MQY type magnet should offer superior performance provided that a Class 1 PC is used.

In summary, the baseline triplet powering scheme achieves overall the best performance meeting the tolerances requirements for the voltage-control regime, whereas a reduction of the amplitude of the 300 Hz component is recommended. In the current-control regime the ripple performance of class 1 PCs is marginal and it is being reviewed with the power converter experts taking into account that tune ripple could have a detrimental effect on luminosity lifetime in particular in presence of large beam-beam tune spreads. More realistic models of the transfer function of the complex cold-bore/beam screen are required for a more precise assessment of the ripple effects.

The trim in Q2a will be needed to compensate for transfer function difference from MQXB magnet and in particular for k-modulation in Q2 for increasing the accuracy of the optics measurements. This will require an acceleration of ~1A/s².

In order to ensure sufficient orbit stability Class 1 PC should be used for D1/D2/MCBX/MCBRD dipoles. The MCBX, MCBRD and MCBY corrector circuits should allow large enough acceleration to be compatible with the orbit feedback. A preliminary summary of the target specifications for the dipole circuits are given in Table 2-11. Ramp rates and acceleration rates for the orbit correctors are calculated by matching the performance in terms of deflection ramp and acceleration rates of the MCBY correctors to be compatible with the operation as part of the orbit feedback. In addition, the specifications of the MCBX and MCBY circuits are also compatible with the requirement of reducing the beam separation from 2 σ to 0 in less than 3 seconds as specified for beam-beam effects [102][103]. Ramp rate and acceleration rate for MBRD and MBXF are given to be similar to MBX and MBRC.

Table 2-11: Preliminary circuit specification for HL-LHC separation and corrector dipoles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCBXFA</th>
<th>MCBXFB</th>
<th>MCBRD</th>
<th>MBRD</th>
<th>MBXF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated field [T m]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom. Current [A]</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Ramp rate [A/s]</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Rate [mTm/sec]</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle Rate [μrad/sec@7TeV]</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp Acc. [A/s²]</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Acc. [mTm/s²]</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle Acc. [μrad/s²@7TeV]</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to max. ramp rate [sec]</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 Target field quality and dynamic aperture

The DA specifies the minimum stable amplitude in terms of R.M.S. beam size over a given number of turns in the machine. It has been used since the initial steps of the design of the LHC [78] to determine the required field quality of the various magnet classes. For computation of the DA in the HL-LHC, particles are tracked over 10⁵ or 10⁷ turns, depending on whether beam–beam effects are included or neglected, respectively. The initial momentum co-ordinate is set to two-thirds of the bucket height (2.7 × 10⁻⁴ and 7.5 × 10⁻⁴ for collision and injection energy, respectively). Sixty implementations of the random components in the magnets, corresponding to sixty realizations of the LHC lattice, are considered in the numerical simulations. Eleven phase space angles have routinely been used (although for special studies up to 59 values have been probed),
while thirty particle-pairs per 2 $\sigma$ amplitude step have been used. All these parameters have been specified during the design stage of the LHC. Since then, the amount of available computing power has increased, thanks to the increased CPU power of the CERN batch system and because of the use of volunteer-based computing resources [104]: this has enabled an increase of the number of directions considered in the studies, making the DA estimate more accurate. Note that the number of turns and random seeds affects the accuracy of the DA calculation, which is at least $\pm 0.1 \sigma$ in this case.

For reference, the multipole expansion used to describe the magnetic field is given as in [78]:

\[
B_y + i B_x = B_{ref} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (b_n + i a_n) \left( \frac{x + iy}{r_0} \right)^{n-1},
\]

where $B_x$, $B_y$, and $B_{ref}$ are the transverse magnetic field components and the reference field, respectively. The coefficients $a_n$, $b_n$ are the skew and normal field components, and $r_0$ is the reference radius. In the framework of the LHC studies, the magnetic errors are split into three components, namely systematic ($S$), uncertainty ($U$), and random ($R$), such that a given multipole is obtained by:

\[
b_n = b_{n_S} + \xi_U b_{n_U} + \xi_R b_{n_R},
\]

where $\xi_U$, $\xi_R$ are Gaussian-distributed random variables cut at 1.5 $\sigma$ and 3 $\sigma$, respectively. The $\xi_U$ variable is the same for all magnets of a given class, but changes from seed to seed and for the different multipoles. On the other hand, $\xi_R$ also changes from magnet to magnet.

The target value of the DA differs between injection and collision energies. At injection, where the beam–beam effects can be neglected, the focus is on the impact of magnetic field quality. For the LHC design [78], a target value of 12 $\sigma$ (for a normalized emittance of 3.75 $\mu$m) was assumed. The best model of the LHC, including the measured field quality of the magnets and the sorting of magnets, provides a DA slightly lower than 11 $\sigma$ [105]. No signs of issues due to DA limitations have been observed during operation or dedicated studies in Run 1 and Run 2.

At top energy, beam–beam effects cannot be neglected and the DA has to be evaluated, including both magnetic field imperfections and head-on and long-range beam–beam phenomena (see Section 2.4.2). Hence, the approach taken consists of probing the impact on DA of the field quality of the new triplet magnets and asking that all the other new magnets have an impact on the DA that is in the shadow of the triplet quadrupoles. Eventually, the beam–beam effects are also included, providing the final DA value.

Studies for the field quality of the new magnets started from the top energy configuration and with an earlier version of the layout, SLHCV3.1b [48]. This allowed first estimates of the required field quality to be derived, which were then improved by including consideration of the injection energy, where the beam size reaches its maximum and the field quality is worse, due to the persistent current effect. The newer layout HLLHCV1.0 [49] has been extensively used following its release and it is the reference for the DA studies. It is worth stressing that given the CPU-time required by these studies, it is not always possible to keep them synchronised with the development and evolution of the layout. Moreover, in some cases the differences between the various layout versions are sometimes not relevant in terms of impact on DA.

In the numerical simulations consideration is made of the machine as built, i.e. the best knowledge of the measured magnetic errors is assigned to the magnets as installed, while, for the magnets that will be replaced according to the upgrade plans, the expected error table, with statistical assignment of errors, is used. This is the baseline configuration of the LHC ring to which magnetic field errors of other classes of magnets can be selectively added.

In these studies the acceptable minimum DA was set to 10 $\sigma$ (for a normalized emittance of 3.5 $\mu$m) at top energy, based on experience from the LHC (for which the design DA was set to 10 $\sigma$ [78]). The DA calculation was performed using long-term tracking in SixTrack [106][107], neglecting beam–beam effects and the impact of large chromaticity and large detuning with amplitude resulting from Landau Octupoles.
Determination of the required field quality based on DA computations is intrinsically a non-linear problem. The field quality obtained from electromagnetic simulations is used as an initial guess. Then, optimization of the field quality essentially involves determining the Jacobian of the DA as a function of the multipoles around the initial value of field quality. For this reason, it is of paramount importance to have a reliable estimate of the expected field quality from detailed electromagnetic simulations and measurements (see Chapter 3). The resulting error tables can be found in the official optics repositories [108][109] and are collected in Ref. [110] as well as in Annex A.4.

The previous triplet specifications at 7 TeV [111] were updated to take into account the additional triplet correctors for $a_5$, $b_5$, $a_6$ errors. These specifications will be referred to as IT_errortable_v66. An estimate of the D1 field quality is based on magnet design and referred to as D1_errortable_v1 [112]. Due to the evolution of the D2 dipole design, three versions of the D2 field quality were used in the study: these are referred to as D2_errortable_v3, _v4 [113], and _v5 [114]. Estimates for the Q4 and Q5 magnets are based on a scaling of the measured field of the existing MQY quadrupole and referred to as Q4_errortable_v1 and Q5_errortable_v0, respectively.

The systematic studies of the impact of the IR magnets field quality on the DA started using SLHCV3.1b layout and round collision optics, first. Then, injection energy was considered and as soon as the layout HLLHCV1.0 was made available, the studies were resumed using this layout. The field quality estimates also evolved based on the results of the numerical simulations of DA.

The main result is that the expected field quality is compatible with the request of having a minimum dynamic aperture over the sixty realisations of the field errors around $10\sigma$ (without beam-beam) [115].

The DA at injection energy, however, is about $1\sigma$ smaller than the DA of the nominal LHC as-built. Since the IR magnets do not limit it and since in the design of the ATS optics the phase advances between IP1 and 5 were not specified based on any optimisation criterion (currently the values are $\mu_x/2\pi=31.195$ and $\mu_y/2\pi=30.368$) possible optimizations have been studied. Tune scans indicate an effect of the 7th order horizontal resonance close to the current tune ($62.28$, $60.31$). Reducing the horizontal and vertical tunes by about 0.01 would increase the DA by about 0.5 $\sigma$. These results are being complemented by refined scans of the phase advance between IP1 and 5. A rather weak dependence on the vertical phase advance is found, while DA is more sensitive to the horizontal value of the phase advance. Figure 2-7 shows the behaviour of the minimum (left) and average (right) DA as a function of the horizontal and vertical IP1-5 phase advance [116].

![Figure 2-7: Beam 1 DA as a function of horizontal and vertical IP1-5 phase advance at injection energy. Both the minimum (left) and the average value (right) are given.](image)

The optimised phase advance, corresponding to $\mu_x/2\pi=31.08$ and $\mu_y/2\pi=30.06$, can increase the minimum DA from 9.73 $\sigma$ to 10.65 $\sigma$ and the average value from 10.36 $\sigma$ to 11.06 $\sigma$, which represent an interesting and cost-free gain.

The situation in collision energy is radically different [115]. The field quality of the new triplets has been scrutinised, by means of detailed dynamic aperture simulations, performed without the inclusion of beam-
beam effects. The latest estimates of the field quality as provided by WP3 have been probed. The harmful impact of the increased multipole components $b_{10}$ and $b_{14}$ has been clearly observed, with the minimum dynamic aperture approaching $9\sigma$. Note that measured magnetic field errors are known up to $a_{15}$ and $b_{15}$ and these are the highest-order multipoles included in tracking simulations as the accuracy of even higher-order multipoles from measurements are not deemed precise enough. The field quality of the latest cross section of the triplet magnets has partly addressed the above issues and new simulations will be performed with the most recent data. These will be completed by the analysis of the impact of the field quality in the presence of beam-beam effects in order to assess the needs of a revision of the field quality specifications.

The quadrupolar component of fringe fields of triplet quadrupoles has already been considered and found non-problematic in Ref. [117]. Preliminary analytical results [118] indicate that, albeit small, the detuning with amplitude induced by the fringe fields is not completely negligible, thus calling for a second level of study. This should include long-term numerical simulations to study the non-linear effects generated. This opens the wide field of symplectic integrators, as, in the presence of 3D magnetic fields, the standard approach based on multipoles cannot be applied anymore. Work is underway to study the best integration schemes and their implementation [119][120], before starting the real numerical work.

In the meantime, estimates of the field quality for the heads of the triplet magnets have been provided [121] and models to perform tracking studies using this new information have been developed. At injection, the impact of the new models is negligible, while at collision energy, the situation is different and while the round optics is less sensitive to the addition of the effect of the triplet magnets’ heads, the flat one is more affected [122]. All subsequent tracking campaigns have included the effects of the heads and the following results will be based on these new models. Additionally, the possibility of simulating the dynamics of Beam 2 has been opened also for HL-LHC, based on extended versions of the routines used to generate the error distributions of magnet families. Therefore, the impact of the field quality of the orbit correctors in the triplet region as well as the sensitivity of DA on the field quality of individual magnets’ classes has been assessed using these two new features, i.e., triplet magnet head effects and Beam 2 DA.

The comparison of the dynamic aperture for Beam 1 and Beam 2 has been performed by adding one by one the HL-LHC magnet families, at injection and collision energies. The results of these simulations are summarised in Figure 2-8.

![Figure 2-8: DA at injection and collision for Beam 1 and Beam 2. The different families of HL-LHC magnets are included one by one in the simulations. The markers refer to the average DA over seeds and phase space angles, while the error bars represent the DA distribution for the various seeds.](image)

The behaviour of Beam 1 and Beam 2 remains very similar and no systematic difference between the two beams is found both at injection and in collision.

The impact of the magnet classes is clearly visible, with a large drop when adding magnetic errors to the D2 separation dipoles for the case with zero-strength Landau octupoles although the field quality of the D2
separation dipole has been significantly improved. Studies are currently on going to find the dominant contribution to this drop and whether the non-linear correctors in the corrector package could correct the D2 field quality. A second drop in DA is observed when adding magnetic field errors to the triplets.

Another campaign of DA simulations has been performed to investigate the effect of the inclusion of the MCBXF field quality to the dynamic aperture. The MCBXF error tables used can be found in [123], which so far only contains systematic errors. The results of these studies are shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9: DA for Beam 1 in collision (round optics) for various configurations of the MCBXF field quality.

At a first glance, the impact of the MCBXF seems perfectly under control, as there is even a small increase of DA due to some internal compensation between the magnetic field errors of the various magnet classes. However, this result is obtained allowing the magnets in the corrector package to compensate for the MCBXF field quality. This is an overly optimistic situation, as in the simulations the correction algorithm has all exact information on the magnet field qualities, which is not the case in reality. For this reason, it was deemed useful to perform simulations without correcting the MCBXF field errors, which results in a reduction of the DA of 0.91 σ. Further investigations have resulted in two important conclusions on the nature of this drop in DA. First, the drop is fully dominated by the $a_3$ and $b_3$ multipole components as it can be seen in Figure 2-9, where different configurations are compared. The field quality of the MCBXF magnets has no harmful impact on DA, provided the non-linear corrector package is used to compensate their field quality (second configuration from the left), while if such a correction is not performed, then a sizeable reduction in DA is visible (third configuration). If only uncorrected, high-order magnetic multipoles are used, then the DA is almost unaffected (fourth configuration), indicating that the low-order multipoles are the harmful ones. The last two configurations indicate that MCBXFA is the magnet family with the largest impact on DA. Second, of the two magnet classes that make up the MCBXF magnets, the MCBXFA gives the dominant contribution to the DA drop (see Figure 2-9).

With the detailed specification of the operational conditions, it has been possible to launch the study of the evolution of the dynamic aperture during the squeeze and for various running conditions, mainly chromaticity and octupole settings [115]. The dependence of the dynamic aperture without beam-beam effects on the value of $\beta^*$ is shown in Figure 2-10. A linear behaviour is clearly observed. Flat optics configurations have been studied too and the corresponding dynamic aperture value is very close to that of the round $\beta^*$ configuration corresponding to $\sqrt{\beta_x^* \beta_y^*}$. 

The dependence of the dynamic aperture at top energy on the linear chromaticity is shown in Figure 2-11. Also in this case a linear behaviour is found, showing that high chromaticity values are detrimental for the single-particle beam stability. In the same plot both round nominal and flat optics configurations are shown.

The impact of the Landau octupoles on the DA has been also checked with numerical simulations. It turned out that the minimum DA of the round optics is modestly reduced, about 0.6 σ, by full strength, negative octupoles; however, it falls below 8 σ. The average DA reaches 9 σ, with a much larger reduction (2 σ) indicating a smaller DA spread among different seeds. The impact of the octupoles is stronger on flat optics for which the minimum and average DA are below 7 σ and 8 σ, respectively. These values are obtained for a chromaticity Q’=+3. In case a larger value (Q’=+18) is used, then the DA is further reduced just below 7 σ. Another interesting feature to mention is that the presence of the strong octupoles makes the DA, both average and minimum, a nonlinear function of β*. The above observations are clearly favouring a working point with lower chromaticity and low octupoles’ strength in particular for the smaller values of β*. A strong dependence of the DA on the sign of the octupoles (the positive sign being the worst case), at least for the nominal β* value of the round optics configuration has been observed.

The non-linear correctors are key ingredients to maintain an acceptable dynamic aperture at the minimum β* [66]. So far, their strength was set in numerical simulations based on the knowledge of the field quality of the other IR magnets in the area between D1 left and D1 right. In reality, the knowledge of the field
quality of these magnets and the transfer functions of the non-linear correctors will be limited and it may not allow a straightforward determination of the required strength of these special correctors. For this reason, a series of numerical simulations has been performed in which the strength of the non-linear correctors is varied in the interval 0.7-1.3 around the nominal strength. These miss-powering effects have been simulated assuming uniform distributions and the various correctors, both normal and skew, have been varied independently from each other. Overall, the impact on the average DA is modest, smaller than 0.3 \( \sigma \), while that on the minimum DA ranges from -0.7 \( \sigma \) to +0.3 \( \sigma \) [116].

Also at collision energy, a gain in DA can be achieved by optimising the phase advance between IP1 and 5, which is set to \( \mu_x/2\pi = 31.210 \) and \( \mu_y/2\pi = 30.373 \). A massive campaign of numerical simulations for the round optics configuration has been performed (no octupoles powered). In this case, the DA features a stronger dependence on the vertical phase advance than on the horizontal one and the situation is shown in Figure 2-12.

![Figure 2-12: Beam 1 DA as a function of horizontal and vertical IP1-5 phase advance at collision energy for round optics. Both the minimum (left) and the average value (right) are given.](image)

Optimisation can be carried out by using as figure of merit either the minimum or the average DA and slightly different results are obtained. In both cases, the minimum DA can be increased above 10 \( \sigma \) although for slightly different values of the phase advance. The gain in DA due to the special phase advance is of the order of 0.4 \( \sigma \) if the Landau octupoles are included in the numerical simulations and are set to their maximum value of -570 A. This indicates that the DA is dominated by the effect of the octupoles, in this case. The optimised phase advance determined for the round optics has only a limited impact, at the level of few tens of sigma, on the minimum DA (while the average remains mostly unaffected) for the flat optics configuration. This suggests that the phase advance optimisation should be performed also for the flat option [116].

Additional field quality and dynamic aperture studies are in progress and will be pursued in future studies along several lines, including:

- Dedicated studies to assess the impact of field quality of triplet quadrupole magnets, D1, D2, Q4 and Q5 on linear optics, knowing that the distortion of the optical parameters can stem from both the \( b_2 \) component and the feed-down from \( b_3 \) and \( a_3 \) via the crossing scheme bumps.

- Dedicated studies to assess the impact of transfer function errors for the non-linear triplet correctors and how they should be set during the physics cycle.

- Specification of crab cavity field quality: preliminary results [124-127] seem to indicate that the estimated field quality should be good enough to prevent any impact on DA.

Finally, it is important to stress that as soon as magnet prototypes will be built and field quality measurements will be carried out, studies should be launched to establish the impact of the measured field quality on DA (including beam-beam effects), possibly with the aim of providing feedback to the magnet designers and builders.
2.4 Performance

2.4.1 Beam stability

Transverse instabilities have been observed in the LHC during Run 1 with 50 ns beams and during Run 2 with 25 ns beams [128-130]. These have implied operating the machine with high chromaticity (Q’ ~ + 15) and high Landau octupole strength (close to the maximum current achievable by these circuits at top energy, i.e. +570 A in the LOF octupoles), and with maximum gain and bandwidth of the transverse feedback (50 turns and 20 MHz). The observations have evidenced that in several cases the observed instabilities are occurring as a result of the interplay of various mechanisms and it is important to take all of them into account. For that reason, on one side a significant effort has been spent in studying experimentally and by simulations cases in which some of these effects can be neglected and, on the other side, the models and the simulation codes are being gradually upgraded to take into account an increasing level of complexity. The effects of beam coupling impedance, electron cloud, head-on and long-range beam-beam forces, realistic transverse feedback and machine optical parameters like tunes, linear coupling, linear and non-linear chromaticity, Landau octupole strength and other non-linearities are gradually being included.

During 2015 and 2016 systematic measurements have been performed with single bunches (see Figure 2-13) to characterize the present LHC impedance model. These show a good agreement between the expected current of the Landau octupoles required to stabilize the beam and the measured values as a function of the chromaticity over values at which it is planned to operate HL-LHC (Q’ > +2 units). The same agreement between measurements and simulations has been obtained with a bunch train consisting of 72 bunches after a period of operation with 25 ns beams that has led to a reduction of the SEY [130][131].

Figure 2-13: Overview of single-bunch measurements of the instability threshold (in Landau octupoles current vs. chromaticity) performed in 2015, plotted alongside DELPHI [132] predictions for different damping times. Not shown are three truncated points for Q’ ≈ 0 that are slightly below 800A (see discussion below). FT stands for Flat Top and EOS stands for End Of Squeeze.

The effective impedance of HL-LHC without considering the crab cavities and in the absence of impedance reduction measures would not be dramatically higher than that of the LHC [133], and the Carbon-Fibre-Carbon (CFC) collimators would represent the highest contributors to the HL-LHC impedance over a wide range of frequencies. Given the higher bunch population and brightness of the beams required for HL-LHC and the fact that almost the maximum values in chromaticity and Landau octupoles current have been used since 2012, we cannot afford to increase the transverse impedance of the machine and indeed we have to reduce it to achieve better conditions for beam stability. Among the CFC collimators, the secondary collimators (TCSGs) are the main contributors to the transverse impedance. New jaw materials for these collimators have been therefore explored, for example: Molybdenum (Mo), Molybdenum graphite (Mo-Gr, also written
sometimes MoC), Titanium nitride (TiN), and Titanium di-boride (TiB2). The HL-LHC baseline includes the installation of new Mo-Gr collimators with a 5 µm Mo coating in LSS7 only as the contribution from LSS3 is marginal due to the larger gaps at which these collimators are operated. The current HL-LHC impedance relative contributions for the horizontal and longitudinal planes are depicted in Figure 2-14 [134]; the vertical dipolar impedance is very similar to the horizontal one. It can be seen that for the transverse planes the collimator resistive wall impedance is still the first contribution (for both real and imaginary parts) and the beam screen is important mostly at low frequency and for the real part of the impedance. The relative variation of the vertical dipolar impedance vs. frequency is depicted in Figure 2-15, where it can be seen that above few MHz the impedance is significantly reduced. The horizontal impedance is similar to the vertical one within ±10-20% depending on the frequency. The fact that at low frequency the real part of the impedance is higher is due to the fact that a good conductor keeps the induced current closer to the beam, and the gain in conductivity is lower than the loss in distance to the beam [135]. This is however not worrying as the transverse damper can easily cope with this small decrease in instability rise-time, in particular at low frequency as the first unstable betatron line is around 8 kHz.

**Figure 2-14:** Contributions to the real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the (upper) horizontal dipolar, and (lower) longitudinal impedances in HL-LHC for Beam 1 without considering the crab cavities (for the case of $\beta^* = 15$ cm). The vertical dipolar impedance is very similar to the horizontal one. A similar result is obtained for Beam 2.
Figure 2-15: Relative variation of the real (continuous line) and imaginary (dashed line) vertical dipolar impedance by replacing the secondary (TCSG) CFC collimators with Mo-coated (5 µm) Mo-Gr collimators in LSS7 only (blue) or in both LSS7 and LSS3 (black).

The corresponding stability limit obtained by conservatively scaling from 2012 data is plotted in Figure 2-16 for a scenario without crab cavities, a chromaticity $Q'$ of +15 units; a damping time of the transverse damper of 50 turns and for the maximum current of the Landau octupoles (using the negative polarity, i.e. -570 A in the focusing octupoles). The stability limit without and with Mo-Gr collimators is shown. The negative current in the Landau octupoles (which provides more stability for the impedance induced single-beam instabilities) was chosen after analysis of the interplay between octupoles and beam-beam long-range during the squeeze, as discussed below. As can be seen from Figure 2-16, it is necessary to replace the CFC collimators in LSS7 to reach beam stability for the beam parameters considered for HL-LHC (standard 25 ns, BCMS and 8b+4e see Table 2-1 and Table 2-17).

Figure 2-16: Stability limits obtained by scaling from 2012 data (without crab cavities) for a chromaticity $Q'$ of +15 units, for a damping time of the transverse damper of 50 turns and for the maximum current of the Landau octupoles (using the negative polarity, i.e. -570 A). The number of protons per bunch is plotted in the vertical axis, while the transverse R.M.S. normalized emittance is plotted in the horizontal one. Stability is achieved for the bunch parameters for which the corresponding points lie below the plotted curves.

Special attention should be paid to the impedance of devices in high $\beta$ regions such as the crab cavities and unshielded elements. In the present HL-LHC operational scenarios [136] chromaticity is close to +3 units to provide the largest stability margin based on the present impedance model and assuming no interplay with other mechanisms such as electron cloud, which can lead to both coherent and incoherent effects. This scenario is being reviewed taking into account the experience gained in 2015-16 showing that dedicated scrubbing runs
at injection are not sufficient to suppress electron cloud in the dipoles and additional scrubbing during physics is necessary. Operation for physics with an increasing number of bunches at nominal bunch population in the presence of electron cloud in the dipoles can be achieved compatibly with the available cryogenics power if the machine is operated at high chromaticity and by powering the Landau octupoles [137]. Furthermore, the feasibility of controlling the chromaticity along the cycle within few units (1 to 2) remains to be demonstrated in operation. For that reason, an operational scenario with high chromaticity must be foreseen at least for the ramp-up phase where conditioning of the dipole beam screen is required. Crab cavities have a visible impact on beam stability due to their significant contribution to transverse impedance, their number (4 per acting in the horizontal plane and 4 acting in the vertical plane on each of the two beams [10]) and because of the very large $\beta$ functions achieved during the squeeze at their location [138][139]. The impedance effect is proportional to the $\beta$ function and the number of crab cavities (which leads to a symmetric effect between the horizontal and vertical planes), while the crab angle is proportional to the square root of the $\beta$ function at the crab cavities for a given $\beta^*$, the maximum voltage per cavity and the number of cavities (assuming that all cavities have the same design). Therefore, if we are limited by impedance, an optimum $\beta$ function and number of cavities can be found for a given maximum voltage provided by each cavity. Of course increasing the maximum voltage would be an advantage. If we are not limited by impedance, we have all the interest to increase the $\beta$ function. The instability growth rates (and similarly the instability limit) have been estimated [140][141] for the latest impedance models of the DQW and RFD crab cavities [138][139]. The results of the analysis, considering only one crab cavity, are represented in Figure 2-17 for both the single-bunch and multi-bunch instabilities, for both DQW and RFD crab cavity types, computing the required increase of the Landau octupoles current required to stabilize all the High Order Modes (HOMs) individually. It can be seen that an increase of less than $\sim 10$ A in the octupole current is sufficient to stabilize all modes, except one HOM at 920 MHz for the DQW crab cavities. The effect of this HOM has been also confirmed performing statistical simulations including random frequency spread of 3 MHz for the HOMs of different cavities. In order to ensure stability it is therefore recommended to reduce the impedance of this HOM in particular if the option of allowing collisions at minimum $\beta^*$ and nominal intensity is maintained (e.g. if levelling by parallel separation is implemented as an alternative to $\beta^*$ levelling).

As for the crab cavities the impedance of all the pieces of equipment being installed in regions with high $\beta$ functions (e.g. beam screens, beam position monitors, RF fingers) are being carefully scrutinized and followed-up with the designers together with modifications foreseen in the experiments and interaction regions [142].

Figure 2-17: Required additional current in the Landau octupoles to damp (left) the single-bunch and (right) multi-bunch instabilities. This particular study was performed for a chromaticity of $+5$ units, for a $\beta^*$ of 15 cm and for a single crab cavity. The effect of an ideal transverse damper is also included with a damping time of 50 turns.
As a result of the experience gained in 2015 and 2016 and the experiments and studies conducted, the definition of the working point for HL-LHC has further progressed:

- It is proposed to operate HL-LHC at injection with the horizontal and vertical fractional tunes 0.27/0.295 instead of 0.28/0.31 and to compensate automatically the Laslett tune shifts during the injection process. This will allow accommodating the large tune spread created by the high chromaticity and Landau octupoles values needed to stabilize the beam against electron cloud (see Figure 2-18).

- The ratio between the tune separation and the closest tune approach should be larger than 2 as coupling can lead to instabilities due to a loss of transverse Landau damping [143]. Two measurements performed at 6.5 TeV confirmed predictions from simulations [130] that an increase by a factor 4 to 5 of the Landau octupoles current is required to stabilize the beam if linear coupling is not sufficiently well corrected.

![Figure 2-18: Optimization of the working point at injection to accommodate the large tune spread created by the high chromaticity and Landau octupole values needed to stabilize the beam against electron cloud.](image)

A high harmonic (800 MHz) RF system [144-150] in Bunch Shortening Mode (BSM) could provide an additional margin for longitudinal stability. It could also reduce intra-beam scattering (IBS) emittance growth rates, beam-induced heating and pile-up density in Bunch Lengthening Mode (BLM), by flattening the bunch profile. More recently, it has been demonstrated that flattening of the bunch profile could be obtained also in BSM [151]. A preliminary cavity design for the 800 MHz RF system exists [152] but the proposed installation is dimensioned for operation in BSM. The installation for BLM operation would require a scaled-up version of the system. Longitudinal instabilities are not expected to be an issue in the HL-LHC [129] for the nominal bunch parameters, however, it is being considered to consider 1.2 ns as nominal average bunch length to guarantee stability even in the presence of bunch-to-bunch parameter variations (intensity and bunch length). These variations are observed already in the beams delivered by the injectors and they persist after controlled emittance blow-up during the ramp in the LHC. Single bunch measurements in the LHC at 4 TeV showed an intensity threshold at $1 \times 10^{11}$ p/b, for an RF voltage of 12 MV and a longitudinal emittance of 1 eVs (4 o bunch length of 0.8 ns, scaled from the measurement of the full width at half maximum). Scaling to HL-LHC parameters (16 MV, 2.5 eVs) leads to an intensity threshold of $3.4 \times 10^{11}$ p/b. A comparison between recent measurements and predictions of the loss of longitudinal Landau damping reveals a good agreement (see Figure 2-19), therefore a sufficient margin should exist for the HL-LHC beam parameters and the expected longitudinal impedance.

The effect of a double (800 MHz) RF system on the single-bunch transverse stability limit has been studied through HEADTAIL simulations, considering the HL-LHC impedance model without crab cavities [153][154]. The effects of chromaticity, Landau octupoles, (bunch-by-bunch) transverse damper and a phase error between the two RF systems (of ±5 degrees) were considered. An increase of the single bunch transverse stability threshold by about a factor 4 can be obtained in BLM if combined with operation with $Q' = 15$, 56
A in the octupoles and a damping time of the transverse damper of 50 turns. In BSM, the impact of the 800 MHz system on the single bunch transverse stability threshold is marginal and it can even lead to a slight reduction of the threshold according to the chromaticity settings [154].

From the above considerations, an 800 MHz RF system is not expected to be needed from beam stability considerations in the transverse or longitudinal plane.

![Figure 2-19: Comparison between longitudinal instability measurements and predictions of the loss of longitudinal Landau damping.](image)

The use of a low harmonic RF system in the LHC (200 MHz) as the fundamental RF system has been suggested [155] since:

- it could help to reduce IBS, beam-induced heating, and electron cloud effects;
- together with the existing 400 MHz RF system, it could be used for luminosity and pile-up levelling;
- it also has a beneficial effect for ions and the momentum slip-stacking scheme in the SPS [156].

A new design has been proposed for a compact superconducting cavity [155] and the potential benefits have been studied showing that this option could allow operating the machine within the available cryogenics power if SEY < 1.4 cannot be obtained by scrubbing in the main dipoles [157]. Finally, the expected benefits of a double RF system should be weighed against the impedance increase and the possible reduced reliability.

Based on the experience from LHC Run 1, the interplay between impedance, Landau octupoles, and beam–beam is expected to play an important role in defining the stability limits during the betatron squeeze [128][158]. A detailed analysis of the evolution of the stability diagram in the presence of Landau octupoles and beam-beam long-range during the betatron squeeze has been done [159]. The result for the negative sign for the Landau octupoles, preferred for single beam stability, is shown in Figure 2-20. It can be seen that the maximum reduction of the stability diagram during the betatron squeeze (compared to the case without beam-beam) is reached for a $\beta^*$ of approximately 40 cm and that below this value, the stability diagram increases due to the telescopic squeeze increasing the $\beta$ functions in the arcs. It was also found that the maximum reduction of the stability diagram during the betatron squeeze can be compensated by 8% larger $\beta$ at the Landau octupoles at $\beta^*$=40 cm.
Figure 2-20: Evolution of the stability diagram in the presence of Landau octupoles and beam-beam long-range as a function of $\beta^*$ (in mm) during the betatron squeeze. The curve « Negative LOF » (below the curve corresponding to $\beta^* = 6\,\text{m}$) refers to the stability diagram with Landau octupoles only (negative current of -570 A in the focussing octupoles). The maximum reduction of the stability diagram at $\beta^* \sim 40\,\text{cm}$ (left) can be compensated by 8% larger $\beta$ function in the Landau octupoles in the arcs (right).

The study of the stability diagrams during the collapse of the separation bump when going in collision has identified two minima, at a full separation of $\sim 6.5\,\sigma$ and at $\sim 1.5\,\sigma$. It was recommended to cross the most critical minimum, at $\sim 1.5\,\sigma$, faster than the predicted instability rise-time, i.e. faster than 1 s therefore providing the specifications for the ramp and acceleration rates for the dipole correctors determining the separation bump (see Section 2.3.2) [103][130]. No instability has been observed so far at the minimum of the stability diagram during the regular operational fills, as expected from the rate at which the separation bump is presently reduced in the LHC and due to the fact that even at minima of stability diagrams, sufficient Landau damping exists in the presence of the transverse damper.

The operation with 25 ns beam (for both LHC and HL-LHC) relies heavily on beam-induced scrubbing: the LHC experience in 2015 and 2016 is thus of paramount importance to quantify how effectively scrubbing can mitigate electron cloud effects. The multipacting thresholds and heat loads have been already estimated and the induced heat loads from the electron cloud are discussed in Section 2.4.3 [160]. The detailed study of the impact of the shielding of the pumping holes ("baffles") has been performed and the conclusion is that the electrons impacting on the cold bore (without baffle plates) contribute significantly to the multipacting inside the chamber. The resulting additional heat load on the cold bore would be non-negligible and therefore the recommendation was made to include shielding baffles behind the pumping slots in the design of the beam vacuum system for the HL-LHC triplet magnets [161]. The full electron cloud suppression should be possible for the arc dipoles, but it still needs to be confirmed, whereas it seems very unlikely for the quadrupoles. The expected heat load on the beam screen corresponding to that situation is estimated within the cryogenic cooling capacity while the impact on beam quality/stability is being assessed. First results revealed that after the reduction of the SEY through beam-induced scrubbing below 1.3, the electron cloud should not drive the beam unstable but the interplay between the electron cloud induced tune spread and the other sources of tune spreads and impedance/beam-beam effects still needs to be studied in depth. The tune spread due to electron cloud in the quadrupoles is shown in Figure 2-21, for the estimated SEY after scrubbing (SEY close to 1.3, see cross in Figure 2-21 left): an important tune spread of $\sim 0.01$ is expected, starting from an initial uniform e-cloud distribution. First tests performed with the electron cloud distribution from build-up simulations revealed significant changes with respect to the corresponding cases with uniform initial distribution and therefore, the instability thresholds and tune footprints are being updated with self-consistent distributions [162].
Figure 2-21: (Left) estimated electron cloud density in the dipoles and quadrupoles as a function of SEY and (right) associated tune footprint at the end of the scrubbing (assuming SEY close to 1.3, see cross in the left plot) starting from an initial uniform electron cloud distribution.

As foreseen, electron cloud effects have determined the pace of the intensity ramp-up both from the heat load (see Section 2.4.3) and beam stability point of view [163][164], in particular in 2015 after LS1 when most of the machine beam screens and vacuum chambers were vented to air for interventions. Coherent beam instabilities are observed at injection in the presence of electron cloud. These require to use high values of chromaticity ($Q' \sim +15$ units) in both planes, high transverse damper gain (damping times of ~10 turns) and high Landau octupole strength (corresponding to a current of +40 A in the LOF octupoles) with the presently available BCMS beams. These beams have emittances comparable to the nominal HL-LHC beam at injection but half the bunch population [165]. Considering only the effect of the impedance, a few Amps in the Landau octupoles should be enough to stabilize the beam. Simulation studies including electron cloud effects are currently being performed to see if only electron cloud is responsible for this effect or if some interplay between different mechanisms is involved. It is necessary to check first the scaling of the instability properties with bunch population to predict the behaviour of the HL-LHC beams.

A vertical instability (so called “pop-corn instability”) affecting the tail of the 72 bunches trains delivered by the injectors has been observed after a few hours in collision for beams consisting of more than 600 bunches [166]. A mechanism involving electron cloud effects has been proposed to explain this observation [164][167][168] and the simulations have allowed identifying chromaticity as a means to control the instability, as already tested at injection [169]. A detailed analysis of this mechanism is still under study.

In case of issues with transverse instabilities in the future, other remedies exist such as the introduction of a larger transverse tune spread (for Landau damping) using the second order chromaticity ($Q''$) or an additional RFQ [170], or the suppression of the intra-bunch motion by a wide-band feedback system [171]. In particular, the latter could be of interest in case of instabilities resulting from electron clouds. Note that the last two mitigation methods require new hardware and they are not part of the baseline and they are still in a study phase.

2.4.2 Beam–beam effects

The beam–beam interaction is known to be an important factor limiting the performance reach of present particle colliders. Two of the most significant effects of beam–beam interactions are: i) the induced particle losses due to crossing of excited resonances, enhanced by the large beam-beam tune-spread. These particle losses decrease the beam lifetime, create a high background load for physics experiments, and elevated heat and radiation load on the collimation system; and ii) the degradation of beam quality manifesting itself through the beam size blow-up, most commonly driven by noise effects, that decreases the luminosity delivered to particle physics experiments.
Owing to the broad theoretical and simulation campaign during the design of the LHC collider, the beam–beam effects in the present machine are extensively studied [172]. In addition, the present LHC has surpassed the beam-beam tune-shift thought to be the limit based on experience with past colliders [172]. However, the HL-LHC represents a quantitative as well as a qualitative leap into unknown territory with respect to beam–beam effects. The baseline configuration makes use of some novel concepts that have not been used to their full extent in hadron colliders so far and thus require careful evaluation. The concepts related to beam–beam effects are: i) luminosity levelling by variation of the beta function at the IPs; ii) tilting bunches in the main IPs with the use of RF crab cavities; iii) significantly higher value of the head-on beam–beam tune shift.

Hence, the expected impact of beam–beam interactions on HL-LHC machine performance has been evaluated in order to provide an insight into possible limitations. The studies were mostly performed with the use of the weak–strong approximation (i.e. assume that single particles representing the "weak" beam are affected by the electromagnetic field of the "strong" beam) and employed the SixTrack and Lifetrac codes, which have been successfully used for the design and optimization of past and existing colliders [173][174]. Both codes are capable of calculating the area of stable motion in phase space (the dynamic aperture), and hence a direct comparison of the results is possible. Additionally, the evolution of macroscopic beam parameters including intensity, emittance and luminosity lifetime were simulated with Lifetrac. The performance reach for weak–strong codes is a few million turns, which is equivalent to a few minutes of machine time. Where necessary (i.e. for evaluating coherent effects and the influence of noise), strong–strong simulations with BeamBeam3D, COMBI and a code by K. Ohmi [30,175-187] were carried out.

In the evaluation of the HL-LHC, the criteria used for establishing satisfactory beam dynamics behaviour were similar to those in the LHC design study. In particular, the target value for the one-million turn DA was 6 σ (for the nominal HL-LHC emittance of 2.5 μm) or more for a particle with relative momentum deviation of 2.7 × 10^-4. The motivation for the choice of such a margin is explained in Ref. [173] and it has been validated with experiments in the LHC [177]. In short, the beam–beam driven diffusion at small amplitudes is quite slow, and the 10^6 turns of tracking typically does not represent the real long-term stability boundary. In the majority of studies, the 6 σ DA corresponds to a true stability boundary of about 4 σ with the appearance of chaotic motion [173]. The DA limit considerations are currently under scrutiny, based on the observed behaviour of the LHC during Run 1 and Run 2 [188] and in particular the ability to operate with lower crossing angle then the one anticipated. There is finally an effort to complement the calculations of DA with multi-particle simulations of bunch parameters, which are appreciably slower but produce directly measurable quantities [189].

In the baseline HL-LHC scenario (25 ns spacing) presented in the previous version of the Technical Design Report (TDR) [3], bunches begin colliding with 2.2 × 10^11 p/b and transverse normalized emittance of 2.5 μm. The bunches are tilted by four crab cavities per beam and per side at each of the two main IPs to ensure head-on collisions despite the trajectories crossing at an angle. The luminosity is levelled at the constant value of 5 × 10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1} by varying the beta function from ~69 cm at the beginning of the fill to 15 cm at the end, in the case of constant crossing angle of 590 μrad. Assuming negligible transverse emittance growth, the separation of beams at parasitic crossings thus varies from 26 σ at the beginning of the fill to 12.5 σ at the end. The levelling process was evaluated from the point of view of beam–beam effects at several stages along the fill for the baseline luminosity of 5 × 10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1} as well as the ‘ultimate’ luminosity of 7.5 × 10^{38} cm^{-2} s^{-1}. The parameters of these stages are presented in Table 2-12. The simulations for the updated baseline scenario presented in this TDR are ongoing.
Table 2-12: Parameters of simulation cases for evaluation of beam-beam effects during luminosity levelling, for the scheme with four crab cavities (full crabbing).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta^*$ [cm]</th>
<th>$N$ [10$^{11}$]</th>
<th>Separation [σ]</th>
<th>Total head-on tune shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline luminosity 5 × 10$^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultimate luminosity 7.5 × 10$^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the 4-crab cavities scenario, all simulations were performed with lattice version HLLHCV1.0. Figure 2-22 summarises the minimum DA values attained during the luminosity levelling. Apparently, operation at the constant crossing angle of 590 μrad provides substantial margin in terms of minimum DA during the entire levelling process down to $\beta^*$=15 cm. This may open several possibilities for improvements: i) increasing the value of levelled luminosity up to the ‘ultimate’ 7.5 × 10$^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$; ii) reducing the crossing angle down to 450 μrad and consequently, the crab cavity voltage; iii) operating at a larger value of chromaticity if so demanded by the coherent beam stability (preliminary evaluation suggests that it can be raised by 2-4 units [190]). The inclusion of multipolar lattice errors does not significantly affect the dynamics [191], as well as the collisions with a finite angle and separation at IP2 and IP8 [190].

Figure 2-22: Minimum DA during luminosity levelling simulated for the baseline scenario (round optics, constant crossing angle 590 μrad, full crossing angle compensation by crab cavities) as a function of the beta-function at the IP, simulated with SixTrack beam-beam code. Dashed horizontal line depicts the target minimum DA of 6 σ. Solid lines show the results for machine with no multipole errors, dashed lines – with multipole errors. Diamonds indicate the effect of collisions at IP2 and 8 according to the HL-LHC Operational Scenarios described in [136]. The studies were performed with HL-LHC optics V1.0.

For the new baseline proposed in mid-2016 (see Table 2-1), the minimum DA (for HLLHCV1.2 without errors but with all IPs) with $\beta^*$ = 20 cm and 1.3 × 10$^{11}$ particles is still comfortable at around 6.2 σ. In that case, the crossing angle is 510 μrad. This gives confidence that for the new nominal, but also for the ultimate, scenario there is adequate margin, either for reducing the crossing angle or for accommodating the impact of non-linearities, such as multipole errors, high chromaticity and Landau octupoles. A global exploration of the impact to the DA of all the related parameters including possible compensation of the long-range beam-beam effects.
effects for alternative scenarios [192] are under study for refining the various operational scenarios and optimizing the projected HL-LHC performance.

PACMAN effects [183][185][186] have been evaluated and shown not to have a significant impact on DA and luminosity. The PACMAN effects are expected to be strongest at the end of the fill ($\beta'' = 20$ cm), and will be weaker than the nominal LHC case due to a larger normalized long-range beam–beam separation ($12.5\,\sigma$ compared to $9.5\,\sigma$). With an intensity of $N = 1.1 \times 10^{11}$ p/b and a normalized long-range beam–beam separation of $12.5\,\sigma$ one expects a maximum orbit offset at IP1 and IP5 of about $0.3\,\sigma$ and it is only slightly increased ($0.4\,\sigma$) for the new baseline. The long-range variations at IP1 and IP5 result in a very small asymmetry in the tune footprint thanks to the passive compensation of the long-range effects via the alternating crossing [185], and no impact on long-term tracking has been noticed [181].

Beam–beam effects can induce beam emittance growth and related luminosity lifetime degradation via a variety of mechanisms. Weak–strong simulations of multi-particle bunches were used to evaluate the emittance growth due to beam–beam related betatron resonances. The results predict that the luminosity lifetime due to beam–beam effects will be more than 80 h even in the worst case [186][189]. A more significant mechanism of emittance degradation can be related to the interplay between the nonlinearity of the beam–beam interaction and various sources of noise. In particular, the phase errors of crab cavities and the ripple of dipole magnet power supplies lead to fluctuations in normalized long-range beam–beam separation. Strong–strong beam–beam simulations have been carried out for the HL-LHC parameters with a large crossing angle and crab cavity compensation [30][187]. A detailed damper model was included in the simulations. Both $\beta'$ levelling and crab cavity levelling were simulated including crab cavity noise and dipole power supply ripple [187]. For white random phase and relative voltage amplitude noise in the crab cavities, simulations suggest that the R.M.S. noise amplitudes should be kept around the level of $10^{-5}$ rad and $10^{-5}$, respectively, in order to maintain a luminosity degradation rate below 1% / hour in the presence of a transverse feedback with a damping time of 20 turns. This tolerance limit might over-estimate the crab cavity phase noise level since the real phase error will have some spectral distribution different from white noise. For the present studies, the spectrum was sampled at a number of frequencies near the betatron frequency. Simulations suggest that strong emittance growth would occur with noise frequencies near the fractional tune of 0.30 and 0.31. The phase errors with those frequencies should be kept as small as possible. The 600 Hz dipole noise was found to have negligible effect on the beam emittance. These studies have to be re-evaluated for the new baseline, although the lower number of cavities is expected to relax the mentioned tolerances.

2.4.3 Beam-induced heat load

The circulating beam can deposit a significant amount of power on the structures exposed to it mainly through three different mechanisms: synchrotron radiation, impedances and electron cloud [129]. The impedance-induced heat loads with the HL-LHC beam parameters [22] for several key systems are summarized in Table 2-13. In the analysis, it is assumed that no forward physics detectors (e.g. ALFA and TOTEM) will be installed during the HL-LHC era.

In the superconducting arcs an important contribution to the heat load on the beam screens is given by synchrotron radiation, which amounts to 0.66 W/m/beam for HL-LHC beam parameters, whereas the longitudinal impedance of the beam screen introduces a further contribution of 0.47 W/m/beam.
Table 2-13: Summary of the impedance-induced heat load computations for several key systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Expected heat load [W]</th>
<th>Conclusion/comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipment with RF fingers [193]</td>
<td>Negligible for conforming RF fingers.</td>
<td>Robust mechanical and quality control required during the installation phase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental beam pipes (resonant modes) [194-199]</td>
<td>ATLAS: none expected.</td>
<td>The temperature of the existing large-diameter regions of the ALICE vacuum chambers (where the HOM are localized) is being monitored to benchmark the simulations and allow extrapolations to the HL-LHC parameters. These did not reveal any issue so far. The design is being followed-up with the experiments to assess the impact of these expected heat loads on hardware integrity and outgassing. Particular attention requires the new VELO design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALICE: potentially* ~ 2 kW.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMS: potentially* ~ 700 W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LHCb: potentially* ~ 500 W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplet beam screens ([200] and Table 2-14).</td>
<td>See Table 2-14 where the power losses have been computed vs. temperature (between 20 K and 70 K). An option with two welds is also considered. The impact of the carbon coating is negligible.</td>
<td>The effects of the beam screen longitudinal modes overlap with beam harmonic frequencies. The power deposited in the ferrite has to be mostly dissipated through the elements connected to the stripline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~ 45 W for a stripline of 63 mm diameter</td>
<td>This assumes no interferences between the two beams' electromagnetic fields (worst case) and copper coating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(worst case), which would be mostly dissipated through the elements connected to the stripline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New collimators with integrated BPMs and ferrites [202]</td>
<td>~100 W (of which ~5 W would be dissipated in the ferrites and 4 W in the RF fingers).</td>
<td>Experience so far has shown no heating issue for these new collimators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection kickers (MKIs) [203][204]</td>
<td>Between ~125 W/m and ~191 W/m (based on measurements of 9 MKIs upgraded to have the full complement of 24 screen conductors and hence averaged over the length of an MKI). For comparison, most of the MKIs before LS1 had an average power deposition of ~70 W/m (which did not limit LHC operation). Simulations indicate that the power deposition is highly non-uniform and ~500 W/m are predicted to be deposited in the upstream cell.</td>
<td>Based on simulations and experience, following long physics fills, the upstream ferrites would exceed their Curie temperature (120°C) – by up to 100°C – and would require significant time to cool down. For the HL-LHC, we are looking at: (i) further reducing the power deposition in the upstream ferrite cells; (ii) improving the cooling; (iii) using high Curie temperature ferrites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab cavities [205]</td>
<td>Potentially* multi kW range.</td>
<td>The design should allow detuning the longitudinal modes from multiples of 20 MHz by ~0.5 MHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection protection dump (TDI) [197]</td>
<td>The devices installed in Run 1 and in 2015 suffered from beam-induced heating (in the kW range for the injection settings) with nominal LHC parameters, due to inefficient cooling and material non-conformity.</td>
<td>The present TDI installed in the 2015-16 YETS with copper-coated graphite absorbers shows much lower beam induced heating. A new absorber (TDIS) is presently being designed for installation in LS2, with a significantly improved cooling efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchrotron radiation monitor (BSRT) [206]</td>
<td>The power deposited in the ferrite absorbers (heated at ~250°C to 350°C according to simulations and 2012 measurements) could not be efficiently transferred, leading to damage.</td>
<td>A new design has been installed during LS1 for operation with nominal LHC beams. The validity of this design for HL-LHC is being assessed after Run 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If the longitudinal modes overlap with beam harmonic frequencies.
The remaining contribution from electron cloud effects will depend on the Secondary Electron Yield (SEY) of the beam screen surface that can be achieved through beam induced scrubbing. Figure 2-23 shows the heat load from the electron cloud simulations as a function of the bunch intensity for both an arc dipole and an arc quadrupole, for different SEY values (where the multipacting process is modelled as described in [207]). An SEY of 1.3 is sufficient to suppress the electron cloud in the dipoles, while much lower values are needed for the quadrupoles, hardly achievable by beam induced scrubbing. During Run 2, the LHC is being operated with 25 ns bunch spacing, accumulating a significant electron dose on the beam screen surfaces. Nevertheless, to this date a significant heat load from electron cloud can still be measured on the arc beam screens as shown in Figure 2-24. The figure also shows a significant difference in the conditioning state of the different sectors of the machine, the origin of which is presently not understood.

In the case in which a sufficiently low SEY cannot be achieved, e-cloud effects can be mitigated by using specially conceived filling patterns. The underlying idea is to use the flexibility of the injector complex to build bunch trains with long enough gaps interspersed, to prevent the build-up of electron cloud along the beam. An alternative scenario (referred to as 8b+4e [208]) based on very short trains with 25 ns spacing has been conceived to reduce the electron cloud effects in the HL-LHC and has been considered as part of the HL-LHC operational scenarios [8]. The effectiveness of the 8b+4e scheme for electron cloud suppression has been proven experimentally in the LHC in 2015 [209]. Moreover, operation with a 200 MHz main RF system would allow for significantly longer bunches in the LHC with a significant reduction of the heat load from impedance and electron cloud [155][157][210]. The performance for both these schemes is presented in Section 2.5.

Figure 2-23: Simulated heat load from electron cloud in the arc main magnets as a function of bunch intensity and SEY.
Figure 2-24: Heat load measured in the LHC arcs during a physics fill with beams consisting of 2040 bunches distributed in trains of 72 bunches in 2016. The heat load values are in Watts per half-cell. The dashed line shows the heat load expected from impedance and synchrotron radiation.

In the insertion regions, the synchrotron radiation contribution to the heat load is found to be negligible [211-213] while the impedance contribution is strongly dependent on the beam screen operating temperature as illustrated by Table 2-14.

Figure 2-25 shows the heat load expected from electron cloud along the triplet assemblies at the experimental IPs. It can be noticed that the least efficient multipacting (lower heat load) occurs at the locations of the long-range encounters (vertical dashed lines) and that the heat load values in the D1 dipole are comparable to the values in the quadrupoles. Figure 2-26 shows the total heat load expected per triplet assembly.

Table 2-14: Impedance-induced heat loads for the different types of beam screens (including the effects of the longitudinal weld, two counter-rotating beams, and the magneto-resistance) vs. temperature: values are given for the 25 ns beam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power loss [W/m]</th>
<th>20 K</th>
<th>30 K</th>
<th>40 K</th>
<th>50 K</th>
<th>60 K</th>
<th>70 K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (49 mm, 6.9 T)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2–Q3 (59 mm, 8.3 T)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 (59 mm, 5.6 T)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 (42 mm, 4.5 T)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (32 mm, 3.7 T)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (22 mm, 4.4 T)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 (17.7 mm, 3.5 T)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7 (17.2 mm, 3.4 T)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2-25: Simulated heat load from the electron cloud along the triplet and D1 magnet assemblies with HL-LHC beam parameters. The vertical dashed lines indicate the locations of the long-range encounters.

Figure 2-26: Simulated total heat load from the electron cloud for the triplet and D1 magnet assemblies with HL-LHC beam parameters.
Surface treatments (e.g. amorphous carbon coating) are foreseen on the beam screens of the triplet and D1 magnet assemblies for IP1/2/5/8 in order to achieve SEY of 1.1 or lower (these technologies are presently being validated at the COLDEX experiment at the SPS). This condition will lead to heat loads from e-cloud of the order of approximately 150 to 200 W per triplet or lower.

The heating mechanisms for the beam screens of the twin-bore cold magnets have been studied in detail and the estimated heat loads for all the insertion regions are reported in [214]. Figure 2-27 shows the total expected heat load on the beam screens of the twin-bore cold magnets for all the IRs. The red and blue bars show the values obtained assuming SEY=1.3, which could be obtained through beam induced scrubbing, and SEY=1.1, which would be provided by a low SEY treatment of the beam screen surface. The present baseline includes the surface treatment of the beam screens of the elements that will be installed in the matching section of the high luminosity IPs (D2, Q4 and Q5 and associated correctors). The need of coating additional elements in the IP2 and IP8 matching sections (D2, Q4, Q5 and associated correctors) are being assessed taking into account the heat load estimates and the available cryogenics power during the HL-LHC era.

![Figure 2-27: Simulated total heat load on the beam screen of the twin-bore cold magnets for all the IRs. Both impedance and e-cloud effects are included.](image)

The above estimates rely strongly on the dependence of the SEY on the electron energy [207] that determines, among others, the scaling of the heat load on the bunch population. The validation of these simulations with measurements at bunch populations close to the nominal HL-LHC one will be carried out after LS2, when these beams will be available from the injectors. This is vital for the validation of the HL-LHC performance [215].

2.4.4 Luminosity performance

The peak performance at 7 TeV has been estimated in Table 2-1. The estimate of the integrated luminosity requires determining the luminosity evolution during a fill. The beam intensity evolution has been evaluated taking into account burn-off due to luminosity considering a total cross-section of 111 mb [5,7,216-218].

The emittance evolution has been determined including: intra-beam scattering (IBS) (based on Run 1 experience, no coupling has been assumed), radiation damping and an additional (unknown) source of vertical emittance blow-up with a lifetime of 40 h (based on observations during Run 1). A finite difference method in steps of 5 min has been implemented to model the intensity evolution and the evolution of the IBS lifetime as a function of the bunch population. Figure 2-28 shows the evolution of the main parameters for the nominal scenario for the standard filling scheme with parameters listed in Table 2-1. As a result of the reduction of the number of crab cavities, the line-density of pile-up events has increased for the nominal HL-LHC levelled luminosity as compared to the scenario presented in [3] and levelling on the pile-up density has to be applied in order not to exceed the maximum value acceptable by the experiments (1.3 events/mm/crossing). This implies a slightly lower levelled luminosity than $5.3 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ in the last hour of the levelling process. The
crossing angle is assumed to be constant during the fill. $\beta^*$ levelling has been considered as levelling mechanism and it has been applied when the pile-up deviates by more than 2% from the target value [219]. It is also assumed that longitudinal blow-up is applied to keep the longitudinal emittance and bunch length constant throughout the fill.

Figure 2-28: Evolution of the main machine and beam parameters the nominal scenario.

Alternative (or complementary) luminosity levelling scenarios include:

- crossing angle variation to increase the geometric reduction factor at the beginning of the fill;
- crab cavity RF voltage variation to have a partial crossing angle compensation at the beginning of the fill;
- dynamic bunch length reduction;
- controlled variation of the transverse separation of the two colliding beams.

The first two options have the disadvantage of increasing the line pile-up density at the start of the fill.

Table 2-15: Integrated performance estimate for the nominal scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance estimates for the nominal scenario is presented in Table 2-15. The parameters used for the estimates of the HL-LHC integrated performance are listed in Table 2-16.

Table 2-16: Parameters assumed for HL-LHC performance estimate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduled physics time for p–p luminosity production/year (T_{phys}) [days]</th>
<th>160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum turnaround time [h]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance efficiency – goal [%]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile-up limit IP1/IP5 [events/crossing]</td>
<td>140/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile-up limit IP8 [events/crossing]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile-up density limit – IP1/IP5 [events/mm/crossing]</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible cross-section IP1/IP5 [mb]</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Variants and options

The HL-LHC project includes the study of various alternatives to the present baseline configuration with the aim either of improving the potential performance of the machine or of providing options for addressing possible limitations or changes in parameters. These are briefly described in the following sections.

2.5.1 Flat optics

To improve the performance a flat optics might be used with IP \( \beta \) functions of 15 cm and 40 cm (limited by the aperture of the Q4 MQY-type magnet) in the separation and crossing planes, respectively. A crossing angle of 11.9 \( \sigma \) could be reached at the end of the fill for bunch populations of \( 1.1 \times 10^{11} \) p/bunch as shown in DA studies including beam-beam effects (but only in IP1 and IP5 and in the absence of magnetic errors, with no crab cavities and without working point optimization) [220-222]. The operation at ultimate luminosity might not be possible unless beam-beam long-range compensation schemes are implemented. The performance for this configuration is shown in Figure 2-29 and it approaches the HL-LHC nominal performance in terms of integrated luminosity but with lower peak pile-up density.

2.5.2 8b+4e alternative filling scheme

The 8b+4e filling scheme provides larger bunch charge with about 30% fewer bunches (see Table 2-17) [208]. The 4 empty buckets are expected to highly suppress the formation of the electron cloud [155]. The 8b+4e filling scheme consists of PS trains of 56 bunches with \( 2.3 \times 10^{11} \) p/bunch and an emittance of 2.2 \( \mu \)m. The lower number of bunches of the 8b+4e scheme implies a lower peak luminosity at the same number of pile-up events per crossing \( \mu \). The peak pile-up density reaches 1.30 events/mm, the same than the baseline. Thanks to the larger bunch population and lower emittances, the yearly-integrated luminosity is only reduced by about 25% as shown in Figure 2-30.
Figure 2-29: Evolution of the main parameters for two scenarios: baseline (round optics) with $\beta^*=20$ cm (red) and flat optics ($\beta^*=40$ cm/15 cm blue) with the crab cavity voltage of 6.8 MV per IP side and per beam.
Figure 2-30: Performance comparison of the HL-LHC baseline (red) to the alternative 8b+4e filling scheme (blue). A reduction on the integrated luminosity of about 25% is observed in the 8b+4e scenario.
2.5.3 Sub-harmonic RF system 200 MHz

A 200 MHz RF system in the HL-LHC might allow to provide bunches as long as 20 cm. Simulations have shown that this bunch length highly suppresses electron cloud in the dipoles [223]. Figure 2-31 shows that a 15 cm bunch length mitigates the heat load for an SEY of 1.4. Electron cloud is most critical at injection for emittance dilution (due to the lower beam rigidity) and during the energy ramp for the total heat deposition in the beam screens (due to the reduction of the bunch length at the beginning of the ramp and to the increasing number of seed electrons generated by photoemission on the beam screen wall from synchrotron radiation). Once at flattop the bunch length could be optimized to find a balance between electron cloud effects and luminosity production, possibly allowing levelling luminosity with bunch length. 6 MV in the 200 MHz RF
system and 3 MV in the 400 MHz system are required to have 20 cm bunch length along the cycle. Shortening of the bunch length down to 8.1 cm would require a stronger 400 MHz system, closer to the current LHC configuration. It must be noted that operation with longer bunches will imply a different mode of operation of the triplet BPMs that will entail a reduction of their precision.

Figure 2.31: Heat load per half cell and per aperture at injection induced by electron cloud in dipoles versus SEY for 4 different bunch lengths: 7.5, 11.2, 15 and 19 cm (corresponding to a 4σ bunch duration of 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 ns). A very low heat load is achieved already for an SEY of 1.4 and a bunch length 15 cm.

Figure 2.32 compares the HL-LHC baseline fill evolution to the 200 MHz alternative assuming 15 cm bunch length and the possibility of reducing the bunch length along the fill. The parameters for the considered scenario can be found in Table 2.17. If electron cloud would not allow for the reduction of bunch length below 15 cm the integrated luminosity would be about 14% lower.
Figure 2-32: Performance comparison of the HL-LHC baseline (red) to the alternative of 200 MHz (blue) in order to suppress the electrons cloud effects. A bunch length of 15 cm is assumed at the start of the fill and then reduced to maximize luminosity.

2.5.4 Flat optics without crab cavities

SPS tests, machine protection issues, crab cavity impedance, or emittance growth due to RF phase noise might eventually suggest that crab cavities cannot be operated in the HL-LHC. In this scenario, it is possible to recover partially the performance loss by resorting to flat optics with larger beam size in the crossing plane at the IP. Current bearing wires or electron beams [224-226] might be installed in order to compensate for the long-range interactions allowing for a reduction of the crossing angle and therefore increasing the luminous...
region. The configuration of the wires is still not finalized as these might require to be installed closer to the beam than the tertiary collimators. To make this possible an electron beam wire might be used or a compromise between wire position and settings of the nearby tertiary collimators could be found.

Figure 2-33: Performance comparison of two alternatives without crab cavities using flat optics with beam-beam long-range compensation (blue) and without (red).

Figure 2-33 compares the performance of the two scenarios considered above with and without long-range compensation. The peak pile-up density is limited to 1.3 events/mm. The configuration for the case without wire compensation has been derived from simulations in [220-222] for a crossing angle of 11.9 sigma and flat optics with $\beta^*=40/15$ cm as discussed in Section 2.5.1. For the case using wire compensators
simulations in [226] suggest that a 280 \( \mu \text{rad} \) crossing angle provides sufficient DA with \( \beta^* = 40/15 \text{ cm} \) in the presence of beam-beam effects although only IP1 and IP5 have been considered in the simulations and no magnetic field errors have been assumed.

The absence of crab cavities reduces the baseline performance by about 11%, while the beam-beam long-range compensation allows reducing the crossing angle and it improves the performance (luminosity loss only of 6%, instead of 11%) at constant peak pile-up density. The beam and machine parameters corresponding to these cases can be found in Table 2-17.

2.5.5 80 bunch filling scheme

The number of bunches in the PS trains could be increased from 72 to 80 in order to increase the integrated luminosity without affecting peak pile-up density [227]. In [228] various fillings schemes have been considered offering an increase in integrated luminosity of 2.3% in IP1 and IP5 and of 6.7% in IP8. Further optimizations in IP1 and IP5 result in a large penalty for IP8. The only drawback of the 80 bunch filling scheme is the slightly larger number of bunches at injection (from 288 to 320) to be considered for machine protection matters. Nevertheless, this represents only an 8% increase in transverse beam density.

2.5.6 Pile-up density control

Pile-up density control can be achieved without any extra hardware only slowing down the baseline \( \beta^* \) levelling to ensure a pile-up density below a pre-defined value. Since in the baseline the largest peak pile-up is reached for a short time at the end of the levelling process, it is possible to reduce this largest peak pile-up with little or negligible impact in the integrated luminosity [155][223].

Crab kissing [229] uses flat bunches in the longitudinal plane and additional crab cavities in the separation plane to maximize the luminous region. The flat bunches might be generated with a higher harmonic of the RF system or by introducing an RF phase modulation [230]. Crab kissing requires 4 crab cavities per IP side, per beam and acting in both of the transverse planes.

Control of the pile-up density becomes even more important for the operation at ultimate luminosity with a larger maximum average pile-up of up to 200 events per bunch crossing. The reduction of the pile-up density can be obtained by just slowing the reduction of \( \beta^* \). In this configuration, an integrated luminosity of 271 \( \text{fb}^{-1} \) per year could be attained by levelling at a maximum pileup density of 1.74 events/mm. Figure 2-34 summarizes the performance for the scenarios discussed in this Section.

![Figure 2-34: Summary chart showing pile-up (top) and integrated luminosity per year (bottom) versus peak pile-up density for the various scenarios considered Section.](image-url)
2.6 The HL-LHC as a nucleus–nucleus collider

The LHC’s second major physics programme provides nucleus–nucleus (full stripped lead ions $^{208}\text{Pb}^{82+}$) and proton–nucleus collisions to ALICE, ATLAS and CMS. The principal overall goal of the programme is ultimately to accumulate $10 \text{nb}^{-1}$ of Pb–Pb luminosity in the ALICE experiment from LS2 to LS4 [156,231-233] with some heavy-ion runs devoted to p-Pb or reference p-p data taking. The requirements of the other experiments are assumed to be similar. The shorter p-Pb operational period is not considered here but the successful run in this mode in 2013 shows that the luminosity goals are within reach [156, 234-235]. The heavy-ion programme also requires p–p runs at specific energies to provide reference data (see Section 16.5.1) and further special Pb-Pb runs. Nuclei other than $^{208}\text{Pb}^{82+}$ have not been requested by the experiments but they remain as possible options with potential performance to be evaluated.

The heavy-ion luminosity upgrade aims at increasing integrated rather than peak luminosity and is therefore focused mainly on injecting the maximum beam current possible. With the expected upgrade to remove the event rate limit of the ALICE experiment [232], luminosity levelling will no longer be a necessity but may be employed to mitigate the rapid luminosity decay due to the large electromagnetic cross-sections[156][236] Low values of $\beta'$ are required at three interaction points so the ATS optics will not be used.

The main elements of the heavy-ion luminosity upgrade should be in place a few years before those of the proton–proton part of the project.

Upgrades to the heavy-ion injector chain [237][238] would normally aim to increase both the number of bunches and the intensity per bunch, but these two quantities are not independent. Injecting long trains from the SPS lengthens the injection plateau in the SPS, subjecting some bunches to higher losses from the effects of intra-beam scattering, space charge, and RF noise [156][239]. On the other hand, injecting a larger number of short trains from the SPS increases the average bunch intensity but leaves more gaps in the LHC bunch train and increases the LHC’s injection time, reducing overall efficiency and subjecting some bunches to more emittance growth at LHC injection. In all cases, there is a broad distribution of bunch parameters in collision in the LHC. Optimization of the injection and filling schemes has to take all these interdependencies into account [239] and will likely have to be done anew each year as a function of injector performance.

The previous performance estimates were based on an injection scheme that assumes that the maximum 12 PS batches of four bunches are assembled into a batch in the SPS, with a 50 ns bunch spacing achieved by slip-stacking. This is repeated 26 times to assemble a train of up to 1248 bunches in the LHC (practical filling scheme details will reduce this by some percent) and yielding a distribution of individual bunch-pair luminosities at the start of colliding beams as shown in Figure 2-35. Simulation of the evolution of these individual bunches, taking into account luminosity burn-off, IBS, and radiation damping [239] leads to the total luminosity shown in Figure 2-36. Depending on the turnaround time (between beam dump and the next declaration of stable beams for physics), the fill length can be optimized to give the ideal average daily luminosity shown.
Figure 2-35: Initial luminosity for each colliding bunch pair along the full train in the LHC.

Figure 2-36: (a) Total luminosity (red) and integrated luminosity (blue) during a fill starting with the bunch-pair luminosities shown in Figure 2-35. (b) Average luminosity per day as a function of turnaround time (dump to next stable beams) when fill lengths are optimized, with lengths varying between 3 h and 6 h, with the luminosity dependence shown in the left plot.

The rapid luminosity decay is due to the large cross-sections of electromagnetic processes in the collisions [236][240]. The peak luminosity is expected to be substantially above the quench limit from losses due to the bound-free pair-production process and new collimators (TCLD) are required in the dispersion suppressors around IR2 (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2) in the connection cryostat zone. Intensity limitations may also arise from losses due to collimation inefficiency, which is higher for ion beams, because of the more complicated nuclear interactions with collimators [241][242][241-242]. These losses should be reduced by the installation of TCLD collimators in two 15 m long units (each consisting of two 11T dipoles and a TCLD collimator) replacing two main dipoles on the dispersion suppressors, one on each side of the IR7.

The 50 ns bunch spacing introduces close parasitic beam–beam encounters near to the ALICE experiment, which may require the half-crossing angle to be increased beyond the 60 µrad limit imposed up to Run 2 for optimum operation of the zero-degree calorimeters. Optimisation of the apertures of injection elements in IR2 should allow half-crossing angles up to 100 µrad. The minimum acceptable value at the low Pb bunch charge will be determined empirically [156] or, possibly, from future simulation studies. The crossing angles for ATLAS and CMS are unrestricted and can be taken over from proton operation.

The principal beam parameters determining the luminosity are summarized in Table 2-18. Other parameters will be similar to those given in Ref. [243].

Higher injected intensities would be required to reach the integrated annual luminosity target of 2.85 nb\(^{-1}\) requested by the ALICE experiment [232] in a typical one-month Pb-Pb run, assuming an LHC performance efficiency of 50%. The required values have been computed [233] with the simplifying assumption that all
bunches have the same intensity, i.e., the intensity decay along the SPS bunch trains shown in Figure 2-35 has been eliminated. Parameters for this configuration are given in the last column of Table 2-18 and can be regarded as specifying a goal for the injectors.

The estimated performance of the injectors after the baseline upgrade has been recently reviewed [238] and the expected beam parameters at the LHC in collision are listed in the third column of Table 2-18. In the same table the expected beam parameters for an option (not part of the LIU baseline) based on a 25 ns spacing beam are also presented (column 4). The feasibility of operating the LHC with 25 ns and a half crossing angle of 100 µrad must still be investigated.

Table 2-18: Average values of principal beam parameters at the start of physics [233][238].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal LHC (design report)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (projected)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (LIU baseline)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (25 ns option)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy per nucleon in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, $N [10^7]$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colliding pairs at IP2</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{tot} [10^9]$</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>222.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [mA]</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum $\beta^*$ [m]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_0$ [µm]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$ [eVs/charge]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS energy spread [0.0001]</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS horizontal [h]</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS longitudinal [h]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-crossing angle at IP2 [µrad]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity [$10^{37}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelling luminosity [$10^{37}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelling time [h]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of bunches per injection</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The expected integrated luminosity per year estimated for the beam parameters expected after the LIU baseline upgrade for a performance efficiency of 50% is approximately 1.9 nb$^{-1}$. This could increase to 2.7 nb$^{-1}$ for the 25 ns optional scenario, approaching the annual target of 2.85 nb$^{-1}$ given by ALICE. The expected integrated luminosity depends on the expected performance efficiency: this was 43% for the 2011 Pb-Pb run and 62% for the 2015 Pb-Pb run.
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Chapter 3
Insertion Magnets

3  Insertion magnets

3.1  Overview

The layout of the HL-LHC insertion magnets is shown in Figure 3-1 and compared to those of the LHC in Figure 3-2. The main technical choices can be summarized as follows [1, 2]:

- Maintain the distance from the first magnet to the collision point at 23 m. This allows preserving the most critical boundaries with the detectors.

- Increase the quadrupole triplet coil aperture from 70 mm to 150 mm to allow a smaller $\beta'$. Nb$_3$Sn technology has been selected for the quadrupoles [3], allowing an increase in the aperture while keeping the magnet length at acceptable values. The choice of a large coil width (about 36 mm, arranged in two layers of 18-mm-wide cable) aims at reaching maximum performance in terms of gradient [1, 4]. The operational current has been first set at $\sim80\%$ of the load line critical current, which is a good compromise between risk and performance [5, 6]. During the design the margin gradually reduced, with operating current set at 81% to take into account the details of the heads and of the cross-section. Therefore, following the suggestion of the design review in December 2014, it has been decided to lower the operational current to 76% of load line critical current, considering the lack of experience with 7-m-long coils and the difficulties in reaching the specified critical current for the strand production. This reduction of gradient from 140 T/m to 132.6 T/m [7] is compensated by a longer coil (from 4.0 to 4.2 m in the Q1/Q3, and from 6.8 m to 7.15 m in Q2a and Q2b magnets), corresponding to a triplet length of $\sim31$ m, compared to $\sim24$ m in the LHC.

- Reduce the critical current specification from 1400 to 1280 A/mm$^2$ at 15 T and 4.2 K; this brings the operational gradient of 132.6 T/m at 78% of the load line critical current. This reduction has been done to avoid the rejection of non-negligible fractions of the conductor production, i.e. lowering the strand cost.

- To recover the 10 m of additional space allocated to the triplet and the correctors, and gain further space for inserting the crab cavities (see Chapters 2 and 4), three steps are taken.
  - Increase the strength of the separation/recombination dipoles from 26 T·m to 35 T·m, thus reducing the distance between the D1 and D2 centres from 90 to 75 m and recovering $\sim15$ m.
  - Replacing the 20-m-long normal conducting magnet D1 operating at 1.28 T with a superconducting 6.27 m long magnet, operating at 5.6 T [8], thus recovering $\sim15$ m.
  - The busbars for the triplet and D1 are not connected through a feedbox placed between D1 and the triplet as in the LHC (indicated by DFB in Figure 3-2), but through a service module on the non-IP side of D1 (not shown in Figure 3-1). This allows a shifting of D1 towards the IP by a few metres, at the price of having the triplet and corrector busbars going through D1.
Figure 3-1: Schematic layout of the IR region of HL-LHC. Thick boxes are magnets, thin boxes are cryostats.

Figure 3-2: Schematic layout of the current IR region of the LHC. Thick boxes are magnets, thin boxes are cryostats.

- The apertures of the magnets between the triplet and the dispersion suppressor have to be increased: D1 from 60 mm to 150 mm, D2 from 80 mm to 105 mm, and Q5 from 56 mm to 70 mm. Q4 aperture is at 70 mm as it is in the LHC today, using MQY spares, and Q5 is replaced by the present Q4 in the LHC. For the new dipoles D1 and D2, Nb-Ti superconductor has been chosen [1, 2], since requirements are within reach of this technology, and the potential performance improvement given by Nb3Sn is not sufficient to justify the additional cost and complexity. Since the size of the magnet is limited by the cryostat, and the aperture is enlarged, we selected a one layer coil reusing the LHC outer dipole cable (15 mm width) to have enough space for the iron yoke to magnetically separate the apertures and to reduce fringe fields in the tunnel. Using the LHC cable allows to reduce the risks (the cable properties are well known), to ease the schedule (lengths are already available) at the price of a larger operational current.

- All new magnets, plus Q4 and Q5, will operate at 1.9 K to have the maximum superconductor performance. This is an important change with respect to the LHC, where the D2, Q4, Q5, and Q6 operational temperature is 4.5 K. For Q6, there is no requirement of additional strength and therefore operational temperature is kept at 4.5 K to minimize the cost and the workload.

- Three horizontal/vertical orbit correctors are required in the triplet. The strength is increased from 1.5 T-m (LHC value) to 2.5 T-m for the correctors close to Q2a/b, and to 4.5 T-m for the corrector close to Q3. The position with respect to the quadrupole magnets is the same as in the LHC layout, with the exception of the corrector between Q2a and Q2b, which is moved to between Q2b and Q3. Correctors are nested (like in the present LHC), providing both horizontal and vertical field in the same longitudinal location, to keep a compact triplet layout.

- A skew quadrupole is used to correct the triplet tilt, as in the LHC. Non-linear correctors of the order 3, 4, 5, and 6 are required, both normal and skew. With respect to the LHC layout, normal and skew decapole correctors and a skew dodecapole corrector are added. Experience with LHC operation and
field quality of the triplet short models will confirm whether these correctors are needed. Anyway, the longitudinal space required for a single corrector is about 15 cm, and therefore it does not have a large impact on the layout.

- Horizontal and vertical orbit correctors are also required close to D2 and to Q4 (note that they were present only in Q4 in the LHC) with a nominal strength of 5 T⋅m. For D2, we will use a canted costheta design (CCT), whose field is limited to 2.65 T due to the magnetic cross-talk between the apertures, giving a 1.89 m magnetic length. Four MCBY units, each giving 2.7 T⋅m in each plane, will be assembled in the Q4 cold mass.

- With an ultimate luminosity 7.5 times larger than the nominal design goal of the LHC, a new absorber, using 8- and 16-mm-thick tungsten (W) shielding attached to the outer surface of the beam screen (Figure 3-3) is foreseen to reduce the effect of collision debris. For nominal integrated luminosity, the tungsten shielding will limit in the region Q1 to D1 the radiation dose to 20 MGy in most parts of the coils, with few locations reaching 40 MGy (see Chapter 10). A switch of the crossing angle plane between IP1 and IP5 allows to further reduce the dose by 30%. All magnets components are designed to withstand a radiation dose of 35 MGy. The peak energy deposition is 2 mW/cm³, i.e. about half of the nominal LHC [9]. These values are similar to the expected heat load and radiation doses for the nominal LHC [10]. The cryogenic system from the triplet to D1 has to absorb 1.3 kW steady-state at ultimate luminosity. Approximately half of this is intercepted by the cold mass at 1.9 K and half by the beam screen at 40–60 K. For the region D2 to Q6, the maximum dose is 20 MGy and the peak energy depositions are 2 mW/cm³.

The main parameters of the magnets are listed in Table 3-1.

![Figure 3-3: Beam screen (grey) with tungsten shielding (dark brown) and cooling tubes in Q1 (lefthand side) and in Q2-D1 (righthand side).](image)

### 3.2 Low-β Quadrupoles

**Function, operational modes, and powering:** The triplet magnets, denoted by MQXF, ramp with the energy of the LHC, with a nominal gradient of 8.5 T/m at 450 GeV, and a maximal operational gradient of 132.6 T/m at 7 TeV. During squeeze, its gradient is constant or decreases by not more than 10%. The triplet quadrupoles are powered in series, with a 2 kA powering trim acting on Q1 and another one on Q3. A 120 A trim is acting on Q2b, to compensate for differences in the gradient between Q2a and Q2b of the order of 0.1% or less. The quadrupoles Q1 and Q3 are developed by US-LARP and Q2a and Q2b by CERN.
### Table 3-1: Overview of the main parameters of the insertion magnets – see the text for definitions of footnotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Triplet Q1/Q3</th>
<th>Triplet Q2a-b</th>
<th>Short orbit corrector</th>
<th>Long orbit corrector</th>
<th>Separation dipole</th>
<th>Recomb. dipole</th>
<th>Orbit correct 2-in-1</th>
<th>Large ap. Q D1</th>
<th>Orbit correcto 2-in-1</th>
<th>Large ap. Q D2</th>
<th>MBRD</th>
<th>MOY</th>
<th>MOY</th>
<th>MOY</th>
<th>MOY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperture1</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field (T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient (T/m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length2</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int field (T m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int gradient (T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of apertures</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between apertures1</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of circuits</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units needed</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spares</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Cable data | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Material | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Cable thick. in.2 | (mm) | 1.462 | 1.462 | 0.819 | 0.819 | 1.362 | 1.362 | 1.129 | 0.77 | 1.129 | 0.77 | | | | |
| Cable thick. out.2 | (mm) | 1.588 | 1.588 | 0.871 | 0.871 | 1.598 | 1.598 | 1.441 | 0.92 | 1.441 | 0.92 | | | | |
| Cable width3 | (mm) | 18.15 | 18.15 | 4.37 | 4.37 | 15.10 | 15.10 | 8.30 | 8.30 | 8.30 | 8.30 | | | | |
| Ins. thick radia2 | (mm) | 0.145 | 0.145 | 0.105 | 0.105 | 0.155 | 0.150 | 0.08 | 0.08 | 0.08 | 0.08 | | | | |
| Ins. thick azimuth3 | (mm) | 0.145 | 0.145 | 0.105 | 0.105 | 0.135 | 0.130 | 0.08 | 0.08 | 0.08 | 0.08 | | | | |
| No. strands | | 40 | 40 | 18 | 18 | 36 | 36 | 22 | 34 | 22 | 34 | | | | |
| Strand diameter2 | (mm) | 0.850 | 0.850 | 0.480 | 0.480 | 0.825 | 0.825 | 0.735 | 0.48 | 0.735 | 0.48 | | | | |
| Co/NanoCu | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Filling factor4 | | 0.31 | 0.31 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.24 | 0.24 | 0.34 | 0.26 | 0.34 | 0.26 | | | | |

| Coil design | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| N. layers | | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 2 | 3 | | 2 | 3 | | | |
| N. turns/pole | | 50 | 50 | 139 / 187 | 139 / 187 | 44 | 31 | 22 | 52 | 22 | 52 | | | | |
| Cable length/pole (m) | | 470 | 750 | 420 / 560 | 706 / 920 | 600 | 500 | 200 | 404 | 200 | 404 | | | | |

| Operational parameters | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Peak field6 | (T) | 11.4 | 11.4 | 4.1 | 4.1 | 6.6 | 5.1 | 3.1 | 7.6 | 3.6 | 7.6 | | | | |
| Temperature (K) | | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | 1.9 | | | | |
| Current (KA) | | 16.47 | 16.47 | 1.60 / 1.47 | 1.60 / 1.47 | 12.00 | 12.05 | 0.43 | 4.51 | 0.088 | 4.51 | | | | |
| joverall7 | (A/mm²) | 462 | 462 | 331 / 304 | 331 / 304 | 445 | 450 | 369 | 531 | 369 | 531 | | | | |
| Loadline fraction8 | (adm) | 0.78 | 0.78 | 0.50 | 0.50 | 0.76 | 0.65 | 0.82 | 0.82 | | | | | | |
| Temperature margin (K) | | 5.0 | 5.0 | 4.1 | 4.1 | 2.5 | 3.0 | 1.6 | 1.6 | | | | | | |
| Stored energy/m (MJ/m) | | 1.17 | 1.17 | 0.100 | 0.100 | 0.342 | 0.281 | 0.435 | 0.435 | | | | | | |
| Inductance/m (mH/m) | | 8.21 | 8.21 | 15.2 / 24.2 | 15.2 / 24.2 | 4.01 | 3.51 | 21.7 | 21.7 | | | | | | |
| Stored energy9 | (MJ) | 4.91 | 8.37 | 3.122 | 2.233 | 2.15 | 2.19 | 1.48 | | | | | | | |

| Mechanical structure | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Forces x (MN/m) | | 2.47 | 2.47 | 0.322 | 0.322 | 1.53 | 0.64 | | | | | | | | |
| Forces y (MN/m) | | -3.48 | -3.48 | 0.402 | 0.402 | -0.64 | -0.40 | | | | | | | | |
| Fmax stress10 (MPa) | | 114 | 114 | 135 | 135 | 100 | 50 | | | | | | | | |

| Protection | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Circuit indactance11 (mH) | | 138 | 117 | 18 / 29 | 32 / 51 | 27 | 25 | 73.8 | 73.8 | | | | | | |
| Coil energy density12 (J/mm³) | | 0.082 | 0.082 | 0.007 | 0.007 | 0.072 | 0.042 | 0.076 | 0.076 | | | | | | |

1 Aperture is the coil inner diameter at room temperature, excluding ground insulation, cold bore, and beam screen; distance between apertures is given at 1.9 K.
2 Magnetic length is given at 1.9 K.
3 Strand/cable dimensions are given at room temperature, in the case of Nb3Sn before reaction.
4 Insulation dimensions are given at room temperature.
5 Filling factor is defined as the fraction of superconductor in the insulated cable.
6 Peak field in the coil is given including the contribution of the strand where the peak is located.
7 Overall current density is the average over the whole cross-section of the insulated cable at 1.9 K (i.e. including voids or impregnation and insulation, but not copper wedges).
8 Load line ratio is the ratio between the operational current and the critical current on the load line.
9 Stored energy is given for the whole magnet: in the case of independently powered apertures or nested magnets, stored energy is given for both circuits powered with maximum nominal current.
Stress is an estimate given by the accumulation of the azimuthal Lorentz forces at nominal current divided by the coil radial width—the impact of the structure, preload, and bending is not considered.

Circuit inductance is the differential inductance of the circuit at maximum nominal current.

Energy density is given over the coil volume at 1.9 K, including insulation but not coil parts such as copper wedges and pole pieces.

Conductor: The Nb₃Sn cable has 40 strands, with 0.85 mm diameter [7]. The main specifications are:

- A minimum non-copper critical current density of 1280 A/mm² at 15 T and 4.2 K; this value has been lowered in 2015 with respect to the initial specification of 1400 A/mm² to avoid the rejection of a significant part of the production.
- The cable keystone angle has been lowered from 0.55° to 0.40° to reduce the critical current degradation below the 5% specified value. This entails a minor change in the cross-section, keeping the same 4 blocks with the same number of turns per block. The short model program will have ~10 coils with the first cross-section, and from 2015 the new cross-section will be produced.
- A strand RRR larger than 150, and a Cu/no Cu ratio of 1.2 (54.5% of copper in the strand). The cable has S²™ glass braided insulation, whose thickness is 145 µm at 5 MPa before reaction. The cable contains a 12-mm-wide, 25-µm-thick stainless steel core to control and reduce the dynamic effects.

Coil, current density, and margin: with two layers one can reach the operational gradient of 132.6 T/m at 78% of the short sample limit on the load line (i.e. 22% of load line margin). Each layer has a copper wedge to tune field quality.

Lengths and transverse size: the triplet is made of Q1 and Q3 magnets, each unit requiring a magnetic length of 8.4 m; plus Q2a and Q2b, each one with a 7.15-m-long magnetic length. The US-LARP collaboration, in charge of Q1 and Q3 development, has proposed splitting both Q1 and Q3 into two 4.2-m-long magnets assembled in the same cold mass. The Q1, Q2, and Q3 cross-sections are identical, and make use of the same design, technologies, and components. These lengths refer to the new operational gradient of 132.6 T/m, described in the previous section. The first long prototype of Q1/Q3 will have a length of 4.0 m (previous design), while the successive prototypes will all be 4.2 m long. The Q2a/b will have the length of 7.15 m already in the first prototype. The cold mass cross-section has a 630 mm diameter, i.e. 60 mm more than the LHC dipoles including the stainless steel vessel.

Figure 3-4: Sketch of triplet quadrupole magnet cross-section.
Figure 3-5: 200 mm slice of MQXF used to test assembly procedures and validate mechanical structure.

**Mechanical structure**: the quadrupole makes use of a shell-based structure developed at LBNL and within the LARP collaboration with a series of short models called TQS [11]. The structure scale-up to a length of 3.4 m, was demonstrated in the LARP LR and LQ quadrupole models [12], and features to assure alignment in operational conditions have been included in the 120 mm aperture HQ short model quadrupole [13]. The MQXF cross-section is a scaling up of the HQ design. Coils are mainly pre-stressed by the Al shell during cool-down, acting as the structure to contain the Lorentz forces during powering up. The level of stress is fine-tuned during the loading of the coil, which is done at room temperature using water-pressurized bladders and interference keys. Typically one has ~70 MPa of azimuthal coil compression at room temperature, which becomes ~150 MPa at 1.9 K thanks to the interplay of the thermal contractions of the different components. The structure keeps the coil under compression up to the ultimate current, corresponding to 143.2 T/m (8% above nominal).

**Protection**: the energy density in the coil is ~0.08 mJ/mm$^3$ (including insulation, but excluding wedges), which is ~50% larger than the LHC main magnets [14]. This makes quench protection challenging. Since the circuit inductance is of the order of 100 mH, only a small fraction (~5%) of the energy can be extracted on a dump resistor. Therefore we have to rely on quench heaters on the outer layer of the coil, and no dump resistor is included in the circuit. Quench heaters are 25 μm stainless steel strips with a 50 μm polyimide layer to ensure proper insulation. The heaters will have heating stations of 40 mm length, separated by 120 mm sections with lower resistance due to a 10 μm copper cladding (see Figure 3-6, left). The width of the heating stations is 20 mm, and a 7.15-m-long magnet will have ~40 heating stations. Two independently powered strips will cover the two blocks of the outer layer. The typical time needed to quench the coil at nominal current is of the order of 15–20 ms following heater firing [15]. Assuming 5 ms for detection time, a validation window of 10 ms and a few ms for switch opening, this brings the hotspot temperature to ~350 K [16]. To reduce this value and to ensure some redundancy, we are studying the options of heaters on the inner layer, and the CLIQ system [17], recently developed at CERN, based on coil heating induced by an induced oscillating current in the magnet. For the inner layer, heating stations are also needed, with a more complex geometry since ~50% of the surface must be left free for heat removal. A single strip slaloms between the two blocks, with 25 mm long heating stations and 40 mm long cladding (see Figure 3-6, right). The CLIQ system has the interesting feature of acting rapidly on the inner layer, and is therefore complementary to the outer layer quench heaters, with the price of additional leads and a more complicated circuit. The integration of several units in the triplet circuit is being studied at the moment of writing this report.
Figure 3-6: Quench heaters for the outer layer (left); a design for the inner layer (right). Stainless steel (SS) in grey and copper cladding in red. A ~300 mm long portion, out of the 4/7 m long strip, is shown.

**Field quality:** allowed field harmonics \((b_n, b_{10})\) are optimized for operation at high field, and are expected to be below one unit in absolute value. Contributions from the coil ends are also taken into account and compensated when possible through the straight part [18]. Fine-tuning of \(b_n\) can be done in the short model phase through small changes to the coil cross-section. Random components are estimated for a 25 \(\mu\)m random error in the block positioning for non-allowed, and 100 \(\mu\)m for allowed (see Table 3-2); most critical components are low-order harmonics \((b_3, a_3, b_5, a_5)\). To minimize these components we opted a strategy similar to that used in the RHIC magnets [19], with magnetic shims to be inserted in the blader location [20]. This allows correcting (i) \(\pm 5\) units of \(b_3\); (ii) \(\pm 5\) units of \(a_3\); (iii) \(\pm 3\) units of \(b_5\); (iv) \(\pm 1\) units of \(a_5\), for a maximum of two harmonics at the same time, through an asymmetric magnetic shimming.

Table 3-2: Expected field quality in the triplet, multipoles in units at 50 mm reference radius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Geometric Ass. &amp; cool Saturation Persistent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Injection High Field Injection High Field</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cooling:** The magnet is in a static bath of pressurized HeII, with a welded stainless-steel shell placed outside the Al structure acting as a helium vessel. Cooling is ensured via two heat exchangers of 68 mm inner diameter, in which a saturated HeII bath is formed, housed in the 77 mm diameter holes of the iron located in the upper part, see Figure 3-4 [21]. The heat exchanger cools the triplet and the short orbit correctors MCBXFB, with the separation dipole and corrector package on a different circuit (see Section 3.11 for more details). With this design, one can comfortably remove ~800 W of heat load from the triplet, i.e. 675 W on the cold mass given by debris (see Table 3-1), plus a 125 W budget for other loads (among them the 25 W load of collision debris ending on interconnections), at the ultimate peak luminosity. For the Nb-Ti coils in the LHC, the peak heat deposition target was set at 4 mW/cm³; this has a factor of 3 safety on 12 mW/cm³, which was considered to be the hard limit. Later experience showed that the hard limit is at least a factor of two larger. In the HL-LHC, thanks to the tungsten shielding, we are always below the 4 mW/cm³ target, as shown in Table 3-1. The Nb₃Sn superconductor in the present MQXF design is expected to have a peak power limit of the order of 50 mW/cm³, i.e. one order of magnitude larger than the load in HL-LHC. The heat loads from the coils, from the
cold mass and from the beam-pipe area can only be evacuated to the two heat exchangers by means of pressurized HeII. To this aim the cold mass design incorporates the required helium passages: 1.5 mm annular spacing between cold bore and inner coil-block, and free passage through the coil pole and subsequent G10 alignment key. The free passage needed through the coil pole and G10 alignment key in the transverse direction is given by 8 mm diameter holes repeated every 50 mm.

**Cryostat:** independent cryostats are used for Q1, Q2a, Q2b, and Q3. The Q1 and Q3 cryostats contain two 4.2-m-long magnets. The Q2a and Q2b cryostats contain each one 7.15-m-long magnet plus the orbit correctors described below. The cryostat size should be able to accommodate the cold mass, the thermal shielding, and the cooling pipes. First estimates show that the LHC standard vacuum vessel size of 980 mm (including flanges) is a tight fit for all of these components. To solve this problem, we use asymmetric centering to make room for the piping in the upper part of the cryostat (see Figure 3-7).

![Figure 3-7: Cross-section of the cryostat.](image)

**3.3 Orbit correctors**

**Function and operational modes:** the orbit correctors are single-aperture magnets. Two versions are required, providing 2.5 T·m and 4.5 T·m integrated fields. To have a more compact layout in this region where longitudinal space affects performance, a nested design has been adopted, with the horizontal and vertical dipole coil in the same cross-section (see Figure 3-8). The field in each plane has been limited to 2.1 T, giving a maximum combined field of 3 T. Powering will be allowed in a square in the horizontal/vertical plane, with both positive and negative currents. These magnets generate the crossing angle and correct the quadrupole misalignment. Orbit correctors are being developed by CIEMAT [23].

**Cable:** the 4.5-mm-wide Nb-Ti cable developed for the SLHC corrector [24] has been adopted. This is based on a 0.48 mm diameter strand, arranged in a Rutherford cable with 18 strands.

**Coil, current density and margin:** with two-layer coils per dipole direction, it can reach the operational field of 2.1 T simultaneously in both planes at less than 50% of the load line. The two layers allow to increase the margin and to lower the operational current.
**Lengths and transverse size:** the magnetic length is 1.2 m for the short version (MCBXFB) and 2.2 m for the long one (MCBXFA). The magnet cross-section has a 630 mm diameter, including the stainless steel helium vessel (not shown in Figure 3-8), i.e. as in the HL-LHC triplet.

**Mechanical structure:** the magnet makes use of self-supporting collars. Stainless steel collars are used for keeping the inner and outer coils in place. Their thickness is 25 mm. Due to the nested coil arrangement, a complex collaring based on two consecutive steps (first the inner, then the outer) is needed. The inner collars are closed with two round pins; the outer ones will be kept in place by four prismatic keys. A particular difficulty is that when both horizontal and vertical coils are powered, Lorentz forces push the inner coil towards the centre of the aperture: this could require a structure between the inner coil of the inner dipole and the cold bore to prevent movement. Since the size of this movement is at the limit of what is tolerable, a titanium tube could be inserted to prevent motion, given that its contraction coefficient is lower than those of the other materials. This feature will be tested on the first prototype.

**Protection:** The magnet can be protected via quench heaters or energy extraction. A cost and risk analysis is under way to select one of these two options.

![Sketch of orbit corrector cross-section](image)

**Figure 3-8:** Sketch of orbit corrector cross-section (short version MCBXFB, in the cold mass of the triplet magnets Q2a and Q2b).

### 3.4 High-order correctors

**Function, design and operational modes:** The high-order correctors (skew quadrupole, normal and skew sextupole, octupole, decapole, and dodecapole) are specified on the expected field quality and alignment errors (see Chapter 2), with a safety factor of 2 for the quadrupole, sextupole, and octupole, and 1.5 for the decapole and dodecapole. The magnets will operate with nominal settings based on the measured field errors of the triplet and of the separation dipole. To ease operation, a non-nested layout (see Figure 3-9) has been adopted, using a superferric technology (see Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11), already developed for the SLHC-PP [25]. Nb-Ti racetrack coils provide the ampere-turns, with iron giving the required field shape. The aperture is 150 mm, as for the triplet and D1. The high-order correctors are being developed by LASA laboratories of INFN-Milano.

**Cable:** the cable is a single Nb-Ti strand, of 0.7 mm diameter for the quadrupole and of 0.5 mm diameter for the higher order multipoles. Insulation is made with a 0.07 mm thick S2 glass. Ground insulation is added on the external side of the coil.

**Coil, current density, and margin:** we chose to operate at 40% on the load line. The optimized current density is of the order of 300 A/mm² [26], with peak fields on the coil in the range 2.0–2.3 T for the nonlinear correctors and 3.0 T for the skew quadrupole (see Table 3-3). Coils are dry-wound and then vacuum impregnated with CTD-101®. Currents are in the range of 120-180 A. An iteration of the design is ongoing to bring all these
currents below 105 A, thus allowing using 120 A power converters already developed for the LHC. This change can be done either using a larger coil or a wire with smaller diameter.

Figure 3-9: Layout of the corrector region.

Figure 3-10: Cross-section of the skew quadrupole (left, with obsolete position of cooling holes at 90°) and 3D view of a sextupole (right).

Figure 3-11: Sketch of nonlinear corrector cross-sections of (a) normal sextupole; (b) normal octupole; (c) normal decapole; (d) normal dodecapole correctors.
**Lengths and transverse size:** the magnet coil lengths are ~0.1 m for the sextupole, octupole, decapole, and skew dodecapole (see Table 3-3). The normal dodecapole and the skew sextupole require greater strengths, giving a coil length of ~0.45 m and ~0.84 m, respectively. The skew quadrupole needs a 460 mm diameter iron yoke that has to include the cooling holes for the D1 heat exchanger and orbit corrector. The nonlinear correctors can have an iron yoke diameter of 320 mm, which fits inside the cooling holes. Spacers are required to match the transverse size of the correctors to the same value of the MCBXFA orbit correctors, and to maintain alignment within the cold mass. Heat exchangers will go through these spacers to cool the whole cold mass.

**Mechanical structure:** the mechanical support for the correctors coils are under study. The forces are of the order of 60 kN/m for the quadrupole and 10–30 kN/m for the other magnets.

The main parameters of the correctors are given in Table 3-3.

### Table 3-3: Overview of the main parameters of the triplet corrector magnets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>MCQ SX</th>
<th>MCSX/MCSSX</th>
<th>MCOX/MCOSX</th>
<th>MCDX/MCDSX</th>
<th>MCTX</th>
<th>MCT SX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated strength [T m]</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil length [mm]</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient [T/m³]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3690</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>640000</td>
<td>613000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of apertures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of circuits</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units needed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spares</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cable data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strand diameter [mm]</th>
<th>0.700</th>
<th>0.500</th>
<th>0.500</th>
<th>0.500</th>
<th>0.500</th>
<th>0.500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insulation thickness [mm]</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu/No_Cu</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coil design**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Nb-Ti</th>
<th>Nb-Ti</th>
<th>Nb-Ti</th>
<th>Nb-Ti</th>
<th>Nb-Ti</th>
<th>Nb-Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N. turns/pole</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable length/pole [m]</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operational parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil peak field [T]</th>
<th>2.97</th>
<th>2.33</th>
<th>2.41</th>
<th>2.34</th>
<th>2.04</th>
<th>2.01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature [K]</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current [A]</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j overall [A/mm²]</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loadline fraction</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential inductance [mH]</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored energy [kJ]</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dose and heat load**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat load cold mass [W]</th>
<th>70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat load beam screen [W]</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak dose [MGy]</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1Integrated strength is defined as the field at the 50 mm reference radius times the magnetic length.
2Coil length refers to the physical coil length, and not to magnetic length.
3The overall current density includes 0.07 mm thick strand insulation and the coil ground insulation.
3.5 Separation dipole D1

**Function and operational modes:** the separation dipole is ramped with the energy of the LHC, and is constant during squeeze. On each side of the IP, D1 is individually powered. The option of powering D1 in series with D2 is considered since, notwithstanding different operational fields, their nominal currents turn out to be the same within 1%. In this case, allowing to reduce both the number of power converters and the total current of the links, a fine tuning of D2 magnetic length will be done to have agreement of the D1 and D2 nominal currents within 0.01%. The separation dipole is being developed by KEK.

**Cable:** the 15-mm-width Nb-Ti cable used for the outer layer of the main LHC dipole is adopted. The required unit length is smaller than the main LHC dipole outer cable unit length (780 m).

![Sketch of separation dipole cross-section and yoking test](image)

**Figure 3-12:** Sketch of separation dipole cross-section (left) and yoking test (right).

**Coil, current density and margin:** for the initial choice of 70% operational level, the magnet length was slightly longer than the KEK test station [8, 27]. We therefore fixed the operational current at 76% of the load line, with a bore field of 5.6 T. This allows fitting the vertical test station without significantly increasing the risk related to the lower margin.

**Lengths and transverse size:** Magnetic length is 6.27 m. The magnet cross-section has a 570 mm diameter, including the stainless steel vessel, i.e. the same as the LHC dipoles. A larger diameter has been excluded to be able to reuse the yoking tooling used for J-PARC at KEK.

**Mechanical structure:** Forces are contained by the iron yoke, with thin spacers between the iron and the coil, as the J-PARC [28], RHIC magnets [29], and LHC Q1/Q3 [30]. Here the pre-stress is given by the iron laminations, horizontally split, that are locked through keys (see Figure 3-12). A thin stainless-steel collar acts as a spacer between the coil and the iron yoke. An alignment notch at 90° and 270° has been added after a first collaring test. An average pre-stress of 90 MPa is given at room temperature during the so-called ‘yoking’. During cool-down the pre-stress lowers to 70 MPa, which is enough to counteract the Lorentz forces during powering.

**Protection:** the initial baseline of protection through a dump resistor has been changed to quench heaters due to the lower cost. Simulations show that with LHC dipole-like quench heaters the hotspot temperature in the adiabatic approximation is 220 K for the nominal current of 12 kA. CLIQ [17] is also considered as an alternative option.

**Field quality:** the main issue here is the saturation component [8], which is optimized via the iron shaping (see Table 3-4). Following the analysis given in Refs. [31, 32], the random components are estimated through random positioning of the coil block with different amplitudes for each family of harmonics, namely 40 µm for the allowed \( b_{2n+1} \), 30 µm for the even skew \( a_{2n} \), 15 µm for the odd skew \( a_{2n+1} \), and 10 µm for the even normal multipoles \( b_{2n} \).
**Insertion Magnets**

**Cooling**: the magnet is in a static bath of pressurized HeII, with a stainless steel shell acting as a helium vessel. First baseline, showed in Figure 3-12, had cooling is ensured via two heat exchangers, of 49 mm inner diameter, housed in the 60 mm diameter holes through the iron. Later studies on interconnection proved that the heat exchanger position should be the same as in the triplet. An iteration on the yoke design is ongoing at the moment of writing.

**Cryostat**: the cryostat has the same geometry as the triplet cryostat (see Figure 3-7).

Table 3-4: Expected field quality of D1, multipoles given in units at 50 mm reference radius. Straight part.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Geometric</th>
<th>Saturation</th>
<th>Persistent</th>
<th>Injection</th>
<th>High Field</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.800</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>-14.200</td>
<td>-16.000</td>
<td>-0.900</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>-1.200</td>
<td>-0.700</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.680</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-0.660</td>
<td>-0.590</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Skew**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Saturation</th>
<th>Persistent</th>
<th>Injection</th>
<th>High Field</th>
<th>Load Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Recombination dipole D2

**Function and operational modes**: the recombination dipole is ramped with the energy of the LHC, and is constant during squeeze. The two D2 apertures are in series. In D2, the fields point in the same direction in both apertures; this makes field quality control much more challenging than in the LHC dipoles, where the fields point in opposite directions. The design of the recombination dipole is being studied by INFN-Genova, that is also in charge of the model and prototype construction.

**Cable**: the 15-mm-wide Nb-Ti cable used for the outer layer of the main LHC dipole is adopted. The required unit length is not longer than that of the LHC main dipole’s outer layer unit length (780 m).

**Coil, current density and margin**: we selected a conservative margin, operating at 65% of the load line with a 15 mm width coil, and an operational field of 4.5 T. In these conditions, the approach used in the present D2 design, that is using iron to magnetically decouple the two apertures, leads to large saturation effects. An alternative approach using left–right asymmetric coils was therefore adopted [33] to compensate for the cross-
talk between the two apertures (see Figure 3-13). A very careful optimization is needed to find the best solution. After several iterations, a cross-section was found where the left–right asymmetry is only given by the angles of the blocks, but the number of cables per block is the same [34]. This allows for much simpler coil heads.

**Lengths and transverse size:** the magnetic length is 7.78 m. The magnet requires an adequate iron thickness to reduce the fringe field. An elliptical iron yoke is proposed, of 570 mm vertically and 630 mm horizontally.

**Mechanical structure:** The accumulation of Lorentz forces corresponds to a pressure in the midplane of about 40 MPa. A self-supporting stainless-steel collar, one per aperture, is considered. The two apertures are then inserted in a Al skin providing the relative alignment. The whole pack is inserted in the iron. Peak stress during collaring is of the order of 100 MPa [35].

**Protection:** protection will be based on quench heaters using the standard LHC dipole technology (used also in D1). Hotspot temperature is estimated to be below 250 K.

**Field quality:** this is the main issue for this magnet: the square design of the central aperture in the iron is imposed by field quality optimization, namely the reduction of the field harmonics due to saturation. Cross-talk is optimized via the asymmetric cross-section, and the saturation through an iron shaping. The field quality estimate is given in Table 3-5.

### Table 3-5: Expected field quality of D2, multipoles given in units at 35 mm reference radius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systematic Injection</th>
<th>Uncertainty Injection</th>
<th>Random Injection</th>
<th>Ends Injection</th>
<th>Integral Injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Geometric Injection</td>
<td>Persistent</td>
<td>High Field</td>
<td>Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.800</td>
<td>1.800</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2.400</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>-14.000</td>
<td>-16.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>-4.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cooling:** the magnet is in a static bath of pressurized HeII. Cooling is ensured via two heat exchangers, of 51 mm diameter, housed in a 60 mm diameter hole in the iron, located in the upper part.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnetic length straight</th>
<th>6.966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mag. Len. Ends</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.7 D2 correctors

Function and operational modes: D2 needs orbit correctors for each beam and each plane (horizontal and vertical), with an integrated strength of 5 T-m, and an aperture of 105 mm. These correctors are used to control the crossing angle and to correct the closed orbit, and therefore they should be powered in any configuration. The large electromagnetic coupling and the stringent field quality requirement (for all combinations of currents) limit the main field to 2.65 T; this gives a magnetic length is 1.89 m. Horizontal and vertical correctors share the same longitudinal position for beam 1 and 2 respectively, and are followed by a vertical (beam1) and horizontal (beam2) corrector. In this configuration the magnetic cross-talk is less severe than in a case with horizontal-horizontal (or vertical/vertical) correctors in both beams (see Figure 3-14). These requirements make the D2 corrector as the ideal test bed for the canted cos-theta design, which provides the advantage of low operational current, and simple components and assembly procedures [36]. It will be the first time that a magnet based on this design will be used in a high energy physics accelerator.

Cable, current density, and margin: First concepts consider with a single wire wound on 5 layers, with the 0.825 mm strand of the LHC outer layer cable. This gives an operational field of 2.6 T, peak field of 3.1 T, and an operational current below 500 A, and a loadline margin of 50%.

Field quality: the challenge in these magnets is the cross-talk between the apertures. Since for D2 the beam distance is 188 mm, and the aperture is 105 mm, little space is left for the iron to decouple the two apertures [37]. No optimization can be made through the coil cross-section as is the case in D2, since these magnets have to be powered with any combination of currents. The solution is to keep a thin coil, and to maximize the iron thickness. Requirements on field quality are stringent, especially on $b_3$ where the tolerance is of the order of 1.5 units.

Cooling: the magnets will share cooling with D2, so will have heat exchangers in the same position.
3.8 Q4, Q5 and Q6

The Q4 magnet will be the LHC 70 mm aperture MQY [38]. As for D2, orbit correctors of 5 T\,m integrated field in H and V respectively are needed: the MCBY correctors provide 2.7 T\,m at 1.9 K, so two of them in each plane are needed. The magnet Q4 could work at 4.5 K, since the integrated gradient satisfies the 440 T requirement, but in this case we would need three MCBY per plane. For this reason the operational temperature is fixed at 1.9 K. Four new cold masses (two per IP side) will be built, each one containing one MQY and two MCBYH and two MCBYV (see Figure 3-1).

The present LHC Q4 cold mass will be reused as Q5, with a modification to make it able to operate at 1.9 K. This allows to satisfy the integrated gradient requirement of 680 T, with 200 T/m operational gradient, an operational current of 4510 A and 20% margin on the loadline. As for Q4, apertures of Q5 are independently powered. The four new Q5 cold masses also contain three MCBY correctors, see Figure 3-1. They will be recovered from IP1 and IP5 in the Q4 position during LS3, modified and installed in Q5 location.

The Q6 magnet will not be modified, and will be operated at 4.5 K as it is today in the LHC.

For Q4, a 90 mm aperture magnet is also under study; this magnet, called MQYY, is not in the baseline, but it is included in the R&D part of the project. This would give more aperture margin, required for the flat beams operational mode. A short model will be developed by CEA-Saclay [39], and two prototypes will be build by industry within the QUACO EU supported initiative based on the Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP) scheme (Grant Agreement no. 689359). The magnet will be a scale up of the MQM LHC magnet, with two layers coil, separate mechanical structure based on collars, 4 kA operational current and 20% margin on the loadline. IT would provide 120 T/m over a magnetic length of 3.67 m to satisfy the beam dynamics requirement of 440 T integrated gradient. A cross-section is shown in Figure 3-15.

Figure 3-14: Cross-section of D2 orbit corrector (left) and 3D view of the short model coil (right).

Figure 3-15: MQYY 90 mm aperture cross-section.
3.9 Other interventions: Sextupole (MS) in Q10 and Q5 in IR6

The four cold masses of Q10 around IP1 and IP5 require a modification to include a lattice sextupole (MS) corrector.

For Q5 in IR6, an increase in the strength is needed; in the LHC the cold mass includes a MQY units operating at 4.5 K, giving an integrated gradient of 544 T. First option considered the use of a new cold mass with two MQY, operating at 4.5 K, doubling the integrated gradient. Later on, the option of a simple increase of gradient from 544 to 680 T through lowering the operational temperature to 1.9 K has been retained. This has the advantage of not requiring two additional MQY, and reusing the present cold mass with a simple modification to make it able to operate at 1.9 K, as done for the Q5. Modifications of the QRL service modules will be necessary, too.

3.10 Resistive magnets

Few of the MBW and MQW in IR3 and IR7 will have in the HL LHC era a radiation dose above the safe limit [40]. Besides some consolidation actions taken to make these magnets able to survive the expected integrated luminosity of the LHC, four MQW (plus two spares) able to resist the radiation dose will be built and installed in LS3. For MBW, four magnets will be refurbished with new radiation resistant coils and installed in LS3. This action, increasing reliability, will also reduce the risk to expose workers to the high dose in this area in case of unforeseen maintenance.

3.11 Powering

The powering is from the non-IP side of D1, allowing a more compact layout with respect to the LHC, where this is done through a distribution feedback taking a few metres between the triplet and D1. This choice improves performance at the price of having triplet and corrector cables going through (or along) the separation dipole. The second important choice is that magnets are fed by a superconducting link: therefore the transition from superconducting to resistive leads is displaced from the LHC tunnel to the new underground service gallery UR (Chapter 15). The baseline of the powering scheme of the triplet is shown in Figure 3-16, with Q1 Q2a, Q2b and Q3 in series on one 18 kA power converter, plus a 2 kA trims on Q1 and Q3 and 120 A trim on Q2a, and plus the CLIQ unit cables option. Diodes are required to reduce the voltage during quench within acceptable limits.

![Figure 3-16: Baseline for triplet powering.](image)

Besides the triplet, for each side of IP1 and IP5 one has two 13 kA circuit for D1 and D2, six 2 kA circuits for the orbit correctors, plus the nine correctors rated at 200 A (possibly lowered at 120 A). In the baseline case, one has a total of ~45 kA of current to bring in and out of the triplet D1 area through the link (see Chapter 6B). The D2 is fed by a second superconducting link, bringing current to the D2, and the orbit correctors.

For the busbar the baseline is to place it inside the magnet (as in the LHC main cell), through the iron holes that are not used by the heat exchangers; two other options are also under study:
- busbar inside the cryostat, but outside the cold mass, in a separate line (as the M line in the LHC cell, carrying some correctors busbars);
- busbar outside the cryostat in a separate cryostat, in this case each magnet is fed by a bypass of the busbar cryostat.

### 3.12 Cooling

The whole string of magnets from Q1 to Q5 will be cooled at 1.9 K, while keeping only Q6 at 4.5 K. The static heat load on the cold mass is mainly due to collision debris: 430 W on the triplet, 75 W on the corrector package, and 135 W on the separation dipole. These numbers refer to the nominal luminosity of $5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$; the system must be able to remove the heat load, without margin, at the ultimate luminosity of $7.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$. The heat load on the triplet is removed via two 68 mm inner diameter heat exchangers, ultimately providing the ability to remove up to 1000 W (see Figure 3-17). To cope with these high heat loads, an additional low pressure pumping is added between Q2a and Q2b to keep the two-phase vapour flow velocity below 7 m/s, above which the HXs would not function correctly. These heat exchangers also cool the 1.2 m long orbit corrector. Simulations show that a solution with one (or more) heat exchangers cooling the whole string triplet D1 is not viable. Therefore, a second system of heat exchangers is used to cool the corrector package and D1. Here the baseline is to have two heat exchangers of 49 mm inner diameter, able to remove 250 W. One heat exchanger would provide only 125 W. Additional low pressure pumping is added between Q2a and Q2b.

The beam screen receives ∼500 W in the triplet–correctors–D1 region (see Table 3-1, including 55 W from the interconnections). Given the 100 W budget for the residual effect of electron cloud, and the 50% margin for getting to ultimate luminosity, the system has to remove ∼1000 W over 55 m, i.e. ∼17 W/m. Heat is removed at 40–60 K [41]. The cooling tubes inner diameter is ∼7 mm, due to an increase of the pressure of the helium to 18 bar. This choice is more challenging for the piping system but allows minimization of the space taken by the cooling pipes, which reduce the aperture available to the beam.

![Figure 3-17: Sketch of the cooling system.](image)

For the stand-alone magnets it has been decided to adopt a glove type of heat exchanger and not the previously adopted solution of bayonet heat exchanger. This provides more flexibility in the jumper positioning, making it independent from the slope. This choice cannot be taken for the triplet, because of the highest heat load to be evacuated. So the jumper is on the D1 side, requiring an additional return pipe.

### 3.13 Instrumentation

We give here a short summary of the instrumentation foreseen for the IR magnets.

- Quench protection requires voltage taps; for dipoles and quadrupoles we foresee the possibility of monitoring the voltage on each coil. Quench detection is therefore based on an analysis of the difference between signals of different coils, thus allowing cancelling of the inductive voltage.
- Beam loss monitors will be located inside the triplet cold mass to have the possibility of monitoring beam losses closer to the beam pipe and to the coil. Installation of special beam loss monitors in one of the iron holes not used by the heat exchangers or by the busbars is foreseen.

- Temperature sensors: one per cold mass, plus a spare, as in the LHC.

- Beam position monitors will be placed in the interconnections between Q1 and Q2a, Q2b and Q3, Q3 and the corrector package, and between the corrector package and D1. Moreover they will be present at positions close to D2, Q4 and Q5.

3.14 Test

In general, magnets will be tested individually in a vertical test station, and then horizontally in the final cold mass assembly within the final cryostat, with the exception of Q2 and D2 whose length does not allow vertical testing. In some cases the first test will be possible in laboratories collaborating with CERN (for instance BNL for vertical test of Q1/Q3, FNAL for horizontal test of Q1/Q3, KEK for vertical and horizontal test of D1, LASA for vertical test of correctors). The second test will be carried out at CERN. A string including the magnets from Q1 to D1 will be assembled in the CERN test facility (SM18) (See Chapter 16). Magnetic measurements at 1.9 K with the rotating coil technique will be carried out for all main magnets and for all the low-order (dipole and quadrupole) correctors.

3.15 Summary of baseline modifications with respect to the previous version of the Design Report

Major changes:

- For the Q4, one MQY magnet and four MCBY correctors will be reused from LHC to build four new cold masses, operating at 1.9 K. Therefore the aperture will be 70 mm, with respect to the 90 mm option considered in the initial phase of the project.

- The Q6 will be kept at 4.5 K operational temperature.

- The Q5 in IR6 will reuse the present cold mass, lowering operational temperature from 4.5 K to 1.9 K, providing a 680 T integrated gradient. Previous baseline was to building a new cold mass containing two MQY, with 4.5 K operational temperature and 1088 T integrated gradient.

- All dump resistors have been removed (Triplet, D1, D2), and protection relies on quench heaters. Dump resistor still considered as an option for MCBXFA and for the D2 correctors.

- The triplet will be on one 18 kA circuit with three trims, instead of on two 18 kA circuits.

- The design of D2 corrector magnet has been changed from a Rutherford cable to a canted cos theta concept, lowering the current from 3 kA to 500 A.

Fine tuning:

- The specification on the critical current of the Nb3Sn strand has been lowered by 10% to avoid rejecting large quantities of strand. The reason is the reduction of cost (keeping the previous value would have significantly increased the strand cost).

- The operational current of the triplet has been lowered by 6.4%. The lower gradient is compensated by a 5% longer length of the magnet, with a loss of performance of the order of 1%. The reason is the reduction of risk associated to the performance of long Nb3Sn coils. Taking into account of the gradient reduction and of the critical current reduction, the loadline margin is increased from 19% to 22%.

- The keystone angle of the cable has been reduced from 0.55° to 0.4° degrees. This gives minor changes in the angles of the four blocks making the magnet coil. Therefore we will have 10 short coils for models manufactured with a first generation cross-section using the 0.55° keystone angle cable, followed by the second generation. The reason is the reduction of critical current degradation due to cabling.
- The strength of the D2 and Q4 correctors has been increased from 4.5 to 5.0 T·m. This has been realized with a 0.30 m increase of the magnetic length, keeping the same operational field. The reason comes from the beam dynamics studies.
- The number of spares for the resistive magnets MQW have been reduced from 4 to 2, so 6 magnets plus one prototype will be needed. We will not have new MBW magnets but new coils will be installed in the present available spares.
- The number of spares MCBXFB has been increased from 2 to 4; the number of spares sextupole, octupole and decapole correctors have been increased from 2 each to four each. In both cases the new baseline is to have enough two full IP sides as spares.
- The D2, Q4, Q5 heat exchanger design has been changed from bayonet type to glove type and the magnet will be therefore cooled by conduction.

3.16 References


Chapter 4
RF Systems

4 RF systems

4.1 Introduction
Deflecting (aka crab) RF systems are a part of the HL-LHC upgrade to potentially enhance the integrated luminosity performance by a factor of 5-6 per year. Crab cavities are used for compensation of the geometric crossing angle at the interaction point (IP) to recover the loss in luminosity.

Additional harmonic RF systems are under investigation for bunch manipulation and longitudinal beam stability which includes the option of a lower frequency towards an operation with longer bunches. An upgrade of the transverse damper for higher bandwidth, power and low noise is also studied. At present, only the crab cavities are considered baseline while the other two systems are studied as optional. The above RF systems are described with relevant technical details below. The beam and machine parameters from Appendix A are used to design the RF systems.

4.2 Crab cavities
The HL-LHC will use a 45 m common focusing channel plus 21 m common drift space and 6.7 m common dipole channel on each side of the interaction region (IR), where the two counter-rotating beams have to be separated transversely to avoid parasitic collisions. Separation is accomplished by introducing a crossing angle at the interaction point (IP), which needs to increase with the inverse of the transverse beam size at the collision point in order to maintain a constant normalized beam separation. The non-zero crossing angle implies an inefficient overlap of the colliding bunches. The luminosity reduction compared to that of a zero crossing angle, assuming a Gaussian distribution, can be conveniently expressed by a reduction factor,

\[ R_\varphi = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \varphi^2}}, \]

where \( \varphi = \sigma_z \varphi / \sigma_x \) is the aspect ratio of the longitudinal (\( \sigma_z \)) to the transverse (\( \sigma_x \)) beam sizes multiplied by the half crossing angle \( \varphi \); \( \varphi \) is also known as the Piwinski angle \[1\]. Alternatively the reduction can be viewed as an increase in the transverse beam size at the collision point to effective beam size given by \( \sigma_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_z^2 \varphi^2} \) and a reduction of the luminous region. For HL-LHC beam parameters, the reduction compared to the case of a head-on collision can be 70% or larger, depending on the final \( \beta^* \) value and the beam emittance. Therefore, the effective gain in luminosity by simply reducing the beam size at the collision point diminishes rapidly.

To recover the loss, it was first proposed and used \[2, 3\] RF deflectors (also known as crab cavities). The time-dependent transverse kick from an RF deflecting cavity is used to perform a bunch rotation, in the \( x-z \) plane or \( y-z \) plane depending on the crossing angle orientation, about the barycentre of the bunch (see Figure 4-1). The kick is transformed to a relative displacement of the head and the tail of the bunch at the IP to impose a head-on collision while maintaining the required beam separation to minimize parasitic collisions. The upstream RF deflector is used to reverse the kick to confine the bunch rotation to within the IR. The crab crossing scheme in a global compensation using only a single cavity per beam was successfully implemented at the e+e− collider at KEKB in Japan to achieve record luminosity performance \[4\].
Since the luminosity gain is substantial, the crab crossing scheme is adopted as a baseline for the HL-LHC upgrade. The time-dependent transverse kick can equally be used to regulate the crossing angle at the IP and therefore allows for a natural knob to control the total number of events per crossing (luminosity levelling), a feature highly desired by the experiments. Levelling by means of collision offsets is already used at LHCb and ALICE. More sophisticated means of levelling to control the density of the events along the luminous region by means of crab cavities are under investigation [5].

4.2.1 Beam and RF system parameters

The required HL-LHC crossing angle together with the beam optics requires crab cavities to provide a total voltage of 12–13 MV per beam per side of each collision point at a frequency of 400.79 MHz. Since the crossing plane in the two experiments is different, a local crab cavity system is a prerequisite. The nominal configuration will use a two-cavity cryomodule as the basic unit providing a deflecting voltage of 6.8 MV (3.4 MV each). A total CC voltage of ca. 11–12 MV is required per IP side per beam to perform the complete bunch rotation. Assuming a maximum voltage of 3.4 MV per, only a partial compensation w.r.t. the initial plan of four cavities will be possible. However, only half the system, 16 cavities, are to be installed after the re-baselining in 2016. Space will be reserved to optionally install the second half at a later stage after LS3.

Two spare cryomodules (four cavities) are required: One designed for horizontal crossing and the other for vertical crossing for P5 and P1, respectively. The low frequency of 400.79 MHz is required to minimize the RF curvature for the long LHC bunches (see Appendix A). The machine constraints near the interaction region require cavities with a transverse dimension compatible with the location of the adjacent beam pipe which is only 194 mm centre to centre. The RF and machine parameters directly relevant to the crab cavities are shown in Table 4-1. An operating temperature of 2 K is chosen as a baseline. A pressure stability on the cavity surface should be minimized to less than 1 mbar. The static and dynamic heat load is expected to be approximately 30 W to the 2 K bath for a two-cavity module. A cavity vacuum level to better than \(10^{-10}\) mbar is required to assure stable performance.

The input RF power of 80 kW, provided by the Inductive Output Tubes (IOTs), is required to power each of the eight cavities to their nominal voltage with sufficient margin to cope with potential beam loading caused by beam offset. The low level RF (LLRF) will include a regulation loop around the IOT amplifier (to
reduce the RF amplitude and phase noise in a band extending to a few tens of kHz), plus an RF feedback to control the vector sum precisely on the two sides of the interaction region to cancel the crab kick elsewhere in the ring. Eight longitudinal pickups (PUs) located close to the crab cavities (one per IP per side and per beam) are used to regulate the slow drifts of the deflecting voltage with respect to the average bunch centre. To stay within the specified RF power limits the total orbit offset including mechanical tolerances must not exceed 1 mm with stable beams at flat-top. The cavity is kept on tune at all times. The resonant frequency should be precisely controlled by a tuning system to a level well below 80 Hz (approximately one tenth of the cavity bandwidth) to be compatible with the RF power limits.

Table 4-1: Relevant RF parameters for HL-LHC crab cavities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resonance frequency</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>400.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch length</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>1.0 (4 σ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum cavity radius</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>≤145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal kick voltage</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/Q (assumed, linac convention)</td>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q₀ (fixed coupling)</td>
<td></td>
<td>≥1 × 10¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF power</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLRF loop delay</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>≈1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity detuning (if parked, optional)</td>
<td>kHz</td>
<td>≈1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 RF cavity design

In order to sustain the surface fields at the required Continuous Wave (CW) kick voltage of 3.4 MV cavity for the LHC, crab crossing superconducting technology is essential; space restrictions, voltage requirements, and impedance considerations strongly rule out a normal conducting option. ‘Conventional’ superconducting elliptical cavities, which have already been used at KEK, have significant integration problems in the LHC at the operating frequency of 400 MHz due to their transverse size.

This led to the concept of ‘compact’ cavities. These cavities have unconventional geometries not widely used in superconducting technology. A few concepts with complex shapes exist primarily in the field of heavy ion acceleration. Such structures fit within the LHC space constraints in the existing tunnel and reveal significantly better surface field characteristics than the conventional cavities for beam deflection. As a result of an intense R&D programme within the EuCARD and LARP programmes and with other external collaborators during the past four years, three compact designs at 400 MHz have emerged as potential candidates. Their topologies are shown in Figure 4-3. The three proposed designs are at least four times smaller in the plane of crossing compared to an elliptical cavity with a ratio of the kick gradient to the peak surface fields lower by a factor of 2.

As a part of the R&D phase, it was decided to prototype full-scale cavities for all three designs for a field validation at the nominal kick voltage. Following the recommendation by the Crab Cavity Advisory Panel prototype cryomodules in a two-cavity configuration of the same type will be tested with beam in the SPS machine with LHC type beams [6]. These tests will help validate the cavity performance and operation with beam and understand the effects on protons as well as relevant machine protection aspects. The three prototype cavity types were fabricated in 2012–2013 and their performance validated at or beyond the nominal kick voltage [7–9]. The cavity designs including the fundamental power coupler and higher order mode couplers have evolved significantly from the prototype to meet the impedance requirements of the LHC. Following the recommendation of the May 2014 technical review [10], only two of the cavity designs have been considered for SPS testing, the Double Quarter Wave (DQW) and the RF Dipole (RFD).
The development of a two-cavity cryomodule for the SPS tests in 2018 is at an advanced stage. An overview of crab cavity planning spanning approximately ten years until full installation in the LHC is shown in Table 4-2. A more detailed plan for the SPS and the LHC, including the pre-series and series production, can be found in Ref. [11]. Since the 2015 LIU and HL-LHC Cost & Schedule review, a new baseline has been established with the installation of only 16 cavities in the long shutdown 3 (LS3).

Figure 4-3: Compact cavities. (a): Double quarter wave cavity (DQW), Brookhaven National Lab. (b) RF dipole cavity (RFD), Old Dominion University. (c) Four-rod cavity, Lancaster University.

Table 4-2: Overview of crab cavity planning from R&D to installation in the LHC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cavity testing and prototype cryomodule</td>
<td>SPS cryomodule fabrication</td>
<td>SPS tests and LHC pre-series cavities</td>
<td>LHC cryomodule construction and SM18 testing</td>
<td>LHC installation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Beam loading and RF power

In deflecting cavities operated in the crabbing mode, the RF phase and the RF component of the beam current are in quadrature ($\phi_s = 0$, synchrotron convention). For a beam transversely centred, there is no beam loading: the RF generator does not pass power to the beam. With a superconducting cavity (negligible surface losses) the RF power required to maintain the cavity voltage decreases monotonically with $Q_L$. Therefore, with a perfectly centred beam, the choice of $Q_L$ only requires sufficient bandwidth for unavoidable frequency transients due to external perturbations (see 4.2.10.4).

The situation is different for a beam circulating at an offset $\Delta x$. The beam-induced voltage due to an orbit offset is given by

$$\Delta V = I_b \cdot \frac{R_T}{Q_0} \cdot Q_L \cdot |\Delta x|,$$

(4-2)

where $I_b$ is the average beam current, $R_T$ is the transverse shunt impedance in $\Omega$, and $\Delta x$ is the offset. A sufficient bandwidth and the corresponding RF power are required to compensate for the unavoidable orbit offsets and frequency drifts. Figure 4-4 shows the required forward power as a function of the $Q_L$ for a beam that is centred (red), off-centred by 1 mm (green) and 2 mm (blue). It is expected that the orbit will be kept within 0.5 mm at top energy of the LHC; another 0.5 mm should be added for mechanical tolerances. At injection and ramp, the operating voltage is kept to 10-15% of the nominal voltage. Therefore, the tolerance is relaxed to 3 mm with the available RF power.

The required RF power has a broad minimum ($\leq 40$ kW) from a $Q_L$ of about $3.0 \cdot 10^5$ to $1.5 \cdot 10^6$ for an offset specification of $\leq 1$ mm. Selection of an optimal $Q_L$ value in the broad minimum is a compromise between the feasible tuning precision and the minimization of the field fluctuations from the amplifier.
electronics. For larger bandwidth (leading to more stability), lower $Q_L$ values are favoured – the cross-hatched area in Figure 4.4 was chosen as a compromise. A lower $Q_L$ is also favourable for the tuning system as it relaxes the precision needed by a mechanical system and the power needed to compensate for fast frequency changes. The input RF power of 80 kW specified above will leave enough margin to cope with the specified offset and with short excursions even beyond this limit.

Figure 4-4: Forward power vs. cavity $Q_L$ for centred (red), 1 mm offset (green), and 2 mm offset (blue) beams. Assumed $R_T/Q = 400 \, \Omega$, 3.4 MV RF, 1.1 A DC.

4.2.4 RF power coupler

The RF power coupler was designed in view of the HL-LHC requirements; additional constraints (common platform) were introduced to limit the variances between the alternative designs in view of the SPS tests.

The adopted crab cavity power coupler will use a single coaxial disk-type window to separate the cavity vacuum and the air side. The antenna shape is specific to each cavity type as the coupling mechanisms for the different cavities are not identical. However, a common platform starting from the cavity flange followed by the ceramic and double wall tube is imposed. To comply with the common platform, the inner antenna has a 27 mm diameter with an outer coaxial line of 62mm diameter for a maximum power capability of approximately 100kW. The double-wall tube is Stainless Steel 316LN with the inner surface coated with copper. The vacuum-to-air separation is achieved with a coaxial ceramic window (Al$_2$O$_3$) with an outer flange made of titanium. The rest of the items are built from massive Oxygen Free Electronic (OFE) 3D forged copper blocks. The coupler body is made of a conical with an increased diameter near the ceramic to limit arcing with the primary aim to maximize the air side diameter while keeping the 62 dimensions for the input antenna on the vacuum side. A coaxial-to-waveguide transition is implemented with a half-height WR2300 waveguide with proper impedance matching (see Figure 4.5).

The air side of the coupler will be air-cooled while the antenna itself will be water-cooled. The waveguide design includes the possibility of DC polarization in order to suppress multipacting.

Each coupler is equipped with one single port for a vacuum gauge. The vacuum gauge is mandatory to protect the window during conditioning as well as during operation. It will be oriented along the air line in order to minimize the cryomodule flange size.

Special quarter-wave test boxes to condition the couplers were designed (see Figure 4-5) and built. The coupler ports are designed to come out on the top of the cryomodule, perpendicular to the beam axis for ease of integration with the WR2300 waveguide transition. The cavity’s helium vessel is designed to withstand the weight of the couplers and the waveguide (approximately 35 kg). The alternating crossing angle scheme will require that the orientation of a coupler assembly be robust for horizontal and vertical deflections.
4.2.5 Coupled bunch instabilities, Fundamental Mode

The crab cavities must cope with the various modes of the collider cycle: filling, ramping, and physics. During filling of the nominally 2748 bunches into the LHC, energy ramping, or operation without crab cavities, the system will be inhibited by making the cavities transparent to the beam (crabbing off). Since more than one cavity is used, counter-phasing to make the effective kick voltage zero while always keeping accurate control of the cavity field is used as the baseline scenario. The counter-phasing ensures both zero effective voltage and beam stability on tune—in fact, it has been found that this is the preferred scenario [12]. Another possibility to operate with ‘crabbing off’ can be achieved by detuning the cavity; but a small field should be kept for the active tuning system. This is referred to as ‘parking’. Parking the cavity half the distance between two revolution frequency sidebands would be ideal for stability.

If detuning is used with a positive non-integer tune ($Q_n = 64.3$), the cavity should be tuned above the RF frequency to make the mode $l = -64$ stabilizing [12]. Although RF feedback is not mandatory for stability with a detuned cavity, it is preferred for accurate knowledge about, and control of, the cavity’s resonance frequency and field. Active feedback will also keep the beam-induced voltage zero if the beam is off-centred. The additional RF power is used as a measurement of beam loading to guide beam centring. The RF signal picked up through the HOM couplers might also be used.

On the flat-top detuning can be reduced (but keeping the total kick voltage initially at zero). The RF feedback keeps the cavity impedance small (beam stability) and compensates for beam loading as the cavity moves to resonance. Once the cavity detuning is reduced to zero, we drive counter-phasing to zero and use the functions to synchronously change the voltage in all crab cavities as desired (crabbing on). In a physics run, with crabbing on, the active RF feedback will continue to provide precise control of the cavity field. The RF feedback reduces the peak cavity impedance and transforms the high $Q$ resonator to an effective impedance that covers several revolution frequency lines. The actual cavity tune then has no big importance for stability anymore. The growth rates and damping rates are much reduced, and we have no more dominant mode as shown in Figure 4-6.
Figure 4.6: (left) Real part of the deflecting mode impedance with a detuning of 1.5 kHz from 400 MHz. The vertical lines represent the difference in $\Re\{Z\}$ evaluated at $\pm 0.3 f_{\text{rev}}$ for the computation of damping rate (mode $l = -64$). (right) Modulus of the cavity impedance seen by the beam with the RF feedback on (red) and off (blue) normalized to the cavity impedance at the fundamental mode.

4.2.6 Impedance budget, Higher Order Modes

On resonance, the large impedance of the fundamental deflecting (dipole) mode is cancelled between the positive and negative sideband frequencies, which are symmetric around $\omega_{\text{RF}}$. The active feedback will reduce the growth rates by a large factor.

For higher order modes (HOMs), both narrowband and broadband impedance should be minimized during the entire machine cycle as the LHC will accelerate and store beams of currents exceeding 1.1 A (DC). Tolerances are set from impedance thresholds estimated from Ref. [13].

The longitudinal impedance has approximately a quadratic behaviour vs. $f$ in the region of interest with the minimum threshold value at 300–600 MHz. The total maximum allowed impedance from each HOM, summing over all cavities in one beam, assuming that the HOM falls exactly on a beam harmonic, is set at <200 kΩ, so if all 8 cavities have identical HOM frequencies, the longitudinal impedance must not exceed 25 kΩ per cavity. For frequencies higher than 600 MHz, the threshold is higher ($\propto f^{5/3}$), but the same threshold was imposed. Modes with frequencies above 2 GHz are expected to be Landau-damped due to natural frequency spread and synchrotron oscillations.

In the transverse plane, the impedance threshold is set by the bunch-by-bunch feedback system with a damping time of $\tau_D = 5$ ms [13]. Eight effective cavities per beam per transverse plane (16 total per beam) are assumed due to the alternate crossing angles at the two experiments. The single bunch studies show that integrated $R/Q$ over the frequency for all the HOMs per cavity should be suppressed to below 2 kΩ/m (without accounting for $\beta$-function) from stability considerations [15]. From multi-bunch considerations and assuming the pessimistic case that the HOM frequency coincides with the beam harmonic and identical HOM frequencies between the cavities, the maximum total impedance in each plane is set to be 160 kΩ/m [15]. Assuming well separated HOM spectrum and including beam size levelling at the IP, the allowed impedance per cavity can be relaxed to 0.5 MΩ/m. Analogous to the longitudinal modes, frequencies above 2 GHz are expected to be Landau-damped due to natural frequency spread, chromaticity, and Landau octupoles.

Due to the very tight impedance thresholds, the distribution of HOM frequencies as mentioned above due to manufacturing errors can help relax the tolerances. The beam power deposited in the longitudinal HOMs can become significant when the frequencies coincide with bunch harmonics. The HOM couplers were dimensioned to accept a maximum of 1 kW to be able to cope with HL-LHC beams [14].

4.2.7 Higher order mode couplers

The first design goal of the HOM filter is to block the transmission of the main deflecting mode, while transmitting all remaining HOMs. Several HOM coupler designs were developed and optimized for different
cavity geometries. Two high-pass filter designs, incorporating a notch filter at the fundamental frequency, are shown in Figure 4-7 with both HOMs using hook-like antennae to couple to the HOMs.

Simulations show that the HOM coupler must have a superconductive surface due to the high fields of the fundamental mode. A second design constraint requires that HOM couplers be able to efficiently remove the power in the HOMs (up to 1 kW) and the heat dissipated by the fundamental mode in the inner part of the HOM coupler from the cavity. High purity bulk niobium with sufficient cooling can ensure this. The required cooling may be possible by conduction, but the possibility of actively cooling with superfluid liquid helium or immersion in a small He tank is also under study.

![Figure 4-7: HOM filter for the RFD (left) and the DQW (right).](image)

4.2.8 RF multipoles

The crab cavity designs presently considered are such that they lack axial symmetry. Therefore, they can potentially exhibit all higher order components of the main deflecting field. Due to the placement of the cavities at high beta-function locations, the higher order components of the main deflecting mode can affect long-term particle stability. RF multipole components $b_n$ of the RF deflecting field can be approximated and hence expressed in a similar fashion to magnets [16]:

$$b_n = \int_0^L \frac{1}{q_c} F_L^n dz \ [T \ m^{2-n}]$$

(4-3)

The quadrupolar component $b_2$ is zero in the case of perfect symmetry; due to fabrication errors and ancillary components it is non-zero—it must be smaller than 10 units leading to a tune shift in the order of $\Delta Q \approx 10^{-4}$. The first systematic multipole is the sextupolar component, $b_3$. Long-term simulations with the optical functions of the HL-LHC indicate that the $b_3$ component should be limited to approximately $1000 \pm 10\%$ units, which results in an acceptable degradation of the dynamic aperture below $1 \sigma$ for orbit offsets of 1.5 mm [13]. Both the DQW and the RFD conform are below the specified tolerance for $b_3$. No specifications are yet provided for higher order terms, but it is expected that they can be controlled to smaller values than the neighbouring D2 dipole magnet.

For $n \geq 4$, assuming a very approximate scaling of the additional kick from an orbit offset via $b_n$, the $b_n$ must be kept below $\propto \theta (10^n)$. Better estimates are pending; results from long-term tracking are needed to confirm the exact specifications.
4.2.9 Lorentz force detuning and multipacting

When the cavity contains RF fields there is a Lorentz force on the cavity surface resulting from the high radiation pressure on the cavity walls. This results in a detuning of the cavity frequency. The Lorentz force detuning is kept small (≤ 0.6 kHz) at the nominal field.

Another common problem in complex RF structures is multipacting. This is a resonant phenomenon where the electrons will absorb RF power, limiting the field to a finite level and depositing additional heat load in the walls. Multipacting was modelled in all cavities and couplers using two codes with different methodologies to identify multipacting. CST Particle Studio® uses particle tracking with accurate secondary emission models to simulate the growth in electrons with time, while Track3P tracks a single particle in the RF fields and looks for resonant trajectories.

In CST, three secondary electron yield (SEY) models were used to look at the effect of surface cleanliness. The models were for wet-treated, baked, and processed niobium surfaces. While multipacting in all cavities was found for the wet-treated and baked models, no multipacting trajectories were found for the processed surface, suggesting that any multipacting would be soft and easily processed. Similarly, Track3P found multipacting at low field. This is in good agreement with the results from the prototype tests, where multipacting was observed and could be processed away easily.

4.2.10 Cryomodule and integration

4.2.10.1 Temperature choice

The Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) resistance of niobium at 4.5 K and 400 MHz is around 50 nΩ, which is more than 10 times larger than the value at 2 K. The complex shapes of the cavities may also be susceptible to microphonics caused by liquid He boil-off, hence operation below the lambda point of He is preferred. For these reasons operation at 2 K is baseline. This will require the provision of liquid He at 2 K to the crab cavity location in the LHC. The current heat load limits for the LHC are not currently known, but are likely to be around 3 W of dynamic load per cavity at 2 K.

4.2.10.2 Cavity interfaces and cold mass

Following the recommendation of the May 2014 technical review [10], only two cavity designs are considered for the engineering design towards the SPS tests and ultimately the LHC (DQW and RFD). The cavities were dimensioned to cope with several mechanical constraints: ensure elastic deformation during maximum pressure as well as during all transport and handling conditions; maximize tuning range; minimize sensitivity to pressure fluctuation; avoid buckling due to external pressure; and maximize the frequency of the first mechanical natural mode. The final mechanical design of the cavities including all external interfaces is shown in Figure 4-8.

![Figure 4-8: Schematic view of the cavity with interfaces (left) DQW; (right) RFD.](image)

The superconducting resonators are fabricated from bulk niobium sheets by electron-beam welding of deep-drawn parts. A final thickness of 4 mm was calculated to be acceptable in order to cope with all the
mechanical constraints as well as minimizing the cost of cavity production. The cavities are bath-cooled by saturated superfluid helium at 2 K. Each cavity (aka dressed cavity) is equipped with: a helium tank, internal magnetic shield, a tuning system, a fundamental RF power coupler, a field probe, and two or three HOM couplers. Functional specifications including all tolerances for the cavities with their interfaces to develop manufacturing drawings for the DQW and the RFD are shown in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10, respectively.

Figure 4-9: Dimensional plot with tolerances of the DQW cavity.

Figure 4-10: Dimensional plot with tolerances of the RFD cavity.

4.2.10.3 Helium vessel and dressed cavity unit

The helium tank will contain saturated superfluid helium at 2 K, cooling the cavity and allowing the extraction of the heat dissipated in the cavity and adjacent cold components. Superfluid helium is an excellent thermal conductor for small heat flux. Above a critical heat flux, the temperature increases drastically and eventually superfluidity is lost. The geometry of the helium tank has been determined to allow this maximum heat extraction while optimizing the quantity of the helium to be used.
Two choices of material have been studied for the helium tank: stainless steel and titanium. Titanium has the advantage of nearly the same thermal contraction as niobium (in the order of 1.5 mm/m from ambient temperature to 2 K), while the thermal contraction of stainless steel is twice as large, leading to larger thermal stresses. The advantage of stainless steel is the manufacturability and thus the cost. However, for the unconventional geometries of the crab cavities, titanium grade 2 was chosen as the optimum material for the helium tank, allowing for rigid connection of cavity ports to the helium vessel. An initial design based on fully welded joints is now replaced with a bolted design with additional leak proof welds to minimize the stress on the cavity during the assembly of the Helium vessel Figure 4-11. A dummy prototype for the DQW cavity is under fabrication to validate the principle and its functioning at nominal operating temperature with superfluid Helium.

The helium tank has a structural role, and its rigid connection to the cavity ports ensures optimum boundary conditions for the cavity during mechanical loading, in particular during maximum pressure loading and tuning. The helium tank geometry was chosen to limit the maximum stress on the cavity to tolerable values [13]. Figure 4-11 shows a qualitative stress distribution in the cavity wall during maximum pressure for the DQW cavity. The red colour indicates only small areas of high stress, which are tolerable. This distribution, as well as the maximum values, are directly influenced not only by the cavity geometry but also by the helium tank configuration. Similar calculations were carried out for the RFD cavity and validated.

A major concern for the mechanical design was the transitions from the helium tank to all of the adjacent components, in particular the main coupler, HOM couplers, and the flanges for connection to the beam pipes and helium pipes. All flange connections are stainless steel to stainless steel connections. Due to its proximity, the second beam pipe had to be integrated inside the helium vessel and consequently will be at 2 K; it is proposed to use a niobium beam pipe. A schematic view of the DQW and RFD cavities inside their helium tanks and equipped with the required ancillary equipment are shown in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13.
4.2.10.4 Frequency tuning

The final resonance frequency of the cavity will depend on a number of fabrication and handling steps and cool-down (shifts by hundreds of kHz). A ‘slow’ mechanical tuning system is required to compensate for the uncertainties of the above steps by altering the cavity shape – this will dominate the tuner requirement. At 2K it must be possible to tune the cavity to $f_{\text{res}} = f_{\text{operation}} \pm \Delta f_{\text{LFD}}$, where $\Delta f_{\text{LFD}}$ denotes Lorentz force detuning occurring during cavity filling. In the SPS, the operating frequency can vary by an additional 60 KHz (see 4.2.18.5). Despite the large resulting tuning range ($\approx \pm 200$ kHz) the resolution of the tuner should allow at least ten steps inside the cavity bandwidth ($\approx 800$ Hz); backlash and hysteresis must be small.

The tuning system, similar for both cavities (DQW and RFD), is shown in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13. It consists of an actuation system that is placed outside the cryomodule, and operated at room temperature and at atmospheric pressure, which makes it accessible and thus maintainable. The actuation system consists of a stepper motor, a harmonic gearbox, a roller screw, and linear guide bearings. The concept is based on a design developed and already in use at JLAB. The details of the prototype actuation system are shown in Figure 4-14.
Since the cavity will be operated in continuous wave mode and frequency variations are expected to be small, active tuning with piezoelectric actuators may not be needed in the final design. A piezo is, however, foreseen for the first cavity tests to validate this assumption. 

Actuation induces a relative movement between two titanium cylinders. The inner cylinder is directly connected to the top of the cavity, the outer cylinder to the bottom via a titanium frame. A symmetric deformation is thus applied simultaneously to the top and bottom of the cavity.

A stepper motor drives with a high resolution (1.8 deg/step) a harmonic gearbox with a 100:1 ratio. A roller screw, allowing smaller pitch (1 mm) compared to a ball screw with less friction, transforms the rotation in a linear motion, guided by linear roller bearings on precision guides. The estimated mechanical resolution of the tuning system at the connection to the cavity is estimated to be in the order of 10nm or less, which is equivalent to a few tens of Hz for both cavities, allowing for at least 10 micro-steps inside the cavity RF frequency bandwidth. The cryostat vacuum exerts a non-negligible force on the tuner mechanism, as it remains floating with respect to the vacuum vessel. A pressure compensation feature is added to minimize this force. A study is also underway to orient the tuner mechanism in the horizontal direction using flexure guides to alleviate space constraints directly on top of the cavity.

Figure 4-14: (a) Actuation system of the prototype tuning system for DQW and RFD cavities. (b) Cross-section. (c) The prototype tuning system manufactured for the test in SM18 vertical test.

Figure 4-15: Forward power required as a function of $Q_{ext}$ for different frequency detuning of the cavity from its nominal value. The cross-hatched area indicates the nominal range of $Q_{ext}$.
Low frequency mechanical resonances (below 150 Hz) should be avoided to minimize cavity perturbation due to both helium pressure fluctuations $\mathcal{O}(1 \text{ mbar})$ and external noise sources. Resonances above 150 Hz are considered to be benign. If fast-acting tuners (piezos) are deemed necessary, they should be able to compensate for deformations of $\leq 10 \ 20 \mu \text{m}$ to reduce the RF power overhead (see Figure 4-15).

4.2.10.5 Space, modularity, and the second vacuum chamber

Machine architecture and integration studies for the LHC led to the choice of housing two individual cavities in one stand-alone cryomodule, individually connected to a cryogenic distribution line cryostat running in parallel with the main line. The nominal configuration will use a two-cavity cryomodule as a basic unit. As a consequence, a total of eight cold-to-warm transitions for the beam tube and four connections to the cryogenic distribution line are required for one side of an LHC interaction region (Figure 4-16).

The length of the cryomodule depends on the cavity type and, for the longest cavity, results in a total of 6.7 m for four cavities (two cryomodules) per side of the LHC interaction region for both beams including gate valves from the interconnection plane, as shown in Figure 4-16. For each two-cavity module, two gate valves inside the cryomodule vacuum (see Figure 4-17) and two valves outside at ambient temperature are foreseen.

![Figure 4-16: Cryomodule layout for one side of the interaction region in the LHC.](image)

A detailed view of the cryomodule containing two DQW and RFD cavities is illustrated in Figure 4-17. The fixed RF coaxial coupler, with a single ceramic window, providing 80 kW average power, is mounted onto the cavity via a ConFlat® flange assembly equipped with a specific vacuum/RF seal designed at CERN and widely used elsewhere.

![Figure 4-17: Cryomodules for (left) DQW cavity; (right) RFD cavity.](image)

The RF coupler is mounted on the cavity in the clean-room, constraining the assembly of subsequent components of the cryomodule due to its size. The vacuum vessel is designed in two main parts – a lower vacuum tank and a top plate – with lateral windows for access to each cavity. It uses a top-down assembly procedure for the cavity string inside the vessel [18]. This allows the possibility of cavity alignment with optical
devices (laser trackers, for example) while making fine adjustments through the adjustable supports before closing the cryomodule lateral covers.

The cavity supporting concept uses the external conductor of the RF coupler as the main mechanical support of the dressed cavities. An additional supporting point to keep cavity alignment stability within requirements is obtained by the inter-cavity support. In the RFD cavity, the power coupler is transversely offset from the cavity axis, which requires additional vertical support, as shown in Figure 4-17.

For the LHC cryomodule, two options are considered. The baseline consists of two cryomodules per side per IP, each with two cavities similar to the SPS test prototype cryomodule. This would have the advantage of a topology similar to that having been tested in the SPS. The overall design would probably become simpler than for the SPS test prototype cryomodule. As a second option, a single four-cavity cryomodule could be considered, optimized for LHC operation requiring less access and minimizing cold-to-warm transitions.

Currently only the SPS test cryomodule exists with full technical specifications. The cryomodules are designed to have a rectangular outer vacuum vessel with removable side panels such that the dressed cavities remain accessible [18]. Loading of the complete cavity string into the vacuum vessel is from the top, with plug valves fitted with closing end-plates integrated in the cavity string. All external connections except the beam pipes are on the top of the cryomodule. The cavities are supported by the power couplers. This allows easy access to the cavities and ancillaries, as required for a prototype. The vacuum vessel is fitted with stiffening ribs to keep the stress within reasonable limits when placed under vacuum pressure and during cool-down. The designs for both cavity variants are kept as similar as possible. The second beam pipe for the counter-rotating beam is missing in the SPS DQW prototype.

4.2.10.6 Magnetic and thermal shielding

Assuming a cavity geometric factor of $\approx 100 \, \Omega$, the additional surface resistance due to trapped flux $R_{mag}$ is required to be below 1–2 n$\Omega$ in order to stay in the shadow of the total surface resistance specification of 10n$\Omega$. To achieve this, magnetic shielding in the cryostat should reduce the external magnetic field on the outer surface of the cavity by a factor of at least 100 (reducing the earth’s magnetic field to <1 $\mu$T).

The external warm magnetic shield is made of 3 mm thick mu-metal and will be directly attached to the vacuum vessel. Due to the large apertures in the shielding for couplers and beam pipes, this layer on its own is not sufficient to completely shield the earth’s magnetic field to the required level with sufficient safety margin. Figure 4-18 (right) shows the magnetic field amplitude inside a two-cavity cryomodule without an internal shield for an applied external shield of 60 $\mu$T in the longitudinal direction. To meet the magnetic field requirements a second shield is required close to the cavity. In order to reduce the size of the holes in the internal shield the cold magnetic shielding will be integrated inside the helium vessel, as presented in Figure 4-18. The internal shield is 1 mm thick and will be made from Cryoperm® or Aperam Cryophy®. Magnetization of both materials is adversely affected by stress. Hence, degradation of the shielding material during assembly and handling should be carefully studied and monitored. Effects of weight and thermal stresses were modelled in ANSYS. The simulations indicate that while the maximum stress is 439 MPa in the titanium supports, the stress on the shield is kept to less than 150 MPa. It is possible that this may affect the magnetization locally, but the effect is comparable to that of a small hole in the shield. Simulation results from OPERA, assuming the worst case field orientation, show that the use of the proposed two-layer shielding solution to achieve magnetic fields well below 1 $\mu$T is feasible, as shown in [19].

The thermal shield is made of rolled aluminium sheets. The shield is suspended from the vacuum vessel via flexible guides made from titanium alloy that also copes, through angular movements, with its thermal contractions. The absence of mechanical contact between the shield and the string of cavities eliminates the risk of interference with the alignment of the cavities induced by differential contractions and cooling transients. The cryomodule contains a single thermal shield, actively cooled in the LHC between 50 and 80 K by a cryogenic cooling line containing pressurized helium gas. For the SPS tests, similar solution using pressurized He will be applied and will replace initially foreseen N$_2$ circuit. A 30-layer prefabricated Multi-
Layer Insulation (MLI) blanket protects the thermal shield whereas a 10-layer blanket is mounted around each helium vessel.

Figure 4-18: (left): Cold magnetic shielding inside the helium vessel; (right): magnetic field amplitude inside the two-cavity CM without the second internal cold magnetic shield, scale 0 to 1 µT. An external field of 60 µT in the direction parallel to X (longitudinal) is used.

4.2.10.7 Cavity Alignment and support

Successful operation of the RF cavities depends on their correct position. The transverse and longitudinal alignment tolerances described in the LHC performance requirements [13] define the configuration constraints:

- Cavity rotation in the X-Y plane (“roll”, Rz, Figure 4-19) – it is required that this rotation has to be $< 0.3^\circ = 5.2 \text{ mrad (2 } \sigma \text{)}$ per cavity;
- Cavity “yaw” (RY) and “pitch” (RX) with respect to the cryostat axis should be less than $< 1 \text{ mrad = 0.057}^\circ (3 \sigma)$, Figure 4-19. Similar tolerances are assumed for the alignment between cryostats.
- Transverse displacement of cavities w.r.t each other inside a cryostat: intra-cavity alignment in the transverse plane with respect to the cryostat axis should not exceed the 0.5 mm (3 \sigma) tolerance set by the multipolar effects.

Figure 4-19: Crab-cavities alignment tolerances inside the cryostat.

The dressed cavity’s geometry can only be measured accurately by means of CMM (Coordinate Measurement Machines) at room temperature. After cool-down the CMM data is corrected through models using the materials contraction coefficients. This is not trivial considering the nonlinear behaviour of the materials’ contraction coefficients and the complex design of the cavities. However, the use of Titanium that
has a contraction coefficient similar to Niobium and the fact that the cavity is much less stiff than the tank should make the change in shape as linear as possible. The temperature gradient between the sensor head and the object may have impact on the result of the measured values. Therefore, non-contact methods are preferred. The components of the monitoring system will have to be radiation hard and keep stable properties over time. Before operation, the orientation and position of the cavity is adjusted by means of a plate rigidly connected to the dressed cavity. Such a plate is supported isostatically in 3 points (Figure 4-20). Its position and altitude can be modified by setting the position of these 3 support points. The rigid connection between the cavity and the alignment plate is obtained by means of the fundamental power coupler (FPC) and a set of additional supports as shown in Figure 4-20.

A ‘blade’ type flexure arrangement is used for the supporting system on the dressed cavities. This arrangement gives an increase in overall stiffness whilst still allowing for thermal contraction on cool-down to 2 K towards the fixed point, which is the input coupler. Further analyses with detailed models of each cavity type are foreseen following the complete integration of the vacuum vessel. This will assess the final deformation expected as well as tuning vibration modes to ensure excitation of the cavities is minimised.

The Frequency Scanning Interferometry (FSI, [21]) is chosen as a baseline solution crab cavity alignment system in the LHC. The FSI system offers absolute interferometric distance measurement capability at sub-micron level. Only passive components (mirror, collimator, fibres) are needed at the points of measurement, which makes the application suitable for a high radiation level of operation. FSI is a measurement technique that allows the determination of absolute distances (0.2-20 m) with high accuracy with a measurement uncertainty (95%) of 0.5 µm/m. The FSI unit consists of a reference interferometer and a measurement interferometer that use tunable lasers (from 1410 nm to 1510 nm). An additional second laser tuned in the direction opposite to the reference laser is required to remove the errors arising from drifts and account for internal frequency and phase changes from the laser itself. The gas cell ensures stability of the reference interferometer. Each cavity features several FSI heads (8 per cavity) and several lengths between the FSI system heads and the reflective targets are measured in order to determine the position of the dressed cavities (Figure 4-20).

![Figure 4-20](image1.png)

Figure 4-20: (left) Alignment plate in blue with the supports used for attitude and position actuation. (right) Frequency scanning interferometry (FSI) system for alignment monitoring.

In order to verify the performance of the FSI system during the preliminary prototype tests, a second solution based on the Brandeis CCD Angle Monitor (BCAM) is chosen [22]. The BCAM system is not radiation-hard and only allows to control the crab cavities position during the installation and preliminary tests. The basic concept is the creation of a closed geometrical network continuously monitored using a set of opto-electronic sensors linked to external references defined in the cryostat coordinate system. The positions of the cavities are measured in this geometrical frame. Double-sided BCAM cameras installed on precise metrological tables on the cryostat sides look at each other and at four target “fingers” attached to the cavities. Therefore, two external lines of sight are created, allowing the reconstruction of the position of the cavities.
4.2.10.8 Vacuum Vessel

The main constraints in the design of the vacuum vessel are the integration steps. The shape and the openings must allow the assembly and positioning of all the system in their right location. The dimensions of the vessel have to conform to the maximum available envelope in the LHC tunnel, including all systems external to the vacuum vessel, Figure 4-21:

- 2900 mm longitudinally for the RFD, 2750 mm for the DQW
- 1050 mm laterally (and proper position with respect to the beam for both axis)
- 2350 mm height (1400 mm above the beams, 950 mm below)

The detailed design also depends on the deformation induced by the difference of pressure between the outside (atmosphere) and the inside (vacuum); the design should limit the deformation to a minimum. Special care is required at each interface with the dressed cavity through the support and alignment. Figure 4-22 shows a trapezoidal concept adopted for the SPS tests with a top plate assembly of the dressed cavity string which is lowered into the vacuum vessel.

Figure 4-21: A section layout in the LHC for Beam 1 and Beam 2 with a two-cavity cryomodule (left). Maximum vertical envelope for the cryomodules including the RF and cryogenic services with interfaces on the top.

Figure 4-22: The design of the vacuum vessel for the SPS tests with lateral plates in Aluminium for maximum access to the cavity components during assembly and maintenance (left); Assembly concept of the dressed cavity string on the top plate of the vacuum vessel (right).

The use of ribs is foreseen in order to limit the deformation and control the total mass. Preliminary calculations, however, show that the deformation at the interface with the cavity support is about 100 µm. The thickness of the plates (in stainless steel) is 15 mm with the ribs thickness of 50 mm.
4.2.11 RF powering and control architecture

The overall architecture and approximate volume of the RF infrastructure is shown schematically in Figure 4-23. Near P1 and P5, the existing caverns closest to the cavity (RR caverns) are approximately 80 m away, while requiring a large space in the tunnel to pass the RF transmission lines along this distance. Radiation concerns rule out the installation of highly sensitive RF electronics in those caverns. A baseline surface option for the RF services is now replaced by a common underground service gallery (see chapter 15). In the present baseline, the circulators are placed in an RF gallery placed directly above the LHC tunnel with 1m diameter pits connecting the RF power lines. The circulator to cavity transmission lines will be waveguide WR2300 whilst amplifiers to circulators transmission lines will be coaxial lines. The RF gallery is then connected to the main service gallery via a perpendicular tunnel, which is used to host power amplifiers and LLRF and also used for passage (see Figure 4-24). The caverns shall be accessible at any time and adequate shielding is foreseen.

An independent powering system using SPS-type 400 MHz IOT, of 80 kW is assumed. In the SPS, the power requirement is approximately 40 kW for the maximum beam current foreseen for the beam tests. Recent advances in solid-state technology could eventually lead to power sources in the required power range and may provide a flexible platform.

The IOTs provide adequate power overhead in a compact footprint. This scheme would also allow for fast and independent control of the cavity set point voltage and phase to ensure accurate control of the closed orbit and the crossing angle in the multi-cavity scheme. Most importantly, fast control of the cavity fields will minimize the risk to the LHC during an abrupt failure of one of the cavities, ensuring machine protection before the beams can be safely extracted. For such fast and active feedback, a short overall loop delay between the RF system and the cavity is required [12].

![RF system layout](image)

Figure 4-23: Schematic of the RF system layout (four per IP side) in the underground cavern above the LHC tunnel lateral view (top); and top view (bottom); Note that these are only estimated values of space requirements.

To provide strong feedback, the low-level RF system requires the total loop delay to be approximately < 2μs, including the group delay from the driver, amplifier, circulator, and cable delays. Therefore, a distance of less than 100 m is desired for the separation between the amplifier, electronics, and the cavity in the tunnel. Such a short delay is already in place for the ACS main RF system in P4 (650 ns loop delay) with a service gallery running parallel to the tunnel.
The controls and driver electronics are required to be located in a radiation-minimized zone. Assuming one IOT per cavity to provide 80 kW and electronics racks required for drivers, PLC, LLRF, and fast interlocks for eight cavities per IP side, an area of approximately 100 $m^2$ is needed near the cavities. The high-voltage power supplies and the power controls would need an additional 85 $m^2$. Both the high power and the low level control systems are placed in the nearby underground gallery (UA). The proximity of the circulator and RF loads in the present configuration allows for smaller RF transmission lines from the amplifier to the circulators. The required electrical interfaces are specified in Ref. [20]. Despite the reduction of cryomodules to be installed after the re-baselining in 2016 the space required for a full installation will be maintained.

4.2.12 Low level RF architecture and operational scenarios

The RF control system, also commonly referred as the low level RF system (LLRF), includes several functionalities. First, a tuning control is required to keep the cavity resonant frequency on-tune with the beam during the crabbing operation. If required, the LLRF also has to ensure that the cavity is safely parked at an optimal detuned position during filling, ramping, and collisions without crabbing. This system also synchronizes the phase of the RF kicks with the exact passage of the bunches for both beams. The LLRF includes a regulation loop around the amplifier (to reduce the RF amplitude noise and phase noise in a band extending to a few tens of kHz), plus an RF feedback to precisely control the cavity field. The feedback loop consists of both a local loop around the cavity-amplifier and a global loop regulating the vector sum of voltages on the two sides of the interactions’ region. The global loop will reduce beam perturbation following a single cavity trip, by quickly reducing the field in the companion cavities to track the uncontrolled voltage in the faulty cavity. The beam dump system has a three-turn (270$\mu$s) response delay.

For each ring, the eight accelerating cavities (ACS) are driven from a single reference generated in a surface building above IP4. These two signals must be sent over phase-compensated links to IP1 (ATLAS) and IP5 (CMS). The up to eight crab cavities of a given ring at each IP are coupled with an 8-in, 8-out multi-cavity feedback (MFB). Figure 4-26 shows the proposed architecture. Operation with the initially installed four crab cavities for one IP and beam is equally possible.
A central controller receives measurements from all relevant cavities on each ring and IP, and makes corrections to the drive of each individual RF transmitter (TX). If the field starts changing in a cavity, the MFB will adjust the field in the other cavities on both sides of the IP, such that the orbit distortions remain local. As described in Section 4.2.5 on flat-top, counter-phasing is nulled while keeping the voltage set point small. The RF feedback keeps the cavity impedance small (beam stability) and compensates for beam loading as the cavity moves to resonance. The voltage set points are ramped to synchronously change the voltage in all crab cavities as desired. Any levelling scheme is possible. With a circulator between amplifier and cavity, the TX response is not affected by the cavity tune.

At present the spacing between LHC bunches within a batch is strictly constant along the ring. A large amount of RF power is used in the ACS system to fully compensate the transient beam loading caused by the 3µs long abort gap and the smaller gaps required for the injection kicker (‘half detuning’). This scheme cannot be extended into the HL-LHC era as it would require excessive RF power. The power required is minimized by optimally detuning the cavity (‘full detuning’) and adapting the cavity set-point phases bunch by bunch. It results in bunch arrival time modulation of up to ± 42ps [25]. This may be acceptable given the 1 ns bunch length. There is no effect on the luminosity as the modulation is identical in both beams, only the vertex position is modulated around the nominal vertex by a maximum of 1µm over one turn. The bunch-to-bunch variation within a batch is at least an order of magnitude smaller. If not, the LLRF must synchronize the bunch-by-bunch crabbing field with the actual phase modulation.

The “slow” control is based on programmable logic controllers (PLC) similar to that of the ACS and LINAC4 cavities with the primary role to ensure safety and protection of the RF system. This includes the RF veto and vacuum signals, amplifier control, cavity tuning, high power interlocks, HOM interlocks, beam interlocks, cavity cryogenic interface and access in the RF zone. Each two-cavity cryomodule will be equipped with a single PLC controller with the hardware. The expected PLC cycle time is estimated to 2 ms and the fast interlock cycle time is 15µs. Remote operation and monitoring will be provided using the standard CERN infrastructure.

4.2.13 Cavity failure scenarios

Crab cavity failures can lead to a fast voltage and/or phase change with a short time constant. This can lead to large, global head tail oscillations, or coherent betatron oscillations with a change in transverse beam trajectories of $1.7\,\sigma$ for a single cavity failure; the effect is cumulative with the number of failing cavities. These failures can be broadly classified into two categories.

- Fast failures, single or few turns. For example, a sudden cavity quench or breakdown.
- Slow failures, several tens of turns or greater (caused by vacuum degradation, voltage and phase drifts, or similar).

Due to the relatively high quality factor in the superconducting cavity, the stored energy inside the cavity can typically only be extracted with a time constant determined by $Q_L$, which results from the strong coupling to the cavity via the power coupler. The stored energy will decay with a time constant $\tau = 2Q_L/\omega_0$. For $Q_L = 5 \times 10^5$, the time constant is approximately 400µs. The three turn delay time (267µs) for a beam dump trigger is an important consideration during a RF source failure, where the cavity field decays to roughly half its value before the beam can be safely aborted. In the case of a quench, the time constant of field decay may be dominated by the quench dynamics rather than $Q_L$. The situation is similar to strong and sudden electron loading due to multipacting or other phenomena.

The cavity quench mechanism described above and the measurements from KEKB crab cavities [26] indicate that typically a quench is a slow thermal process (typically of the order of several milliseconds). Once the temperature of a sufficiently large area exceeds the critical temperature of niobium, the quench can propagate very quickly to completely quench the cavity or cause RF breakdown. However, any change in cavity quality factor well before reaching a critical temperature limit could be easily detected from the requested forward power (fast) or changes in the cavity temperature bath (slow). An interlock on the forward power, except due to induced orbit excursion, can cut the RF to slow down or stop quench propagation. A beam abort, if required, can be triggered simultaneously (a few µs) for machine protection.

4.2.14 Failure scenario mitigation

The choice of low operating temperature (2 K) and moderate surface field levels allow operation with ample margin over quench temperature and field limits. The significantly better thermal conductivity of superfluid helium should also improve the thermal performance and stability of the cavity. Additional measures in the cryomodule design are being considered to dimension the helium enclosures with sufficient margin for heat flux. The cavity thermal and RF stability will be thoroughly tested in the SM18 test facility and during the SPS beam tests.

To minimize the perturbation on the beam during a cavity failure, the MFB will adjust the field in the other cavities on both sides of the IP, such that the orbit distortion remains local. Figure 4-26 shows the cavity control of two cavities across the IP with one cavity failure and the RF controller to adjust the second cavity to follow. The rapid change in field will also result in a detuning of the cavity; however, the mechanical tuning system is unable to adjust the tune within 400µs. Since a rapid breakdown of a failed cavity may become unpredictable, it is probably safest to ramp down the cavities synchronously. However, small and slow changes in one of the cavities can be adjusted for without aborting the beam.
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Figure 4-26: Voltage response with strongly coupled cavities across the IP as a function of time [µs]. At 50 µs, one cavity trips (red trace) and the other one is forced by the RF controller to follow (blue trace).
The cavities can be equipped with a fast tuning system such as a piezo mechanism. If the speed of such tuning devices is sufficient, it could compensate for Lorentz force detuning during transients and thus keep the tune within the bandwidth of the feedback system. If the SPS tests show fast tuning to compensate for cavity transients, piezo stacks can be added to the actuation within a limited range.

An additional mitigation to avoid large beam losses (and hence deposited energy) in the case of single or multiple cavity failures is a robust measurement and interlocking of the tail population and eventual head–tail oscillations. The addition of halo depletion methods (e.g. a hollow electron lens) for cleaning of the bunch tails to ensure a low particle density in the beam halo and interlocking with improved diagnostics like fast head–tail monitors and/or fast beam loss monitors (e.g. diamond monitors) are under investigation.

4.2.15 Heat loads and cryogenics

The cavities are housed in individual titanium helium tanks connected by a 100 mm diameter two-phase He pipe placed above the cavities along with a 20 mm diameter cool down bypass lines placed below the tanks. The two-phase pipe ensures that the liquid is fed to the cavities by gravity, and is also used as a pumping line for gaseous helium. A saturated helium bath maintains the cavities operating temperature at 2 K. Liquid helium is supplied to the two-phase pipe through a 10 mm supply line. It is proposed to fill the cryostat from one single point at the extremity opposite to the pumping outlet of the two-phase pipe, and to control the He level at about half of the two-phase pipe diameter.

The bottom bypass of 20 mm diameter will be used during cool down for parallel helium distribution to two helium tanks allowing for progressive cavity cool down from the bottom to the top. This bypass will have also the function to equilibrate the quantity of helium between two tanks in cases when the two-phase pipe will be out of this function (transients – e.g. filling, special tests). The static plus dynamic heat loads are expected to be approximately 30 W to the 2 K bath for a two-cavity module. The cryogenic limits in the LHC are not precisely known at this time. However, the 15 W per cavity heat load at 2 K is small compared to the LHC heat load capacity; the total heat load of the LHC crab cavity systems is estimated at 0.5 kW at 2 K.

4.2.16 Vacuum system

The crab cavity system has three independent types of vacuum systems: the cavity vacuum, the adjacent beam pipe, and the cryostat. The two-cavity common vacuum is pumped at room temperature with two ion pumps mounted at each end of the modules. However, at 2 K, the cryogenic pumping of the cavity walls is the dominating feature, with a pumping speed of 10 000 L/s. The background pressure without RF is expected to be much better than $10^{-10}$ mbar and likely limited by the measurement devices such as Penning gauges. Pressure signals provided for RF control are a hardware interlock from the ion pumps to cut the high voltage and readout from the Penning gauges, one per coupler, to limit the RF power. The cavity vacuum can be isolated by four all-metal valves at the ends of each module (two interior and two exterior to the cryomodule), to maintain vacuum during transport and installation.

The second beam pipe for the counter-rotating beam has to pass through the cavity helium vessel due to its proximity. It is planned that this will be made of niobium and will remain superconducting at close to 2 K to preserve the same surface conditions as in the cavity. The use of carbon coating in the warm regions near the crab cavities to reduce the pressure and to avoid electron cloud effects is currently not considered; this would risk contamination of the cavities.

The insulation vacuum is less demanding in terms of pressure, the modules being pumped to $10^5$ mbar before being cooled down. When cold, the insulation vacuum also benefits from the cryogenic pumping of the cold surfaces and the operating pressure will decrease to $10^7$ mbar. Turbo molecular pumps are used and pressures are measured using Penning gauges.
4.2.17 Interlocks for machine protection

Due to the immense stored energy of the beam (>700 MJ), the transient behaviour of the crab cavities is of concern. The crab cavity system will be equipped with several levels of interlocks both for machine protection and to protect the RF system itself. Slow and fast interlocks, including specific RF interlocks (reflected power, signal level, arc detection, etc.) will ensure safe operation under all conditions and cope with transients; the interlock system will be fully embedded in the overall machine interlock system. All RF systems, including amplifiers, circulators, and loads are designed to withstand full reflection in the case of a malfunction in the RF chain.

4.2.18 SM18 and SPS beam tests

The addition of crab cavities to the LHC should ensure robust functioning through the entire sequence of the LHC physics cycle. Since crab cavities of this type have yet to be realized and used with hadrons, beam tests with a prototype two-cavity cryomodule are a prerequisite to identifying potential risks from the technology to safe and reliable operation of the LHC. Therefore, an essential milestone for a crab cavity in the SPS is to demonstrate the operational reliability, ensure machine protection and cavity transparency. All RF manipulations and cavity-beam interactions will first be validated and commissioned in the SPS with the prototype module. The beam tests are planned as machine development studies during the run 2018–2019. Successful validation of the crab cavities in the SPS is a prerequisite for installation in the LHC.

4.2.18.1 Tests before installation

The two-cavity cryomodule will be assembled in SM18 with the cold masses (cavities, helium vessels, HOMs, and tuner) with contributions from the USLARP and UK collaborations. The cold masses are first tested and qualified to their final specification at the SM18 facility. The assembly of the power coupler is foreseen as a final assembly step prior to the string assembly of the two cold masses in the SM18 clean room due to the risk associated with damage during transport.

The SPS cryomodule in its final assembly, along with all of the other major components, will be tested for vacuum integrity, RF performance, and operational reliability in the SM18 horizontal bunker to their nominal specifications prior to installation in the SPS. The RF control and interlock system will also be validated in SM18 as intense gamma radiation could be produced during cavity RF conditioning and operation of high fields.

4.2.18.2 SPS environment

The LSS6 region in the SPS ring will be equipped with a set of Y-chambers with mechanical bellows that allow for transverse displacement. This allows for a test module to be moved out of the beam line during regular operation of the SPS and only be moved into the beam line during the periods dedicated to machine development with crab cavities. This is essential both due to aperture limitations of the crab cavities and the risk associated with leaving the cavities in the beam line with different modes of operation in the SPS. The cryomodule is placed on a motorized transfer table that can move sideways by 510 mm (see Figure 4-27). The transfer table will also support the Y-chambers, the two RF circulators and loads and a cryogenic valve box. Due to limited space, hosting the RF and cryogenic refrigeration systems in the tunnel is not feasible. RF power amplifiers will be installed in the surface building BA6 and RF power routed via coaxial cables to the cryomodule. To limit heat losses and ease integration, the warm part of the cryogenic refrigeration system (compressor, oil removal system) is installed in BA6, while a cold-box is installed in an underground alcove to provide the required liquefaction capacity. Liquid helium will be routed to the cryomodule via a 110 m long cryogenic distribution line. A local dewar and two helium pumps for 2 K refrigeration complete the proximity cryogenics. Oxygen Deficiency Hazard detectors and acoustic alarms will cover the zone to protect personnel against cold helium release in the tunnel.
Figure 4-27: Top view of the integration of the cryomodule, RF assembly, and the cryogenics in the SPS-LSS6 region. The zone marked in red and green are stay clear zones for transport and cabling respectively.

Beam vacuum layout will be modified, creating a new vacuum sector for the cryomodule and beam bypass. To reduce Secondary Electron Yield for electron cloud mitigation, thus ensuring the low vacuum conditions required for crab-cavity operation, all vacuum chambers adjacent to the cryomodule will be carbon-coated. Suitable interlocks for circulating beam and beam extraction with respect to the transfer table position and status will ensure machine protection.

The relevant cryomodule envelope dimensions for the SPS tests is given in Table 4-3. In general, the SPS constraints are tighter than those of the LHC.

Table 4-3: Cryomodule envelope dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Distance [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryomodule length (plug gate valve to plug gate valve)</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal distance cavity axis to inner edge of cryomodule volume</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical distance, floor to cavity axis</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum height above cavity axis</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter of cavity beam pipe</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal distance cavity axis to bypass beam pipe axis</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.18.3 SPS RF system and operation

Specially designed WR2300 waveguides will feed the RF power from the circulator to the respective cavity. An LHC-type circulator, although over-dimensioned, is preferred for reasons of maintenance and spares policy. Smaller coaxial lines will ensure the RF transmission from each amplifier to the respective circulator and load. A 3D integration of the cryomodule and the RF assembly is shown in Figure 4-28. To avoid stresses on the waveguides, the feeding coaxial cables are fixed on the transfer table.

Figure 4-28: (left) Cryomodule and RF system layout; (right) a modified SPS-IOT at 400 MHz under test.
In the LHC, the two cavities per IP side and beam are always powered on tune, initially with a small voltage (10%–15% of the nominal) and counter-phased with active feedback to guarantee maximum beam stability during the entire cycle. Therefore, beam injection with counter-phased cavities with low voltage requires testing in the SPS. Other issues related to beam loading and transient effects with and without RF feedback and slow orbit control will be studied to evaluate the stability and tolerances required from the feedback systems. Induced RF trips and their effects on the beam will be studied in detail to guarantee machine protection and to devise appropriate interlocks. Long-term effects with crab cavities on coasting beams at various energies will also be tested.

4.2.18.4 SPS cryogenics requirements

With the aim of covering both the SPS crab-cavity testing program and to allow for cold operation of the LHC ACS in point 4 independently of the magnet cooling, a new mobile refrigerator is under procurement. The compressor, located at the surface in BA6, will be connected to the cold-box underground by two warm lines for high and low pressure gas. Integration is studied to allow for removal and relocation of both the warm equipment and the cold-box, with the remaining infrastructure remaining in place. The capacity of the new cold box was specified to cover crab cavity static and dynamic heat losses including a contingency factor of 1.5 (at least 48W at 2 K, equivalent to 2.06 g/s. Nitrogen precooling of the cold-box is under study. With this approach all operations at 4.5 K such as cool down and filling should be performed reliably. The first limitation from the new system is expected to be on low pressure helium pumping for normal operation at 2 K: careful design of all connections will help minimizing the global heat loss.

4.2.18.5 SPS tuning requirements

For beam tests in the SPS a slow mechanical tuner system is required to bring the cavity on resonance in the energy range of the SPS (0 – 60 kHz). In addition, the tuner must allow detuning of the cavity to its parking position, and it has to be precise enough to work together with the RF feedback. Table 4-4 summarizes the potential energies at which the SPS can be operated for crab cavity tests and their corresponding RF frequencies compared with that of LHC operation.

Table 4-4: Detuning ranges for the LHC and SPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>LHC</th>
<th>SPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>GeV</td>
<td>450–7000</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>400.79</td>
<td>400.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f - f_0$</td>
<td>kHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>kHz</td>
<td>0.4–4</td>
<td>0.4–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Detuning</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>±5.5</td>
<td>±21.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detuning required to tune the cavity in its parking position (between betatron lines) is approximately ±21.7 kHz in the SPS. The detuning requires a resolution of at least one-quarter of the final cavity bandwidth due to available power limits. Additional studies are required to determine the need for tuning system than that possible with the present mechanical tuner if limitations arise from feedback and/or orbit control.

4.2.18.6 SPS test objectives

A detailed report on the potential of the SPS test program with crab cavities can be found in Ref. [24]. The test programme objectives in the SPS are given below.

- Demonstrate cavity deflecting field with proton beam including injection, energy ramp, and coast at energies ranging from 26–450 GeV.
- Verify and control the cavity field (amplitude and phase), frequency, tuning sensitivity, input coupling, power overhead, and HOM signals. Establish and test operational cycle with crab cavities.
Demonstrate the possibility to operate without crab cavity action (make them invisible) by both counter-phasing the two cavities or by appropriate detuning (to parking position) at energies ranging from 26–450 GeV. The precision phasing between the two cavities including the cable delays to represent the LHC scenario of cavities separated across the IP will be tested.

- Measure beam orbit centering, crab dispersive orbit, and bunch rotation with available instrumentation such as BPMs and head–tail monitors.
- Demonstrate MFB operation.
- Demonstrate non-correlated operation of two cavities in a common cryomodule – trigger quench in one cavity without inducing quench in the other.
- Define and implement interlock hierarchy. Verify machine protection aspects and functioning of slow and fast interlocks.
- Test HOM coupler operation with high beam currents, different filling schemes, and associated power levels. Measurement of impedance and instability thresholds for nominal mode and HOMs.
- Measure emittance growth induced by the crab cavities as far as possible.

4.2.18.7 Outline of an SPS test programme

- Initial RF commissioning with the cryomodule with high power RF in the out-of-beam position (no dedicated Machine Development (MD) required).
- RF commissioning with low-intensity beam, single bunch to a few bunches. Establish the proper RF parameters, including cavity tune, operating frequency, amplitude, and phase. Verify crab cavity active and invisible.
- High intensity single bunches to trains of bunches to investigate the effect of cavity performance, impedance, and machine protection; and characterize the transient behavior of the crab cavity system as a function of beam current. Verify cavity stability over many hours (as relevant for LHC physics fill).
- Long-term behavior of coasting beams in the SPS with relatively low intensity to study the effects of cavity drifts, emittance growth and possibly non-linear effects such as RF multipoles

4.3 Harmonic systems

A harmonic cavity is presently not part of the HL-LHC baseline. However, two types of harmonic systems are considered as options [25], [27].

- A higher harmonic (800 MHz) system can be used either for changing the bunch profile (in bunch lengthening mode (BL)) or for increasing the synchrotron frequency spread (in BL or bunch shortening mode (BS)). Depending on the mode of operation, this RF system can help to reduce the beam-induced heating, effect intra-beam scattering, improve longitudinal beam stability, and in some scenarios increase or level luminosity.

- A sub-harmonic (200 MHz) system could either completely replace the existing main RF system or work jointly with the 400 MHz RF system, which in this case will act as the second harmonic. The lower harmonic RF system will improve the capture efficiency for longer SPS bunches with very high intensity. The benefits of the combined 200 MHz and 400 MHz system are similar to the above double-harmonic system but with the primary aim of luminosity improvement.

For the higher harmonic system (800 MHz), a maximum of 8 MV longitudinal voltage can be provided from approximately four to ten cavities depending on the mode of operation [25]. The relevant RF parameters are listed in Table 4-5. A maximum of 300 kW input power assumed to be feasible [28]. The BS mode, with the full-detuning scheme in the fundamental 400 MHz cavities, requires significantly lower RF power. Therefore, a four-cavity system is more than adequate to provide the required 8 MV with a maximum power
of 300 kW per cavity. In the BL mode, the required RF power at 1 MV already exceeds 300 kW. Therefore, approximately 10 cavities are needed to provide for the 8 MV required to stay below the RF power limit.

Table 4-5: Relevant RF parameters for 800 MHz RF cavities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resonance frequency</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>801.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total accelerating voltage</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cavities</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 (BS), ~ 10 (BL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual resistance $R_s$</td>
<td>nΩ</td>
<td>~ 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R/Q$</td>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>~ 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\geq 1 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ext}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\sim 2 \times 10^4$ (BL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF power per cavity</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>$10^5$ (BS), $\sim 10^4$ (BL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Replacing the existing acceleration system with a sub-harmonic system (200 MHz) will require a minimum of 3 MV of longitudinal voltage to capture, accelerate, and store the HL-LHC beams [29]. This can be provided from two to four compact quarter wave cavities, where the number of cavities also depends on power requirements and technology constraints [25]. Some relevant RF parameters for the 200 MHz cavities are listed in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6: Relevant RF parameters for 200 MHz RF cavities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resonance frequency</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>200.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total accelerating voltage</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>3–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual resistance $R_s$</td>
<td>nΩ</td>
<td>$\leq 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R/Q$</td>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>$\approx 50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\geq 1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{ext}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\sim 2 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF power (assumed)</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total static and dynamic heat load for either system has to be evaluated in detail during the engineering phase of the cryomodule. A cryogenic sectorization of two cavities per cryomodule is assumed for modularity, maintenance, and reliability. For 200 MHz, a preliminary estimate of 120 W for a two-cavity module at 4.5 K can be assumed where each cavity operates at 3 MV. The cavity technology (bulk niobium or Nb-coated copper cavities) can play a role in the final quality factor of the cavity and hence the heat loads at the operating gradient.

For the 800 MHz system, the frequency dependence of the surface resistance gives 250 nΩ leading to approximately 50 W at 4.5 K due to dynamic RF losses. This is only 1 W at 2 K. A geometric factor of 230 Ω and a cavity voltage of 2 MV are assumed. Therefore, it is preferable to operate the 800 MHz system at 2 K to both take advantage of the lower surface resistance and superior properties of superfluid helium. Assuming a baseline of 4.5 K, approximately 200 W can be assumed as an upper limit for a two-cavity module.

4.4 Transverse damper (ADT) upgrade

The LHC requires a transverse feedback to damp injection oscillations and provide stability for impedance-driven transverse instabilities, thus guaranteeing preservation of beam intensity and emittance [25]. The existing coupled bunch feedback system ADT, installed in P4 of the LHC, was fully commissioned in 2010 [31]. It damps transverse instabilities within a bandwidth of 20 MHz, correcting the oscillations of the centre of gravity of the individual bunches about their orbit.
For the upgrade of the ADT system, three possible routes have been identified in the past [32]: increase of kick strength, reduction of noise, and increase of bandwidth. A space reservation of approximately 5 m on each side was made in the original design of the LHC to install more kickers adjacent to the existing ADTs in P4 [34].

Following the experience of the LHC Run 1, priority was given to an upgrade of the pick-up and signal processing systems aimed at reducing the noise floor, one of the options already foreseen in 2006. This includes new electronics and a doubling of the number of pick-ups, from two to four per beam and plane, with commissioning foreseen after LS1 [34]. The experience of Run 1 has also shown that an increase in kick strength may not be required, as injection errors are on average more than a factor of 4 smaller than originally assumed, and fast damping times of less than 20 turns for the injection errors can be achieved with the existing system. During Run 1, improvements in ADT signal processing were tested to address single bunch oscillations observed, which were different in nature from the coupled bunch oscillations typically driven by the resistive wall impedance, which falls off in frequency towards 20 MHz. The nature of some of these observed instabilities was not entirely unravelled during Run 1, and new diagnostics such as the multiband instability monitor (MIM) were added to the LHC to better characterize these instabilities [35]. Improvements in ADT signal processing tested during Run 1 permit running with a flat frequency response of up to approximately 20 MHz [36]. Beyond 20 MHz, the kicker and ADT power amplifier system cannot be used.

For the HL-LHC, a transverse kicker system with a larger bandwidth than 20 MHz would be an asset in view of the high bunch intensity.

In the SPS a development was started in 2008 within the USLARP program to design a high bandwidth transverse feedback system [37, 38] that aims at damping intra-bunch motion. The system consists of pick-ups, kickers, power amplifiers, and signal processing. Both slot-line and strip-line kickers are studied for this system; slot-line kickers could offer broadband response of up to 1.2 GHz [39]. The system can also be used to damp and attenuate intra-bunch motion caused by the electron cloud, impedance-driven instabilities, or other perturbations driven, for example, by beam-beam effects or crab cavities. With its generic approach the results of the SPS development are relevant to other accelerators, including the LHC and other large colliders.

At 1 GHz four slotlines, as developed for the SPS LIU project [39], with 2 kW amplifier power per coupling port can develop a transverse voltage of 37 kV. Consequently, the beam can be kicked by 82 nrad at 450 GeV and 5 nrad at 7 TeV. Assuming a reference beta function value of 180 m, at pick-up and kicker, the kick strength corresponds to removing 15 µm of oscillation at 450 GeV and 0.9 µm at 7 TeV, within a single turn. As a feedback system with a gain corresponding to 500 turns damping time, saturation would occur at 3.7 mm at 450 GeV and 225 µm at 7 TeV.

But the Wide Band Feedback system options are, at least for the moment, not part of the LIU and HL-LHC baseline upgrade ingredients and are only considered as an option for both upgrade projects [40].
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Chapter 5
Collimation System

5 Collimation system

5.1 LHC multi-stage collimation system

5.1.1 Motivation

A variety of processes can cause unavoidable beam losses during normal and abnormal operation. Because of the high stored energy above 700 MJ and the small transverse beam sizes, the HL-LHC beams are highly destructive. Even a local beam loss of a tiny fraction of the full beam in a superconducting magnet could cause a quench, and larger beam losses could cause damage to accelerator components. Therefore, all beam losses must be tightly controlled. For this purpose, a multistage collimation system has been installed [1–8] to safely dispose of beam losses. Unlike other high-energy colliders, where the main purpose of collimation is to reduce experimental background, the LHC and the HL-LHC require efficient beam collimation during all stages of operation from injection to top energy.

The HL-LHC poses increased challenges to the collimation system. Assuming that primary beam loss conditions were the same as in the LHC, the factor ~2 increase in total stored beam energy foreseen from the HL-LHC parameters will require a corresponding improvement of cleaning performance to achieve the same losses in cold magnets. Total losses might also exceed the robustness limit of collimators. The LHC system was designed to safely withstand beam lifetime drops down to 0.2 h during 10 s, corresponding to peak losses of up to 500 kW. As mentioned above, these loss levels scale with the total beam intensity so they will increase by about a factor of 2 for the HL-LHC parameter set. The collimation system must be upgraded to cope with these higher loss levels. It is clear that the lifetime control and optimization of beam halo losses will be crucial for the LHC upgrade. The larger stored energy, together with smaller beam sizes achieved through higher brightness beams, also imposes more severe challenges for collimator robustness against design loss scenarios for cleaning. In the case of single-turn beam failures, brighter beams significantly increase thermo-mechanical loads on collimator materials and components. The higher peak luminosity challenges entail the definition of new concepts for physics debris cleaning and an overall redesign of the IR collimation layouts. For example, in the present LHC layout, the inner triplet represents the IR aperture bottleneck and is protected by two dedicated tertiary collimators per plane per beam. Future optics scenarios might add critical aperture restrictions at magnets further away from the IP, requiring additional cleaning and protection.

Additional concerns for the HL-LHC collimation system are raised by possible beam instabilities triggered by the large electrical resistivity of the materials used for LHC primary and secondary collimators. As discussed in Chapter 2, given the higher bunch population and brightness of the beams required for HL-LHC and the fact that almost the maximum values in chromaticity and Landau octupoles current have been used since 2012, it is crucial for HL-LHC to minimize the transverse impedance to better conditions for beam stability. The identification of collimator materials greatly improving their electrical conductivity while maintaining the structural robustness of existing LHC collimators is therefore a crucial objective in the design of a new low-impedance collimation system. Note the HL-LHC also relies significantly on operational efficiency as it is based on a levelled luminosity. Improvements of the collimator setup time and of downtimes from collimator faults also call for an update of the present system.
To meet the new challenges, the HL-LHC collimation system therefore builds on the existing LHC collimation system, with the addition of several upgrades.

5.1.2 Collimation system inherited from the LHC

The backbone of the HL-LHC collimation system will remain, as for the current LHC, the betatron (IR7) and momentum (IR3) cleaning systems installed in two separated warm insertions [1]. A very efficient halo cleaning, as required to operate the LHC with unprecedented stored beam energies in a superconducting collider, is achieved by very precisely placing blocks of materials close to the circulating beams, while respecting a pre-defined collimator hierarchy that ensures optimum cleaning in a multi-stage collimation process. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 5-1. Most collimators consist of two movable blocks referred to as ‘jaws’, typically placed symmetrically around the circulating beams. The present system, deployed for LHC operation between 2010 and 2013, provided a cleaning efficiency of above 99.99% [2], i.e. it ensured that less than 10^{-4} of the beam losses are lost in superconducting magnets. Even if there are important upgrades foreseen for HL-LHC, addressing several potential limitations of the present system, about 30-40% of the present system will have to remain operational throughout the HL-LHC era as part of the HL-LHC system. These collimators will need to be kept fully operational to ensure an efficient operation of HL-LHC.

The LHC collimators are built as high-precision devices. With beam sizes as small as 200 μm, outstanding mechanical precision is needed in order to ensure the correct hierarchy of devices along the 27 km ring. Details of the collimator design can be found in [9]. Key features of the design are (i) a jaw flatness of about 40 μm along the 1 m long active jaw surface; (ii) a surface roughness below 2 μm; (iii) a 5 μm positioning resolution (mechanical, controls); (iv) an overall setting reproducibility below 20 μm[10]; (v) a minimal gap of 0.5 mm; (vi) capability of evacuating heat loads of up to 6 kW in a steady-state regime (1 h beam lifetime) and of up to 30 kW in transient conditions (0.2 h beam lifetime). Two photographs of the present LHC collimator are given in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, where a horizontal collimator and a 45° tilted collimator are shown. An example of the tunnel installation layout for an IR7 collimator is given in Figure 5-4. The complete list of collimators, including injection protection collimators in the transfer lines and in the ring (TCDIs, TCLIs, TCDD), is given in Table 5-1. For completeness, the injection protection TDI absorbers and the one-side beam dump collimator TCDQ (which are part of beam transfer system (see Chapter 14) rather than of the LHC collimation system, but designed with a similar concept) are also listed. The full system deployed for the LHC Run 2 in 2015 comprises 118 collimators, 108 of which are movable and 10 of which are fixed-aperture absorbers.

Since the collimator jaws are close to the beam (e.g. the minimum collimator gap during the 2012 run was 2.1 mm, i.e. jaws were 1.05 mm from the central orbit of the circulating beam), the collimation system also has a critical role in the passive machine protection in case of beam failures that cannot be counteracted by active systems. Primary and secondary collimators in IR7 are the closest to the beam; their jaws are mainly made of robust carbon-fibre carbon composites (CFC), and are designed to withstand beam impacts without significant permanent damage from the worst failure cases such as impacts of a full injection batch of 288 × 1.15 × 10^{11} protons at 450 GeV and of up to 8 × 1.15 × 10^{11} protons at 7 TeV [11]. Given the low electrical conductivity of CFC and their vicinity to the beam, these collimators contribute significantly to the machine impedance, which is particularly critical at top energy. Impedance constraints determine the smallest gaps that can be used in IR3 and IR7 and hence may become an additional limiting factor for the minimum β’ in the experiment [3]. Other absorbers and tertiary collimators are positioned at larger gaps in units of the local beam size. They can be less robust, in term of resistance to beam impacts, compared to primary and secondary collimators because they are less exposed to beam losses. Thus, metal-based jaws that are more effective in absorbing particles can be used. For example, tertiary collimators, with jaws made of a heavy tungsten alloy (Inermet 180), protect efficiently the inner triplet magnets around the experiments.
Figure 5-1: Schematic illustration of multi-stage collimation cleaning at the LHC. Primary and secondary collimators (darkest grey) are the devices closest to the circulating beam and are made of robust carbon fibre composites. Shower absorbers and tertiary collimators (lighter grey) sit at larger apertures and are made of a tungsten alloy to improve absorption. Collimators of different families are ordered in a pre-defined collimation hierarchy that must be respected to ensure the required system functionalities. The collimator hierarchy is ensured by defining collimator settings in units of local beam size at the collimator location.

Table 5-1: Collimators for the LHC Run 2, starting in 2015. For each type, acronyms, rotation plane (horizontal, vertical or skew), material and number of devices, summed over the two beams, are given. For completeness, movable injection and dump protection devices are also listed. In addition, the collimation system comprises 10 fixed-aperture absorbers in IR3 and IR7 to reduce total doses to warm magnets of the cleaning insertions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary IR3</td>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary IR3</td>
<td>TCSG</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorber IR3</td>
<td>TCLA</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Inermet 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary IR7</td>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>H, V, S</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary IR7</td>
<td>TCSG</td>
<td>H, V, S</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorber IR7</td>
<td>TCLA</td>
<td>H, V, S</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Inermet 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary IR1/IR2/IR5/IR8</td>
<td>TCTP</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Inermet 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics debris absorbers IR1/IR5</td>
<td>TCL</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Cu, Inermet180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dump protection IR6</td>
<td>TCDQ</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCSP</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection protection (transfer lines)</td>
<td>TCDI</td>
<td>H, V</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection protection IR2/IR8</td>
<td>TDI</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>hBN, Al, Cu/Be (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCLI</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Graphite, CFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCDD</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) During the end-of-year technical stop 2015-16, the TDI collimator absorbing materials were changed to Gr, Al, CuCrZr.
The initial LHC collimator design has been improved by adding two beam position monitors (BPM pickups) on both extremities of each jaw [12]. Eighteen collimators (16 TCTP and 2 TCSP) were already upgraded with this new design during LS1. This concept allows for fast collimator alignment as well as a continuous monitoring of the beam orbit at the collimator, while the alternative BLM-based alignment can only be performed during dedicated low-intensity commissioning fills. The BPM pickups will improve significantly the collimation performance in terms of operational flexibility and $\beta^*$ reach [3]. The BPM collimator design is the baseline for future collimation upgrades, and the BPM design is equally applicable to all collimators regardless of the jaw material. The concept has been tested extensively at the CERN SPS with a collimator prototype with BPMs [13–15]. An example of a CFC jaw prototype with in-jaw BPMs is shown in Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-2: (a) horizontal LHC collimator; (b) skew LHC collimator. The latter has the vacuum tank open to show the two movable CFC jaws.

Figure 5-3: Photograph of the active absorber TCLA.B6R7.B1 as installed in the betatron cleaning insertion.
In addition to beam halo cleaning, the collimation system fulfils other important roles.

- **Passive machine protection**: the collimators are the closest elements to the circulating beam and represent the first line of defense in case of various normal and abnormal loss cases. Due to the damage potential of the LHC beams, this functionality has become one of the most critical aspects for LHC operation and commissioning. In particular, it must be ensured that the triplet magnets around the experiments are protected during the betatron squeeze [3].

- **Active cleaning of collision debris products**: this is achieved with dedicated collimators (TCL) located on the outgoing beams of each high luminosity experiment, which catch the debris produced by the collisions. These collimators keep losses below the quench limit of the superconducting magnets in the matching sections and dispersion suppressors close to the interaction points.

- **Experiment background optimization**, i.e. reduction of perturbations from halo- and machine-induced signals in the detector measurements: this is one of the classical roles of collimation systems in previous colliders like the ISR, the SppS, and the Tevatron. For the LHC, the contribution to background from beam halo has always been expected to be small due to effective IR7 collimation cleaning that induces only limited losses close to the experiments. The initial run confirmed this expectation [4].

- **Concentration of radiation losses**: for high power machines, it is becoming increasingly important to be able to localize beam losses in confined and optimized ‘hot’ areas rather than having a distributed activation of equipment along the machine. This is an essential functionality to allow easy access for maintenance in the largest parts of the machine.

- **Local protection of equipment and improvement of its lifetime**: dedicated movable or fixed collimators are used to shield equipment. For example, eight passive absorbers are used in the collimation insertions in order to reduce the total dose to warm dipoles and quadrupoles that otherwise would have a short lifetime in the high-radiation environment foreseen during nominal LHC operation.

- **Beam halo scraping and halo diagnostics**: collimator scans in association with the very sensitive LHC beam loss monitoring system proved to be a powerful way to probe the population of beam tails [5, 6], which were otherwise too small compared to the beam core to be measured by conventional emittance measurements. Thanks to their robustness, the present primary collimators can also be efficiently used to scrape and shape the beams, as in Ref. [7].

In order to fulfil all these functionalities, the LHC collimation system features an unprecedented complexity compared to the previous state-of-the-art in particle accelerators. The Run 1 system required managing about 400 degrees of freedom for collimator movements [8]. As a comparison, the Tevatron collimation system had less than 30 degrees of freedom. For this reason, the possibility of reliably operating the collimation system has always been considered to be a major concern for LHC performance. Upgrade scenarios must address improved operational aspects, as the HL-LHC goal relies on machine availability.
5.2 Baseline and option upgrades to the LHC collimation system

To cope with the increased challenges in the HL-LHC, several of the functionalities of the LHC collimation system must be upgraded. In the following sections, we discuss technical solutions to improve the cleaning performance, the impedance, and the collimation in the experimental IRs. Here, for each upgrade topic, we present what is part of the ‘baseline’ and what is an ‘option’ upgrade. The latter are not part of the present project budget plan as at this stage we cannot yet determine, based on the LHC operation experience during Run 1, if and which ‘option’ items are needed for HL-LHC. A graphical view of the different items is given in Figure 5-5. This includes also the list of present LHC collimators that will be used for HL-LHC. In Figure 5-6, the same scheme of the project items is shown using the equipment code of each hardware type.

Technical solutions are under study both for baseline and options upgrade categories. It is planned to decide about baseline and option items during the LHC Run 2 at 6.5 TeV, after enough operational experience with high-intensity beams will be accumulated. In particular, it is important to address the analysis of beam losses, the experimental verification with beam of superconducting quench limits, the measurements of collimator impedance with beam and the analysis of beam losses with ion beam operation.

LHC operation in Run 2 started with rather relaxed collimator settings and $\beta^*$ in 2015, and deployed tighter settings in 2016, which were closer to the HL-LHC baseline and hence more useful for studies of potential limitations. Note in particular that in 2016 the LHC has been limited in total intensity (maximum number of bunches is 2220 and maximum bunch population of about $1.1 \times 10^{11}$ protons). Some beam studies have already been performed at 6.5 TeV on these mentioned topics [70,72,73,74], however, firm conclusions cannot yet be drawn. The duration of this process will be determined by the progress of the LHC operation in Run 2.

5.2.1 Upgrades for cleaning improvement

5.2.1.1 Upgrades of the betatron and momentum cleaning systems

Protons and heavy ions interacting with the collimators in IR7 emerge from the IR with a modified magnetic rigidity. This represents a source of local heat deposition in the cold dispersion suppressor (DS) magnets downstream of IR7, where the dispersion starts to increase (see Ref. [16] and references therein): these losses are among the highest cold losses around the ring. They may pose a certain risk for inducing magnet quenches, in particular in view of the higher intensities expected for the HL-LHC. Although the intensities of heavy-ion beams are lower, they undergo numerous nuclear and electromagnetic interactions with the material of the primary collimators that can change their mass and charge. Collimation of heavy-ion beams is therefore much less efficient than that of proton beams.
A possible solution to this problem is to add local collimators in the dispersion suppressors, which is only feasible with a major change of the cold layout at the locations where the dispersion starts rising. Indeed, the present system’s multi-stage cleaning is not efficient at catching these dispersive losses. Clearly, the need for local collimation depends on the absolute level of losses achieved in operation and the quench limit of
superconducting magnets. In this design phase, where the quench limits and the operational performance are not yet known accurately enough at beam energies close to 7 TeV, it is important to take appropriate margins to minimize the risk of being limited in the future (LHC operation at beam intensity above nominal design, and even more in the HL-LHC era).

A strategy to strongly reduce any risk of quench is the installation of DS collimators, referred to as TCLD collimators, where the dispersion has already started rising. In order to make space for the new collimators, it is envisaged to replace, for each TCLD, an existing main dipole with two shorter 11 T dipoles with the TCLD in between, as shown in Figure 5-7. This is a modular solution that can be applied to any dipole without additional changes to the adjacent superconducting magnets or other cold elements, should a space in the continuous cryostat be needed for any reason in the future [17].

![Figure 5-7](image_url)

Figure 5-7: (a-b) Schematic view of the assembly of two shorter 11 T dipoles with a collimator in between, which can replace one standard main dipole. (c) 3D model of a TCLD assembly showing the collimator (in grey, at the centre), the two short dipole cryostats and the connection cryostat. Note the very tight space available for the collimator unit.

Extensive tracking and energy deposition simulations have been performed to assess the effect of the TCLDs [18–22]. The options of adding one or two TCLDs per side of P7 have been studied in detail, based on the assumption that the dipoles MB.B8R7 and optionally also MB.B10R7 are substituted for cleaning B1, and MB.B8L7 and optionally MB.B10L7 for cleaning B2. The different layout options are illustrated in Figure 5-8 and an example of the simulated power deposition in the DS magnets for the case of 0.2 h lifetime in the nominal LHC beam is illustrated in Figure 5-98 for the case of two TCLDs, compared to the case without.

More quantitatively, the proton energy deposition profile over the various DS elements, as simulated with FLUKA [69], is shown in Figure 5-10, assuming nominal LHC parameters at beam lifetime of 0.2 h (the
relative gain factors are expected to be similar for HL-LHC, while the absolute values of power deposition are expected to be about a factor 2 higher. The presence of one local DS collimators reduces the peak power deposition from 13.4 mW/cm$^3$ (found in cell 8) to 3 mW/cm$^3$ in (in cell 11). Effectively, this brings the power load in cells 8 and 11 down to about the same level, providing an overall gain factor of about 4.5.

With two TCLDs, the gain in local power deposition is minor compared to the case with one TCLD only, since the power leak in the 11T dipole in cell 10, caused by the shower from the TCLD, is not so much lower than the previous peak in a standard dipole. However, a relevant gain is still expected, since the quench limit of the 11T dipoles is expected to be higher than for the standard dipoles. Furthermore, TCLD collimators also make the cleaning performance more robust against various errors of the collimation system, of the optics, and of the orbit [22], as they remove the off-momentum particles at the first high-dispersion location downstream of IR7. This is of particular concern for the baseline HL-LHC optics solutions based on the Achromatic Telescopic Squeeze (ATS), which requires modified optics in the cold arcs. Indeed, for the HL baseline optics, the second TCLD almost eliminates additional losses predicted around the ring coming from the telescopic squeeze [51].

Figure 5-8: Schematic layout in the P7 DS without TCLDs (top), with 1 TCLD in cell 8 (middle) and with 2 TCLDs in cells 8 and 10 (bottom).

Figure 5-9: Illustrative scheme with power deposition profiles in the horizontal plane of the P7 dispersion suppressor (B1). The map makes a comparison between the present layout without TCLD collimators (top) and a layout with two TCLDs (bottom). Results correspond to relaxed collimator settings. Beam direction is from the right to the left. From Ref. [19].
Figure 5-10: Proton energy deposition profiles in DS downstream of IR7 simulated with FLUKA, for the cases of no TCLDs (top), 1 TCLD (middle) and 2 TCLDs (bottom). Nominal LHC beam parameters are assumed and about a factor 2 higher numbers should be expected for HL-LHC. [69].
Furthermore, the improvement in cleaning could be very beneficial for LHC operation even if this is not limited by the collimation losses. For example, a better cleaning performance might allow relaxation of the opening of some secondary collimators with a subsequent reduction of machine impedance. It should also be noted that the DS collimation solution might also mitigate issues related to radiation damage to cold magnets protected by the TCLD collimators and the activation of near-by components.

The TCLDs could also be very beneficial for heavy-ion operation. Heavy ions hitting the primary collimator undergo fragmentation processes and a number of isotopes with different magnetic rigidities can scatter out of the collimator. Like single-diffracted protons, these isotopes could pass the secondary collimators and instead hit the aperture in the DS region where the dispersion increases. The heavy-ion collimation inefficiency in this region has been measured and simulated to be two orders of magnitudes worse than that of protons [52][53] because of the significant cross sections for nuclear fragmentation. This could become a limiting factor for the attainable luminosity, in spite of the much smaller heavy-ion beam intensities.

The quench limit of the DS magnets was probed using Pb beams in a dedicated test in 2015 at 6.37 Z TeV [70]. In this test, using the standard operational collimator settings in 2015, high losses were excited on the primary collimator and the debris leaking out of IR7 caused the dipole MBB.9L.7.B2 to quench. The quench occurred at a beam power loss of around 15 kW on the primary collimator. A simple scaling of the experimental result gives at hand that, assuming a beam lifetime of 0.2 h, the maximum possible Pb ion intensity is less than 50% of the request for HL-LHC [70]. On top of this comes the scaling down of the quench limit from 6.37 TeV to 7 TeV, which makes the intensity limitation even lower.

It is therefore very important that solutions are found to improve the cleaning inefficiency for ions in the DS around IR7. Tracking simulations show that this could be achieved with the installation of TCLDs [52][71], where the solution with two TCLDs gives the best cleaning. However, final conclusion of the effectiveness of one or two TCLDs with ions have to be drawn based on energy deposition studies underway.

It is clear from the present state of the art of experimental and theoretical studies that the best solution for both protons and heavy ions is to install two TCLDs and the last collimation project review recommended that the preparation of DS collimation in IR7 be pursued with a high priority [23]. However, firm conclusions for the need of two units per beam cannot be drawn until more operational experience at 6.5 TeV, and if possible at 7 TeV, has been accumulated, including in particular further quench tests with beam for both particle types. Given this uncertainty, and the significant cost of producing more units of the 11T magnets, it is a reasonable compromise between cost and performance to include only one TCLD per beam in the HL-LHC baseline, scheduled for installation already in LS2.

In conclusion, it seems at this stage that one TCLD per beam can be acceptable for the performance; on the other hand this should be reviewed later in light of the Run 3 performance. The present baseline allows the technology for the 11 T dipoles to be developed and demonstrated in LS2, so that and if future studies show a strong need to install also the second TCLD in each beam, this could be done still be done in LS3 or even LS4.

The TCLD collimators design is derived from one of the standard LHC collimators [24]. In particular, it incorporates the latest design improvements, such as in-jaw BPMs; The absorbing elements of the two TCLD jaws are made of Inermet 180; each jaw is independently actuated by two motors, maintaining two degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane, as in standard collimators, while the suppression of the vertical adjustment permitted to reduce the jaw height to roughly a half of a standard collimator. In spite of less demanding thermomechanical requirements, partly because of lower losses compared to other collimators, the system design is made particularly complex by the very limited space allowances, imposed by the configuration of the surrounding cryogenic equipment. The key design parameters are listed in Table 5-2.

The new baseline that relies on shorter 11 T dipoles has been reviewed from the integration point of view [25]. Given the limited space budget, the length of all components and transitions must be carefully optimized. The present baseline is that the TCLD will have an active jaw length of 600 mm, which has proved to be sufficient to improve cleaning in all relevant cases. Tungsten heavy alloy is assumed for the material because the TCLD will rarely be exposed to a large beam load, so there is no need at this stage to consider
advanced materials. From the RF viewpoint, a design with transverse RF contacts (as in the present system) has been favoured over ferrite tiles to absorb high-order modes (as in the collimators with BPMs). Present design is shown in Figure 5-11, where a detail of the collimator jaw extremity is given.

Table 5-2: Key parameters of TCLD collimators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jaw active length</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaw absorbing material</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Inermet 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange-to-flange distance</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of jaws</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BPMs per jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF damping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RF fingers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling of the jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling of the vacuum tank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum gap</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gap</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke across zero</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of motors per jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse jaw movement (fifth axis)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-11: Detail of one extremity of the TCLD collimator to be installed in the DS between two new 11 T dipoles. The present design foresees a 60 cm-long jaw made of tungsten heavy alloy (the first of three 20 cm Inermet 180 blocks is shown) and will have two jaws. The longitudinal RF contacts, based on Copper-Beryllium contacts and fingers, are also shown.

5.2.1.2 Upgrades for improved cleaning of physics debris in the matching section

The collimators on the outgoing beams, downstream of the experiments, must intercept both scattered primary beam particles and secondary particles created by the collisions, in order to protect the magnets downstream. In Run 1, this was done by a single horizontal collimator in cell 5, called TCL5, in IR1 and IR5. No physics debris collimators were installed at the low-luminosity experiments in IR2 and IR8.

For Run 2, starting in 2015, the collimation system in IR1 and IR5 has been upgraded with additional TCLs in cells 4 and 6 (8 new collimators), in order to cope with the expected higher luminosities and requirements from forward-physics experiments. Energy deposition studies [25][55] have shown that the Run
2 layout with three TCLs should provide sufficient protection against luminosity debris also for proton operation in HL-LHC, provided the TCL4 is upgraded to have thicker jaws, with the active part made of Tungsten heavy alloy instead of copper [55-57]. This collimator is preliminarily called TCLX.

As a first design sketch of the TCLX, together with the present, thinner TCL, is shown in Figure 5-12. This illustrates the needed thickness of the jaw for sufficient protection, according to the FLUKA model of the TCLX. It should be noted that the jaw material is changed from copper to tungsten heavy alloy for better protection. The region between the D2 separation dipole and the TAXN, where the beams are recombined in a common vacuum chamber, is particularly critical from the integration point of view. Detailed studies [64] have shown that the TCLX with thicker jaws would not easily fit into this region because of transverse integration conflicts with the pipe of the other beam, which is larger at the HL-LHC than that of the LHC. A similar problem occurs for the horizontal tertiary collimator in this region, see below. In order to overcome this problem, a new two-in-one collimator design has been conceived. A preliminary drawing of this new design is shown in Figure 5-13. A single vacuum tanks houses at the same location the movable jaws acting on one beam and the vacuum chamber of the opposing non collimated beam. Details like the vacuum coupling of the two beams as well as the impedance budget of these design need to be studies in detail, but this proposed solution seems suitable for HL-LHC.

With the TCLX, no fixed masks are needed in front of D2 or Q4, allowing valuable gains in longitudinal space. Nevertheless, the longitudinal integration required the TAXN to be shortened somewhat compared to its previous design. Considering the total TAXN length of 3.33 m, this should not have any impact on the protection that the TAXN provides. Additional fixed masks are still needed on the IP side of Q4, Q5 and Q6.

The power deposition profile with this baseline layout, as simulated with FLUKA, is presented in detail in Chapter 10. The simulations show that the protection is adequate both for damage caused by long-term irradiation, as well as the instant heat load from physics debris that could bring the D2 close to the quench limit. It should be noted, however, that the transverse integration in this complex region is not yet fully finalized. Simulations will need to be repeated for the final layouts. While some changes might be revealed, we believe that the satisfactory performance of the proposed layout will be confirmed.

Figure 5-12: A schematic of the transverse cross section of the TCL design, as implemented in FLUKA (top), together with a first guess on the TCLX design (bottom), including thicker jaws, where the jaw material should be changed from copper to tungsten heavy alloy. Figure from Ref. [55].
Figure 5-13: Design of new two-in-one collimator with a common vacuum tank housing both the movable jaws (left part) and the vacuum chamber of the opposing beam. This new design is required for the horizontal collimators to be installed in the regions of IR1/5 between D2 and TAXN, where transverse integration constraints prevent installing the standard single-beam collimators.

5.2.1.3 Upgrades for luminosity-generated losses in the dispersion suppressor

When heavy ions undergo ultra-peripheral interactions in the collision points of the experiments, secondary ion beams with a modified magnetic rigidity are generated [28][27]. These ions represent a source of local heat deposition in the adjacent dispersion suppressor regions where the dispersion function starts rising. The dominating processes are bound-free pair production (BFPP), where electron–positron pairs are created and one (BFPP1) or two (BFPP2) electrons are caught in a bound state of one of the colliding nuclei, thus changing its charge, and 1- or 2-neutron electromagnetic dissociation (EMD1 and EMD2) where one nucleus emits one or two neutrons, thus changing mass. Further photon-induced processes also take place, but the four mechanisms mentioned here have the higher cross-sections. An example of ion beams produced in collisions of $^{208}$Pb$^{82+}$ nuclei in IR2 is given in Figure 5-15.

As can be seen, these secondary beams are lost very locally due to the big and sudden change of magnetic rigidity gained at the interaction with the opposite beam. After the LS2 ALICE upgrade, aiming at a peak luminosity of $6 \times 10^{37}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (about six times higher than the nominal one), the dominant BFPP1 beam can carry about 155 W, resulting in a power load in the coils of the MB.B10 dipole of about 44 mW/cm$^3$ [29] on both sides of ALICE. Similar ion losses also occur in the DS regions around ATLAS and CMS, however at different locations than in IR2. A beam loss experiment carried out during the 2015 Pb-Pb run at 6.37 Z TeV [76] confirmed the long-standing presumption that BFPP1 ions risk to quench magnets [27][28]. The experiment was carried out around CMS because it was running at higher peak luminosity than ALICE. During standard operations, special bumps were deployed around ATLAS and CMS to steer the BFPP1 losses into the locations of the connection cryostat. In the quench experiment, BFPP1 losses were deliberately shifted inside a dipole using an orbit bump, and the heat deposition in the magnet was selectively increased in steps by reducing the beam separation [76]. The dipole eventually quenched at a luminosity of $2.3 \times 10^{37}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. First results from particle shower simulations indicate that the peak power achieved during the test was around 15 mW/cm$^3$ [76]. Studies continue to assess in more detail the loss conditions that led to the quench. Nevertheless, the test confirmed that BFPP1 ions would limit the luminosity below the HL-LHC target of $6 \times 10^{27}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.
and therefore the full exploitation of the ALICE detector upgrade. Note also that the beam energy was lower than nominal in this test.

Figure 5-14: 1 \( \sigma \) envelope of the main \( \text{Pb}^{82+} \) beam (violet) together with the dispersive trajectories of ions undergoing BFPP1 (red) and EMD1 (brown), coming out of the ALICE experiment (IP2). The DS collimator jaws appear as a black line. The green line indicates the shifted BFPP1 orbit using a closed orbit bump, which is necessary to intercept the beam with the collimator. The EMD1 beam can be intercepted with the other jaw.

A strategy to eliminate any risk of ion-induced quenches in the DS next to IR2 is the installation of TCLD collimators, as shown schematically in Figure 5-15. One collimator per side of the ALICE experiment is sufficient to intercept the secondary beams from the most dominant processes (BFPP1 and EMD1) in a location where these ions are well separated from the main beam. Instead of substituting a dipole with a TCLD and a pair of 11T magnets like it is foreseen around P7, the baseline for IR2 is to install the collimators in the connection cryostat in cell 11. Since the BFPP ions would impact on the magnet aperture upstream of the connection cryostat, this solution requires the implementation of a closed orbit bump which makes the BFPP1 beam miss the first maximum of the locally generated dispersion since IP2 and redirects the beam onto the TCLD jaw. At the same time, the EMD1 beam, which carries \( \sim 56 \) W at a luminosity of \( 6 \times 10^{27} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \), could be intercepted with the other jaw. The feasibility of operating with closed orbit bumps of a few mm over more than 100 m has been successfully demonstrated in the 2015 Pb-Pb run [75].

In order to minimize design and production efforts, the same collimator length (60 cm) and material (heavy tungsten alloy Inermet 180) is chosen as for the TCLDs around IR7. Particle shower simulations suggest that with such jaws the power deposition in the coils of downstream magnets are expected to remain below 1 mW/cm\(^3\) and therefore safely below the quench level if the BFPP1 and EMD1 beams impact at least 2 mm from the collimator edges [77][78]. The simulations further show that showers from the collimator pose no risk of quenching the bus bars in the newly designed connection cryostat [78].

Because of a different optics than in IR2, an alternative solution without collimators is envisaged for the DSs next to IR1 and IR5. As the BFPP1 loss location is close to the connection cryostat in cell 11, bumps allow redirecting the losses directly onto the cryostat beam screen. Such bumps have been routinely used in the 2015 Pb-Pb run, where a peak luminosity of \( 3.5 \times 10^{27} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \) was reached in IP1 and IP5 [75]. Simulation studies as well as the operational experience in 2015 suggest that the power deposition in the coils of downstream magnets and in bus bars would still remain safely below the quench level at the HL target luminosity 179[79]. Losing the ions in the connection cryostat also reduces the total heat load to be evacuated by the cryogenic...
During high temperature processing, the betatron cleaning insertion and the HL also add the BPM functionality for a faster setup, which will be important to maximize the time for physics at 2E6. Energy deposited in the DS magnets might be sufficient but this requires further studies with the latest HL-TCLs installed in the matching section, where the dispersion is still low. These losses may pose a certain risk for quenching magnets next to IR1 and IR5. As a possible solution, the losses could be reduced with two TCLD collimators per IR side. The need for such an implementation depends on the dipole quench limits and on the effectiveness of the physics debris reduction with TCL collimators. Layouts based on TCL collimators only might be sufficient but this requires further studies with the latest HL-LHC layouts that will estimate the peak energy deposited in the DS magnets. If required, the TCLDs would then complement the present system with TCLs. For the moment, simulation results indicate that the TCLDs around IR1/5 are not necessary for operating HL-LHC reliably below quench limits. These collimators are therefore not in the baseline.

5.2.2 Upgrades for impedance improvement

The LHC impedance budget is largely dominated by the contribution of the LHC collimators. For this reason, the present collimation system has been conceived in a way that can be easily upgraded to reduce the impedance. Every secondary collimator slot in IR3 and IR7 features a companion slot for the future installation of a low-impedance secondary collimator. A total of 22 slots (IR7) and 8 slots (IR3) are already cabled for a quick installation of new collimators – referred to as TCSPM in the present database naming convention – that can either replace or supplement the present TCSG collimators. Partial preparation of these slots has been carried out in LS1.

The importance of minimizing the machine impedance for the HL-LHC has been emphasized in [31–33] and during a LHC collimation review [23]. It is also important to stress that each new TCS collimator will also add the BPM functionality for a faster setup, which will be important to maximum the time for physics at the HL-LHC. We therefore foresee that, by the time of the full HL-LHC implementation (LS3), some or all of the available TCSMP slots might be equipped with advanced collimators using new materials, and possibly coatings, to reduce the machine impedance. A staged installation using the various technical stops and shutdowns after LS1 should be possible according to actual needs. Simulations predict that beam stability can be re-established for all HL-LHC scenarios if the CFC of present secondary collimators is replaced, at least in the betatron cleaning insertion, with a jaw material having an electrical conductivity a factor of 50 to 100 higher than CFC [34], [35]; this improvement would be easily achieved if the jaw material were made of highly conductive metals such as copper or molybdenum.

However, secondary collimators in IR7 also play a crucial role in LHC machine protection and might be exposed to large beam losses. Therefore, collimator materials and designs must also be robust against beam failure (at the least those exposed to horizontal losses). The driving requirements for the development of new materials are thus: (i) low resistive-wall impedance to avoid beam instabilities; (ii) high cleaning efficiency; (iii) high geometrical stability to maintain the extreme precision of the collimator jaw during operation despite temperature changes; and (iv) high structural robustness in case of accidental events like single-turn losses.

The latter requirement rules out the possibility to employ high-Z metals because of their relatively low melting point and comparatively large thermal expansion that impairs their resistance to thermal shocks [36]. The present baseline for the upgraded secondary collimators relies thus on novel carbon-based materials such as molybdenum carbide-graphite (MoGr), a ceramic composite, jointly developed by CERN and Brevetti Bizz, in which the presence of carbides and carbon fibres strongly catalyses the graphitic ordering of carbon during high temperature processing, enhancing its thermal and electrical properties (see Figure 5-16) [37],

Present installations include cabling for the collimator controls but not for the read-out of the in-jaw BPMs, which were not part of the collimator design when these slots for system upgrade were prepared. Also missing are the last meters of radiation-hard cabling from the tunnel cable trails to the collimators.
To further improve their surface electrical conductivity, these materials could possibly be coated with pure molybdenum or other lower Z refractory coatings. Replacing all present CFC secondary collimators in both IR7 and IR3 with bulk MoGr or MoGr coated with 5 µm-thick pure Mo would reduce the total LHC impedance by 40% and 60% respectively (Figure 5-17), allowing, particularly if coating is adopted, to recover beam stability in practically all operation modes.

Figure 5-15: (a) MoGr components for a jaw prototype. Left: jaw extremity, dimensions: 147 x 88 x 25 mm³; right: jaw absorbing block, dimensions: 125 x 45 x 25 mm³. A jaw assembly includes 2 jaw extremities (taperings) and 8 blocks. (b) Detail of the microstructure, where the graphite matrix is visible together with molybdenum carbide grains of about 5 µm.

Figure 5-16: LHC machine impedance versus frequency: impedance ratio with respect to present CFC jaw of bulk MoGr (black) and 5 µm Mo-coated MoGr (blue) for the real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) parts [35]. The impedance is increased below ~ 1 MHz, but this not expected to be a problem because this frequency range is well within the transverse damper bandwidth of 20 MHz.

The new collimator design [39] along with novel materials and possible coatings alternatives must be validated for operation in the LHC. For these purposes, a rich programme of validation is in progress, involving:

- tests at HiRadMat, covering both material samples as well as full jaw validation;
- mechanical engineering prototyping;
- beam tests at the LHC, planned for 2017 (collimation installation in the 2016 year end technical stop);
validation of new materials for operation with HUV and at high radiation doses.

HiRadMat tests were carried out very successfully in 2015 [65], demonstrating that a full-scale MoGr jaw could withstand without apparent damage the impact of a full injection train of brilliance beyond that of the LIU parameters (total intensity was still limited to about 60% of the HL-LHC target, though). A CuCD jaw was also tested, showing that it is at least 15 times more robust than the Inermet jaw tested in HiRadMat in 2012. Irradiation tests of MoGr and other materials are also well advanced, thanks to ongoing collaborations with GSI and BNL [66]. Firm conclusions on the comparison between MoGr and CFC from the viewpoint of radiation resistance are expected by the beginning of 2017. It is also noted that the construction of a TCSPM collimator for beam tests in 2017 is well advanced.

In addition to the impedance improvements, the new TCSPM also feature a number of improvements in the mechanical design (Figure 5-18) [39]. They incorporate the BPM button design. The key hardware parameters are listed in Table 5-3.

![Figure 5-17: Design of the TCSMP jaw (a) and of its cross-section (b). The jaw assembly features 8 MoGr blocks. Also note that the jaw tapering is lengthened, further reducing its contribution to HOM RF instabilities in the geometrical transition zones.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jaw active length</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaw material</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>MoGr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange-to-flange distance</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of jaws</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Horizontal, vertical, skew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of motors per jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BPMs per jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF damping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Fingers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling of the jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling of the vacuum tank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum gap</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gap</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke across zero</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaw coating</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>To be decided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse jaw movement (fifth axis)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Upgrades to the collimation of the incoming beam in the experimental IRs

The LHC Run 1 operation has shown that protection of the IR superconducting magnets and experiments is a key asset for machine performance: the available aperture, to be protected in all operational phases, determines
the collimation hierarchy. The present tertiary collimators (target collimator tertiary with pick-up (TCTP)) are located at positions that protect the triplet and are made of a heavy tungsten alloy (Inermet 180). They effectively protect the elements downstream but are not robust against high beam losses, in particular during very fast beam failures that might occur if the beam dumping system does not trigger synchronously with the abort gap (an asynchronous beam dump). Settings margins are added to the collimator hierarchy to minimize the risk of exposure of these collimators to beam losses in case of such failures [3]. A design with improved robustness would allow the reduction of these margins and, as a result, push further the $\beta^*$ performance of the LHC, in particular for the HL optics baseline (ATS) that features an unfavourable phase between dump kickers and triplet magnets.

In addition to improvements from increased robustness, the HL-LHC layout has additional aperture constraints [2][3] because the aperture of the magnets up to Q5 is now smaller than in the present layout. Thus, up to four more tertiary collimators might be required in IR1/IR5 to protect the Q4 and Q5 quadrupole magnets, in addition to those installed to protect the triplet (two TCTP collimators – one horizontal and one vertical). The present baseline under study includes also a pair of new collimators in front of Q5. Ongoing studies are addressing: (i) the need for additional Q4 protection; and (ii) the need to keep tertiary collimators at the present locations in case additional tertiaries are added upstream.

A new design of tertiary collimators, referred to as target collimator tertiary with pick-up metallic (TCTPM), is under study to address the new challenges. This design will be based on novel materials to improve collimator robustness while ensuring adequate absorption, adequate cleaning, and protection of the elements downstream. The TCTPM design and material choice must also take impedance constraints under consideration to keep the collimator impedance under control.

Note that the present Inermet design is expected to undergo severe damage requiring a collimator replacement if hit by one single LHC nominal bunch of $10^{11}$ proton at 7 TeV. Other advanced materials are being studied as possible alternatives to further improve the robustness. The HL beam parameters with bigger charge and smaller emittance pose additional challenges in terms of beam damage potential.

Several alternative materials are currently considered for the new design; these include MoGr and Copper-Diamond (CuCD). The experimental experience of beam impacts on collimator material samples at HiRadMat [40] indicates that MoGr can improve the TCTP robustness by a factor of several hundreds. On the other hand, CuCD, compared to MoGr, features higher density (and hence better cleaning efficiency) and larger electrical conductivity. It may be considered particularly if the expected worst accident scenarios do not exceed an intensity equivalent to one full LHC bunch at 7 TeV.

A summary of the technical key parameters is given in Table 5-4.

For HL-LHC, with the larger $\beta$-functions in the high-luminosity insertions, the TCTs have to be opened to rather large gaps in mm to achieve the smaller normalized design openings in $\sigma$. To keep a maximum operational flexibility, it is desired to have the possibility of opening the TCTs to the same normalized aperture of the triplet, which could be as large as 14 $\sigma$ for the baseline optics with $\beta^*=15$ cm. In this case, a half gap of 33 mm, which goes up to 39 mm for flat optics [59]. These numbers account for the centre offset coming from the crossing and separation bumps, as well as an additional 3 mm tolerance for orbit variation. Even larger half gaps may be required if the optics is changed in order to have larger $\beta$-functions at the crab cavities, which would also result in larger $\beta$-functions at the TCTs. With the present TCT design, the half gap is limited to 30 mm, which means that the design has to be modified for HL-LHC. It may also lead to potential integration issues in the transverse plane, which is presently under study. Similar considerations apply also to the TCLs mentioned in Sec. 5.2.1.2. Indeed, it is also planned that the horizontal collimator in the D2/TAXN region uses the two-in-one design shown in Figure 5-13.

It is important to note that some collimators of type TCTP or TCL to be installed in cells 4, 5 and 6 might re-use the present TCTP collimators with BPM that are essentially of the same design. We believe that up to 8 collimators can be recuperated from the ones built for the present LHC (units installed in the machine or operational spares). For example, one could use the present Inermet TCTPs as vertical collimators – not
exposed to beam dump failures at top energy – or as single-beam horizontal TCLs that are at settings above 10 $\sigma$ – and built collimators based on advance materials for the horizontal TCTP slots. The other collimators for the IRs – TCLX, TCTPM, TCL collimator and masks, for a total of 20 movable collimators and 12 fixed masks – have to be built for HL-LHC. The decision to re-use existing collimator for HL-LHC was triggered by budget restrictions in June 2016. Clearly, evaluation of this proposed strategy must be made in due time, taking into account the extrapolation of radiation doses of collimators that will be operational until Run 3.

Despite being less critical because of the larger $\beta^*$ values, upgraded TCTP’s are under consideration also for IR2/8 because various luminosity scenarios in there IRs require the usage of tertiary collimators, although at relaxed settings compared to IR1 and IR5. For the time being, new collimators in IR2/8 are not considered part of the baseline because those IRs are not part of the high luminosity plan within HL. Clearly, the present collimators in these IRs must remain operational throughout the HL-LHC lifetime. Thus, adequate consolidation programs for these collimators must be ensured.

Table 5-4: Equipment parameters of the TCTPM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jaw active length</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaw material</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>To be decided (CuCD, MoGr or other)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange-to-flange distance</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1480 (to be reviewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of jaws</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Horizontal, vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of motors per jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BPMs per jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF damping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Fingers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling of the jaw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling of the vacuum tank</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum gap</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gap</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke across zero</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular adjustment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaw coating</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse jaw movement (fifth axis)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>±10 mm (at least)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Advanced collimation concepts

In this section we discuss new, more advanced, collimation concepts and designs that still require R&D and are therefore not in the baseline. However, depending on the results of Run 2, some of these concepts may become an important asset for the LHC and the HL-LHC. In particular, in the present budget baseline a certain level of R&D on crystal collimation and hollow e-lenses is included, while the deployment of these solutions is part of the non-baseline options. These advanced solutions address in different ways the cleaning upgrade in IR7 and could therefore represent alternatives to the scheme based on 11 T dipoles and local DS collimation. The latter is considered as baseline at this stage because this technology is more mature, whereas more feasibility studies are deemed necessary before relying on crystals and hollow e-lenses as baseline.

5.3.1 Halo diffusion control techniques

The 2012 operational experience indicates that the LHC collimation would profit from halo control mechanisms. The operation at the beginning of Run 2 showed a less severe impact from halo losses however the scaling to HL-LHC beam parameters are sources of concerns. Halo control mechanisms were used in other machines like HERA and the Tevatron. The idea is that, by controlling the diffusion speed of halo particles, one can act on the time profile of the losses, for example by reducing rates of losses that would otherwise take
place in a short time, or simply by controlling the static population of halo particles in a certain aperture range. These aspects were recently discussed at a collimation review on the possible usage of the hollow e-lens collimation concept at the LHC [36], where it was concluded that hollow e-lenses could be used at the LHC for this purpose. In this case, a hollow electron beam runs parallel to the proton or ion beam that is on the axis of the cylindrical layer of electron. This hollow beam produces an electromagnetic field only affecting halo particles above given transverse amplitudes, changing their transverse speed. The conceptual working principle is illustrated in Figure 5-19(left). A solid experimental basis achieved at the Tevatron indicates this solution is promising for the LHC ([37] and reference therein).

Figure 5-18: Illustrative view (left) of the collimation system with integrated hollow e-lens or equivalent halo diffusion mechanism; (right) an ideal crystal-based collimation. A simplified collimator layout to that in Figure 5-1 is adopted to show the betatron cleaning functionality only (one side only). Halo control techniques are used to globally change the diffusion speed of halo particles, and rely on the full collimation system remaining in place. Crystals entail a change of concept where the whole beam losses are concentrated, ideally, in one single beam absorber per plane.

The potential advantages of the electron lens collimation are several.
- Control of the primary loss rates, with potential mitigation of peak loss rates in the cold magnets, for a given collimation cleaning. Peak power losses on the collimators themselves can be optimized as well.
- Controlled depletion of beam tails, with beneficial effects in case of fast failures.
- Reduction of tail populations and therefore peak loss rates in the case of orbit drifts.
- Beam scraping at very low amplitudes (>3 σ) without the risk of damage, as for bulk scrapers.
- Tuning of the impact parameters on the primary collimators with a possible improvement in cleaning efficiency.
- Controlled depletion of beam tails, opening the possibility to tighten primary collimator setting for a smaller β* reach.

Since the main beam core is not affected, hollow electron beam (HEB) operation should in theory be transparent for the luminosity performance if this technique works as designed. This was demonstrated at the Tevatron for DC powering of the electron beams and is also expected at the HL-LHC for the proposed ‘S’ shape design that allows compensating edge effects at the entrance and exit of the e-beam.

The use of HEB requires the collimation system to be in place in order to dispose of the tail particles expelled in a controlled way. No losses occur at the HEB location and the tail control mechanism can be put in place in any ring location. Larger beam size locations are favourable as they entail reduced alignment accuracy for the hollow beam. IR4 is considered to be the best candidate for two HEB devices due to the larger than standard inter-beam distance (which eases integration of the device on the beam), cryogenics availability, low-radiation environment, and quasi-round beam.
While the functionality of HEB will provide clear benefits for LHC operation, the real need for such a scheme at the LHC and the HL-LHC has to be addressed after gaining sufficient operational experience at energies close to 7 TeV on quench limits, beam lifetime, and loss rates during the operational cycle and collimation cleaning. Fast failure scenarios for the crab cavities require a low tail population above about 4 beam $\sigma$: HEB is the only technique solidly validated experimentally in other machines that could in this case ensure safe operation [67].

The HEB is targeted at enabling active control of beam tails above 3 beam $\sigma$, with tail depletion efficiencies of the order of 90% over times of tens of seconds, in all phases of the operational cycle, specifically before and after beams are put into collision.

The HEB implementation should ensure:

- the possibility of pulsing the current turn-by-turn (as required to drive resonances in the linear machine before beams are in collision);
- a train-by-train selective excitation (leaving ‘witness’ trains with populated halos for diagnostics and machine protection purposes).

The main systems/components of a HEB can be summarized as:

- electron beam generation and disposal: electron gun and collector, with the required powering;
- several superconducting and resistive magnets: solenoids, dipoles, and correctors to stabilize and steer the electron beam;
- beam instrumentation for the optimization of the electron beam.

The parameters listed here are extracted from the conceptual design document [38] compiled by colleagues from FNAL who worked on this topic within the LARP collaboration. A detail engineering design is now on-going at CERN. The first goal will be to define the volumes for a full integration into the LHC. The present status of the 3D design of the LHC hollow e-lens is shown in Figure 5-20.

Figure 5-19: 3D design of the LHC hollow e-lens. An ‘S’ shape is proposed instead than the more conventional ‘U’ shape used at the Tevatron in order to compensate the contribution to the emittance growth from the asymmetry of the electron beams at entry and exit of the proton beam. Courtesy of D. Perini.
Table 5-5: Hollow electron beam equipment parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value or range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geometry</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the interaction region, L [m]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired range of scraping positions</td>
<td>4–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner/Outer cryostat diameter, [mm]</td>
<td>132 / ≈ 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner vacuum chamber diameter, [mm]</td>
<td>100 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnetic fields and magnet parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun and collector solenoid (resistive), $B_g$ [T]</td>
<td>0.2–0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main solenoid (superconducting), $B_m$ [T]</td>
<td>2–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression factor, $B_m / B_g$</td>
<td>2.2–5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main solenoid current [A]</td>
<td>200–250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electron gun</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner/outer cathode radius [mm]</td>
<td>6.75/12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak yield at 10 kV, l [A]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cryogenic requirements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static heat load [W]</td>
<td>≤ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic heat load from electric powering [W]</td>
<td>≤ 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic heat load from beam effects</td>
<td>negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-voltage modulator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode-anode voltage [kV]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise time (10%–90%) [ns]</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate [kHz]</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ref. [38]

At the collimation review [36], it became clear that, if loss spikes were limiting LHC performance after LS1, the hollow e-lens solution would not be viable because it could only be implemented in the next long shutdown at the earliest (driven by the time for integration into the cryogenics system). It is therefore crucial to work on viable alternatives that, if needed, might be implemented in an appropriate time scale. Two alternatives are presently being considered:

- tune modulation through a ripple in the current of lattice quadrupoles;
- narrow-band excitation of halo particles with the transverse damper system.

Though very different from the hardware point of view, both these techniques rely on exciting tail particles through resonances induced in the tune space by appropriate excitations. This works on the assumption of the presence of a well-known and stable correlation between halo particles with large amplitudes and corresponding tune shift in tune space (de-tuning with amplitude). Clearly, both methods require a solid experimental verification in a very low noise machine like the LHC, in particular to demonstrate that this type of excitation does not perturb the beam core emittance. Unlike hollow e-lenses, which act directly in the transverse plane by affecting particles at amplitudes above the inner radius of the hollow beam, resonance excitation methods require a good knowledge of the beam core tune even in dynamic phases of the operational cycle, so the possibility of using these techniques at the LHC remains to be demonstrated. For this purpose, beam tests at the LHC were performed to address the feasibility of alternative halo control method. While preliminary results are promising [68], it is clear at this stage that a viable alternative solution that fulfills all the functionality of hollow e-lenses has not been satisfactorily demonstrated yet. Ideally, these measurements would profit from appropriate halo diagnostic tools. We are, however, confident that conclusive measurements could be achieved in Run 2 with the techniques described, for example in Ref. [5].
5.3.2 Crystal collimation

Highly pure bent crystal can be used to steer high-energy particles that get trapped by the potential of parallel lattice planes. Equivalent bending fields of up to hundreds of tesla can be achieved in crystals with a length of only 3–4 mm, which allows in principle steering of halo particles to a well-defined point. As opposed to a standard collimation system based on amorphous materials, requiring several secondary collimators and absorbers to catch the products developed through the interaction with matter (Figure 5-1), one single absorber per collimation plane is in theory sufficient in a crystal-based collimation system [39]. This is shown in the scheme in Figure 5-19 (right). Indeed, nuclear interactions with well-aligned crystals are much reduced compared to a primary collimator, provided that high channelling efficiencies for halo particles can be achieved (particles impinging on the crystal to be channelled within a few turns). This is expected to significantly reduce the dispersive beam losses in the DS around the betatron cleaning insertion compared to the present system, which is limited by the leakage of particles from the primary collimators. Simulations indicate a possible gain of between 5 and 10 [40], even for a layout without an optimized absorber design. The crystal collimation option is particularly interesting for collimating heavy-ion beams thanks to the reduced probability of ion dissociation and fragmentation compared to the present primary collimators. SPS test results are promising [41].

Another potential advantage of crystal collimation is a strong reduction of machine impedance due to the facts that: (i) only a small number of collimator absorbers are required; and that (ii) the absorbers can be set at much larger gaps thanks to the large bending angle from the crystal (40–50 μrad instead of a few μrad from the multiple-Coulomb scattering in the primary collimator). On the other hand, an appropriate absorber design must be conceived in order to handle the peak loss rates in case of beam instabilities: the absorber must withstand continuous losses of up to 1 MW during 10 s while ensuring the correct collimation functionality. This is a change of paradigm compared to the present system, where such losses are distributed among several collimators. Other potential issues concern the machine protection aspects of this system (such as the implications of a crystal not being properly aligned and therefore channelling a large fraction of the total stored energy to the wrong place) and the operability of a system that requires mechanical angular stability in the sub-μrad range to be ensured through the operational cycle of the LHC (injection, ramp, squeeze, and collision).

Promising results were achieved in dedicated crystal collimation tests at the SPS performed from 2009 within the UA9 experiment [41–43]. On the other hand, some outstanding issues about the feasibility of the crystal collimation concept for the LHC can only be addressed by dedicated beam tests at high energy in the LHC. For this purpose, a study at the LHC has been proposed [44]: two goniometers housing crystals have been installed in IR7 during LS1 for horizontal and vertical crystal collimation tests. The main purpose of beam tests at the LHC is to demonstrate the feasibility of the crystal-collimation concept in the LHC environment, in particular to demonstrate that such a system can provide a better cleaning of the present high-performance system throughout the operational cycle. Until a solid demonstration is achieved, crystal collimation schemes cannot be considered for future HL-LHC baseline scenarios.

First beam tests at the LHC were very successfully carried out in 2015 and 2016. For the first time, channelling of 6.5 TeV proton beams was observed [80]. Channelling of ion beams was also seen at the record energy of 450 Z TeV (PB ion beam). These promising results also validated critical hardware component like the high-precision goniometer that allows controlling the crystal orientation with sub-μrad resolution. Tests will continue in 2016 to assess the cleaning performance of a crystal-based system.

5.3.3 Improved optics scenarios for collimation insertions

Alternative optics concepts in IR7 can be conceived in order to improve some present collimation limitations without major hardware changes. For example, non-linear optics schemes derived from the linear collider experience [45] were considered for IR7. The idea is that one can create a ‘non-linear bump’ that deforms the trajectories of halo particles and effectively increases their transverse amplitudes in a way that allows opening the gaps of primary and secondary collimators. These studies are well advanced from the optics point of view but at the present time it is not possible to easily find a layout solution providing the same cleaning as the
present system [46]. These studies, and others aimed at increasing the beta functions at the collimators, are on-going.

5.3.4 Rotatory collimator design

The rotatory collimator design developed at SLAC under the LARP effort proposes a ‘consumable collimator’ concept based on two round jaws with 20 flat facets that can be rotated to offer to the beam a fresh collimator material in case a facet is damaged [47]. This design features a low impedance and is based on standard non-exotic materials. It was conceived for high-power operation, with a 12 kW active cooling system to withstand the extreme power loads experienced by the secondary collimators in IR7. A photograph of this device before closing the vacuum tank is given in Figure 5-21, where the rotatory glidcop (a copper alloy) jaws are visible. The first full-scale prototype of this advanced collimator concept has been delivered to CERN [48] and is being tested in preparation for beam tests. The ultimate goal is to validate the rotation mechanism after high intensity shock impacts at the HiRadMat facility, aimed at demonstrating that the concept of consumable collimator surfaces can indeed work for the LHC beam load scenarios. The precision accuracy of this prototype and the impedance are also being tested together with its vacuum performance. The vacuum measurements indicated that the SLAC prototype is suitable for installation in the SPS or even the LHC. An optimum strategy for beam tests is being established based on these new results.

Figure 5-20: Photograph of the SLAC rotatory collimator prototype jaws before assembly in the vacuum tank.

5.4 Other collimators from the present system required in the HL-LHC

It is important to realize that 30-40% of the present LHC collimators, which are not to be modified or replaced in the HL collimation upgrade baseline described above, must remain reliably operational for the HL-LHC era. Even devices whose design is deemed adequate for the HL-LHC parameters can hardly survive for the lifetime of the LHC machine without appropriate maintenance, substitution, or revamping. A long-term strategy must be put in place in order to ensure that the LHC collimation system can meet the performance and availability challenges of the HL-LHC project. In this section, the present LHC collimators that will also be needed for the HL-LHC, possibly with improved design and features, are described.

5.4.1 IR3 and IR7 primary collimators (target collimator primary and TCP with pick-up)

Carbon-based primary collimators, the target collimator primary (TCP), are used in the LHC to define the primary beam halo cut in the momentum and betatron cleaning insertion. One TCP collimator per beam is used in IR3 (horizontal orientation) whereas three collimators per beam are used in IR7 (horizontal, vertical, and skew orientations) for a total of eight primary collimators in the LHC. Since these collimators are closest to the circulating beams, their jaws are built with a robust carbon-fibre composite (CFC) that is designed to
withstand the design LHC failure scenarios at injection (full injection train of 288 bunches impacting on one jaw) and at 7 TeV (up to eight bunches impacting on one jaw in the case of an asynchronous dump) [1]. The need to improve the TCP collimator design in view of the updated beam parameters for the HL-LHC design is being assessed.

The LHC primary collimator might need to be upgraded for the HL-LHC if the present design:

- proves not to be adequate to cope with the design LHC failure scenarios updated for the upgraded HL-LHC beam parameters (larger bunch intensity and smaller emittances);
- proves not to be adequate for standard operational losses with a larger stored beam energy in the HL-LHC: for the same assumed minimum beam lifetime in operation, the total loss rates expected on the collimators might be up to a factor of 2 larger for the HL-LHC than for the LHC;
- can be improved in a way that the HL-LHC could profit from, e.g. improved materials or alignment features (integrated BPMs) for a more efficient operation.

The primary collimators are a fundamental element of the LHC multi-stage collimation hierarchy and are required in all operational conditions with beam in the machine. These are therefore high-reliability devices that must be compatible with operation in very high radiation environments and withstand standard operational losses and relevant failure cases without permanent damage that could jeopardize their functionality.

Note that a design with BPM-integrated jaw for primary collimators is currently being built for future consolidation of the TCPs. This design, referred to as TCP with pick-up (TCPPP) currently uses the same CFC materials for the jaw but provides greatly improved operational features in terms of alignment speed and beam position monitoring. A new design that uses MoGr, as for the new secondary collimators, is also being produced. This design is also being considered for HL upgrades.

5.4.2 IR3 and IR7 secondary collimators (target collimator secondary graphite)

Carbon-based secondary collimators (target collimator secondary graphite (TCSG)) are used in the LHC for the secondary stage of the beam halo cut in the momentum and betatron cleaning insertion. Four secondary collimators per beam are used in IR3 whereas 11 collimators are used in IR7 for a total of 30 TCSG collimators in the LHC. Horizontal, vertical, and skew orientations are used in different locations. Since these collimators are among the closest to the circulating beams, their jaws are built with a robust CFC that is designed to withstand the same design LHC failure scenarios at injection and at 7 TeV as the primary collimators.

The present baseline for the HL-LHC is that new secondary collimators, TCSPM, based on advanced robust and low-impedance materials will be added in IR7, using existing TCSM slots [2]. In this scenario, the need to maintain the operability of the present CFC secondary collimators remains to be assessed. This depends, for example, on whether the new TCSPM collimators will be able to withstand the injection failure scenario. These aspects are presently under study. For IR3, the present TCSG collimators will not be replaced by a low-impedance design so adequate consolidation and spare policy must be established for these devices to ensure an efficient operation throughout the HL-LHC era.

5.4.3 IR3 and IR7 active shower absorbers collimators (target collimator long absorber)

Tungsten-based shower absorbers collimators (target collimator long absorber (TCLA)) are used in the LHC for the third or fourth stage of cleaning of beam halos in the momentum and betatron cleaning insertion. Four TCLA collimators per beam are used in IR3 whereas five collimators are used in IR7, with a total of 18 TCLA collimators in the LHC. Horizontal and vertical orientations are used depending on the location. Operationally, these collimators are not supposed to intercept primary or secondary beam losses. They are therefore built using a heavy tungsten alloy that maximizes efficiency in cleaning but which is not robust with respect to a beam impact of considerable power. The need to improve the TCLA collimator design in view of the updated beam parameters for the HL-LHC design is being assessed.
As for the previous case, the upgrade of the LHC shower absorber collimators might be needed for the HL-LHC if the present design proves not to be adequate for the standard operational losses with a larger stored beam energy in the HL-LHC and/or if it can be improved in a way from which the HL-LHC could profit (improved materials, BPM features).

The TCLA collimators are an important element of the LHC multi-stage collimation hierarchy and are required in all operational conditions with beam in the machine. Operation might continue temporarily in the case of isolated TCLA failures, but we assume here that HL operation for physics without TCLA collimators will not be possible. These are therefore high-reliability devices that must be compatible with operation in very high radiation environments and withstand standard operational losses and relevant failure cases without permanent damage that could jeopardize their functionality.

A joint study by the collimation team and the beam dump team has indicated the addition of two TCLA collimators per beam in IR6 in order to improve the protection of the Q4 and Q5 magnets immediately downstream of the dump protection devices [49]. The results indicate that this improvement was not necessary for post-LS1 operation.

5.4.4 IR6 secondary collimators with pick-up (target collimator secondary with pick-up)

Carbon-based secondary collimators with pick-up buttons (target collimator secondary with pick-up (TCSP)) are used in the LHC IR6 insertion as a part of the LHC protection system. Two collimators are used in the LHC, one per beam, as auxiliary dump protection devices in the horizontal plane. In LS1, the TCSG design without integrated beam position monitors (BPMs) was replaced with the new one with BPMs for improved alignment and local orbit monitoring. Since these collimators are among the closest to the circulating beams, and are expected to be heavily exposed to beam losses in case of asynchronous dumps, their jaws are built with a robust CFC that is designed to withstand the design LHC failure scenarios at injection (full injection train of 288 bunches impacting on one jaw) and at 7 TeV (up to eight bunches impacting on one jaw in case of an asynchronous dump). The need to improve the IR6 TCSP collimator design in view of the updated beam parameters for the HL-LHC design is being assessed.

5.4.5 Passive absorbers in IR3 and IR7 (TCAPA, TCAPB, TCAPC, TCAPD)

Tungsten-based passive shower absorbers collimators (target collimator absorber passive (TCAP)) are used in the LHC as fixed-aperture collimators in the momentum and betatron cleaning insertion to reduce radiation doses to the warm quadrupole and dipoles in these insertions. Two TCAP collimators per beam are used in IR3 whereas three collimators are used in IR7 for a total of 10 TCAP collimators in the LHC. Four variants of these collimators exist to match the dimensions and orientations of the aperture of the adjacent warm magnets: TCAPA, TCAPB, TCAPC, TCAPD. Operationally, these collimators are not supposed to intercept primary or secondary beam losses but rather to absorb shower products generated by halo particles impinging on primary and secondary collimators. They are built using a heavy tungsten alloy that maximizes shower absorption, surrounded by copper. The need to improve the TCAP collimator design in view of the updated beam parameters for the HL-LHC design is being assessed.

The TCAP collimators ensure that doses on warm magnets in the cleaning insertions are minimized. Doses are determined by the integrated luminosity and therefore the possibility to improve the warm magnet protection must be envisaged for the HL-LHC luminosity goal. The upgrade of the passive absorber collimators might be needed for the HL-LHC if the present design proves not to be adequate for HL-LHC operational loss cases and/or if it can be improved by increasing the lifetime of warm magnets due to radiation wear (e.g. new materials or improved layouts/designs).

As a part of the consolidation program of the warm magnets of type MQW and MBW in IR3 and IR7, it is planned to improve the passive cleaning of these magnets against large radiation doses. This work will require the preparation of new fixed-aperture absorbers to be installed next to the magnets. This activity already started in LS1 when 2 TCAP were added in IR3 to improve the passive protection of the Q5.
5.4.6 Tertiary collimators with pick-up in the experimental regions (target collimator tertiary with pick-up)

As discussed above, tungsten-based tertiary collimators with pick-up buttons (target collimator tertiary with pick-up (TCTP)) are used in the LHC to protect the superconducting triplets and the experiments in each experimental insertion against horizontal (TCTPH) and vertical (TCTPV) beam losses. A complete re-design of IR1 and IR5 collimation is imposed by the layout changes foreseen in the HL-LHC for LS3. The need to improve the present TCTP collimators in IR1/IR5 in view of the updated beam parameters for the HL-LHC design is also being assessed. In particular, consideration is being given to the possibility of replacing the TCTPs with more robust ones based on novel materials, at least in the horizontal plane, which is affected by beam dump failures.

5.4.7 Physics debris collimators in the experimental regions (Target Collimators Long (TCL))

Physics debris absorbers are used already in the present LHC to protect the matching sections and the dispersion suppressor of IR1 and IR5 from beam losses caused by collision products. The LHC IR layouts as of 2015 feature three horizontal (TCL) collimators per beam and per IR, for a total of 12 TCL collimators, installed in cells 4, 5, and 6. Their jaws are made of copper (TCLs in cells 4 and 5) and Inermet 180 (cell 6), as the latter were installed by recuperating tertiary collimators replaced in LS1 with the new TCTPs. Indeed, the tungsten based TCT can serve as TCL without design changes. The present baseline foresees changing all TCL collimators per beam and per IR, for a total of 12 TCL collimators, installed in cells 4, 5, and 6. Their jaws are made of copper (TCLs in cells 4 and 5) and Inermet 180 (cell 6), as the latter were installed by recuperating tertiary collimators replaced in LS1 with the new TCTPs. Indeed, the tungsten based TCT can serve as TCL without design changes. The present baseline foresees changing all TCLs for HL by adding the BPM feature. The HL-LHC layouts require new TCLX design in the region between TAXN and D2. The present TCL collimators might be re-used for the HL-LHC by being moved to new layout positions, however the preferred solution (presently in the baseline) is to build new ones that feature the BPM design. Mechanical and radiation hardware should be studied for this scenario.
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Chapter 6A
Cold Powering of the superconducting circuits

6A. Cold Powering of the superconducting circuits

6A.1 Overview

The electrical feed of the approximately 1700 Large Hadron Collider (LHC) superconducting (SC) circuits requires the transmission of more than ± 1.5 MA of current from the power converters to the magnets. This is done via conventional copper cables, for the room temperature path between power converters and current leads, and via High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) or resistive currents leads for the transfer to the 4.5 K liquid helium bath. Nb-Ti bus-bars operated in liquid helium at 4.5 K or in superfluid helium at 1.9 K provide the connection to the SC magnets. In the present LHC configuration, the power converters and the current leads are both located in underground areas: the former mainly in tunnel enlargements or alcoves situated adjacent to the machine tunnel, and the latter in cryostats that are near the LHC interaction points and in most cases in line with the SC magnets – only the leads housed in the five DFBL distribution feedboxes are in tunnel alcoves. The 60 A power converters for the dipole orbit correctors are located in the tunnel, underneath the main dipole magnets. Power converters and current leads at each of the eight interaction points feed the magnets occupying half of the two adjacent machine sectors. Some equipment in the tunnel is exposed to significant levels of radiation.

For the HL-LHC upgrade, novel superconducting lines (hereafter called “links”) are being developed to supply current to the magnets from remote distances [1]. The electrical layout originally envisaged the location of the power converters and current leads in surface buildings some hundred meters away from the tunnel. More recently power converters and leads have been located in underground areas (the so-called double decker solution (DD)) [2]. However, also in the chosen solution of locating the power converters in a technical gallery running aside the LHC tunnel, the current transport to the magnets is performed via SC links containing tens of cables feeding different circuits. A link will carry all together up to about |150| kA. The benefits of this remote powering via SC links are several and can be summarized as follows:

- Access of personnel for maintenance, tests and interventions on power converters, current leads and associated equipment is in radiation free areas, in accordance with the principle of radiation protection that optimizes doses to personnel exposed to radiation by keeping them As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA);

- Removal of the current leads and associated cryostats from the accelerator ring, thus making space available for other accelerator components. In the baseline hardware layout of the HL-LHC Interaction Regions (IR) around P1 and P5, no space is used for current leads and very limited one is taken by the cryostats in line with the magnets. Also, there is no space in the existing underground alcoves for locating the power converters feeding the HL-LHC circuits;

- Location of the power converters in radiation free, easy access areas. Access to this area may even be granted, under certain conditions, also during the HL-LHC run.

The Cold Powering work-package (WP6A) is presently focused on the development of SC links for potential integration at the LHC interaction Point 1 (P1), Point 5 (P5). A study was initially performed also for point 7 (P7).
Development of radiation hard power converters is carried out by the Power converters for superconducting magnets work-package (WP6B). In certain case, like P7, they can be effective solutions, however in other cases like for P1 and P5, the SC links offer a more complete approach for increased availability and reduced radiation dose to personnel.

6A.1.1 Cold Powering Systems
A Cold Powering System consists of:

- Current leads, located as near as possible to the power converters in a radiation free zone at about a hundred meters distance from the LHC tunnel. The leads are connected to the power converters via room temperature conventional cables;
- A dedicated cryostat (DFH), where the cold terminations of the leads are electrically connected to the cables in the link;
- A link, made of novel type of superconductor, MgB₂, in form of round wire arranged in multi-stage cables, housed in a semi-flexible cryostat (DSH). The link is electrically connected to the leads to the magnet bus-bar inside a specific cryostat (DF);
- A cryostat (DF) in line with the magnets at the location where the link terminates in the LHC tunnel. In the DF cryostat, each cable of the link is connected to the Nb-Ti bus-bar feeding a magnet circuit. The helium cryogen required for the cooling of the Cold Powering System is supplied from this cryostat;
- Cryogenic instrumentation required for control, monitoring and interlock functions as well as electrical instrumentation needed for protection of superconducting components and current leads.

The Cold Powering System relies on cooling with helium gas. The superconducting part of the system spans the temperature range from 4.2 K up to 50 K. The use of MgB₂ and HTS materials enables safe operation of the superconducting components, for which a temperature margin of at least 10 K is guaranteed.

In the tunnel, vapour generated in the DF cryostat from a two-phase helium bath is conveyed inside the superconducting link cold mass [3]. The gas cools the SC cables in the link and warms up to about 17 K while absorbing the static heat load of the cryostat. In the present HL-LHC baseline, the DSH cryostat includes a thermal shield actively cooled by forced flow of He gas at about 20 K. For the Cold Powering Systems at P1 and P5, the helium flow of the shield and of the cold mass are mixed at the level of the DFH to produce the flow of He gas, at about 30 K, required for the cooling of the current leads. The system that was studied for P7 did not need mixing - the helium flow in the superconducting link cold mass was sufficient for the cooling of the leads. The design of the current leads is such that the gas is recovered at room temperature at their warm end. Studies are under way to see if this last, simpler solution can be adapted also to P1 and P5 links, thus simplifying the baseline solution.

Until December 2014, activity was focused on the development of the Cold Powering Systems for LHC P7. Indeed for these systems, integration of the SC links in the tunnel in 2018 was an option. By end 2014, the following milestones were achieved:

- Concepts [4] and prototype [5] MgB₂ cables were developed and tested;
- Dedicated cabling machines conceived for production of long unit lengths of novel HTS or MgB₂ cables were designed, assembled and operated [6];
- A prototype Cold Powering System was developed and tested [7];
- Integration studies in the LHC were performed [8];
- New concepts of current leads and DFH cryostats optimized for easy transport and integration in the LHC underground areas at P7.
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In December 2014, was decided not to integrate the SC links at P7 and to proceed with the consolidation of the power converters. It was nevertheless decided to complete the design study of the Cold Powering System for LHC P7 and to proceed with the construction and test of a prototype system aiming at validating the design concept.

The design of the Cold Powering Systems is such as to minimize the work done in the tunnel in terms of assembly of components. Ongoing design takes into account boundary conditions imposed by transport in the LHC underground areas. In particular, volumes of individual components have been minimized according to transport constraints and the main components (SC link, i.e. DSH cryostat with the SC cables inside, current leads, DFH and DF cryostats) are integrated as complete and pre-tested assemblies. Installation will account possible necessary tooling for the fixation of the link on the walls and the incorporation of means for length compensation plus the constraints impose by bends and maximum limited bending radius of the SC link itself. Activities after installation are limited to splicing between current leads and link and closure of the DF cryostat, splicing between SC link and Nb-Ti bus-bar and closure of the DF cryostat, and connection of the conventional room temperature cables to current leads and power converters.

6.4.1.2 Superconducting Link basic design and R&D

The superconducting link is a semi-flexible transfer line, which houses the MgB\textsubscript{2} cables connecting the cold end of the current leads to the Nb-Ti bus-bar of the magnet [1]. The transfer line consists of four corrugated concentric pipes that define the SC link cold mass, the actively cooled thermal shield and the external vacuum insulation wall.

The number of SC cables contained inside the link and their operating current vary for the different Cold Powering Systems that are to date under study. Inside the cold mass of each link there are tens of cables rated at different DC currents ranging from a minimum of 120 A up to a maximum of 18 kA. The cables are grouped in the form of compact cable assemblies with a total current capability of up to about |150| kA.

At LHC P1 and P5, four superconducting links, two right and two left of each interaction point, are being considered for integration in the LHC machine (Figure 6-1):

- Two SC links for the powering of the HL-LHC Insertions (low-β quadrupoles, D1 and corrector magnets);
- Two SC links for the powering of the HL-LHC Matching Sections.

The associated Cold Powering Systems replace or modify the LHC cryogenic feedboxes (DFBX, DFBL). New current leads and cryostats (DFHX and DFHM) connected to the link in a radiation free area away from the tunnel, are being developed.

Until the beginning of 2015, the baseline electrical layout envisaged the installation of the power converters and current leads in surface buildings. This called for development of superconducting links, about 300 m long, including a vertical section of about 80 m. By mid-2015, a global integration study (cryorefrigerators, crab cavities, power converters, distribution feedboxes and associated equipment) opted for an underground installation (DD). Since then, the baseline electrical layout for LHC P1 and P5 foresees installation of power converters and current leads in the DD, parallel to the main ring. In this configuration, the links have a total length of about 100 m.

The baseline proposal envisages using MgB\textsubscript{2} conductor in the longest part of the SC links (from 4.2 K to 20 K), and HTS material (YBCO or Bi-2223) in the temperature range from 20 K up to 35 K – 50 K. The potential low cost of MgB\textsubscript{2} conductor and the possibility of cooling the superconducting link cold mass with He gas enabled the development of Cold Powering Systems with improved performance. There is a high temperature margin, at the benefit of a safer operation, and the total exergetic cost of the refrigeration is lower with respect to the conventional Nb-Ti solution. Figure 6-2 shows the cross section of the superconducting cable assembly proposed for the SC links powering the HL-LHC Insertion magnets at LHC P1 and P5. The total current transferred by these forty-four cables is about |150| kA. There are four 18 kA cables that are used
for powering the low-β insertion Nb₃Sn quadrupole magnets and the Nb-Ti separation dipole (D1), and two additional 18 kA cables that are integrated as spare units. The inclusion of the 18 kA spare units, made possible by the new powering lay-out with one main circuit for the low-β quadrupole instead of two, has been decided to mitigate any possible malfunctioning. The other cables feed corrector and trim circuits. Details of the cable assemblies developed for other Cold Powering Systems are presented elsewhere [1].

Figure 6-1: Superconducting links at LHC P1 and P5.

Figure 6-2: Cable assemblies for superconducting links at LHC P1 and P5. From left: a) Sub-unit of the 18 kA cable, Φ~6.5 mm, rated for 6 (??) kA; b) Complete 18 kA cable, Φ~19.5 mm; c) concentric 2×3 kA cable, Φ~8.5 mm; d) 0.4 kA cable (top) and 0.12 kA cable (bottom), Φ<3 mm; e) 165 kA cable assembly for LHC P1 and P5 (6×20 kA, 7×2×3 kA, 4×0.4 kA, 18×0.12 kA), Φ~65 mm. The cables are made of copper stabilizer (red) and MgB₂ wire (green).

Figure 6-3: Cable assembly for superconducting links at LHC P1 and P5 (system powering the HL-LHC Insertions). From left: cable assembly; cable assembly inside the semi flexible cryostat. The external diameter of the cryostat (vacuum wall), which includes an active thermal shield, is ~ 220 mm. The weight of the cryostat with the [150] kA cable assembly inside is ~ 20 kg/m.

The cable (Twisted-Pair of superconducting tapes or wires) and cable assemblies developed for LHC P7 were optimized for transport of 1 kA range current. Details of the cable concepts and results from tests performed in nominal operating conditions are presented elsewhere [5]. The cable assemblies are incorporated
in a semi-flexible cryostat of the CRYOFLEX® type. The proposal was to integrate in the LHC tunnel the cryostat with the cable assemblies already pulled in at the surface. To limit the risks associated with high-current resistive joints operated in helium gas environment, the cables were planned to be assembled in one single unit length with no splices between cables inside the link.

The main achievements to date are:

- The development of a the first MgB₂ Powder In Tube (PIT) round wire with electrical and mechanical performance that permit its use in high-current cables - work done in collaboration between CERN and Columbus Superconductors, Genova;
- The test of a 3 m long superconducting link of the type needed at LHC P7 [7];
- The design of a Cold Powering System optimized for integration at LHC P7 [6];
- The successful development and test of the first 2×20 m long cable made from MgB₂ round wire operated successfully up to 20 kA at 24 K [9].
- The conceptual design of Cold Powering Systems optimized for use of MgB₂ links.

Figure 6-4 shows the test station designed and successfully operated at CERN for the test of up to 20 m long superconducting links. As in the final configuration, the cables are cooled by forced flow of helium gas operating at any temperature from about 5 K to 35 K. Temperatures of up to 70 K can be achieved, enabling appraisal of cables made from different types of conductor.

6A.2 Cold Powering System design

In essence the Cold Powering System for the powering of the LHC magnets by superconducting links is a semi-flexible cryostat extended over a hundred metres. The novel design has to face several challenges never encountered previously.

6A.2.1 Cryostat for the superconducting link

The superconducting link cryostat (DSH) must maintain a stable and well defined cryogenic environment within which the superconducting cables are cooled by forced flow of helium gas. Unlike the liquid helium cooled superconducting bus-bars in the LHC machine, the cryogenic stability of the superconducting cables depends more critically on the cooling efficiency in helium gas environment within the superconducting link cold mass. The basic cryostat structure consists of an inner vessel surrounded by an actively cooled thermal shield and enclosed by an outer vessel as room temperature vacuum envelope. At present the reference design of the cryostat is analogous to the Nexan’s 4-Tube Coaxial CRYOFLEX® transfer line, which can be
manufactured and delivered in one continuous length compatible to the cold powering requirements. It is essential to minimise the number of splices between cables inside the SC link cold mass due to their multiple circuit complexity and cooling challenges for high current resistive joints cooled by gaseous helium. As part of the HL-LHC design studies, pre-prototype cryostats in 5 m and 20 m lengths have been procured from Nexans and tested at CERN [9] and at the University of Southampton [7]. The working experiences have been positive so far and a 60 m long cryostat are being procured for integration tests in configurations similar to those in the LHC underground areas. However, in the frame of the R&D for SC links also other different and more simple cryostat configurations are under test. It is worth underling that SC links in the underground areas will be mostly horizontal – a vertical path of less than 10 m will be required, differently from the original baseline described in the HL-LHC Preliminary Design Report [10].

The gaseous helium in the cold mass of the SC link provides cooling for (a) steady-state heat load of the radial heat in-leak (conduction and radiation) from the surrounding thermal shield and heat conduction along the link and the inner vessel wall from the warmer end at 20 K and (b) transient heat load due to local disturbances in the link and/or thermal/vacuum instability in the cryostat. Under nominal operating conditions, the radial heat in-leak is dominant, estimated conservatively at below 0.2 W/m for a thermal shield temperature of ~ 60 K without multilayer insulation. The thermal shield will be actively cooled by flowing helium gas with an inlet temperature at 20 K. Further discussions on the cooling requirement can be found in [3].

6A.3 Interfaces to the superconducting link

The SC link has a colder (4.2 K) interface to the LHC machine at one end and a warmer (20 K) interface to the current leads at the level of the DFH cryostat. The two interfaces are an integral part of the Cold Powering System due to electrical continuity and synergy in the cooling arrangements.

The present LHC current leads consist of a self-cooled HTS section and a 20 K helium gas cooled resistive copper section [11]. The former is connected to the Nb-Ti bus-bar in helium and the latter extends from the warm end of the HTS at 50 K to room temperature. The Cold Powering System design seeks the integration of the different helium gas flows at the interface between the superconducting links and current leads.

6A.3.1 Electrical interface between the superconducting link and the current leads

Each of the multiple cables inside the superconducting link is spliced and connected to its corresponding current lead inside the DFH interconnection cryostat. The cryostat must allow easy access for making the electrical connections after the deployment of the superconducting link cable assembly in the semi-flexible DSH cryostat. The primary design focus is the reliable and secure handling of the SC cables via robust tooling and procedures. In addition, the design ensures in-situ completion of low resistance joints between the SC cables in the link and the current leads. Effective cooling of the resistive joints via the helium gas inside the link also requires integrated heat transfer features.

6A.3.2 Cryogenic interface between the superconducting link and the current leads

The interface between the superconducting link and the current leads involves several cryogenic aspects. First of all, the continuation of the helium gas from the superconducting link into the current leads and its mixing with additional cooling gas shall be assured. The present cooling proposal for the systems at P1 and P5 [3] uses the warm exit of the helium gas cooling the SC link thermal shield as the supplementary coolant for the current leads. Since the exit temperature of the shield cooling gas always exceeds the warm boundary condition of 20 K for the SC cable in the link, this option implicitly imposes the hydraulic separation of the helium spaces of the link and the leads. This is likely to be the scenario for P1 and P5, where the superconducting link cold mass requires ~1 g/s while the current leads require ~10 g/s for a total transfer of about 150 kA.
It is envisaged that the superconducting link cryostat (DSH) and current leads share a common vacuum space. A Paschen scenario will be avoided by ensuring that all the high tension side is surrounded by helium cooling gas at about 1 bar.

6A.3.3 Control

The stable operation of the Cold Powering System relies on maintaining two temperature boundary conditions, i.e. 20 K at the splice terminations between the superconducting link and the current leads and about 35 K to 50 K at the cold end of the resistive section of the current leads. The former is controlled by a heater to generate the required helium boil-off from the DF cryostat in the LHC tunnel while the latter is controlled by a valve at the helium warm exit of each current lead. If a single helium flow is adopted, like it was studied for P7, then appropriate override should be devised for the two controllers to work correctly in tandem. Specifically, in case more flow is required by the current leads, the boil-off heater must allow the temperature in the DF to drift below the set value of 20 K. Conversely, in case higher boil-off is necessary for the cooling of the interconnections, a pressure controlled cold bleed will be used to discharge the excess in order to avoid overcooling of the current leads.

6A.4 Interface to the LHC machine

6A.4.1 General

The DF cryostat interfacing the superconducting link to the magnets cold mass performs the role of electrical, cryogenic and mechanical interface. It includes:

- The required connections to the HL-LHC cryogenic distribution line (QXL);
- A saturated liquid helium bath for the electrical splices between the cables in the link and the Nb-Ti cables;
- A hydraulic separation with respect to the superfluid helium bath cooling the magnets;
- The instrumentation required for cryogenic process control.

Two different variants of DF cryostats (DFX and DFM) are necessary for the Cold Powering Systems under study. The DF cryostats are vacuum insulated and equipped with an actively cooled thermal shield wrapped in multilayer insulation. Vacuum barriers are foreseen to separate the insulation vacuum of the DF cryostat from that of the link, in order to allow interventions on either equipment without the need for vacuum conditioning of the full system.

6A.4.2 Interface cryostat for the HL-LHC Insertions

A continuous cryostat of approximately 60 m in length is foreseen to house the magnets from Q1 to D1 in a common insulation vacuum, with the interface cryostat to the link (DFX) located at its non-IP extremity, after D1. This being the most suitable location from the machine optics point of view, it implies on the other hand that the DFX vacuum vessel and respective supports must be designed to withstand an axial force, of up to 10 tonnes, induced by the unbalanced atmospheric pressure. The DFX will include a jumper to the QXL with helium piping for the supply of both the superconducting link and part of the continuous cryostat.

The DFX may either be designed as an independent cryostat or as service module integrated in the D1 cryostat. The choice between these two configurations will be made not only on the basis of integration and engineering considerations, but most importantly taking into account the need for minimizing the residual radiation doses to personnel during specific interventions such as exchange of a magnet that may occur in the lifetime of the HL-LHC machine.
6A.4.3 Interface cryostat for the Matching Sections

The most compact solution for the Cold powering System of the Matching Sections is to include the connection to the link in the service module of the magnet cryostat (QQS). From there, a first link cooled by supercritical helium is routed up to the DFM cryostat that replaces the present LHC DFL feedbox. All cables are then gathered inside the DFM into a main link, this one connecting the DFM to the DFH in the technical gallery (UR). The supercritical helium arriving from the link in the tunnel is expanded inside the DFM in order to generate liquid for the splices and gas for the cooling of the SC link joining the UR. As such, this concept does not require a connection to the QXL at the level of the DFM.

It should be noticed that in summer 2016 a change to the powering of the MS has been carried, a solution where part of the exiting powering is kept unchanged. However, given the lack of time to present a complete and coherent plan for the new MS powering layout, it has been agreed that we keep in this TDR version the description of the old lay-out. An update description will follow soon.

6A.5 Integration of the Cold Powering Systems at LHC P1 and P5

Point 1 houses high luminosity insertions that have been totally redesigned to meet the HL-LHC performance requirements. The Inner Triplet quadrupoles, the D1-D2 separation dipoles and the Matching Sections will be replaced. Much higher current will be required to power the new magnets. Following the decision taken in 2015 to excavate a new underground gallery for housing the hardware of the high luminosity upgrade (cryorefrigerators, crab cavities, power converters and distribution feedboxes), the present baseline configuration foresees power converters, current leads, distribution feedboxes and associated equipment to be located in this area. Integration studies, not yet finalized, are being made in the new configuration. The superconducting links will have a total length of up to about 100 m, with a vertical path of about 8 m.

It should be repeated that the new updated integration of the MS powering for P1 will be available soon.

Figure 6-5, Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7 show the integration of the power converters and the superconducting links in P1.

Figure 6-5: View of the LHC underground area at P1: service tunnel, parallel to the LHC main ring, where power converters and current leads will be located (HL-LHC baseline).
Figure 6-6: Schematic view of the LHC underground at P1 with the two superconducting links (red lines) routed from to the LHC main tunnel to new LHC service tunnel (HL LHC baseline), where the power converters and the current leads will be located.

Figure 6-7: Schematic view of the LHC underground with the two superconducting links routed from to the LHC main tunnel to new LHC service tunnel (HL-LHC baseline). The vertical path of the links covers a difference in height of about 8 m.

6A.6 Reference
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Power converters for superconducting magnets

6B Power converters for the new superconducting magnets

6B.1 Overview

The HL-LHC project has for main objective to increase the luminosity of experiments in Point 1 and Point 5. This requires new superconducting magnets in the insertion region with stronger magnetic field and larger aperture to reduce the $\beta^*$ at the colliding point. These new magnets require higher currents to reach 11-12 T and a series of power converters needs to be replaced to deliver more current. A new underground infrastructure will be built to host various service as the cryogenic distribution. This new underground galleries UR (see Figure 6B-1 and chapter 15) has also been designed to install all the new power converters inside. In an early stage of the project, all the magnets from the Q1 to Q6 were replaced by new magnets which required 43 new power converters per interaction point (IP) side. In the last layout, this upgrade was reduced up to D2, leading to only 25 new power converters per IP side. The individual quadrupoles Q4, Q5, Q6 will re-use existing magnets and in the frame of the new project strategy they will be powered by the present hardware located in RR galleries.

6B.2 Superconducting magnets

6B.2.1 Insertion region layout

The new layout of the interaction region comprises the new Inner Triplet magnets (Q1-Q2a-Q2b-Q3) and associated correctors, the new separation/recombination dipole magnets (D1, D2) and associated correctors. The matching section (from Q4 to Q6) previously featured the use of new magnets for the Q4 plus the redeployment of LHC cold masses for Q5 and Q6. The latest layout version make use of LHC superconducting magnets for all these units. This leads to important saving by removing cost of new magnets, power converters and reducing the size of the UR galleries by keeping the powering of these magnets from the present RR galleries. The list of re-used superconducting magnets to be powered from the actual RR galleries is presented in Table 6B-1.

The list of new superconducting magnets to be powered from the new UR galleries is presented in Table 6B-2.

Table 6B-1: Superconducting magnets powered from the RR galleries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optic</th>
<th>DFH</th>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Magnet</th>
<th>Number of circuits/ IP side</th>
<th>Operating current 7 TeV [kA]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>DFBL</td>
<td>Large aperture 2-in1 Quadrupole Q4</td>
<td>MQY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>DFBL</td>
<td>Orbit correctors Q4</td>
<td>MCBY</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>DFBL</td>
<td>Present LHC Q4 magnet</td>
<td>MQY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>DFBL</td>
<td>Orbit correctors present Q4</td>
<td>MCBY</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>DFBL</td>
<td>Insertion Quadrupole, 2-in1 aperture; Q6</td>
<td>MQML</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>DFBL</td>
<td>Orbit correctors Q6</td>
<td>MCBC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6B-2: Superconducting magnets powered from the UR galleries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optic</th>
<th>DFH</th>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Magnet</th>
<th>N.of circuits/IP side</th>
<th>Operating current 7 TeV [kA]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Triplet Q1, Q2a, Q2b, Q3</td>
<td>MQXFA / B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Trim Q1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Trim Q3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Trim Q2a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Orbit correctors Q2a/b - vertical</td>
<td>MCBXFBV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Orbit correctors Q2a/b - horizontal</td>
<td>MCBXFBH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Orbit correctors CP - vertical</td>
<td>MCBXFAV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Orbit correctors CP - horizontal</td>
<td>MCBXFAH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Superferric, order 2</td>
<td>MQSXF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Superferric, order 3, normal and skew</td>
<td>MCSXF / MCSSXF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Superferric, order 4, normal and skew</td>
<td>MCOXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Superferric, order 5, normal and skew</td>
<td>MCDXF / MCDSXF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Superferric, order 6</td>
<td>MCTXF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Superferric, order 6, skew</td>
<td>MCTSXF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>DFHX</td>
<td>Separation dipole D1</td>
<td>MBXF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>DFHM</td>
<td>Separation dipole D2</td>
<td>MBRD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>DFHM</td>
<td>Orbit correctors D2</td>
<td>MCBRD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6B.2.2 Integration and new civil engineering infrastructure

A new underground infrastructure is needed to distribute the cryogenic at both side of the interaction point for the superconducting magnets and crab cavities (CC) and to host the RF powering and controls of the latest. A long gallery called UR will be built in parallel of the LHC machine from the left-side CC to the right-side CC of the experiment (See Chapter 15). The UR gallery has been designed large enough to allow the installation of all equipment needed for this upgrade and especially all the new power converters as seen in Figure 6B-1. The layout of the underground galleries is identical for Point 1 and Point 5.

![Figure 6B-1: New HL-LHC underground infrastructure at Point 1, top view.](image_url)

The power converters and the DFHX and DFHM (electrical feed-boxes) will be placed in the UR gallery to reduce the length of water-cooled DC cables, see Figure 6B-2. The superconducting (SC) link will bring the DC current from the UR, through the UL, to the superconducting magnets in the LHC machine. The power converters will be water-cooled to ease the heat extraction and reduce the air-conditioning requirements. Two 18 kV line will bring electricity in the UR. Two dedicated 18 kV/400 V transformers will supply all the new power converters separating the feeding of the left and right part of the IP.
Figure 6B-2: Power converters installed in UR gallery.

6B.3 Circuit layout

The interaction region at Points 1 and 5 will be upgraded with new superconducting magnets. Figure 6B-3 and Figure 6B-4 show the present right-side magnet layout of the experiment and the new one with HL-LHC. The main parameters of the new circuits are shown in Table 6B-1. The next paragraphs will detail each circuit.

Figure 6B-3: Present LHC magnet layout

Figure 6B-4: New HL-LHC magnet layout (crab cavities not shown).

6B.3.1 Inner Triplet circuit

6B.3.1.1 Present Inner Triplet circuit layout

The baseline powering layout of the LHC Inner Triplets is shown in Figure 6B-5. This powering scheme consists of a nested circuit with three power converters and free-wheeling protection circuits. At the beginning of the LHC operation, this specificity generated somewhat longer down-times with respect to the other
electrical circuits. Thanks to the experience gained and to the development of diagnostic tools, the system has currently reached a good level of reliability. It should be noted that the ramp-down time of these circuits, which defines the minimum time before a beam injection, had to be slowed down with respect to that obtained with the free-wheeling process. This was done in order to avoid trips of the power converters generated by the nested configuration.

Figure 6B-5: Powering layout of the present LHC Inner Triplets.

6B.3.1.2 New Inner Triplet circuit layout

The new Inner Triplet circuit layout included the four cryo-magnet assemblies Q1-Q2a-Q2b-Q3. All these magnets will be powered in series to reduce the hardware cost, to ease the superconducting bus-bar layout inside the cryostat and to reduce the tune-shift due to current ripple discrepancy between magnets. The magnetic field needs to be adjusted in each magnet to play different beam optics. Q1, Q2a and Q3 magnets will have a dedicated trim power converter to adjust independently their current. The circuit layout is presented in Figure 6B-6.

- **Power converters:** The main power converter of the Inner Triplet circuit will have a rating of 18 kA. R&D work is being done to develop a new type of 2-quadrant power converter in order to apply positive and negative voltage to the magnets which is mandatory to ramp-down the current in the shadow of the main LHC dipole magnets. Two trim power converters will have a rating of ±2 kA and the third one will be rated ±120 A.

- **DC cabling:** Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries, see Figure 6B-7. The SC Link dedicated for the Inner Triplet will bring the current to the superconducting magnets through the UL galleries.

Figure 6B-6: Circuit layout of the HL-LHC Inner Triplet (MQXFA,MQXFB).
6B.3.2 **Inner Triplet orbit correctors**

Six orbit correctors are needed (three nested magnet assemblies) for the Inner Triplet magnets (one vertical and one horizontal for Q2a, Q2b and CP). These corrector magnets will have a rating of ±1.6 kA. The circuit layout is shown in Figure 6B-8.

- **Power converters**: One 4-quadrant power converter per circuit rated at ±2 kA.
- **DC cabling**: Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries. The Inner Triplet orbit corrector cables will be placed inside the same SC link feeding the main Inner Triplet circuit.

6B.3.3 **Inner Triplet high order correctors**

Nine high-order correctors (skew quadrupole, normal and skew sextupole, octupole, decapole and dodecapole) are needed for the Inner Triplet magnets. The second order corrector has a rating of ±200 A whereas all the eight others correctors have a rating of ±120 A. The circuit layout of these correctors is shown in Figure 6B-9.

- **Power converters**: One power converter per circuit rated ±200 A or ±120 A.
- **DC cabling**: Copper cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries. The Triplet high-order corrector conductors will be placed inside the same SC link housing the main Inner Triplet circuit.
6B.3.4 Separation dipole D1

The new separation dipole D1 will be a superconducting cryo-magnet assembly substituting the present LHC six warm magnets. It has a single aperture and each magnet is independently powered. The circuit layout of these correctors is shown in Figure 6B-10.

- **Power converter:** One power converter per circuit rated at 13 kA. This converter will be 1-quadrant type since no ramp-down issues are foreseen for this circuit. The time constant of the circuit is relatively low, estimated at 93 s.

- **DC cabling:** Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries. The D1 circuit cables will be placed inside the same SC link housing Inner Triplet circuit.

6B.3.5 Recombination dipole D2

The new recombination dipole D2 will be a superconducting cryo-magnet assembly with two beam apertures. Each magnet is independently powered, and the two apertures are in series. The circuit layout is shown in Figure 6B-11.

- **Power converter:** One power converter per circuit rated at 13 kA. This converter will be 1-quadrant type since no ramp-down issues are foreseen for this circuit. The time constant of the circuit is relatively low, estimated at 100 s.
- **DC cabling:** Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHM (second electrical feed-box), all placed inside the UR galleries. The D2 circuit will have a dedicated SC Link.

![D2 Circuit Diagram](image)

Figure 6B-11: D2 magnet circuit layout (MBRD).

**6B.3.6 D2 orbit correctors**

Four orbit correctors are needed for the D2 recombination cryo-magnet assembly (one vertical and one horizontal for each aperture). These corrector magnets will have a rating of ±600 A. The circuit layout of these correctors is shown in Figure 6B-12.

- **Power converter:** One power converter per circuit rated ±600 A.
- **DC cabling:** Copper cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHM, all placed inside the UR galleries. The D2 orbit corrector circuits will be included in the D2 dedicated SC Link.

![D2 Orbit Correctors Diagram](image)

Figure 6B-12: D2 orbit correctors circuit layout (MCBRD).

**6B.3.7 Individual powered quadrupole Q4, Q5 and Q6**

The rearrangement of the layout of Q4, Q5 and Q6 is part of the latest HL-LHC re-baseline. The scope was reviewed and for LS3 installation no new superconducting magnets will be developed and the required cold mass will make use of existing LHC magnets (or LHC magnet design requiring the procurement of few new units). The powering scheme will remain the existing one through the DFBL and the power converters placed inside the RR galleries.

- **Power converter:** One power converter per beam aperture with a common return cable, see Figure 6B-13. The rating of the converters is 6 kA, 1-quadrant operation. For Q4, four warm cables are used instead of three to increase the operation margin [1].
- **DC cabling:** Water-cooled cables are placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFBL (electrical feed-box inside RR galleries).
Figure 6B-13: Q4, Q5 and Q6 circuit layout (no change with respect to the present LHC layout).

6B.3.8 Q4, Q5 and Q6 orbit correctors

Sixteen orbit correctors are needed for Q4, Q5 and Q6 magnets (six more than the present scheme). Q4 will have eight corrector circuits, Q5 will have six corrector circuits and Q6 will have two corrector circuits.

- **Power converters**: One power converter per circuit rated at ±120 A, see Figure 6B-14.
- **DC cabling and cold powering**: Several solutions are being studied in order to provide cold powering connections for the increased number of correctors. The solutions proposed are either to modify the DFBL and the DSL, or to provide local powering to the correctors magnets.

Figure 6B-14: Q4, Q5 and Q6 orbit corrector circuit layout.

6B.4 Power converters

The LHC was built with modular power converters to facilitate maintenance and integrate the redundancy principle [2][3]. Redundancy was included in power converters rated above 600 A. This has proven to be a real asset during operation. The \( n+1 \) redundancy allows the converter to be operated even with one module in fault. The advantages are the following:

- in case of fault, only one sub-converter is not operational and usually the fault does not generate a beam dump;
- the LHC can run with some faulty sub-converters and all interventions for repairing can be performed during a technical stop of the machine.

With the exception of dipoles, switch-mode technology was chosen for the LHC power converters in order to minimize their size and assure low output voltage ripple. All LHC power converters rated at currents above 120 A are water-cooled, inducing a size reduction of the hardware. All these design principles will be maintained for the new HL-LHC power converters.
6B.4.1 Power converter lists

The list of magnets and corresponding power converters needed for HL-LHC is reported in Table 6B-3. The list of new power converters to be built for HL-LHC is reported in Table 6B-4.

Table 6B-3: Magnets at each side of LHC P1 and P5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optic</th>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Magnet</th>
<th>L circuit [mH]</th>
<th>R circuit [mΩ]</th>
<th>Operating current 7 TeV [kA]</th>
<th>Converted rated current [kA]</th>
<th>Converted rated Voltage [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Triplet Q1, Q2a, Q2b, Q3</td>
<td>MQXFA / MQFXB</td>
<td>255.0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>±8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Trim Q1</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Trim Q3</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Trim Q2a</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>±0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Orbit correctors Q2a/b - vertical</td>
<td>MCBXFBV</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Orbit correctors Q2a/b - horizontal</td>
<td>MCBXFBH</td>
<td>134.8</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Orbit correctors CP - vertical</td>
<td>MCBXFAV</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Orbit correctors CP - horizontal</td>
<td>MCBXFAH</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Superferric, order 2</td>
<td>MQSXF</td>
<td>1247.0</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Superferric, order 3, normal and skew</td>
<td>MCSXF / MCSSXF</td>
<td>185.0</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Superferric, order 4, normal and skew</td>
<td>MCOXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Superferric, order 5, normal and skew</td>
<td>MCDXF / MCDSXF</td>
<td>187.0</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Superferric, order 6</td>
<td>MCTXF</td>
<td>576.0</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Superferric, order 6, skew</td>
<td>MCTSXF</td>
<td>126.0</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Separation dipole D1; MBXF</td>
<td>MBXF</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Separation dipole D2,MBRD</td>
<td>MBRD</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Orbit correctors D2</td>
<td>MCBRD</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>±10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6B-4: List of new power converters for Inner Triplet and matching section magnets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment code</th>
<th>Power converter</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Quantity per IP side</th>
<th>Quantity per UR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRPAFE</td>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>18k A</td>
<td>±8 V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRPAFF</td>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>13k A</td>
<td>8 V</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRPBAA</td>
<td>Type 4</td>
<td>±2k A</td>
<td>±10 V</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRPMBB</td>
<td>Type 5</td>
<td>±600 A</td>
<td>±10 V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRPLB</td>
<td>Type 6</td>
<td>±120 A</td>
<td>±10 V</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6B.4.2 Present LHC power converters

In the present LHC machine, 13 kA, 8 kA, 6 kA, 4 kA, ±600 A, ±120 A and ±60 A power converter types are already in operation [4].

The HL-LHC project will require the development of two new types of power converters:

- The 2-quadrant converter 18 kA/±8 V, which requires research of new power converter topologies. This development is mandatory for a ramp-down of the Inner Triplet magnets in less than 30 minutes.
- The 4-quadrant converter ±2 kA/±10 V, which will be based on a new topology developed for R2E 600 A power converters.
6B.4.3 R&D program

Based on the new integration layout, the length of the warm DC cables, between the power converters and the electrical feed-boxes is drastically reduced. Present DFBX are placed in the LHC machine close to the superconducting magnets while the new DFHX will be placed in the UR galleries very close to the power converters.

As the resistance of the DC cables becomes very low (less than 1 mΩ), the time constant of the circuit \( \tau \) becomes very high (up to thousands of seconds). With classical 1-quadrant converter, the current ramp-down is done in free-wheeling process and the magnet energy is dissipated in the resistive part of the circuit: the cables. It takes around \( 5\tau \) for the free-wheeling process to return to the injection current. In order to improve the ramp-down time, the power converter needs to be able to recover the magnet energy. A way to do so is by applying negative DC voltage on the magnets. The main power converter of the Inner Triplet circuit should then be 2-quadrant, the output current is always positive, the output voltage can be either positive or negative. The different modes of operation for power converters is depicted in Figure 6B-15.

![Figure 6B-15: The power converter type depends upon the operating cycle.](image)

Today at CERN, only thyristor rectifiers can operate in 2-quadrant mode but with the drawback of low-order harmonics present in the spectrum of the DC voltage. These harmonics generate blow-up of the beam and shall be avoided to reach the high luminosity performance of HL-LHC.

The 2-quadrant R&D program is targeting power converter topologies able to operate in 2-quadrant which includes the management of the energy given back from the superconducting magnets to the converter during the ramp-down.

6B.4.3.1 High current 2-quadrant power converters

A new family 2-quadrant power converters should be developed using switch-mode technology in order to keep the same good principles of the present LHC power converters. Energy management will be studied to find the best way to control the recovered magnet energy. The most classical solution is to dissipate in the resistive part of the circuit but thanks to improvements of electrical storage like the last generation of batteries (driven by the development of electric vehicles), this energy could be stored and re-used during the next cycle. The proposed topology is shown in Figure 6B-16.
The introduction of energy storage brings another advantage by reducing the power taken from the grid. The sizing could be done as follow: only the losses of the transmission chain (losses in the converter, heat in the warm DC cables) will be taken from the grid while the magnet energy is provided and recovered by the electrical storage element. The energy flow between grid, storage and magnet should be optimized in order to maximize efficiency and lifetime of the storage element.

Researches will be focused on power converter topologies, energy management and energy storage system. The goal will be to keep reliability as high as possible, while improving size, power quality (harmonics on the grid as well as current ripple on the magnet) and efficiency. A first demonstration with prototypes is expected to be built by 2019.

![Proposed layout of the new power converter topology](image)

Figure 6B-16: Proposed layout of the new power converter topology.

6B.4.3.2 2kA 4-quadrant power converters

The powering of the corrector magnets usually requires operation in positive and negative current. Three families of 4-quadrant power converters were developed for the LHC machine to cover all corrector magnet families, ranked 60 A, 120 A and 600 A. With HL-LHC project, a new family of 4-quadrant power converter is required as the correction magnets are rated up to 1.6 kA. The present families are made with a unique power module rated at the maximum current, meaning without modularity nor redundancy. In the high current family, the redundancy principle has demonstrated all its interest for the maintenance and for the availability of the machine. In the framework of R2E, the 600 A converter was redesigned with introduction of redundancy. The power module is rated 300 A and two modules are placed in parallel to reach 600 A, see Figure 6B-17. In case of fault, and with a magnet current below 300 A, a power module failure will not stop the operation of the machine, as the second one will keep the magnet current constant. The redundancy is limited to 50% of the maximum current but most of the correctors operate far below their maximum current. This improvement shall reduce by 80% the beam dump due to 600 A failure.

![Topology of new 600 A R2E power converter](image)

Figure 6B-17: Topology of new 600 A R2E power converter.

For the new 2 kA family, the same redundancy principle will be used. The power converter will be done with five power modules rated 400 A in parallel. They shall be identical or based on the recently developed 600 A power module.
6B.5 Power converter control and performances

Two main sets of terms and definitions will be introduced here to help readability and common understanding of fundamental parameters for the specification of power converter performances. The first set refers to metrology theory and the second to control theory.

Some useful metrology terms and definition taken from [5]:

- **Accuracy**: Closeness of agreement between a measurement and:
  - i) the true value of the measurand (absolute accuracy);
  - ii) an accepted reference value (relative accuracy).

  Accuracy is a qualitative concept; it cannot be quantified.

- **Uncertainty**: Non-negative parameter characterizing the quantity values attributed to a measurand. This parameter can be a standard deviation (or a multiple of it).

- **Error of measurement**: Result of a measurement minus the true value of the measurand.

- **Precision**: Closeness of agreement between measured quantity values obtained by replicate measurements under specified conditions.

- **Repeatability** and **Reproducibility** are associated to the concept of precision and can be defined as the closeness of agreement between the results of successive measurements of the same measure and carried out under the same conditions (Repeatability) or carried out under changed conditions (Reproducibility).

In addition to the above stated terms, the following is also often used:

- **Stability**: It can be defined as an expression of the change in the measurement errors with time. One can more specifically refer to Gain Stability and Offset Stability. As stability depends on time, when expressing it, is necessary to state the time span/range of frequencies for which the parameter refers to.

In this chapter relative figures are always expressed in ppm (parts-per-million) of a given reference value; for circuits currents the reference value is the nominal value of the power converter current (which usually coincides with the maximum value of current that can be generated by the power converter and, at the same time, the nominal value of the current that can be measured by the DCCT). As an example the main power converter of the Triplet Q1-Q2a-Q2b-Q3, the HCRPAFE, is rated 18 kA whereas the operating current at 7 TeV is 16.5 kA; according to this convention one ppm amounts to 18 mA.

The term Control is hereby used to include two fundamental required functions (referred to a generic output quantity) [6]:

- **Regulation**: Ensuring that the effect of (non-decreasing) disturbances on the (plant) output are, in some sense minimized or eliminated.

- **Tracking**: Ensuring that the (plant) output tracks a (non-diminishing) reference signal with minimal or, ideally, zero steady-state error.

  The term control therefore is not hereby used as synonym for monitoring or (online) diagnostics.

**6B.5.1 Impact on the beam quality – Requirements from beam physics**

Current understanding of requirements from beam physics is still not complete. A thorough review of the precision and accuracy requirements for all circuit types will be carried out in the coming months. The review process will aim at fully defining power converter performance requirements in terms of both regulation, or DC performance, and tracking.
6B.5.1.1 DC performance

Requirements dictated by beam quality performance are currently based on a rather simplified model of the full transfer function from power converter output (current or voltage delivered to the load) to the magnetic field experienced by the beam. The full transfer function is modelled as in the following equation:

\[
B(f) = \begin{cases} 
T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \times T_{\text{toB}}(f) \times I(f) & f < f_0 \\
T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \times T_{\text{toB}}(f) \times T_{\text{Vto},\text{load}}(f) \times V(f) & f > f_0 
\end{cases} 
\] (6-1)

where \( f_0 \) is a parameter set by the (digital) current regulation of the power converter; for frequencies below \( f_0 \) the current regulation is fully active and the power converter is operating in “current control” mode, whereas for frequency above \( f_0 \) the electrical characteristics of the circuit dominate over the current regulation loop and the converter is considered to be operating in “voltage control” mode.

\( T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \) represents the transfer function between the B-field experienced by the beam and B-field produced by the magnet; this transfer function is associated with cold bores, absorbers, beam screens etc.

\( T_{\text{toB}}(f) \) represents the transfer function between the B-field produced by the magnet and the current generated by the power converter and it depends on the magnet characteristics.

Both \( T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \) and \( T_{\text{toB}}(f) \) are currently modelled as constant (as for LHC design). This approximation is rather accurate in the range of frequency where the power converter operates in ”current control” and \( f_0 \) is in the range of few tenths of Hz to few Hz as for LHC and HL-LHC. However this approximation might be overly pessimistic for higher frequencies where both \( T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \) and \( T_{\text{toB}}(f) \) can indeed introduce important attenuations due to different loss phenomena.

From the point of view of the magnetic flux \( \Phi \) linked to the circuit the following equation is deemed more pertinent:

\[
\frac{\Delta \Phi}{\Phi} = \frac{\Delta \Phi}{\Phi_{\text{nom}}} \approx \begin{cases} 
\frac{I(f)}{I_{\text{nom}}} & f < f_0 \\
\frac{V(f)}{2\pi f L_{dc,I_{\text{nom}}}} & f > f_0 
\end{cases} 
\] (6-2)

Where \( L_{dc} = \Phi_{\text{nom}}/I_{\text{nom}} \) is the constant “design” inductance of the magnet. This inductance is usually larger than the “apparent” or “differential” inductance which sets the time constant of the circuit together with the circuit resistance.

Requirements from beam physics however are usually formulated in terms of \( \frac{\Delta B}{B} \) which could then be translated into:

\[
\frac{\Delta B}{B} = \frac{\Delta B}{B_{\text{nom}}} \approx \begin{cases} 
\frac{I(f)}{I_{\text{nom}}} & f < f_0 \\
T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \times T_{\text{VtoB}}(f) \times \frac{V(f)}{2\pi f L_{dc,I_{\text{nom}}}} & f > f_0 
\end{cases} 
\] (6-3)

A dedicated task will be devoted to the modelling and experimental characterization of the currently neglected contributions of \( T_{\text{vacuum}}(f) \) and either \( T_{\text{toB}}(f) \) or \( T_{\text{VtoB}}(f) \) in collaboration with the relevant other WPs. The main goal of the task will be avoiding over-specification of power converters ripple which can turn out in, probably large, over cost for the project.

Precision requirements are summarized in Table 6B-5; latest updates are derived from [7].
Table 6B-5: Summary of precision requirements per magnet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optics</th>
<th>Magnet</th>
<th>24h Uncertainty</th>
<th>½ hour Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MQXF² Q1-Q2-Q3</td>
<td>MQXFA</td>
<td>±1ppm</td>
<td>(noise better than) ±1ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCBXFA</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
<td>±5ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCBXFB</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
<td>±5ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCQSX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCTX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCTSX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCDX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCDSX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCXS</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCSSX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCOX</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 (*)</td>
<td>MBXF</td>
<td>±1ppm</td>
<td>(noise better than) ±1ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 (*)</td>
<td>MBRD</td>
<td>±1ppm</td>
<td>(noise better than) ±1ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCBRD</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
<td>±5ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (*)</td>
<td>MQYY</td>
<td>±1ppm</td>
<td>(noise better than) ±1ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCBYY</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
<td>±5ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>MQY</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
<td>±5ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCBY</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>MQML</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
<td>±5ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCBC</td>
<td>±100ppm</td>
<td>±10ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6B.5.1.2 Tracking

Requirements for maximum allowable error between reference current and actual circuit current during ramp-up and ramp-down phases will need to be specified in more details in the coming months based on the outcomes of WP2 optics studies. These requirements will impact mostly on power converter control technology for which EPC however has already a solution perfectly capable of handling this kind of performance. This system is based on a 2-degree-of-freedom RST digital control algorithm that has been successfully validated in LHC [3] and many other accelerators at CERN.

6B.5.2 Control electronics: FGC4

6B.5.2.1 Principles and current status

LHC power converter control is based on an “all-digital approach” [8][9][10]. The hardware that implements this “all-digital” control is called FGC (Function Generator/Controller); in particular, for LHC more than 1700 FGC2 (see Figure 6B-18 left) units are deployed with two main tasks:

- management of the voltage source state;
- regulation of the circuit current (by means of RST control algorithm).

The network interface of FGC2 is based on WordFIP 2.5 MHz fieldbus (see Figure 6B-19 left). Major effort was also devoted to make the controller radiation tolerant and capable of guaranteeing very high reliability.

¹[7] most recent figures - uniform distribution is assumed for noise
More recently it has been developed a new version of FGC [11]: FGC3 (see Figure 6B-18 right) which works with the same principles but is produced with up-to-date analogue and digital components. Its network interface is based on a dedicated implementation of 100 Mbps Ethernet (see Figure 6B-19 right) called FGC-Ether which is also used for very low jitter synchronization [12]. In addition to the FGC3 control unit itself a broad set of dedicated mixed analogue and digital boards have been developed by EPC under the name of RegFGC3; with this additional dedicated electronics the “all-digital” approach has been extended to the full control of the power converter (not limited anymore simply to current control).

Figure 6B-18: FGC2 (left) and FGC3 (right) control units.

Figure 6B-19: LHC FGC2 network infrastructure (left), FGC3 network infrastructure (right).

6B.5.2.2 Upgrade of the control unit - Availability maximization

FGC3 is the outcome of a development phase that spanned from 2006 to 2011 and whose production started in 2012. It represents the standard for power converter control for current and upcoming accelerators. However, for HL-LHC, whose installation is foreseen in LS3 (effectively starting in 2024), FGC3 will likely suffer obsolescence. The development of its successor FGC4 is therefore needed. FGC4 will be based on the same principles that have been proven effective in LHC such as direct implementation of current regulation and management/monitoring of the voltage source, but will also allow the full control of the power converter (both current and voltage sources). This approach will allow complete freedom in the commercial strategies: procurement of fully functional voltage sources (as per LHC) or procurement “build-to-print” of power converters fully designed by CERN. In addition to a high reliability design of the control unit itself one of the main features of FGC4 will be the hardware support for the maximization of the availability of power converters strategies currently under development.
6B.5.2.3 Upgraded Monitoring Capabilities

The larger bandwidth offered by the 100 Mbps Ethernet will allow much better monitoring compared to the WordFIP network fieldbus currently adopted for LHC. New capabilities will be implemented both in hardware and in software (development of new libraries). These additional features will improve online diagnostics both for the LHC operators and beam physicists to perform their analysis and for the power converter experts to potentially speed up commissioning and troubleshooting.

6B.5.3 High precision measurement and regulation

6B.5.3.1 Principles

For operational purposes all LHC converters have been assigned to an “Accuracy Class” which summarizes its main precision performances. LHC accuracy classes are summarized in Table 6B-6.

The main principles of high precision measurement are depicted in Figure 6B-20 (with special reference to LHC Class 1) [13]:

- **DCCT**: DC Current Transformer is the transducer at the heart of the high precision measurement chain of the circuit current.

- **ADC**: For Class 1 power converters a special Delta-Sigma ADC is used [13]; the CERN designed DS22 was characterized by unprecedented precision when LHC was built. The final precision is also determined by the subsequent digital filter implemented in the FGC2 as the output of the DS22 is a 1-bit bitstream sent to FGC2 via optic fibre.

- **Redundancy**: Each power converter is equipped with two complete measurement “chains” comprising DCCTs and ADCs (CERN DS22 for Class 1); in normal operation the average of the two measured values of the circuit current is used for regulation whereas in case of a faulty component in one of the measurement chain the regulation can work with the single measurement supplied by the normal operating chain.

- **Remote Calibration**: The system is equipped with remote calibration capabilities (based on the CDC – CERN DCCT Calibrator [13]) in order to perform periodic calibration and keep the overall uncertainty within the tight limits imposed by Class 1.

Table 6B-6: LHC accuracy classes definition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy Class</th>
<th>1/2 h stability [ppm]</th>
<th>24h reproducibility [ppm]</th>
<th>1 year accuracy [ppm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6B-20: Schematic representation of the full current measurement for the power converters equipping the main circuits of LHC (accuracy Class 1) including the remote calibration system.

For HL-LHC the same proven principles will be adopted, important R&D activities will be devoted to the update and potential performance improvement of existing LHC equipment.

6B.5.3.2 R&D DCCT

The DCCT is a mature and highly reliable technology, however some improvement might be achieved especially in the “current to voltage” conversion where the DCCT current (which can be assumed to be a known, small, fraction of the measurand current) is converted in voltage readily available for digitization [13]. The R&D activities will mostly focus on the high-precision current sensing resistors (a.k.a. the burden resistors) which represent a strategic know-how that CERN should keep in house as much as possible. Other aspects such as noise reduction by bandwidth optimization, minimization of modulation induced perturbations and optimization of the interface (to maximize common mode immunity) will also be considered.

6B.5.3.3 R&D ADC

The CERN DS22 is a 22-bit resolution Delta-Sigma ADC that currently equip Class1 LHC power converters. Its working principle, largely discussed in literature, is depicted in

Figure 6B-21. It was designed at the end of the 90’s expressly for LHC; as such it is now close to obsolescence and an R&D project was already launched with the main objective of its redesign with components that will need to be still available during HL-LHC operation. Another direction of R&D is a completely new design with comparable or improved performance; this will include market surveys for commercial ADCs that might have now filled the performance gap with respect to the CERN DS22.
6B.5.3.4 R&D calibration and test infrastructure

LHC calibration and test infrastructure up to 20 kA is depicted in Figure 6B-22 [14]. Such an infrastructure was crucial for the performance verification of the high precision DCCTs that equip LHC power converters. Such an infrastructure is going to be strategic for HL-LHC as well. This test setup is now close to obsolescence and it will require consolidation in coming years. A new (or refurbished) 20 kA power converter will also be needed together with new equipment of the reference cell.

Figure 6B-22: LHC 20kA DCCT calibration test station.

6B.5.3.5 R&D control strategies

The main quadrupole circuits for the ITs of LHC comprise three nested circuits [3] (see Figure 6B-5). From the control point of view, this represents a MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) system. The strategy
adopted for its control is based on the “decoupling” principle and it is realized by means of a dedicated hardware board (see Figure 6B-23). For HL-LHC ITs four nested circuits are foreseen in the baseline (see Figure 6B-6) so a new strategy is to be found. Given the upgraded monitoring and control capabilities of the control infrastructure based on Ethernet (which is going to drastically reduce “delays”) a fully software solution is to be developed. This will require the development of new libraries which will extend FGC control capabilities [15] beyond the current SISO (Single Input Single Output) paradigm.

![Decoupling loop for the LHC Inner Triplets current control.](image)

**Figure 6B-23: Decoupling loop for the LHC Inner Triplets current control.**

### 6B.6 Others performance improvements

The present LHC power converters are installed in underground areas. Of the 1710 total units, 1065 are exposed to radiation. During machine operation up to 2013, the power converters generated a number of beam-dumps due to single event effect (SEE). The faults due to SEE represented about 20% of the total power converter failures. A R2E programme was launched in 2010 to mitigate radiation issues for the whole LHC machine. In this framework, all power converters connected to the present DFBX (Inner Triplet magnets) were relocated to reduce their exposure to radiations. More shielding was added inside the RR alcoves to reduce particles fluences. A new radiation-tolerant version of the FGC system, called FGClite, was developed for integration in the machine in 2017.

#### 6B.6.1 Radiation-tolerant power converters

The power converters currently in the RR alcoves will be replaced with radiation-tolerant converters. This development concerns the 600 A and the 4 kA, 6 kA, and 8 kA families. The replacement is planned to take place during Long Shutdown 2 (LS2). The new power converters will be able to withstand the doses and the fluences expected during the HL-LHC operation. These radiation-tolerant converters will be used to power the Q4-Q5-Q6 of the new HL-LHC configuration. No costs are foreseen for this part of the machine.

The present 60 A converters will not withstand the doses estimated during HL-LHC operation. They were designed for tolerating a maximum total dose of about 50 Gy, and the power converters placed in or close to the matching sections will receive a dose of up to 32 Gy/year. These converters will be replaced with new ones designed for withstanding a total dose of 200 Gy. This target corresponds to the maximum dose that can
be tolerated by a design based on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components. A rotation between highly exposed and less exposed power converters is also foreseen.

The 120 A power converters were not included in the present R2E project but as they are present in the RR galleries, a new radiation-tolerant version will be needed to guarantee a good availability of the LHC machine after LS3.

6B.6.2 Power converters and LHC machine availability

Global machine availability is affected by the pre-cycle needed to degauss the magnets and by the magnets ramp-down time. In the present LHC, the most limiting circuits are those of the Inner Triplet quadrupoles and of the main quadrupoles. All of these circuits are powered via 1-quadrant converters, which are the cause for the long ramp-down time. Two upgrades can be envisaged if machine availability needs to be improved:

- replacement of these power converters with 2-quadrant converter types;
- use of external dump resistors to accelerate the discharge.

As an illustration, by replacing the present 13 kA/18 V power converters of the main quadrupole circuits with two-quadrant 13 kA/±18 V power converters, the ramp-down of the machine can be reduced by 30 minutes. 2-quadrant power converter rated 6 kA/±10 V could be an option to reduce the squeeze time process. It is estimated that the replacement of both power converters powering the Inner Triplet quadrupole and main quadrupole circuits will increase the global availability of the machine by about 4%. More work is necessary to assess the best solution, also in conjunction with the LHC Consolidation project.
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Chapter 7

Machine Protection, Interlocks and Availability

7.1 Machine protection with a 700 MJ beam

The combination of high intensity and high energy that characterizes the nominal beam in the LHC leads to a stored energy of 362 MJ in each of the two beams. This energy is more than two orders of magnitude higher than in any previous accelerator. For HL-LHC operation, it will increase by another factor of two as shown in Figure 7-1. With intensities expected to increase up to $2.3 \times 10^{11}$ p/bunch with 25 ns bunch spacing and $3.7 \times 10^{11}$ p/bunch with 50 ns bunch spacing [1], the damage potential of the HL-LHC beams is significantly larger than that of today’s nominal beam parameters. Recent calculations that couple energy deposition and hydrodynamic simulation codes show that the nominal LHC beam can already penetrate fully through a 35 m long block of copper if the entire beam is accidentally deflected. Such an accident could for example happen if the beam extraction kickers deflect the beam at an incorrect angle. Hence, it becomes necessary to revisit most of the damage studies in light of the new beam parameters [2].

The damage limits of superconducting magnets due to instantaneous beam losses need to be determined, as they represent an important input for the choice of collimator materials and the design of protection absorbers. In addition, new failure scenarios will have to be considered following the proposed optics changes and the installation of new accelerator components such as crab cavities, hollow electron beam lenses and long range beam-beam compensators. Special care is required to find a trade-off between equipment protection and machine availability in view of the reduced operational margins (e.g. decreasing quench limits and beam loss thresholds versus increased beam intensity and tighter collimator settings, UFOs, etc.).

Figure 7-1: Stored beam energy as a function of beam momentum for various particle accelerators. The beam energy of about 700 MJ of each of the HL-LHC beams is shown in red.

Safe operation of the LHC currently relies on a complex system of equipment protection. The machine protection system (MPS) is designed to prevent the uncontrolled release of energy stored in the magnet system and damage due to beam losses, with very high reliability. An essential element of the active MPS system is the early detection of failures within the equipment. In addition, the beam parameters are monitored with fast and reliable beam instrumentation. This is required throughout the entire cycle, from injection to collisions.
Once a failure is detected by any of the protection systems, the information is transmitted to the beam interlock system (BIS), which triggers the extraction of the particle beams via the LHC beam dumping system (LBDS). It is essential that the beams are always properly extracted from the accelerator via the 700 m long transfer lines into the large graphite dump blocks. These are the only elements of the LHC that can withstand the impact of the full beams.

The current machine protection architecture is based on the assumption of three types of failure scenarios [3].

- **Ultra-fast failures**: failures within less than three turns, e.g. during beam transfer from the SPS to the LHC, during beam extraction into the LHC beam dump channel, or during beam extraction as a result of missing beam–beam deflection (1 LHC turn = 88.9 μs). In the case of failures of this type, passive protection elements are required to intercept the beams and protect the accelerator equipment from damage, as no active protection is fast enough.

- **Fast failures**: failures on a timescale of several LHC turns (longer than 260 μs and less than a few milliseconds) as a result of equipment failures with a fast effect on particle trajectories. The active extraction of the beams is completed within up to three turns after the detection of the failure and hence provides protection against such failures.

- **Slow failures**: multi-turn failures on timescales equal to or more than a few milliseconds, e.g. magnet powering failures, magnet quenches, RF failures, etc.

### 7.2 Protection against uncontrolled beam losses

Equipment failures or beam instabilities appearing on the timescale of multiple turns allow for dedicated protection systems to mitigate their effects on the circulating beams. Figure 7-2 shows a comparison of the failure detection times of different protection systems. As shown in the figure, the LHC beam loss monitoring system (BLM) has the fastest detection time down to 40 μs. The BLM system is complemented with fast interlocks on the beam position in IR6, fast magnet current change monitors (FMCM) beam current change monitor (currently under development by the beam instrumentation group at CERN). All of these systems feature similar failure detection times in the 100 μs to 1 ms range, providing diverse redundancy to the BLM system.

![Figure 7-2: Some failure detection times at the LHC. The shortest failure detection time is currently assured by the BLM system, with the fastest integration time of 40 μs, which is equivalent to half an LHC turn. Very fast beam loss detectors based on diamond detectors can achieve ns rise times. For the moment these detectors are only used for diagnostic purposes and not interlocked. This may change in the HL-LHC era.](image)

Adding the additional time required to process the signal in the detection system and to transmit the detected failure through the LHC beam interlock system, the time required to synchronize the firing of the beam dump kickers with the abort gap as well as the time needed to completely extract the beam from the LHC...
leads to an equivalent worst case MPS response time of four LHC turns after the appearance of the failure as depicted in Figure 7-3.

This reaction time is sufficient in the absence of failures occurring on timescales below 10 LHC turns. A failure of the normal conducting separation dipole D1 in IP1 and IP5 is currently considered the fastest possible failure with circulating beam. Therefore, this was the basis for the design of major parts of the current MPS system. Due to their location in areas with high beta functions and the fast decay of magnet current in the case of a magnet powering failure, these normal conducting magnets can induce fast changes of the particle trajectory. These changes lead to rapidly increasing beam losses in the LHC betatron cleaning insertion (IR7), which define the smallest aperture in the LHC. At nominal energy and intensity, the losses after this specific failure can reach collimator damage levels within just ten turns. Therefore, a dedicated protection system – the so-called fast magnet current change monitors (FMCM) – has been very successfully deployed on critical magnets in the LHC and its transfer lines in 2006 [4].

With the HL-LHC upgrade, the optics in the insertion regions will significantly change. For certain types of the so-called Achromatic Telescopic Squeezing (ATS) optics the $\beta$-function at the D1 separation dipole magnets in IR1 and IR5 will increase up to ~17 000 m, which will enhance the effect of the dipole on the beam trajectory. However, the replacement of the D1 separation dipole magnets by a superconducting magnet will significantly increase the time constants of these circuits, hence eliminating the potential of fast failures originating from these magnets.

For HL-LHC operation, the use of crab cavities will introduce however new failure scenarios that can affect the particle beams on timescales well below the D1 failure mentioned above [5]. Studies of different failure scenarios are still ongoing. These studies require considerations of design details that might eventually be adopted for the crab cavity and the corresponding low-level RF systems. Both components, crab cavities and their low-level RF systems, have a significant impact on the circulating beams following a system failure, e.g. cavity quenches, trips of the RF power generator, or instabilities in the low-level RF loops. In addition, detailed measurements of the quench and failure behaviour of the chosen cavity designs have yet to be conducted. First experience with similar devices at KEK, however, shows that certain failures can happen within just a few turns, as depicted in Figure 7-4.
While protection against failures with time constants >15 ms is not expected to be of any concern, voltage and/or phase changes of the crab cavities will happen with a time constant $\tau$, which is proportional to $Q_{\text{ext}}$. For a 400 MHz cavity with a $Q_{\text{ext}} = 1 \times 10^6$ this will result in a time constant as low as 800 μs. The situation becomes even more critical for cavity quenches, where the energy stored in the cavity can be dissipated in the cavity walls on ultra-fast timescales. Failures, believed to be caused by quenches, observed in cavities at KEKB show a complete decay of the cavity voltage within 100 μs, accompanied by an oscillation of the phase by 50° in only 50 μs. Such crab cavity failures can imply large global betatron oscillations, which could lead to critical beam losses for oscillation amplitudes above $1 \sigma_{\text{nom}}$. The appearance of multipacting in crab cavities, its timescale and consequences on the cavity voltage and phase has to be studied.

Highly overpopulated transverse tails compared with Gaussian beams were measured in the LHC (beam scrapings with collimators, van-der-Meer scans in the LHC experiments). Based on these observations the energy stored in the tails beyond $4 \sigma$ are extrapolated to correspond to ~30 MJ for HL-LHC parameters. These levels are significantly beyond the specification of the collimation system, capable of absorbing up to 1 MJ for very fast accidental beam losses.

Mitigation techniques have to include a fast, dependable, and redundant detection and interlocking of a crab cavity failure on the mentioned timescales. Appropriate measures must be taken when designing the cavity and associated RF control to increase as much as possible the failure time constants:

- Avoid correlated failures of multiple cavities (on one side of an IP) through mechanical and cryogenic separation of the individual modules and appropriate design of the low-level RF [6].
- Investigate the use of fast failure detection mechanisms such as RF field monitor probes, diamond beam loss detectors, power transmission through input couplers, and head–tail monitors.
- Ensure the partial depletion of the transverse beam tails to reduce the energy stored in the beam halo, which would potentially be deflected onto the collimation system, below the design value of 1 MJ. For the current baseline this would require to deplete the halo for $1.7 \sigma_{\text{nom}}$ inside the primary collimators (i.e. from about $4 \sigma_{\text{nom}}$ to $5.7 \sigma_{\text{nom}}$). As this would be the possible transverse beam trajectory perturbation following an ultra-fast failure of a single crab cavity. An increase of the single cavity voltage will naturally lead to an increase of the trajectory perturbation, and therefore, has to be studied carefully. It is important to note that the partial depletion of the beam halo may have a negative effect on the available time to detect a failure with other machine protection systems like BLMs. All consequences of operation with a depleted beam halo need to be studied carefully.
- Decrease the reaction time of the MP system for such ultra-fast failures by, e.g. increasing the number of abort gaps, accepting the triggering of asynchronous beam dumps with potential local damage, adding direct links to the beam dumping system in IR6, and considering the installation of disposable absorbers.
7.2.1 Beam interlock system

The beam interlock system (BIS) is a highly dependable fast interlock system and a key element of CERN’s accelerator machine protection systems. It is currently used in the LHC, SPS, and other parts of the injector chain at CERN. Its primary objective is to provide a fast and highly reliable link between users requesting a beam abort and the beam dumping system. The hardware implementation of the system is based on custom-made electronics, as industrial solutions have not been found to be adequate for the specific requirements of the system, especially regarding the reaction time combined with the geographical distribution of the system. Due to the obsolescence of electronics components and potential problems with the optical links the present system will need to be upgraded. To fulfill the requirements of the HL-LHC, the system will be equipped with additional input channels to connect additional user interfaces and to provide more flexibility in the configuration of the various user inputs. The number of required channels is subject to a future functional specification to be provided by the SPS and LHC machine protection panel (MPP). The possibility of implementing very fast interlock channels and direct links between the crab cavities and the LHC beam dumping system will be studied, but the feasibility and necessity cannot yet be confirmed. The new system will be equipped with advanced diagnostic features for all optical links allowing pre-emptive maintenance, e.g. in the case of degraded performance due to the enhanced radiation load on the optical fibres in the underground areas.

7.2.1.1 Equipment performance objective (BIS)

The upgraded Machine Protection System is supposed to reach the same performance level in terms of reliability as the present system, which qualitatively corresponds to a safety integrity level 3 (SIL3). The safety critical part of the BIS hardware architecture will be based on well-proven principles and solutions but adapted to state-of-the-art electronics components and assemblies. It is therefore probably possible to reuse a major part of the safety critical code, which is very well tested and fully validated. The design goal of the new BIS hardware is not to cause more than one spurious beam abort per year, in line with the present operational system.

The new BIS could be equipped with a new hardware controls interface, replacing obsolete architectures for communication buses and simplifying maintenance and potential upgrades. The BIS hardware will also feature advanced diagnostic tools for the system hardware and the optical links.

All of the proposed changes will require a major revision of the high-level supervision and controls software and afterwards the adaptation to the accelerator controls environment as at present.

7.2.2 Fast magnet current change monitor

The main function of the fast magnet current change monitors (FMCM) is to monitor fast current changes in electrical circuits with normal conducting magnets. A fast current change can be caused by sudden powering failures or perturbations on the supply network, which change the particle trajectories leading to fast beam losses. These monitors are required for electrical circuits with a short decay time constant and magnets installed in regions with high beta functions. Each monitor delivers a permit signal to the beam interlock system to request the extraction of particle beams before losses occur. Therefore, the FMCM provides a redundant protection to the beam loss monitors (BLM). A total of 26 monitors are presently installed to protect delicate parts of the LHC and SPS-LHC transfer lines.

7.2.2.1 Objectives for HL-LHC machine performance

The installation of FMCMs is required to ensure machine protection against powering failures in critical magnetic elements during all operational phases. Twelve monitors are currently installed in the LHC, namely for dump septa magnets in IR6, collimation insertion regions in IR3/IR7, Alice compensator circuits in IR2, and main separation dipoles D1 in IR1 and IR5 [6]. The latter will be replaced by superconducting magnets and most probably not require FMCMs anymore in the HL-LHC era. Additional input from WP3 (magnets)
and WP2 (accelerator physics) is required to clarify the necessity of additional FMCM units for the protection of the new magnet powering in the high luminosity insertion regions IR1 and IR5. In addition, new failure modes derived from the introduction of new elements (such as crab cavities) and combined failures need to be studied to understand the machine protection requirements and to estimate the number of monitors required to protect the accelerator equipment in the HL-LHC. These information a required by the latest by mid of LHC Run 3 (~end 2022) to allow sufficient time for design updates and production.

7.2.2.2 Equipment performance objective

FMCMs have successfully operated in the LHC and the SPS-LHC transfer lines for many years, and no missed dump has been identified since the start of operation. For the protection of the electrical circuits in the HL-LHC the use of the similar design is recommended. However, a review of the system needs, in view of the HL-LHC requirements, will be required. The review and potential redesign of the hardware is a mandatory step due to the aging and obsolescence of the electronics parts used in the current system and needs to be performed latest by the mid of LHC Run 3 (~end 2022).

The aim of the upgrade of the FMCM will be to improve the maintainability of the system and to comply with the requirements of the HL-LHC.

7.3 Magnet powering protection

The quench protection systems in the LHC (including cold by-pass diodes and resistors) protect superconducting magnets, busbars, and current leads. The goal is to minimize peak temperatures and voltages in magnets and busbars due to a quench and to prevent quenches in the High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) leads. For HL-LHC this will also include the MgB$_2$ superconducting links powering the triplet and auxiliary circuits of IP1 and IP5. Magnet quenches can occur due to conductor movement, beam losses, heat propagation in the cryogenic system, and due to internal shorts. The main sources for busbar quenches are heat propagation in the cryogenic system due to magnet quenches, thermal coupling, bad splices, wrong helium levels in busbar lines and DFBs, and helium bubbles in superconducting links. Quenches in the HTS leads in current sharing regime can occur due to defective temperature sensors and regulation problems in the cryogenic system.

At present the magnet powering protection systems are protecting:

- 8 main dipole circuits (RB, $I_{nom}=$11.85 kA, 154 2-in-1 dipole magnets with both apertures powered in series per circuit);
- 8 main focusing quadrupole circuits (RQF) and 8 main defocusing quadrupole circuits (RQD) (RQ, $I_{nom}=$11.87 kA, one in each sector containing 47 or 51 magnets);
- 8 inner triplet circuits (ITs, IP1, IP2, IP5 and IP8 one per IP side, containing 4 magnets each, $I_{nom}$ between 4.6 and 11.4 kA);
- 78 individually powered quadrupole circuits (IPQs, $I_{nom}$ between 3.6 kA and 5.4 kA, operated at 1.9 or 4.5 K and K);
- 16 individually powered dipole circuits (IPDs, $I_{nom}$ between 4.4 kA and 6.2 kA); 434 600 A circuits and
- 1052 60-120 A circuits.

Different protection strategies have been implemented for the circuits mentioned above. In the RB and RQ circuits, quench heaters and by-pass diodes guarantee the magnet protection, whereas energy extraction systems protect the bus-bars and the by-pass diodes. In the IPQ, IPD and triplet quadrupole circuits, quench heaters are simultaneously fired in all magnets of the circuit, which guarantees proper protection of the magnets and busbars. Protection of the magnets and busbars in the 600 A circuits varies depending on the type and number of magnets in the circuit. Protection is ensured by energy extraction systems, parallel resistors, or by the crow-bar of the power converter, or by any combination of these three methods. The 60-120 A circuits
contain self-protecting magnets and therefore have neither energy extraction systems nor parallel resistors. In this case the bus-bar protection is ensured by the crow-bar of the power converter, after switching it off.

Table 7-1 shows a list with the new circuits for HL-LHC including their current baseline key parameters and the proposed protection method.

Table 7-1: Circuits parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuits for HL-LHC</th>
<th>Magnet Type</th>
<th>Number of circuits</th>
<th>Number of circuits</th>
<th>I_{nominal} [kA]</th>
<th>I_{ultimate} [kA]</th>
<th>I_{rated} [kA]</th>
<th>Quench Heaters</th>
<th>CLIQ</th>
<th>EE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triplet Q1, Q2a, Q2b, Q3</td>
<td>M059A / M059B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>Baseline (inner/outer layer)</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim Q1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim Q2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors Q2a/Q2b - vertical</td>
<td>MCBV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors Q2a/Q2b - horizontal</td>
<td>MCBV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors C3 - vertical</td>
<td>MB05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors C3 - horizontal</td>
<td>MB05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting order 2</td>
<td>M059C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>PC crowbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting order 5, normal and skew</td>
<td>M059C / M059F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>PC crowbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting order 6, normal and skew</td>
<td>M059C / M059F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>PC crowbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting order 6, skew</td>
<td>M059F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>PC crowbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation dipole D1, MB1</td>
<td>MB1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Option</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation dipole D2, MB2</td>
<td>MB2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (8x1)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Option</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors D2</td>
<td>MB04</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16 (8x1)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR S aperture 1, inner quadrant Q4</td>
<td>MB2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors Q4</td>
<td>MB2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32 (16x1)</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present LHC Q4 magnet</td>
<td>MB2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors present Q4</td>
<td>MB2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32 (16x1)</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion Quad. 2, 3rd aperture: Q6</td>
<td>MB05L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors Q6</td>
<td>MB05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11T dipole, MBH</td>
<td>MBH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>12.795</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Option</td>
<td>existing RB EE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim circuit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 (16x1)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>-0.3 / 0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The circuits, busbars, and superconducting links will be equipped with quench detection systems (QDS) that detect changes in the superconducting state and activate, depending on the circuit, quench heaters, coupling loss induced quench systems (CLIQ), or energy extraction (EE) systems to safely extract the magnetic energy stored in the circuit.

Furthermore, the correct powering conditions have to be ensured for each circuit by a powering interlock system (PIC), which will interlock the powering of the circuit via the power converter and request a beam dump in the case of any failure in the powering systems. Therefore, the PIC is interfacing the quench detection and protection systems, the beam interlock system, the power converters, the cryogenic systems, and technical services such as uninterruptable power supplies (UPS), emergency stop buttons (AUG), and controls. In case of a quench in the new high-current circuits the beams should be dumped before circuit/magnet protection systems (quench heaters, CLIQ) are triggered. The effect of self-triggered quench heaters or CLIQ units on the circulating beam is currently under study.

The protection of the normal conducting magnets in the LHC and its injector complex is ensured by the warm magnet interlock system (WIC), which collects signals from thermo-switches installed on the magnets and status signals from the associated power converters.

As a failure in the magnet system will also impact the stored particle beams, these systems have to interface the magnet powering systems with the BIS and initiate a beam dump in case of a failure.

7.3.1 Circuit layout and protection concept of the new HL-LHC triplet circuits in IP1 and IP5
Following the recommendations of the Conceptual Design Review of the Magnet Circuits for HL-LHC [15], it was decided to power the new triplet magnets (Q1, Q2a, Q2b, Q3) on each side of the IR in series, both for IP1 and IP5, adding trim circuits for Q1, Q2a and Q3 to allow for the required flexibility of beam optics.
Figure 7-5: Schematic of the inner triplet (IP1/5) powering and protection layout.

A maximum allowable hotspot temperature of 350 K was defined for these high-field Nb$_3$Sn magnets. In addition, thermal gradients should be kept as small as possible, to minimize the risk of degradation of magnet performance due to thermal stresses. Due to the lack of experimental experience with full-size Nb$_3$Sn triplet quadrupoles, the quench protection scheme of this circuit is aiming for the lowest possible hot-spot temperatures and thermal gradients, sufficiently low inter-turn and inter-layer voltages, as well as low voltages to ground. To achieve this goal, each magnet will be equipped with 16 outer-layer heater strips (8 low-field and 8 high-field regions), which will be powered in 8 circuits, and 8 inner-layer heater strips, which will be powered in 4 circuits. In addition, Q1 and Q3 will each be equipped with two CLIQ units, whereas Q2a and Q2b each with one CLIQ unit (see 7.3.3), adding divers redundancy to the quench heaters. In total this corresponds to 48 outer-layer and 24 inner-layer quench heater circuits and 6 CLIQ units per triplet. Note that this describes the baseline until the performance of all protection systems has been fully validated in short model coils and long prototypes. Finally only one of the two systems - inner layer quench heaters or CLIQ - will be used in combination with the outer layer quench heaters. Warm parallel diodes and crowbars (with back-to-back thyristors) separate the protection of each quadrupole in the circuit and minimize the voltages in the circuit during a quench in case of non-zero currents in the trim circuits and differing discharge rates in the triplet quadrupoles due to tolerances and possible failures. Figure 7-5 illustrates the powering and protection layout of the new HL-LHC triplet circuits for IP1 and IP5.

Table 7-2 and Table 7-3 summarize the simulated hot spot temperatures and peak voltages to ground during a quench in the use of different combinations of the three protection systems. The given range indicates the spread of the simulation results depending on the quench location and the variation of cable parameters within their specifications. It can clearly be seen that a protection scheme only based on outer-layer quench heaters does not fulfill the requirements of a hot spot temperature below 350 K for the allowed/specified variation of cable parameters. Furthermore a combination of outer-layer quench heaters with either inner-layer quench heaters or CLIQ would provide a solid margin concerning the hot spot temperature even in case of ultimate circuit current. The worst-case peak voltages to ground during a quench are 39 V higher using a CLIQ system then with quench heaters only, due to the discharge of the CLIQ capacitors directly into the coil. It needs to be mentioned that in the case of quench heaters, the voltage between quench heater and coil is reaching a maximum in the order of 500 V.

Figure 7-6 shows the typical currents in the magnets and the parallel elements of the triplet circuit in case of a quench at nominal current (16.5 kA) and zero amperes in the trim circuits using outer-layer heaters and CLIQ. The oscillations introduced by the discharge of the six CLIQ units are clearly visible. The maximum dI/dt in the triplet circuit reaches 226 kA/s. All circuit elements (busbars, superconducting link, etc.) need to be designed to withstand this dI/dt and should avoid tripping neighbouring high current and corrector circuits through electromagnetic coupling.
Table 7-2: Hot spot temperature in the triplet magnets in case of a quench using outer-layer quench heaters (O-QH), outer- and inner-layer quench heaters (O-QH+I-QH) and outer-layer quench heaters and CLIQ (O-QH+CLIQ). The range indicates the spread of the simulation results depending on the quench location and the variation of cable parameters within their specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hot spot</th>
<th>Cu/nCu, RRR, d</th>
<th>O-QH</th>
<th>O-QH+I-QH</th>
<th>O-QH+CLIQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_nominal</td>
<td>At min/max of spec</td>
<td>293-364 K</td>
<td>230-263 K</td>
<td>215-248 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_ultimate</td>
<td>At min/max of spec</td>
<td>312-389 K</td>
<td>253-290 K</td>
<td>237-273 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-3: Peak voltage to ground in the triplet magnets in case of a quench using outer layer quench heaters (O-QH), outer and inner layer quench heaters (O-QH+I-QH), outer layer quench heaters and CLIQ (O-QH+CLIQ). The range indicates the spread of the simulation results depending on the variation of cable parameters within their specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak voltage to ground</th>
<th>Cu/nCu, RRR, d</th>
<th>O-QH</th>
<th>O-QH+I-QH</th>
<th>O-QH+CLIQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_nominal</td>
<td>At min/max of spec</td>
<td>304-619 V</td>
<td>438-592 V</td>
<td>521-658 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_ultimate</td>
<td>At min/max of spec</td>
<td>362-860 V</td>
<td>552-766 V</td>
<td>664-924 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7-6: Simulated typical currents during a quench, when triggering outer-layer quench heaters and CLIQ. The current in the circuit before the quench is 16.5 kA. The currents in the trim circuits are all zero. D1, D2 and D4 are the currents through the crow-bar of the trim circuits for Q1, Q2a and Q3. D3 is the current through the parallel diodes of Q2b. Note: Q1=Q3, Q2a=Q2b and I_{D1}=I_{D4}, and I_{D2}=I_{D3}.

Table 7-4 shows the hot spot temperatures for the above mentioned combinations of protection systems in case of one (F1) or two (F2) quench heater circuits not functioning, for nominal circuit current and cable parameters. The temperature range indicates the spread of the simulation results due to the initial location of the quench. The results show clearly that the combination of two protection systems provides sufficient margin in case of such realistic failure scenarios. At ultimate circuit current the hot spot temperatures increase by about 20 K. In case of a non-functioning CLIQ system (O-QH+CLIQ) the hot spot temperatures would compare to the case of outer-layer heaters alone without failure. The currents in the parallel elements of the circuit would reach up to 2.5 kA for about 200 ms.
Table 7-4: Hot spot temperature in the triplet magnets in case of a quench, when one (F1) or two (F2) quench heater circuits do not function, using outer-layer quench heaters (O-QH), outer- and inner-layer quench heaters (O-QH+I-QH) and outer-layer quench heaters and CLIQ (O-QH + CLIQ). The range indicates the spread of the simulation results due to the initial location of the quench.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hot spot</th>
<th>Cu/nCu, RRR, Failure</th>
<th>O-QH</th>
<th>O-QH+I-QH</th>
<th>O-QH+CLIQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_nominal</td>
<td>nominal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>330-345 K</td>
<td>251-253 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Nominal</td>
<td>nominal</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>345-362 K</td>
<td>255-266 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Nominal</td>
<td>nominal</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>363-384 K</td>
<td>277-283 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3.2 Quench detection system (QDS)

The HL-LHC will incorporate new superconducting elements requiring dedicated protection systems. The upgrade of the quench detection system (QDS) will provide this functionality, including the related data acquisition systems, and the monitoring of the state of the protection systems and the protected elements. Special focus will be put on the quench detection systems for the Nb₃Sn magnets MQXA/B and the 11-T dipoles, due to the required faster reaction times and the effect of flux-jumps on the detection electronics.

The enhanced luminosity of the HL-LHC will increase the radiation levels in the dispersion suppressors to levels no longer compatible with the operation of radiation-tolerant electronics currently installed in those areas. The major part of the protection electronics will therefore be relocated to the new (radiation-free) underground galleries around IP1 and IP5 using long instrumentation cables or optical fibres to link to the protected elements. This facilitates the design of the quench detectors as well as the new communication links for supervision and data acquisition (DAQ), which can be entirely based on COTS components. Finally, advanced tools for remote diagnostics and maintenance will be provided.

7.3.2.1 Equipment performance objective

As requested by the magnet designers (see chapter 3) the reaction time of the QDS and magnet protection units has to be ~10x faster for Nb₃Sn magnets than for NbTi magnets. Simple and robust detection schemes have to be selected to achieve the required reliability and availability of the system. Instrumentation has a big impact on signal quality hence a sufficient amount of voltage taps and a clean signal-cable layout is crucial. Unlike for LHC’s individually powered quadrupoles, superconducting bus-bar and magnet protection should be separated to avoid noise pick-up by the signal cabling.

Figure 7-7 shows an instrumentation scheme to protect a magnet assembly consisting of eight superconducting coils against single- and multiple coil quenches.

Figure 7-7: Instrumentation scheme to protect a magnet assembly consisting of eight superconducting coils against single- and multiple coil quenches. U1 – U8 are the voltages measured over the different 8 superconducting coils. \( I_{circ} \) is the circuit current and \( di/dt \) the first time derivative of the circuit current.
Comparing the coil voltages, the inductive part of the measured signal can be compensated. Quenches in single- or multiple coils can be detected depending on the comparison algorithm. The measurement of the circuit current as well as its derivative helps to protect the magnet against fully symmetric quenches. The voltages required for quench detection need to be provided by fully redundant voltage taps.

\[ \text{Nb}_3\text{Sn based magnets suffer from so-called flux jumps, which result in voltage spikes detected by the electronics. The QDS algorithm will therefore, be adapted in order to reduce its sensitivity to these signals.} \]

One possible implementation would be the use of operational state dependent parameters such as current dependent thresholds and evaluation times. This would require separate, galvanically isolated auxiliary input channels to measure the current in the circuit.

Due to the particularities of the protection scheme and isolation requirements, the quench detection algorithms will be implemented fully in the digital domain. This implies high-speed high-resolution sampling of the magnet signal to be able to detect quenches within the allowable time budget. Once a quench is detected, actions have to be taken by the detection electronics. Traditionally this is implemented with current loops opened and closed by electromechanical relays. Due to the small time budget, this technology has to be replaced by solid-state devices with switching times well below 1 ms.

The hardware capabilities of the data acquisition system (DAQ), the related communication links and the control system will be enhanced to allow for the required higher data transmission rates and advanced maintenance. Since the new galleries in P1 and P5 are free from ionizing radiation, an Ethernet based controls and DAQ system can be considered. The enhanced control system needs to be adapted to the foreseen accelerator controls environment.

### 7.3.2.2 Implementation

A unified approach is proposed for the HL-LHC quench detection system. All detection tasks are implemented using a universal quench detection system (uQDS) unit. This unit is equipped with 10 isolated polyvalent input channels. These channels amplify and digitize the signals and provide galvanic isolation. All signals are transmitted to an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), which implements the quench detection algorithms. Each box is connected to the controls system via a dedicated communications interface. Figure 7-8 shows the system block diagram.

**Figure 7-8:** Block diagram of the universal quench detection system (uQDS) unit.

To ensure redundancy, two uQDS units are used in parallel. Multiple units can be connected in series to generate a common trigger for magnet assemblies requiring more than 10 channels for quench detection.

The polyvalent analogue input channel has a maximum input range of \( \pm 20 \text{ V} \). Equipped with pull-up resistors and without input voltage divider a safe detection of disconnected voltage taps is ensured. The programmable gain amplifier allows configuring each channel for various tasks like quench detection, current

\[ \text{MACHINE PROTECTION, INTERLOCKS AND AVAILABILITY} \]
lead protection, and splice supervision. Figure 7-9 shows a block diagram of one of the input channel designs under evaluation.

A dedicated high-density measurement unit with ~16 channels has to be designed for auxiliary tasks like quench heater supervision. Due to the large number of quench heater power supplies, a dedicated trigger distribution unit has to be implemented.

Figure 7-9: Block diagram of a polyvalent analogue input channel design under evaluation.

7.3.3 CLIQ

Coupling-Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) is an innovative method for the protection of superconducting magnets after a quench [12-14]. Its fast and effective heating mechanism, utilizing coupling loss, and its robust electrical design make it a very attractive solution for high-magnetic-field coils. CLIQ technology has been successfully applied to magnets of different size, coil geometry, and type of superconductor.

The CLIQ system is schematized in Figure 7-10. It is composed of a capacitor bank C, a floating voltage supply S, two additional resistive current leads CL1 and CL2 connecting the system to the magnet, and a Bidirectional Controlled Thyristor (BCT) package. The positioning of connection of the current leads strongly affects the efficiency of the CLIQ system. These leads carry typically 10% of the nominal magnet current for about 100-200 ms, and can therefore be small. The capacitor bank is charged by S with a voltage U_C. Upon quench detection, the thyristors are activated resulting in a current I_C to be discharged through CL2. Part of this current flows through L_2U, whereas the remainder flows through L_2L. The BCT package allows continuous oscillations of I_C.

Figure 7-10: Schematic of a CLIQ unit connected to a magnet for its protection [12].
7.3.3.1 Equipment performance objectives

CLIQ in combination with the quench detection system assures that the peak temperatures and voltages to ground in the MQXF coils are maintained within safe limits. A detailed analysis of the magnet quench protection of the inner triplet circuits can be found in [14]. The CLIQ units connected to the magnets must comply with the same standards as quench heaters. As the units are directly connected to the magnets, every effort must be made for reducing the probabilities of a short circuit across a unit, or internal to a unit. A validation programme using prototype CLIQ units (developed and made at CERN), on HL-LHC model and prototype magnets, is on going within the different (present and future) magnet test programmes.

7.3.4 Energy extraction system

Energy extraction systems (EE) are an integral part of the safety-critical quench protection systems, which are widely used in the existing LHC machine with a total of 234 installed facilities (202 for the 600 A corrector circuits and 32 for the main 13 kA dipole and quadruple circuits). The systems are strongly circuit-specific, tailor-made for a particular set of requirements, and adapted to the local infrastructure.

The present 600 A electro-mechanical energy extraction switches will have to be replaced for the HL-LHC era. To allow for faster reaction times, which may be required for future superconducting magnets, the development of fast switches based both on semiconductors (IGBTs) and novel electro-mechanical vacuum switches is currently on-going. Alternatively, for slow switching times, classical electro-mechanical switches in combination with snubber capacitor banks, supressing sparks, could be used.

Energy extraction systems for the high current circuits in HL-LHC (Triplet Q1-Q2a-Q2b-Q3, D1-D2 and Q4) have been removed from the protection schemes, as the amount of energy they are able to extract from the corresponding magnets is relatively small (in the 10% level). Their complexity, continuous power dissipation impacting operational costs, space required, and maintenance justify the study of alternative options. CLIQ systems constitute a solid protection method that together with quench heaters can provide sufficient protection for the circuits in the triplets.

The IGBT development programme for high current circuits is continuing as these IGBT switches will be required for the magnet and circuit tests at the superconducting magnet test facility (SM18) essential for the HL-LHC development programme. Recent results on the first IGBT prototype show very encouraging results.

The necessity of energy extraction systems for intermediate current levels (in the 1.5 to 2 kA range) is also under thorough analysis at the moment as most of the circuits in that range could also be protected by quench heaters. The pros and cons of these two options are being analysed. The complexity of integrating quench heaters in the coils has to be balanced versus the cost of developing new energy extraction systems based on mechanical switches. However, such development would anyhow be needed since new 600 A systems will be required for the LHC in the future due to a limited lifetime of the actual switches.

Finally, energy extraction for low-current (120-180 A), multi-pole correctors should be avoided by either designing self-protecting magnets or by including energy extraction resistors within the crow-bar of the converters. In the latter case, the maximum voltage across those resistors should be rated at 30-50 V as required by power converters.

If required, the new design of the extraction resistors (DQR) will be significantly different from those present in the LHC main circuits. The pursued characteristics and properties of these new energy absorbers are very fast recovery (cooling) times, compact design (minimized volume), and easily changeable resistance values.

7.3.4.1 Equipment performance objectives

The new energy extraction equipment for the HL-LHC will use a new generation of switches, incorporate the latest technology for high-current transmission, benefit from built-in features for facilitating diagnostics and
maintenance, offer systems that will minimize intervention time for accessing all parts of the facilities, and profit from the experience gained with the operation of the existing LHC energy extraction facilities.

7.3.5 Powering interlock system

The powering interlock system (PIC) ensures the presence of the correct powering conditions for the different electrical circuits with superconducting magnets in the LHC. At the same time, it guarantees the protection of the magnet equipment by interfacing the quench protection systems, the beam interlock system, the power converters, the cryogenic system, and technical services such as uninterruptable power supplies (UPS), emergency stop buttons (AUG), and controls. The PIC is a distributed system currently consisting of 36 individual powering interlock controllers, which manage the powering of each of the 28 powering subsectors [7].

7.3.5.1 Objective for HL-LHC machine performance

Magnet interlocks are required to guarantee safe magnet powering during all phases of operation from injection to collisions. In order to achieve this protection while maintaining the time constraints required for equipment protection, interlock electronics are usually installed close to the main clients (QPS and power converters) such as the UA, UJ, RR alcoves, UL or UR (see chapter 15). At the design luminosity for HL-LHC \(5 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}\) the thermal neutron and high-energy hadron fluences in the areas close to the tunnel will increase considerably with respect to the values for which the existing PIC has been designed. Additional changes and requirements from the new quench protection system will have to be reflected in the upgraded interlock system to assure the current dependability of the system during the HL-LHC era. For these reasons, a new design for the distributed I/O modules is required to cope with the increment of particle flux in the most sensitive areas. In addition, an upgrade of the industrial components used will very likely become necessary due to the obsolescence of the current PLC series and associated I/O modules being used.

7.3.5.2 Equipment performance objectives

The PIC was installed during 2006 and has been operating since the start of LHC operation in 2008. By the time the HL-LHC starts operation, the system will have been running for more than 15 years. Therefore, some of the electronics components will reach the end of their life expectancy, which can have an impact on the availability of the system. In addition, obsolescence of electronics parts needs to be addressed since some of the critical components of the system can no longer be purchased, affecting its maintainability. Furthermore, the increased radiation dose in certain areas will affect the most sensitive components of the PIC.

The upgrade of the PIC will address the issues mentioned above to adapt to HL-LHC requirements. In addition, the system will be reviewed to provide enhanced diagnostics of the safety-critical hardwired loops in line with the upgrades foreseen for the quench protection system. The implementation of triple redundancy in combination with two-out-of-three voting is being considered for the quench loop of main circuits, however detailed dependability studies have to confirm the expected benefits of such architectures.

7.4 Availability requirements to achieve HL-LHC goals for integrated luminosity

The challenging goals of total integrated luminosity of the HL-LHC project require a high level of accelerator availability and operational efficiency. The expected integrated luminosity production as a function of machine availability is discussed below. The following figures are to be considered when evaluating LHC availability:

- **The time with colliding beams (stable beams):** this quantity must be optimized by operators depending on the observed distributions of turnaround time, downtime and luminosity lifetime. Stable beam optimization will be particularly relevant for operation with leveled luminosity.

- **The turnaround time:** the time to go from the beam dump of a given fill during stable beams to the beginning of stable beams of the next fill, when no faults occur. This quantity has a minimum value determined by the durations of the LHC cycle phases. Efforts must be devoted to reaching this minimum
value. Parallelizing/combining machine modes (e.g. collide and squeeze) is one possibility to optimize the turnaround time.

- **The machine downtime**: the time to clear machine faults and recover operating conditions for beam injection. It includes the time for expert diagnostics and intervention, possibly requiring access to the LHC tunnel. Downtime of LHC injectors is considered also as downtime for the LHC, provided that the LHC is requiring beam. In the following, a distinction is made between the downtime following protection dumps (longer, as it includes beam-induced quenches, training quenches, loss of cryogenic conditions due to equipment failures, etc.) and the downtime following operator dumps (shorter, typically including time for beam setting-up in the injectors and minor equipment failures). While the last is not expected to change significantly for HL-LHC, the downtime following protection dumps is considered more susceptible to changes: it could increase due to the effects of increased energy and intensity or be reduced due to the improved operational experience (e.g. management of BLM thresholds).

- **The fraction of premature dumps**: the percentage of fills dumped by the protection systems due to failures.

For the following extrapolations of the expected total integrated luminosity per year during HL-LHC operation, a fraction of the 2016 LHC run (from 11th June to 25th July) is taken as a reference for the statistics. This represents a stable period of luminosity production (same number of injected bunches, filling scheme and optimal fill length), when the average turnaround time was about 4.5 h, after subtracting the faults occurred. A detailed analysis of the turnaround revealed that its duration is in first approximation independent from the reason of the dump of the previous fill (due to a failure or by an operator). The theoretical minimum turnaround time for the adopted filling scheme is 2.52 h, revealing margins for improvement. The main driver for the longer turnaround time is the injection process, which lasts on average about double the theoretical minimum. For HL-LHC operation, considering slightly longer current ramps due to the increased energy to 7 TeV, an optimized filling scheme with 288 bunches per injection (in the reference period the maximum number of injected bunches was limited by the degraded conditions of the SPS dump), and considering the additional complexity of running with higher brightness beams, 4.5 h is assumed as a realistic turnaround. The shorter luminosity levelling time of the new HL-LHC baseline leads to a reduction of the optimal stable beams duration. This makes the turnaround a sensitive parameter for the overall optimization of HL-LHC performance.

Making predictions for the downtime distribution for HL-LHC operation is not trivial, as many factors will play an important role. The increased energies and intensities will result in higher radiation levels, which could have a direct impact on the observed number of single event effects (SEE) per year and on long-term effects on components due to the total integrated dose (TID). Mitigations for these effects have been deployed during LS1, with a major relocation of sensitive equipment in protected areas of the LHC tunnel. These measures have proven to be effective in operation in 2015 and 2016. Furthermore, it is foreseen that a new generation of electronics systems will be designed before the HL-LHC era. New designs should cope with such radiation levels.

The increased beam energy and intensities may have an impact on the rate of Unidentified Falling Objects (UFO)-induced beam dumps due to localized losses. Experience shows that optimization of BLM thresholds, supported by an improved understanding of quench levels, helps in reducing the number of UFO dumps, while minimizing the number of quenches. Given the sensitivity of HL-LHC luminosity production on the turnaround time, machine availability should be preserved by reducing the number of unnecessary UFO-dumps and tolerating a limited number of quenches.

For what concerns equipment availability in the HL-LHC era, components will operate closer to design limits and partially reach their end-of-life. No significant increase of equipment failure rates (e.g. for magnet power converters) has been observed while increasing the energy from 4 TeV to 6.5 TeV. This gives confidence that the achieved equipment reliability could be maintained, provided that ageing effects will be mitigated.
2016 equipment unavailability has been mainly dominated by long stops due to external events (e.g. perturbations of the cryogenics system and the electrical network, floods in the underground areas requiring the exchange of some cables of vital systems or the damage of electric network transformers).

The introduction of crab cavities will possibly give a notable gain of machine performance, but will also bring additional complexity and introduce new, very fast failure modes. The reliability of crab cavities in operation should be such that the resulting gain in integrated luminosity will be significant despite the occurrence of new failure modes. The SPS crab cavity test could give the first hints for an estimate of their reliability.

A Monte Carlo model [10], [11] of LHC availability was used to qualitatively assess the combined impact of all these factors on integrated luminosity production for HL-LHC. A sensitivity analysis has been carried out with respect to the average downtime following protection dumps and the fraction of premature dumps. The results for 160 days of HL-LHC operation are presented in Figure 7-11. Updated HL-LHC parameters were considered: 7 TeV, $5 \times 10^{34} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ levelled luminosity, 5 h levelling time, 5 h luminosity lifetime (assuming an exponential decay) and 9.2 h optimal stable beams duration were assumed.

The results show that, considering availability figures from the reference period of 2016 (5.6 h average downtime and 50% premature dumps), about 270 fb$^{-1}$ could be produced in 160 days of HL-LHC operation. This is equivalent to a stable beams efficiency of 45%, i.e. the percentage of time allocated for physics production, which is spent in stable beams. This needs to be compared to the goal of 250 fb$^{-1}$ per year for the nominal HL-LHC and 320 fb$^{-1}$ in case of ultimate performance.

It was estimated that for the same availability figures, the previous HL-LHC baseline described in the TDR.V0 would have achieved about 300 fb$^{-1}$, yielding 10% better performance with respect to the new baseline. The results of the sensitivity analysis can be used to provide guidelines for future system designs, indicating the reliability (i.e. number of provoked dumps for a given system) and maintainability (i.e. the resulting average downtime) targets to be achieved.

![Figure 7-11: Sensitivity analysis of integrated luminosity over 160 days of operation to the machine failure rate and average fault time. The stars indicate the achievable yearly integrated luminosity based on the availability figures of the 2016 reference period and the goals for nominal (250 fb$^{-1}$) and ultimate (320 fb$^{-1}$) HL-LHC performance.](image-url)
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8 Interface with experiments

8.1 Introduction

The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) project aims to increase the integrated luminosity of LHC by a factor 10 beyond its design value for the two interaction regions in the ATLAS and CMS experiments, whilst maintaining beam collisions in all four experiments. In particular, the upgrade efforts, which are shared between the machine and the experiments, aim at operating the LHC accelerator with a peak luminosity of $5 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ with levelling (140 PU), and deliver 250 fb$^{-1}$ per year to achieve 3000 fb$^{-1}$ in twelve years of operation. Key ingredients for the luminosity increase are larger apertures in the focusing sections around the experiments, higher beam intensities and optimised collision and luminosity levelling schemes, described in detail in Chapter 2. In Table 8-1 the targeted luminosities for HL-LHC proton operation are listed for the four experiments.

The HL-LHC will be more oriented towards high-luminosity/low $\beta^*$ operation than the present LHC. Very high $\beta^*$ running will have to end with LS3. The upper limit for $\beta^*$ for physics at top energy is expected to get reduced to about 30 m.

Table 8-1: Nominal design luminosities for p-p operation for the HL-LHC. In parenthesis the value envisaged as “ultimate”. The luminosities for the LHC Run-2 are also included for comparison. Total targeted integrated luminosity in CMS and ATLAS is 3000 fb$^{-1}$ about 12 years after upgrade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Peak Luminosity [cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HL-LHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS</td>
<td>$5(7.5)\times10^{34}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>$5(7.5)\times10^{34}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALICE</td>
<td>$1\times10^{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHCb</td>
<td>$2\times10^{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ATLAS and CMS experiments will be upgraded progressively during the planned LS2 and LS3 long-shutdowns of the accelerator, LS3 upgrade being the one addressing the challenges of the high luminosity regime. The experimental upgrade program focuses on the inner tracker, trigger system, calorimeter and muon detection systems, by replacing existing components with new ones capable of operating at the foreseen pile-up density, increased radiation environment and minimisation of activation, described in detail in several TDR documents submitted to LHCC [1][2][3][4].

Besides the high-luminosity experiments, the ALICE and LHCb experiments will be upgraded and continue operations during HL-LHC. The ALICE experiment, for which a detector upgrade is planned during LS2, will continue on the Pb-Pb ion and proton-Pb ion collision program aiming to collect in total 10 nb$^{-1}$ Pb-Pb collision data up to LS4. As ion beams will be available during HL-LHC, i.e. after LS3, the ATLAS and CMS experiments will also participate in the Pb-Pb and p-Pb collision program within the capabilities and constraints from the upgraded inner triplet magnets and available apertures. The LHCb experiment plans for a major upgrade during LS2 to allow operating at instantaneous luminosities of $2\times10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, that remains compatible with the present magnet layout of the machine in LSS8. The introduction of a TAN is planned to
protect the D2 dipole and the downstream cryogenic magnets from the collision debris. Operating in these conditions, LHCb expects to collect 50 fb$^{-1}$ of data until LS4, when a second major upgrade of the detector might be envisaged that would open the possibility of operating at around the LHC nominal luminosity of $2 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$, for collecting 300-500 fb$^{-1}$ of data to fully exploit the flavour physics potential of LHC. This later major upgrade is presently under study within the HL-LHC project, in particular to understand the implications on the beam operation and impact to the ATLAS and CMS experiments, and to anticipate modifications to the installed hardware in LSS8 in view of optimizing interventions before the increased activation levels. In Figure 8-1 shows a graphical representation of the planned LHC operation and key upgrade efforts for the four experiments. In the present considerations for the HL-LHC project, no forward physics experiments will be operated in the LHC tunnel after LS3 in LSS1 and LSS5, apart from the detectors required for the ion operation. The presently installed elastic scattering and diffractive physics experiments TOTEM and ATLAS/ALFA, AFP are assumed to be dismantled during LS3.

![Figure 8-1: Graph showing the foreseen LHC and HL-LHC operation plans for the four experiments. The key activities per experiment are indicated, as well as the expected integrated luminosities. The periods in red indicate the long-shutdowns of the LHC accelerator, with the ones following LS3 considered as tentative only. The HL-LHC program starts after LS3 in 2026.](image)

The definition of the Machine-Experiment Interface framework is described in [5] and done together with WP 2. The interface activities can be classified in three areas with obvious links between them:

- **Beam design**: definition of beam optics, layout and parameters, apertures, pile-up and impact to experiments, overall performance that lead to the set goal of the integrated luminosity as described above;

- **Beam operations**: signal exchange, machine and experiment protection, background conditions to assure the safe, high-efficiency operation of the machine and the experiments;
- **Equipment**: experimental beam pipe, shielding layout, passive forward absorbers for charged and neutral particles to protect machine equipment exposed in the high-flux of debris from the interaction point and also from secondary’s produced at the beam impact on collimators.

### 8.2 Beam design

The key features of the beam design to match the requirements on the luminosity conditions for the ATLAS and CMS experiments are described in detail in Chapter 2. What remains a challenging task for the experiments is the handling of the expected pile-up density and the resulting requirements from the experiments. The main ideas to control pile-up and pile-up densities are exposed in the Chapter 2 of this report and many of them, especially for pile-up density control, are still at the level of options under study.

### 8.3 Beam operations

Extensive experience is gained so far with the operation of the LHC and the experiments during Run 1 and the present Run 2. The major operational issues on the machine-experiment interface are addressed, and viable solutions are found on issues like:

- signal exchange, for experiment and machine status and information;
- beam tuning for luminosity optimization during operations;
- safety interlock signals to protect sensitive experimental equipment from failure cases;
- beam induced background to the experiments.

The active beam monitoring system using the BLMs and potential fast 3-turns beam dump will be maintained for the Machine Protection system (see chapter 7) and further improved for HL-LHC possibly including signals from the inner or near-beam detectors from the experiments.

With the upgraded layout of the machine in the high-luminosity regions around IP1 and IP5 substantial effort must be invested to estimate the expected background to the experiments and possibly reduce their impact to the physics performance of the detectors. The LHC background working group brings together experts from the four LHC experiments (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, ALICE) and coordinates the studies. Particular effort is made to develop common tools and share the knowledge and experience from the present LHC operation. The impact of the expected aperture model for background to the experiments is evaluated and feedback is given to the beam design teams. Beam induced backgrounds increased in Run 2 compared to Run 1. This was generally expected and can be attributed to:

- increased beam energy resulting in more synchrotron radiation and dynamic pressure rise;
- doubling the number of bunches, reducing the bunch spacing from 50 ns to 25 ns increasing electron cloud effects;
- reduced $\beta^*$ and tighter collimator margins.

Details are presently under study. An early conclusion to be confirmed by further studies is, that backgrounds in fact significantly increased from Run 1 to Run 2, and that a further increase is expected for the HL-LHC, but that it is very likely that the signal to background ratios will remain well acceptable for the high luminosity experiments.

Studies involving experts from the machine and the experiments are ongoing on the possible operation scenarios including crabbing schemes, luminosity levelling, collision crossing angles, etc. The goal is to evaluate the limits from the detectors like the pile-up density that can be afforded whilst maintaining the high-efficiency for the physics signals. Furthermore, studies on possible accident scenarios and associated risks for the machine and experiments are initiated. The studies address failure scenarios of machine components during operation using particle tracking codes through the LSS magnetic elements like: crab cavity failures [6][7],
asynchronous beam dumps, or rarer events like mechanical failures with obstacles in the beam, to name the major ones.

The induced background and radiation to the experiment in the case of these events will be evaluated and protection measures will be suggested and studied to mitigate the risks. The radiological impact in these scenarios will be evaluated in the collaboration with WP10, Radio Protection experts and experts from the experiments and, when required, mitigation solutions will be developed like the correct choice of materials, special tooling and optimized procedures for maintenance and repair actions. This work will be part of the subject of the Working Group “Interventions in Radioactive Areas of HL-LHC” setup to provide the forum for exchange of information and expertise towards developing common optimized approaches within the project.

8.4 Equipment

The hardware and equipment involved in the machine-experiment interface for HL-LHC operation include:

- The experimental beam pipes, covering in particular the part around the interaction region but more widely the design, handling and operation procedures for the vacuum sector from Q1-left-to-Q1-right.
- The passive absorbers for charged (TAXS) and neutral (TAXN) particles designed to primarily protect the nearby superconducting magnets from the radiation coming out from the interaction region, and simultaneously provide a background reduction to the experiments for beam interactions in the collimators and beam gas,
- The forward shielding in the experimental caverns, in particular the part that is close to the LHC machine tunnels, is designed to minimize the background radiation in the detectors and to protect personnel from the highly activated elements during access and maintenance activities.

The design considerations and required upgrades and modifications for the HL-LHC operation are described in the next sections.

8.4.1 The experimental beam pipes

An upgrade program for the vacuum pipe in all four experiments is planned and for some realized already in LS1. In general, for all experiments the inner pipe diameter around the IP has been (or will be) reduced with respect to the initial one, to allow new or additional detectors to be placed closer to the interaction point. The new inner pipe diameters are shown in Table 8-2. The new apertures are compatible with the HL-LHC parameters and no operation with high-β values are foreseen. No further modification of that part would be required.

Table 8-2: Original and reduced inner beam pipe radii located at the IPs vicinity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP</th>
<th>Original $r_{\text{min}}$ [mm]</th>
<th>Reduced $r_{\text{min}}$ [mm]</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>ATLAS</td>
<td>LS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>ALICE</td>
<td>LS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>LS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>LHCb, VELO</td>
<td>LS2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The activation levels in the experimental beam pipes, in particular for the high-luminosity experiments ATLAS and CMS, and the activation levels in vacuum chambers and the central tracking detectors need to be considered already during Run 2 but in particular after few years of operation in Run 3 at high-luminosity. The development of special handling tools and careful planning during maintenance activities and final dismantling would be needed to minimize the dose during interventions.
8.4.1.1 Beam pipe for ATLAS

For ATLAS the central beryllium beam vacuum chamber of 7.382 m length and placed around the interaction point was exchanged to a new one with reduced aperture of 47 mm to accommodate the new inner pixel detector layer (IBL) as shown in Figure 8-2.[8]

![Figure 8-2: The updated ATLAS central vacuum chamber and the new inner detector.](image)

The conical vacuum chambers up to the forward TAS absorber were also exchanged to new aluminium ones in order to minimize the material activation and dose during interventions. The already installed permanent bake-out system is maintained. The last part of the conical chambers upstream of the TAS and the chamber support system would have to be exchanged during LS3 to adapt to the new apertures and layout as explained in the following sections.

8.4.1.2 Beam pipe for CMS

A new 6.24 m long central beryllium vacuum chamber was installed in CMS during LS1. with a reduced aperture. The new chamber has an aperture of 58 mm which reduces down to 43.5 mm over the central length of 2.915 m, [9] The new reduced aperture central beryllium chamber allows space to accommodate an additional pixel detector layer as shown in Figure 8-3.

![Figure 8-3: The updated CMS central vacuum chamber and the new configuration of the inner detector pixel layers.](image)

The conical vacuum chambers up to the forward TAS absorber will be exchanged to aluminum ones during LS2 to minimize activation and dose during interventions. As for ATLAS, the last section will be further modified during LS3 to adopt to the new layout and apertures for HL-LHC operation. No permanent bake-out
system is installed. The pumping station presently installed at the end of the experiment will be moved forward towards the TAS region as indicated in Figure 8-4.

8.4.1.3  **Beam pipes for ALICE and LHCb**

New reduced-aperture central vacuum chambers will be installed during LS2 for ALICE and LHCb. No further changes to the vacuum chamber geometry and layout is needed for HL-LHC operation.

The LHCb updated VELO detector will operate in the same mode as presently: open to 30mm aperture during injection, ramp, squeeze and adjust and only moved to the 7 mm aperture once stable physics mode is established in the machine.

8.5  **The passive forward absorbers**

The high-luminosity regions of LHC at P1/ATLAS and P5/CMS are equipped with passive absorbers for charged (TAS) [4] and neutral (TAN) [5] particles. They are installed on both sides of the interaction region at the transition of the experimental caverns to the LHC tunnel (TAS), and the transition to the separate beam pipes for the two beams (TAN). Their main function is to reduce the heat load and radiation for superconducting quadrupoles in the straight section, primarily the inner triplet quadrupoles Q1-Q3 for the TAS, but also D2 and Q4, from the collision debris out of the interaction region. In parallel the TAS completes the forward shielding of the experiments and both the TAS and TAN participate in the background reduction to the experiments.

For the HL-LHC operation, the following modifications are foreseen:

- New TAS and TAN absorbers on either side of IP1 and IP5, called TAXS and TAXN respectively replacing the existing ones. The protection must be extended to D1 magnets that in HL-LHC will be superconducting (while it is normal conducting in the present LHC). The new absorbers must have an aperture adapted to the HL-LHC beam optics and operation and should be designed to cope with the increased energy deposition.

- A new TAXN absorber is planned for IP8 designed to operate at the foreseen ×5 higher luminosity \((2 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1})\), already after LS2. The TAXN absorber is a reduced version of the ones foreseen at IP1 and IP5 due to the reduced luminosity. The installation of a TAXS absorber around IP8 is not required for this luminosity. If in the future the operation of LHCb/IP8 foresees a higher luminosity, reaching the LHC nominal luminosity of \(1-2 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}\), a TAXS absorber would need to be installed in IR8, together with a full TAXN absorber as presently installed in IP1 and IP5. Preliminary studies showed that it would be possible to accommodate a TAXS installation around the LHCb experiment, however as this upgrade is not presently included in the HL-LHC project baseline, it is not further discussed in this document.

Figure 8-4: The full CMS vacuum chamber layout (single side) from the IP to the TAS. The present and future position of the proximity pumping station is indicated.
All new absorbers for P1 and P5 will be designed to operate at $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ luminosity conditions during HL-LHC as defined above. As any other HL-LHC equipment, the engineering used to guarantee the nominal design operation may allow to enhance operation up to $L_{\text{leveling}}$ of $7-7.5 \times 10^{34}$.

### 8.5.1 The charged particle passive absorber - TAXS

The TAXS absorber is located at approx. 19 m from the interaction point on either side of IP1 or IP5. Its core is a 0.5 m diameter and 1.8 m long copper cylinder traversed on its axis by a constant aperture beam pipe. The design of the new TAXS absorbers for HL-LHC for IP1 and IP5 is based on the existing ones, thus maintaining the same shielding configuration, with the following modifications and improvements:

- The beam pipe aperture increases to at least 57 mm in diameter from the present 34 mm. Studies are ongoing to validate this aperture with all possible beam optics foreseen for HL-LHC operation and impact to the background conditions for the experiments. It may increase, however its internal diameter is limited to a maximum of 60 mm.

- The cooling power increases to dissipate the approx. 780 W deposited in the TAXS during beam operation conditions of HL-LHC including a safety margin (see [14]).

- The overall design of the TAXS remains compatible with the mechanical and envelope constraints from the surrounding shielding of the experiments.

The TAXS design is described in detail in the Technical Specifications Documents for IP1 [14] and IP5 [15] respectively. The key design and operation parameters are shown in Table 8-3 and Table 8-4 below.

#### Table 8-3: TAXS design parameters from ref. [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance from IP1 to front flange</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>19050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAXS absorber length</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAXS absorber diameter</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal beam height from floor</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1100 at IP1 and 950 at IP5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal longitudinal tunnel slope</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>+1.236 % at IP1 and -1.236 % at IP5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal transverse tunnel slope</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum floor loading</td>
<td>[MPa]</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange types:</td>
<td></td>
<td>CERN ConFlat, 316LN ss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Helicoflex Quick Disconnect System Class 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam tube straight absorber section (two beams in one tube)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>29.8 IR ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner radius</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>29.8 to 31.5 mm IR, 29.8 to 50 mm IR, ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical tolerance (radius)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam tube tapered section away from absorber section (two beams in one tube)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>29.8 to 31.5 mm IR, 29.8 to 50 mm IR, ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP side</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>29.8 to 31.5 mm IR, 29.8 to 50 mm IR, ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 side</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum chamber to alignment fiducial tolerance</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports range of motion</td>
<td></td>
<td>± 30 mm at installation, 5.0 mm horiz. and vert. Stops in z (beam axis) at operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorber cooling</td>
<td></td>
<td>Water and ambient air</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8-4: TAXS operation parameters from ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperture diameter</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed collision power at $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[kW]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hr average absorbed collision power (80%)</td>
<td>[kW]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum internal beam tube temperature at $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>&lt;85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak power density</td>
<td>[mW/cm$^3$]</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak dose</td>
<td>[GGy]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baking temperature</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime alignment operations [1 per opening]</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8-5: Energy deposition in the TAXS from FLUKA simulations. An aperture of 54 mm is considered in these simulations.

Besides the TAXS upgrades, the equipment layout in the TAXS-Q1 region is modified with the following guidelines:

- Improve the precision on the beam position, important for the optimised beam levelling during HL-LHC operation.
- Eliminate the need of interventions in the TAS-Q1 region that are very difficult due to the constrained space and expected radiation levels.
- Provide a He insulation between the tunnel and the experimental side in order to allow safe work at the cavern.

In particular, the following modifications are foreseen:

- The warm BPM installed in the TAS-Q1 section is now embedded in the Q1 cryostat. This allows a better (direct) alignment of the BPM to the Q1 bore, for increased beam positioning precision and eliminates alignment and maintenance operations.
- All vacuum equipment (valves, pumping stations, gas injection lines) are moved to the upstream side of the TAXS towards the experiment. The installation on the experimental side requires some minor modifications to the installed forward shielding of the experiments. At the same time, it allows the optimization of the interventions, as much simpler space constraints exist any longer, adopting remote handling methods in compliance with the ALARA principle and minimizing the down-time for the
accelerator in case of problems. The impact on the required shielding modifications to the experiments is minimal.

- Q1 will be extended to include the BPM in the secondary vacuum, improving its alignment and reducing the need of interventions.

Figure 8-6: 3-D view of the TAXS region from Q1 (machine side, on the right) to ATLAS toroid (in grey). The layout corresponds to the run configuration. Q1 is shown on the left (in blue/red), followed by the TAXS absorber (in orange), and the vacuum assembly module. The foreseen modifications required to host it in the experimental area concern the JFC (upper shown in white, lower bridge shown in orange) and JTT (in grey), as described in the text. On the right of the TAXS, the Forward shielding elements surround the VAX and the beam pipe before the toroid. Inside the toroid, (in grey) the JTT shielding rings. In the figure, VAX is relocated as foreseen for HL-LHC. Note that Q1-TAXS region, inside the TX1S (blue area), is the area with the most difficult access of the whole machine. The gate valves and current VAX module will be moved to the experimental caverns.

Figure 8-7: Right- Zoom into the IP1 Q1-TAXS region as foreseen for HL-LHC. TAXS (orange) is shown inside its cradle shielding (dark blue). BPM (yellow)will be placed inside Q1 secondary vacuum and quick connector, double pump which requires no access and the He tightness dome will remain in the very limited region (grey elements). The gate valves and current VAX module will be moved to the experimental caverns. Left Zoom on IP5 Q1-TAXS region as foreseen for HL-LHC.

The exchange from the TAS to TAXS could happen both at the beginning or after a few months of cool-down period during LS3. Studies have been performed and show that the effect of leaving the TAS in the
current location does not affect to the dose received for the operations performed in the experimental caverns [20]. The overall procedure is being optimized such as to minimize the exposure of personnel to radiation in compliance with the ALARA principle and the overall planning of the activities in the LHC tunnel and experimental caverns.

Details of the planned integration of the TAXS and adjacent vacuum equipment for ATLAS/IP1 and CMS/IP5 are presented in the following sections.

8.5.1.1 The TAXS absorber in ATLAS/IP1

The updated layout of the TAXS installation in ATLAS is shown in Figure 8-2. It is assumed that the present forward luminosity detector (LUCID), will be removed for HL-LHC. In its place on the IP side of the TAXS an assembly module of vacuum equipment will be installed. The module consists of two all-metal gate valves (DN63), the VAX module with ports for the ionic pump, the gas (Ne) injection/extraction line, the quick flanges and intermediate bellows as shown in Figure 8-9. The removal of the different modules and its ancillary services will be fully remoted.

All elements will be positioned with respect to a baseplate that is attached on the JN monobloc (blue structure surrounding the TAXS, see Figure 8-6). The baseplate has an embedded alignment mechanism that can be manipulated from a distance. The baseplate also supports the last part of the experimental beam pipe, and eventually a new LUCID detector upgraded to operate at the HL-LHC environment if proposed by the experiment.

Bellows and quick disconnects installed on either side of the equipment allow for fast exchange with remote tools in case of problems. The installation of two flanges, one on the experiment side and one towards the machine, allows for redundancy and easy decoupling of vacuum sections in case of failures. A permanent bake-out system will be installed.

Minor modifications of ATLAS forward shielding elements will be required to integrate the relocated vacuum elements (VAX, all-metal gate-valves). Studies performed by ATLAS have shown that the overall shielding performance is not affected.

![Figure 8-8: 3D view of the forward shielding region with the relocated VAXS and services. The layout corresponds to a phase in the detector access procedure where the octagonal and part of the JFC shieldings are removed. The passage of the services for the vacuum equipment module (cabling and gas injection/extraction pipes) is shown in grey.](image-url)
To allow the full opening of the ATLAS endcap without dismantling any vacuum component, the first disk of the plug shielding placed inside the toroid inner bore tube (JTT shielding [10]) needs to be modified. The present single block cylinder, will be replaced by a new one composed of an outer cylinder with a tailored shaped internal bore.

The internal bore will be fully compatible with the new vacuum equipment and will provide a safe clearance in case of the detector opening. Shielding performance will be kept by adding extra-material (nose-shape) onto the JFC2. Usual opening routine will not be affected.

As the proposed JTT modification preserves the shielding volume, should be transparent to the operation of the detector. It affects however the support of the experimental vacuum chamber, where a solution is being developed.
As the equipment installed on the IP side will be exposed to higher particle fluxes, resulting in higher (×3) residual doses, the use of optimised material such as Aluminium or low-carbon stainless steel will be promoted. Studies on the activation levels and impact to detector background are ongoing, to fully validate this baseline layout. [11]

Other minor shielding modifications (machining) are needed to accommodate the passage of services to the relocated VAX:

- TX1S (slots for cabling passage);
- JFC1 (machining below VAX support frame);
- JFC2 (machining slots for all-metal gate valve heads and VAX);
- JFC3 (include nose for shielding JTT);
- JTT1 (increase bore diameter to host VAX and all-metal gate valve heads).

Figure 8-11: 3D view of the ATLAS Toroid shielding plug (JTT, in grey). Only the first of the four disks is shown. For present LHC configuration (left) the disk is a single block, while for HL-LHC (right) will be modified and shielding will be done two parts: an outer cylinder with a tailored bore, and an internal block attached to the JFC2 module (Figure 8-12). Polyethylene layer (yellow) is shown around the HL-LHC JTT.

Figure 8-12: 3D view of the ATLAS JFC2 module. Presently the module is a cylindrical shaped block, while for HL-LHC an "extra nose" shielding will be added to fill the gap required in JTT for the detector opening without removing VAX.

FLUKA studies [11][21] have been performed to analyse the impact of the new equipment (support and vacuum modules), and the results show that the impact to the surroundings is minimal and no further protection for workers will be needed with respect to the LHC configuration.
Figure 8-13: Ratio of $H^*(10)$ (ambient dose) in LS6 (ATLAS) showing the increase in dose rate with VAX after 1 month cooling. The calculation is conservative, as it assumes peak luminosity of $7.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ (levelling), integrated luminosity of 300/fb per year in HL-LHC, 7+7 TeV pp-collisions, 80 mb inelastic cross section and 3 years operation-1 year shutdown x 3 periods until LS6. Results for LS4 and LS5 are similar [11]. The ATLAS forward shielding remains open during access and the routine operations at the detector are not affected. Right picture zooms in the ratio around the VAX region.

Figure 8-14: Ratio of $H^*(10)$ in LS6 (ambient dose in ATLAS) zooming around the VAX region. The calculation is conservative, assuming peak luminosity of $7.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ (levelling), integrated luminosity of 300/fb per year in HL LHC, 7+7 TeV pp collisions, 80 mb inelastic cross section and 3 years operation-1 year shutdown x 3 periods until LS6. Results for LS4 and LS5 are similar [11]. The increase in dose rate with VAX after 1-month cooling is shown. The ATLAS forward shielding remains open during access and the routine operations at the detector are not affected.
8.5.1.2 The TAXS absorber in CMS/P5

The updated layout for the CMS experiment is shown in Figure 8-15. As for ATLAS, there are some conflicts with the presently installed shielding that can be easily resolved with minor modifications.

The assembly module for the vacuum equipment is similar to that for ATLAS, with minor modifications to adopt it to the shielding layout. A new plug for the fix iron nose will be built, and shielding “chicane” elements of the rotating shielding will be either removed or modified to allow the integration of the displaced VAX equipment, but there is no further conflict with the detector opening as basically the module will occupy the volume of the presently installed support module, shown in yellow in Figure 8-16 and Figure 8-18. The installation of the vacuum equipment (all metal gate valves-quick connectors), bellows and VAX module on the new beam pipe support will require the relocation of the services (Grey beam over the support at Figure 8-18 left). The passage of the services is challenging but also possible using the channels on the fixed iron nose left open when the rotating shielding closes.

Figure 8-15: 3D view of the CMS forward shielding region with the TAXS and vacuum module. The layout corresponds to the run configuration. The TAXS absorber is on the left inside the FIN (green) and the surrounding rotating shielding (orange). The vacuum assembly module on the IP side is shown inside the baseplate support (transparent yellow).
Figure 8-16: Right-3D view of the current CMS beam pipe support (yellow) in front of TAS. The layout corresponds to the open detector configuration. Left- The new support structure (grey) which supports the relocated VAX equipment (blue).

Figure 8-17: Cut of the CMS forward shielding showing the relocated VAX inside the yellow beam pipe support module. End of TAXS is shown at the right end. The required modifications in the Forward shielding (orange) and Fixed Iron nose (green) are inside the red boxes. the yellow beam pipe support module. Details of the beam pipe support and the cable tray to be modified are shown on the left.

Figure 8-18: Photos showing the CMS forward shielding during access. The small rotating shielding is open showing the yellow beam pipe support module. Details of the beam pipe support and the cable tray to be modified are shown on the left.
FLUKA studies [Error! Reference source not found.] have been performed to analyse the impact of the new equipment (support and vacuum modules), results had shown that the impact to the surroundings is minimal and no further protection for workers will be needed with respect to the LHC configuration.

Figure 8-19: Ratio of H*(10) in LS6 (ambient dose in CMS) showing the increase in dose rate with VAX after 1 month cooling. The calculation is conservative, assuming peak luminosity of $7.5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ (levelling), integrated lumi of 300/fb per year in HL-LHC, 7+7 TeV pp-collisions, 80 mb inelastic cross section and 3 years operation-1 year shutdown x 3 periods until LS6. Results for LS4 and LS5 are similar [11]. The CMS forward shielding remains open during access, and the routine operations at the detector are not affected.

Figure 8-20: Ratio of H*(10) in LS6 (ambient dose in CMS) zooming around the VAX region. The increase in dose rate with VAX after 1-month cooling is shown. The calculation is conservative, assuming peak luminosity of $7.5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ (levelling), integrated luminosity of 300/fb per year in HL-LHC, 7+7 TeV pp-collisions, 80 mb inelastic cross section and 3 years operation-1 year shutdown x 3 periods until LS6. Results for LS4 and LS5 are similar [11]. The CMS forward shielding remains open during access, and the routine operations at the detector are not affected.
8.5.2 The neutral particle passive absorber – TAXN

The TAXN absorber is designed to absorb the flux of forward high-energy neutral particles produced at the interaction region of P1 and P5. A TAXN absorber is installed in either side of IP1 and IP5 located between the separation/recombination dipole pair D1 and D2 and containing the transition from the single common beam pipe to the two separate pipes for the incoming/outgoing beams.

8.5.2.1 The TAXN for IP1 & IP5

The design of the new TAXN absorbers for P1 and P5 is based on that of the presently installed TAN, with the following modifications and improvements:

- In the HL-LHC layout, the position of the TAXN is displaced by approximately 14 m towards the IP compared to the present situation, and the available space is reduced by approx. 160 mm.

- The vacuum chamber has a fixed aperture, that combined with a specially designed TCLX collimator with movable jaws just downstream towards D2, provides the maximum protection efficiency at all beam optics scenarios for HL-LHC.

- Active water cooling will be required to dissipate the expected approx. 1.8 kW of power from the beam, expected during the operation during HL-LHC including safety margins. The expected peak dose is 4.5 GGy for 3000 fb⁻¹ (see [16]).

- Improvements in the mechanical design of the absorber will be incorporated to the design in order to allow optimized installation and maintenance activities. The bake-out needs for the absorber core in terms of thermal isolation jackets and optimised duration of the process will be included in the design.

- The slots for beam instrumentation for luminosity monitoring and, as at the beginning of Run 4 operation with ion beams is foreseen, experimental detectors will be maintained unless they impose important constraints to the TAXN design and maintenance.

The TAXN design is described in detail in the Technical Specifications Documents for P1 and P5 [17] respectively. The key design and operation parameters are shown in Table 8-5 and Table 8-6.

Table 8-5: Key design parameters for the TAXN of P1 and P5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperture separation (from the transition point)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entrance end</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>158.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from IP to front flange</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAXN length from flange to flange</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner absorber length</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of separated pipes</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum TAXN width</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorber width</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum TAXN height (from two beam centreline)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding radius (from two beam centreline)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal beam height from floor</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum floor loading</td>
<td>[MPa]</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam tube facing IP (two beams in one tube)</td>
<td>Inner radius</td>
<td>106.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical tolerance (radius)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition section</td>
<td>Inner radii</td>
<td>106.0 to [41.0(h)-37.0(w)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical tolerance (radius) [e/m/e]</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beam tube away from IP5 (two beams in two tubes) Inner radius [mm] 38.0
Mechanical tolerance (radius) [mm] ± 1.0
Vacuum chamber to alignment fiducial tolerance [mm] ± 0.6
Supports range of motion [mm] ± 10.0 [h & v]
Absorber cooling Demin. Water

Table 8-6: TAXN operational parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed collision power at</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- $5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- $7.5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hr average absorbed collision power at</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- $5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- $7.5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum internal beam tube temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8-21: Results from FLUKA energy deposition studies for the TAXN at P1,P5. Left: the energy deposition longitudinal profile, Right: the transverse energy distribution at the peak location.

Optimisation studies on the TAXN absorber length were performed, showing that a shorter absorber with a denser material, Inermet180 instead of Cu, can be equally efficient, gaining about 1m in longitudinal length (see Figure 8-22). However, using tungsten as the core absorber material may lead to technical difficulties compared to copper, so this possibility is kept as option for the final technical design of the absorber.
The TAXN for IP8

During the LHC design stage, it was estimated that absorbers would become only necessary for luminosities above \( L = 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \). The original request by LHCb has been for luminosities of up to \( L = 4 \times 10^{32} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \), such that IR8, where the LHCb experiment is located, could be designed without absorbers. More detailed studies on energy deposition in IR8 [22] have been made recently, to see to which extent absorbers are required for the luminosity upgrade of IR8 up to \( L_{\text{HL}} = 2 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \).

With \( L_{\text{HL}} = 2 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \) and the inelastic cross section \( \sigma_{\text{pp}} = 85 \text{mb} \), there will be \( 1.7 \times 10^8 \) inelastic collisions per second at the LHCb. The inelastic collision power is carried off by neutrals (mostly neutrons and photons) and charged particles (mostly pions and protons), that leave in both directions from the Interaction Point (IP). Detailed Fluka simulations have estimated the energy deposition around IP8 at \( 2 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \) luminosity without TAS and compared it with IP1 and IP5 at \( 1 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \) luminosity with TAS. The studies have shown that the TAS is only really effective as protection for Q1. Nevertheless, the energy deposition in the triplet depends on the crossing angle in IP8. Changing the beam screen orientation has little effect on the energy deposition. As conclusion, the LHCb luminosity upgrade with \( 2 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \) luminosity is compatible without TAS installation, and a protection (kind of minimal TAN) is recommended to reduce the heat load on the D2 magnets well below the quench level.

New TAXN absorbers should be installed in P8 on either side of the interaction region in available slots upstream of D2, as shown in Figure 8-24. Several energy deposition studies with different configurations of absorbers and masks were performed. Conclusion is that a 340x200 mm mini-TAXN with a 500mm long Inermet180 absorber situated at ~1.9 m from the D2-IP face, would efficiently protect the D2 from the...
interaction debris at the foreseen luminosity of $2 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ for LHCb (See Figure 8-26). Three different options have been considered: a classical TAN located at the Y chamber (rose), a cold mask placed inside the D2 (red) and a mini-TAN situated at ~1.9 m from the D2-IP face (green). Protection levels of the latest are the highest.

In conclusion, there will be one mini-TAXN on either side of the interaction point. The integration of the mini-TAXN in the current LHC lay-out will require a relocation of the BPM’s situated between D2 and TCTPH and the change of some vacuum elements (bellows & beam pipe) and will be installed during LS2.

The total weight of the new equipment is around 800 kg and will be transported as a single piece.

Figure 8-24: 2D layout (top view) of the D2 region as considered for the FLUKA analysis. The new TAXN (dark blue) is situated between D2 (white) and the TCTPH collimator Y chamber is shown on the left of the picture.

Figure 8-25: energy deposition in the D2 front face, in the layout including the 500 mm Inermet180 TAXN. A load increase of 6 W in D2 respect to LHC, 60% of which are absorbed in the first meter.

Quick connectors will be included allowing a fast exchange in case of need. A preliminary thermal analysis has been performed showing that the mini-TAXN will not need to be water cooled (estimated heat deposition is below 20W).
Figure 8-26: 3D conceptual drawing of a mini-TAXN to be installed in LSS8 currently under consideration. Inner part is made of INERMET 180, while the surrounding box provides baking capabilities. Support, survey & alignment structures not shown.
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Chapter 9
Cryogenics for the HL-LHC

9 Cryogenics for the HL-LHC

9.1 Introduction

The upgrade of the cryogenics for the HL-LHC will consist of the following.

- The design and installation of two new 1.9 K cryogenic plants at P1 and P5 for high luminosity insertions. This upgrade will be based on a new sectorization scheme aimed at separating the cooling of the magnets in these insertion regions from the arc magnets, and on a new cryogenic architecture based on electrical feedboxes located at ground level and vertical superconducting links.

- The design and installation of a new 4.2 K cryogenic plant at P4 for the Superconducting Radio Frequency (SRF) cryo-modules and other future possible cryogenic equipment (e-lens, RF harmonic system).

- No new cryogenic circuits at P7 for the HTS links and displaced current feedboxes (baseline change).

- Cryogenic design support for cryo-collimators and 11 T dipoles.

Figure 9-1 shows the overall LHC cryogenic layout, including the upgraded infrastructure.

![Overall LHC cryogenic layout](image)

**Figure 9-1:** Overall LHC cryogenic layout, including the upgraded infrastructure.
9.2 LHC machine upgrades

9.2.1 Upgraded beam parameters and constraints

The main parameters impacting on the cryogenic system are given in Table 9-1. With respect to the nominal beam parameters, the beam bunch population will double and the luminosity in the detectors of the high luminosity insertions at P1 and P5 will be multiplied by a factor 5.

Table 9-1: LHC upgraded beam parameters for 25ns bunch spacing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Upgrade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy, $E$</td>
<td>[TeV]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch population, $N_b$</td>
<td>[protons/bunch]</td>
<td>$1.15 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam, $n_b$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>2748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity, $L$</td>
<td>[cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch length</td>
<td>[ns]</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These upgraded beam parameters will introduce new constraints to the cryogenic system.

- The collimation scheme must be upgraded by adding collimators to the continuous cryostat close to P2 and P7. The corresponding integration space must be created by developing shorter but stronger 11 T superconducting dipoles. As the new collimators will work at room temperature, cryogenic bypasses are required to guarantee the continuity of the cryogenic and electrical distribution. Figure 9-2 shows the nominal and upgraded layouts of the continuous cryostat. Halo control for the HL-LHC may require the installation of hollow electron lenses at P4, making use of a superconducting solenoid. While not yet in the HL-LHC baseline, this device may be the best option for controlling particle diffusion by depopulating the halo of the high-power hadron beams, thereby avoiding uncontrolled losses during critical operations such as the squeeze. Figure 9-3 shows the nominal and upgraded layouts of the insertion region at P4, anticipating the installation of an e-lens and a new SRF system.

- The increase of the level of radiation to the electronics could possibly require relocating power convertors and related current feedboxes at ground level at P1 and P5. New superconducting links will be required to connect the displaced current feedboxes to the magnets. Figure 9-5 shows the nominal and upgraded layouts of the insertion regions at P1 and P5.

- To better control the bunch longitudinal profile, reduce heating and improve the pile-up density, new cryo-modules of 800 MHz RF cavities could be added to the existing 400 MHz cryo-modules at P4 creating a high-harmonic RF system (see Figure 9-3). Alternatively, discussions are underway to see if a better scheme would be the installation of a new 200 MHz SRF system, rather than the 800 MHz. From the cryogenic point of view the requests are similar, so we will consider below the 800 MHz system that is in an advanced phase of study.

- To improve the luminosity performance by addressing the geometric luminosity reduction factor and possibly allowing the levelling of the luminosity, cryo-modules of crab-cavities (CC) will be added at P1 and P5 (see Figure 9-4).

- Finally, the matching and final focusing of the beams will require completely new insertion cryo-magnet assemblies at P1 and P5 (see Figure 9-4).
9.3 Temperature level and heat loads

Heat loads to the cryogenic system have various origins and uncertainties. As done for the LHC [1], two categories of heat loads are considered: static heat loads \( Q_{\text{static}} \) to be compensated just to reach the desired temperature level, and dynamic heat loads \( Q_{\text{dynamic}} \) due to energising or circulating beams. These heat loads are primarily considered without contingency to avoid piling-up margins. However, the cooling capacity to be installed has to include margins that vary for the static and dynamic heat loads to properly allow the nominal beam scenario. This margin vanishes for the ultimate beam scenario.

In Table 9-2 the static heat in-leaks are reported, for different temperature levels. For new equipment, the thermal performance of supporting systems, radiative insulation and thermal shields is considered identical to that of existing LHC equipment.
Table 9-2: Static heat in-leaks of HL-LHC machine (without contingency).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature [k]</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Upgrade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.6–20</td>
<td>Beam screen circuit (arc + DS)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beam screen circuit (IT)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beam screen circuit (MS)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Cold mass (arc + DS)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cold mass (IT)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crab cavities</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Cold mass (MS)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>3556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 MHz RF module</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800 MHz RF module</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electron-lens</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–300</td>
<td>Current lead</td>
<td>[g/s per kA]</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9-3 gives the dynamic heat loads expected for the HL-LHC. The main concern is electron-cloud impingement on the beam screens, which can only be reduced by efficient beam scrubbing (dipole off) of the beam screens. This remains to be demonstrated. Without efficient beam scrubbing (dipole on), the e-cloud activity will remain high (more than 4 W/m and per beam) in the arcs and dispersion suppressors (DS). This heat deposition corresponds to about twice the local cooling limitation given by the hydraulic impedance of the beam screen cooling circuits. In addition, the corresponding integrated power over a sector (more than 25 kW) is not compatible with the installed capacity of the sector cryogenic plants. For e-cloud deposition in the arcs and dispersion suppressors, efficient (dipole off) or inefficient (dipole on) beam scrubbing is considered.

Table 9-3: Dynamic heat loads on HL-LHC machine (without contingency).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature [k]</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Upgrade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.6–20</td>
<td>Synchrotron radiation (arc + DS)</td>
<td>[mW/m per beam]</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image current (arc + DS + MS)</td>
<td>[mW/m per beam]</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image current (IT low-luminosity)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image current (IT high luminosity)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-clouds (arc + DS) (dipole off)</td>
<td>[mW/m per beam]</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-clouds (arc + DS) (dipole on)</td>
<td>[mW/m per beam]</td>
<td>4264</td>
<td>4097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-clouds (IT high luminosity)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>9455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-clouds (IT low-luminosity)</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-clouds (MS)</td>
<td>[mW/m per beam]</td>
<td>2550</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondaries (IT beam screen P1 and P5)</td>
<td>[W per IT]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Beam gas scattering</td>
<td>[mW/m per beam]</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistive heating in splices</td>
<td>[mW/m]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondaries (IT cold mass P1 and P5)</td>
<td>[W per IT]</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondaries (DS cold mass P1 and P5)</td>
<td>[W per DS]</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRF crab cavities</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>SRF 400 MHz</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRF 800 MHz</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-lens</td>
<td>[W per module]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–300</td>
<td>Current lead</td>
<td>[g/s per kA]</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The beam screens of the new inner triplets at P1 and P5 will be protected by tungsten shielding that will be able to absorb about half of the energy deposited by collision debris escaping the high luminosity detectors.
For simplicity at this stage, beam screen loads were considered to be between 4.6 K and 20 K as for the current LHC. However, the large dynamic power to be extracted could force consideration of the next possible temperature range compatible with beam vacuum requirements, i.e. the range 40 K to 60 K. Despite this thick W-shielding, the 1.9 K load, i.e. the energy that collision debris deposited onto the magnet coil and cold mass, increases by four times with respect to the nominal LHC case. The W-shielding, in any case, reduces the overall refrigeration cost and increases the lifetime of the inner-triplet coils.

9.4 Impact on existing sector cryogenic plants

With new cryogenic plants dedicated to the cooling of cryogenic equipment in P1, P4, and P5, the cooling duty of the existing sector cryogenic plants will be reduced and more equally distributed. Figure 9-6 shows the required cooling capacities for the different temperature levels and compares them to the nominal cooling requirements and to the installed capacities. The low-load sectors equipped with upgraded ex-LEP cryogenic plants have lower installed capacity than the four cryogenic plants specially ordered for the LHC’s high-load sectors. For the HL-LHC, sufficient capacity margin still exists providing that the beam scrubbing of dipole beam-screens is efficient (dipole off).
9.5 New cryogenics for Point 4 insertion

Figure 9-6 shows the cryogenic architecture of the upgraded P4 insertion consisting of:

- a warm compressor station (WCS) located in a noise-insulated surface building and connected to a helium buffer storage;
- a lower cold box (LCB) located in the UX45 cavern and connected to a cryogenic distribution valve box (DVB), also located in the UX45 cavern;
- main cryogenic distribution lines connecting the cryo-modules to the distribution valve box;
- auxiliary cryogenic distribution lines interconnecting the new infrastructure with the existing QRL service modules (SM) and allowing redundancy cooling with adjacent-sector cryogenic plants;
- a warm-helium recovery line network.

Concerning the planned installed capacity ($Q_{\text{installed}}$) of the new cryogenic plant, some uncertainty ($f_u$) and overcapacity ($f_o$) margins have to be introduced as shown in Eq. 9.1:

$$Q_{\text{installed}} = f_o \times (Q_{\text{static}} \times f_u + Q_{\text{dynamic}}),$$

(9-1)

where $f_o = 1.5$ and $f_u = 1.5$.

Table 9-4 gives the installed capacity of the P4 cryogenic plant required at different temperature levels. The P4 cryogenic plant will require an equivalent capacity of about 6 kW at 4.5 K.

This is considered as the present baseline, with the evaluation of an alternative scenario for the refrigeration part. The alternative scenario would consist of an upgrade of one of the existing refrigerator of P4 (+2.5kW@4.5K equivalent to +14%) to fulfil the required cooling capacity of existing SRF modules with sufficient margin, while keeping the baseline new distribution scenario. As a complement, a new mobile refrigerator with a cooling capacity allowing RF tests of a single cryo-module during long shut-downs is under investigation, as all other cryogenic sub-systems would be stopped for maintenance and major overhauling.
cryogenic plants will require an equivalent capacity of about 18 kW at 4.5 K, including 3 kW at 1.8 K.

Table 9-4: Installed capacity requirements of the new cryogenic plant at P4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>5223</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–75</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.6 New cryogenics for high luminosity insertions at Point 1 and Point 5

Figure 9-7 shows the proposed cryogenic architecture of the P1 and P5 high luminosity insertions consisting of:

- a warm compressor station (WCS) located in a noise-insulated surface building and connected to a helium buffer storage;
- an upper cold box (UCB) located in a ground-level building;
- a quench buffer (QV) located at ground level;
- one or two cold compressor boxes (CCB) in an underground cavern;
- two main cryogenic distribution lines (one per half-insertion);
- two interconnection valve boxes with existing QRL cryogenic line allowing redundancy with the cryogenic plants of adjacent sectors.

Table 9-5 gives the installed capacity of the proposed P1 and P5 cryogenic plants required at the different temperature levels and using the same uncertainty and overcapacity margins as those used for P4. The cryogenic plants will require an equivalent capacity of about 18 kW at 4.5 K, including 3 kW at 1.8 K.
Table 9-5: Installed capacity requirements of the new cryogenic plants at P1 and P5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>3045</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6–20</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>2668</td>
<td>4348</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–75</td>
<td>4900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7350</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–300</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At P1 and P5 the superconducting magnets of the ATLAS and CMS detectors are cooled by dedicated cryogenic plants. A possible redundancy with detector cryogenic plants could be interesting in the event of a major breakdown of the detector cryogenic plants. The corresponding power requirements are about 1.5 kW at 4.5 K for CMS and 3 kW at 4.5 K for ATLAS.

The cooling capacity of 3 kW at 1.8 K is higher than the 2.4 kW installed capacity of an LHC sector, which corresponds to the present state-of-the-art for the cold compressor size. Consequently:
- larger cold compressors have to be studied and developed;
- or parallel cold compressor trains have to be implemented (one 1.5 kW train per half insertion);
- or duplication of the first stage of cold compression to keep the machine within the available size.

### 9.7 Building and general service requirement

Table 9-6 gives the buildings and general services at P1, P4, and P5 required by the cryogenic infrastructure. At P4, the required surface and volume for the warm compression station and for the cold box are respectively available in the existing SUH4 building and in the UX45 cavern.

Table 9-6: Building and general service requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cryogenic system</th>
<th>P1 and P5</th>
<th>P4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warm compressor building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface [m²]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane [t]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical power [MW]</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling water [m³/h]</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed air [Nm³/h]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation [kW]</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Noise-insulated (~108 dB A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Surface SD building    |           |    |
| Surface [m²]           | 30 × 10   | N/A|
| Height [m]             | 12        | N/A|
| Crane [t]              | 5         | N/A|
| Electrical power [kW]  | 50        | N/A|
| Cooling water [m³/h]   | 15        | N/A|
| Compressed air [Nm³/h] | 90        | N/A|

| Cavern                 |           |    |
| Volume [m³]            | 200       | 300|
| Local handling [t]     | 2         | 2  |
### Cryogenics for the HL-LHC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[kW]</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling water</td>
<td>[m³/h]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed air</td>
<td>[Nm³/h]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 9.8 Conclusions

The HL-LHC project will require a major cryogenic upgrade. The main challenges are given below.

- Cooling circuits for large heat deposition.
  - Up to 13 W/m on 1.9 K cold masses for heat extraction from SC cables and sufficient quench energy margin. Accurate heat flow calculation in coil and yoke cross-section must be developed.
  - Up to 23 W/m on inner-triplet beam screens possibly with a different operating range (40–60 K) and with a large dynamic range that will require specific cryogenic plant adaptation studies.

- Cooling of HTS SC links and current feedboxes.

- Cooling and pressure relief of crab cavities.

- Validation tests on SC link, crab cavities, magnets, beam screens, etc.

- Quench containment and recovery.

- Larger 1.8 K refrigeration capacities beyond the present state-of-the-art.

- Large capacity (1500 W/3000 W) sub-cooling heat exchangers.

- Larger turndown capacity factor (up to 10) on the 1.8 K refrigeration cycle.

#### 9.9 References
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10 Energy deposition and radiation to electronics

10.1 Characterization of the radiation source

Proton–proton inelastic collisions taking place in the LHC inside its four detectors generate a large number of secondary particles with an average multiplicity of approximately 120 per single proton–proton interaction with 7 TeV beams, but with very substantial fluctuations over different events. Moving away from the interaction point (IP), this multiform population evolves, even before touching the surrounding material, because of the decay of unstable particles (in particular neutral pions decaying into photon pairs). Figure 10-1 illustrates the composition of the debris at 5 mm from the point of a 14 TeV centre of mass collision, featuring a ∼30% increase in the number of particles, due to the aforementioned decays, and a clear prevalence of photons (almost 50%) and charged pions (∼35%).

Most of these particles are intercepted by the detector and its forward region shielding, releasing their energy within the experimental cavern. However, the most energetic particles, emitted at small angles with respect to the beam direction, travel farther inside the vacuum chamber and reach the accelerator elements, causing a significant impact on the magnets along the insertion regions (IRs), in particular the final focusing quadrupoles and the separation dipoles. Figure 10-1 also shows the breakdown of the debris components going through the aperture of the Target Absorber Secondaries (TAS), a protection element consisting of a 1.8 m long copper core located 20 m from the IP and representing the interface between the detector and the accelerator. The TAS absorbers are only installed on each side of the high luminosity detectors, ATLAS in P1, and CMS in P5, since their protection role, which is in fact limited to the first focusing quadrupole, is not needed for luminosities up to $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ [1].

Despite the fact that the number of particles per collision leaving the TAS aperture is more than one order of magnitude lower than the total number of debris particles, they carry about 80% of the total energy, implying that 40% of the released energy at the IP exits on each side of the experiments. At the nominal HL-LHC luminosity ($5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$), this represents about 3800 W per side that is inevitably impacting upon the LHC elements and consequently dissipated in the machine and in the nearby equipment (e.g. electronics, racks, etc.) and in the tunnels walls.

It is fundamental to study how these particles are lost in order to implement the necessary protections for shielding sensitive parts of the LHC magnets and the machine. For these purposes, Monte Carlo simulations of particle interactions with matter play an essential role, relying on a detailed implementation of physics models and an accurate 3D description of the region of interest.

In addition to the luminosity debris, which dominates energy deposition in the vicinity of the collision points, regular and accidental beam losses represent other relevant sources of radiation. In particular, beam halo particles caught in the collimators (see Chapter 5) initiate hadronic and electromagnetic showers, mainly in the betatron and momentum cleaning IRs, but also from the tertiary collimators around the experiments. The same happens with injection and dumping protection devices (see Chapter 14). Moreover, secondary particle showers are also originated by beam interactions with the residual gas inside the vacuum chamber the length of the accelerator, as well as with dust fragments falling into the beam path.
10.2 Power and dose evaluations concerning the triplet-D1 region

The LHC upgrade includes replacement of the triplet 70 mm Nb-Ti quadrupoles in P1 and P5 with the 150 mm coil aperture Nb$_3$Sn quadrupoles, along with the new 150 mm coil aperture Nb-Ti separation dipole (D1) and orbit correctors. Moreover, a corrector package (CP) that includes a skew quadrupole and eight high-order magnets (from sextupole to dodecapole, normal and skew, based on Nb-Ti technology) will be located between the triplet and D1.

As the first studies of radiation loads in the HL-LHC have shown [2, 3], one could provide the operational stability and adequate lifetime of the IR superconducting magnets by using tungsten-based inner absorbers in the magnets. The goals of the absorbers are:

- to reduce the peak power density in the inner Nb$_3$Sn cable to below the quench limit with a safety margin;
- to keep the peak dose in the innermost layers of insulation and radiation loads on inorganic materials in the hottest spots of the coils below the known radiation damage limits all over the HL-LHC lifetime;
- to keep the dynamic heat load to the cold mass at a manageable level.

10.2.1 FLUKA–MARS modeling

To design such a shielding system in a consistent and confident way, coherent investigations have been undertaken with two independent Monte Carlo codes benchmarked up to the TeV energy region and regularly used in such applications: FLUKA at CERN [4–7] and MARS15 (2014) at Fermilab [8–10]. The studies were done for 7 + 7 TeV p–p-collisions with a 295 µrad half-angle vertical crossing in IP1 (which had previously been found to be the worst case) using DPMJET-III as the event generator [11].

An identical, very detailed geometry model was created and used in both codes with the same materials and magnetic field distributions in each of the components contained within the 80 m region from the IP through to the D1 dipole. An octagonal stainless steel beam screen, equipped with 6 mm tungsten absorbers on the mid-planes, is placed inside the cold bore along the triplet, the CP, and the D1, except in Q1, where the tungsten thickness is increased to 16 mm, compatible with the relaxed aperture requirements. The absorbers are between the beam screen and the 1.9 K beam pipe: they are supported by the beam screen, and thermally connected to it, whereas they have negligible contact with the cold mass. Therefore, from the point of view of energy deposition, the function of the absorber-equipped beam screen is two-fold:

- it shields the coils from the debris;
it removes a sizable part of the heat load from the 1.9 K cooling system, intercepting it at a higher temperature.

The HL-LHC layout foresees six cryostats on each side of the IP: four for the triplet quadrupoles (Q1, Q2A, Q2B, and Q3), one for the CP and one for D1. The distance between the magnets in the interconnections is 1.5–1.7 m, and an interruption of the beam screen is necessary therein. In the preliminary calculations performed with the specific aim of comparing independent evaluations and reported in this section, we assumed a 500 mm interruption of the tungsten absorbers in the middle of the interconnects as a tentative baseline. Figure 10-2 and Figure 10-3 show a 3D view of the model and details in the inner parts of the quadrupoles and orbit correctors.

Figure 10-2: HL-LHC inner triplet with MCBX/CP correctors and D1 dipole.

Fine-mesh distributions of power density as well as absorbed dose, neutron fluence, and displacements-per-atom (DPA), along with dynamic heat load in every triplet component were calculated with FLUKA and MARS. The power density and dynamic heat load results are normalized to a luminosity of $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, while all others are normalized to 3000 fb$^{-1}$ integrated luminosity, corresponding to ~10–12 years of HL-LHC operation. The longitudinal resolution in the assessment of the quantity of interest is 10 cm, and the azimuthal one is 2°. Radially, power density is averaged over the superconducting cable width, while dose, fluence, and DPA are scored within the innermost layer equal to 3 mm or its thickness, whichever is thinner.

Figure 10-3: Details of the FLUKA–MARS model in the innermost regions of (left) the Q2–Q3 quadrupoles; (right) MCBX orbit correctors. A more advanced implementation is documented in section 10.3.
10.2.2 Operational radiation loads

Power density isocontours at the IP end of the cold mass of the Q2A quadrupole, as calculated by MARS, are shown in Figure 10-4(left). The longitudinal peak power density profile on the inner coils of the IT magnets at the azimuthal maxima is presented in Figure 10-4(right). Results from FLUKA and MARS are in excellent agreement. The observable discrepancies, which are naturally related to the use of fully independent tracking and scoring algorithms and physics models, are largely within the safety margin recommendable at the design stage. The peak value of 2 mW/cm\(^3\) in the quadrupoles is 20 times less than the assumed quench limit of 40 mW/cm\(^3\) in Nb\(_3\)Sn coils [2]. The peak value of ~1.5 mW/cm\(^3\) in the Nb-Ti based coils of the correctors and D1 dipole is almost ten times less than the known quench limit of 13 mW/cm\(^3\) in such coils [12].

![Figure 10-4: (left) Power density isocontours at the IP end of Q2A calculated by MARS; (right) comparison of the longitudinal peak power density profile on the inner coils of the triplet magnets for the MARS and FLUKA codes.](image)

The total power dissipation in the triplet region from the IP1 collision debris splits roughly 50–50 between the cold mass and the beam screen with tungsten absorber, 630 W and 615 W, respectively, from the FLUKA calculations. MARS predicts values about 2% lower. For the 45 m effective length of the cold mass, the average dynamic heat load is ~14 W/m.

More updated values, reflecting the evolution of the optics and layout baseline and the maturation of the various component design, are given in section 10.3 and should be taken as the most reliable reference.

10.2.3 Lifetime radiation loads

The peak dose and DPA – the quantities that define radiation damage and the lifetime of the insulators and non-organic materials of the triplet magnets, respectively – are calculated at the azimuthal maxima in the innermost layers of each triplet component shown in Figure 10-2.

The longitudinal peak dose profiles on the inner coils and insulating materials are presented in Figure 10-5(left). The values in the MCBX orbit correctors (located in the Q1–Q2A, Q2B–Q3, and Q3–D1 regions) are given for the epoxy layer (FLUKA) and kapton layer (MARS); see Figure 10-3 for details. Results from FLUKA and MARS are again in good agreement. The larger aperture triplet magnets and the simulated implementation of tungsten absorbers perform very well, reducing the peak values of both power density and absorbed dose in the HL-LHC IR to the levels that correspond to LHC nominal luminosity.

The maximum peak dose in the coils is about 25 MGy for quadrupoles and ~15 MGy for the D1 dipole. The integrated peak dose in the triplet magnet insulation reaches 30–36 MGy in the MCBX3 corrector, 28–30 MGy in the quadrupoles, and ~22 MGy in the D1 dipole. This is at or slightly above the common limits for kapton (25–35 MGy) and CTD-101K epoxy (25 MGy). Also in this case, a re-evaluation based on the latest project baseline can be found in section 10.3.
Degradation of the critical properties of inorganic materials in the magnets – Nb$_3$Sn and Nb-Ti superconductors, copper stabilizer, and mechanical structures – is usually characterized not by absorbed dose but by integrated neutron fluence and by DPA accumulated in the hottest spots over the magnet’s expected lifetime. DPA is the most universal way to characterize the impact of irradiation on inorganic materials. In both FLUKA and MARS, all products of elastic and inelastic nuclear interactions as well as Coulomb elastic scattering (NIEL) of transported charged particles (hadrons, electrons, muons, and heavy ions) from ~1 keV to TeV energies contribute to DPA using energy-dependent displacement efficiency. For neutrons at <20 MeV (FLUKA) and <150 MeV (MARS), the ENDF-VII database with NJOY99 processing is used in both the codes.

The longitudinal peak DPA profiles on the triplet magnet coils are presented in Figure 10-5(right). The peaks are generally observed at the inner coils; therefore, the data is given for these areas. With the vertical crossing in IP1, the MCBX3 orbit corrector is the exception with the peak in the outer coil in the vertical plane (see Figure 10-3(right)). To see this effect, the MARS data in Figure 10-5(right) for MCBX3 is given for the outer coil, while FLUKA shows results for the inner coil as in all other magnets. Contrary to the power density and dose distributions driven by electromagnetic showers initiated by photons from $\pi^0$ decays, DPA peaks at the non-IP end of the Q1B quadrupole. At that location, about 70% of DPA is from neutrons with $E < 20$ MeV, ~25% from transported nuclear recoils above 0.25 keV/A, and the rest is due to other transported particles and non-transported recoils. The thicker Q1 shielding, while assuring a very effective dose reduction, plays a clear role in enhancing neutron production.

Figure 10-5: Longitudinal distributions of (left) peak dose on inner coils and nearby insulators; (right) peak DPA on inner coils.

The peak in the Q1B inner coil is about $2 \times 10^{-4}$ DPA per 3000 fb$^{-1}$ integrated luminosity. In other triplet components it is about $(1 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-4}$. These numbers should be acceptable for the superconductors and copper stabilizer provided that there is periodic annealing during the collider shutdowns. Taking into account a good correlation of DPA with neutron fluence in the coils, one can also compare the latter with known limits. In the quadrupole coils, the peak fluence is $\sim 2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$ that is substantially lower than the $3 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-2}$ limit used for the Nb$_3$Sn superconductor. In the orbit corrector and D1 dipole coils, the peak fluence is $\sim 5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ that is again lower than the $10^{18}$ cm$^{-2}$ limit used for the Nb-Ti superconductor. The integrated DPA in the magnet mechanical structures are several orders of magnitude lower than the ~10 DPA limit for these materials. Corresponding neutron fluences range from $3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ to $3 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$, compared to the $10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$ to $7 \times 10^{22}$ cm$^{-2}$ limits.

Peak dose on the beam screen was found to be of the order of several hundred MGy after 3000 fb$^{-1}$ integrated luminosity (up to 700 MGy in D1), mostly carried by electromagnetic particles. If the use of carbon coating is considered, its resistance to such a dose has to be assessed.
10.3 Update to HL-LHCv1.2

Since the completion of the original FLUKA MARS intercomparison, as reported in the previous section, many relevant ingredients have evolved and their progressive implementation in the FLUKA model has led to more accurate results, accounted for in the following. In particular, since the beam screen equipped with tungsten absorbers represents the backbone element for the protection of the IR magnets, the details of its design play a crucial role in determining its actual effectiveness.

In this respect, the real absorber material, Inermet 180, which has a density of 18 g cm\(^{-3}\), about 8% less than the one of pure tungsten initially assumed, was considered, implying a reduced shielding performance. Moreover, the reduction of the beam screen thickness (from 2 mm to 1 mm) was necessary to let the structure respond elastically to possible deformations occurring during a quench. In addition, the first prototype proposal embedding those modifications and applying to all magnets but Q1 (due to the thicker shielding included in the latter) was later reworked to extend the Inermet absorbers towards the quadrupole poles, in order to better cover the coils (see Figure 10-6(b) and (c)). This is needed because, starting from Q2, most of the charged debris is pushed by the magnetic field from the crossing angle side to the opposite side and the energy deposition peak moves through different azimuthal regions, which have to be properly shielded. However, the mentioned extension between the mid planes cannot be fulfilled along the whole magnet length, since the pumping slots entail longitudinal gaps limiting it to an effective filling factor, initially guessed at 0.5 and eventually reduced to 0.2 (meaning the alternation of 2 cm long Inermet pieces with 8 cm gaps at 45\(^{\circ}\)).

Figure 10-6 shows the revised magnet models, where a more accurate coil design is implemented – especially different from the initial one in Figure 10-3 for the MCBX orbit correctors – and the aperture dimensions comply with a cold coil inner radius of 74.35 mm. The latter has to accommodate 0.25 mm coil insulation, a 1.5 mm superfluid Helium layer and a 4 mm thick cold bore wall as well as its 0.2 mm insulation, yielding an outer radial limit of 68.4 mm for the beam screen with the Inermet absorbers.

Another crucial aspect is the longitudinal interruption of the beam screen and its absorbers between two consecutive cryostats. As mentioned in the previous section, we initially assumed a 500 mm gap. With the elaboration of a realistic interconnect design, hosting a BPM as reproduced in the FLUKA model shown in Figure 10-7, the gap exceeds 700 mm, leaving the IP end of the following magnet less protected.
Figure 10-7: FLUKA model of triplet interconnects, including a circular BPM with its electrode strips (in brown).

The results reported in this section refer to the HL-LHCv1.2 optics and explore both crossing schemes, vertical in IP1 and horizontal in IP5, with a 295 µrad half-angle and round beams at the IP as already assumed initially. Table 10-1 lists the power absorbed by the triplet D1 string elements, distinguishing what is taken by the absorber equipped beam screen from the amount collected in the 1.9 K cold mass. The fairly equilibrated sharing between the two cooling systems as well as the original estimate of about 600 W for each of them are substantially confirmed, with a natural increase on the cold mass as the presence of the absorbers out of the mid planes is (more realistically) reduced. For horizontal crossing, the total load is roughly 10% lower.

Table 10-1: Heat loads at $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for different crossing schemes and absorber implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooling system</th>
<th>Round vertical 0.5 filling factor at 45°</th>
<th>Round horizontal 0.5 filling factor at 45°</th>
<th>Round vertical 0.2 filling factor at 45°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnet cold mass</td>
<td>Beam screen</td>
<td>Magnet cold mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1A + Q1B</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2A + MCBX1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2B + MCBX2</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3A + Q3B</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCBX3 + CP</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam tube prolongations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10-8 gives a re-evaluation of Figure 10-4(left), as far as vertical crossing is concerned, and adds the information for horizontal crossing. The two curves reflect the different coupling between the same magnetic configuration of the triplet (Focusing-Defocusing-Focusing in the horizontal plane for the outgoing beam) and the different crossing planes, where the debris is oriented by the transverse component of the colliding beam momentum. Peak power density remains well below design values overall. The effect of the interconnects, where the absorbers are interrupted, is clearly visible on the IP ends and becomes especially pronounced on Q2B for horizontal crossing.
Figure 10-8: Peak power density profile in the magnet inner coils (radially averaged over the cable width), for vertical (red) and horizontal (blue) beam crossing. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties. $L = 5 \times 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$.

Similar features are displayed by the peak dose profile in Figure 10-9, not far from 40 MGy, after 3000 fb$^{-1}$ in 295 µrad half-angle horizontal crossing, at the localized maximum on the Q2B IP end. There, a good 15% reduction can be achieved by a 7 cm prolongation of the beam screen absorbers inside the non-IP hand of the interconnect, deemed to be possible. Such a reduction would be doubled, dropping to a 25 MGy maximum, if the option of an octagonal BPM embedding the same absorbers is retained. It has to be noted that the highest values previously expected in the MCBX3 insulator, according to Figure 10-5 (left) and Figure 10-3(right), are actually falling in the collar region, after considering the revised orbit corrector design as in Figure 10-6(c).

Figure 10-9: Peak dose profile in the magnet inner coils (radially averaged over the innermost layer, ≤ 3mm), for vertical (red) and horizontal (blue) beam crossing. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties. $L_{int} = 3000 \text{fb}^{-1}$. 
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Looking at the azimuthal dose distribution, shown in Figure 10-10 at the Q2B maximum, one can realize that the hot spot is well defined and lies opposite to the crossing angle side, where instead it is found inside Q1 and on the IP hand of Q2A. This feature could be exploited by changing the crossing plane and the vertical angle polarity during the run (the polarity of the horizontal angle has no degree of freedom, to avoid undesired bunch collisions in the machine near the D1 separation dipole). As originally proposed for the current LHC operation (concerning only the vertical crossing polarity in ATLAS, due to physical aperture limitations preventing the crossing plane swap), a mitigation technique of this kind divides the maximum dose among different mid plane positions and allows for a significant reduction of its value, yielding a valuable lifetime increase with respect to the worst fixed angle case [13]. This technique requires either rotation of the installed crab cavities or a swap of the IR1 and IR5 crab cavities during an extended technical stop. The operational implications of this procedure are still under study. Additionally, the possible adoption of a smaller crossing angle, as for instance envisaged for flat optics, provides a clear benefit, systematically lowering the peak energy deposition profile along the whole string.

10.4 Impact on the matching section and protection strategy

The HL-LHC upgrade foresees changes in the IR1 and IR5 matching section, implying a new Target Absorber Neutral (TAXN) absorber and a new recombination dipole D2 with its two new correctors. All new elements feature larger twin apertures, of 85 mm inner diameter for TAXN and 105 mm coil inner diameter for the magnets in the D2 cryostat. The option of a new 90 mm aperture Q4, accompanied by two new correctors, is now postponed, but was assumed in the study reported in this section, which refers again to the HL-LHCv1.2 round optics for both crossing schemes. The current baseline also foresees the Q5 replacement with the present Q4, providing an aperture increase from 56 mm to 70 mm, and the installation of crab cavities (two per side per beam, while the HL-LHCv1.2 study assumed twice as much). From Q6 onwards, no hardware modifications are expected inside the IRs.

With respect to the present LHC, the energy deposition in the matching section elements is mainly impacted by the variation of three ingredients. They are:

- the distance between the separation/recombination dipoles (reduced from 86 m to 65 m);
- the aperture of the upstream magnets (triplet quadrupoles, CP correctors and D1);
- the TAXN design, which has to comply with larger beam sizes.
As a consequence, the number of debris particles entering the matching section per primary collision is much larger than in the case of the current machine. This is illustrated in Figure 10-11, where the debris particle distribution at the exit of the TA(X)N outgoing beam pipe is shown for the LHC (Figure 10-11(left)) and the HL-LHC (Figure 10-11(right)). The number of protons is increased by about 30% (from 0.12 to 0.16 protons/collision), while the number of photons and neutrons is about seven times higher (from 0.06 to 0.41 particles/collision). Note that in the case of the HL-LHC optics the beam size at this location is about twice as large as that of the LHC optics. Therefore, a collimator set at the same aperture in beam $\sigma$ turns out to be less effective in intercepting debris particles, as clearly revealed in the figure by the number of particles left inside the beam envelope.

Figure 10-11: Debris particle distribution at the exit of the outgoing beam pipe of the TA(X)N, (left) for the LHC; (right) for the HL-LHC. Red points indicate protons with magnetic rigidity within 5% with respect to beam protons and green points indicate protons with lower magnetic rigidity. Blue points indicate neutral particles (photons and neutrons). The same number of collision is simulated in both cases. The black ellipse shows the $10\sigma$ outgoing beam envelope for round beam optics.

In the present LHC, a network of target long physics debris collimators (TCL) secures the protection of the cold magnets in the matching section. There is one copper TCL in front of D2 (TCL4, installed during LS1), one copper TCL in front of Q5 (TCL5, the only one already present and operating during Run 1), and one tungsten TCL in front of Q6 (TCL6, whose installation during LS1 was triggered by specific Roman pot operation scenarios). However, at nominal luminosity not all TCLs are necessary to keep the heat load below the quench level. It was shown that the single TCL4 set at $15\sigma$ is sufficient to maintain the peak power density below 0.3 mW/cm$^3$ in all matching section magnets [14].

Conversely, in the case of the HL-LHC, all of the TCLs are indispensable for magnet protection. For the purposes of the estimates presented here, the jaws of all the collimators are assumed to be made of tungsten (Inermet 180) because of its greater absorption efficiency (higher density and atomic number than copper). The first collimator, located between TAXN and D2, requires a special design with thicker jaws (TCLX4), in order to assure an adequate transverse coverage. Moreover, additional fixed target collimator long masks (TCLM) are needed downstream of the other two TCL collimators in order to further shield the aperture of the magnets in the Q5 and Q6 cryostats. Since the hottest spot is typically located on the IP side of each magnet, a shielding strategy based on a beam screen equipped with thick absorbers, as in the IT region, does not pay here. On the other hand, the Inermet masks, which are 1 m long and have the same aperture as the beam screen of the protected magnets and a radial thickness sufficient to shadow the coils, can ensure an effective interception of the shower coming from the upstream elements.
Figure 10-12: Peak power density profile in the magnet coils around the outgoing beam bore (radially averaged over the cable width), for vertical (red) and horizontal (blue) beam crossing, along the matching section cryostats: (a) D2; (b) Q4 (note the different vertical scale); (c) Q5 and Q6; (d) Q7. The position of the Q5 and Q6 correctors (three and one, respectively) varies between P1 (red, vertical crossing) and P5 (blue, horizontal crossing). The three TCL(X) opening is assumed to be 12 $\sigma$ (half gap). Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties. $L = 5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.

With this protection scheme in place, the power density in the quadrupole and corrector coils is kept at fully acceptable levels, as shown in Figure 10-12 for the outgoing beam bore. However, with the aperture of the Q4 cryostat magnets now maintained at 70 mm (coil inner diameter), differently from the 90 mm model assumed in Figure 10-12 (b), the hot spot on the IP end of the first Q4 corrector is expected to significantly worsen and calls for another TCLM in front (in the studied layout no protection element was deemed to be necessary for Q4 as for Q7, also considering the integration challenges of the TAXN Q4 region). Concerning lifetime goals, this additional Q4 mask will have to prove to suitably cure the corresponding increase in the maximum dose, which already reaches 25 MGy after 3000 fb$^{-1}$ with the more favourable 90 mm aperture and no shielding. The situation on the incoming beam bore is more relaxed, provided that the tertiary collimators (TCTs) are not removed or fully opened, in particular the pair between TAXN and D2. In fact, they are meant to protect the triplet and the detector from incoming beam losses, but they turn out to play a critical role also for the D2 and Q4 protection from the collision debris, especially in case of vertical crossing.

In terms of total power loads, the leakage through the TAXN to the matching section is logically more severe for horizontal crossing and mainly impacts D2, which at $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ absorbs 35 W (compared with almost 20 W for vertical crossing). For the crab cavities, a quite significant dependence on the upstream vacuum chamber profile, whose details are not yet defined, was found. The most exposed one (on the outgoing beam) can collect from few hundred mW up to 1 W. The maximum power density is located on the cavity internal plate and is in the range between 0.1 and 1 mW/cm$^3$. It corresponds to 1 to several MGy after the target HL-LHC integrated luminosity.
10.5 Exposure of the superconducting links

Cold powering of the HL-LHC magnets foresees connecting lines made of MgB$_2$ [15]. The link cold mass contains SC cables that are connected at one end, in the tunnel, to the Nb-Ti magnet busbar operating in liquid helium; the other end is connected to the current leads maintained at a maximum temperature ($T_{CL}$) of about 20 K in a helium gas environment, see Figure 10-13 [16].

The radiation impact on the MgB$_2$ SC links is evaluated from different points of view. Boron consumption by thermal neutrons is not a concern. The total number of neutrons escaping from the first quadrupole of the new triplet is of the order of $10^{21}$, over an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb$^{-1}$. Considering the amount of $^{10}$B in the links, consumption can be estimated to be much less than 0.01%.

The links in P1 and P5 consist of a multi-cable assembly as shown in Figure 10-14.

![Figure 10-14: (a) 18 kA MgB$_2$ cable, $\varnothing = 19.5$ mm; (b) two MgB$_2$ concentric cables for 3 kA total current, $\varnothing = 8.5$ mm; (c) 165 kA cable assembly for LHC P1 and P5 (6x20 kA, 7x2x3 kA, 4x0.4 kA, 18x0.12 kA)), $\varnothing = 65$ mm. The cables are made of copper stabilizer (red) and MgB$_2$ wire (green).](image)

The calculated dose maps for the horizontal and vertical routing of the SC link inside the shuffling module (i.e. the interface with the magnet cryostat) are shown in Figure 10-15 for P1. The obtained values (up to about 1 MGy) are not expected to affect the link operation (provided that the chosen insulator is radiation
resistant). The maximum DPA induced in the links is of the order of $10^{-6}$. Preliminary simulations for P5 indicate the same outcome as for P1.

Figure 10-15: Maps of dose released in the SC Link in the P1 shuffling module. (left) Superconducting horizontal cable shuffle module dose; (right) Superconducting vertical cable shuffle module dose. Values (in MGY) are normalized to 3000 fb$^{-1}$.

10.6 Radiation To Electronics

A specific problem is represented by the sensitivity of electronics to radiation. The above described particle debris emerging from the IP (together with the additional loss contribution from beam-gas interactions, which however is not expected to bring a significant increase) will impact equipment present in the areas adjacent to the LHC tunnel (UJs, RRs). Installed (present or future) control systems are either fully commercial or based on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components, both possibly affected by radiation. This includes the immediate risk of single event effects (SEE) and a possible direct impact on beam operation, as well as in the long-term cumulative dose effects (impacting the component/system lifetime) that additionally have to be considered.

For the tunnel equipment in the existing LHC, radiation was only partially taken into account as a design criterion prior to construction, and most of the equipment placed in adjacent and partly shielded areas was not conceived nor tested for their actual radiation environment. Therefore, given the large amount of electronics being installed in these areas, during the past years a CERN-wide project called Radiation To Electronics (R2E) [17] has been initiated to quantify the danger of radiation-induced failures and to mitigate the risk for nominal beams and beyond to below one failure per week. The respective mitigation process included a detailed analysis of the radiation fields involved, intensities and related Monte Carlo calculations; radiation monitoring and benchmarking; the behaviour of commercial equipment/systems and their use in the LHC radiation fields; as well as radiation tests with dedicated test areas and facilities [17, 18].

In parallel, radiation-induced failures were analysed in detail in order to confirm early predictions of failure rates, as well as to study the effectiveness of implemented mitigation measures. Figure 10-16 shows the actual number of SEE failures measured during 2011 and 2012 operations, the achieved improvement (note that the failure rate measured during 2011 already benefitted from mitigation measures implemented during 2009 and 2010), as well as the goal for operation after LS1 and during the HL-LHC era.

Aiming for annual luminosities of 250 fb$^{-1}$, it is clear that machine availability has to be maximized during the HL-LHC period in order to successfully achieve the physics goal. This implies that existing electronics control systems are either installed in fully safe areas, sufficiently protected by shielding, or are made adequately radiation tolerant.

The last statement implies that existing equipment, as well as any future equipment that may be installed in R2E critical areas, must be conceived in a specific way.
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Radiation damage to electronics is often considered in space applications. However, it is important to note that the radiation environment encountered at the LHC, the high number of electronics systems and components partly exposed to radiation, as well as the actual impact of radiation-induced failures, differ strongly from the context of space applications. While design, test, and monitoring standards are already well defined for the latter, additional constraints, but in some cases also simplifications, have to be considered for the accelerator environment.

The mixed particle type and energy field encountered in the relevant LHC areas is composed of charged and neutral hadrons (protons, pions, kaons, and neutrons), photons, electrons, and muons ranging from thermal energies up to the GeV range. This complex field has been extensively simulated by the FLUKA Monte Carlo code and benchmarked in detail for radiation damage issues at the LHC [19, 20]. As discussed above, the observed radiation is due to particles generated by proton–proton (or ion–ion) collisions in the LHC experimental areas, distributed beam losses (protons, ions) around the machine, and to beam interaction with the residual gas inside the beam pipe. The proportion of the different particle species in the field depends on the distance and on the angle with respect to the original loss point, as well as on the amount (if any) of installed shielding material. In this environment, electronics components and systems exposed to a mixed radiation field will experience three different types of radiation damage: displacement damage, damage from the total ionizing dose (TID), and SEEs. The latter range from single event or multiple bit upsets (SEUs or MBUs), transients (SETs) up to possible destructive latch-ups (SELs), destructive gate ruptures, or burn-outs (SEGRs and SEBs).

![Figure 10-16: LHC beam dumps due to single event effects against beam luminosity. Dots (2011 and 2012) refer to measurements, whereas lines show annual averages for both past and future operations.](image)

The first two groups are of cumulative nature and are measured through TID and non-ionizing energy deposition (non-ionizing energy losses (NIEL), generally quantified through accumulated 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence), where the steady accumulation of defects causes measurable effects that can ultimately lead to device failure. As for stochastic SEE failures, they form an entirely different group, since they are due to ionization by a single particle, and are able to deposit sufficient energy to perturb the operation of the device. They can only be characterized in terms of their probability of occurring as a function of accumulated high energy (>20 MeV) hadron (HEH) fluence, incorporating also the weighted contribution of lower energy neutrons [21]. The probability of failure will strongly depend on the device as well as on the flux and nature of the particles. In the context of the HL–LHC, several tunnel areas close to the LHC tunnel, and partly not sufficiently shielded, are or are supposed to be equipped with commercial or not specifically designed electronics that are mostly affected by the risk of SEEs, whereas electronics installed in the LHC tunnel will also suffer from accumulated damage in the long term [22].

Three distinct areas are to be distinguished.

- The accelerator between the Triplet and Q6: in this area no active electronics is installed and any future installation should certainly be avoided as radiation levels clearly exceed the usability domain of
commercial components and also pose significant constraints to custom designs, including application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).

- The adjacent (shielded) areas: where the shielding has been maximized before and during LS1 and where radiation levels become acceptable for characterized and qualified custom electronics. The equipment and selected electronics components have to be qualified for both SEEs and TID. For the first, it is important that radiation tests are carried out in a representative radiation environment, or adequate safety margins have to be added [23]. Fully commercial systems (COTS based) are still to be avoided in these areas. In case they are required, their failure impact and respective mitigation has to be studied in the context of accelerator operation.

- The dispersion suppressor area: given the fact that the magnets have to be protected against quenches, it is likely that the leakage into this area must not increase significantly with respect to nominal LHC operation. A detailed quantification is, however, needed to coherently design the required control electronics, again both for SEE effects as well as for their lifetime (TID) to comply with the stringent availability requirement, as shown in Figure 10-16.

During the first years of LHC operation, the radiation levels in the LHC tunnel and in the (partly) shielded areas have been measured using the CERN RadMon system [24], which is dedicated to the analysis of radiation levels possibly impacting installed electronics equipment.

Table 10-2 summarizes the level of accumulated HEH fluence measured during 2012 for the most critical LHC areas where electronics equipment is installed and that are relevant for the HL-LHC project, together with the expected annual radiation levels for nominal LHC performance (50 fb$^{-1}$/y). The HEH fluence measurements are based on the RadMon reading of the SEUs of SRAM memories whose sensitivity has been extensively calibrated in various facilities [25, 26]. The results obtained during the 2012 LHC proton operation show that the measurements compare very well with previously performed FLUKA calculations, and that observed differences can actually be attributed to changes of operational parameters not considered in the calculations [27]. In a first approximation, the measured radiation levels can also be used to extrapolate towards the HL-LHC by purely scaling with annual luminosity (see the last two columns of Table 10-2); keeping in mind, however, that operational and layout parameters (beam energy, crossing angle, TAXN design, absorbers and masks, collimator settings, etc.) can have a non-negligible impact on the final values, especially for the RRs close to the matching section. The resulting values clearly indicate that any equipment installed in the LHC tunnel will not only suffer SEE failures, but will also be heavily impacted by TID effects, thus limiting the its lifetime.

Table 10-2: Predicted and measured annual HEH fluence in critical shielded areas for a cumulated ATLAS/CMS luminosity of 15 fb$^{-1}$ during 2012 operation, then extrapolated based on the measurement to the expected nominal and HL-LHC performance (50 fb$^{-1}$/y for nominal and 250 fb$^{-1}$/y for HL-LHC performance, except for P8 where 2012 can already be considered as almost nominal and HL-LHC refers to a five-fold increase). For the HL-LHC an estimate for corresponding annual TID levels is also given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LHC</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>HL-LHC</th>
<th>HL-LHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UJ14/16</td>
<td>1.4 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1.6 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>5 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>3 × 10$^9$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR13/17</td>
<td>4.0 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>2.5 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>8 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>5 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJ56</td>
<td>1.6 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1.5 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>5 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>3 × 10$^9$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR53/57</td>
<td>4.0 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>2.5 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>8 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>5 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJ76</td>
<td>2.1 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>6.0 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>2 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1 × 10$^9$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR73/77</td>
<td>2.9 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>5.0 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>2 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1 × 10$^9$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UX85B</td>
<td>4.3 × 10$^6$</td>
<td>3.5 × 10$^6$</td>
<td>4 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>2 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US85</td>
<td>1.3 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>8.8 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>9 × 10$^7$</td>
<td>4 × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dedicated maps of R2E relevant quantities in the tunnel and adjacent areas of the high luminosity experimental insertions (P1 and P5), in their HL-LHC configuration, are available by FLUKA simulations, as shown in Figure 10-17. In the UJ area, on the side of the inner triplet, the expected annual value of HEH fluence behind the shielding confirms the respective extrapolation reported in the first row of Table 10-2. On the other hand, inside the RR area at the far end of the matching section, the calculated level exceeds by more than one order of magnitude the $5 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-2}$/y value scaled up from past measurements. The reason for this substantial increase is the use of the TCL6 collimator, which becomes the dominant source of radiation due to its position, as clearly visible in the figure.

Any control equipment (commercial or based on commercial components) to be installed in these areas clearly has to be proven to be sufficiently radiation tolerant. For comparison, as mentioned earlier, during the last years of operation we have already observed a number of radiation-induced failures of commercial equipment at radiation levels corresponding to $10^8 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$/y (which is about 1 000–10 000 times more than what one would get at the surface due to cosmic radiation).
Figure 10-17: Annual radiation levels in the LSS and in the adjacent UJ, UL and RR areas at P1 during the HL-LHC era (per 250 fb$^{-1}$), calculated with the HL-LHCv1.2 round optics: (a) HEH fluence; (b) 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence; (c) absorbed dose. The three TCL(X) collimators are set at 12 $\sigma$ half gap.

The analysis of the performed radiation tests, as well as the experience acquired during LHC Run 1 operation allowed the deduction of an acceptable limit of $10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ y$^{-1}$ annual radiation level, leading to the definition of so-called protected areas (in terms of overall risk of radiation-induced failures). Therefore, for the HL-LHC any installation of non-tested (and not specifically designed) electronics equipment in the UJs, part of the ULs, and RR$\_s$ is clearly to be avoided or subjected to a detailed analysis process before an exceptional installation can be granted under the following conditions:

- the equipment is not linked to any safety system;
- the failure of the equipment will not lead to a beam dump;
- the failure of the equipment does not require quick access (thus lead to downtime);
- there is no other operational impact (loss of important data, etc.).

In all other cases requiring installation in critical areas, a respective radiation-tolerant electronics development must be considered from a very early stage onward. Related expertise exists at CERN within the equipment groups, the R2E project, and a dedicated working group [28].

In a first approximation and limiting the total number of exposed systems, the above-mentioned annual radiation design level of $10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ y$^{-1}$ can also be chosen as acceptable, aiming to achieve an overall performance of less than one radiation-induced failure per one or two weeks of HL-LHC operation.

For operation-critical equipment, the HL-LHC project already foresees radiation-tolerant developments at an early stage of the design phase, taking into account that:

- for the LHC-tunnel: in addition to SEEs, cumulative damage also has to be considered for both existing and future equipment;
- for partly shielded areas (UJs, RR$\_s$, UL$\_s$): cumulative damage should be carefully analyzed but can most likely be mitigated by preventive maintenance (detailed monitoring is mandatory); however, radiation-tolerant design is mandatory in order to limit SEE-induced failures;
- the knowledge of radiation-induced failures and radiation-tolerant development within the equipment groups and in the overall accelerator and technology sector has to be maintained and further strengthened;
the access and availability of radiation test facilities (both inside CERN and outside) has to be ensured, providing efficient support to equipment groups;
- building on the experience obtained during the LHC R2E project and in view of the HL-LHC time-scale, it is important that the expertise of and support to radiation-tolerant developments (currently available through the Radiation Working Group [28]) are maintained and ensured from the early project stages onwards.
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Chapter 11

11 T Dipole and New Connection Cryostat for the Dispersion Suppressor Collimators

11 11 T dipole and new connection cryostat for the dispersion suppressor collimators

11.1 Introduction

A few pairs of 11 T dipoles will replace some of the main dipoles (MB) in the dispersion suppressor (DS) regions of the LHC to create space for additional collimators. The upgrade of the collimation system is necessary to cope with beam intensities that are larger than nominal, such as in the baseline of the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) project [1]. This solution will be used around IP7 where one collimator per beam is needed for both proton and heavy-ion collimation losses [2]. The installation of collimators for heavy-ion secondary beams around IP2, which was originally foreseen at the location of the MBs in A10L2 and A10R2, is now requested at the location of the connection cryostats in between the first MB and the first quadrupole, Q11, of the DS region next to the arc [3], [4]. Therefore, 11 T dipole magnets are no longer needed for IP2. Instead, new connection cryostats are needed to create the room temperature longitudinal space required for the collimators and to ensure continuity of the continuous cryostats and sub-systems such as the beam pipes, the bus bars, and the helium heat exchanger tube.

A joint research and development (R&D) programme was initiated in October 2010 at the Fermi National Laboratory (FNAL) in the US, and in the middle of 2011 at CERN, with the goal of developing the necessary technology for the fabrication of a full-length two-in-one aperture accelerator quality Nb₃Sn dipole prototype, exploiting the synergy between the goals of the High Field Magnet development program in the US and the need for magnets suitable for installation in the LHC [5], [6]. After the successful design, fabrication, and test of a number of short models with a length of 1 m and 2 m, FNAL slowed down the research effort, while CERN gradually ramped up with the fabrication of 2 m long models and the preparation of the tooling for full-length prototypes to be installed in LHC. The design of the 11 T dipole described in this chapter features the solutions developed in the framework of the CERN programme. The CERN design comprises some innovations, like the pole loading concept, the cable insulation scheme, and a different geometry for the components of the magnetic yoke and of the structure. Other features are specific to full-length magnets. However, many solutions used at CERN are largely based on the results of the R&D programme conducted at FNAL.

11.2 The 11 T dipole full assembly

11.2.1 Description

An main dipole cryo-magnet assembly (MB) will be replaced with a string of three independently installed and aligned cryo-magnet assemblies: two of these will each house an 11 T dipole, referred to below as the MBH, with a bypass cryostat installed between them. This new assembly will be called 11 T dipole full assembly. The bypass cryostat ensures the continuity of the cryogenic and electrical circuits and comprises cold to warm transitions on the beam lines in order to create a room temperature vacuum sector sufficiently long to install the collimator.
Figure 11-1 shows a schematic layout of the string of cryo-assemblies composing the 11 T dipole full assembly, which will replace an main dipole cryo-magnet assembly.

![Figure 11-1: Side view of the 11 T dipole full assembly showing the collimator installed between cold-to-warm transitions.](image)

The cryostat for the MBH follows the same design and fabrication principles as the other arc cryostats; it complies with the static heat loads specified by the Heat Load Working Group [7]. Standard LHC cryostat performance in terms of alignment tolerances and geometrical stability are ensured.

The design of the bypass cryostat is compatible with the integration of the collimator and of the RF-shielded gate valves at the extremity of the cold-to-warm transitions shown in Figure 11-2. All cryogenic lines and powering busbars have their continuity ensured across the bypass cryostat. Enlarged end covers at the extremity of the MBH cold mass interfacing with the collimator allows for all lines to run straight across the bypass cryostat as illustrated in Figure 11-3.

![Figure 11-2: Cross-section of the bypass cryostat](image)

![Figure 11-3: View of the enlarged cold mass end and collimator. The three main busbar lines have been moved away from the beam lines radially in order to create space for the collimator and the beam vacuum sector valves.](image)

Independent installation and alignment of the three cryostats is foreseen. In addition, the TCLD collimator is supported directly onto the tunnel floor so as not to be affected by deformations of the cryostat vacuum vessels due to alignment or pressure-induced forces.

A solution with a cold vacuum chamber for the beam line without collimator and equipped with a beam screen was preferred to a warm chamber because this reduces the total number of sector valves that are needed. This makes the overall integration simpler, and more reliable thanks to fewer number of sector valves.
11.2.2 Equipment parameters

The main parameters of the 11 T dipole full assembly are given in Table 11-1. The dimensions of the cryogenic pipes are equivalent to those of a standard LHC arc continuous cryostat.

Table 11-1: Main parameters of the 11 T dipole full assembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total length including interconnects</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>15660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream cryostat length between interconnect planes</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>6752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream cryostat length between interconnect planes</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>6752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass cryostat length between interconnect planes</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>2156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam line cold bore diameter (inner)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of room temperature beam vacuum sector measured between cold-to-warm transition flanges</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible active length of the collimator jaws</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design of the 11 T dipole full assembly is based on the following baseline.
- The length of the jaws of the collimator is 600 mm and this is valid for all the locations envisaged for installation, in particular for proton and ion cleaning (See Chapter 5).
- The interface between the cold beam lines of the MBH cryostats and the beam vacuum sector of the collimator requires sectorization by RF-shielded gate valves.
- As opposed to other collimators in the machine, residual radiation to personnel is assumed to be compatible with the removal and installation of the TCLD collimator without remote handling equipment. Given the integration constraints in the LHC dispersion suppressors, the design of a collimator compatible with remote handling is most likely not achievable.
- Radiation doses on the cryostat throughout the HL-LHC lifetime are compatible with the usage of LHC standard cryostat materials.
- Magnetic shielding is not required on the bypass cryostat. It is assumed that the magnetic field created by the busbar currents will not be detrimental to the accuracy of the TCLD instrumentation and controls.

11.3 The 11 T dipole

The design of the MBH is based on the two-in-one concept, i.e. the cold mass comprises two apertures in a common yoke and shell assembly. There are two types of cold mass per 11 T dipole full assembly, the cold mass LMBHA that will be installed on the left-hand side of the collimator (for an observer looking from the centre of the accelerator), and the cold mass LMBHB that will be installed on the right-hand side of the collimator. These cold masses will have all the features to make them compatible to any of the installation locations of the collimators on either side of IP7.

The LMBH cold masses have a length of 6.252 m between the datum planes C and L that are shown on the end covers, see Figure 11-4-a and b. The coils have a length of 5.417 m without the outermost end spacers (called saddles), and 5.559 m with the saddles, see Figure 11-5. A pair of MBHs is needed to produce an integrated field of 119 T·m at 11.85 kA, which corresponds to the bending strength of the MB. The MBHs need to be compatible with the LHC lattice and its main systems. They will be connected in series with the MBs.
Figure 11.4-a: Longitudinal section of the cold mass assembly LMBHA, retrieved from drawing LHCLMBH_0001.

Figure 11.4-b: Longitudinal section of the cold mass assembly LMBHB, retrieved from drawing Nb. LHCLMBH_0005.
11.3.1 Description

The coils of the MBH are made of two layers and six blocks with Nb$_3$Sn keystoned Rutherford-type cable as shown in Figure 11-6. Each coil comprises 56 turns, with 22 in the inner layer and 34 in the outer layer. There is no splice at the layer jump, i.e. the two layers are wound from the same cable unit length. The cable is made by 40 strands of 0.7 mm diameter wire. Two manufacturing routes are considered for the strand: the restacked rod process (RRP) and the powder-in-tube (PIT) process. The first four MBHs will be made with RRP conductor, and a cable key stone angle of 0.79°, whereas the two additional MBHs needed as spare units will be made with PIT conductor, and a cable keystone angle of 0.50°. The reduction of keystone angle for the PIT route was necessary to avoid excessive degradation of the critical current after cabling, and keep it below the allowable limit of 5% [8][9]. The cable mid-thickness will be the same, 1.25 mm, for the two types of conductor.

The cable insulation is composed of:

- A Mica tape type COGEBI FIROX® of 80 μm thickness shaped in the form of a “C” around the cable. This tape is made of phlogopite mica assembled on an E-glass backing strip providing a dielectric strength of 800 V;

- An S2-Glass layer covering the Mica tape. This S2-Glass layer is made of 32 threads over-braided bundles of 9 yarns for each thread. The Yarn is AGY S-2® 11TEX 636, and there are 12 threads every 20 mm.

To complete the electrical insulation, the coils are impregnated under vacuum with an Epoxy resin system CTD-101K® from the company Composite Technology Development, Inc.

The mechanical structure comprises separate austenitic steel collars for each aperture to balance the electromagnetic forces, and a vertically split iron yoke surrounded by a welded stainless steel shrinking cylinder, which contributes to the overall rigidity of the assembly. The axial component of the electromagnetic forces is also transferred to the shrinking cylinder via thick end plates, which are welded to it, and bolts in contact with the saddles. The bolts are screwed into the end plates. The cold mass envelope is closed at the ends by a dished cover on the side of the assembly facing the existing MBs and by a flat cover of a larger diameter on the side of the assembly facing the collimator, see Figure 11-1. A larger diameter is needed on that side to allow the routing of the busbars across the bypass cryostat within the limits of the radial and longitudinal space available.
A cross-section through the MBH is shown in Figure 11-6, where the key parts of the collared coils are also identified.

In order to suppress the peak field at the transition region between the straight part and the ends of the coils, which is critical in terms of mechanical structure singularities, a cutback at the yoke extremities has been introduced. The yoke cutback consists in replacing a number of low-carbon steel laminations by laminations made of non-magnetic steel. This will reduce the amplitude of the field in these regions, and move the peak field in the straight part, which is mechanically more robust. The length of the yoke cutback is 192 mm on the non-connection side and 306 mm on the connection side.

For powering, the two MBH’s will be connected in series as shown in Figure 11-7. There will be two powering directions depending on the direction of circulation of the beam. In one case, current coming from the RB circuit in the M3 line will enter in Aperture 1 of LMBHA (or Aperture 2), then will go in Aperture 1 of LMBHB via the by-pass cryostat, then will go in Aperture 2 of LMBHB, and finally will go in Aperture 2 of LMBHA via the by-pass cryostat before continuing in the RB circuit towards the next MB. In the other case, current will be circulating in the opposite directions.

Figure 11-6: Cross-section through (left) the 11 T dipole collared coil; (right) the cold mass assembly.

Figure 11-7: Powering scheme of a pair of MBH inside the cold mass assembly.
To avoid deformation of the beam closed orbit, the integrated transfer function of a pair of MBHs shall be identical to that of the MB. However, this is not possible across the entire range of current during ramping up to nominal, as shown in Figure 11-8. The design is such that a pair of MBHs provides the same integrated field of 119 T\cdot m as a standard MB at the nominal current of 11.85 kA.

Figure 11-8: The blue line shows the difference in integrated field between a pair of MBHs and an MB, both delivering 119 T\cdot m at 11.85 kA. The red line shows the trim current needed to correct the difference at currents below 11.85 kA.

The MBH is stronger at lower currents (it has more turns) with a peak difference in integrated field around 6.5 kA. This can be mitigated by adding a dedicated trim power converter for ± 250 A / ± 10 V. In the absence of trim current, the resulting orbit distortion could be mitigated by means of the standard orbit correctors in the LHC lattice. However, a fully validated solution including machine protection, reliability, and availability is not currently available (for example, the operation of LHC would be compromised in the case of failure of an orbit corrector). The correction of the transfer function with a trim current is the baseline. It will allow simpler and more transparent operation. More details on the powering requirements are given in section 11.3.6.

Unlike the MB, which is curved in the horizontal plane, the MBH will be straight because of the brittleness of Nb$_3$Sn after reaction. Even though the MBH has an aperture of 60 mm against 56 mm for the MB, it will be equipped with the same cold bore tube and beam screen as the present curved MB, in order to facilitate integration. To mitigate for the corresponding reduction of mechanical aperture, the two MBHs of an 11 T dipole full assembly will be assembled with an angle of 2.55 mrad relative to each other, and shifted by 0.8 mm towards the centre of the machine.

Depending on the location, the MB to be replaced may be of type A or type B, i.e. it will have both a magnet corrector sextupole (MCS) on the lyre side (i.e. downstream), and a nested magnet corrector decapole/octupole (MCDO) on the connection side (i.e. upstream), respectively, or only an MCS on the lyre side. The LMBHB, which is on the right-hand side of the collimator for an observer looking at the machine from its centre, will have only an MCS on the lyre side. It is also planned to install an MCDO on the connection side of the LMBHA that is installed on the left-hand side of the collimator. The MCDO may be connected during installation, or not, depending on the installation location of the 11 T dipole full assembly.

11.3.2 Instrumentation

The instrumentation foreseen in the 11 T dipole full assembly is much reduced when compared to that installed in the MBH models (1 to 2 m in length) and prototypes (full length). However, it is significantly increased when compared to the instrumentation of the MBs that will be replaced.
11.3.2.1 Voltage Taps

The voltage taps installed along the electrical circuit are used to detect quenches in the coils and to monitor the electrical resistance of the splices between the different coils and bus bars, and the electrical resistance of the joints which are part of the diode leads. The present scheme uses one V-Tap on each side of each splice in the cold mass assembly. The 14 V-Taps distributed along the dipole and spool pieces circuits inside an MBA (respectively 10 for an MBB) amount to 30 in the LMBHA, and 18 in the LMBHB. They are shown in Figure 11-9 with "EExxx" labels. This figure illustrates the 13 kA circuits, the integration of the trim circuit, and the associated Taps. Eighteen V-Taps are used to monitor the Nb-Ti to Nb-Ti and Nb-Ti to Nb$_3$Sn splices between the poles and apertures. The LMBHA cold mass is equipped with 6 additional V-Taps to monitor the joints along the diode and trim circuits, and 2 I-Taps, which can be used for specific quality control tests. Four additional wires for the MCDO and 2 for the MCS spool pieces circuits are installed respectively in LMBHA and LMBHB, as shown in Figure 11-10.

![Figure 11-9: Instrumentation scheme in the main/trim circuits of the 11 T dipole full assembly substituting a standard MB_L.](image)

![Figure 11-10: Instrumentation scheme for the temperature sensor, cryo-heater, spool pieces, and quench heaters in the 11 T dipole full assembly substituting a standard MBA.](image)
11.3.2.2 Cryo-heater

A cryo-heater is installed at the bottom of each LMBHA and LMBHB cold mass on the magnet end plate at the connection side. It can be used during warm-up phases to vaporise the helium possibly remaining in the cold mass. The powering circuit of the cryo-heater comprises 2 wires.

11.3.2.3 Temperature sensor

In each LMBHA and LMBHB cold mass, a temperature sensor is attached to the lower part the yoke, inside the magnet 2 m away from the end plate, on the connection side. It is the same as those used in the MBs (type CERNOX™). Each temperature sensor is equipped with 4 wires arranged in a cable.

11.3.2.4 Instrumentation and feed-through system

The instrumentation feed-through system (IFS) provides path for the cabling of the electrical instrumentation and quench heaters via a capillary tube running from the cold mass envelope to the envelope of the cryostat.

For the sake of standardization, the design of the cover flange will be the same as that used in the MBs. It is equipped with 40 feedthru pins, and the capillary tube can route a maximum of 40 wires. Because the section of the 16 quench heater wires has been increased, and it was decided to keep the same diameter for the capillary tube as in the MBs, two IFS systems per MBH are needed.

11.3.3 Equipment parameters

A pair of MBHs will provide an integrated field of 119 T·m at the nominal operation current of the MBs, 11.85 kA. This corresponds to a nominal magnetic flux density of 11.23 T at the centre of the bore. This goal shall be obtained with a margin of ~20% on the magnet load line.

The geometric field quality will be optimized to keep the low-order field errors below 1 unit. The different contributions to the field errors are given in Table 11-2. These include the contributions of the coil ends, cryostat, and the effects of the persistent currents. The geometric multipoles measured on the model MBHDP101 are given in Table 11-3. These geometric multipoles are defined as the average of the measured values, at a constant current of 5 kA, on both up- and down-ramp branches of the stair-step cycle at 1.9 K. Table 11-3 shows the measured multipoles in the central section of the models compared with the values determined by modelling the nominal coil dimensions in 2D.

Table 11-2: Field errors – $R_{ref} = 17$ mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Systematic</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>Persistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-12.200</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.459</td>
<td>-0.279</td>
<td>-1.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>6.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>-0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>1.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11-3: Modelled and measured geometric multipoles. The reference radius is 17 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>2D model</th>
<th>MBHDP101 106-108</th>
<th>MBHDP101 109-111</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>bn</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of the persistent currents is generally larger than expected below 2 kA. Figure 11-11 shows the measured $b_3$, as function of the excitation current for the magnet model MBHDP101, and the values determined by modelling of the specific superconducting cable used in this model.

Figure 11-11: Persistent current effect on $b_3$ in DC conditions as function of the excitation current, for the two apertures of MBHDP101, compared to calculations. An artificial offset is added on purpose to the curve for the 2D calculations to facilitate the comparison. The reference radius is 17 mm.
For the transfer function, Figure 11-12 shows the results of the measurements for the average of up- and down ramp branch of a measurements cycle for the magnet model MBHDP101, and the expected curve computed with the 2D model.

Figure 11-12: Measured and modelled transfer function as a function of the excitation current in DC conditions.

The main parameters of the MBH are listed in Table 11-4.

Table 11-4: Main parameters of the MBH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of apertures</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between apertures at room temperature/1.9 K</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>194.52/194.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold mass outer diameter</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>5.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil physical length, as per magnetic design</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>5.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet physical length: active part (between the end plates)</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>5.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet physical length: cold mass (between datum planes C and L)</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>6.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold mass weight</td>
<td>[tonne]</td>
<td>~8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal operation current</td>
<td>[kA]</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore field at nominal current</td>
<td>[T]</td>
<td>11.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak field at nominal current (without strand self-field correction)</td>
<td>[T]</td>
<td>11.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>[K]</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load line margin</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored energy/m at (I_{\text{nom}})</td>
<td>[MJ/m]</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential inductance/m at (I_{\text{nom}})</td>
<td>[mH/m]</td>
<td>11.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of layers</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns (inner/outer layer)</td>
<td></td>
<td>56 (22/34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconductor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nb3Sn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable bare width before reaction</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable bare mid-thickness before reaction</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone angle RRP / PIT</td>
<td>[degree]</td>
<td>0.79 / 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable unit length for the two layers (no layer jump splice)</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>~600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strand diameter</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>0.700 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of strands per cable</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu to non-Cu ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.15 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11.3.4 Quench performance

The quench performance of the 11 T dipole was verified on a number of magnet models, first at FNAL, and later at CERN. We are reporting here on the results of the single aperture models made in the two laboratories.

At FNAL, three single aperture models and a two-in-one model were built. These were tested between June 2012 and March 2015. A mirror assembly was also made, MBHSM01, and tested in December 2013 – January 2014. The first model, referred to as MBHSP01, was a demonstrator made of 2-m long coils aiming at showing feasibility in a reasonably short time. The quench performance of this model is shown in Figure 11-13 [10]. The degradation of performance observed can be possibly attributed to conductor damage at the mid-plane during the coil fabrication, or during the magnet assembly. Because of the conductor damage, quenches were observed during a current plateau at 9 kA and above, sign of a time-dependent behaviour. The next 2 models, referred to as MBHSP02 and MBHSP03, were made of 1 m long coils with, for the first time, a stainless steel core in the cable to reduce the effect of persistent currents and ramp-rate dependence. The quench performance of these models is shown respectively in Figure 11-14 [11] and in Figure 11-15 [12]. A bore field of 11.7 T was reached in MBHSP02. In MBHSP02, quenches were also observed during current plateaus, at higher current levels above 11 kA. This time-dependent behaviour was not observed in MBHSP03. The two-in-one model, MBHDP01, was made from the collared coils of the single aperture models MBHSP02 and MBHSP03. The collared coils of MBHSP03 were de-collared in order to add 75-µm thick shims before integration in the two-in-one structure. The goal was to increase the pre-stress in order to, hopefully, suppress the instability observed in the last part of the training curve, attributed to insufficient pre-stress. This two-in-one model reached a bore field of 11.5 T at 12.1 kA, with a quench behaviour similar to that of the single aperture models, and a limitation attributed to conductor degradation in the coils of MBHSP02. The quench performance of this model is shown in Figure 11-16 with the training curves of the models MBHSP02 and MBHSP03 for comparison. This model MBHDP01 was retesded in June-July 2016 in order to verify how it behaves in terms of training memory and to carry out field quality measurements. The quench performance results are shown in Figure 11-17.

| RRR, after reaction | - | >150 |
| Minimum strand critical current, $I_c$, without self-field correction (12 T, 4.222 K) | [A] | 438 |
| Minimum strand current density, $J_c$, at 12 T, 4.222 K | [A/mm$^2$] | 2560 |
| Cable insulation thickness per side azimuthal, before/after reaction | [mm] | 0.155/0.100 |
| Heat exchanger hole diameter | [mm] | 60 |
| Heat exchanger distance from centre (same position as in the MB) | [mm] | 180 |
| Cold bore tube inner diameter/thickness (same as in the MB) | [mm] | 50/1.5 |
| Gap CBT to coil | [mm] | 2.7 |

Figure 11-13: Quench performance of single aperture model MBHSP01.
Figure 11-14: Quench performance of single aperture model MBHSP02.

Figure 11-15: Quench performance of single aperture model MBHSP03.

Figure 11-16: Quench performance of the two-in-one model MBHDP01 during the original training carried out in the beginning of 2015.
At CERN, four single aperture models were made, and tested between October 2013 and July 2016. The quench performance of these four models is shown in Figure 11-18, to Figure 11-21 [13].

Although the first model, MBHSP101, reached nominal current, significant degradation was observed during the first run at 1.9 K and the model did not recover after thermal cycle. Most of the quenches occurred in coil #107. After disassembly, a shim of 250 µm was found in the mid-plane, i.e. in between the two coils, on the entire length of the straight part. Hence, the heads were unloaded with a sharp transition between them and the straight part, provoking likely excessive shear. The good coil, coil #106, was reused and assembled with a virgin coil, coil #108, in MBHSP102. This second model performed well, passing nominal current after 5 quenches, and reaching nearly ultimate field after a thermal cycle. It also showed stable current conditions during a 2.5 hour test at 12.5 kA and a 10 hour test at nominal current. The third model MBHSP103 performed also very well, passing over nominal current after 13 quenches. It reached the test target after 3 more quenches, where it remained stable during the 1 hour plateau. During about 20 following cycles to nominal current with ramp rates up to 300 A/s and quench heater tests, the magnet did not quench and reached again without retraining its target of 12.8 kA, stable for 1 hour.

The quench performance of the model MBHSP104 did not meet expectations. Coil #113 was clearly limiting the performance of this model with one weak spot in the layer jump showing repetitive quenching and strong ramp rate and current cycle dependencies, and another weak spot in the mid-plane. Coil #113 had 17 training quenches, and coil #112 had only 3 training quenches. This model reached a maximum current of 12.24 kA at 1.9 K, corresponding to 88 % of the short sample limit. The limitation at the layer jump is ramp-rate dependent. It is associated to unusual quench propagation velocity beyond 150 m/s. Current redistribution due to a local defect may be the cause of the layer jump limitation. In the mid-plane, a local degradation, e.g. damage of the wire, or conductor limitation due to higher strain concomitant with the high field region, may be the cause of the limitation. The model will be dismounted in order to allow a thorough examination of the coil #113.

A first two-in-one model was made with the collared coils of the models MBHSP102 and MBHSP103. The training of this two-in-one model, MBHDP101, turned out to be very fast, as no quench occurred at the first ramp up to 11.87 kA. Then, the test had to be interrupted due to a joint quenching in the test station. When the cold tests were resumed, only two quenches were needed to exceed the ultimate field of 12 T. Thereafter, a number of quenches were made to understand the magnet behaviour under high MIITs, as part of magnet protection studies. During these tests, 94 % of the short sample limit was reached, concurring with the mechanical limit of the MBH structure. The quench performance of MBHDP101 is illustrated in Figure 11-22 with the results of the single aperture models MBHSP102 and 103 for comparison[14]. The better performance of the MBHDP101 is attributed to the fact that (1) the coils were trained when tested in the single aperture
structure, and (2) the collaring parameters, in particular the thickness of the collaring shims allowing to tune the level of prestress in the coils, were optimized for the two-in-one structure. The collared coils were not dismounted, meaning that the collaring shims were not changed, when the collared coils were transferred in the two-in-one structure. However, the thickness of the shims installed between the collars and the yoke were increased by 50 µm for the collared coils originally assembled in MBHSP102.

The following conclusions can be drawn out from the cold performance tests of the models made at CERN:

- The training memory of the single aperture models MBHSP102 and 103 was excellent up to ultimate field after their collared coils were placed in the two-in-one model MBHDP101;
- In the two-in-one structure, the erratic quenches, which were observed in the pole turns mainly in MBHSP102 between 11.8 and 12.8 kA, disappeared. This is attributed to a slightly higher pre-stress at the location of the pole in the two-in-one structure, which provides better stability. This is supported by the results of the strain gauge measurements and the structural analysis;
- The single aperture model MBHSP104 did not show any erratic or detraining quenches up to 12.2 kA;
- The models MBHDP101 and MBHSP104 were both limited, when pushing current to the highest possible levels, in the inner layer mid-plane of the magnet.

Figure 11-18: Quench performance of the single aperture model MBHSP101.

Figure 11-19: Quench performance of the single aperture model MBHSP102.
Figure 11-20: Quench performance of the single aperture model MBHSP103.

Figure 11-21: Quench performance of the single aperture model MBHSP104, compared to the models MBHSP102 and MBHSP103 on the right.

Figure 11-22: Quench performance of the two-in-one model MBHDP101.
11.3.5 Protection

The MBH will be protected with quench heaters and a bypass diode operating at cold, integrated with the cold mass assembly. At the current stage of development, it is foreseen to use one bypass diode for the two MBHs of an 11 T dipole full assembly. However, this needs to be validated. It would be located in LMBHA at the same location as in the MB’s so that it can be accessed and repaired, or replaced, as needed.

The energy density in the conductor is 0.130 MJ/m$^3$, which is about a factor two larger than in the MBs of LHC, making quench protection particularly challenging. Magnet protection relies on outer layer quench heaters. The quench heaters are designed to quench the coils as uniformly as possible, and to avoid a hot spot temperature in the coil in excess of 350 K, in all conditions. The stainless steel strips are copper plated in order to reduce the resistance of the heaters and thus, limit the voltage across them to ± 450 V (using only stainless steel strips would imply excessive voltage for 5.5 m long heaters). The quench heaters are made of a polyimide-stainless steel laminate, which is copper-plated on the steel side. The 25 µm thick stainless steel strip is glued on a 50 µm thick foil made of polyimide to form the laminate, which can be purchased as standard product. The glue between the two layers has a thickness of 25 µm. The copper-plating has a thickness of 5 µm. There will be 2 quench heater circuits per coil (i.e. per pole) meaning a total of 8 quench heater circuits per MBH, and 16 quench heater circuits per 11 T dipole full assembly. Figure 11-23 illustrates the installation layout of the quench heaters for one aperture of an MBH, and the geometry of the quench heater strips. Figure 11-10 illustrates the wiring scheme of the quench heaters. Although the quench heaters used to be glued on the outside surface of the coil after impregnation, it is foreseen to have them embedded, i.e. impregnated with the coil, in order to reduce their time delay, i.e. their overall efficiency. Measurements on short coils have shown that minimizing the thermal insulation between the heater and the coil allows reducing the quench heater delay from 20 ms to 10 ms at nominal current, and decreasing the hot spot temperature by about 45 K [15]. With a validation time of 10 ms and 5 ms for the switch opening, the thermal analysis gives a hot spot temperature of 325 K. In case of failure of two quench heater circuits, the hot spot temperature would rise up to 345 K.

![Figure 11-23: Schematic of the quench heater circuits for one aperture of an MBH (left), and quench heater geometry (right).](image)

11.3.6 Powering

The MBHs will be integrated in the circuits RB.A67 and RB.A78. As quoted above, the 11 T dipole full assembly will be connected in series with the chain of MBs. Each chain of MBs is powered by a converter rating ± 190 V and 13 kA [16]. As the 11 T dipole full assembly does not have the same transfer function as the MB, a trim circuit comprising a specific power converter, which can extract or inject current, is introduced. The difference between the transfer functions and the required trim current to compensate for this are shown in Figure 11-24, Figure 11-25 and Figure 11-26 show the new layout for the RB circuits RB.A67 and RB.A78 with the main power converter and the trim circuit. For the circuit RB.A78 the 11 T dipole full assembly will
be placed after the second energy extraction system (Figure 11-26), creating a little dissymmetry in the RB circuit.

Figure 11-24: Transfer function difference between the 11 T dipole full assembly and the MB, and required trim current (in red) to compensate for the difference.

Figure 11-25: Main dipole circuit (RBA67) configuration for the HL-LHC with the 11T trim power converter.

Figure 11-26: Main dipole circuit (RBA78) configuration for the HL-LHC with the 11 T trim power converter.

11.3.6.1 RB circuit characteristics modification

The difference in inductance between the MB (0.102 H) and the 11 T dipole full assembly (0.132 H) will alter the circuit characteristics. However, this change will have low impact since only one MB out of 154 is replaced. Table 11-5 shows the new characteristics of the RB circuit after the introduction of the 11 T dipole full assembly.
Table 11-5: RB circuit characteristics in the current LHC configuration and after the introduction of 11T dipole full assembly for circuits RB.A67 and RB.A78.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>LHC Configuration</th>
<th>HL-LHC Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximal Required PC Voltage</td>
<td>RB.A67 - RB.A78</td>
<td>171 V</td>
<td>171.6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Circuit Inductance (L_{TOT})</td>
<td>RB.A67 - RB.A78</td>
<td>15.708 H</td>
<td>15.738 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Time Constant (t)</td>
<td>RB.A67 - RB.A78</td>
<td>15700s</td>
<td>15740s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Extraction Time Constant</td>
<td>RB.A67 - RB.A78</td>
<td>112s</td>
<td>113s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Common Voltage of the Trim Circuit in Case of Energy Extraction</td>
<td>RB.A67</td>
<td>420 V</td>
<td>433 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RB.A78</td>
<td>420 V</td>
<td>425 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Common Voltage of the Trim Circuit in Case of Energy Extraction + Earth Fault</td>
<td>RB.A67 - RB.A78</td>
<td>910 V</td>
<td>910 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.3.6.2 Operation of the trim circuit

The operating current of the trim circuit depends on the energy level of the RB circuit operation. Figure 11-27 shows the RB current and the trim current for 3 energy levels of HL-LHC: 6.5 TeV (run 2 energy), 7 TeV (nominal energy), and 7.5 TeV (ultimate energy). The minimum current of the trim circuit is -250 A when the RB circuit current is around 6500 A. In this case, the corresponding energy of LHC (or HL-LHC) is around 3.5 TeV. It should be noted that some continuous runs at around 3.5 TeV are envisaged. Therefore, the trim circuit should be designed in order to deliver -250 A in a continuous operation.

![Figure 11-27: 11T trim currents for three LHC energy levels (run2, nominal and ultimate).](image-url)
11.3.6.3 Design considerations for the trim circuit

Several design considerations for the trim circuit are taken into account:

- When the energy extraction systems in either the RB.A67 or the RB.A78 circuit are fired, a total voltage of around 15 V is seen across the 11 T dipole full assembly. The crowbar resistance value (refer to Figure 11-28) is chosen in order to limit the currents in the trim circuit to 250 A, respecting the cold powering constraints. However, PC failures with trim currents more than 50 A will lead to the conduction of the bypass diode for several seconds. The impact of this scenario will be tested in SM18 in the last quarter of 2016.

- The trim power converter is designed to operate in 4 quadrants (positive and negative currents and voltages) and to attain all the operation points represented in the loci represented on Figure 11-29.

- The trim circuit should withstand a common voltage of 1500 V during tests (corresponding to 910 V maximum operation voltage + margin).

![Figure 11-28: Circuit representation of the RB circuit with the 11T magnets and the power converter (crowbar included).](image)

![Figure 11-29: Trim PC current-voltage locus for nominal operation and operation extremums.](image)
11.3.6.4 Trim power converter

Three trim power converters will be installed during LS2. There are two possible power converter designs for the trim power converter:
- COMET (±250A/±120V)
- R2E-LHC600A-10V (±600A/±10V)

The designs will be adapted to respect the design considerations of the trim circuit. Table 11-6, Table 11-7, Table 11-8, Table 11-9 and Table 11-10 summarize the different aspects of the trim power converter.

Table 11-6: Power converter main performance requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data – Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Current Range</td>
<td>±250 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage Range</td>
<td>±10 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Power Range</td>
<td>[-0.016; 2.5] kW for 20 mins (2.5 kW continuous for 3.5 TeV Operation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum current variation in the output current range [9].</td>
<td>26 mA&lt;sub&gt;pk-pk&lt;/sub&gt; (+/- 13 mA&lt;sub&gt;pk-pk&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation mode</td>
<td>Regulated DC-mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth I</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;I&lt;/sub&gt;FGC: 3 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage output noise</td>
<td>40 mV&lt;sub&gt;rms&lt;/sub&gt; max for each freq. in @ [50Hz; 20MHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current output noise</td>
<td>In this case, the total output current noise in [50 Hz; 20 MHz] is less than 2 mA&lt;sub&gt;rms&lt;/sub&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topology</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-7: Interlock systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Required</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIC (Powering Interlock Controller)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The schematic of the PIC is to be determined: Failure scenarios analysis, criticalness of failures and action to be taken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS (Beam Interlock System)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (Software Interlock System)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS (Equipment Important for Safety)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-8: Power converter electrical protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earth leakage current detection</td>
<td>The converter is floating. Therefore, no earth leakage current detection. This functionality is guaranteed by the RB main converter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge crowbar</td>
<td>The crowbar has a value between 50 - 100 mΩ. No values less are allowed since it is necessary for the limitation of overcurrent in the trim current leads in case of failure. The crowbar dissipates a maximum energy of 4 kJ @ 2kW maximum.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11-9: Power converter interfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interfaces</th>
<th>From / To</th>
<th>Data - Value - Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC connexion</td>
<td>AC distribution</td>
<td>Rack Bottom for both PCs COMET: 3x400V/50Hz - 63Arms /rack (c.f. table 11-6 for total number of racks). R2E-LHC600A-10V : (3+N)x230V/50Hz - 16Arms /rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC connexion</td>
<td></td>
<td>COMET : Rack Bottom R2E-LHC600A-10V : Rack Top DC cable cross-section: up to 3x 400 mm² per polarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Cooling</td>
<td>Services or infrastructure: Water cooling System</td>
<td>COMET : Air Forced Cooling R2E-LHC600A-10V : 6l/min @ 3 bars of differential pressure drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Cooling</td>
<td>Services or infrastructure: Air cooling System</td>
<td>Total losses (Incl. DCTT + FGC)/rack: COMET : 3000 W R2E-LHC600A-10V : 700 W (to be confirmed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC</td>
<td>Services or infrastructure: Interlock system</td>
<td>Compatible PIC for both PCs. (Fast-Abort, Ppermit &amp; Powering Failure signals). 12-pin female chassis burndy connector.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-10: Power converter rack space requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter Base</th>
<th>Data - Value - Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMET</td>
<td>1 converter/rack =&gt; 3 racks of (lxwxd) 230 cm x 80 cm x 90 cm (2 Converters + 1 Spare). Space is required to have an access from front and back of the racks in the case of the COMET. One additional rack is required for the gateway and converter start points that should be installed in the tunnel (Ethernet Technology). Therefore, a space of around 9m is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2E-LHC600A-10V</td>
<td>2 converters/rack =&gt; 2 racks of 230 cm (5U) x 60 cm (19”) x 90 cm (lxwxd). No Space is required between racks. Therefore, a space of around 2m is required (to be confirmed).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power converters will be placed in the TZ76 tunnel. Position A9 can be considered if the technology based on R2E-LHC600A-10V is chosen. If the COMET technology is chosen, A 20 will be considered.

11.3.7 Radiation

The MBH will, inevitably, see a shower of particles from the DS collimator. The dose estimates at the foreseen locations of the 11 T dipole full assemblies around IP7, including at the level of the cold diode, have been
recently computed [17]. The peak dose in the coils remains below 2 MGy, and will be limited to few kGy at the level of the cold diode. These levels of radiation are acceptable for the magnet components.

11.3.8 Installation and dismantling

The cold mass of the MBH will be equipped with standard features in the ends facing the existing MBs in the tunnel to facilitate the installation and connection, e.g. M-flanges and bellows, preparation of the busbar extremities with regard to splicing, end flanges on the X/V lines, etc. The ends facing the collimator need to be specific; however, standard elements will be used as much as possible.

11.3.9 Cryogenics

11.3.9.1 Cooling

Although the cooling layout is similar to that of an MB, the heat extraction capacity in the MBH is reduced by approximately an order of magnitude in the MBH due to construction specificities of the Nb$_3$Sn coils, in particular the fact that they are impregnated. In both cases, the cold source is formed by a bayonet heat exchanger protruding the upper yoke-hole. Whereas the MB has radial connections open to helium from the annular space in between the coil-inner layer and beam-pipe to this cold source, the coils of the BMH do not. Adding such radial connections in sufficient amount for a measurable improvement in effective cooling, specifically through the titanium pole of the coils, is for the moment considered not feasible. Therefore instead of radially, the heat extraction will be via conduction over the magnet length through the helium contained in the annular space between beam-pipe and inner-coil layer towards the magnet ends. Given a cold bore of 54.5 mm diameter (53 mm + Kapton® insulation), an inner coil diameter of 59.8 mm and a magnet length of 5.5 m, the maximum heat extraction capacity at 2.1 K is evaluated to 1.7 W/m (9.3 W total). This is approximately a factor 3 above the requirement. Therefore, radial cooling channels through the coil will not be required as long as the annular space around the beam pipe towards the magnets-ends remains unobstructed and thus free for the helium.

11.3.9.2 Quench-induced pressure

In the absence of radial escape channels for the helium from the annular space around the beam-pipe an assessment of possible pressure build-up in this area has to be made. This with reference to experience with the MBs where, in case this radial escape path was blocked, dangerously high pressures develop [18][19]. At first sight, we do not expect this to be an issue due to the fact that:

- The Nb$_3$Sn coil is fully impregnated, thus eliminating the effects due to helium in close contact with the cable;
- The helium escape path along the annular space around the beam-pipe is much wider than in the MB;
- The escape path is much shorter as the magnet is only ~5.5 m long.

For completeness, a numerical assessment is being prepared and annular space quench pressure measurements for upcoming model-magnet tests are envisaged.

11.4 Connection cryostats for integration of dispersion suppressor collimators in IR2

In IR2, orbit bumps can be applied to steer the primary bound-free pair production (BFPP) losses in collimators located in the connection cryostat. Therefore, 11 T dipole magnets are not needed in IR2. Instead, special connection cryostats will be used to create the room temperature longitudinal space required for the collimators and to ensure continuity of the continuous cryostat and sub-systems such as the beam pipes, the bus bars and the helium heat exchanger.

On both sides of IR2, the existing connection cryostat cryo-assembly will be replaced with a string of three independently installed and aligned cryo-assemblies: two of these will be new connection cryostats
(CCC), with a bypass cryostat (QEN) installed between them. This new assembly will be called connection cryostat full assembly.

There are two types of cold mass per cryo-assembly: the cold mass CCC_001 that will be installed on the left hand side of the collimator (for an observer looking from the center of the accelerator), and the cold mass CCC_002 that will be installed on the right hand side of the collimator. These cold masses will have all the features to make their installation compatible with the location of the collimators on either side of the IR2.

The CCC cold mass assembly has a length of 5309 mm between the datum plane C and L at the end covers. The CCCs need to be compatible with the LHC lattice and its main systems. They will be connected in series with the MBs and MQs.

11.4.1 Description

The cold mass of the CCC is made of a mechanical structure holding several pipes ensuring continuity of the cryogenic circuits. Specific busbars are installed inside the cold mass for continuity of the main and auxiliary powering circuits.

The mechanical structure is based on three 25 mm thick stainless steel plates assembled with screws to form a H type beam. This beam is reinforced by intermediate plates to insure mechanical stability of the assembly when loaded.

A cross-section through the CCC is shown in Figure 11-30.

![Cross-section of the CCC](image)

Figure 11-30: Cross-section of the CCC.

The cold mass is finished by a flat plate on the side of the assembly facing the existing MBs or MQs (see Figure 11-31) and by a dished end of a larger diameter on the side of the assembly facing the collimator (see Figure 11-32).
The cryogenic circuit is composed of three pipes housing the main busbars and a heat exchanger pipe connected to a “shuffling module” composed of two dished ends. On the MBs or MQs side, the pipes housing the busbars are placed in the same position as in a standard interconnection. On the collimator side, the busbar are placed further away from the beam lines to allow the routing of the busbars across the bypass cryostat. The shuffling module is made large enough to hold the lyras of the busbars, and is used also to make the transition between the position of the busbar in a standard interconnection and their position in the bypass cryostat.

The CCC will be equipped with the same cold bore tube and beam screen as the present connection cryostats to facilitate integration. The cold bore is installed inside a larger pipe hydraulically connected to the main cryogenic circuit of the CCC to insure low temperature cryo-pumping on the beam vacuum surface. This configuration guarantees the temperature of the cold bore walls to be at 1.9 K in operation.

### 11.4.2 Equipment parameters

The main parameters of the CCC are listed in Table 11-11.

#### Table 11-11: Main parameters of the CCC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold bore tube inner diameter/thickness</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>50/1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of apertures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between apertures at room temperature/1.9 K</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>194.52/194.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold mass physical length (between datum planes C and L)</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>6.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold mass weight</td>
<td>[tonne]</td>
<td>~2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal operation current</td>
<td>[kA]</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>[K]</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat exchanger hole inner diameter</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat exchanger distance from centre (same position as in the MB)</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 11.4.3 Installation and dismantling

The cold mass of the CCC will be equipped with standard features in the ends facing the existing MBs and MQs in the tunnel in order to standardize the installation and connection procedures such as M-flanges and bellows, preparation of the busbar extremities with regard to splicing, end flanges on the X/V lines, etc. The ends facing the collimator need to be specific; however, standard elements will be used as much as possible.
11.5 Inventory of units to be installed and spare policy

Two full-length MBH prototypes will be fabricated to validate the design, the overall performance in nominal operation conditions (to be checked on horizontal test benches in building SM18 at CERN), and the different interfaces with the neighbour systems. One prototype will be made with RRP conductor and the other one with PIT conductor after validation with short models.

For LS2, around IP7, two 11 T dipole full assemblies shall be fabricated in order to replace the MBs MBA-B8L7 and MBB-B8R7, i.e. 4 MBHs and two bypass cryostats are required for installation. It is planned to fabricate one spare 11 T dipole full assembly. It shall be ready by end 2021.

For LS2 around IP2, two connection cryostat full assemblies in order to replace the existing connection cryostats located in between the first MB and the first quadrupole, Q11, of the DS region next to the arc. It is planned to fabricate one spare connection cryostat full assembly.

11.6 Quality Assurance

The fabrication of the parts of the 11 T dipole full assembly and of the connection cryostat full assembly comply with the HL-LHC Quality Assurance Plan, whose implementation started at the beginning of the prototyping phase. A dedicated Quality Assurance team ensures systematic update of the relevant documentation: drawings, test reports, technical specifications, work instructions, and Manufacturing and Inspection Plans (MIP). The documentation is classified in the CERN reference databases, EDMS and CDD, where it can be easily retrieved.

Each production step is checked and documented following the MIP in order to provide adequate traceability level for each performed operation.
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Chapter 12

Vacuum System

12 Vacuum system

12.1 Overview

The luminosity upgrade programme (HL-LHC) requires modifications of the present LHC’s vacuum system, in particular in the triplets, crab cavities, matching section and experimental areas. Such modifications must follow guidelines similar to those followed for the present machine. The increased stored current implies a higher thermal power in the beam screen from the image current moving along with the stored particles and stronger synchrotron radiation (SR) and electron cloud (EC) effects, which in turn translate into higher degassing rates.

One of the main tasks of the vacuum HL-LHC work package is to define the geometry of the vacuum equipment in the new superconducting (SC) focusing triplet (FT) and D1 magnets. It is also necessary to define a strategy for assembling and inserting high-density shielding material into the SC Insertion Region (IR) magnets. This is mandatory for protecting the magnets from collision debris coming from the experiments’ interaction points (IPs). A balance between cold bore size and vacuum pumping system will be defined based on experience gained with the present machine and recent advances with new materials. A number of new ideas have emerged recently – for example, amorphous carbon (a-C) coating for which validation is ongoing and laser structure surface currently under study.

The change of the aperture of the triplets at IR1 and IR5 implies that the experimental vacuum chambers of CMS and ATLAS will require a review of aperture, impedance, and vacuum (dynamic and static). From preliminary analyses, the forward regions of CMS and ATLAS will need to be adapted to cope with the new beam geometry in IR1 and IR5. New materials will likely be needed to mitigate the additional activation from the increased luminosity. New access procedures will be needed to allow the minimization of the integrated dose to personnel. With the HL-LHC, less flexibility will be available for the optics of LHCb and ALICE; therefore, the vacuum chambers at IR2 and IR8 must be validated for operating conditions to ensure that these chambers do not impose a limitation. In-situ a-C coating of the beam screens focussing triplet magnet, located in LSS2 and 8, is under validation to reduce the electron cloud heat load onto the cryogenic system. Positions of mechanical supports, pumps, and gauges must be analyzed to ensure that layouts are optimized for the new machine configuration. Bake-out equipment will be redefined depending on activation and specific needs. All experimental chambers must be treated with Non-Evaporative Getter (NEG) or equivalent to minimize secondary electron yield (SEY), thus reducing electron cloud effects.

12.2 Beam vacuum requirements

The HL-LHC beam vacuum system must be designed to ensure the required performance when beams with HL-LHC nominal parameters circulate. The system must be designed for HL-LHC ultimate performance, without a margin.

The vacuum system must be designed to avoid pressure runaway induced by ion-stimulated desorption. It must also be designed to take into account the effects of synchrotron radiation, electron cloud, and ion-stimulated desorption from the walls. Heat load onto the beam vacuum chamber walls or flanges and beam impedance effects must also be taken into account [1].
The system must be compatible with the global LHC impedance budget and the designated machine aperture.

The average gas density along the IRs must satisfy the level defined by the 100 h vacuum lifetime due to nuclear scattering, i.e. less than $1.2 \times 10^{15} \text{ H}_2 \text{ molecules m}^{-3}$ equivalent in the LHC [2]. This gas density limit decreases proportionally to the inverse of the beam current. Table 12-1 gives the molecular gas densities yielding a 100 h vacuum lifetime in the LHC and the HL-LHC assuming the presence of a single gas in the vacuum system. The average gas density along IR1, IR2, IR5, and IR8 must also ensure that the background to the LHC experiments remains at acceptable levels [3, 4]. In the absence of specified values from the LHC experiments themselves, the LHC design value will be scaled to HL-LHC parameters.

Table 12-1: Single gas species molecular gas density (m$^{-3}$) to satisfy 100 h vacuum lifetime in the LHC and the HL-LHC assuming a single circulating beam [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>$I$ [A]</th>
<th>$H_2$ [m$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>$CH_4$ [m$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>$H_2O$ [m$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>CO [m$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>CO$_2$ [m$^{-3}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LHC</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$7.9 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL-LHC</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$4.2 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 12.3 Vacuum layout requirements

The vacuum layout must ensure the vacuum requirements for circulating beams with HL-LHC nominal parameters. The system must be designed for the HL-LHC ultimate luminosity (i.e. $7.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$), without margin.

- All beam vacuum elements must be leak tight (leak rate less than $10^{-11} \text{ mbar}^{-1}\text{ s}$ He equivalent), clean according to CERN vacuum standards, and free of contamination e.g. grease, oil, fingerprints.

- According to the LHC baseline [2], the vacuum system in the Long Straight Sections (LSS) must be sectorized with gated valves. The vacuum sectorization is delimited by cold-to-warm transitions, length of vacuum sectors, or specificity of components (fragility, maintenance, etc.) [5].

- Vacuum sector valves must be installed at each cold-to-warm transition in order to decouple the room temperature and cryogenic temperature vacuum systems during bake-out, cool-down, installation and commissioning phases.

- The distance between the vacuum sector valve and the cold-to-warm transition must be minimized in order to reduce the length of the beamline that is not baked-out in situ.

- Dedicated vacuum instrumentation must be provided close to and on either side of each sector valve and along each vacuum sector.

- Sector valves must be remotely controlled and interlocked in order to dump the circulating beam in the case of malfunctioning. The LHC and HL-LHC vacuum sectorizations delimit two types of vacuum system:
  - room temperature vacuum system;
  - cryogenic temperature vacuum system.

- The vacuum system shall be integrated in the tunnel and cavern volumes with the permanent/mobile bake-out system, bake-out racks, quick flanges collars, mobile pumping systems, and diagnostics systems. The corresponding space must be reserved into the tunnel integration to allow a proper access and operation of the vacuum system.

- Integration studies must also be performed for installation and un-installation phases of equipment to identify potential conflicts.
- Integration and installation drawings must be circulated and validated before installation in the tunnel and caverns.
- The vacuum chamber aperture is defined by the beam optics system, the beam impedance, by machine protection, and background considerations of the experiments. The aperture of the vacuum chamber must not be the limiting aperture.
- All components to be installed into the vacuum systems must be approved and their vacuum performance validated before installation.
- A maximum number of LHC beam vacuum components will be reused for the HL-LHC upgrade.
- High radiation areas along the LSS must be clearly identified at an early stage of the design, in particular to highlight positions where remote handling/tooling might be preferred and positions where instrumentation must be radiation resistant.
- When needed, irradiation tests of specific components (instruments, bake-out jackets, cables, electronics, O-rings, etc.) must be conducted to meet the radiation dose specifications.
- The spares policy will follow the general A&T sector policy. A spares policy must be defined and made available from early on during procurement to benefit from large quantity orders, in particular for highly specialized equipment such as beam screens, modules, etc.
- Cryogenic elements must be installed first; then room temperature vacuum sector valves, followed by completion of the room temperature vacuum sectors.
- Time, resources, and space to allow the temporary storage of LHC vacuum components, which need to be dismounted to allow HL-LHC infrastructure modifications and equipment installation, will be evaluated in the next phase of the project.

12.3.1 Room temperature vacuum system requirements

Standard vacuum chambers and vacuum modules will connect the machine components.

In order to accommodate thermal expansion during bake-out and sustain “vacuum forces” due to the differential pressure, each component containing a beam pipe must have a single fixed point. Other supporting points, if any, must be sliding.

All machine components operating at room temperature must be bakeable. The required bake-out temperature is 230°C ±20°C for NEG coated vacuum chambers and 300°C ±20°C for uncoated stainless steel beam pipes. To optimize the bake-out duration while minimizing the mechanical strength and radiation to personnel, the applied heating rate during bake-out is 50°C/h.

The vacuum system layout must be designed to fulfil the stated requirements throughout a full run. In particular, the impact of the outgassing rate of specific components, e.g. collimators, must be taken into account during the layout definition phase. No NEG coating re-activation can be foreseen during short stops to recover loss of pumping performance.

A vacuum module equipped with a bellow must be inserted between each machine component and vacuum chamber, and between the vacuum chambers themselves. These vacuum modules must be screened by an RF bridge for impedance reasons.

For the sake of cost, reliability, spares policy, and standardization, the maximum number of vacuum module variants must be reduced with respect to the LHC baseline.

The warm vacuum chambers must be circular and bakeable. The current LHC variants are 80 mm, 100 mm, 130 mm, and 212 mm ID: any further variants needed for the HL-LHC will be kept to the minimum necessary.
Special chambers may be designed if needed but the quantity must be kept to a minimum. A typical case is that of the recombination chambers installed into the TAN absorber, which by definition is not circular.

Vacuum chamber transitions (VCT), which give offsets and adaptations between pipe apertures, must be integrated at the early design stage into the concerned equipment by the equipment owners themselves, e.g. beam monitors, superconducting cavities, quadrupole masks, etc. in agreement with the vacuum, surface and coating group of the CERN Technology department.

The vacuum chambers are aligned within ±3 mm accuracy. Better tolerance will require the installation of survey targets on the vacuum chamber and their alignment by the survey group. Alignment of other equipment is the responsibility of the survey group.

The choice of the vacuum chamber material between Cu-alloy and stainless steel (either Cu coated or bare) is dictated by beam impedance constraints. Al-alloys are preferred in high-radiation areas.

Connections between equipment must be made by ConFlat® bolt technology unless radiation issues and/or remote handling require the use of quick-release flanges with, for example, chain clamps.

12.3.2 Cryogenic temperature beam vacuum system requirements

The cryogenic beam vacuum system must be tightly decoupled by sector valves from the room temperature vacuum system. Dedicated instruments must be provided close to the sector valves to allow atmospheric evacuation roughing, monitoring, and safety against overpressure of the beam vacuum vessel.

A cold-to-warm transition must be integrated into the cryogenic beam vacuum sector at each extremity of the cryogenic system.

A continuous cold bore, i.e. without penetrating welds between the beam vacuum and helium enclosure, ensures leak-tightness between the superfluid helium and beam vacuum along the cryogenic beam vacuum sector. The LHC nominal cold bore temperature is 1.9 K in the arcs.

A beam screen must be inserted into the cold bore to extract the beam-induced heat load at a temperature higher than 1.9 K. The beam screen must be perforated with slots (4% transparency) to allow pumping into the cold bore space [2]. The LHC beam screen operates from 5 K to 20 K. The HL-LHC beam screens of the FT + D1 will run at a higher temperature (between 40 K and 60 K) due to a much higher heat load. In situ heating of the beam screen up to 90 K, with cold bore <3 K, is required to flush the condensed gas present on the beam screen inner surfaces towards the cold bore. This heating cycle may be required after a long technical stop or even between physics fills. For the new beam screens built for the HL-LHC project, the beam screen perforation percentage will be scaled to HL-LHC parameters and therefore increased as compared to the LHC.

When a cold bore operates at 4.5 K, cryo-absorbers are installed outside the beam screen in order to provide hydrogen pumping speed and capacity.

In the LHC, the maximum length without beam screen is less than 1 m (with the exception of superconducting cavities). This LHC design value will be scaled to HL-LHC parameters and therefore reduced.

For the HL-LHC, the beam screen aperture will be derived from beam optics and magnet aperture inputs.

12.4 Insulation vacuum requirements

The insulation vacuum system ensures the required performance of the cryogenic system by eliminating the heat losses due to gas convection. The insulation vacuum systems under the responsibility of TE-VSC include the cryogenic distribution line (QRL) and cryogenic machine components, but exclude transfer lines outside the LHC tunnel and those of the experimental cavern.

The requirements of the insulation vacuum system for the HL-LHC can be summarized as follows:

- the pressure must be below $10^{-5}$ mbar;
The experimental vacuum system is located between Q1L and Q1R of each interaction point. Similarly to the LSS, the vacuum layout of each experimental vacuum system must ensure the vacuum requirements when beams with HL-LHC nominal parameters circulate. The system shall be designed for HL-LHC ultimate parameters, without margin. Therefore, all constraints and requirements defined in Section 12.3 apply in this section.

During long beam stops (>10 days), neon venting is needed to protect the fragile experimental vacuum chambers from deformations caused by mechanical shocks. The baseline is that there will be no work in the vicinity of the vacuum chambers while they are under vacuum.

The vacuum chamber supporting system must be compatible with standard activities performed in the experimental cavern during short stops (e.g. winter technical stops). In particular, no personnel are allowed in the vicinity of the beam pipe (<2 m radius) during these phases.

The decoupling between the two complex and delicate inner triplet and experimental vacuum sectors is done by two vacuum sector valves sitting almost side by side. The vacuum sector defined by these two sector valves is named hereafter ‘buffer’. This buffer ensures a full decoupling of the room temperature experimental vacuum system and the cryogenic temperature vacuum system during bake-out and cryogenic temperature transients. It brings also redundancy for the sectorization of these important vacuum sectors.

A first vacuum sector valve is located at each TAXS extremity inside the cavern of ATLAS and CMS and installed at the Q1 extremity inside the tunnel for the other experiments. These sector valves are interlocked to the circulating beam.

A second vacuum sector valve is installed inside the cavern between TAXS and the interaction point on the left-hand and right-hand sides of the ATLAS and CMS experiments. On the left-hand and right-hand sides of the ALICE and LHCb experiments, the second sector valve is installed inside the tunnel between Q1 and the cavern shielding. These valves are blocked open during operation, i.e. they are out of the interlock chain.
A rupture disk is installed in the buffer zones in order to protect the experimental vacuum chambers in case of liquid helium inrush.

As for the present LSS vacuum system, all machine components operating at room temperature must be bakeable and NEG coated.

Accidental or scheduled air venting for repair or maintenance of any of the vacuum sectors of the experimental vacuum system implies a complete NEG recommissioning of the beam pipes, i.e. two bake-out cycles, the first for the bake-out of the metallic part, the second for NEG activation.

An ultra-pure neon venting system is installed in the buffer zone (for ATLAS, CMS, and ALICE) or in the detector itself (i.e. in the LHCb vertex locator, VELO) to allow remote venting of the experimental vacuum system during long stops (>10 days).

12.5.1 High luminosity experiments: ATLAS and CMS

ATLAS and CMS LHC vacuum layout drawings are described in [6] and [7].

On both sides of ATLAS and CMS, a pumping system, shown in Figure 12-1, is installed in the buffer zone to allow pump-down and vacuum commissioning during NEG activation of the ATLAS and CMS experiment.

Figure 12-1: Schematic of HL-LHC high luminosity experiments instrumentation areas. Left, connection between Q1 and TAXS. Right, buffer zone between sector valves.

In the Q1 TAXS areas instrumentation must be minimised. The present baseline foresee a simple connecting bellow and two ion pumps between Q1 and TAXS chambers. The connecting bellow is surrounded by an insulating vacuum to minimise the impact of potential leaks into the beam vacuum system.

The following are required to avoid personnel intervention in a high radiation area.

- A pumping and neon systems must be installed in the buffer zone on the right-hand side of ATLAS to complement the left-hand side.
- Remote tooling and handling must be foreseen to avoid personnel intervention. Quick type flanges are mandatory. Welds are preferred to flanges.
- Installed components must be robust: in particular, sliding fingers in RF bridges are forbidden.
- The bake-out system must be permanent and fully integrated with the other systems from the design phase.
- Detector modifications shall be designed taking into account movement and intervention of personnel. They shall also take into account the beam pipe system and flanges for detector movements. It must be ensured that standard interventions during technical stops and chamber replacements are thoroughly
studied during the design phase with the aim of minimizing the radiation dose to personnel during the detector and chamber lifecycle.

ATLAS is equipped with a permanent bake-out system while CMS is not. However, the HL-LHC might require the use of permanent bake-out systems for both detectors due to radiation issues. In CMS, a specific design of the jackets, thermocouple, and cable layouts must also comply with radiation requirements.

The vacuum modules are not screened by sliding RF finger because of access and space constraints, radiation protection reasons, and potential risk of aperture loss.

The alignment of the vacuum chambers shall be performed remotely with appropriate hardware.

The choice of the vacuum chamber material between Cu-alloy and stainless steel (either Cu coated or bare) is dictated by beam impedance requirements. Al-alloys are preferred in high-radiation areas.

The connection between equipment shall be done by Conflat bolted technology unless there are radiation issues and/or remote handling that requires the use of quick-release flanges.

It is assumed that the ATLAS central beam pipe inner diameter, as installed during LS1, remains the same until at least LS3 [8].

According to Ref. [9], the following are assumed.

- The CMS central beam pipe inner diameter, as installed during LS1 remains the same until at least LS3.
- End cap, HF, CT2, and forward pipes of the CMS vacuum system must be upgraded to Al bulk material during LS2. No mechanical intervention between TAS L and TAS R is therefore expected during LS3.

Any new chamber to be installed in the future must be compatible with remote tooling, e.g. equipped with a ‘quick flange’ type system.

Since the TAS needs to be replaced during LS3, the vacuum system located inside the experimental cavern needs to be recommissioned, i.e. NEG activation even if no changes to the vacuum system inside the cavern is foreseen.

12.5.2 ALICE and LHCb experiments

On the right-hand side of ALICE, a pumping system is installed in the buffer zone to allow pump-down and commissioning during NEG activation of the beam pipes.

In the ALICE cavern, a manual valve, located on the left-hand side of the beryllium central beam pipe, allows the isolation of the detector vacuum sector from the vacuum sector located in RB24 cavern. Consequently, the vacuum chambers in the RB24 area can be dismounted during long shutdowns if needed.

The ALICE vacuum layout drawing is described in [10].

The ALICE central beryllium beam pipe is not equipped with a permanent bake-out system. The beam pipes located in the RB26 area of the ALICE cavern (i.e. the right-hand side of the IP) are equipped with a permanent bake-out system. From the left of the central beam pipe to the end of RB26, the vacuum modules are not screened by sliding RF fingers because of access and space constraints, radiation issues, and the potential risk of aperture loss.

In LHCb, the vertex locator (VELO) detectors are installed into a secondary vacuum system which is isolated from the beam vacuum system by a thin RF shield. The RF shield mechanical integrity is protected during pumping and venting phase by an automatic gas balance system to maintain the pressure difference within a mechanically stable range.

At the VELO, an automatic pumping system is installed to allow pump-down and commissioning during NEG activation while protecting the VELO RF shield.
At the VELO, an ultra-pure neon venting system is installed to allow remote venting of the LHCb with an automatic gas balance system while protecting the VELO RF shield during long stops (>10 days).

The LHCb beam pipes are not equipped with a permanent bake-out system. However, it is foreseen that part of the vacuum chamber named UX85/3 and located in the region of the calorimeter will be equipped with permanent bake-out for LS2 [11, 12].

The VELO beam pipe must be baked for 48 h at a minimum of 180°C to suppress electron cloud.

From the right-hand side of the VELO beam pipe to the end of UX85 cavern, the vacuum modules are not screened by sliding RF fingers because of access and space constraints, radiation issues, and the potential risk of aperture loss.

Wake-field suppressors are installed at the VELO beam pipe extremities for impedance reasons.

According to Ref. [13], it is assumed that the ALICE central beam pipe inner diameter will be changed during LS2 and remains unchanged afterward.

According to Ref. [11], the following are assumed.
- The LHCb VELO beam pipe will be changed during LS2 and remains in the ring afterward.
- The 2 m long Cu-alloy vacuum chamber, VCDBV, located on the right-hand side of the VELO will be replaced by an Al-alloy beam pipe. This change will take place during LS2. No modification is expected afterward.
- Part of the UX85/3 vacuum chamber in the calorimeter region will be equipped with permanent bake-out jackets during LS2. It is also assumed that there will be no more installation of permanent bake-out jackets after LS2.

12.6 Beam screen requirements

Beam screens are inserted into cryogenic cold bores in order to guarantee vacuum performance. They are part of the LHC vacuum system baseline [1]. The requirements of the HL-LHC beam screen can be summarized as follows.

- The system lifetime must be longer than the HL-LHC lifetime, i.e. 40 years of operation and 50 quenches.
- The system must fulfil the required vacuum performance in terms of vacuum stability, vacuum lifetime, and background to the experiments.
- The shielded beam screen must be perforated (or be shadowing) in order to fulfil the vacuum performance in a way to allow the pumping of molecules onto the cold bore.
- The cold bore temperature must be held below 3 K to allow cryo-absorption of all molecules with the exception of helium.
- The shielded beam screen must be heatable to allow a transfer of the gas onto the shielded beam screen towards the cold bore during machine stops.
- The shielded beam screen must withstand the Lorentz forces induced by eddy currents during a quench.
- The temperature of the shielded beam screen must be actively controlled in a given temperature range.
- To minimize the heat load on the shielded beam screen due to the electron cloud, a coating, e.g. amorphous carbon or a clearing electrode system, must be studied, validated, and implemented. The e-cloud mitigation measures must be applied not only to the new high-luminosity insertion regions, IP1 and IP5, that will renovated. They will be applied also to the interaction regions of IP2 and IP8. These
are indeed low-luminosity insertions, however the beam pattern will be the same as in the high-luminosity insertions. This point is quite recent and mitigation measures are currently under investigation.

- The system must be compatible with the impedance budget.
- The system must be compatible with the machine aperture.
- The surface of the beam screen must withstand a dose of several hundred MGy during its lifetime.

In order to operate properly, the beam vacuum system must be evacuated for five consecutive weeks, at least, prior to cool-down to allow the outgassing rate of adsorbed water to be reduced to acceptable levels.

During cool-down of a cryogenic system, the cold bore must be cooled first in order to minimize gas condensation onto the beam screen.

In the case where gas condenses onto the beam screen during operation, e.g. after a magnet quench, a transfer of this gas towards the cold bore via beam screen heating is needed. This procedure should be carried out in a couple of days.

The HL-LHC beam screen must be inserted during the cryostating phase prior to tunnel installation. The surface of the beam screens must be kept clean during assembly. This implies that the beam screen is installed at the last stage of cryostating. Without specific tooling and procedures, no probe or device can be inserted into the vacuum system once the beam screens are installed.

The cooling tubes must be dimensioned to allow a proper cooling of the system during operation within the limits defined above.

According to vacuum standards, full penetrating welds are forbidden in the vessel wall separating the beam vacuum and helium enclosures. However, given the limited number and length of new vacuum elements to be installed, this general rule might be revised in the case of compelling reasons, if compensated for by adequate measures of risk mitigation.

Depending on the location, two types of beam screens may exist: shielded and non-shielded beam screens. The shielded beam screens intercept part of the debris produced at the high luminosity IPs, thereby protecting the cold masses from radiation-induced damaged.

Amorphous carbon (a-C) coating is at present the baseline for the inner surface of the HL-LHC shielded and non-shielded beam screens. Due to a-C’s properties, strong electron cloud suppression in these HL-LHC components is expected. Amorphous carbon coating will be applied to HL-LHC beam screens if needed for the reduction of heat load to cryogenic systems, reduction of background to experiment, and/or beam physics requirements.

A demonstration of the electron cloud suppression must be performed with a dedicated set up such as COLDEX in SPS LSS4 [14]. Studies will be held during SPS scrubbing runs and dedicated machine development. Experimental results must be supported by theoretical expectations derived from simulations codes such as Ecloud or PyCloud.

Amorphous carbon coating should be the last step of beam vacuum preparation before lowering the magnet into the tunnel, avoiding any subsequent insertion of tooling or other devices into the beam vacuum line.

For IP2 and IP8, in situ coating of the present beam screen (or alternatively the placement of a clearing electrode) must be studied and conducted during the long shutdown (LS2 or LS3). If in situ coating is not possible, removal of the magnet cryostat will be considered to allow beam screen exchange.

If needed, a sawtooth structure can be produced on the beam screen walls (dipoles and quadrupoles). The sawtooth must be designed to intercept the synchrotron radiation at perpendicular incidence and to reduce the forward scattering of light.
12.6.1 Shielded beam screen

HL-LHC shielded beam screens are to be inserted into HL-LHC D1 and FT of LSS1 and LSS5. These beam screens ensure the vacuum requirements, the shielding of the cold mass from physics debris, and the screening of the 1.9 K cold bore cryogenic system from beam-induced heating.

As a baseline, the shielded beam screen is assumed to fulfil the vacuum requirements with a C coating operating at 40–60 K [15].

The shielded beam screen is estimated to operate in the 40–60 K ±10 K temperature range. The operating temperature range will be defined by the available cooling power, the expected beam-induced heat load, and compatibility with the vacuum requirements.

The selected shielding material is Inermet, a tungsten alloy. Inermet is a sintered tungsten-based composite material with around 3.5 wt% of nickel and 1.5 wt% of copper. The electrical, thermal, magnetic and mechanical properties of the Inermet 180 have been measured at room and cryogenic temperatures [16].

Depending on the purity, the electrical resistivity of tungsten varies a few orders of magnitude at cryogenic temperature. The electrical resistivity of the Inermet 180 has been measured between 4.2 and 300 K. Different batches have been tested to assess possible variations during the manufacturing. The samples have been machined from sintered blocks. Two different geometries have been considered to evaluate the impact of the machining and the local surface modifications. The measurements are given in Figure 12-2. Neither significant influence of the batch nor of the sample geometry has been observed at cryogenic temperatures.

![Figure 12-2: Measured electrical resistivity of Inermet 180 as a function of temperature. Batch 1 corresponds to reference number 8017006 and Batch 2 to reference 802482. The sample dimensions of Batch 1 and 2 have been 2 mm x 2 mm x 73 mm.](image)

The magnetic permeability has been measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer. Three different samples, 8 x 4 x 2 mm³ each, have been extracted by electro discharge machining at different position from a machined tungsten piece and have been tested. The measurements have been carried out between 4 K and 300 K with a magnetic field, H, up to 90 kOe (7162 kA/m). The magnetic permeability curves are given as a function of the temperature and the magnetic field in Figure 12-3. The Inermet 180 magnetic permeability is less than 1.0003 at all measured fields and temperatures. No significant deviation has been observed between these three specimens. The magnetic susceptibility is in the order of $10^{-4}$ in the temperature range of 40-60 K. This is more than one order of magnitude lower than the magnetic susceptibility of the specific high-Mn austenitic stainless steel used for the beam screen wall.
Figure 12-3: (left) Typical Inermet 180 magnetic permeability as a function of temperature. Values obtained from measurement at H=7162 kA/m. (right) Typical Inermet 180 magnetic permeability as a function of magnetic field. Values at room temperature and 4.2K.

The absolute measurement method was used to determine thermal conductivity as $\lambda = \dot{Q} \cdot L / (A \cdot \Delta T)$ and has been carried out between 3.8 K and 280 K on two 8 mm x 8 mm x 50 mm samples. Samples identical to those used for the thermal contraction measurement have been used to determine the thermal conductivity. An active length of 30 mm has been chosen for the measurement of the temperature difference. Figure 12-4 shows the measured thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for both specimens. No significant deviation has been observed between the two samples. The relative measurement error, equation (12-1), was estimated to be the maximum error taking into account errors in the measurement of the applied heat load $Q$, the sample length $L$, the sample cross section $A$, and the recorded temperature difference, $\Delta T$, along the sample length.

$$\Delta\lambda / \lambda = \left| \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial Q} \Delta \dot{Q} \right| + \left| \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial L} \Delta L \right| + \left| \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial A} \Delta A \right| + \left| \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial T} \Delta T \right|$$  \hspace{1cm} (12-1)

The calculated relative measurement error varies from about 2.5% to 6.5% depending on the temperature range of measurements. The respective error bars for the thermal conductivity values are shown in Figure 12-4. The error for the absolute temperature is related to the uncertainty of the used calibrated temperature sensor of ±8 mK at 4.2 K and ±120 mK at room temperature.

Figure 12-4: Graph of the Inermet 180 thermal conductivity as a function of temperature. The thermal conductivity of one sample (802482) has been measured up to 70 K, while for the other (8017006) the temperature range has been extended up to room temperature.
The shielding is made of 40 cm long Inermet 180 blocks, which must be accommodated on the beam screen structure [17]. Figure 12-5 shows a concept based on a mechanical assembly of the tungsten absorbers [18]. As for the standard LHC beam screen, the shell is perforated with oblong holes to provide sufficient pumping speed of the desorbed gas. The cooling is provided by four tubes, whose diameter depends on the type of magnet (external diameter of 16 mm and 10 mm for the Q1 and Q2-D1, respectively). The tungsten blocks are positioned on the beam screen by pins, welded onto the shell. Dedicated slots are used on one side of the block to allow differential thermal contraction; an overlap is used to reduce the number of pins. Copper strips are installed between the absorbers and the cooling tubes to assure a good heat transfer.

The fast decay of the magnetic field leads to the development of Foucault currents that induce Lorentz forces, especially in high electrical conductivity material such as copper. The behaviour of the assembly is driven by the 80 µm thick copper layer and the tungsten alloy absorbers; their electrical resistivities have been assumed to be $1.9 \times 10^{-10} \Omega \cdot m$ and $3 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \cdot m$, respectively. The specific resultants of the Lorentz forces, per quadrant, are around 230 N/mm and 310 N/mm for the copper layer and tungsten absorbers, respectively. The beam screen assembly has been designed to be rather elastic and therefore, during a magnet quench, the tungsten absorbers go in contact with the 4 mm thick cold bore, which can withstand the high magnetic forces (Figure 12-6). The contact force between the tungsten and the cold bore is around 370 N/mm. The maximum Von Mises stress in the cold bore is around 650 MPa (Figure 12-7) which is below the yield strength (860 MPa). The maximum stress in the beam screen wall is around 840 MPa, whereas the yield stress is around 1150 MPa. This value is driven by the initial gap between the tungsten and the cold bore.

Figure 12-5: Mechanical design of the beam screen with shielding.

Figure 12-6: Deformation of the beam screen during a magnet quench.

Figure 12-7: Von Mises stress field in the beam screen and cold bore during a magnet quench.
The heat deposited on the tungsten absorbers is transferred by thermal links to the cooling tubes, in which a helium flow is imposed. The specific thermal load for the whole beam screen is 20 W.m\(^{-1}\). A thermal analysis has been carried out based on the model presented Figure 12-8.

The thermal conductivities for the copper, stainless steel and the tungsten alloy have been considered temperature dependent. It is assumed that the copper thermal link is perfectly bounded to the tungsten absorbed and to the stainless steel strip used as the interface with the cooling tube. This interface is welded to the cooling tube on three edges. The nominal cross section area of each thermal link is assumed to be 10 mm\(^2\). The heat transfer by convection, between the helium and the cooling tube, has been estimated by several empirical formulae. A conservative value of 150 W.K\(^{-1}\).m\(^{-2}\) has been assumed. A helium flow rate of 1g/s per cooling tube is considered. The inlet helium temperature is 40 K.

![Figure 12-8: Model of the thermal link between the tungsten absorber and the cooling tube.](image)

The typical temperature profile is shown in Figure 12-9. The temperature difference between the cooling gas and the tungsten blocs is around 13 K. The helium temperature gradient, along the cooling tube, is 0.5 K.m\(^{-1}\). The number of thermal links or their cross section can be increased to improve the thermal performance (Figure 12-10).

![Figure 12-9: Temperature profile of the heat transfer from the tungsten absorber to the cooling tubes.](image)  
![Figure 12-10: Influence of the number and width of the thermal links (0.5 mm thick) on the temperature difference between the cooling He gas and the W absorbers.](image)

12.6.2 Non-shielded beam screen

HL-LHC non-shielded beam screens are to be inserted into HL-LHC D2, Q4, Q5, and Q6 of LSS1 and LSS5 and, if needed, in D1, DFBX, and IT of LSS2 and LSS8. Such beam screens ensure the vacuum requirements together with screening of the 1.9 K cold bore from beam-induced heating.

As a baseline, the a-C beam screen is assumed to fulfil its vacuum requirements with a-C coating operating at 5–20 K [15].
In LSS1 and LSS5, the a-C beam screen is part of the new D2 and Q4 system for the HL-LHC, which will replace the present ones. The beam screens of Q5 and Q6 are recovered from the LHC matching section system.

In LSS2 and LSS8, the a-C coated beam screens will replace part of the present beam screens. The dismounting of the D1, DFBX, and IT of LSS2 and LSS8 is needed unless the cryogenic system can be upgraded.

The a-C coated beam screen is estimated to operate in the 5–20 K ±3 K temperature range. The operating temperature range will be defined by the available cooling power, the expected beam-induced heat load and compatibility with the vacuum requirements.

The selected a-C coated beam screen material is P506 non-magnetic stainless steel. It is similar to that used for the present beam screens. Copper will be co-laminated for impedance reasons. The proposed thickness of the Cu layer is 60 μm.

12.6.3 Vacuum beam line interconnection
HL-LHC shielded beam screens are to be inserted into HL-LHC D1 and IT of LSS1 and LSS5. Beam vacuum interconnections ensure the continuity of the beam vacuum envelope, a smooth transition between adjacent beam screens, and the electrical continuity of the image current. The beam screens are fixed on one side to the cold mass; on the other side, a compensation bellows between the beam screen extremity and the cold mass has to be integrated to cope with the differential thermal displacements between the beam screens and the cold mass.

The HL-LHC beam screens rely on cooling tubes larger than those currently used. The routing of these cooling tubes, in and out of the cold bore, requires exit pieces with significant longitudinal space. Through-wall welds on the helium circuit are forbidden in the beam vacuum. Automatic welds have to be used in the insulation vacuum.

Bellows between two adjacent beam screens has to be integrated to allow thermal contraction as well as to compensate for the mechanical and alignment tolerances. In the transitions, collisions debris shielding with a circular aperture and non-sliding RF fingers are foreseen and are being studied.

The vacuum beamline interconnections in the triplets integrate BPM as well. They define the interconnection length. Therefore, iteration and optimization of the different elements are required to complete machine integration.
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13 Beam instrumentation and long-range beam–beam compensation

13.1 Introduction

The extensive array of beam instrumentation with which the LHC is equipped has played a major role in its commissioning, rapid intensity ramp-up, and safe and reliable operation. In addition to all of these existing diagnostics, the HL-LHC brings a number of new challenges in terms of instrumentation that are currently being addressed.

The beam loss monitor system, designed to protect the LHC from losses that could cause damage or quench a superconducting magnet, will need a significant upgrade in order to be able to cope with the new demands of the HL-LHC. In particular, cryogenic beam loss monitors are under investigation for deployment in the new inner triplet magnets to distinguish between collision debris and primary beam losses. Radiation-tolerant integrated circuits are also under development to allow the front-end electronics to sit much closer to the detector, so minimizing the cable length required and reducing the influence of noise.

The use of crab cavities and possible use of long-range beam-beam compensators and hollow-electron lenses also implies new instrumentation in order to allow for optimization of their performance. Several additional diagnostic systems will therefore be considered. Very high bandwidth pick-ups and a streak camera installation to perform intra-bunch transverse position measurements are being investigated, along with new techniques for transverse beam size measurements such as a beam gas vertex detector.

An upgrade to several existing systems is also envisaged, including the beam position measurement system in the interaction regions and the addition of a halo measurement capability to synchrotron light diagnostics.

13.2 Beam loss measurement

Monitoring of beam losses is essential for the safe and reliable operation of the LHC. The beam loss monitoring (BLM) system provides knowledge of the location and intensity of such losses, allowing an estimation to be made of the energy dissipated in the equipment along the accelerator. The information is used for machine protection, to qualify the collimation hierarchy, to optimize beam conditions, and to track the radiation dose to which equipment has been exposed. This is currently done using nearly 4000 ionization monitors distributed around the machine positioned at all probable loss locations, with the majority mounted on the outside of the quadrupole magnets, including those in the inner triplet regions. Approximately one-third of the arc monitors have recently been relocated in order to optimize the system for protection against fast beam losses believed to be caused by dust particles falling across the aperture of the vacuum pipe. While the existing system is believed to meet the needs of the HL-LHC for the arcs, this will no longer be the case for the high luminosity interaction points.

In the HL-LHC high luminosity insertions the magnets will be subjected to a greatly enhanced continuous radiation level due to the increase in collision debris resulting from the higher luminosity. With the presently installed configuration of ionization chambers in this region the additional signal from any dangerous
accidental losses would be completely masked by that coming from collision debris. This is a critical issue for LHC machine protection and therefore R&D has started to investigate possible options for placing radiation detectors inside the cryostat of the triplet magnets as close as possible to the superconducting coils. The dose measured by such detectors would then correspond much more precisely to the dose deposited in the coils, allowing the system to be used once again to prevent a quench or damage.

The quench level signals estimated for 7 TeV operations are, for some detectors, very close to the noise level of the acquisition system. This is mainly determined by the length of cable required to bring the signal from the radiation hard detector to the more radiation-sensitive front-end electronics. Although qualified for use in the low radiation environments of the LHC arcs, the current electronics cannot be located close to the detectors in the higher radiation insertion regions. Development to implement this electronics in a radiation-hard application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) has therefore been started.

13.2.1 Beam loss monitors for the HL-LHC triplet magnets

Three detectors are currently under investigation as candidates for operation at cryogenic temperatures inside the cryostat of the triplet magnets [1]:

- single crystal chemical vapour deposition (CVD) diamond with a thickness of 500 μm, an active area of 22 mm², and gold as the electrode material;
- p⁺–n–n⁺ silicon wafers with a thickness of 280 μm, an active area of 23 mm² and aluminum as the electrode material;
- liquid helium ionization chambers.

Experiments have already been performed to observe the behaviour of such detectors in a cryogenic environment and on the radiation effects at such temperatures upon silicon and single crystal diamond. Irradiation at up to 2 MGy (0.8 × 10¹⁶ protons/cm²) showed degradation in the charge collection efficiency for CVD diamond by a factor of 15 and for Si by a factor of 25 (see Figure 13-1). The major downside of silicon compared to diamond, its much higher leakage current when irradiated, has been observed to disappear at liquid helium temperatures, with the leakage current remaining below 100 pA at 400 V, even under forward bias for an irradiated diode. Further experiments combining irradiation with cryogenic temperatures will be necessary to optimize the final detector design. These experiments will be accompanied by tests of detectors mounted inside the cryostats of existing LHC magnets with the aim of gaining experience with the long-term performance of such detectors under operational conditions. The technology chosen will need to be able to withstand irradiation up to 20 MGy at 4.5K.

Up to six detectors will be installed inside the cold mass of each main triplet quadrupole magnet, which leads to a baseline procurement of 100 detectors (96 installed and four spares). If the option of equipping the 11 T dipole and all the spare triplet magnet assemblies is also taken into account, then a total procurement of 150 detectors would be required. They are foreseen to be housed in existing holes in the iron yoke within the cold mass of the magnet. Each detector will be equipped with a single semi-rigid coaxial cable that will provide the necessary high voltage (up to 1000 V) and extract the loss signal from each detector. Feedthroughs allowing a total of six coaxial cable connections will have to be integrated into each of the main triplet quadrupole cryostats with the location of the feedthrough chosen so as to minimize the cable length required.

As part of the machine protection system these components need to be highly reliable and maintenance-free. In the event that some of these monitors stop functioning the existing external BLM system should still provide adequate protection against damage due to excessive beam loss, but will probably not be able to distinguish quench provoking losses from the experimental background.
A radiation-tolerant application-specific integrated circuit for the HL-LHC beam loss monitoring system

The current front-end electronics for the LHC BLM system, while providing a 40 μs integration time, is limited in the dynamic range it can handle and is only radiation tolerant up to ~500 Gy. The latter implies the use of long cables in the higher radiation LSS regions, which further limits the dynamic range and in some cases brings the noise floor close to the quench level signal at 7 TeV. Instead of the discrete component currently used, an optimized ASIC is therefore under development. This is still based on the current-to-frequency conversion used in the existing system, but is packaged in a compact, radiation-tolerant form with an increased dynamic range. The technique employed allows the digitization of bipolar charge over a 120 dB dynamic range (corresponding to an electric charge range of 40 fC–42 nC) with a 40 μs integration time and a conversion reference provided by an adjustable, temperature-compensated current reference [2].

Figure 13-2 shows the block diagram of the integrated circuit. It is composed of a bipolar, fully-differential integrator that converts the charge received from the detector into a voltage input for a synchronous comparator system. A three-level digital-to-analog converter (DAC) drives the discharge current for the integrator and is connected in a feedback loop to the comparator output. The first logic block is used to select the gain in the integrator, the current step in the DAC, and the threshold in the comparators, while a second logic block encodes the output signal from the comparators. The results of both of these are used by a third block to assemble the final, correctly weighted, output word.

Figure 13-2: Schematic representation of the ASIC implementation currently under development.
The prototype ASIC is designed with commercial CMOS technology and has two analog-to-digital (A/D) channels and a sensitivity selection logic that can be disabled to implement the circuitry externally. This strategy has been useful for testing the device and improving the algorithm. Its measured characteristics are listed in Table 13-1.

Table 13-1: Characteristics of the prototype HL-LHC BLM system ASIC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASIC</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/D converter</td>
<td>Integration time</td>
<td>40 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input current range</td>
<td>−1.05−1.05 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input charge range</td>
<td>−42−42 nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>&lt;40 aC at 40 μs integration, &lt;1 pA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default least significant bit step</td>
<td>Default least significant bit step</td>
<td>50 fC ±20%, adjustable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>120 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity error</td>
<td>Linearity error</td>
<td>&lt;±5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak signal/noise ratio</td>
<td>Peak signal/noise ratio</td>
<td>53 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFDR at 999 Hz, 1 mA</td>
<td>SFDR at 999 Hz, 1 mA</td>
<td>50 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ionizing dose</td>
<td>Total ionizing dose</td>
<td>10 Mrad (Si)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>2.5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>12.8 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>40 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference charge</td>
<td>Drift with TID</td>
<td>3% at 10 Mrad (Si)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drift with temperature</td>
<td>&lt;600 × 10⁶/°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measured linearity is limited by transistor matching imperfections in the DAC, introducing an error at the transition between the sensitivities. However, overall the error is less than 5% and well inside specification (<10%).

Total ionizing dose (TID) effects on the ASIC have been investigated using an X-ray beam with 20 keV peak energy. The characteristics of the device were measured up to 100 kGy (Si), followed by a one-week annealing cycle at 100°C. From the beginning to the end of the irradiation cycles, the functionality was always preserved, with the conversion offset remaining below 1 least significant bit (LSB) and the value of the full-scale charge drifting by less than 3%. Development will now continue to address the issues found using the prototype and to implement more advanced logic blocks within the ASIC.

It is foreseen that a total of some 300 detectors, mainly located in the LSS regions, will be equipped with such a front-end ASIC.

13.3 Beam position monitoring

With its 1070 monitors, the LHC beam position monitor (BPM) system is the largest BPM system in the world [3]. Based on the wide band time normalizer (WBTN) principle, it provides bunch-by-bunch beam position over a wide dynamic range (~50 dB). Despite its size and complexity (3820 electronics cards in the accelerator tunnel and 1070 digital post-processing cards in surface buildings) the performance of the system to date has been excellent, with greater than 97% overall availability.

13.3.1 Current performance and limitations

The position resolution of the LHC arc BPMs has been measured to be better than 150 μm when measuring a single bunch on a single turn and better than 10 μm for the average position of all bunches. The main limitation on the accuracy and reproducibility of the BPM system is linked to temperature-dependent effects in the
acquisition electronics, which can generate offsets of up to a millimetre over a timescale of hours. On-line compensation was initially introduced to limit this effect during operation in LHC Run 1, and temperature-controlled racks were installed in LS1, eliminating this limitation for Run 2.

The non-linearity of the BPMs located near the interaction points has proven to be problematic, in particular for accurate measurements during the beta squeeze and during machine development periods. A new correction algorithm has therefore been developed, based on exhaustive electromagnetic simulations, with the aim of bringing down the residual error to below 20 \( \mu \)m over most of the useable BPM area [4]. Developed to be able to distinguish between the positions of the two counter-rotating beams in the same beam pipe, these BPMs also suffer from non-optimal decoupling between the beams, which is something that will need to be addressed for the HL-LHC.

13.3.2 A high resolution orbit measurement system for the HL-LHC

Originally developed to process signals from BPM buttons embedded in LHC collimator jaws, orbit measurement using a compensated diode detector scheme [5] was demonstrated to be simple and robust, and to provide a position resolution down to the nanometre level. A comparison of the orbit measured on a single BPM during a Van der Meer scan by the current orbit system and the new diode orbit system is presented in Figure 13-3, where the resolution of the new system can be seen to be over 50 times better. All new LHC collimators will have BPMs using this acquisition system installed with them, with plans to also equip the BPMs in all four LHC interaction regions. It is important to note, however, that the new system does not provide the bunch-by-bunch measurement capability of the existing system.

At the start of the HL-LHC era the existing BPM system will have been operational for over 15 years, using components that are over 20 years old. It is therefore likely that a completely new system will need to be installed for HL-LHC operation. One candidate would be to extend the new diode orbit system to the whole machine for accurate global orbit measurements, and complement this with a system capable of providing the high-resolution bunch-by-bunch, turn-by-turn measurements required, in particular, for optics studies and the many other accelerator physics experiments that will be needed to understand and optimize HL-LHC performance.

![Figure 13-3: Comparison of the new LHC orbit system electronics with the existing system during a Van der Meer scan.](image)

With the higher bunch intensities foreseen, the dynamic range of the BPM system for the HL-LHC will need to be increased accordingly. The present system implements two sensitivity ranges, optimized for pilot and nominal bunch intensities. Issues have been observed in the first three years of operation with BPMs giving large errors when reaching the limit of their dynamic range. For the interlock BPMs located in P6, this can
trigger false beam dumps, which clearly have an impact on machine availability. Although improvements have already been made to this interlock system for Run 2, a full consolidation of this system is currently underway, involving the development of dedicated electronics optimized for both high reliability and availability.

13.3.3 High directivity strip-line pick-ups for the HL-LHC insertion regions

In the BPMs close to the interaction regions, the two beams circulate in the same vacuum chamber. Directional strip-line pick-ups are therefore used to distinguish between the positions of both beams. When the two beams pass through the BPM at nearly the same time, the two signals interfere due to the limited directivity of the strip-line that, in the present design, only gives a factor of 10 isolation between the wanted signal and the signal coming from the other beam. This effect can be minimized by installing the BPMs at a location where the two beams do not overlap temporally. This is a constraint included in both the present and future layout, but which cannot be satisfied for all BPM locations. The ideal longitudinal location corresponds to \((1.87 + N \times 3.743)\) m from the IP where \(N\) is an integer. Any deviation from this will diminish the ability of the system in distinguishing one beam from the other. A total of 7 directional strip-line BPMs are foreseen for the HL-LHC upgrade at the following locations: in front of Q1, in front of Q2A, between Q2A and Q2B, in front of Q3, between Q3 and the corrector package, in front of, and behind, D1.

For the HL-LHC BPM between the Q2A and Q2B magnets and possibly also those in front of Q2A and Q3, there is the additional constraint that tungsten shielding is required in the cold bore to minimize the integrated radiation dose deposited in these magnets. A mechanical re-design of the existing LHC monitors coupled with extensive electromagnetic simulations is therefore necessary to optimize the directivity under these constraints.

As part of the critical beam position system required to maintain optimised collisions in HL-LHC these components need to be highly reliable and maintenance-free. The system should be able to measure the beam position for each beam with a resolution of 1 \(\mu\)m and a medium term (fill to fill) reproducibility of 10 \(\mu\)m.

In the current HL-LHC layout for the HL-LHC high luminosity insertion regions, two types of cold strip-line BPMs, measuring simultaneously the position of both beams in both planes, are foreseen. The BPMs located in the interconnect between Q2A and Q2B as well as, possibly, in front of Q2A and Q3 magnets will be cold strip-line BPMs, rotated by 45° to allow the insertion of tungsten shielding in the median planes of both horizontal and vertical axes. All the other common beampipe insertion region BPMs will be cold strip-line BPMs with orthogonally positioned electrodes without the tungsten shielding.

The signal from all of these BPMs will be extracted using eight semi-rigid, radiation-resistant coaxial cables per BPM. Two feedthroughs with four coaxial cable connections will be integrated into the Q1, Q2A, Q2B, and Q3 cryostats and into the cryostat of the triplet corrector magnet package, with four such feedthroughs integrated into the D1 cryostat. The outputs of these feedthroughs will be connected to standard \(\frac{1}{2}\)″ coaxial cables taking the signal to the electronics in the UA/UJ.

A total of 28 new strip-line BPMs will be installed in the common beam-pipe sections of the high luminosity regions.

13.3.4 Button Electrode Beam Position Monitors for the HL-LHC insertion regions

New button electrode beam position monitors are foreseen for the modified regions where the beams travel in separate vacuum chambers, specifically 2 warm BPMs (one per beam) in front of D2, new cold BPMs in Q4 and Q5, as well as one trigger BPM for the experiments between Q4 and Q5 on the incoming beam each side of the interaction point. These will be based on original LHC designs. A total of 28 new button BPMs will therefore need to be produced for HL-LHC.
13.3.5 Collimator beam position monitors

All next-generation collimators in the LHC will have button electrodes embedded in their jaws for on-line measurement of the jaw-to-beam position [4]. This is expected to provide a fast and direct way of positioning the collimator jaws and subsequently allow constant verification of the beam position at the collimator location, improving the reliability of the collimation system as a whole. The design of such a BPM was intensively simulated using both electromagnetic (EM) and thermo-mechanical simulation codes. In order to provide the best accuracy, the BPM readings must be corrected for the nonlinearity coming from the varying geometry of the collimator jaws as they are closed and opened, for which a 2D polynomial correction has been obtained from EM simulations and qualified with beam tests using a prototype system installed in the CERN SPS. This system has subsequently been deployed for operation with excellent results on all TCT collimators in the LHC.

The collimator BPM hardware, i.e. the button electrode located in the jaw, the cable connecting the electrode to the electrical feedthrough mounted on the vacuum enclosure, and the feedthrough itself have been chosen to withstand the radiation dose of 20 MGy expected during the lifetime of the collimator.

13.4 Beam profile measurements

The LHC is currently fitted with a host of beam size measurement systems used to determine beam emittance. These different monitors are required in order to overcome the specific limitation of each individual system. Wirescanners are used as the absolute calibration reference, but can only be operated with a low number of bunches in the machine due to intensity limitations linked to wire breakage. A cross-calibrated synchrotron light monitor is therefore used to provide beam size measurements, both average and bunch-by-bunch, during nominal operation. However, the small beam sizes achieved at 7 TeV, the multiple sources of synchrotron radiation (undulator, D3 edge radiation, and central D3 radiation), and the long optical path required to extract the light imply that the correction needed to extract an absolute value is of the same order of magnitude as the value itself. This requires an excellent knowledge of the error sources to obtain meaningful results. The third system installed is an ionization profile monitor, which is foreseen to provide beam size information for lead ions at injection, when there is insufficient synchrotron light. The monitor has also been used for protons, but suffers from significant space charge effects at energies above 2 TeV.

Whilst efforts are ongoing to improve the performance of all the above systems, alternative techniques to measure the transverse beam size and profile are also under study for the HL-LHC, as these are crucial measurements for machine optimization and to understand any bunch by bunch luminosity variations.

13.4.1 A beam gas vertex profile monitor (BGV)

The VELO detector of the LHCb experiment has shown how beam–gas interactions can be used to reconstruct the transverse beam profile of the circulating beams in the LHC [6]. The new concept under study is to see whether a simplified version of such a particle physics tracking detector can be used to monitor the beams throughout the LHC acceleration cycle. This concept has, until now, never been applied to the field of beam instrumentation, mainly because of the high level of data treatment required. However, the advantages compared to the standard beam profile measurement methods listed above are impressive: high resolution profile reconstruction; single bunch measurements in three dimensions; quasi non-destructive; no detector equipment required in the beam vacuum; and high radiation tolerance of the particle detectors and accompanying acquisition electronics.

Such a beam shape measurement technique is based on the reconstruction of beam–gas interaction vertices, where the charged particles produced in inelastic beam gas interactions are detected with high-precision tracking detectors. Using the tracks left in the detectors, the vertex of the particle–gas interaction can be reconstructed so, with enough statistics, building up a complete 2D transverse beam profile (Figure 13-4). The longitudinal profile could also be reconstructed in this way if relative arrival time information is additionally acquired by the system, which is not currently planned.
Figure 13.4: A sketch demonstrating the beam gas vertex measurement concept.

Unlike LHCb, where the detector is placed very close to the beam and can therefore only be used during stable beams, the aim with the beam gas vertex profile monitor (BGV) detector is to design a robust instrument that can be used for beam size measurements throughout the LHC cycle. Its final specifications are to provide:

- transverse bunch size measurements with a 5% resolution within 1 minute;
- average transverse beam size measurements with an absolute accuracy of 2% within 1 minute.

The main subsystems are: a neon gas target at a pressure of $6 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar; a thin aluminium exit window; tracking detector based on scintillating fibre modules read out by silicon photomultipliers; hardware and software triggers; and a readout and data acquisition system based on that used for LHCb. As the tracking detector is external to the vacuum chamber, no movable parts are needed. The final design of the prototype is shown in Figure 13.5.

A proof-of-principle demonstrator has been installed on the left-hand side of LHC IP4 on Beam 2 during LS1, with a second system for Beam 1 foreseen for installation on the right-hand side of IP4 in LS2. A full upgrade of these systems, to include a third detector layer and upgraded electronics, may be required in LS3 to reach the full design goals outlined above. This upgrade is currently not part of the HL-LHC baseline.

Figure 13.5: The demonstrator beam gas vertex detector installed in the LHC during LS1.

3.4.2 Gas Jet Monitoring

Another candidate for non-destructive monitoring is a gas monitor where the particle beam interacts with either residual gas particles or a dedicated supersonic gas jet target shaped into a pencil or curtain, causing either ionization or fluorescence. The electrons or ions resulting from ionization can be collected by means of an electric field and imaged onto a position-sensitive detector to provide information on the beam profile. Alternatively, the light emitted by the gas particles can be detected with photon detectors providing a full 2D
beam image. If a suitable design is chosen the number of particles from the primary beam interacting with the gas can be negligible compared to the number of particles in the beam and the monitor can be considered as non-invasive.

Gas jet monitors have been shown to operate in an ultra-high vacuum environment in the order of $10^{-11}$ mbar and to probe high energy proton beams [14],[15]. These designs typically rely on a neutral gas jet, shaped into a thin sheet. The gas jet travels perpendicularly to the particle beam’s propagation axis, crossing the particle beam with its plane tilted at 45°. At the point of interaction, ionization occurs and the ions or electrons produced are accelerated by an external electric field toward a microchannel plate detector (MCP). Every ion or electron incident on the MCP produces a cascade of electrons which are incident on a phosphor screen. The light emitted by the phosphor screen is then detected by a CCD camera. After interaction with the beam, the jet enters a dumping chamber, where a turbo molecular pump evacuates the non-ionized gas. This monitor allows for 2-dimensional transverse beam profile imaging due to the 45° of inclination of the gas jet plane, which acts as a mirror reflecting the beam’s transverse profile onto the MCP.

![Figure 13-6: Gas jet profile monitoring set-up.](image)

It is foreseen to develop this technique further for application to HL-LHC, combining the neutral gas jet with electron/ion, luminescence or fluorescence detection. This will include optimisation of the optical and mechanical design, as well as studies related to issues with potential gas condensation and to ascertain the overall monitor resolution. The main applicability of the technique is currently geared towards the measurement of a dense electron beam in the presence of a high energy proton beam, foreseen as diagnostics for the eventual use of a hollow-electron lens for collimation or electron-beam based long-range beam-beam compensation.

### 13.5 Diagnostics for crab cavities

The crab cavities for the HL-LHC are proposed to counter the geometric reduction factor and so to enhance luminosity. These cavities will be installed around the high luminosity interaction points (IP1 and IP5) and used to create a transverse bunch rotation at the IP. The head and tail of each bunch is kicked in opposite directions by the crab cavities such that the incoming bunches will cross parallel to each other at the interaction point. These intra-bunch bumps are closed by crab cavities acting in the other direction on the outgoing side of the interaction region. If the bumps are not perfectly closed the head and tail of the bunch will follow different orbits along the ring. Monitors capable of measuring the closure of the head and tail bump and any head tail rotation/oscillation outside of the interaction regions are therefore required.
13.5.1 Bunch shape monitoring using electromagnetic pick-ups

Electromagnetic monitors for intra-bunch diagnostics are already installed in the LHC. These so-called ‘head–tail’ monitors mainly provide information on instabilities and have a bandwidth of approximately 2 GHz. To go to a higher resolution within the bunch a bandwidth of 10 GHz or more is desirable. This will be important to better understand instabilities in the HL-LHC and to help with the tuning of the crab cavities, with several of these systems foreseen for installation around the interaction points. In addition to studies aimed at improving the existing electromagnetic pick-ups, which include optimization of the pick-up design and the testing of faster acquisition systems, pick-ups based on electro-optical crystals in combination with laser pulses are also being considered [7]. Such pick-ups have already demonstrated fast time responses in the picosecond range [8]. Developed mainly for linear accelerators, this technology is now also being considered for circular machines, with a design for a prototype to be tested on the CERN SPS recently initiated.

13.5.2 Bunch shape monitoring using streak cameras

The use of synchrotron light combined with a streak camera may be an easier alternative to electromagnetic or electro-optical pick-ups for high resolution temporal imaging. Using an optical system to re-image the synchrotron light at the entrance of a streak camera allows the transverse profile of the beam to be captured in one direction (X or Y) with a very fast time resolution (below the picosecond level). Only one transverse axis can be acquired with a given setup, while the other is used for the streaking. Using a sophisticated optical setup it is, however, possible to monitor both axes at the same time, as was performed in LEP [9].

Streak cameras can be used to observe a number of parameters simultaneously: bunch length, transverse profiles along the bunch, longitudinal coherent motion, head–tail motion, etc. The main limitation of the streak camera is the repetition rate of the acquisition, typically <50 Hz, and the limited length of the recorded sample, given by the CCD size. Double scan streak cameras exist that allow an increase in the record length. By using a CCD with 1000 × 1000 pixels working at 50 Hz and adjusting the optical magnification and scan speed such that the image of each bunch covers an area of about 100 × 100 pixels, it is possible to record a maximum of 100 bunch images per 20 ms, i.e. 5000 bunches/s. This is clearly just an optimistic upper limit with other factors likely to reduce this value.

The longitudinal resolution of around 50 ps required for the HL-LHC is rather easy to achieve using streak cameras, where measurements down to the sub-picosecond range are now possible. In terms of transverse resolution two distinctions have to be made.

- Measurement of the beam width is affected by diffraction due to the large relativistic gamma of the beam, with the diffraction disk of the same order as the beam size. This will significantly reduce the resolution of such measurements.

- The centroid motion (i.e. the centre of gravity) is not directly affected by diffraction, which produces a symmetrical blur, and therefore the resolution for this type of measurement will be much better.

For determining crab cavity non-closure only the average position along the bunch is of importance, and not changes to the beam size. The streak camera should therefore be able to achieve a resolution of a few percent of the beam sigma for this measurement.

Streak cameras are expensive and delicate devices not designed for the harsh environment inside an accelerator. Radiation dose studies are therefore required in order to verify if a streak camera can be installed directly in the tunnel or if, which seems more likely, it has to be housed in a dedicated, shielded, hutch. The latter would imply an optical line to transport the synchrotron light from the machine to the camera, something for which an integration study will be initiated.

Another point to consider is the synchrotron light source. Currently, two synchrotron light telescopes are installed in the LHC, one per beam. These telescopes already share their light amongst three different instruments, the synchrotron light monitor, the abort gap monitor, and the longitudinal density monitor, and in the future will also have to accommodate halo diagnostics. It will therefore be difficult to integrate yet another
optical beam line for the streak camera. The installation of additional light extraction mirrors will therefore be necessary to provide the light for the streak cameras. Since the crab cavities are only needed at high energy, dipole magnets can be used as the source of the visible synchrotron radiation for the streak cameras, with no need for the installation of additional undulators that are only required at injection energy, where the dipole radiation is in the infra-red. The best location and corresponding light extraction system for such an additional synchrotron radiation source is currently under study.

13.6 Halo diagnostics

Population of the beam ‘halo’, i.e. particles in between the beam core and the limits set by the primary collimators, can lead to important loss spikes through orbit jitter at the collimator locations. Measurement of the beam halo distribution is therefore important for understanding and controlling this mechanism. Such measurements are also important to determine the effectiveness of equipment that influences the beam halo, such as hollow electron lenses or long-range beam–beam compensators. Moreover, in the HL-LHC, any failure of a crab cavity module could result in the loss of the halo in a single turn. If the halo population is too high this could cause serious damage to the collimation system or to other components of the machine. In order to fulfil all of these diagnostic requirements for halo observation in the HL-LHC, the final system should be capable of measuring halo populations at the level of $10^{-3}$ relative to that of the core.

Three techniques are currently being considered for halo monitoring in the HL-LHC:

- the use of high dynamic range cameras combined with apodization;
- core masking followed by acquisition using standard cameras;
- use of the beam gas vertex detector.

The first two techniques make use of synchrotron light and, as for the streak cameras, may require an additional light source for the final HL-LHC configuration.

Although commercial high dynamic range (HDR) cameras suitable for detecting the halo exist (with dynamic ranges exceeding 7 orders of magnitude), an HDR halo monitor based on synchrotron radiation has to cope with the additional difficulties of diffused and scattered light, and diffraction.

Light diffusion and scattering can be minimized by blackening all the surfaces around the monitor (including the vacuum chambers), adding baffles to stop any light rays arriving from outside the required aperture, using only high grade optical components and avoiding dust in the system. The implementation of all of these are complicated by the harsh environmental and space constrains of HL-LHC.

The effect of diffraction can be mitigated by the use of apodization or of a coronagraph. Both of these techniques are under investigation as part of the halo monitoring system for HL-LHC.

Apodization consists in shaping the light distribution at the entrance of the optical system using special masks, such that the interference pattern on the image plane reduces the effects of diffraction at the expense of resolution [16]. A system based on an HDR camera with apodizing optics would allow the capture of the full beam image with the core and the halo visible at the same time.

The core masking technique is based on the Lyot coronagraph, which was invented in order to allow the observation of the sun’s corona without the need for a total solar eclipse. The optics contains several stages of re-imaging and masks (stops) such that at the final image plane the bright core is masked and the diffraction rings shifted outside of the image, leaving enough room for observation of the corona. Similar setups have already been used for the observation of beam halo in particle accelerators [17]. For HL-LHC a coronagraph similar to the one reported in [17] is under study. In this case there is no need for an HDR camera as the core of the beam is masked. This does, however, imply that it is not possible to observe the core and the halo at the same time. Nevertheless it would still be possible to take consecutive images with and without the mask (adjusting the attenuation filters accordingly), to compose a synthetic image that includes both the core and the halo.
13.7 Luminosity measurement

The measurement of the collision rate at the luminous interaction points is very important for the optimization of the machine. The LHC experiments can certainly provide accurate information about the instantaneous luminosity, but this information is often not available until stable collisions have been established, and is often missing altogether during machine development periods. For this reason simple and reliable collision rate monitors, similar to those now used in the LHC, are also needed for the HL-LHC. This measurement is currently obtained by measuring the flux of forward neutral particles generated in the collisions using fast ionization chambers installed at the point where the two beams are separated into individual vacuum chambers. The detectors (BRAN) are installed inside the neutral shower absorber (TAN) whose role is to prevent neutral collision debris, and the secondary showers that this induces, from reaching downstream machine components. The luminosity monitors therefore already operate in a very high radiation area, which for the HL-LHC is anticipated be a further ten times the nominal LHC value. For this reason the technology chosen for the HL-LHC is likely to be based on the radiation-hard LHC design [10], with the geometry adapted to the new TAXN design. In order to further increase the radiation resistance some current features, such as their bunch-to-bunch capability, may need to be sacrificed and redundancy added.

13.8 Long-range beam–beam compensation

The simulated strong effect of the LHC long-range interactions inspired a proposed long-range beam beam compensation for the LHC based on current-carrying wires [11]. In order to correct all non-linear effects the correction must be made individually in each high luminosity interaction point, with the wire generating the same integrated transverse force as the opposing beam at the parasitic long-range encounters.

The ideal location for compensation of the long-range beam–beam tune-spread is found where the beta functions are equal; there is little phase advance difference with respect to that between the long-range encounters and the IP, and where the beams are sufficiently well separated. Hence for the HL-LHC the proposed layout features compensators placed after the D1 separation dipole in IP1 and IP5 (Figure 13-7). In order to get the compensation correct for all multipoles the transverse location of a wire compensator must be on the inside of the compensated beam, i.e. between the two circulating beams, at a distance equivalent to the average long-range beam beam separation. This poses significant technical constraints since, at the ideal longitudinal position, the transverse separation of the beams is only a few centimetres in a region with a high flux of secondary neutrons, and the transverse wire position is only a few mm from the beam. Placing and aligning a ‘wire’ at these locations, in particular between the two counter-rotating proton beams, will be very difficult. An alternative is to replace the ‘wire’ with an electron beam produced in a manner similar to that of well-established electron coolers (Figure 13-8).

![Figure 13-7: Illustration of the compensation principle [12]. Here LR.L5 and LR.R5 indicate schematically the potential position of compensating wires.](image-url)
Figure 13-8: Sketch of an electron cooler type layout for long-range beam–beam compensation.

Although such systems have been used for head-on beam–beam compensation at both the Tevatron (FNAL) [12] and RHIC (BNL) [13], the implementation required for the HL-LHC is beyond what has been achieved so far. Assuming an effective length of 6 m on both sides of the IP, an electron beam current of about 15–20 A would be needed, significantly higher than for previous implementations. Compensation with one system per beam in both IR1 and IR5 is also possible, and would reduce the necessary infrastructure by a factor of two, but implies electron currents of up to 40 A, almost an order of magnitude larger than what has been achieved so far.

Preliminary simulations and integration studies started to look into the feasibility of such an implementation in the LHC. However, it is clear that such infrastructure could only be installed at the same time as the upgrade of the interaction regions for the HL-LHC, ruling out the possibility of testing such a long-range beam–beam compensator beforehand. Since long-range beam compensation has, so far, never been demonstrated at a long-range beam–beam limited machine, it was deemed essential to install a prototype in the LHC as soon as possible. With a test of the electron beam solution ruled out in the short term, a fallback solution relying on wires will be pursued, with a view to installing a demonstrator in the 2016/2017 end-of-year technical stop.

13.8.1 Long-range beam–beam demonstrator

One of the few solid objects that can approach the beam accurately to within 10σ or less are the LHC collimators. By embedding a wire in such a collimator it would be possible to use the collimator as a host for a demonstrator version of a long-range beam–beam compensator. The best compensation effect in this scenario is obtained by a wire in the tertiary collimators (TCT) located just in front of the D2 magnet. A 1 m long wire at this location would require a DC current of some 180 A at a distance of 9.5σ to the beam or over 200 A at a distance of 11σ. These values correspond to a symmetric layout with one compensator left of the IP and another on the right-hand side, a set-up which will probably be necessary since the ratio of the horizontal and vertical beta functions are not equal at the TCT locations.

Integration of DC-powered wires into collimator jaws seems the only possibility to make realistic beam tests before embarking on a final implementation of the wires for LHC high luminosity operation. This integration itself requires the solution of many important technical issues:

- no interference of the wires with the nominal operation of the collimators;
- transfer of 1 kW resistive heat loss in the wire by heat conduction to the water-cooled collimator jaw;
- shielding of the wire from the beam with a thin metallic layer for impedance reasons.
The design of such a wire-in-jaw tertiary collimator is well advanced (Figure 13-9) and the production of four such collimators started in early 2016. The necessary DC cables and power converted infrastructure were already installed during LHC LS1.

Figure 13-9: Technical drawing of the wire-in-jaw collimator design.

The earliest date at which such collimators equipped with a long-range beam compensation wire can be installed in the LHC is the end of year technical stop 2016/2017. Machine experiments are then planned to validate predictions by simulation, which would then allow a decision to be taken on whether such technology should be pursued for full implementation in the HL-LHC era.
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Chapter 14
Injection and Dumping Systems

14 Injection and dumping systems

14.1 Injection and dumping systems overview

The beam transfer into the LHC is achieved by the two long transfer lines TI2 and TI8, together with the septum and injection kickers, plus associated systems to ensure the protection of the LHC elements in case of a mis-steered beam. In the nominal scheme the LHC is filled with approximately 10 injections per beam. The MKI injection kicker magnet pulse length consists of a flat-top of up to 8 μs, with a rise time of 0.9 μs and a fall time of 3 μs. Filling each ring takes at least 8 minutes (when injecting trains of 288 bunches at the time) with the SPS supplying interleaved beams to other facilities. The foreseen increase in injected intensity and brightness for the HL-LHC means that the protection functionality of the beam-intercepting devices needs upgrading [1]. In addition, the higher beam current significantly increases the beam-induced power deposited in many elements, including the injection kicker magnets in the LHC ring.

The beam dumping system is also based on DC septa and fast kickers, with various beam intercepting protection devices including the beam dump block. Again, the significant change in the beam parameters for the HL-LHC implies redesign of several of the dump system devices, both because of the increased energy deposition in the case of direct impact and because of increased radiation background that could affect the reliability of this key machine protection system [1].

In the following sections the changes planned in light of the HL-LHC for the different LHC beam transfer systems are described.

14.2 Injection systems

The high injected beam intensity and energy mean that precautions must be taken against damage and quenches, by means of collimators placed close to the beam in the injection regions [2], [3]. The layout of the injection region and associated protection devices is shown schematically in Figure 14-1. The beam to be injected passes through five horizontally deflecting steel septum magnets (MSI) with a total deflection of 12 mrad, and four vertically deflecting MKI kickers with a nominal total kick strength of 0.85 mrad. Uncontrolled beam loss resulting from errors (missing, erratic, partial, badly synchronized, or wrong kick strength) in the MKI could result in serious damage to the downstream equipment in the LHC injection regions, in particular the superconducting separation dipole D1, the triplet quadrupole magnets near the ALICE or LHCb experiments, or in the arcs of the LHC machine itself. Damaging detector components, in particular those close to the beam pipe, with excessive showers generated by lost protons, is also possible.

Figure 14-1: Overview of the present injection system into the LHC and the associated protection devices (Beam 1, IR2). The beam is injected from the left hand side.
14.2.1 Upgrade of the primary injection absorbers (TDIS)

The presently installed TDI is a movable two-sided vertical absorber. Its purpose is to protect machine elements in case of MKI malfunctions and to intercept low-intensity bunches during set-up or commissioning of the injection system. Protection must be provided both in case of mis-deflections of the injected beam due to MKI faults as well as in case of accidental kicks of the stored beam due to MKI erratics or timing errors. In the first case, too little or zero kick strength causes the incoming beam to impact the upper TDI jaw. In the second case, the miskicked stored beam impacts on the lower TDI jaw. The protection objectives should be met for any impact condition, including cases where beams are swept over the aperture (beam affected by MKI rise or fall time) or where a full batch is grazing the TDI jaw due to a non-nominal MKI kick strength. The maximum possible impact parameter (vertical distance between jaw edge and impact position) on the absorber front face is estimated to be 36 mm. The largest energy deposition in downstream magnets and the highest stresses in the absorber blocks themselves are expected for small impact parameters (around 1–2 σ, which is about 0.5–1 mm from the absorber edge), which could occur in the case of a high voltage breakdown in one magnet during injection.

The jaws of the TDIs at present installed in the LHC [4] are 4.185 m long and accommodate blocks of graphite (6 x 47.1 cm), aluminium (1 x 60 cm) and CuCr1Zr (1 x 70 cm). The two latter blocks are retracted by 2 mm with respect to the graphite to avoid direct beam impact on these materials, which could lead to an excessive heating and stresses of these blocks. During the first years of LHC operation, mechanical problems with the present design have become apparent due to the very long length of the jaws. Instead of having one long jaw as in the present TDI, the new TDI (called TDIS, where the S stands for Segmented) will comprise three shorter absorbers most likely accommodated in separate tanks (see Figure 14-2).

The jaws of the three TDIS modules will all be identical except for the active absorber material. For robustness reasons, the two upstream modules will accommodate low-Z absorber blocks. The baseline is to use the same grade of Graphite as in the present TDI and transfer line collimators (SIGRAFINE® R4550, 1.83 g/cm³), the final decision of the material is pending further material tests. The third module is foreseen to host higher-Z absorber materials to partially absorb and efficiently attenuate the particle showers from the low density absorber blocks upstream. The final choice of materials for this module is subject to further studies. The active absorber length of each jaw will be approximately 1.5 m. The new TDISs will be at the same position as the present TDIs, as they need to be at 90° betatron phase advance relative to the MKIs. The total length including vacuum transition chambers will be the same as the present TDI, i.e. not requiring any modification of nearby vacuum equipment.

Figure 14-2: Preliminary design of the three TDIS tanks, supports and vacuum transition chambers.

The correct vertical positioning of the TDIS jaws around the beam is a vital element of the machine protection system during injection. A beam energy tracking system (BETS) is foreseen to guarantee the correct position at injection energy. For a multi-module TDIS system the correct alignment with beam between the different modules will be very important, as is illustrated in Figure 14-3. The jaws of the third module need to be slightly retracted compared to the upstream jaws to avoid direct beam impact on the higher-Z absorber blocks.
14.2.1 Supplementary shielding of D1 coils

The superconducting D1 separation dipole is located just downstream of the TDIS. The largest energy deposition in the D1 coils can be expected if bunches impact close to the edge of the leading TDIS absorber block or if they graze along the jaws since secondary particle showers can escape through the TDIS gap. During the design of the present TDI, it was found necessary to add a complementary mask in order to prevent damage to the D1 coils for such accident scenarios, see Figure 14-1. The masks, called TCDD in IR2 and TCDDM in IR8, are 1 m long Cu blocks, which are movable in IR2 to provide enough aperture for the ALICE ZDC detector during data taking. The TCDDs have a rectangular opening (70 x 42 mm²), which is smaller than the inner diameter of the D1 coils (80 cm). The drift space between the TCDD/TCDDM and the D1 front face amounts to almost 3 m and is presently occupied with room temperature vacuum equipment, a beam position monitor, as well as a 50 cm long cold-to-warm transition inside the magnet cryostat. The masks provide an asymmetric protection of the D1 coils since they are centred around the machine axis while particle showers from the TDI/TDIS give rise to an asymmetric load on the D1 front face since the beam trajectories are not parallel to the magnet axis due to the TDI being located between the separation dipoles.

Detailed particle shower simulations were carried out to determine if the efficacy of the protection system needs to be improved for HL-LHC beam parameters. Considering the present understanding of the damage limit of superconducting coils and accounting for a suitable safety margin (factor 3) due to inevitable approximations in the simulation model, it cannot be excluded that the D1 damage limit is exceeded for some failure cases if the shielding of particle showers from the TDIS is not improved. Increasing the length of the TDIS would only result in a limited additional gain in protecting the D1 and therefore the active absorber length is left almost unchanged compared to the present TDI as already described in the previous section.

Two alternative concepts have been studied to enhance the shielding of showers from the TDIS, one based on the redesign of the TCDD and TCDDM masks while the other one relies on a complementary shielding inside the D1 cryostat. The effectiveness of the TCDD and TCDDM in intercepting shower particles can only be sufficiently improved if both their opening is reduced and they are moved closer to the D1. Owing to the stringent aperture requirements for the circulating beams, the mask dimensions can only be modified by a few millimetres. The minimum acceptable dimensions differ between IR2 and IR8 due to different crossing and separation schemes. The maximum distance the TCDD/TCDDM can be moved towards the D1 is about 50 cm and would require the displacement of a beam position monitor. Although some reduction of the energy density in the D1 coils can be achieved with these measures, it is more efficient to complement the present TCDD/TCDDM with another mask-like protection element inside the insulation vacuum of the D1 cryostat (TCDDXM). This solution offers the advantage of intercepting shower particles closer to the magnet and would
not affect the present machine aperture. Made of a heavy material to optimize its protection efficiency (e.g. tungsten alloy or steel), such a mask could be placed upstream of the cold mass endcap, tightly enclosing the cold bore which protrudes from the D1 cold mass assembly (see Figure 14-4). A radial thickness of 1 cm would be sufficient to effectively shield the coil cross section. The length of the mask could be between 14 cm and 17.5 cm depending on the detailed integration.

![Figure 14-4: Possible shielding inside the D1 cryostat.](image)

14.2.2 Injection protection devices retained from the LHC

Besides the TCDD and TCDDM masks described in the previous section, detailed studies have shown that several other protection elements can be retained from the LHC without any modification. This includes two auxiliary collimators, TCLIA and TCLIB, as well as a fixed mask (TCLIM) downstream of the TCLIB. The position of these devices is shown in Figure 14-1. The TCLIA is located between the separation dipoles D1 and D2, while the TCLIB and TCLIM are installed upstream of the matching section quadrupole Q6. Owing to its position close to the D1, the TCLIA also hosts the other circulating beam. By design, the collimators are at phase advances of ±20° (modulo 180°) relative to the TDI in order to provide additional protection in case of phase errors. Both devices have two opposite jaws with an active length of 1 m. The TCLIA accommodates absorber blocks made of Graphite (SIGRAFINE® R4550, ~1.83 g/cm³), while the TCLIB is identical to secondary collimators presently installed in the LHC, which use CfC as absorber material (AC150K by Tatsuno/Across Corporation, ~1.67 g/cm³). Owing to the proximity of the TCLIB to the Q6, the collimator is complemented by a 1 m long TCLIM mask, which intercepts secondary showers from the TCLIB. No mask is installed downstream of the TCLIA as it is placed more than 40 meters upstream of the D2.

Depending on the injection kicker strength, badly injected beam will be intercepted by TDIS, TCLIA, or TCLIB. It is shown in Figure 14-5 that the TCLIB intercepts up to 28% of the particles contained in the 5σ area of a single particle emittance for injection kicker failures of ±10% nominal kick strength. This corresponds to a grazing impact of the beam on the TDIS. These studies accounted for different sources of machine imperfections such as quadrupole misalignments, field errors, and jaws misalignment. Tracking simulations indicate that, in the worst case, about 11% of the bunch train intensity can impact on the TCLIB, and less than 5% on the TCLIA. In such cases, the energy deposition in superconducting coils of the neighbouring magnets is estimated to not exceed a few J/cm³ for HL-LHC beams. The risk of damaging magnets is therefore considered not significant. The same conclusion applies to the TCLIA and TCLIB themselves, as well as the downstream mask. Hence no modification of these protection devices is foreseen, except for a small increase
of the TCLIA jaw stroke in order to improve the angular acceptance of the ALICE ZDC. Besides this minor modification, the TCLIA is foreseen to be moved by about 1.8 m towards the IP to further increase the ZDC acceptance.

![Fraction of 5σ single particle emittance absorbed by the different injection protection absorbers TDIS, TCLIA, or TCLIB for different injection kicker amplitudes.](image)

14.2.3 Injection kicker magnet (MKI)

The injection kicker magnets MKI installed in IR2 and IR8, see Figure 14-1, deflect the injected beam vertically onto the LHC closed orbits. During Run 1 a number of issues have been encountered with the MKI magnets installed prior to LS1. These include beam-induced heating of the ferrite yoke, inefficient cooling of the ferrite yoke, electrical flashovers, beam losses due to macro particles falling into the beam, and electron cloud related vacuum pressure rise [5], [6] and [7].

If the ferrites of the injection kicker magnets reach a temperature above the Curie temperature their magnetic properties are temporarily compromised and the beam cannot be injected. Reducing beam-induced heating, additional cooling, and/or ferrites with a higher Curie temperature would avoid waiting periods before the beam can be injected into the LHC. A reduced magnetic field from the injection kickers is also a machine protection risk, possibly leading to quenches of the downstream magnets. The beam impedance of the MKI magnets has been reduced in LS1 by increasing the number of beam screen conductors from 15 to 24, see Figure 14-6. The increased number of conductors is expected to limit the ferrite yoke temperature to a maximum of 80°C for 2808 bunches of 25 ns beam with 1.15e11 ppb and an average bunch length of 1.0 ns. Run 2 data to date confirms the reduction of the ferrite temperature with the additional screen conductors and is consistent with predictions obtained from beam impedance and thermal models. However, it cannot be guaranteed that this will sufficiently reduce beam-induced heating for HL-LHC operation. The heating depends critically on the bunch length and further studies and experimental data with high intensity LHC beam are required to predict the ferrite temperatures for ultimate LHC beams.

Operational experience during Run 1 showed that a beam power deposition of about 160 W/m occasionally limited the ability to inject beam. The present power deposition estimate with HL-LHC beams, for the MKIs with the upgraded beam screen, is approximately 200 W/m. Furthermore, operational experience from Run 2, together with improved modelling, shows that the beam induced power is not distributed equally throughout the ferrite yoke, but is mainly concentrated towards the capacitively coupled end. A prototype MKI magnet with reduced power deposition at the capacitively coupled end of the ferrite yoke and additional cooling will be developed for HL-LHC. In addition different ferrite types are being considered: a ferrite such as CMD10, which has a higher Curie temperature than the present MKI ferrite, would permit high intensity beam operation with better availability. However, a concern of operating at higher yoke temperatures is the higher pressure in the vacuum tank, which may result in an increased electrical breakdown and surface flashover rate. Further optimization of the capacitively coupled end of the beam screen is therefore being carried out to further
decrease beam coupling impedance and reduce the electric field strength in this area. Run 2 experience in this respect is relatively good: during 2015 there was a total of $\sim 6.2 \times 10^5$ pulses, for the 8 MKI kicker magnets and 5 flashovers, corresponding to a breakdown rate of $\sim 8 \times 10^{-6}$ per pulse \[8\].

Electron cloud in the ceramic tube results in a pressure increase, which may result in an increased electrical breakdown and surface flashover rate. This has been an issue when MKI magnets have been replaced - conditioning with beam is slow, requiring above 300 hours. In 2016 the resulting pressure rise (which for reasons which are not understood is worse in the Q5-MKID interconnect) has been the main limitation to date for the total injected beam intensity, despite operation with only 2020 bunches. A low SEY coating, such as Cr$_2$O$_3$, or Laser Engineered Surface Structure (LESS) could eliminate multipactoring, and thus the related pressure rise, permitting more reliable operation of the injection kickers. Research and development of special coatings and LESS for the inner surface of the ceramic tube is being carried out, and it is planned to modify the inner surface of the ceramic tube of the prototype MKI. SEY measurements on alumina samples magnetron sputtered with Cr$_2$O$_3$ are showing great promise. The installation of a short (~0.5 m) coated liner in the SPS is being considered, possibly during the 2016-2017 EYETS, to qualify the Cr$_2$O$_3$ coating in an accelerator environment, before coating a 3 m long ceramic chamber for the prototype MKI.

After a comprehensive study programme in 2011, the macro particles causing ‘UFO’ beam losses around the MKIs were identified as fragments originating from the ceramic tube inside the MKI magnets \[7\]. The ceramic tube of MKI8D installed during a Technical Stop 3 (TS3) of 2012, towards the end of LHC Run 1, was subjected to improved cleaning, which included iterations of flushing of the inside of the tube with N$_2$ at 10 bar and dust sampling, until no significant further reduction of macro particles was noted. Before TS3, MKI8D exhibited the highest rate of beam dust particle interactions of all MKIs in P8. The replacement MKI8D, in operation after TS3, exhibited the lowest rate. Extensive additional cleaning was carried out on the ceramic tubes of all eight MKI magnets installed during LS1: in 2015 the MKIs have vanished completely from the UFO statistics at 6.5 TeV compared to 2012 \[9\], which validates the new preparation procedures for the MKI beam screen.

Despite the continued issues and limitation a full scale modification of the series of the MKI magnets is not yet part of the HL-LHC baseline. The necessity of the described changes for the series of magnets depends on the Run 2 performance of the magnets installed in LS1 and the final beam parameters to be used for the HL-LHC beams (especially the bunch length). The installation of a prototype magnet to test the developed technologies is foreseen during the YETS in 2017-2018.

![Figure 14-6: View of the capacitively coupled extremity of the MKI beam screen supporting the 24 screen conductors and the conductor overlap.](image-url)
14.3 Beam dumping system

The beam in the LHC is aborted or dumped by a dedicated system based on pulsed extraction kickers MKD and DC septum magnets MSD located in the dedicated insertion in LHC point 6, followed by a dilution kicker system MKB, a long drift chamber, and a graphite beam dump absorber block (TDE) kept under N₂ gas at higher than atmospheric pressure. The 3 μs rise time of the extraction kicker field is synchronized by a highly reliable timing and synchronisation system TSU to a beam-free abort gap in the circulating bunch pattern. The horizontal and vertical dilution kickers are powered with anti-phase sinusoidal currents in order to paint the bunches onto the TDE with an elliptical shape, see Figure 14-7. The present system comprises 6 vertical and 4 horizontal kickers.

![Figure 14-7: Sweep path of 25 ns spacing LHC beam on TDE dump block in case of a regular dump and in case 2 horizontal dilution kickers would not be firing.](image)

14.3.1 Beam dump (TDE)

The LHC beam dump TDE and its entrance and exit windows [10], [11] will need to withstand the repeated dumping of high intensity HL-LHC beams. The TDE has a length of 8.4 m and accommodates different high- and low-density Graphite segments inside a 12 mm thick stainless steel jacket. The high-density segments are made of polycrystalline Graphite, whereas the 3.5 m long low-density part consists of as stack of 2 mm thick flexible Graphite sheets. Simulation studies show that, in case of a regular dump of HL-LHC beams, the maximum energy density in the TDE core exceeds 3.5 kJ/g (see Figure 14-8), generating a peak temperature of more than 2000°C. In case two horizontal dilution kickers would not fire, the peak energy density is estimated to reach more than 6 kJ/g (see Figure 14-8), which is expected to cause local damage to the dump core. The likelihood of different dilution failures and the consequences for the dump are under study. Thermo-mechanical simulations are being carried out to assess the stresses induced in the dump core, both for regular dumps and in case of a sweep failure. Similar studies have to be performed for the entrance and exit windows of the TDE. In case the load on the TDE is found not to be acceptable, the installation of additional dilution kicker magnets on the beam dump lines TD62 and TD68 could be required, with an increase of the sweep frequency to increase the path length and reduce the peak energy deposition. The installation of additional kickers or a modification of the TDE are not part of the baseline.
Figure 14-8: Transverse energy density distribution in the TDE core for a regular dump of HL-LHC beams, and longitudinal energy density distribution along the core for a regular dump and for a case where 2 horizontal dilution kickers are not firing. The figure on the right shows results both for standard HL-LHC beams with 2.3x10^{11} protons per bunch and an emittance of 2.1 μm rad, and for BCMS beams with 2.0x10^{11} protons per bunch and an emittance of 1.37 μm rad.

14.3.2 Beam dumping system absorbers (TCDQ and TCDS)

Several failure modes exist in the synchronization system and in the kicker switches that could lead to an asynchronous dump, in which part of the beam would be swept across the LHC aperture by the rising kicker field. Without dedicated protection devices this would lead to a massive damage of the LHC magnets in IR6 and the downstream arcs 5–6 and 6–7 and, depending on the operational configuration, a number of collimators and possibly experimental triplet magnets. The protection devices against asynchronous beam dumps are shown in Figure 14-9: the TCDS is a fixed absorber that directly protects the downstream extraction septum MSD, while the TCDQ is a movable absorber that, together with the secondary collimator TCSP, protects the superconducting quadrupole Q4 and further downstream elements, including the arc and the tertiary collimators (TCTs) around the experiments. A fixed mask (TCDQM) is installed right upstream of Q4 to intercept secondary particle showers produced at the TCDQ/TCSP and thus reduce the energy deposition in the superconducting coils.

Figure 14-9: Schematic layout of the beam dump area right of P6 as used during LHC Run 1, showing the extraction absorber element TCDS on Beam 2 and the TCDQ on Beam 1.

The TCDQ was upgraded in LS1. The new design, which is described in detail in [12], includes an extension of the absorber length from 6 m to 9 m, and the replacement of the higher density graphite absorber material with different grades (1.4 g/cm^3 and 1.8 g/cm^3) of carbon fibre composites (CfC). During the reliability runs performed in 2015 a new type of MKD erratic (Type 2), with a different rise time than the standard one (Type 1), was identified. This case is more critical since a higher number of bunches can impact the TCDQ.
with a large density close to the jaw surface (see Figure 14-10). New studies are being carried out to verify the robustness of the TCDQ and the provided protection to the downstream elements also for this new failure scenario. A further TCDQ upgrade is not part of the HL-LHC baseline.

**Figure 14-10:** Particle density at the TCDQ in case of Type 1 and Typ2 MKD erratics.

FLUKA simulations were performed for standard LHC, HL-LHC and BCMS beams (the beam parameters are shown in the legend of Fig. 14-11) in case of a Type 2 MKD erratic. The energy density along the TCDQ jaw is strongly dependent on the bunch intensity while it is only marginally affected by the beam emittance (Figure 14-11). A maximum peak of \( \sim 3-3.5 \text{ kJ/cm}^3 \) is found, for the HL-LHC beam, in the low- and high-density blocks of the upstream module, corresponding to an absolute temperature \( \geq 1300 \, ^\circ\text{C} \). In this condition, the mechanical stresses could be close to the damage limits and thermo-mechanical calculations have to be performed to evaluate the possible effects on the jaw. It is important to notice that the present transverse position of the TCDQ (\( \sim 4 \text{ mm at 7 TeV} \)) depends on the optics and in particular on the \( \beta \) function at the TCDQ location. Any change inducing a reduction in the TCDQ gap (smaller \( \beta \), larger local orbit excursion, etc.) would translate in an even higher energy density and thus in an increased risk of damage. Possible mitigations (i.e. Type 2 erratic prevention, improved monitoring of the local orbit, suitable optics conditions, etc.) are being evaluated and, together with the outcome of the ANSYS\textsuperscript{TM} calculations, will allow to assess if the upstream part of the TCDQ jaw has to be upgraded with more robust materials (e.g. 3D C-C).

The TCSP collimators were upgraded in LS1 with integrated button BPMs in the jaws, which allows for faster and more accurate setup. No TCSP robustness related issue is expected for the HL-LHC era.

**Figure 14-11:** Energy density distribution along the present TCDQ absorber in case of a Type 2 MKD erratic for standard HL-LHC, BCMS and LHC beams.
In case of a Type 2 erratic, the simulations indicate a peak energy density of 17 and 30-40 J/cm$^3$ in the coils the downstream Q4 and Q5 quadrupoles, respectively. The damage limit for the Nb-Ti coils for ultra-fast losses is not exactly known; nevertheless a damage limit of 87 J/cm$^3$ was assumed during the design of the LHC protection devices. Ideally, a factor of three has to be accounted as a safety margin between the calculated energy density and the damage limit. HiRadMat tests are foreseen to improve the knowledge of the damage limit and, depending on the outcome, an improved protection might be considered for the Q5s in IR6, equivalent to the TCDQM. This will be difficult to integrate due to the location of the MKD kickers on the other beam, and is presently not in the HL-LHC baseline.

The robustness of the present TCDS and the protection of the MSD magnets, in case of an asynchronous beam dump with full intensity HL-LHC beams, is also being verified (Type 2 erratic, LHC, HL-LHC and BCMS beams see Figure 14-12). A maximum energy density of 2.5 kJ/cm$^3$ (~1150 °C) was calculated in the low-density blocks (graphite and CFC) and of >1 kJ/cm$^3$ in the Ti block. Thermo-mechanical studies are needed for the final assessment but there are clear indications that the Ti block has to be replaced either with a more robust high Z material or with a low Z material provided that a third module is added. Any additional length will slightly reduce the aperture for the circulating or extracted beams by a small fraction of a sigma, which should be acceptable. The TCDS upgrade is included in the HL-LHC baseline.

The calculated energy deposition at the first downstream MSD septum corresponds to a temperature increase of less than 100 K (~130 °C absolute temperature). This temperature is not critical concerning possible changes in the magnetic properties of the steel (up to 150 °C is considered acceptable). Moreover the peak temperature is reached in a peripheral part of the yoke so that no issue is expected for the insulation of the coils. Further studies are needed to evaluate if a temperature increase of up to 100 K could induce a deformation of the vacuum chamber of the circulating beam. Moreover FLUKA and ANSYS$^\text{TM}$ calculations have to be performed to quantify the temperature increase of the water in the MSD cooling pipes and thus evaluate the pressure rise and the consequent risk of shockwaves.

Figure 14-12: Energy density distribution along the present TCDS absorber in case of a Type 2 MKD erratic for standard HL-LHC, BCMS and LHC beams.

14.3.3 Extraction kicker generator and control system

During the several months of reliability running at the end of LS1, the generators of the beam dumping system extraction kickers (MKD) initially showed a large number of erratic triggers due to electric breakdowns. This was explained by the higher operational voltages required by the higher beam energy of Run 2. The breakdowns were located at regions with large electrical fields of around 3 MV/m at the edges of insulators in the generators. Replacing the critical insulators and cleaning of the critical areas in the generator allowed for a
reliable operation of the MKD system during the 2015 run at 6.5 TeV. However, operational margins are considered too small for long-term reliable operation at 7.0 TeV for HL-LHC. For this reason a redesign of the switch stacks of the MKD generators is ongoing with the aim of keeping the electrical field below 1.5 MV/m in all areas [13]. Replacement of the generator switch stacks is foreseen for LS2.

Simultaneously with the upgrade of the MKD switch stacks the power triggering and retriggering system of the MKD switches will be upgraded. The power triggers are presently rated at a current of 500 A and a dI/dt of 400 A/µs for a voltage of 3.5 kV. The upgraded system will double the current and almost double the dI/dt for a reduced voltage of 3.0 kV. The new parameters are better in line with the specifications of the manufacturer and will increase the lifetime of the GTO switches, result in a shorter rise time and will make the power trigger less sensitive to radiation. The retrigger system triggers all the extraction and dilution kickers as quickly as possible in case of an erratic closing of an extraction kicker switch. The present retrigger delay is about 900 ns and the aim is to reduce this to 700 ns, which will reduce the load on the ring elements, in particular the tertiary collimators, in case of an asynchronous dump. At the same time the electronics of the retriggering system, which is becoming obsolete, will be replaced.

14.4 References
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15.1 Geographical distribution of HL-LHC upgrade interventions
The HL-LHC will require modifying the machine and infrastructure installations of the LHC in several points along the ring, in particular: P1, P2, P4, P5, P6 and P7.

Modifications and improvement in P4, P6 and part of P7 shall be completed during LS2 and be operational for LHC Run 3, while the equipment in P1, P2, P5, and rest of P7 are meant to be installed during Long Shutdown 3 (LS3). The activities required point by point will be therefore listed and analysed here below according to the above mentioned sequence that follows the present the HL-LHC schedule.

In P2, P4, P8 various machine equipment will be installed between LS2 and LS3, but at the present design stage, they do not look to present relevant challenges for the integration activities and therefore they are not described here.

15.2 Point 4

15.2.1 Cryogenic system upgrade
P4 will receive an upgrade of the cryogenic system to address the additional cryogenic load from the new installations.

Two options have been analysed for the cryogenic upgrade. The first foresees the installation of a new dedicated fixed plant and the second an installation with a mobile cold box and the upgrade of the existing cryogenic infrastructure. In both cases the cryogenic distribution will be sectorized to allow independent operation. The second option has a lower cost and its installation will be simpler, but requires a very careful analysis of the HL-LHC cryogenic needs through the different phases (installation, commissioning, RF conditioning, operation …). As the first option has the largest impact and is more challenging from an integration point of view, the following paragraph will provide the selected installation solutions to fit it in the present LHC civil engineering infrastructures.

The installation will require:
- surface: installation of the warm compressor systems in SU4;
- junction surface to the underground cavern via PX46;
- underground: installation of the cold box in TX46 (see Figure 15-1);
- connection between the cold box and QRL via UX45;
- QRL modification between −25 m and +25 m around IP4. This will require modification of the LHC tunnel inside the UX45 with the increase of the tunnel height via the modification of the prefabricated structure supporting the closing slabs, and the relocation of the cooling ventilation services. All modifications shall ensure maintainability of the LHC RF systems including RF cryo-modules changes.
Figure 15-1: Volume reserved for the installation of the new cold box unit dedicated to RF system cooling (light blue).

The solutions presently adopted make the maximum use of existing volumes, requiring very limited civil engineering work, mainly devoted to the routing of the piping from SU4 to SX4 and to the vertical wall of PX46. The whole system installation shall be completed for the end of LS2. Figure 15-2 provides a schematic of the P4 buildings.

Figure 15-2: View of the LHC civil works at P4.

15.2.2 New beam line elements

The following elements are foreseen to be installed in the long straight section at Point 4 for HL-LHC. Their installation will take place between LS2 and LS3:

- **Synchrotron light diagnostics**: New synchrotron light diagnostics, looking at photon emission from the D4 bending magnet, on the beams heading to IP4 including an extraction mirror located ~20 meters from D4 toward D3 and an optical path to bring the synchrotron light to a light detector located in a hutch in the UA gallery, through a duct to be drilled in the shielding wall. This installation is foreseen on both beams, one on each sides of IP4.

- **Synchrotron light monitors**: The present synchrotron light monitors, looking at photon emission from the ondulator magnet, on the beams heading away from IP4, will be upgraded and also installed in optical hutchs in the UA’s galleries. This will require to install an optical path and the drilling of the corresponding ducts in the RA-UA shielding walls.
- **Fast wire-scanners:** New fast wire-scanners will complement the existing beam profile monitors. Two wire-scanners for each plane are foreseen, located in the D3-D4 drift space, on beam 1 right of IP4 and a similar setting will be installed on beam 2 left of IP4.

- **Transverse feedback system:** A transverse feedback system (ADT) upgrade with higher bandwidth will be installed in to cure single and multi-bunch instabilities outside the 20 MHz covered by the existing system.

Not part of the present baseline but under study:

- **RF Cryo-cavities:** Additional RF cryo-cavities could be installed to provide a harmonic system with the present ACS cavities. A higher harmonic (800 MHz) could improve beam stability in bunch-lengthening or shortening mode.

- **Hollow-electron lens:** They could complete the collimation system by providing an active control of the beam halo population and of the beam loss rate.

  The ADT, 800 MHz cryo-cavities and hollow e-lens could require transverse space that is only available in the central region of the long straight section at IP4, between D3 Left and D3 Right, where the beam separation is 420 millimetres. Longitudinal space to accommodate these new elements is limited and the integration optimisation is still in progress.

### 15.3 Point 6

In P6 the two Q5 quadrupole magnets will be modified in order to fulfil the needs of the new HL-LHC ATS optics. The previous HL-LHC baseline foresaw the replacement of the present Q5 with a new longer element featuring two MQY quadrupoles in series, and one MCBY corrector.

Design and cost optimisation has led to the decision to keep the present cryo-assembly magnets but to lower their operational temperature from 4.5 K down to 1.9 K. This will require the modification of the cold mass cooling and therefore the cryostat piping. The new temperature will provide enough margin to operate at the required higher gradient. In order to provide the required cryogenic supply the QRL shall be modified accordingly with the substitution of the present service modules with new ones featuring the required 1.9K supply in the jumpers.

This intervention will be performed in LS3.

### 15.4 Point 7

In order to protect the superconducting magnets (excess heat deposition) from off-momentum proton leakage from the main collimator system itself, some special collimators must be installed in the dispersion suppression region, i.e. in the continuous cryostat. The installation will take place during LS2.

In order to cope with the proton losses in the dispersion suppressor area it has been decided to install two collimators on each side of the IP. In order to do so it will be necessary to:

- remove MB.B8L7 and the symmetric MB.B8R7;
- substitute each removed dipole with a unit composed of two 11 T dipoles (Chapter 11) separated by a cryogenic bypass;
- install the collimator on the top of the cryogenic bypass (Chapter 5).

The magnet installation will probably also require a new dedicated quench protection system and a trim circuit with its own power converter. The location and the installation approach for this equipment are still under evaluation, but very probably it will be located in the nearby RR, while the trim power supply will be installed in the TTZ tunnel.
15.5 Point 2
In order to limit the heat deposition from secondary beams in the superconducting magnets during the ion run, collimators in the dispersion suppressor will also be installed in P2 (Chapter 5). In this case the installation will take place only in one slot on each side of the IP. The previously proposed strategy relying on the installation of two 11 T units with the related by-pass and collimators has been changed in replacing the interconnection cryostat with a modified version of the by-pass cryostat development for the 11 T collimator installation. This approach is much more cost effective and it has been made possible thanks to the study and tests performed during Run 2 that have put in evidence the possibility to steer the ion secondary beam in these locations.

15.6 Point 1 and Point 5
The largest part of the new equipment required to meet the HL-LHC performance objectives will be installed in P1 and P5. The items to be installed and actions to be carried out are listed below, and are applicable to both points, if not otherwise specified. The list is organized by geographical areas.

15.6.1 LHC machine tunnel
De-installation:
- All the machine equipment from the interface with the experimental cavern (TAS included) until the DFBA (excluded) requires removal.
- The present QRL will be removed from the same area. A new return module will be installed near the DFBA in order to allow separation of the coolant flows coming from the LHC QRL and one of the new HL-LHC QXLs that will feed the part of the machine from Q1 to Q6. This return module should also provide the possibility, if required, to connect the LHC QRL with the HL-LHC QXL, ensuring an increased level of redundancy in the system.
- Services linked to the above de-installed equipment.

Preparation for re-installation:
- Minor works could be necessary in order to prepare the tunnel floor and wall to receive the installation of the new equipment (for larger and dedicated civil engineering see the next paragraphs).

Installation. Installation of the new equipment, probably in the following sequence:
- TAXS;
- services;
- QXL with related valve and service modules;
- horizontal superconducting links from the DFM to the magnets to be fed;
- magnets and crab cavity support system;
- magnets and crab cavity;
- distribution feedboxes (DFX) for the Q1 to D1 magnet system and distribution feedboxes (DFM) for the D2 to Q6 magnet system.

The sequence of installation of the vertical superconducting links to be connected to the DFX and DFM still need to be assessed according to the options retained for their routing.

In addition to the interventions described above, it may be necessary to strengthen the collimation system with new collimators in the dispersion suppressor as described for P2 in 15.5.
15.6.2 Existing LHC tunnel service areas

The RRs on both sides of P1 and P5 will need to be re-organized, and in particular the following actions will be necessary.

- De-install the power converter and other related systems (e.g. the quench detection system) linked to the powering of the removed LHC matching section.
- Re-organize the remaining equipment in order to have the most efficient space occupation, increase if necessary the radiation shielding, and place the most radiation-sensitive equipment in the most protected areas. Possible equipment replacement with new radiation-hard elements can be envisaged.

At present no civil work interventions are foreseen in the RRs areas.

15.6.3 New HL-LHC tunnel service areas

15.6.3.1 General concepts

The installation of the new cryogenic plant in P1 and P5 will have two objectives:

- provide independent and redundant cooling capacity to feed the final focus and matching sections left and right of each of the two high luminosity insertions for the LHC;
- provide redundancy to the cryogenic plant installed to cool the detector magnets.

The cold boxes shall be installed in underground areas. At present the required volume does not exist. The maximum difference in level between the cold box outlet and the QXL distribution line shall be less than 20 m. Items that need to be taken into account include:

- the above mentioned allowed height difference;
- the need to build tunnels to distribute the cryogenic fluids from the cold box to the left and right of the IP;
- the advantage for the crab cavities to have the RF equipment installed in the proximity, providing easier exploitation and simplifying the equipment installation;
- the possible synergy with the magnet power converter system installation;
- the lack of space to integrate the RF waveguides or coaxial lines in the LHC tunnel.

The HL-LHC project has identified as baseline the construction of an underground cavern plus gallery system to host:

- the cold box and the connection to the QXL;
- the RF ancillaries (powering and control, space will be reserved for possibly doubling of the HL-LHC baseline crab cavity system);
- the magnet power converters;
- the related technical services (cooling and ventilation, electrical supply, access control systems,…);
- the necessary safety related equipment (smoke extraction, fire suppression, safety room,…);

The installation approach shall guarantee the access to the power converters and to relevant part of the RF ancillaries also during beam-on periods therefore insuring no or very limited radiation coming from the LHC tunnel and no risk of oxygen deficiency in case of He release from the cryogenic system installed in the LHC machine.

The proposed solution has been identified with the nick name of double decker (DD) and it makes use of the allowed height difference between the cold box and the QXL in order to fulfil the technical, operational and safety requirements (Figure 15-4 and Figure 15-5). The floor of the new structure will be placed at a higher level respect to the LHC tunnel floor, in such a way that the vertical distance between the cold box outlet and the QXL is less than the required 20 m. The transverse connection (UA, UR) tunnels where the cryogenic link, the superconducting links and the RF ancillaries will be installed will extend from the UR tunnel (parallel to the LHC machine tunnel at a distance of about 40 m) to the top of the LHC machine in the vertical point as near as possible of the equipment that need to be fed. In this point the rock layer between the LHC tunnel vault and the UL galleries will be about 4.5 m. Vertical cores will provide the path through which the cryogenic lines, the SC links and the RF powering will dive into the LHC tunnel. To guarantee the escape to safe area in all the envisaged incident scenarios it has been decided to build two escape ways joining the UA extremities to the LHC tunnel.

Figure 15-4: Assonometric view of the HL-LHC underground civil engineering infrastructures as it would appear in IP1.

The main elements of the new underground structures and their code names are:
- PM: shaft joining the surface to the underground structure.
- US: cavern for the installation of the cryogenic cold box.
- UR: gallery parallel to the LHC tunnel, about 40 meter away, and extending from the location of the crab cavity system on the right of the IP to the point where the crab cavity are installed on the left of the IP. Approximately 300 m long.
- UA: two galleries per LHC point, distributed symmetrically respect to the IP and joining the URs to the top of the LHC over the crab cavities.
UL: two galleries per LHC point, distributed symmetrically respect to the IP and joining the URs to the top of the LHC over the DFX near the D1 magnet.

In the following paragraph the installation approach for the many equipment shall be discussed.

Figure 15-5: Top view of the HL-LHC underground civil engineering infrastructures as it would appear in IP1.

15.6.3.1 The cryogenic installation

The HL-LHC cold box will be installed in the US (Figure 15-6), from here one line will join the distribution box in the alcove of the nearest UL. From this valve box two lines will exit feeding the QXLs left and right of the IP. The first one would run along the UL and connect into the LHC tunnel via a vertical core. The second will run through the UR length and then (as for the first one) will join the other UL and will dive down through the core to be connect to the LHC QXL.

Figure 15-6: The cavern (US) hosting the cold box with other technical services.
15.6.3.2 The Superconducting links

The superconducting links will be four per IP, two per side. One will connect the DFXH to the DFX in order to feed the superconducting magnets installed from Q1 to D1, the second will connect the DFXM to the DFM to feed the D2 magnet. The design optimisation of this second link is still undergoing.

The DFXH and DFMH will be installed in the URs near the power converters that will feed them and as close as possible to the ULs (Figure 15-7). The SC links through the UL will reach, together with the cryogenic lines, the vertical crossing of the LHC and they will dive down through cores to be connected to the DFX and DFM that will be installed in the LHC tunnel parallel and near the beam lines (Figure 15-8).

Figure 15-7: Installation of the DFX in the UR and routing of the SC link to the top of the LHC machine tunnel via the UL gallery, Top view.

Figure 15-8: The UL gallery with the cryogenic and superconducting link routing and their vertical connection to the LHC machine tunnel.

15.6.3.3 The Power converters

The power converters feeding the DFXH and DFMH will be installed in the URs (8) around these units; optimising current distribution via the warm cables. The power converters are the main source of space and of cooling power requirement in the URs, therefore any possible optimisation on the electrical scheme (reduction of the number of circuit or of the circuit current) will also have relevant impact on the underground space requirement and on the cooling capacity to be installed.
15.6.3.4 The RF ancillaries

The waveguides joining the RF superconducting cavities (crab cavities) to the circulator will require eight large cores per IP side (Figure 15-9). These cores and safety escape ways to the LHC tunnel will represent the two paths through which radiation could propagate from the LHC machine into the UA and therefore to the UR. The foreseen arrangement is as it follows:

- On the vertical of the crab cavity installation in the LHC tunnel, five large cores will be drilled: two for immediate use for the crab installation (each one housing two waveguides), one for the instrumentation and control cables, two for possible future doubling of the crab installation.

- The waveguides will exit inside a tunnel running parallel to the LHC tunnel on its top and separated from it by a rock frame.

- The waveguides will be then connected to the loads and circulators. These elements are not radiation sensitive and therefore they could be installed just at the exit of the cores or farther in the UAs. The first option would allow reducing the waveguide length making easier the installation of the maze required for radiation attenuation.

A maze will be installed at the junction of the gallery and the UAs in order to reduce the radiation to a level allowing access in beam also in case of incidental scenario (full beam loss on a massive block placed under to the cores entrance along the LHC beam orbit). Tetrodes and RF power supplies will be installed in the UAs, between the maze and the junction between the UAs and the URs they will be connected to the circulator by coaxial cables The RF control racks will be placed in a shielded faraday cage. The safety escape ways has been designed in order to fulfil the same radiological requirements.

![Figure 15-9: The axonometric view the UA with the waveguide providing RF powering to the crab cavity installed in the LHC and the tetrodes installed along the UA.](image)

15.6.4 New surface installation

With the adoption of the double decker solution all the system directly linked with the HL-LHC machine equipment will be installed underground with the exception of warm compressor of the cryogenic system. On the surface it will be necessary to build, both at Point 1 and Point 5, new buildings to host the general services. Detailed description of these buildings and of the equipment to be installed there are not the object of this chapter, and therefore here the description will be limited to the list of the required building and their main function:

- SD: access to the PM shaft connecting the surface to the new underground UR complex;
- SU: ventilation service building;
- SDH: helium unloading service building;
- SE: electrical service building;
- SHM: compressor building;
- SF: cooling towers;
- SR: RF power converters if the powering of the crab cavities will make use of IOT option;

In addition various technical galleries and concrete platform for equipment to be installed open air will be required.

The present provisional lay-out for the Point 1 and Point 5 are in Figure 15-10 and Figure 15-11.

Figure 15-10: The LHC Point 5 with the new HL-LHC surface building.
15.6.5 Activity sequence considerations

Concerning the execution of the underground works, vibration propagation studies and LHC optics studies have put in evidence the high risk to perturb the LHC operation if the activities of excavation are performed during beam time. Consequently the project has decided to anticipate the excavation during the LS2 in order to avoid risk for LHC operations. In order to avoid disruption in the LS2 into the LHC machine, the connections between the new underground infrastructures and the LHC tunnel will be dig during LS3.

For what it concerns the installation, while the sequence of intervention on the underground LHC installed equipment (machine and RR) is quite clear and linked to the end of the LHC Run 3, the sequence for the other installation and surface civil work activities is still under evaluation.

15.7 Alignment and internal metrology

15.7.1 General objectives, requirements and constraints

The HL-LHC performance heavily relies on precise alignment of the magnets, RF systems or beam diagnostics components. The alignment and internal metrology of these components can be divided into 3 steps: the fiducialisation, the absolute alignment of the components w.r.t underground geodetic network ("standard alignment") and the relative alignment (smoothing) of the components using sensors and actuators to determine their position and readjust them remotely. The fiducialisation (or internal metrology) will determine the position of the magnetic axis at cold and at warm w.r.t. the external alignment targets used to align the cryostats in the tunnel. The absolute alignment of the HL-LHC components in the tunnel will imply first a redetermination of the underground geodetic network, using the good geometry of the LHC components, before their dismantling. Then, the heads of jacks will be aligned w.r.t this network, as well as the new components once installed. Such “standard” alignment will allow the implementation of the alignment systems (sensors and actuators) that will perform the smoothing and continuous determination of the position of the components from Q1 to Q5, according to 6 degrees of freedom. The cold mass monitoring systems will determine continuously the position of the cold mass inside its cryostat according to 5 degrees of freedom, from their fiducialisation to their installation in the tunnel, with the follow-up of the impact of vacuum and cold on the position of the cold mass in the coordinate system of the cryostat.
The general schedule of LS3 will integrate the re-determination of the underground geodetic network, based on the LHC components, prior to their dismantling, to preserve the good LHC beam geometry. This step is needed to install all the components in the measurement range of the alignment systems and in the adjustment range of the actuators.

From the integration point of view of the new HL alignment systems, several constraints shall be satisfied:

- Sensors will be located at the vertical of the jacks to avoid level arm effects
- A straight line of sight along the components to be monitored is booked from Q1 to Q5, on the transport side, for the stretched wire
- Horizontal levels along the components with a difference of height from 0.5 to 1 m between the levels must be preserved in the tunnel for the hydraulic networks from Q1 to Q5.

From the global schedule point of view, the following major steps can be identified:

- The absolute alignment step will take place once the cryostats are installed on their jacks, before the interconnection and cool-down operations.
- The alignment systems (sensors part) will have to be in operation before the pumping of the insulation vacuum and cool-down start up in order to monitor possible position changes during these steps.
- The final smoothing of all the components of LSS will take place once the magnets are connected, under vacuum and cooled-down

As-built measurements using laser scanner will be carried out in all the newly equipped area, once all components, the technical systems and cables are in place.

The installation of such continuous and remote alignment systems, allowing to determine the position of the components of the LSS and readjust the components remotely (between Q1 and Q5), will allow to considerably reduce the doses taken by the surveyors in these area and limit their exposition to risks of a cryogenic accident. The access in these area will only be needed for corrective maintenance of the alignment systems.

In order to perform measurements in high radioactive areas, the alignment systems will consist of capacitive WPS and HLS sensors. These sensors are made of passive materials: their electronics is not integrated inside the sensor. Nevertheless, the maximum distance between the sensor and its remote electronics should be inferior to 30 m to keep noise on the signal at an acceptable value. The remote electronics must be located in low radiation area as it can only stand up to 500 Gy as a cumulative dose without failure [1]. The acquisition units of the alignment sensors and the control/command units of the actuators to adjust remotely the components will have to be located in an area with no level of radiations.

Preliminary estimation of total ionising doses during HL-LHC operation received by the WPS and HLS sensors installed on the cryostats at a maximum level of 1 MGy.

The monitoring of cold masses inside each cryostat of inner triplet, combined with the continuous determination of the position of each cryostat, will considerably improve the alignment of the inner triplet compared to the LHC era. The new instrumentation will take into account the misalignment occurring after cooling, due to mechanical stress.

The continuous determination of the cryostats position, carried out from Q1 to Q5 will offer a remote fine tuning of the alignment of the inner triplet w.r.t the other components of the LSS after the cool-down.

Such systems will allow to fulfil the assumptions considered in the report [2] to reduce the strength of orbit correctors, considering ± 0.5 mm transverse error for the inner triplet (± 0.27 mm at 1 σ).
15.7.2 Internal metrology

The determination of the coordinates of the fiducials, located on the cryo-assembly magnets, with respect to the as-built mechanic and magnetic axis of the quadrupoles and dipoles, is the basic information necessary for all further alignment actions and is the object of the fiducialisation process [3].

Each cryostat will be equipped with 4 fiducials [4]. Some 1.5” fiducials supports will be added on the cryostat to provide redundancy for laser tracker measurements if needed.

On the present triplets of the LHC, the fiducials measurements were carried out in warm and cold conditions at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL), initially with a simple control at CERN. As the results showed changes of the fiducialisation during ocean-going transport, the metrology of the quadrupoles was redone at warm using the tools and techniques used for all other LHC cryo-assembly magnets. For the HL-LHC triplets, all warm and cold measurements (both magnetic and geometric) will be performed at CERN using the existing LHC test benches, measurements tools and procedures that are well understood. The following improvements of the magnet metrology should be further implemented:

- The straightness of the cold mass and the position of the vacuum pipe should be controlled during the manufacturing phase of the cold mass.
- The position of the cold mass inside the cryostat should be controlled after the manufacturing phase within an uncertainty of measurement of ± 0.1 mm
- In order to determine if there is a displacement of the cold mass inside the cryostat during transport, a dedicated internal monitoring system will be installed in the low beta triplet cryostats.
- Additional reference points on the cold mass extremities will increase redundancy and allow to re-fiducialise the magnets in-situ if needed and to perform additional geometrical controls of the interconnections areas. The points should be referenced to the beam tubes during final magnet assembly.
- The positions of the fiducial targets on the cryostats and of the interface points with the jacks will be measured and re-adjusted if needed after magnet assembly to allow full range of the alignment system.

The same procedure than in the LHC will be carried out to determine the mechanical position of the BPM, the beam screens and the cartography at the ends of each cryo-assembly [5].

15.7.3 Monitoring of cold mass and crab cavities

15.7.3.1 Monitoring of the cold mass

As described in [2], the position of the magnetic axis and mechanical axis of each magnet w.r.t the alignment targets installed on top of the cryostat (materializing the referential frame of the cryostat) will have to be known within ± 0.1 mm (1σ). Such budget error includes the error of fiducialisation and the error of the cold mass monitoring.

To answer such requirements, a measurement system with an accuracy of 10 µm is needed, able to work at cold temperature, perform measurements along an important gradient of temperature (from the cryostat at room temperature to the crab cavities at 3 K) and in a high radiation environment. Non-contact measurements in that case are preferred, and the Frequency Scanning Interferometry (FSI) system answering all the requirements, has been chosen as the baseline, even if it is still under qualification.

FSI is a measurement technique allowing the determination of absolute distances with an interferometric accuracy: measurement uncertainty (95%) of 0.5 µm/m between 0.2 and 20 m. Each distance measurement is performed between a collimator and an alignment target.

The configuration proposed for the cold mass monitoring consists of 8 distance measurements and an additional one for the longitudinal position of the cold mass. Each survey collimator will be located directly on the cryostat via a feedthrough that will allow its adjustment w.r.t. its corresponding alignment target located
on the cold mass interface. The feedthroughs will be equipped with alignment targets to determine their position in the referential frame of the cryostat and then in the referential frame of the tunnel.

15.7.3.2 Monitoring of crab cavities

As described in [13], the alignment requirements concerning the HL-LHC crab cavities are the following:

- The transverse rotation (roll Rz) of the individual cavities inside the cryostat should be inferior to 0.3 ° (3σ)
- The cavity roll w.r.t longitudinal cryostat axis should be less than 1 mrad
- The transverse displacement of cavities w.r.t each other inside their cryostat should not exceed 0.7 mm (3σ).

To answer such requirements, a solution based on FSI is proposed. The configuration of FSI consists of 16 distance measurements: 8 per crab cavities, as shown on Figure 15-12.

Figure 15-12: configuration of FSI channels per crab cavity.

Each FSI head interference point will be located on the top and bottom sides of the cryostat, while the reflector will be located on the flange of each crab cavity tank, see Figure 15-13 [6].

Figure 15-13: FSI system configuration to monitor the crab cavities.
15.7.4 Standard alignment

As mentioned before, in order to preserve the good beam geometry from Run 3, the underground network will be re-determined in the area where new components will be installed, from the old components, prior to their dismounting.

Then, using this re-determined underground network, preparatory works will be carried out once the old components are removed from the tunnel. First, the marking on the floor of the position of the new elements will take place, following the strategy used in the LHC [7]. Then, the heads of the jacks will be positioned within ±2 mm before the installation of the cryo-magnets, with the adjustment screws in their middle range. Once the jacks are at their nominal position, they will be sealed on the floor [8].

Traditionally, in accelerators, the alignment of the cryo-assembly magnets is carried out into two steps: the initial alignment and the smoothing (relative alignment of cryo-assembly magnets with respect to each other, not using the underground geodetic network any more as a reference). In the case of HL-LHC and components from Q1 to Q5, only the first step will be carried out using standard alignment measurements. The second step will be carried out using the sensors and actuators [9].

The initial alignment takes place once the magnets are installed on their jacks, before the interconnection and cool-down operations are completed. Each cryostat is aligned independently with respect to the underground geodetic network using its external fiducials within ±0.25 mm (1σ). Once the initial alignment has been carried out, the interconnection phase can start.

15.7.5 Alignment sensors and actuators

The requirements concerning the alignment of the components from Q1 to Q5, are the following [10]:

- The mechanical axes of the magnets included in a cylinder with a radius of 0.1 mm (Figure 15-14 left).
- The mean axis of the right side included in a cylinder with a radius of 0.15 mm around the mean axis of the left side (Figure 15-14 right).

The same alignment solution than for the LHC low beta triplets is proposed [10], extended from Q3 to Q5.

Each cryostat from Q1 to Q5 will be equipped with 2 capacitive Wire Positioning Sensors (cWPS) and 3 Hydrostatic Levelling Sensors (HLS). The cWPS provide 4 DOF (pitch & yaw rotations, vertical and radial translations), and Hydrostatic Levelling Sensors (HLS) the roll plus redundancy in the determination of vertical translation and pitch rotation. The HLS sensors will also determine continuously the catenary shape of the stretched wire. In case of longer cryostats supported by an additional central jack to support the sag of the cryostat, a fourth HLS sensor will be installed on the cryostat on top of the 4th central jack. Figure 15-15 illustrates the configuration of sensors on the inner triplet.

The determination of the longitudinal position of each cryostat w.r.t to the tunnel floor will be achieved by installing a capacitive sensor on a special support on the tunnel floor. The capacitive sensor will measure the distance to a target rigidly linked to the cryostat.

Diagnostic devices associated with each alignment system will carry out the remote validation of the sensors. Prototypes are already in place in the LHC.
Several improvements are proposed for HL-LHC to limit the measurements interventions in the LSS areas around Point 1 and Point 5:

- A mechanical system will be designed to monitor continuously the difference of height between the 4 deep references used as vertical absolute reference in the tunnel (in RB14, RB16, RB54 and RB56) to the closest HLS sensor.

- A HLS located after Q5 will provide a LSS vertical reference for the levelling of the arcs.

To link the left and right sides of tunnels on each side of ATLAS and CMS caverns, the same solution presently used for the LHC is proposed, as it fulfils the requirements:

- A 120 m wire stretched in the dedicated UPS galleries and along the IP1 and IP5 cavern (same location than for the LHC) will be combined with cWPS, mechanical systems and capacitive sensors to determine at a micrometric accuracy the distances between tunnel and UPS wires, at 6 locations.

- Left and right sides of tunnel will be linked vertically by HLS system

Figure 15-16 and Figure 15-17 show a top view of the general configuration of sensors around the two sides of an experimental cavern respectively for the radial and vertical determination.

The cWPS installed in the UPS galleries and the HLS sensors installed in the caverns will provide machine references in the experimental areas [11].
Once the position of the cryostats is determined by the sensors and if the misalignments become too important, the remote adjustment of each cryostat will be carried out. The jacks supporting the cryostat will be motorized according to 5 degrees of freedom (the longitudinal axis will be anchored on the ground for some of the components). The motorisation solution shall fulfil the following requirements: a resolution of displacement below 10 µm, over a stroke of ± 4 mm. The remote adjustment system shall provide a high stiffness to the cryostat support, with the first Eigen frequencies as high as possible.

The HL-LHC collimators located in the Q1-Q5 area, or just after, will be equipped with the same alignment systems than the other components to allow the remote determination of their position. This should be combined with a remote adjustment system. Dedicated solutions of remote determination and adjustment for the other collimators to be installed are under study [12].
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16.1 Operation definitions and parameters

By the time of the commissioning and subsequent operation of the HL-LHC, the LHC itself will have been operational for over 10 years and a wealth of knowledge and experience will have been built up. The key operational procedures and tools will have been well established. The understanding of beam dynamics will be profound and refined by relevant measurement and correction techniques. Key beam-related systems will have been thoroughly optimized and functionality sufficiently enhanced to deal with most challenges up to that point. Availability will have been optimized significantly across all systems. This collected experience will form the initial operational basis following the upgrade.

However, the HL-LHC will pose significant additional challenges. The target integrated luminosity will make considerable demands on machine availability and operational efficiency. The planned beam characteristics will push beam dynamics to new limits. The availability of beam with HL-LHC characteristics following the injector upgrades in LS2 should certainly be used as an opportunity to gain experience with the challenges of high intensity, high brightness beam. In the following discussion the operational cycle is revisited in light of the key HL-LHC challenges. The expectations and issues relating to availability in the HL-LHC are then outlined.

The planned bunch intensity, $\beta^*$, and compensation of the geometrical reduction factor lead to a potential bunch luminosity well above the acceptable maximum in terms of pile-up for the experiments. Thus, as discussed in Chapter 2, an obligatory operational principle of the HL-LHC will be luminosity levelling. The aim is to reduce a potential peak or virtual luminosity to a more manageable levelled value by some luminosity reduction technique. As the number of particles in the beam falls with time, appropriate adjustments keep the luminosity at the levelled value. The options include the use of transverse offsets, crab cavities, variation of the crossing angle, and dynamic change of $\beta^*$. A combination (e.g. dynamic change of $\beta^*$, crossing angle, and crab cavities) will be deployed. This might take the form of, for example, maximum anti-crabbing with the help of crab cavities and dynamic adjustment of $\beta^*$ and crossing angle so that the maximum crab cavity voltage is only required at the end of a fill where smaller crossing angles can be tolerated. The longitudinal pile-up density is another critical parameter for the experiments, which must be taken into account during the levelling process.

16.1.1 The nominal cycle

The nominal operation cycle provides the framework underpinning luminosity production. Given the higher than ever stored beam energy during the HL-LHC era, the nominal cycle must be fully mastered for effective, safe operation. As of 2016, the nominal operational cycle is well established for operation with 50 ns bunch separation and with bunch population exceeding nominal and for operation with 25 ns bunch separation with nominal bunch population. A brief outline of the phases of the nominal cycle follows.

- Pre-cycle: Following extensive experience during Run 1, it is known that the magnetic state of the machine can be re-established before every fill by rigorous application of either a combined ramp-down/pre-cycle of the main circuits and a de-gaussing of the corrector circuits, or, following an access, by a full pre-cycle of all circuits. In the former, the main circuits are simply ramped down from their
high energy current values to below injection level and not taken through a low-high-low current phase as in the full pre-cycle case. This saves considerable time.

Set-up: The machine settings are verified with the injection of a limited number of bunches: first one probe bunch followed by, typically, 12 nominal bunches. A circulating probe bunch is a machine protection pre-requisite for the injection of nominal bunch population.

- Injection: The two LHC rings are progressively filled with trains of bunches transferred from the SPS to the LHC. The injection process should be well optimized by the time of the upgrade. However, high bunch intensities will have to be anticipated and all necessary mechanisms to minimize particle loss and emittance blow-up, and to maximize reproducibility, should be deployed.

- Ramp: Once the machine is filled with the required number of bunches, the beams are accelerated to top momentum (7 TeV/c for the nominal LHC configuration with the LHC originally designed for an ultimate beam momentum of ca. 7.5 TeV/c). The ramp should hold no surprises. The characteristics of snap-back and correction of associated parameter swings can be taken as given. The 10 A/s ramp rate for main dipole power converters will still hold. Transverse feedback and tune feedback, and their healthy cohabitation, should be anticipated. Orbit feedback will be mandatory. Controlled longitudinal blow-up will be required.

- Squeeze: The mechanics of the squeeze including feedback will have been fully mastered by the time of the HL-LHC. Issues of beam instabilities should have been resolved and might include squeezing with colliding beams. Again, this should have been made operational before the HL-LHC era. Combining part of the squeeze in the ramp to reduce the time required for the high-energy squeeze process was deployed in 2016.

- Adjust: At the end of the squeeze the beams are brought into collision at the interaction points. There is some flexibility in sequencing the order in which the beams are collided in the different interaction points. The process is relatively fast and will be well established.

- Stable beams: Once all the above procedures are completed and no abnormal conditions are detected, the conditions are met for safely switching on the detectors and the start of data taking. In general, this phase is expected to be stable with sufficient Landau damping from beam-beam, and only small movements of the beam overlap thanks to good orbit stability. Emittance growth and losses to the collimation regions must be anticipated.

The principal challenges during the cycle involve injection, and transmission through the cycle of high bunch and high beam current, while preserving emittance. Given the experience of LHC operations thus far, the following potential issues may be identified:

- electron cloud;
- UFOs;
- localized beam-induced heating of specific hardware or vacuum assembly non-conformities – this can result in outgassing and bad vacuum as a result;
- emittance growth due to Intra Beam Scattering (IBS) – requiring a minimization of the injection time and a controlled longitudinal emittance blowup throughout the whole operation cycle;
- cryogenic heat load;
- excessive beam loss in the cleaning sections. The losses can be triggered by: beam instabilities, halo formation, and fast halo removal during the adjust process.

High bunch population implies the need for very good parameter control and the need to properly control beam loss through the cycle. Hardware systems such as power converters, RF, and transverse dampers have already demonstrated impressive performance. Beam instabilities will have to be fully under control using a variety of measures. Low $\beta^*$ implies strong non-linearities from the inner triplets and the need for associated...
correction. On the positive side, the HL-LHC should, in general, be able to count on excellent magnetic reproducibility and good stability. However, the stability and reproducibility of the new triplet magnets and the D1 and D2 magnets will be the most critical sources of non-linear fields. All these magnets will be new for the HL-LHC and, as yet, there is no experience on the magnet reproducibility of these elements. The triplet magnets, in particular, will be based on a new magnet technology and magnet design.

16.1.2 Availability and operational efficiency

The terms relevant to the year-long operational view are defined below.

- Scheduled proton physics time (SPT) is the time scheduled in a given year for high luminosity proton physics. It does not include initial re-commissioning, special physics runs, ions, machine development (MD), and technical stops. It does include the intensity ramp-up following re-commissioning at the start of the year. Note that high luminosity running involves a number of challenges not present in other modes of operation, and different machine availability can be expected.

- Availability is the SPT minus the time assigned to faults and fault recovery. It is normally expressed as a percentage of the SPT. Edge effects (e.g. recovery from access, the pre-cycle) should be fully included in the assigned fault time.

- The turnaround time is defined as the time taken to go from Stable Beam mode back to Stable Beam mode in the absence of significant interruptions due to fault diagnosis and resolution.

- Physics efficiency is the fraction of the SPT spent in Stable Beams.

16.1.2.1 Standard year of operation

The longer-term operational planning consists of a series of long (~39 weeks) years of operation (see Table 16-1) interspersed with long shutdowns of the order of a year or more. The long shutdowns are foreseen for essential plant maintenance, experiment upgrades, and so forth. It is estimated that the required length of a standard long shutdown in the HL-LHC era will alternate between 16 and 20 months. The approximate breakdown of a generic long year is:

- 13 weeks for the year-end technical stop (YETS), including two weeks for hardware commissioning (this would account for three weeks at the end of a year and for 10 weeks at the start of the following year);
- around 160 days proton–proton operation;
- three technical stops of five days duration during the year;
- a four-week ion run (the current planning is based on the approved ion program which will take place during Run 3 and Run 4 and not beyond);
- around 22 days of machine development (this could be suppressed fully or partially after Run 4);
- time dedicated for special physics – this could include, for example, reference data with protons at ion nucleon-nucleon equivalent energy (again this could be suppressed fully or partially after Run 4).

A more detailed breakdown is shown in Table 16-1.
### Table 16-1: Potential breakdown of a standard HL-LHC year until end Run 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time assigned [days]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christmas technical stop including hardware commissioning</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioning with beam</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine development</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrubbing</td>
<td>7 (to 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical stops</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical stop recovery</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton physics including intensity ramp-up</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special physics runs</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion run setup</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion physics</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 16.1.2.2 Availability and operation efficiency

The HL-LHC will place challenging demands on availability and operational efficiency if the ambitious integrated luminosity goals are to be met [1]. Given that the requisite high intensity beam can be injected, ramped, squeezed, collided, and the luminosity levelled, the principle operational challenges will be assuring high availability and maximizing physics efficiency.

#### 16.1.2.3 Faults

Faults cover an enormous range from a simple front-end computer reboot to the loss of a cold compressor with corresponding loss of time to operations ranging from 10 minutes to potentially days. The impact of a typical fault requiring tunnel access shows the following sequence of steps from the occurrence of the original fault through to full recovery.

- Premature beam dump in stable beams.
- Original diagnosis of fault by control room operator → contact expert.
- Remote diagnosis by expert.
- Access required and prepared.
- Travel of expert to site. Travel of radiation protection piquet to site.
- Intervention, on-site diagnosis, and repair by expert.
- Recovery from access.
- Recovery from the impact of the fault (for example, cool-down following quench).
- Re-establish machine state: pre-cycle, injection, etc.

It can be seen that, besides the cost of fixing a fault, there are also significant additional overheads. Faults often dump the beam with the cost of at least a full turnaround to re-establish the state of the machine. The cost in turnaround time and the fault recovery components are examined in more detail below.

#### 16.1.2.4 Turnaround time

A breakdown of the foreseen HL-LHC turnaround time is shown below.
Table 16-2: Breakdown of turnaround and estimated minimum time for each phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Time [minutes]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-down/pre-cycle</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-injection set-up</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set-up with beam</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal injection</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare ramp</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-top</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squeeze</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust/collide</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>180</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 16-2, one can see that realistically a three-hour minimum turnaround time may be assumed in the HL-LHC era. The main components are the ramp-down from top energy, the injection of beam from the SPS, the ramp to high energy, and the squeeze. The ramp-down, ramp and squeeze duration are given by the current rate limitations of the power converters. Of note is the 10 A/s limit up and down for the main dipoles, the need to respect the natural decay constants of the main quadrupoles, the individually powered quadrupoles, and the triplets during the ramp-down and the squeeze. These quadrupoles are powered by single quadrant power converters, and it takes a considerable time for the current to fall to the required level. Ramp-down times were improved at the start of Run 2 by moving to open loop control. A faster squeeze via upgrades to selected power converters might be anticipated. The triplet magnets of the HL-LHC with be equipped with 2-quadrant power supplies removing them as a potential bottleneck.

In practice, the turnaround has to contend with a number of issues that could involve lengthy beam-based set-up and optimization. Typical beam-based optimization might include the need to re-steer the transfer lines, occasional energy matching between the SPS and LHC, and the need for the SPS to adjust scraping during the injection process. Injector and LHC tuning and optimization are accounted for in the average turnaround time.

16.1.2.5 Lost fills and fill length

Another important consideration directly impacting operational efficiency are the overheads of losing a fill (in the ramp, in the squeeze, in physics). In 2012, for example, 70% of all fills were terminated by a fault with costs ranging from a full turnaround plus fault recovery time to curtailed stable beam time. In 2012, having made it into Stable Beam, operations experienced a lot of short unproductive fills because of premature dumps. The cost of the short fills is a corresponding number of extra turnarounds that directly lead to lost time for physics. All means must be used during Run 2 and Run 3 to target all causes of premature dumps. Some evidence of success in this area was observed in 2016. In the HL-LHC era a choice of robust operating parameters and loss mitigation measures must be made to avoid losing fills to high beam loss and instabilities during the cycle. These measures might include, for example, depleting the beam halo population via tune modulation or hollow electron lens.

16.1.3 Discussion

A number of studies have been made that model the potential integrated luminosity that can be delivered by the HL-LHC at a levelled luminosity of $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. All conclude that it will be challenging to deliver of order 230 to 240 fb$^{-1}$ per year. Every attempt must therefore be made to target high availability, shorter turnaround times, and a low number of premature dumps. Some of the main areas that might be, and have been, targeted in the interest of improved availability and operational efficiency have been identified:
- Reduce the number of faults (hardware and software) – this is the natural target for improved availability. It requires targeted improvements and consolidation across all systems.
- Reduce time to fix faults, reduce intervention times, and reduce the number of tunnel interventions (for example by universal remote reset functionality, improved remote diagnostics, or increased redundancy).
- Reduce the need for tunnel interventions by removing equipment from the tunnel. Indeed this one of the key motivations for the new HL-LHC installations. These will allow access to the new galleries and shafts while beam is in the machine.
- Reduce number of beam-induced faults (radiation to electronics (R2E), beam-induced heating, vacuum issues).
- Reduce the mean turnaround time. Here it is possible to imagine targeting routine optimization, test runs, and the nominal cycle.
- Choose a robust set of beam parameters and implement mitigation measures to avoid unnecessary dumps from beam-related issues.

16.2 Hardware commissioning

16.2.1 Commissioning of the superconducting circuits

16.2.1.1 Testing of the superconducting links in short-circuit configuration

All superconducting links [2] will be individually (cryogenically and electrically) tested in the SM18 magnet test facility prior to installation in the tunnel. As is the case for all superconducting elements installed in the machine, these links will have to be further tested in situ to assess that no degradation occurred during transport and installation.

A test similar to those currently performed on the warm part of all superconducting circuits is suggested, with one extremity in short-circuit configuration: the electrical connections to the power converters are the nominal ones; the conductor at the other extremity of the link is not connected to the magnets, but short-circuited, in a configuration that allows powering up to the nominal current of all busbar pairs. The link will have to be cooled down to its nominal temperature; thus the configuration and the precise place of short-circuit installation will be decided in accordance with the final design of the connection boxes, also taking into account the planning constraints.

Once the short-circuit is installed and the nominal cryogenic conditions established, a high voltage qualification (EIQA) of all lines will be performed in order to validate the galvanic insulation versus ground and the capacity of all lines to withstand the mutual high voltages developed during a fast change of current in the different circuits (typically during a fast abort or quench). The values of voltages to be applied and the maximum acceptable leakage current values will be defined at a later stage.

After the EIQA validation, all lines can be powered. The powering will consist of several phases, each of them to be analyzed and approved by the experts, before progressing to the next phase. At each phase the cryogenics team will have to verify the correct behaviour of the cryogenic system and cooling loop. Each circuit should be powered to increasing current levels (e.g. minimum operational current, 25% of nominal, 50% of nominal, and nominal current). At each current level, the powering, protection, and cryogenic systems will be qualified. The detailed steps and qualification criteria will be identical to those prepared for SM18 and will have to include the simultaneous powering of different circuits, and stress tests such as the fast discharge of a line with all of the others powered at nominal current in order to study the cross-talk between them.
16.2.1.2 Electrical Quality Assurance tests

As stated in [3], the objective of the ElQA tests is to release each individual superconducting circuit for powering, to gather all the necessary electrical parameters for operation, and to track all the data acquired and to manage the related non-conformities.

16.2.1.2.1 ElQA at warm

At the end of the installation and connection of all magnets, resistance measurements and a high voltage qualification of all circuits will be performed: to check whether the circuit is closed, determine a reference resistance value at warm, and to validate the galvanic insulation versus ground. The values of voltages to be applied and the maximum acceptable leakage current values will be defined at a later stage.

16.2.1.2.2 ElQA at cold

Similar tests will be performed at cold, with larger test voltages applied. The circuits and the corresponding link will be cooled down to their nominal temperature. For the high voltage qualification of all lines, this will be performed to validate the galvanic insulation versus ground and the capacity of all lines to withstand the mutual high voltages developed during a fast change of current in the different circuits (typically during a fast abort or quench).

The high voltage qualification also includes testing of all the elements that are electrically connected to the tested circuit. Such elements are:
- the instrumentation and feedthrough systems;
- the magnet protection units;
- the temperature sensors with the related tunnel cabling and electronics;
- the tunnel cabling for routing the voltage taps used for the protection of the superconducting circuits.

In addition, transfer function measurements will be performed, with the aim of determining the impedance as a function of the frequency. The results of these measurements are used to spot possible inter-turn shorts, and by the power converter group to adjust the power converter regulation.

16.2.1.3 Powering tests

The HL-LHC magnets present several peculiarities [4] that have to be kept in mind for their commissioning. The most relevant are: the fact that the vast majority of magnets will be cooled down to 1.9 K (with only a small number of matching section magnets at 4.5 K); that Nb₃Sn will be used extensively for the first time; that the current of the inner triplet will be the highest in the machine (18 kA); and, importantly, that some of the high current magnets will be protected only via energy extraction in a dump resistor without quench heaters. In addition, the powering scheme of the inner triplet will be different from the present one with implications in case of a quench of one of the magnets (see chapter 3). There will be 11 T magnets in the DS where NbTi and Nb₃Sn magnets will be powered in series with powering via a superconducting link.

The powering of all circuits up to nominal current will be done in steps. At the end of each step, online and offline analyses are performed by equipment owners and protection experts to assess the performance of all hardware in the circuit. In particular, for the powering of individual circuits, several cycles at different current levels will be performed to study the performance of the magnets, the efficiency of the protection mechanisms (by provoking fast aborts and even quenches), and to checks all functionalities of the powering interlocks and of the power converters (via provoked powering failures).

A typical series of tests includes:
- at minimum operational current, testing of the full interlock chain, with the verification of cryogenic signals, power permit, powering failure, circuit quench transmission, and fast power abort requests;
- at low current, a check of the power converter performance and verification of all protection functionalities, by means of provoked slow and fast power aborts, with energy extraction;

- repetition of a series of power aborts and, possibly, simulation of quenches from progressively higher current levels, with more and more energy stored (e.g. 25%, 50%, and 100% of the nominal current).

Before starting a new powering test, all previous tests must have been validated. The validation includes approval by power converter and powering interlock experts, magnet owners, and protection experts. Cryogenics experts should also confirm the correct operation of their installations and instrumentation. The criteria for approval, the parameters, and the relevant information to be stored will be discussed in due time. The first time that these will be applied is when the test of a full string of magnets (reproducing from Q1 to D1) is foreseen (see 16.5), powered by a superconducting link. All valuable data extracted from the test on the string will be translated in powering procedure steps and criteria.

After the individual test of all circuits up to the design current, the common powering of a set of circuits will be done for magnets that are in the same cryogenic envelope and are powered from the same link (usually referred to as the powering of a group of circuits). The objective of this simultaneous powering is to validate operation of all magnets in nominal conditions; current cycles similar to those applied in normal operation should be used for the powering of a group of circuits. Important at this stage is the behaviour with combined powering in critical conditions, such as the fast power abort of a circuit when the others are at full current. For the inner triplets, in particular, quenching in a triplet quadrupole might induce a quench in a nearby quadrupole or corrector if the current in this related circuit is not extracted fast enough. These tests should be performed on all the magnets and could well trigger the change of detection thresholds and protection configurations. Once more, all tests should be approved by a group of experts and recorded for future reference.

Particular attention also has to be paid to those circuits that are not equipped with heaters and are protected by energy extraction on a dump resistor. For such circuits, a precise estimate of the energy deposited during a quench has to be made, not only in the case of bench tests, but also in the more severe conditions of combined powering in the tunnel. Eventually, the protection threshold should be adapted to reduce energy deposition and improve magnet safety during powering.

16.2.1.4 Magnet training

Operations at 7 TeV should be established during Run 3. In the process extensive experience will be gained with the required dipole training to get to the requisite current level. The effects of a full thermal cycle will also be given by commissioning following LS2. A sound estimate of the number of quenches required following LS3 will thus be possible and well optimized procedures will be in place to assure an effective retraining campaign. Sufficient time should be foreseen in the schedule for this phase.

16.2.2 Hardware commissioning of the HL collimation system

The mechanics and controls of the collimation system should be identical to that of the Run 3 configuration and required tools should be well debugged and validated by the time of the HL-LHC. The collimator settings, controls, and operational sequences should be intensively re-tested during the hardware commissioning phase [5]. A dedicated test to address the reproducibility of collimator movements during critical operational sequences (such as the ramp) will be performed. At this stage the collimators should have been fully installed and the local collimator controls in the tunnel fully validated.

Before beam is injected into the machine, the machine protection (MP) functionality of the collimation system must be guaranteed. Each collimator is connected to the beam interlock system (BIS) and has more than 20 interlocks that will need to be verified. The jaw positions and collimator gaps are monitored via six linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) sensors. These signals are interlocked with inner and outer limit values, making a total of 12 interlocks per collimator. In addition, there are a total of six energy-dependent and \( \beta' \)-dependent limit functions and an interlock to protect from ‘local’ mode collimation control. The temperature of the collimators is also monitored and interlocked with minimum and maximum adjustable
thresholds independently for five sensors per collimator. After successful results from these tests, the system will be ready to allow beam into the machine.

The main upgrade of the collimation system for HL-LHC [5] will ensure cleaning of beam halo and will keep losses in high luminosity experimental regions at an appropriate level. For this, the project foresees the installation of local collimation in the dispersion suppressors. The design of a collimator to be installed between two short 11 T dipoles is ongoing. These collimators will feature the latest design improvements, including embedded BPMs for fast alignment. Unlike other hardware commissioning tests (such as the magnets), most of the collimation commissioning can be done parasitically, the main exception being the testing of the interlock system where the BIS needs to be available.

16.2.3 Commissioning of the cryogenic systems
The HL-LHC foresees numerous modifications of the cryogenic system [6]. Among them are:
- The power upgrade for IR1 and IR5;
- the decoupling of the SRF in P4 from the arc magnets;
- the new cooling system for the superconducting links;
- the modifications to cool the elements that previously were at 4.5 K to 1.9 K;
- the cooling loop for the crab cavities, and much more.

The operation of all of them, together with the time needed to qualify and tune the systems, will be detailed once the design is definitive. Provisionally, an approximate time of three weeks is considered to be mandatory to commission the scheme for the superconducting magnets.

16.2.4 Commissioning of the crab cavities
As for all elements in the LHC, the crab cavities will be first tested on the surface to nominal specification prior to installation in the tunnel. In addition, some modules will be installed in the SPS for a complete qualification of the standard two-cavity module with LHC-type beams. This is presently planned for the 2018 run after the year-end technical stop.

The test of the cavities can be differentiated into the commissioning of the RF cavities and associated ancillary systems (cryogenics, vacuum), and RF commissioning with beam. The requirements in terms of time and manpower will be assessed later.

Concerning the commissioning of the cryogenics, the correct operation of the cooling loop and the capacity will be verified, together with the expected behaviour of the instrumentation; proper verification criteria and sequence will be defined at later time with input from the qualification of the cryogenic-module on the surface tests. The vacuum integrity and the vacuum interlocks will be tested as well, which should cut the RF power in case of issues and during cavity conditioning.

The conditioning of the cavities will first be performed on the surface in the nominal configuration, but the commissioning of the low-level RF system (the tuning control, the regulation loop around the amplifier, plus the RF feedback) will have to be validated in the SPS for the first time in its nominal configuration. A detailed procedure for the verification of all functionalities will be prepared well in advance. The information and issues arising from these tests will directly help in the efficient commissioning of the system in the LHC.

All possible RF manipulations foreseen for the LHC operation cycle will first be performed without beam. An important verification concerns the efficiency of the fast feedback of the cavity field. The delay loops in the SPS between the two cavities will be arranged to mimic the cavity setup in the LHC to both ensure the fast and independent control of the cavity set point voltage and phase, and the slower loop to regulate the cavities on either side of the IP. This is essential to ensure machine protection in the event of an abrupt failure of one of the cavities.
16.3 Commissioning with beam

One is fully able to draw on past experience in outlining a commissioning plan for initial operation following LS3. A skeleton plan is shown in Table 16-3.

Table 16-3: Outline of initial commissioning following LS3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Key objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injection and first turn</td>
<td>Injection region aperture, injection kicker timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulating beam</td>
<td>RF capture, beam instrumentation, initial parameter checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450 GeV initial commission</td>
<td>Transfer line and injection set-up, orbit,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450 GeV measurements and setup</td>
<td>Beam instrumentation, optics, aperture, collimation, LBDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450 GeV two-beam operation</td>
<td>Separation bump checks, beam instrumentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp</td>
<td>Snapback, chromaticity control, orbit and tune feedbacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-top checks</td>
<td>Collimation, optics, orbit, decay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squeeze</td>
<td>Optics, collimation set-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Loss maps, asynchronous dumps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collide</td>
<td>First stable beam with a low number of bunches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial commissioning phase should evolve through initial set-up, system commissioning through the nominal cycle, standard measurement and correction, set-up of protection devices, and validation. It is a relatively complex phase with necessary interplay between the various teams to allow beam-based commissioning of systems such as tune and orbit feedbacks, transverse dampers, RF, etc. under appropriate conditions at the various phases of the operational cycle.

The aims of the initial commissioning phase are as follows.

- Establish nominal cycle with a robust set of operating parameters. This will include commissioning of the squeeze to an appropriate $\beta^*$ with measurement and correction of the optics and key beam parameters at each stage. One should not expect to probe the limits of the HL-LHC parameter space at this stage.
- Measure and correct the optics. Measure the aperture.
- Set-up injection, beam dump, and collimation, and validate set-up with beam.
- Commission beam-based systems: transverse feedback, RF, injection, beam dump systems, beam instrumentation, and orbit and tune feedbacks.
- Commission and test machine protection backbone with beam.
- Check the understanding of magnet model and higher order optics.

The initial commissioning phase is performed at low intensity, with a low number of bunches, and a generally safe beam. The output of this phase is taken to be first collisions in stable beams with a small number of bunches. Following this, pilot physics can be delivered with up to 100 widely spaced bunches. Scrubbing will then be required before entering the intensity ramp-up phase. Scrubbing could well follow the two-stage approach deployed following LS1. This approach is outlined below.

- Initial scrubbing with 25 ns beam following initial commissioning opening the way for a period of 25 ns operation with non-nominal batch spacing.
- Initial intensity ramp-up with 25 ns is then foreseen. During this stage, system commissioning with higher intensity continues (instrumentation, RF, injection, beam dumps, machine protection, vacuum, etc.). Variables at this stage include: bunch intensity, batch structure, number of bunches, and emittance. Physics fills can be kept reasonably short. The intensity ramp-up is performed in a number of clearly defined steps with associated machine protection and other checks. This phase will be used to characterize vacuum, heat load, electron cloud, losses, instabilities, UFOs, and impedance.
- Thereafter a further scrubbing period with 25 ns and possibly the doublet beam is foreseen.
- This is followed by an intensity ramp-up with 25 ns dictated by electron cloud conditions, with further scrubbing as required. 2016 experience indicates that a sustained period of physics in the presence of electron cloud will be needed.

Important beam-related characteristics such as lifetime, beam loss through the cycle, stability, quench levels, and UFO rates will only become fully accessible with an increase in bunch intensity and number of bunches during the intensity ramp-up phase.

16.4 Operation with heavy ions

In a typical LHC operating year, one month is reserved for the nuclear collision programme. Operation with ions is planned at least until the end of LHC Run 4, the first HL-LHC run.

16.4.1 Pb–Pb operation

Collisions of fully stripped $^{208}\text{Pb}^{82+}$ nuclei are requested by the ATLAS, ALICE, and CMS experiments. These heavy-ion runs will generally be scheduled following an extended period of p–p operation. The reduced activation of the LHC and injectors will allow interventions to start promptly in the subsequent shutdown periods. The runs will be short, typically of a total of one month, and there is a high premium on rapid commissioning of collision conditions with full luminosity within a few days. The Pb-Pb upgrade, including a major upgrade to the ALICE detector, will take place in LS2 and all procedures and systems should already been commissioned during Run 3 of the LHC. The only exception are the new insertion magnets, which will have been commissioned during the preceding proton operation of Run 4.

To minimize commissioning time, the heavy-ion magnetic cycle will generally exploit the magnetic reproducibility of the LHC and equal magnetic rigidity of the beams to use as much as possible of the cycle previously established for proton beams. Due care must nevertheless be taken to reproduce the same orbits in the higher-sensitivity mode of the beam position monitors and to adjust the RF frequencies to capture the ion beams [7]. However the collision optics will always be different and a new squeeze process will have to be established to provide a low $\beta^* = 0.5–0.6 \text{ m}$ at the ALICE experiment with similar values (generally not as low as for protons) at ATLAS and CMS. Crossing angles will also be changed, with that of ALICE carefully minimized for the benefit of its zero-degree calorimeter. With the 50 ns bunch spacing, the minimum acceptable separations at parasitic encounters will be established empirically [8][9]. In all cases, the validation of the collimation configuration and machine protection will be an essential step in the set-up of heavy-ion physics conditions. During each run, a reversal of the ALICE spectrometer magnet polarity and flipping of the crossing angle should be foreseen [8].

Controlled blow-up of the longitudinal emittance, using RF noise with a spectrum focussed on the core of the bunch, will play an important role in minimising transverse emittance blow-up due to intra-beam scattering at injection [9] and, very likely, also during stable beams.

Because of the very rapid luminosity burn-off (halving in about two hours with three experiments active), the fills will be short and frequent refilling and recycling of the machine will be required, typically four times per day. Although the experiments will be able to handle the highest peak luminosity foreseen, it may nevertheless be useful to briefly level the luminosity with separation at the start of fills to reduce the intensity burn-off during the initial set-up of collision conditions. This will have negligible impact on average daily luminosity.

Secondary beams created in the collisions [9] [10] will impinge on the beam pipe in the dispersion suppressors on either side of each collision point. The power in these beams is directly proportional to the generated luminosity at the IP and have been shown to be sufficient to quench a superconducting magnet for the ALICE upgrade goals, and counter-measures will have to be applied immediately when the beams are put into collision. The most effective are expected to be the dispersion suppressor collimators [9], which will be
positioned during the squeeze process. Initially these will be installed in IR2 for the ALICE experiment. The attainable peak luminosity for ATLAS and CMS will be maximized using an orbit bump technique that will spread the losses over a larger area. If necessary, similar collimators may be installed in IR1 and IR5 later. In any case, the dump thresholds for the beam-loss monitors in the dispersion suppressors will have to be carefully adjusted.

Because of the more complicated nuclear and electromagnetic processes that can occur when lead ions interact with the material of the collimators, collimation efficiency will be lower than for protons and quite different loss patterns are expected \[11\]. Here, again, the energy deposition from the losses may approach or exceed quench levels and may necessitate the installation of dispersion suppressor collimators in IR7.

16.4.2 p–Pb operation

Asymmetric collisions of protons with \(^{208}\text{Pb}^{82+}\) nuclei are requested by the ATLAS, ALICE, CMS, and LHCb experiments. The smaller forward detectors installed around the ATLAS and CMS interaction points also study these collisions. These runs are scheduled in place of the Pb–Pb runs, to a similar timetable, during a fraction of the operating years.

The feasibility of this complex mode of operation, unforeseen in the original LHC baseline design, was demonstrated by the first runs in 2012 and 2013 \[11\]. Proton beams will be injected first since the Pb beams suffer more from intra-beam scattering at injection energy. The RF frequencies corresponding to capture of the two beams on their central orbits are significantly different at injection energy, requiring the RF systems of the two rings to operate independently. At collision energy the frequencies will be locked together, displacing the proton orbit outwards and the Pb orbit inwards, by a small fraction of a millimetre, onto off-momentum orbits. A ‘cogging’ procedure, again using RF frequencies, will be used to move the collision points to their proper locations in the experiments \[12\].

Proton–lead runs place a number of requirements on the filling schemes. The basic bunch spacing must be created by both the heavy-ion and proton pre-injector chains to ensure that the bunch patterns largely match each other. The trains must be distributed to provide an appropriate share of collisions in each experiment. As seen in 2013, this can result in a complicated set of beam–beam encounter classes, bunch parameters, and lifetimes. In general, the proton beam size at the collision points will be smaller than the Pb beam, a circumstance that further reduces the lifetime of the Pb beam.

As in Pb–Pb operation a new squeeze process will have to be commissioned, including all four experiments, with different end-points. This will generally be prepared and corrected first, using on-momentum proton beams. Pre-computed chromatic corrections \[12\] will be incorporated for the final off-momentum squeeze.

Rapid luminosity burn-off of the Pb beam on the proton beam will determine the length of fills. The luminosity will be essentially proportional to the Pb beam intensity, and the integrated luminosity delivered per fill summed over all experiments will be a fraction of \(N_{\text{Pb}}/\sigma_b\) where \(N_{\text{Pb}}\) is the total number of Pb ions in the beam at the start of collisions and \(\sigma_b\) is the cross-section for luminosity burn-off in p–Pb collisions. The role of the proton bunch intensity is only to determine the lifetime of the Pb beam and the length of the fill. Values a few times less than in proton operation produce fills of reasonable length and satisfy operational constraints related to the functioning of the beam position monitors with unequal beams.

16.4.3 Other species

Collisions of lighter nuclei may eventually be requested by the experiments. The injector chain has operated with argon ions for fixed target operation. The beam quality and intensity data achieved allow performance projections for Ar–Ar and p–Ar collisions in the LHC.

Since most of the performance limitations for ion beams depend on high powers of the nuclear charge as well as beam intensity, their relative importance may shift considerably. First indications are that collimation
losses from lighter ions will be more of a concern than for lead, while losses from collision processes will be less serious.

16.5 HL-LHC IT String

16.5.1 Introduction and goal of the HL-LHC IT String

The HL-LHC IT String (IT String) is a test stand for HL-LHC, which goal is to validate the collective behavior of the IT magnets in their nominal set up and operational condition. Each individual circuit of magnets will be powered through the SC link and its associated current leads up to the nominal operational current while cooled to 1.9 K liquid He. The test stand will be installed in the building 2173 (SM18) and will use magnets, SC link, current leads, power converters and protection equipment designed for the HL-LHC with their final version, usable for the HL-LHC. The test stand may profit from the prototype magnets, but ideally would use the series magnets. The test bench will allow a real size training for the installation and alignment, a study of the protection scheme of the magnets and the superconducting link. At that occasion, all subsystems will be able to fine-tune their set up and to complement and adapt when necessary, before they are finally installed into the HL-LHC. The powering procedures will be written and validated during that test. These tests will improve also our knowledge of every single component and will give us the opportunity to optimize the installation and hardware commissioning procedures.

16.5.2 Description of the IT String

The IT String will be composed by the cryo-magnet assemblies: Q1, Q2a, Q2b, Q3, CP and D1 (Figure 16-1). In total, 21 superconducting magnets using Nb-Ti or Nb3Sn technology will be required to compose the IT String.

In the IT String, as for the HL-LHC, the magnets will be powered via a SC link (DSH) by standard HL-LHC power converters. The circuit will contain the current leads, the water-cooled cables between the power converter and the leads. The link will be connected to the bus bars of the magnets in a dedicated equipment called DFX and the current leads to the water-cooled cables. The magnets, the SC link and the current leads will be tested separately in a dedicated test stand before their installation in the IT String. The DFX will be tested only in the IT String installations.

The cooling of the magnets will be done via a dedicated cryogenic valve box connected to the DFX and the corrector package (CP) in the same way as planned to be done in the HL-LHC for the liquid He feeding and He pumping. The cryogenic installations will be completed with the cold and warm recovery lines. These lines and the valve box cannot be re-used in the HL-LHC.

Figure 16-1: Schematic view of the IT String.
16.5.3 Location of the IT String test stand

For practical reasons the IT String will be installed in the building that is housing the cryogenic powering test facility of the RF cavities and SC magnets for both LHC and HL-LHC. The choice of the location is justified by the proximity of the cryogenic installations, the high powering capacity and water cooling capacity already present in the test hall. It should be mentioned that the same building housed the STRING1 (1994-1998) and the STRING2 (2000-2004). These were two test stands for the LHC with similar goals to the IT String. The integration of the test stand in the SM18 is shown in Figure 16-2.

Figure 16-2: Integration of the HL-LHC IT String in SM18.

The installation would be along the wall of the building SM18 opposite to the existing magnet test benches of Cluster A and Cluster D. The powering system is centralised on a metallic bridge between the wall and the present structure holding electrical racks of the horizontal magnet test benches. The cryogenic valve box allowing the cooling of the magnets and the SC link will be positioned close to the cryogenic installations and near the cluster G, opposite to the powering part. This configuration would allow preserving the visitor zone for the duration of the IT String test stand.

16.5.4 Time scale of the IT String test stand

One of the main goals of the IT String is to test and confirm the nominal operational conditions and the collective behaviour of the entire IT zone, before the installation of the magnets and main components into the LHC tunnel. The earlier the test can be done the better it is for a feed-forward of the results into the fabrication of the series components. The IT String will use the first magnets of the series production. When this will not be possible, the prototypes will replace them. This could be the case for the D1 and the Q1 cryo-magnet assemblies.

The delivery schedule of the cold masses with other relevant activities of the LHC and of the IT String is shown in Figure 16-3.

Figure 16-3: Delivery schedule of the cryo-magnet assemblies for the IT String.
The delivery of the needed cryo-magnet assemblies for the completion of the IT string is expected for the end of 2021. Their installation, estimated to 3 months, will start after the end of the LHC long shut down 2 (LS2). The IT String will operate between mid-2021 and mid-2023.

16.5.5 Technical infrastructure for the IT String test stand

The technical infrastructure for the IT String test stand is composed of several systems. The main components are:

- The cryogenic cooling system;
- The water cooling system;
- The electrical powering system.

The SM18 test hall area is equipped with technical infrastructures that allow the IT String test. Its capacity however is not sufficient to be shared between the other activities: the RF cavity and SC magnet test. The HL-LHC SC magnets and links production qualification will require approximately 100 tests for magnets and 20 for SC links in the period between 2019 and 2025. The test stands should also assure the testing of the spare LHC magnets (estimated to 50 tests) during the same period. In view of these activities, the existing infrastructure has to be upgraded.

16.5.5.1 Cryogenic cooling system upgrade

The estimated needs of cryogenic cooling of the IT String are summarized in Table 16-4.

Table 16-4: Cryogenic cooling needs of the IT String.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryogenic cooling needs</td>
<td>[g/s]</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryogenic pumping needs</td>
<td>[g/s]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cryogenic powering test of the LHC and HL-LHC magnets is scheduled at the same time, the test facility will therefore have to share the technical infrastructures. The overall needed capacity was estimated using the detailed schedule of tests and the individual needs were summed. It was considered that at the same time, two horizontal test benches and one vertical cryostat will be operational. The RF test needs were also included in the schedule. These considerations implied the need of the upgrade of the liquid He production system from the present 27 g/s to 60 g/s.

The present installations: the warm pumping units 1 (WPU1) and 2 (WPU2) combined will allow to cope with the pumping requirements. By combining the two WPUs the total of 12 g/s capacity can be used for magnet and/or IT String testing. It should be noted that until 2016, the two units each of a pumping capacity of 6 g/s, were use one for the SRF cavities and one for the SC magnet tests. The two units were successfully linked by software in 2016.
16.5.5.2 Water cooling system upgrade

16.5.5.2.1 Demineralised water system

The HL-LHC magnets are powered with currents higher than the LHC magnets. The magnet test benches and the IT String will use, in the case of the quadrupoles of the inner triplets (Q1, Q2a, Q2b and Q3), 70% higher current than the currently installed LHC type magnets. Therefore, the power converters and associated installations requiring water cooling (water cooled cables and energy extraction systems), will need a higher quantity of demineralised water. The demineralised water production was estimated to increase from the present 48 m$^3$/h to 138 m$^3$/h, considering that the IT String with an estimated consumption of 55 m$^3$/h and the SC Link test stand will not operate at the same time. Figure 16-5 shows the estimated evolution of the demineralised water consumption in SM18.

In 2016, a new cooling station was installed to supply between 55 m$^3$/h and 110 m$^3$/h to the horizontal magnets area.
16.5.5.2.2 Primary water system

With the increased need of demineralised water and upgraded cryogenic cooling system the needs of primary water also increases. The SRF, the SC magnets and the IT String consumption will be the double of the present 1.6 MW, while the cryogenic upgrade will require an increased capacity from 2.5 MW to 6 MW. The primary water system upgrade, part of a larger upgrade in the SM18 zone, is planned for 2019.

16.5.5.3 Electrical powering system upgrade

The SM18 magnet test facility is served by ERD4, ERD2 and EMT103. EMT103 is powering directly most of the horizontal clusters (B, C, D, E, F) on ERD4. Cluster A, alone is on EMT103.

The powering of the IT String will be made from the power converters listed in Table 16-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT String</th>
<th>CLUSTER</th>
<th>18 kA/20 V</th>
<th>±2 kA/±10 V</th>
<th>±0.22 kA/±0 [V]</th>
<th>±12 kA/±18 [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16-5 Power converters of the HL-LHC IT String.

The different power converters and their connections to the network are shown in Figure 16-6. The IT String consumption is estimated to 1 MVA and is called Cluster J. It is proposed that the IT string will be connected together with an improved new Cluster F, of a similar consumption to a new transformer with a capacity of 3 MVA, leaving approximately 1 MVA free to power future projects. The installation of the new 3 MVA transformer is scheduled for 2019. Figure 16-6 depicts the different system consumptions in SM18 as a function of their connections to a substation and the proposed connection of the HL-LHC IT String.

Figure 16-6 SM18 Power converters and their connections to the electrical network.

16.5.5.4 Installation and dismounting of the IT String

The IT String will be installed in the SM18. The heaviest and the largest objects will be installed, positioned and aligned with specific equipment. Table 16-6 is summarizing the length and the weight of the heaviest magnets to be installed to the IT String.
Table 16-6: Length and estimated weight of the heaviest cryo-magnet assemblies to be installed in the IT String.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1, Q3</th>
<th>Q2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cold mass</td>
<td>Cold mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.6 m</td>
<td>7 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22500 kg</td>
<td>18320 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26280 kg</td>
<td>25250 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present proposal is to handle the cryo-magnet assemblies with the handling tools used for the LHC magnet installations. They will be aligned by expert geometers with laser trackers or similar equipment. A dedicated study is needed to define the slope of the floor to simulate the nominal operational conditions of the LHC tunnel.

16.5.6 Preliminary Test program for the IT String

16.5.6.1 Performance test of components before installation into the IT String

Each individual component will be tested before their installation into the IT String. The responsible institute will test magnets at their premises and/or at CERN at nominal operational condition. The magnets of Q1, Q3, CP components will be subject to an individual test in vertical position before integrating them into the cold mass and tested in the horizontal position. The quadrupole magnets of Q2a and Q2b, since they are longer (7.15 m instead of 4.2m for the Q1 and Q3) will be only tested in horizontal position. The orbit correctors of the Q2a and Q2b will also be subject to vertical powering test. The individual magnets will be powered up to their ultimate current and at each step of the test, their electrical integrity will be checked. High voltage test at max 3 kV will be applied to check the galvanic insulation versus ground. The level of voltage and the leakage current confirming the electrical sanity of the magnet will be defined for each individual magnet and applied at every important step of the testing. The conditions in which the verifications will be done (dry air, He gas or liquid He) will determine the value of the applied test voltage.

16.5.6.2 Electrical circuit integrity test

The typical ELQA test will be performed at the specified level of voltage for each step and each magnet. The continuity of the instrumentations and protection system wiring will be verified. The IT String will allow to test the revised and adapted ELQA procedures for the HL-LHC.

16.5.6.3 Cryogenic system test

The high heat deposition in the 1.9 K bath (13 W/m) and on the beam screen (13 W/m) in the triplet-corrector package-D1 region are one of the major challenges of the HL-LHC project. Specific studies and measurements will be defined to feed back to the design of the cooling systems. The detailed test plan is still to be determined. The cold powering system test is an important step of the cryogenic qualifications. The DFX, the connecting box of the SC link and SC magnets will be exclusively tested in the IT String. Particular attention should be given to the qualification of this component.

16.5.6.4 Vacuum system test

The beam screens of the new inner triplets will be protected by tungsten shielding that will be able to absorb about half of the energy deposited by collision debris escaping the high luminosity detectors. In particular, the validation of the beam screen, not present in the cold masses during their individual test has to be done in the IT String. Those are to be tested during 3 different conditions: when a quench is occurring, when differential thermal contractions occurs and when vibrations are induced due to flow. It is also necessary to measure the heat loads to the cold mass supporting system.
The insulation vacuum will be qualified with leak test and test of different sealing options. The beam vacuum qualification will require:
- Measurements of pump down time before cool down.
- Static vacuum gas analysis.
- He, H₂, CO, CO₂ propagation tests with a-C coating at different beam screen operating temperature in the range 40 - 70 K.
- Study impact of quench and beam screen temperature on vacuum levels along the line and at cold warm transitions (with possibly dedicated vacuum gauges located at interconnects)

16.5.6.5 Powering of the IT magnets
The HL-LHC will require the development of two types of new power converters:
- one-quadrant converter 16.5 kA/20 V, which will be based on an extension of the 13 kA LHC power converter family;
- four-quadrant converter ±2 kA/±10 V, which will be based on a new topology developed for R2E 600 A power converters.

The electrical powering circuit of the IT magnets will require special attention (see Chapter 6B). Such powering test will be only available in the IT String test.

The cold powering system is composed mainly of the HTS current leads and the SC link which relies on cooling with helium gas. The gas has a temperature range from 4.2 K up to 35 K - 50 K. The use of MgB₂ and HTS materials enables safe operation of the superconducting components, for which a temperature margin of at least 10 K is guaranteed. The components are going to be tested individually on a dedicated test bench. The IT String will use a prototype of 60 m. Although the prototype will go through qualification test, the complete warm and cold powering circuit will be only tested in the IT String configuration before their installation into the LHC tunnel. We should consider among the most critical aspects that the IT String should study the cooling performance of the cold powering part and the electrical cross talk between cables of the SC link. It should be mentioned that in function of the final magnet protection system (quench heaters and/or CLIQ system) the link behaviour, and its protection system should be studied in detail. The IT String will allow the qualification of the individual splices of the interconnections between magnets and cold powering system.

16.5.6.6 Magnet protection system test
Protection of the magnets is relying on quench heaters and/or Coupling Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) system. To be fully representative for the tunnel configuration the IT String will not implement for the inner triplets any energy extraction. Eventually only the orbit corrector magnets may have to be equipped with energy extraction systems if quench heaters cannot be integrated. A careful protection system test has to be performed before powering of the magnets at low current. Specifically for Nb₃Sn magnets, it was found that flux jumps appear in the low and medium current range, with amplitudes ranging from 10 mV up to 2 V, and characteristic times of 10 to 20 ms. Their amplitude, characteristic time and event frequency depends very much on the strand lay-out and on the fabrication technology used for the superconductor. New quench protection cards capable of mitigating this feature of the superconducting material are in the design phase. The version available for the IT String will have current dependent, programmable threshold values.

16.5.6.7 Interlock test
The interlock system test will be one of the most critical test. The HL-LHC interlock will integrate and handle, with a given logic, signals from all subsystems. The overall system test will be only possible in the IT String as typically when the cryo-magnet assemblies are tested the interlock system that the test bench uses is a dedicated system, not necessarily working in the same conditions as in the tunnel.
16.5.6.8 DAQ test

As the interlock system, the DAQ of the IT String should be the prototype system of the HL-LHC, very much using the existing tools already implemented in the LHC. Nevertheless, the IT String test will give the first feedback and possibility of validation of the individual systems.

16.5.6.9 Performance test

Under performance test here we understand the different subsystems capability to work together and within the specified conditions.

16.5.6.10 Quality assurance

The IT String will give the opportunity to validate and test all QA steps and installation and test procedures.

16.6 References


Chapter 17
Technical Infrastructure

17 The HL-LHC Technical Infrastructure

The HL-LHC technical infrastructure includes the civil engineering, the electrical distribution, the cooling & ventilation, the access & alarm system, the technical monitoring, the transport, the logistics, the storage and the operational safety.

17.1 Civil engineering

17.1.1 Introduction

In terms of civil engineering, the needs of the HL-LHC machine are, to a large extent, similar to the LHC machine, which was is a considerable extension carried out between 1998 and 2005 of the previous LEP tunnel built in in the 1980’s. These needs consist principally of access shafts from the surface to the underground areas together with various underground caverns and galleries\(^1\). Buildings are required on the surface for housing technical infrastructures such as compressors, ventilation equipment, electrical equipment and helium and nitrogen tanks.

The HL-LHC construction work will be split between two existing experimental sites, Point 1 (P1) for the ATLAS experiment, located in Switzerland, and Point 5 (P5) for the CMS experiment, located in France, and will include underground and surface works at both points. Great care has been taken for the connection to re-use the existing civil engineering infrastructure that was created for LHC.

![Figure 17-1: Overall indicative axonometry of the underground civil infrastructures (HL-LHC in blue).](image)

The underground works at each point will consist of a shaft, a cavern, a power converter gallery, service galleries, safety galleries and linkage cores to the existing LHC infrastructure. The civil engineering works encompass both the primary concrete and steel structures of the surface and underground structures, and also

---

\(^1\) Galleries are tunnels where there is not a circulating beam.
the secondary steel structures within the buildings and caverns. At both locations, some of the new works will be located close to existing LHC infrastructure, hence, special protective measures must be taken in order to minimise impact on the operation of the LHC and also on the LHC infrastructure itself.

To fulfill the HL-LHC timeline the majority of the construction will be completed in a 5-year period. Activities will start in 2018 with the excavations of the shafts, the remaining underground excavation work is scheduled for Long shutdown 2 (LS2) (2019-2020), and the concreting and finishing works for the underground works is scheduled during 2021. The surface works are scheduled to take place from late 2019 to the end of 2022 with staged handovers of these buildings. The objective is also to construct the safety galleries that connect the HL-LHC underground structures to the existing LHC tunnel during LS2 and have them operative during infrastructure installation that will take place during the LHC Run 3.

The only construction works that are scheduled outside of this 5-year period is the drilling of the linkage cores from the new HL-LHC infrastructure into the existing LHC tunnel. This work is scheduled for early 2024 at the beginning of the Long shutdown 3 (LS3).

17.1.2 Underground Works
The HL-LHC project requires additional underground space for the installation of its technical services. The possible methods of construction for the underground structures are detailed in section 17.1.4.3, and the dimensions specified for P1 and P5 in Table 17-1 and Table 17-2 respectively.

The underground works consist of the structures described in sections 17.1.2.1 to 17.1.2.6. Figure 17-2 and Figure 17-3 illustrate them.

17.1.2.1 Shaft (PM)
The shaft provides the main connection from surface to underground. A lift in the shaft will provide day-to-day personnel and equipment access; it will be housed into leak tight concrete modules allowing keeping that module over-pressurized with respect to the ambient pressure, a staircase will also be included in these concrete modules. At the bottom and top of the shaft there will be pressurized safe rooms. All cryogenic, power and ventilation connections between the surface and the cavern pass through the shaft.

17.1.2.2 Cavern (US and UW)
The underground cavern is made up of two portions: the US and the UW. It will house the cryogenic equipment and other technical services. A concrete wall will separate the US and UW portions. In the UW and large part of the US, there will be a first floor supported by a steel structure to provide a two storeys facility. Sump pits are required in this cavern at the bottom of the PM shaft to house the collected clear water and sewage in order for it to be pumped up the shaft to the surface.

17.1.2.3 Power converter gallery (UR)
The UR gallery, approximately 400 m long and placed parallel to the LHC tunnel, will mainly house the power converters and the current feed boxes of the superconducting magnets. It is connected to the LHC tunnel via the service galleries.

17.1.2.4 Service galleries (UA, UL)
Four service galleries will provide the connection from the UR gallery to the existing LHC tunnel, via the vertical linkage cores. End-of-zone and ventilation doors will be fitted along the length of each service gallery. The UA galleries will house the RF equipment of the crab-cavities and the UL galleries will house the cryogenic distribution system and the superconducting links.
17.1.2.5 Vertical linkage cores to existing LHC infrastructure
Vertical cores, of approximately 1 m diameter each, are required to pass services from each of the four service galleries to the existing LHC tunnel. These linkages will allow connecting the newly installed services to the new systems (superconducting magnets, cryogenic distribution lines and RF cavities) that will occupy the LSS in the HL-LHC.

17.1.2.6 Safety galleries (UPR)
A safety gallery for personnel connects each UA gallery directly to the existing LHC infrastructure.

17.1.2.7 Technical data of the underground infrastructures

Figure 17-2: P1 indicative underground axonometry.

Figure 17-3: P5 indicative underground axonometry.
Table 17-1: P1 underground structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Code</th>
<th>Building Name</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>Inside Width (at floor level) [m]</th>
<th>Height [m]</th>
<th>Radius [m]</th>
<th>Floor Area [m²]</th>
<th>Volume [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM17</td>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>9 490</td>
<td>5690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US/UW17</td>
<td>Cavern</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>6924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR15</td>
<td>Power converter gallery</td>
<td>302.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>1522</td>
<td>7013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL17, UL13</td>
<td>SC cryo link galleries</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA17, UA13,</td>
<td>RF galleries</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPR13, UPR17</td>
<td>Safety galleries</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17-2: P5 underground structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Code</th>
<th>Building Name</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>Inside Width (at floor level) [m]</th>
<th>Height [m]</th>
<th>Radius [m]</th>
<th>Floor Area [m²]</th>
<th>Volume [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM57</td>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>9 490</td>
<td>4 940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US/UW57</td>
<td>Cavern</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>6 924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR55</td>
<td>Power converter gallery</td>
<td>302.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>1522</td>
<td>7 013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL57, UL53</td>
<td>SC cryo link galleries</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA57,UA53</td>
<td>RF galleries</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>1 579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPR53, UPR57</td>
<td>Safety galleries</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.1.3 Surface Works

All LHC buildings will keep their present functionality during the HL-LHC era; in addition, some new buildings are required at P1 and P5. The surface works at each point will be made up of 5 new buildings, a combination of steel and concrete structures, as well as technical galleries, concrete slabs, roads, drainage and landscaping. At this stage, the buildings represent additional 6 200 m² of floor area. The dimensions for the surface structures at P1 and P5 are specified in Table 17-3 and Table 17-4 respectively.

The surface works consist of the structures described in sections 17.1.3.1 to 17.1.3.11. Figure 17-4, Figure 17-5, Figure 17-6 and Figure 17-7 illustrate them.

17.1.3.1 Head shaft building (SD)

The SD building will cover the PM shaft; a steel frame building with cladding is envisaged. The floor slab of the building will require technical galleries to allow cables, pipes and other services to pass from the PM shaft to the service gallery and other adjacent buildings. A partial false floor on a restricted section around the shaft is envisaged.

17.1.3.2 Ventilation building (SU)

The SU building is required to house the equipment needed for the heating, ventilation and air conditioning of the underground infrastructure. The building will be constructed in reinforced concrete to minimise noise levels outside the building. A reinforced concrete technical gallery running just below ground level is required along one side of the building. This building is partially equipped with a steel mezzanine structure. The building is split into two sections that house compressors and air handling units respectively. Consideration shall be made for acoustic insulation of the building envelope.
17.1.3.3 Electrical building (SE)
The SE building will be used to house electrical equipment. The building will include a low voltage room and a high voltage room. It will be a steel structure that will be clad in metal sheeting and will include a false floor supported on a steel structure.

17.1.3.4 Cooling towers (SF)
The SF cooling towers are required to extract the heat loads from the equipment, and will be constructed in reinforced concrete. Consideration shall be made for acoustic insulation of the building envelope. The building will be split into two zones, one for the two cooling towers, and one for the pump room. A technical gallery enters the building. This building will be partially equipped with a steel mezzanine structure.

17.1.3.5 Compressor building (SHM)
The SHM building will house the warm compressors of the cryogenic plant. It will be constructed in reinforced concrete. Consideration shall be made for acoustic insulation of the building envelope. This building will be partially equipped with steel mezzanine structures.

17.1.3.6 Technical galleries (SL)
The technical galleries shall run just below ground level between the buildings in order to provide a route for power supplies, cryogenics and cooling pipes. The siting of the new technical galleries will be optimised such that there is no movement or interference to existing services. There will be some openings required in the roof of the galleries to provide access for the installation of services, extraction points and escape points. These additional technical galleries will connect to existing galleries. The galleries will be watertight and are foreseen in reinforced concrete. The maximum loading on the roof of the galleries will be determined by traffic loads.

17.1.3.7 Helium tank platform (SHE)
The SHE platform is a concrete foundation for siting 2 helium tanks on. The support for the tanks will be via a steel frame that will be connected to the foundation using anchor bolts that can transfer seismic loads to the slab. A crash barrier is required around the structure.

17.1.3.8 Nitrogen tank platform (SLN)
The SLN platform is a concrete slab for siting large nitrogen tanks on. The support for the tanks will be via a steel frame that will be connected to the slab using anchor bolts that can transfer seismic loads to the slab. A crash barrier is required around the structure.

17.1.3.9 Harmonic filter & transformer slab
The harmonic filter slab will house the electrical equipment needed for the power quality of the electrical network. A slab for a new electrical sub-station housing a transformer will be required at P5.

17.1.3.10 Roads and landscaping
New roads and car parks are required to provide transport links to the new buildings. At P1, the existing terrain level will be modified to create a platform at approximately the elevation of the ATLAS site. Spoils excavated from the underground structures will be used to construct this platform.

17.1.3.11 External drainage and oil separators
Required drainage for all the new surface and underground structures will be fully integrated into the existing drainage system, this includes requirements for oil separators.
Technical data of the surface infrastructures

Figure 17-4: P1 indicative surface axonometry.

Figure 17-5: P1 surface layout.

Table 17-3: P1 surface buildings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Code</th>
<th>Building Name</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>Width [m]</th>
<th>Height [m]</th>
<th>Floor Area [m²]</th>
<th>Volume [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD17</td>
<td>Head shaft building</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>10 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU17</td>
<td>Ventilation building</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>8 910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE17</td>
<td>Electrical building</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>2 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF17</td>
<td>Cooling towers</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>2 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHM17</td>
<td>Compressor building</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>9 770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 17-6: P5 indicative surface axonometry.

Figure 17-7: P5 surface layout.

Table 17-4: P5 surface buildings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Code</th>
<th>Building Name</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>Width [m]</th>
<th>Height [m]</th>
<th>Floor Area [m²]</th>
<th>Volume [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD57</td>
<td>Head shaft building</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>10 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU57</td>
<td>Ventilation building</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>8 910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE57</td>
<td>Electrical building</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>2 460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF57</td>
<td>Cooling towers</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>2 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHM57</td>
<td>Compressor building</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>9 770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17.1.4 Requirements and constraints

17.1.4.1 Geology and the Environment

Ground investigations were undertaken in 2015 on the future HL-LHC sites, these investigations have provided information in addition to the existing geotechnical data from the construction of the LHC and LEP.

The initial results for P1 are in agreement with the existing data for the site and indicate that the ground consists of a thin layer of arable land, covering a layer of moraines of a depth of around 3 to 10 m, with molasse below that. However, some traces of natural hydrocarbons were found in some bore holes. Further geotechnical testing is being considered to better quantify the extent of these hydrocarbons.

The preliminary results from the ground investigations for P5 are also in agreement with the existing data for the site. The initial results indicate a layer of arable land over a layer of glacial formations consisting of silty moraines, gravels and ancient alluvium, with a maximum depth of 50 m. However, at the new shaft location the depth of the moraines is only approximately 25 m with molasses below that. This suggests that ground freezing might not be necessary for the construction of the shaft as it was for the construction of all previous shafts at P5.

As with all major construction projects at CERN, environmental considerations are an important constraint. With the assistance of a local architect and some specialist consultants, the necessary requirements for the submissions of building permits will be fulfilled during 2016. This will include an acoustic study to assess the additional noise impact of the new buildings on the surrounding population. It is intended that the new works are integrated into the environment as sensitively as possible.

A significant environmental consideration for the works is the method of disposal of the spoil that will be generated during the underground excavation. It is intended at P1 that some of the spoil is re-used on the site to level the area. For P5, re-use is not a viable solution and disposal in France is likely to be utilized.

A further environmental consideration is the water networks. The existing networks must be assessed. If the capacity of the existing networks cannot accept the new load, additional infrastructure for drainage and treatment must be proposed and constructed. Great attention must be taken to protect any sensitive water aquifers at the sites.

17.1.4.2 Vibration Risk to the LHC during construction

The impact of the HL-LHC construction on the LHC operation is a key constraint of the civil engineering of the HL-LHC project. It has been concluded that excavation of the caverns and galleries cannot take place whilst the accelerator is in operation, hence these activities have been scheduled during LS2. The shaft has been located as far as possible from the interaction region and is located 40 m from the existing infrastructure; its construction has currently been deemed possible whilst the LHC is running and is scheduled during the last year of Run 2 (2018). This is possible with ad-hoc choice of the excavations equipment. Research on the vibration effects of the shaft construction on the operation of the machine is still ongoing. The concreting/finishing phase of the underground construction has been scheduled during the first year of Run 3 (2021), again this has currently been deemed as possible, but research into the vibration effects of the concrete pumps is to be undertaken to confirm if this is acceptable.

17.1.4.3 Construction Methods

Considering the sensitivity of the LHC equipment to vibrations, the shaft excavation in the molasses will possibly have to be done using a hydraulic cutting heads mounted on an excavator. Roadheaders could also be used, but they would probably not be the optimal solution from the technical and economical perspective. The use of explosives can only be envisaged during LS2.
With regards to the excavation of the underground cavern and galleries, several techniques could be used, mainly, excavator with hydraulic cutting heads or roadheaders. Due to the tunnel’s short length, the use of a tunnel boring machine would most certainly be excluded. A “roadheader” type machine as shown in Figure 17-9 has excavation rates will typically vary from 60 to 120 m³/day. In the event of excavation in very hard sandstone layers, the hydraulic rock splitter technique could be used, with rates of circa 15 m³/day, but these solutions would not be compatible with LHC exploitation if the excavation plan would be delayed or anticipated leading to superposition with the physics Run.

The shafts will have to pass through layers of moraines before reaching the molasse rock. The three existing shafts at P5 utilized the ground freezing technique. This involves freezing the ground with a primary cooling circuit using ammonia and a secondary circuit using brine at -23°C, circulating in vertical tubes in pre-drilled holes at 1.5 m intervals around the shaft perimeter. This frozen wall allows excavation of the shafts in dry ground conditions and also acts as a retaining wall. Figure 17-10 shows an example of this method.
However, initial geotechnical results indicate that the HL-LHC shaft will have to pass through a much thinner layer of moraines, and in relatively dry conditions. This means that an alternative method of excavation may well be adopted. For the shaft excavation itself, the most common method is to use a hydraulic hammer, as shown in Figure 17-11.

This type of machine will most likely create more vibration than other methods, but is the fastest and most efficient technique. The results of the vibration measurements will determine what type of machine will be utilised. Once the shaft is excavated to the top heading of the cavern crown, the permanent lining will be concreted using slip-forming, whereby concrete is poured into a continuously climbing formwork.
It is envisaged that the rock support strategy will consist of a primary shotcrete lining with rock bolts, then an in-situ secondary lining of reinforced concrete, separated by a waterproof lining, this is illustrated in Figure 17-12 below.

Figure 17-12: Typical rock support strategy detail.

17.2 Electricity

17.2.1 Introduction
This section outlines, from one side, the new infrastructures needed for HL-LHC and, from the other side, the impact of users’ requirements on the existing infrastructure, in term of electrical distribution, optical fibre infrastructure and signal cabling. The design principles presented in the document are based on the requirements formulated by the users in 2015; the technical solutions described may change if the user requirements or the forecasted load varies considerably.

17.2.2 Requirements and constraints

17.2.2.1 Environmental and legal
From an environmental point of view, the new electrical infrastructure required for HL-LHC may comport risks in term of noise. The noise level generated by electrical equipment, such as transformers or switchgear, have been provided to an acoustic consultant which will perform studies both for surface and underground installations taking into account also ambient noise level and noise generated by other non-electrical equipment.

   It is important to underline that all the distribution transformers that will be installed in the context of HL-LHC will be of dry type and therefore do not create problems in relation to oil pollution.

17.2.2.2 Operational
In terms of electrical distribution, four types of electrical networks will be available for users: general services, machine network, secured network (backed-up by diesel generators) and uninterruptible power supply network (UPS). The 48 V DC will not be distributed to users. High current DC cables will be available for the users as part of the distribution chain connecting the power converters and the accelerator magnets. A resilient, multi-users, optical fibre infrastructure will also be available.
17.2.2.3 Schedule

The schedule for the works outlined in the next sections is strictly related to the hand-over of the surface buildings and underground structures foreseen by the project.

Part of the works related to the transport and distribution infrastructure, such as the pulling of the power cable to LHC5 (section 17.2.3.1.5), and the installation of the infrastructures in the new underground caverns and surface building, can be carried out during the run of the accelerators. A large part especially related to the modifications to existing infrastructure, needs to be executed during a (E)YETS or LS. In P1, the constraints related to the construction of the new buildings require the displacement of power cables and optical fibres. A preliminary study has highlighted that the networks to be displaced supply critical users, such as the LHC cryogenic systems, LHC general services, and the SPS secured network, in the case of the power cables, and TETRA, GSM-MMC, IT network, CSAM, LASS, BIC local permit, timing SPS, timing LHC, BE-BI BST in the case of optical fibres. The displacement of these networks is scheduled for the EYETS 2016. The planning takes in consideration the risks incurred by the users and the unavailability of these systems during the works.

The project for the construction of the new 400 kV electrical substation BE2, which is essential to cope with the increase of loads associated with HL-LHC, is ongoing and its completion is foreseen for the end of 2018 (section 17.2.3.1.1).

17.2.2.4 Radiation protection and other safety requirements

In order to minimize the impact of cumulated dose received during the future maintenance interventions and to adequately select the components to be installed in the radiation areas, the installation requests and systems needs will be communicated in the preparatory phase, so the studies and preparatory actions can be carried out accordingly in collaboration with HSE-RP.

17.2.2.4.1 Radiation to personnel

The installation works in the LHC tunnel will be organized in campaigns according to the correspondent activities and following the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle to minimize the cumulated dose received by the participants [1][2][3].

17.2.2.4.2 Radiation to cabling, fibre optics and electrical equipment

The electrical cables, fibre optics and electrical equipment will be adapted accordingly to the estimated radiation levels expected in the concerned areas and applying the ALARA principle to minimize future maintenance, corrective interventions and upgrades.

17.2.2.5 Other

It is necessary to underline that the technical solutions specified by the users have an important impact on both power requirements and integration in underground facilities. For example, in the case of radio frequency systems, the worst case scenario in terms of power consumption is represented by the use of power amplifiers with IOT technology, while the worst case scenario in terms of integration is represented by the use of Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSAP). The design described in this document is based on the use of SSAP and foreseen to supply 8 crab cavities per point (P1 and P5).

Whenever users’ technical solutions cannot be finalized in the short term, it will be necessary to design the electrical infrastructure taking into account the more stringent requirements of all systems. Similar considerations apply to the whole of the optical fibre and cabling requests that are at this stage barely specified by the users.
17.2.3 Technical description of the work

17.2.3.1 Electrical distribution
This section covers the transmission and distribution network, from the 400 kV to low voltage distribution to the users, for loads not backed up by diesel generators nor UPS (described in 17.2.3.2). After a description of the transmission network, are presented the load forecasts, for both P1 and P5, and the consequent impact on the transmission network. Afterwards are presented the design principles related to the distribution network, which covers 18 kV, 3.3 kV and 400 V.

It is important to underline that, while the topology of the transmission network is different in P1 and P5, because of the different amount of power required by the loads in these two sites, the design principles used for the distribution network are the same, allowing an important level of standardization.

17.2.3.1.1 Transmission and distribution network
A detailed description of the existing electrical network is given in [4]. CERN is supplied from two sources: the 400 kV grid, through a connection to the Bois-Tollot substation, located in France near Prévessin, and the 130 kV grid, through a connection to the Verbois substation, located in Switzerland near Geneva. The main source of power for CERN electrical distribution network, used to supply accelerators and experiments, is the 400 kV. The 130 kV connection is used as backup, in case of outages or maintenance. A geographical overview of CERN electrical network is given in Figure 17-13.

![Geographical overview of CERN's existing electrical network](image)

**Figure 17-13:** Geographical overview of CERN's existing electrical network.

A 400 kV overhead line connects RTE Bois-Tollot substation to BE substation, where five power transformers are installed (Figure 17-14). Three of them, EHT1-2-3, supply to the SPS, while two of them, EHT4-5, supply the LHC loads and Meyrin site.

The transformers EHT4 and EHT5 reduce the voltage from 400 kV to 66 kV and supply the substation SE9, which is then connected, through underground 66 kV cables to the Meyrin site and to the various LHC points (Point 1, Point 2, Point 4, Point 6 and Point 8).

In these locations the voltage is then reduced from 66 kV to 18 kV for distribution inside each site and finally converted to 3.3 kV or 400 V for distribution to the users.
Figure 17-14: Single line diagram of the actual CERN transmission network (LHC1 and LHC5 in bold).

Studies carried out in 2012, in the context of the evolution of the electrical network to the horizon 2025, have highlighted a significant increase of the loads, in particular related to the LHC [5]. Table 17-5 summarizes the load forecast, according to data available in 2012, for the entire CERN electrical network taking into account also the loads associated to HL-LHC.

Table 17-5: Load forecast made in 2012, with the horizon 2025 [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSTE Source</th>
<th>TOTAL 400kV</th>
<th>186kV LHC</th>
<th>186kV Meyrin</th>
<th>186kV SPS / Zone Nord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Q(1)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Q(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>157.7</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop LHC</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHC 2</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>Zone Administrative</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHC 4</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Zone Est</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHC S - E</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>Centre de Calcul (513)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHC E</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1): Puissance réactive avec filtres et compensateurs en fonctionnement
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As it can be seen in Table 17-5, the transformers EHT4 and EHT5, which supply the LHC, the Meyrin site and part of the SPS, see their load increase to 217 MVA, which is critically close to their 220 MVA rating. For this reasons the consolidation plan of the electrical network [6] included the construction of a new 400 kV substation, called BE2 [7]. This new substation will create various advantages: it will make available the required power for HL-LHC loads, increase the maintainability of the existing 400 kV substation, introduce redundancy on the 66 kV network. The new substation introduces also the possibility of having a new 66 kV Autotransfer System, which will considerably improve the availability of the electrical network in case of outages or faults [8].

The new BE2 substation will be located contiguously to the RTE Bois-Tollot substation, as represented in Figure 17-15, and connected to the 400 kV grid through an underground 400 kV cable.

A 220 MVA power transformer, called EHT8, will reduce the voltage from 400 kV to 66 kV and transmit the power, through an underground 66 kV cable, to the substation SE9 located on the Prévesin site. The loads of the SE9 substation (LHC, Meyrin site and part of the SPS) will be therefore split between the three transformers EHT4, EHT5 and EHT8. The commissioning of the new substation BE2 is foreseen for 2018.
Figure 17-16: Single line diagram of the CERN transmission network at the end of 2018, with BE2.

17.2.3.1.2 P1 load forecast

The load forecast in P1 shall make use of three different sets of data: the values provided by users in the context of the HL-LHC project, the values for ATLAS taken from the study carried out in 2012 [8] and the measurement carried out in September 2016.

The load forecast of HL-LHC project takes in consideration two possible scenarios: one with 4 crab cavities cryomodules per IP, based on IOT technology for the RF power amplifiers (“½ crab cavities”) and one with 8 crab cavities cryomodules per IP, based on SSPA technology (“full crab cavities”). Both scenarios have been evaluated by the main users (cryogenics, radiofrequency, power converters, cooling and ventilation) and are summarized in Table 17-6.
Table 17-6: HL-LHC loads in P1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIRED BY USER [kW]</th>
<th>[kvar]</th>
<th>[kVA]</th>
<th>cos(\phi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TE/CRG</td>
<td>SHM</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2967</td>
<td>5814</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV ventilation</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV ventilation</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV ventilation</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV ventilation</td>
<td>UW</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV ventilation</td>
<td>SHM</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV cooling</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>605.8</td>
<td>253.4</td>
<td>673.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV cooling</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>548.6</td>
<td>265.7</td>
<td>609.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CV cooling</td>
<td>UW</td>
<td>163.8</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>182.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS/RF</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE/RF</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE/EPC</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various (GS...)</td>
<td>surf+und</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,016</td>
<td>5,725</td>
<td>11,409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in section 17.2.2.5, from an engineering point of view, it’s worth designing the power distribution system for the “full crab cavities” scenario.

The total loads are represented in Table 17-7. It’s important to highlight that the load forecast shown in Table 17-6 takes into account only the existing loads and the HL-LHC loads: a more accurate analysis should take into account also the evolution of loads on the Meyrin site (this requires an update of the document [8]).

Table 17-7: Total power consumption LHC1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIRED BY USER [MW]</th>
<th>[Mvar]</th>
<th>[MVA]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loads after LS2</td>
<td>LHC1</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional HL-LHC Loads</td>
<td>LHC1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional ATLAS Loads</td>
<td>LHC1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total without filters</td>
<td>LHC1</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Loads LHC1 + ATLAS + P5 Loop + Isolde Loop

17.2.3.1.3 P1 network topology

Considering that the total load in Point1 shown in Table 17-6 (56 MVA) represents 80% of the rating of the transformer EHT102/1E, it is evident that the network topology does not required to be modified because of the additional HL-LHC loads. It should nevertheless be noted that, in the context of the roadmap of the electrical group, the optimization of the electrical network topology for the Point1 and Meyrin sites is being studied. An updated layout of Point1 network topology might be presented during 2017.

With the actual topology, the substation SEM12 in LHC1 is divided in two functional parts:
- The first part, which supplies the LHC general services loop, is fed by BE9 (EHT7) via the 18 kV power cable MP7.
- The second part, which supplies the loads of LHC, ATLAS, Meyrin site and HL-LHC is fed via the transformer EHT102/1E.
17.2.3.1.4 LHC1 power quality

The operation of the HL-LHC accelerator and the Atlas detector imposes the need for excellent power quality. In particular the power converters, controlling DC currents with highest precision of a few ppm are very sensitive to power quality issues. In general terms, assuring a good power quality level comprises the following aspects:

- Generation of the reactive power consumed by the load (reactive power compensation), to assure a low overall reactive power consumption taken by CERN from the 400 kV network.

- Filtering of the harmonic currents generated by the non-linear load, aiming at a clean 50 Hz AC voltage of the 18 kV network with low contents of harmonic frequencies.

- Stabilising voltage fluctuations caused by cycling loads. This requirement does not apply to LHC1, as the loads are not cycling.

The electrical network in LHC1 will be divided in two separate parts, HL-LHC General Services (in red colour, Figure 17-17) and HL-LHC machine network (in green colour, Figure 17-17). HL-LHC general services (in red colour, Figure 17-17): Mixed load which is not cycling. The load during HL-LHC operation will be almost the same as for today for LHC. Harmonic filtering today is assured by the existing harmonic filters in LHC4 and LHC8. These existing harmonic filters are well adapted for HL-LHC operation, they just require consolidation before the start of HL-LHC.

HL-LHC Machine Network (in green colour, Figure 17-17): This network supplies HL-LHC, ATLAS and SM18, while the Meyrin General Services load will not be supplied by the electrical network of LHC1. The mixed-type load in LHC1 is a more or less constant load, not cycling. To compensate for the reactive power consumption of this load, and to filter the higher frequency harmonics, two new high-pass filters of 6 Mvar each will be required. These harmonic filters shall be connected to the 18 kV substation EMD8/1E in LHC1. Each of these two harmonic filters will be switched individually by a dedicated 18 kV circuit breaker, allowing to adapt the reactive power generation. The ratings of the components for these two harmonic filters will be based on CERN’s standardised harmonic filter design. The achieved power quality level will be in

![Figure 17-17: Single line diagram of the transmission network supplying LHC1.](image-url)
conformity with the requirements of the CERN LHC Engineering Specification EDMS113154 and also with the international standard IEC 61000-2-4 class 1.

17.2.3.1.5 LHC4 load forecast

The new loads to be installed in LHC4 site are mentioned in Table 17-8. Taking in account the actual baseline, four new cryogenics compressors and its auxiliaries will be installed in SUH4 building. From the electrical network point of view the actual 18 kV local network in SU4 will need to be updated. Some cooling equipment will be installed in the underground service cavern.

Table 17-8: HL-LHC loads in LHC4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIRED BY USER</th>
<th>cos(\phi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/E/CRG</td>
<td>SUH4</td>
<td>2500 [kW], 1483 [kvar], 2907 [kVA]</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN/CC cooling</td>
<td>US45</td>
<td>60.0 [kW], 29 [kvar], 67 [kVA]</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,560 [kW], 1,512 [kvar], 2,970 [kVA]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 17-9 is mentioned the LHC4 power consumption with the additional loads of HL-LHC. No major modification is foreseen in the 18 kV network. The actual transformer rated to 38 MVA will be able to supply the additional loads.

Table 17-9: Power consumption LHC4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIRED BY USER</th>
<th>cos(\phi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loads after LS2</td>
<td>LHC4</td>
<td>25 [MW], 20 [%]</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional HL-LHC loads</td>
<td>LHC4</td>
<td>2.6 [MW], 1.5 [%]</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total without filters</td>
<td>LHC4</td>
<td>27.6 [MW], 21.5 [%]</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Loads without compensation of the SVC

17.2.3.1.6 P5 load forecast

Also in this case the load forecast in P5 shall take into account three different sets of data: the values provided by users in the context of the HL-LHC project, the values for CMS taken from the load forecast carried out in 2012 [8] and the measurement carried out in September 2016.

It’s important to underline that users loads have been taken into account using the same scenarios already described in section 17.2.3.1.2 for P1. The differences between the two points are due to the fact that building heating equipment installed in P5 are electric.
As mentioned in section 17.2.2.5, from an engineering point of view, it’s worth designing the power distribution system for the “full crab cavities” scenario.

As it can be seen in Figure 17-14, the point LHC5 is supplied from Point 6 via an underground 18 kV cable. As a consequence, it’s necessary to verify the rating of two possible bottlenecks: the rating of the 18 kV power cable between the two points and the rating of the 66 kV transformer which supplies LHC6 (EHT102/6E).

To verify the ampacity of the cable from P5 to Point6 it is necessary to take into account the total loads represented in Table 17-11.

Table 17-11: Power consumption LHC5.

The 4.4 km long power cable is composed by three single core copper cables of long 4.4 km (Cu 3x1x400mm²) and has a rating of 14.8 MVA. It’s clearly seen that the rating of the existing cable is not adequate.

To verify the rating of the 66 kV transformer EHT102/6E it is necessary to take into account also the loads in Point 6, as shown in Table 17-12.
Table 17-12: Power consumption Point 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIRED BY USER</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIRED BY USER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[MW]</td>
<td>[Mvar]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loads after LS2 for LHC5+LHC6 (*)</td>
<td>LHC5/LHC6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional HL-LHC Loads in LHC5</td>
<td>LHC5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional CMS Loads (**)</td>
<td>LHC5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (without filters)</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Measurements September 2015  
(**) from reference [5] EDMS 1237699 v.2

Considering that the transformer EHT102/6E has a rating of 38 MVA, it’s evident that the load forecasted is too close to the rated nominal power of the transformer.

17.2.3.1.7 P5 network topology

Considering the values presented, the best technical solution features the installation of a new 38 MVA power transformer in P5, supplied by a new 66 kV cables from the Préveissin site, as represented in Figure 17-18.

Figure 17-18: Single line diagram of the transmission network supplying LHC6 and LHC5.

17.2.3.1.8 P5 Power quality

For the power quality in LHC5, similar consideration as made for LHC1 (section 1.3.2.4) apply. LHC5 will be supplied via a dedicated 18 kV network supplied via a new 66 kV cable from Prévessin and a new 66/18 kV transformer EHT102/5E. The load is not cycling and consists of systems for HL-LHC and CMS. The total power consumption of the LHC5 load connected to substation EMD2/5E will be 17.6 MW and 10.3 Mvar (see Figure 17-18).

To compensate the reactive power consumed by the load, and to reduce the harmonic distortion of the 18 kV network, two new high-pass filters will be connected to the 18 kV substation EMD2/5E in LHC5. The harmonic filters will have a reactive power rating of 6 Mvar and 4 Mvar respectively, and each of these two harmonic filters will be switched individually by a dedicated 18 kV circuit breaker, allowing to adapt the reactive power generation. The ratings of the components for these two harmonic filters will be based on CERN’s standardised harmonic filter design. The achieved power quality level will be in conformity with the requirements of the CERN LHC Engineering Specification EDMS113154 and also with the international standard IEC 61000-2-4 class 1.
17.2.3.1.9 High voltage distribution network

The detailed single line diagram for P1 [9] is shown in Figure 17-19 and the one for P5 is shown in Figure 17-20. As previously mentioned the 18 kV and 3.3 kV distribution in P1 and P5 are designed to be as similar as possible.

The main users are the following:
- Cryogenic systems (SHM17-57);
- Cooling and ventilation (SU17-57, SF17-57, UW17-57);
- Radio Frequency (UA13-53, UA17-57); and
- Power converters (UR15-55).

Various options are represented for the RF power amplifiers, as the technology to be used has not been defined yet.

A new 3-rooms building will be constructed in P1 (SE17) and another in P5 (SE57). Inside the first room, called SEH, will host 18 kV and 3.3 kV switchgear. The second room, called SES, will host 18 kV and 3.3 kV protection relays, 400 V main and secondary distribution switchboards (normal and secured network), safety lighting power sources and distribution switchboards, 48 V DC system (chargers and distribution), UPS units, equipment control/supervision racks and emergency stop rack. The third, smaller room, will host batteries for the 48 V DC system and the UPS.

In the cavern US17 and US57 a fireproof safe room will be created to host all safety-related equipment. The safe room will contain main and secondary secured switchboards, 48 V DC systems (chargers, distribution and batteries) and emergency stop rack.

The equipment to be installed in SE buildings, safe rooms and underground facilities have been defined and integrated in the 3D model on the base of EL known needs, user requirements and affinity with existing LHC installations.

![Figure 17-19: Single line diagram of the high voltage distribution network in LHC1.](image_url)
In LHC 4 site the modifications expected on the 18 kV network will be localised in SU4 for building were the 3.3 kV machine switchboard is installed. This switchboard is foreseen to be replaced and upgraded to allow the new 4 feeders that will supply the new cryogenics compressors in SUH4. In Figure 17-21 is represented the 3.3 kV single line diagram with the two main HV switchboards supplied from the machine network (EKD2/4U) and the general service network (EKD1/4U). The new auxiliaries for the compressors will be fed by a new 400 V switchboard to be installed inside SUH4 building and supplied from the actual main switchboard dedicated to the cryogenics.
17.2.3.1.10 Low voltage distribution network

The low voltage distribution topology is based on the one currently used for the LHC and based on the available amount of information provided at this stage by the users. Four main functional networks are foreseen to be distributed in most of the surface and underground buildings: general services, machine network, secured network (backed-up by diesel generators) and uninterruptible power supplies network (UPS).

In P1, the General Services Network will be fed by one 18/0.4 kV transformer, located outside SE17 and supplied by the 18 kV switchgear EMD1/1E installed in SE1. The main 400 V distribution switchboard EBD1/17E will feed all general services sub-switchboards installed inside surface buildings and underground facilities. The Machine network will be fed by several 18/0.4 kV transformers distributed along the machine buildings; on the secondary side of each transformer, one main 400 V switchboard will distribute the power to various users.

The low voltage distribution network for P1 [11] is shown in Figure 17-22; the one for P5 follows the same principles.
Secured network, supplied by diesel generators

In P1 the load forecast, extrapolated with the data provided by the users at this stage, does not indicate the need of a major modification of the existing infrastructure. The secured network dedicated to HL-LHC loads will be fed by one 18/0.4 kV transformer, located outside SE17 and supplied by the 18 kV switchgear EFD1/1E installed in SE1. The main 400 V distribution switchboard ESD1/17E will feed all secured sub-switchboards installed inside surface buildings and underground facilities.

In P5, in case the estimated loads increase above the values shown in Table 17-13, it will be necessary to replace the existing diesel generator or install a new one (space has been reserved for this scope). The distribution principle will be similar to the one described in the paragraph above for P1.

Table 17-13: Load forecast for the diesel generators in LHC5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>LHC5</th>
<th>LHC1</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handling engineering</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling and Ventilation</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Pressurisation et extractions</td>
<td>HL-LHC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>US-UR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 racks in undergrad. - 2 kW/rack on secured network</td>
<td>HL-LHC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 racks in undergrad. - 2 kW/rack on secured network</td>
<td>HL-LHC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Secured Network</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17.2.3.2.2 Secured network, supplied by UPS

The UPS network will be constituted by several UPS units (double-conversion AC/DC) associated with batteries and 400 V distribution switchboards. The UPS will have a 10-minute autonomy; underground UPS will be installed with N+1 redundancy.

The UPS and related switchboards will be installed and rated according to the users’ needs. Depending on this, the UPS can be installed with a centralised configuration, in which a single UPS supplies different functional equipment, or with a single unit dedicated to a specific user.

The load forecast, presented in Table 17-14 highlights the needs of UPS in both P1 and P5.

Table 17-14: Load forecast for the UPS in LHC1 and LHC5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>LHC5</th>
<th>LHC1</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power converters</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1 kW / converter</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>IOU option</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Tetrode option</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryogenic systems</td>
<td>SHM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extrap. from LHC</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDH</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extrap. from LHC</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Extrap. from LHC</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling and Ventilation</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Redundant powering with two UPS lines, 10 mins autonomy</td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Réseau UPS</td>
<td></td>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
<td>HL-HC WP17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.2.3.2.3 48 V DC network

In addition to the networks described above, there is a 48 V DC network used to supply the auxiliaries of high voltage switchgears and low voltage switchboards, the emergency stop system and Scada-related equipment. The 48 V DC network is constituted by Ni-Cd batteries, distribution switchboards and battery chargers fed by 400 VAC secured network. Only EL equipment will be connected to the 48 V DC network.

17.2.3.3 Safety systems

The safety systems include the emergency lighting and the emergency stop system (AUG).

17.2.3.3.1 Emergency lighting

A dedicated emergency lighting system shall be installed in every surface and underground facilities. The emergency lighting system shall activate in the event of a power failure or a scheduled test. For the underground facilities, it is foreseen to install a full redundant system, with two different and independent sources, separate fireproof cabling and specific luminaires. Surface buildings, more likely, will equipped with safety luminaires for an emergency evacuation. These luminaires will have their own batteries and will act in the event of a power failure or a scheduled test.

The lighting levels and distribution will be according the last safety norms applicable at CERN.

17.2.3.3.2 Emergency stop (AUG)

The AUG system will be constituted by two racks, one in the surface building SE and one in the safe room inside the US cavern. These racks will host electronics cards, switches to bypass the button loops and cables terminals. Surface buildings and underground facilities will be subject to the action of Emergency Stop Buttons which act on the 18 kV distribution network.

A risk assessment shall be conducted in accordance with IS5 to decide the scope of services affected by an AUG action.
Scada System

The electrical equipment of the CERN power distribution network is interfaced with a SCADA system, referred to as Electrical Network Supervision (ENS), which provides the CERN Control Centre (CCC) and the electrical operation personnel with remote monitoring, control facilities, alarm information and historical archiving. The system supervises majority of equipment located in the CERN electrical substations, in surface and underground areas including LHC tunnel and experimental areas, as well as other buildings throughout the site. The equipment supervised in these installations span all voltage levels from 48 VDC battery chargers to 400 kV circuit breakers and transformers. Since the distribution network involves different generations of technology, industrial computers located in the major substations, acting as data concentrator systems (often referred to as RTU), manage from proprietary serial protocol to modern Ethernet based standards such as IEC61850 and exchange information to the SCADA system by the IEC870-5-104 standard protocol.

Altogether the system supervises around 20’000 devices, representing 130’000 digital signals, 90’000 analogue signals and counter, and 21’000 controls spread in 35 areas and 350 substations, interfaced by over 70 RTU. These cover from simple status signals to digital protection relays as well as UPS and battery chargers. Control channels permit remote actions mainly on circuit-breakers, UPS and battery chargers. Majority of devices involved at various levels are synchronised from Time Servers.

Around 90 PLC based systems are installed and the majority are dedicated to automatic network switch-over to secured network in case of main source failure for critical loads. A global architecture of the ENS system is shown in Figure 17-22.

In addition to the conversion of multiple communication protocols from field equipment towards the upstream IEC870-5-104, RTUs allow for a second level of supervision in the major substations through local SCADA software. The implementation is “stand-alone”, remaining fully operational in the event of unavailability of the external informatics infrastructure or main SCADA system.

The main SCADA system, Siemens WinCC OA based (formerly known as PVSS) runs on 2 LINUX servers in a redundant hot-standby configuration. The system is integrated with existing CERN facilities for long term archiving and logging, for alarms and for data exchange with other applications and control systems. Additional software modules have been foreseen to be integrated in the coming years in the main SCADA in support of network operation or network recovery after failure, such as simulation and power flow calculation, event replay and outage management system.

A web based application, open to CERN users, calculates and plots energy consumptions for the main electrical consumers in the accelerator complex and experiments.

![ENS System Architecture](image)

Figure 17-23: ENS System Architecture.
17.2.3.5 High current DC cabling

In the HL-LHC Project, high Direct Current (DC) cables are used between the power converters and the cold powering system (see chapter 6A). Those power cables are either conventional (air-cooled), or water cooled depending on the current requirements. The design of the terminations is adapted to the power converters and to the current leads.

Table 17-15 and Figure 17-24 show the intensity of the current requested and the cross-section of the cables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Copper section [mm²]</th>
<th>Length of the cable above the lug [mm]</th>
<th>Minimum bending radius [mm]</th>
<th>External diameter [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 kA</td>
<td>2x1300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2x95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 kA</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 kA</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kA</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 A</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 A</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 A</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17-15: Intensity requested and cross-section of the cables.

17.2.3.5.1 Conventional DC cabling

The conventional (air-cooled) DC cabling concerns the following intensities: 120, 200 and 600 A and the corresponding cross section of the copper cables are respectively 70, 95 and 400 mm². The cross section of the conventional DC cables is defined in the Reference Database, which contains all information related to the Electrical DC Circuits. Their installation is included in the machine cabling campaigns.

17.2.3.5.2 Water-cooled DC cabling

Water-Cooled Cables (WCCs) will be used for high current DC interconnections between the power converters and the superconducting current leads, part of the DFHs, located in the UR building of the points 1 and 5 of LHC. The WCCs concern the following intensities: 2, 13 and 18 kA and the corresponding cross-section of the cables are respectively 500, 2000 and 2x1300 mm². For the other circuits Q4, Q5 and Q6, the existing water cooled cables installed in the RRs will be reused. Their cross-section is 800 mm² for the transport of an intensity of 6 kA. The cooling of the cables is assured by the circulation of demineralized water inside the cable hose. These technology is well known at CERN and currently used in all the points of the LHC (Figure 17-25).

Figure 17-25 – Water cooled cable technology and Water cooled cables used in LHC.

The bending radius of the cables is given in Table 17-15. Due to the configuration of the civil engineering of the UR building, the 18 kA link is composed of 2 cables of 1300 mm² in parallel for each one.
of the polarities to limit the height necessary for the bending radius of the cables. The space required for the links has been reserved in the integration database. The supports of the cables located above the power converters and the LHC DFBs have to be carefully designed in order to avoid stress on the equipment and connectors.

Table 17-16: Estimated length of the DC cables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optic</th>
<th>Location of converters</th>
<th>Magnet Type</th>
<th>L per circuit [milit]</th>
<th>Operating Current [kA]</th>
<th># of circuits</th>
<th>Cu section [mm²]</th>
<th>Characteristic time [s]</th>
<th>Circuit [m]</th>
<th>R circuit [mgd]</th>
<th>Time const. [s]</th>
<th>Total cable losses [kW]</th>
<th>Cable type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>Ultimate</td>
<td>Rated</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>Ultimate</td>
<td>Rated</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>Ultimate</td>
<td>Rated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplet Q1, Q2a, Q2b, Q3</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MQRFA / MQFVR</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim Q1</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXRFH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.085</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim Q3</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXRFV</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>2.375</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrector</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXFHV</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrector</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXFHV</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>2.532</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>5.305</td>
<td>236.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>MCBXF / MCOSXF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>MQY</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>116.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors Q4</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>MBRD</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>556.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>MGY</td>
<td>148.0</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>248.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors present Q4</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>MCBY</td>
<td>5270</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>tbd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>MQML</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.1-0.5</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit correctors Q6</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>MCBY</td>
<td>2840</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>tbd</td>
<td>tbd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the actual layout, the total length of the DC cables is shown in Table 17-16. The lengths are identical for the both sides of each P1 and P5. The summary of the cable losses is shown in Table 17-17.

Table 17-17: Summary of cable losses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th># of converters</th>
<th>Total cable losses [kW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>Ultimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one side</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR*</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total P1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR*</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T276</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RR*: Orbit correctors not included in the cable losses.
17.2.3.6 Optical fibre infrastructure

17.2.3.6.1 Introduction
The optical fibre infrastructure provides optical fibre links across the CERN site, including in between surface and underground buildings. The infrastructure also distributes in each of the LHC service areas and along the LHC arcs. This infrastructure serves a variety of systems (Cryogenics, Beam Interlock, LASS, Evacuation, Power converters, IT Network, GSM, TETRA, and others). The optical fibre infrastructure is designed to cover the upcoming requests and to guarantee a minimum available fibre capacity in the service areas. This capacity is established proportionally to the typical occupancy rate of the optical fibre links for the user systems.

A new portion of the optical fibre infrastructure will be deployed for HL-LHC with the same topology and installation techniques as the existing one, for each of the LHC service areas.

17.2.3.6.2 Installation techniques
Optical fibres for HL-LHC will be installed by air-blowing. This technique consists of laying ducts and microducts where the optical fibre cables can be blown in as required according to the existing and future needs. This installation technique is the same adopted by the past for the existing LHC optical fibre infrastructure, as described in document [12].

The installation of conventional versus special -radiation resistant- optical fibres shall be studied according to the radiation levels estimated for the different areas.

The minimum bending radius of the optical fibre ducts has to be taken into consideration in the design and integration studies for the passages and cable containments, in order to guarantee the minimum requirements for the blowing of the optical fibre cables.

17.2.3.6.3 Topology
The topology of the current optical fibre infrastructure is based on a star-point distribution. For the new distribution, the topology will be mirrored from the existing infrastructure in the LHC service areas. The new distribution will include also main linking paths between the existing and the new star-points. A redundancy path to the surface will also be created over the new pit. This configuration will allow creating redundancy paths for critical systems and serving locally the new systems that could be added later.

17.2.3.6.4 Systems and local distribution
The optical fibre capacity will be dimensioned according to the received requests and calculated spare capacity (in the same proportion as in the existing LHC service areas). The current requests are in phase of study and discussion. The current requests are:
- General optical fibre infrastructure;
- Controls for electrical distribution network;
- IT Network;
- Crab-Cavities monitoring and
- Magnet cold mass monitoring.

17.2.3.7 Signal cabling
Signal cabling includes the installation of electrical cables for data transfer and control for the various user systems. It typically comprises a very large volume of cables to be installed in multiple cabling campaigns.
17.2.3.7.1 Very first estimation of the volumes

The quantities of cables shown in Table 17-18 concern only one LHC point. These figures are based on presently available information given by the users and on the past experience during the LHC construction.

Table 17-18: List of systems and sub-systems and estimated cable quantities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Sub-systems</th>
<th>Quantities of signal cables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access system</td>
<td>Access Control, Access Safety</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety system</td>
<td>Red Phones, Fire Detection, ODH, Evacuation</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF (HL)</td>
<td>Input Power, Driver Output, Amplifier Output Signal</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF (LL)</td>
<td>ic/g - rev/fwd, TX drive</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF (Control)</td>
<td>Interlocks and Monitoring Signal RF</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPE (Interl.)</td>
<td>Beam Interl. Signal, WIC, Power Interl Control</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPE (Mach, Prot.)</td>
<td>QDS, EE, CLQ, FMCM, Quench Heaters</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Position monitoring and adjustment system</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Equipment control</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryo</td>
<td>Measurement, control</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
<td>Radiation Monitoring</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Communication, Ethernet</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Control current loads</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN-EL</td>
<td>AC distribution Control</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE-CO</td>
<td>Remote reset, Worldflip, timing</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE-BI</td>
<td>No informations</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>No informations</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1584</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.2.3.7.2 Assignment of cable ladders in the UR

Figure 17-26 shows the assignment of the cable in the UR. The signal cables will be grouped together on the same cable ladder independently of the systems they serve. The great majority of the signal cables are screened, which limits crosstalk and electro-magnetic interference. Cables for those systems that are particularly sensitive to those effects will be pulled on a separated cable ladder.

![Assignment of cable ladders in UR](image)

Figure 17-26 – Assignment of cable ladders in UR.

17.2.3.7.3 Installation principle

The installation of the signal cables is organized in a series of cabling campaigns in order to optimize the working time and the cost. Cables are installed before the great majority of the equipment. All cables included in a cabling campaign are pulled and fixed in the cable ladders. The requested connectors are mounted at each end and then protected from dust.
Each installed cable is visually checked and tested for insulation and continuity and the wiring convention is verified.

17.3 Cooling

17.3.1 General statements for CV installations
The Cooling and Ventilation installation at P1 and P5 are mostly the same. The section describes the installation in P1 and makes reference to the building names at this location. It is understood that the same installation configuration exists in the equivalent buildings in P5.

The only difference between the two installations consists in the heating solution for the air handling units: at P1 (in Switzerland) the electrical heaters are not allowed. A dedicated extension of the superheated water network will be used. At P5 (in France) there is no superheated water network and the national laws allows electrical heaters and this solution has been used.

The design of the CV installation has been done for the “½ Crab Cavities” configuration (new baseline since August 2016). It has been agreed that all installations that would require large works and or investments to upgrade to the “Full Crab Cavities” configuration will be designed for this last configuration. In particular, pipework and ductwork are sized for full crab cavities flow rates. Volumes for the upgrade of the installations are foreseen in the integration and in the design of the underground facilities.

17.3.2 Primary water cooling
A new 3-cell cooling tower (n+1 redundancy) of 5 MW each will be installed in P1. The total cooling power requirements is listed in Table 17-19. The water supply temperature will vary between 20°C and 25°C. The primary water flowrate is based on 10 K temperature difference between supply and return. Three circuits will distribute the primary water in a duty and standby (1+1) arrangement. The pump heads will be selected to provide approximately 300 kPa at the connexion point of each user equipment. The new plant room will house the three couples of redundant pumps, the sand filtration, water treatment station, and frost protection systems. The pipeline will be made of stainless steel and distributed in the various buildings using technical galleries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Final users</th>
<th>Cooling power requirement (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UW17</td>
<td>Power converters, Amplifiers, Cryogenic</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHM17 and SD17</td>
<td>Cold box, QSCG</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU17</td>
<td>Water cooled chillers</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.3.3 UW secondary water cooling

17.3.3.1 Cryo raw water circuit
The cold compressors of the cryogenic system will be cooled by a dedicated water cooling station in UW17. It will include a heat exchanger of 80 kW and a duty and standby pump.

17.3.3.2 Demineralised water cooling
One demineralised water cooling circuit will be installed to service all the underground installation. It will cool the power converters, the machine protection system, the water cooled cables in UR and the IOT’s RF system in UA. The station will include one heat exchanger (1.6 MW), a duty and standby pump and a demineraliser. The water conductivity will be maintained below 0.5 µS/cm.
17.3.4 Chilled and cold water

17.3.4.1 Chilled water for fresh air handling unit
The chilled water production plant will be dedicated to the fresh air treatment only because of its de-
humidification needs. It will be located in SU17. Two water cooled chillers (n+1 redundancy) of 200 kW each
will be installed and connected to a common water buffer tank (3 m³ or more depending on the volume of the
circuits). The temperature regime will be 6°C at the supply and 12°C at the return. The chilled water will be
distributed to the fresh air handling unit using a duty and standby pumps and an insulated stainless steel pipework DN80.

17.3.4.2 Cold water for air handling units
The cold water production plant will be located in SU17. Three water cooled chillers (n+1 redundancy) of 350 kW each will be installed and connected to a common water buffer tank (5 m³ or more depending on the volume of the circuits). The temperature regime will be 14°C at the supply and 20°C at the return.

The cold water will be distributed to the surface air handling units using a duty and standby pumps and
a stainless steel pipework DN80. The chilled water will be distributed to the underground air handling units
using a duty and standby pump and an insulated stainless steel pipework DN125.

17.3.4.3 Hot water for air handling units (P1 only)
The CERN Meyrin superheated water network is available close to HL-LHC site. A hot water production
station will be installed to distribute hot water to the air handling units located in the surface building of the
HL-LHC complex at P1. Electrical heaters will guarantee heating power at P5 instead.

17.3.5 Firefighting network
A firefighting water pipe will be installed in the PM17 for the underground areas. A surface and underground
firefighting water network (DN100) will be installed to supply hose reels and firefighting Storz-55 connections.
The network will be connected to the existing firefighting network at P1 and P5.

17.3.6 Compressed air
The compressed air needs will be ensured by a dedicated production system. One duty and one standby rotatory
air compressor (providing between 90 and 400 Nm³/h at 7 bar each) will be installed in SU17. The air dew
point will be maintained below -40°C by an air drier. The system will include a wet and dry air tank of 3 m³
each, 0.5 µm and 0.1 µm filters. The compressed air network will be made of galvanised steel or stainless steel
and will distribute compressed air to SHM17, SF17, SE17, US17, UW17 buildings.

17.3.7 Clean and waste water
A clean water sump will be located at the lowest part of the new underground areas (US) in order to collect all
the infiltration or accidental water release. A duty and standby pump will lift the clean water to the surface
drainage network. A waste water pit and a duty and standby pumps will lift the waste water to the surface
waste water network.

17.3.8 Underground air handling units

17.3.8.1 UR15 and UA13
The tunnel temperature will be maintained between 14°C and 25°C. The total dissipated heat load was
estimated to be 310 kW (60 kW for each UA). The HVAC system consists of several ventilation units located
as close as possible of the equipment generating the heat load.
Six air handling units of 8,500 m$^3$/h will be installed in the UR. They will measure approximately 1.65 m X 1.35 m X h3.5 m. These units will not be equipped with ducts, they will recirculate the air locally taking the warm air from the top part of the tunnel and supplying cold air at the level of the floor.

Two unit of 15,000 m$^3$/h measuring approximately 5.0 m × 2.6 m × 1.65 m will supply air cooling for the two UA tunnels. The units use cold water (14-20°C regime) for cooling and they will not be fitted with any heating battery. The supply and return air duct work will be not insulated and constructed with circular ducts of 900 mm diameter where possible. The air supply and return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids along the UA tunnel.

The UA13 AHU will be installed in UA13. The UA17 AHU will be installed in UW17.

17.3.8.2 US17
The cavern temperature will be maintained between 14°C and 25°C. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 47 kW. The HVAC system consists of one ventilation unit of 12,000 m$^3$/h located in UW17. The unit will measure approximately 4.0 m × 1.65 m × 1.65 m.

The unit uses cold water (14-20°C regime) for cooling and it will not be fitted with any heating battery. The supply and return air duct work will be not insulated and constructed with circular ducts of 710 mm diameter. The air supply and return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids.

17.3.8.3 UW17
The cavern temperature will be maintained between 14°C and 25°C. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 15 kW.

The HVAC system consists of one ventilation unit of 4,500 m$^3$/h located in UW17. The unit will measure approximately 3.0 m × 1.35 m × 1.2 m.

The unit uses cold water (14-20°C regime) for cooling and it will not be fitted with any heating battery. The supply and return air duct work will be not insulated and it will be constructed with circular ducts of 500 mm diameter where possible. The air supply and return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids.

17.3.8.4 Faraday Cages
Two Faraday cages will be located in US17 and in UR17. Each of them will dissipate about 8 kW and it be ventilated by one duty and one standby air handling units of 3,500 m$^3$/h each. Each unit will measure approximately 1.35 m × 0.85 m × 2.5 m. The room temperature will be maintained between 20°C and 22°C. The supply air temperature will be 15°C. The supply and return air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 450 mm diameter where possible. Some fresh air will be directly supplied in the cages for hygienic purpose.

17.3.8.5 Safe room
The safe room will be located in US17 and will be ventilated by one duty and one standby air handling units of 3,500 m$^3$/h each. Each unit will measure approximately 1.35 m × 0.85 m × 2.5 m. The room temperature will be maintained between 18°C and 23°C. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 10 kW. The supply air temperature will be 16°C. The supply and return air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 450 mm diameter where possible. The safe-room is assumed to be leak tight. A duty and standby extraction units of 1000 m$^3$/h each located in SD17 assures the extraction of the hydrogen potentially produced by the batteries of the safe room. The over pressurisation will be ensured by the fresh air unit.
17.3.9  Fresh air distribution
The fresh air will be provided by one duty and one standby air handling units of 15,000 m³/h each installed in SU17. Each unit will measure approximately 5.0 m × 2.0 m × 1.65 m. The duty air handling unit will ensure the air renewal and the dehumidification of the tunnel. The air dew point will be maintained below 12°C. The moisture load of the tunnel (8600 m²) was considered to be of 5 g/h/m². The quantity of water to be removed by the fresh air supply is estimated to be 80 kg/h.

Each unit uses chilled water (6-12°C regime) for cooling (200 kW) and two hot water (P1) and electrical batteries (P5) (2 X 120 kW) for heating. The supply air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 800 mm diameter where possible. The air intake duct and supply ducts will be insulated. The fresh air supply will be either distributed to the underground air handling units or to the rooms directly. The air handling unit will be designed to run on full fresh air only.

17.3.10  Pressurization of staircase and lift shaft
A duty and standby unit of 15,000 m³/h will insure the pressurisation of the staircase, lift shaft to the underground areas and safe area around the lift exit in the US. Both units will be equipped with a hot water battery (P1) or an electrical heater (P5) of 130 kW. Only one of them will be fitted with a cold (14-20°C regime) water battery of 75 kW. The supply air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 800 mm where possible. The air intake duct and supply ducts will be insulated.

17.3.11  HVAC for surface buildings
The required hygienic outside fresh air will be provided by the ventilation systems in all the surface buildings.

17.3.11.1  SHM17
The building volume is 7,125 m³. The room temperature will be maintained between 18°C and 26°C in the work area. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 200 kW. The HVAC system consists of one ventilation unit of 60,000 m³/h. The unit will measure approximately 9 m × 3 m × 6 m. The unit uses hot water battery (P1) and electrical battery (P5) (200 kW) for heating and it will not include a chilled water battery. The supply and return air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 1350 mm where possible. The air intake duct will be insulated. The air return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids. The air supply will be distributed through low velocity displacement units located on ground floor level. The air handling unit will be designed to run on free cooling to save energy. The over-pressure will be released using several roof mounted static exhausts (or louvered penthouse) located on the roof.

17.3.11.2  SE17
The building volume is 1,500 m³. It is divided in two parts for the low voltage (LV) and high voltage (HV) electrical equipment. The room temperature will be maintained between 18°C and 35°C. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 11 kW on the LV part and about zero in the HV one.

The HVAC system of the HV part consists of two redundant ventilation unit of 6,000 m³/h. The units will measure approximately 1.2 m × 1.35 m × 3 m. The units are equipped with a hot water battery (P1) or an electrical battery (P5) (10 kW) for heating but will not include a chilled water battery. The supply and return air ductwork will be constructed with circular ducts of 560 mm where possible. The air intake duct will be insulated. The air return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids.

The HVAC system of the LV part consists of two redundant ventilation unit of 3,600 m³/h. The units will measure approximately 1.35 m × 0.85 m × 2.5 m. The units are equipped with a hot water battery (P1) or an electrical battery (P5) (10 kW) for heating, but it will not include a chilled water battery. The supply and return air ductwork will be constructed with circular ducts of 450 mm where possible. The air intake duct will be insulated. The air return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids.
In both HV and LV sides the air supply will be distributed under the false floor, the return air is taken from the top of the room. The air handling unit will be designed to run on free cooling to save energy. The over-pressure will be released using a roof mounted static exhaust (or louvered penthouse) located on the roof.

17.3.11.3 SF17
The building volume is 1,600 m³. The room temperature will be maintained between 18°C and 35°C. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 30 kW. The HVAC system consists of one ventilation unit of 15,000 m³/h. The unit will measure approximately 5.0 m × 1.65 m × 2.0 m. The unit a hot water battery (P1) or and electrical battery (P5) (16 kW) for heating, but it will not include a chilled water battery. The supply and return air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 800 mm diameter where possible. The air intake duct will be insulated. The air supply ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids. The air return will be done in bulk directly in the mixing plenum. The air handling unit will be designed to run on free cooling to save energy. The over-pressure will be released using a roof mounted static exhaust (or louvered penthouse) located on the roof.

17.3.11.4 SU17
The building volume is 6006 m³. The room temperature will be maintained between 18°C and 30°C in the work area. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 15 kW. The HVAC system consists of one ventilation unit of 15,000 m³/h. The unit will measure approximately 5.0 m X 1.65 m X 2.0 m. The unit uses cold water (14-20°C regime) for cooling (47 kW) and a hot water battery (P1) or an electrical battery (P5) (28 kW) for heating. The supply and return air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 800 mm diameter where possible. The air intake duct and supply ducts will be insulated. The air return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids. The air supply will be distributed through low velocity displacement units located on ground floor level. The air handling unit will be designed to run on free cooling to save energy. The over-pressure will be released using several roof mounted static exhausts (or louvered penthouse) located on the roof.

The building SU17 will house the air handling units for the ventilation of SD17, tunnel’s primary fresh air and the pressurisation of staircase and lift shaft.

17.3.11.5 SD17
The building volume is 3328 m³. The room temperature will be maintained between 18°C and 35°C. The total dissipated heat load was estimated to be 10 kW. The HVAC system consists of one ventilation unit of 13,000 m³/h located in SU17. The unit will measure approximately 4.0 m × 1.65 m × 1.65 m. The unit uses hot water battery (P1) or an electrical battery (P5) (26 kW) for heating but will not include a chilled water battery. The supply and return air duct work will be constructed with circular ducts of 710 mm diameter where possible. The air intake duct will be insulated. The air supply and return ducts will have regular spaced duct mounted grids. The air handling unit will be designed to run on free cooling to save energy. The over-pressure will be released using a roof mounted static exhaust (or louvered penthouse) located on the roof.

17.3.11.6 UA and UL pressurisation
Two redundant ventilation systems will assure the pressurisation of the air-lock installed at the end of the UA galleries. In normal operation the units will take air from UA tunnel to pressurise the air-lock zone. In case of alarm in the HL-LHC underground area the units will take the air from LHC tunnel to pressurise the air-lock zone. On the same principle, two redundant ventilation systems will assure the pressurisation of the air-lock installed in the UL galleries.
17.3.12 Smoke extraction

17.3.12.1 Surface buildings
Each of the buildings SHM17, SU17, SD17, SE17 and SF17 will be equipped by a dedicated and independent smoke extraction system. The smoke extraction will be ensured by natural ventilation using dedicated sky domes. The free opening areas will respect 1/200 of the floor area of each building. Mechanical air intake dampers will be installed in addition to the access doors where needed in order to have less than 10 meters without an air intake entry. The static exhaust(s) and air intake damper(s) will be operated using a firemen cubicle located at the entrance of each building.

17.3.12.2 Underground areas
Two smoke extractor fans of 18,000 m³/h each will be installed in SU17. The smoke extractors will be F400 120 (according to EN 12101) and hardwired to a firemen cubicle to be located in front of the building SU17. The fresh air intake will come naturally from the shaft PM17. In addition, motorised fresh air dampers will be installed in SD17 to facilitate the fresh air entry to the shaft. Two galvanised steel ducts of 750 X 750 mm each will be fire-resistant EI120. A fire-resistant door will be installed in the middle of the UR galleries; fire dampers will be installed in the ductwork at the same location. Smoke curtains are installed in different positions on the vault of the gallery to define smoke retention areas. Smoke resistant dampers will be installed in ductwork in the appropriate locations to allow the extraction of the smoke in the targeted area. The two units will be used for the smoke extraction of US that requires 36,000 m³/h. A smaller unit of 5,400 m³/h is installed in parallel to assure the smoke extraction of the UL tunnels.

17.4 Access & alarm systems

17.4.1 Introduction
The HL-LHC project includes many modifications to the current LHC installations. On one hand, large new surface buildings will be constructed and new underground areas excavated for the new equipment, and on the other hand, existing LHC equipment will be upgraded, such as the inner triplet areas of P1 and P5. New types of equipment (e.g., crab cavities) as well as higher prompt and residual radiation levels due to the increased luminosities around interaction points require a re-evaluation of risks around these sections of the LHC tunnel. The new underground areas must be constructed so as to fulfil today’s regulations for fire and radiation safety as well as oxygen deficiency hazards.

In this chapter will be enumerated the modifications to the current LHC access and safety systems (LASS/LACS) including integration of the new underground installations at LHC sites 1 and 5. It contains also the modifications and new installations of alarm systems and other associated safety systems, including automatic fire detection system, automatic oxygen deficiency hazard detection system (ODH), red telephones (or emergency telephones), automatic protection system that triggers emergency evacuation (Safety Sound System) and any other safety action required such as closing of fire doors or hot smoke extraction. All alarm systems send level-3 alarms to the fire brigade for immediate interventions via the CERN Safety Alarm Monitoring system (CSAM).

17.4.2 Requirements and constraints

17.4.2.1 Environmental and legal
Installation of safety and access systems poses no particular environmental concerns. However, the LHC is considered as similar to a Basic Nuclear Installation (Installation Nucléaire de Base, INB) under both French and Swiss regulations, and the LHC personnel safety systems are subject to inspections by the competent host state authorities.
Safety document “CERN Safety Code E – Fire protection” specifies that installed equipment shall follow the regulations of the host states on their respective territories. In order to treat LHC and HL-LHC as a whole, a formal derogation will be put in place to treat the HL-LHC as a French installation for this purpose.

17.4.2.2 Operational Access and safety systems are designed to be operational constantly 24/7, with the exception of clearly defined maintenance windows. During maintenance, the installed equipment may need to be accessed and access control functionality replaced by temporary measures, as applicable. During normal operation, these equipment are for the most part operated remotely, but may require underground access for corrective actions.

17.4.2.3 Radiation and other safety requirements Access and safety equipment may be sensitive to single event upsets caused by LHC operation. Material degradation due to high radiation fields may also affect certain parts of the equipment, such as cabling. For these reasons, all equipment not required close to high radiation areas, must be located at a safe distance from such areas.

High magnetic fields can cause magnetic locks and electric motors to malfunction. Therefore, all access doors should preferably be located at a safe distance from magnetic fields.

All safety and access equipment are designed to be constantly powered even during electrical cuts by uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) and the CERN secure power grid. That means that standard emergency shut-off (AUG) generally does not cut power of these equipment.

Whenever possible, safety equipment should be located in permanently accessible areas.

17.4.2.3.1 Risk analysis Safety report [13] defines the precise needs in terms of safety functions and safety systems. This document specifies, among others, fire sectorization, areas with oxygen deficiency hazard (ODH), and emergency access paths in the underground areas, and serves as the design basis for the safety and access systems.

17.4.2.4 Infrastructure requirements All the systems to be installed require that all infrastructure construction works be finished, such as concreting, painting, final clean-up, and installation of the physical doors and gratings. Electrical infrastructure must be present, meaning CERN regular and secure power grids. All safety and access systems require their own control cabling between the equipment and the control racks. This cabling is to be installed within dedicated safety cables trays, as is the case in the LHC. In addition, the LACS and CSAM require network connectivity via the CERN Technical Network, which must be present close by so as to only require connection via an Ethernet patch cable.

17.4.3 Technical description of the work

17.4.3.1 Access safety system The LHC Access Safety System (LASS) is the main safety system ensuring personnel safety in the various operational modes of the LHC (e.g., general access, commissioning, powering, beam operations). The LASS consists of two diverse and redundant safety chains for the critical operations. The main safety logic (interlock operation, mode management, supervision) is implemented using Siemens safety PLCs. Interlocking of the exterior envelope is also doubled by a redundant cabled loop using relay-based logic in order to ensure that no intrusion into the controlled areas can go unnoticed even in case of a potential unsafe failure of the PLC equipment.

The HL-LHC will require the following general modifications and additions to the LASS:
- Zoning and sectorization of the LHC is to be modified to accommodate new risks in the existing LHC tunnel:
  o The new inner triplet areas around the interaction points of sites 1 and 5 will become much more radioactive during beam operations and immediately afterwards. This means that waiting times for entering into these areas after beam shut-off will be considerably longer than currently. For this reason, the intersite doors around sites 1 and 5 in the LHC tunnel, which are presently situated in the middle of the arc sections should ideally be displaced closer to sites 1 and 5 in analogy with the current sites 3 and 7 so as to allow access to a larger portion of the LHC equipment earlier than would otherwise be possible.
  o The new crab cavities, being radio frequency (RF) equipment, will need similar protections by similar safety elements as the main LHC RF systems on Point 4.

- New important safety elements (EIS) to be installed into the LHC tunnel and the access galleries include access safety elements (EIS-a) as well as machine and optional beam safety elements (EIS-m and EIS-f, respectively). EIS-a consist of access doors and patrol boxes. The total number of elements to be installed at the two sites is:
  o 12 interlocked end-of-zone doors to isolate the LHC tunnel and service areas from the new HL-LHC underground galleries (UA, UL, UPR). Due to lack of space in the UA galleries, the end-of-zone doors there will also serve as ventilation doors (solid construction), whereas elsewhere they are of grating type. When the zone is in a patrolled state, intrusion by an end-of-zone door will put the LASS into safe mode, which will incur dumping of the beam and possible powering down of various machine elements.
  o 4 interlocked ventilation doors in the UL galleries.
  o 4 interlocked overpressure doors in UPR galleries giving towards the LHC tunnel.
  o 4 non-interlocked ventilation doors in UA galleries. These doors are monitored by the LASS for information.
  o 12 patrol boxes at suitable locations according to new zoning (UA, UL, UPR).
  o EIS for the RF of the crab cavities. The exact type and number of these elements will depend on the risk analysis.

- Cabling of the new EIS to the LASS site PLC will be implemented directly via existing pathways in the LHC (EIS-a/m) and possibly via the new HL-LHC service areas (EIS-m) depending on the location of the control racks of the machine elements to be interlocked. If a connection via HL-LHC service areas is eventually required, a LASS rack with remote I/O units connecting to LASS site PLCs will be installed on the surface of the new HL-LHC access pits (PM17 and PM57).

- Review of the existing beam and machine EIS to determine if they remain adequate.

17.4.3.2 Access control system

17.4.3.2.1 Underground areas

The LHC Access Control System (LACS) manages access to the controlled areas according to access modes given by the LASS. The LACS reads the user’s badge, checks the access rights, verifies the user’s identity via biometric check, and lets the user pass if all access conditions are fulfilled. Access to interlocked areas (i.e., areas, which cannot be accessed during beam) may be possible either in general mode or in restricted mode. Restricted mode is meant for accessing the machine in ready-for-beam conditions, and the user must be in possession of a safety token and the attached restricted mode key. The safety token will ensure that the beam cannot be entered into the machine until the token is returned to its place in the token distributor. The restricted
mode key is used in this mode to activate the access point for passage. In general mode a safety token and key are not required, as other conditions for beam are not supposed to be present.

The new normally accessible underground areas of the HL-LHC (i.e., excepting parts of the UA and UL galleries) will be of non-interlocked type, which means that no safety tokens are necessary, and only general mode will be implemented in the access points. The equipment to be installed in the LACS access points at PM17 (building SD17) and PM57 (building SD57) are:

- Personnel Access Device (PAD) including the iris scanner.
- Material Access Device (MAD) including video surveillance and personnel detection inside the MAD.
- LACS equipment rack at the access point including badge readers, intercoms, and a panel-PC for information display, but without a safety key distributor.
- Video surveillance both on the outside and inside of the access points.
- A supervised but non-interlocked end-of-zone door providing a second emergency evacuation path from the top of the pit.

17.4.3.2.2 Surface areas

Access control in the surface buildings is implemented via the SUSI system, which comprises badge readers and video surveillance both inside and outside of the buildings.

![Diagram of access zoning and access elements](image)

Figure 17-27: Preliminary underground access zoning and access elements of site 1. Zoning of site 5 will be similar as applicable with the exception of existing access point and service tunnel locations.

17.4.3.3 Automatic Fire Detection system

The Automatic Fire Detection (AFD) system consists of detectors of various kinds (point detectors and/or air sampling networks), located in specific areas (i.e., not per equipment) to detect the presence of smoke. These detectors are connected to Control and Indicating Equipment (CIE) located in one of the surface buildings. If a fire or smoke hazard is detected, the CIE generates level-3 alarms and launches automatic safety functions.

17.4.3.3.1 Underground areas

Fire detection is to be installed to all underground areas (US, UW, UR, UA, UL, UPR). The UR gallery will be equipped with smoke curtains designed to divide the gallery into zones that can contain smoke from a
localized fire until smoke extraction can be activated on that zone. The fire detection equipment will be localized so that an accurate determination of the zone with a fire can be made.

17.4.3.2 Surface areas
Fire detection is to be installed in all surface buildings (SD, SU, SE, SHM, SF). A reservation is made for an optional installation of fire detection also in the inter-building technical galleries.

17.4.3.4 Red Telephones
The underground areas will be equipped with the red telephones at regular intervals (approx. 70m), which provide a direct telephone connection to the fire brigade.

17.4.3.5 CSAM and MMD
The CERN Safety Alarm Monitoring system (CSAM) is the primary safety system for delivering level-3 alarms to CERN fire brigade. The LSAC (Local Safety Alarm Controller) PLC receives all the relevant level-3 alarms within that area and delivers them to the fire brigade via diverse and redundant signal chains. The Multi-purpose Monitoring Device (MMD) is used to deliver alarms directly to the TI operators via TIM. The CSAM system includes the cable infrastructure required to connect all level-3 alarms to CSAM. To accommodate the new alarms, the acquisition capacity of these systems at sites 1 and 5 will need to be increased.

17.4.3.6 TETRA and GSM
The TETRA secure communication system is installed and maintained by IT/CS. However, certain alarms from the TETRA system are transmitted via the CSAM system. As the TETRA uses the same infrastructure as the standard CERN GSM network (leaky feeders), the GSM infrastructure will be installed at the same time.

17.4.3.7 Automatic ODH detection
The Automatic ODH detection system consists of oxygen sensors located in specific areas to detect a gas release. These sensors are connected to a Control and Indicating Equipment (CIE). If an ODH is detected, the CIE generates level-3 alarms and launches automatic safety functions, automatic emergency evacuation, and OFH flashing lights.

17.4.3.7.1 Underground areas
In the new underground areas ODH detection is to be installed to the service caverns (US) as well as to the linear galleries (UR, UA, UL). ODH sensors will be installed approximately at every 50m in a linear gallery and according to need in more complex spaces.

17.4.3.7.2 Surface areas
ODH detection is to be installed in the head shaft building (SD) housing the cold boxes, in the compressor building (SHM) as well as in the inter-building technical galleries.

17.4.3.8 Radiation monitoring
As the accessible non-interlocked areas of the underground HL-LHC galleries are adjacent to some of the most radioactive areas of the future HL-LHC beam line, online monitoring of radiation is required at the end-of-zone doors of the interlocked zones. 4 RAMSES monitors and ionization chambers will be installed in the immediate vicinity of the end-of-zone doors in the UA and the UR next to the UL gallery. During the underground works of both the LS2 and LS3 it will also be necessary to have RP technicians present at the
inner triplet areas supervising the works there as those equipment will have a considerable level of residual radioactivity from the previous LHC runs.

17.4.3.9 Automatic protection system
The automatic protection safety system launches safety functions in case of fire or ODH detection. These functions are compartmentalization, evacuation, and smoke extraction. If necessary, the CERN fire brigade has the possibility of triggering these functions remotely from CCC or SCR and the possibility to sound safety instructions to the HL-LHC area remotely from CCC and SCR.

17.4.3.10 Evacuation system (Safety Sound System)
The emergency evacuation system is a part of the automatic protection system. It consists of audible evacuation signals triggered either automatically by another safety system, such as fire or ODH detection, or manually by pushing one of the evacuation buttons installed within the area in question. The evacuation system is to be installed in all underground areas.

Table 17-20: Synthesis of the principal safety, access, and alarm equipment by system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End-of-zone door (grating)</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Interlocked end-of-zone door in the UL and UPR</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-zone door (solid)</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Interlocked end-of-zone/ventilation door in the UA</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpressure door</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Interlocked ventilation/overpressure door in the UPR</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlocked ventilation door</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Interlocked ventilation door in the UL</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-interlocked ventilation</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Non-interlocked but monitored ventilation door in the UA</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrol box</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Key-operated switch box for arming patrol in a sector</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment rack</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>For cabling, relays, PLC I/O modules</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF EIS</td>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>Elements acting on RF powering</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAD</td>
<td>LACS</td>
<td>Personnel Access Device, includes iris scanner</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>LACS</td>
<td>Material Access Device, includes video surveillance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment rack</td>
<td>LACS</td>
<td>Includes badge readers, interphonie, panel-PC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access point video camera</td>
<td>LACS</td>
<td>Video surveillance of the access point</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-interlocked door</td>
<td>LACS</td>
<td>Non-interlocked door at top of pit</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire detector</td>
<td>Fire Detection</td>
<td>Fire detector</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire central</td>
<td>Fire Detection</td>
<td>Fire central concentrating several detectors</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red telephones</td>
<td>Emergency Com</td>
<td>Direct line to the fire brigade, with alarm</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TETRA</td>
<td>Emergency Com</td>
<td>Secure communication equipment</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAM rack</td>
<td>CSAM</td>
<td>Secure delivery of level 3 alarms to the fire brigade</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODH detector</td>
<td>ODH Detection</td>
<td>Oxygen deficiency hazard detection and warning</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODH central</td>
<td>ODH Detection</td>
<td>Oxygen deficiency hazard detection and warning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evacuation siren</td>
<td>Evacuation</td>
<td>Audible evacuation alarm in the underground areas</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evacuation central</td>
<td>Evacuation</td>
<td>Audible evacuation alarm in the underground areas</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMSES monitoring station</td>
<td>Radiation Monitor</td>
<td>Detection of ambient radioactivity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionization chamber</td>
<td>Radiation Monitor</td>
<td>Detection of ambient radioactivity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access controlled door</td>
<td>SUSI</td>
<td>Simple access controlled door</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised door</td>
<td>SUSI</td>
<td>Non-access controlled but supervised door (emergency exit)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video camera</td>
<td>SUSI</td>
<td>Video surveillance of the buildings and sites</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.5 Monitoring and operation of general services

17.5.1 Introduction
All installed equipment are to be monitored for important operational data, events, and alarms. The low-level monitoring of each subsystem depends on the exact equipment and data collection framework used by that
subsystem. Delivery of high-level surveillance and alarm information to CERN TI operators will be realized via the CERN Technical Infrastructure Monitoring system (TIM), which will acquire the required data items and alarms from the local SCADA-systems or directly from the monitored equipment, as applicable.

17.5.2 Technical description of the work

17.5.2.1 TIM infrastructure adaptations
While TIM is capable of connecting to many different equipment and existing SCADA systems to access data of various types, it is always possible that some application-specific development to the core system will be necessary to fully support the control system to be connected to TIM.

17.5.2.2 Subsystem configuration and development
The main bulk of work consists of the owners of various HL-LHC subsystems to set up monitoring of the important parameters of their systems in such a way that they can be read by TIM data acquisition modules. TIM is able to read data reliably from many different sources, including different SCADA-systems and PLCs. The following steps are necessary for setting up TIM monitoring of a device:

- Definition of the device variables to monitor and making them available for readout via network.
- Definition of the tags in the TIM system to correspond to the variable to read. This step consists of defining a hierarchical tag name corresponding to the device in question, defining the data acquisition method and address, and defining the operator action in case of an alarm.
- Building TIM graphical visualization based on the registered tags.

Setting up of monitoring of the devices belonging to the various equipment groups will be carried out in collaboration with the equipment group in question and the TIM team.

17.5.2.3 Networking
Networking will be installed both in the surface buildings and the underground installations. This covers cabled connections to CERN General Purpose Network (GPN) and Technical Network (TN) as well as Wi-fi connections in selected areas:

17.5.2.3.1 Underground areas
Cabled connections will be provided at regular distances in the galleries so that modern network-connected equipment can take advantage of it. Wi-fi coverage will also be provided. This will require installation of a starpoint rack approximately every 70-80 meters.

17.5.2.3.2 Surface areas
All surface buildings will have cabled connections at regular distances. Wi-fi coverage will be limited to the more frequented areas (control rooms, rack areas, etc.).

17.6 Transport

17.6.1 Introduction
The scope of transport covers the surface transport & handling, the transfer to the underground facility and the transport & handling in the tunnels, galleries and caverns.

In this section are enumerated the new transport and handling equipment that will be required in the new facilities for HL LHC installation.
17.6.2 Requirements and constraints

17.6.2.1 Operational
As for the LHC, the tight schedule and the large quantity of items to be transported will require fully integrated logistics for the transport on the surface and even more stringent co-ordination underground. The general means of transport and handling of equipment, together with the organisation necessary to bring the equipment to its final destination will be directly inherited from LHC. A very effective maintenance and consolidation programme will be put in place for the vehicle park and handling equipment. The computer simulation of transport scenarios is very important to identify bottlenecks and resource limitations, as well as to finalize schedules and to compute transport time durations.

17.6.2.1.1 Surface Transport and Handling
Articulated vehicles with hydraulic suspension are used for the road transport. The ROCLA vehicles are used to transport the cold masses and cryo-magnet assemblies in SMS18 and SMA18. Mobile cranes will be used to install big elements such as helium tanks and transformers. Exceptional transport will be rarely used and will be done via one of CERN specialised contractors.

17.6.2.1.2 Storage
Two temporary storage platforms are required in P1 and P5 to allow transit of equipment and for logistic reasons. The use of heavy haulage external company is foreseen with the direct consequence of having to park on site trucks and mobile cranes with high payloads. The pavement in these zone shall withstand a load of 300 kN/axle.

17.6.2.1.3 Installation
Most of the infrastructure equipment in the new HL-LHC underground facilities will be transported using the two new 3-t lift (copy of LHC lift). For the others components, two 25-t electric overhead travelling (EOT) cranes will be installed in the SD17 and SD57 buildings. Most of new surface buildings will be equipped with overhead cranes ranging from 3.2 t to 20 t. The EOT cranes and lifts are described in Table 17-21 and Table 17-22. Upon requirement, CERN or rented mobile cranes will be used. As a general reminder, the existing LHC EOT cranes and lifts will be used to replace all the accelerator components. Drawbridges will be installed in the shafts in order to ease the transport of the ventilation equipment in the second level of the UW caverns.

17.6.2.1.4 Underground Transport and Handling Equipment
No specific requirement for new special transport equipment underground has been identified at this stage (apart from the EOT cranes in the cavern). Preliminary studies show that existing CERN transport equipment will fulfil most requirements for transport underground in tunnels and galleries (electric tractors, trailers, forklifts, etc…). Detailed integration studies to define precise volumes reservation for transport shall be conducted once the layout is finalized to contribute to the optimization process.

17.6.2.2 Radiation and other safety requirements
The new HL-LHC infrastructures are designed in a way that workers involved in transport and handling operations cannot be exposed to the risk of exposure to ionizing radiation.

17.6.3 Technical description of the work

17.6.3.1 Infrastructures – Lifts
The specifications are based on LHC 3-t lifts (e.g. PM54, and PM15); the capacity / dimensions of these lifts cover 90% of transport requirements.
The safety requirement covers LHC specific risks (over pressurized shafts in case of fire or He leak) and they will be fed by UPS and have a safe level-3 communication with the fire brigade so that they will be used as evacuation exits in case of incident in the underground facility. The lifts components will be the same as for LHC lifts (the 6 LHC 3-t lifts will be replaced by 2021) for improving availability (common spare parts, better training/performance of maintenance services). No specific constraints of dimensions or any specific requirement (with respect to LHC lift) have been identified at that stage.

Table 17-21: Main lifts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (kg)</th>
<th>Travel Height (m)</th>
<th>Door width (m)</th>
<th>Door height (m)</th>
<th>Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Cabin dimensions (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM17</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.7 1.9 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM57</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.7 1.9 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17-28: SD building lift machinery.

17.6.3.2 Infrastructures – Electric Travelling Cranes

The overhead cranes preliminary design for surface buildings & caverns are based on requirements from users, including size and weight of biggest/heaviest object to be transported to define parameters such as clearance under hook, span and length.

These designs integrate technical and legal requirements for the cranes installation, operation and maintenance, such as the clearance above the cranes and the catwalk to provide access to the rails and to the machinery.

Table 17-22 list the cranes main characteristics. For more detailed information (e.g.: reactions on rails) please refer to the general layout drawing of each building.

Table 17-22: Main overhead travelling cranes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
<th>Height Hook (m)</th>
<th>Lifting Height (m)</th>
<th>Hopper (m)</th>
<th>Speed (m/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rail length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHM17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF17</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU17</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All UA galleries will be permanently equipped with manual cranes travelling on rails to allow for handling and transport of the RF components.

Table 17-23: Cranes for RF installation in UA galleries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Width (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UA53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17.6.3.4 Infrastructures – Manual Overhead Travelling Cranes for Cryo

In both P1 and P5, one UL gallery will be permanently equipped with manual cranes travelling on rails to allow for handling and transport during maintenance of cryogenic components.

Table 17-24: Cranes for RF installation in UA galleries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Width (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UL17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.6.3.5 Infrastructures – Hoists

17.6.3.5.1 Hoist for the lifting pumps of the water sumps

Water sumps are equipped with heavy lifting pumps that need to be maintained. The support for the hoist will be permanently installed on site. Only one hoist unit is requested, that will be used on demand and moved from one point to another.
Table 17-25: Hoist for the lifting pumps of the water sumps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of supports</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US17</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US57</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.6.3.5.2 Hoist for lifting maintenance equipment to the UW top floor (installation on the US side)

The equipment’s, tools and materials necessary for the maintenance of the equipment’s located in the UW cavern upper floor will be transported from the US side. A small tremie with a dedicated 500 kg hoist will be permanently install to lift the tools and consumables to the US top floor that communicates with the UW top floor through a door in the separation wall.

Table 17-26: Hoist for maintenance of UW cavern equipment’s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US17</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US57</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.6.3.5.3 Hoist for transferring loads in the second bay of the SHM buildings

This equipment is required because of the design of the building that require a hoist on a rail to transfer the load in the second bay of the SHM building.

Table 17-27: Hoist for the SHM buildings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDH17</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDH57</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17.6.3.6 Infrastructures – Drawbridges

For installation of the large cooling & ventilation equipment’s and all heavy equipment’s located in the UW upper floor, two drawbridges will be permanently installed inside the shaft of the US caverns in P1 and 5. (They are kept closed during normal operation. When equipment’s need to be transported to the UW upper floor, the drawbridges are open and provide a platform that is accessible with the SD building cranes.)

Table 17-28: Drawbridges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Capacity (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US57</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 17-32: Drawbridge in US cavern.

17.6.3.7 Infrastructures – Mobile shielding doors
All UA galleries will be equipped with mobiles shielding doors with electrical motors. The dimensions (based on preliminary studies) are: 2m x 0.8m x 2.8m

Table 17-29: Mobile shielding doors,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>mass (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UA53</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA57</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17-33: Mobile shielding door.

17.6.3.8 Infrastructures – Shielding for UL galleries
102 t of steel and 48 t of concrete blocks will be used in the construction of shielding walls and doors.
17.6.3.9 Infrastructures – Tooling for transport
Special tooling are required for cold box handling, QRL sections, electrical racks, etc…

17.6.3.10 Infrastructures – Special vehicles and trailers
No specific requirement for special transport vehicle has been identified yet at this stage. The necessity of special vehicles or trailers be for sure appear in the detail design phase.

17.6.3.11 Studies
The following Computer Aided Design (CAD) studies shall be conducted:
- CAD simulation of transport scenarios;
- CAD integration studies to define precise volumes reservation for transport and for feasibility studies;
- Design of new tooling and special equipment’s (e.g.: lifting beam, supports, etc…).

17.7 Logistics and storage

17.7.1 Introduction
The HL-LHC project will bring an increase of activity in logistics services. They will have to adapt their capacity to foreseen workload coming during the project period both in term of FTEs and storage space.

17.7.2 Requirements and constraints

17.7.2.1 Risk analysis
The present Logistics industrial support contract will be renewed in April 2019 during the HL-LHC project period. The re-tendering process will integrate HL-LHC requirements. Costs might change depending on the new industrial support contract conditions.

Capacity increase is based on forecasts and LS1 history. In case the activity impact or storage needs exceed significantly the previsions we will end up in a reactive and responsive mode.

17.7.3 Technical description of the work

17.7.3.1 Logistics services
The following services will be impacted by HL-LHC project:
- **Shipping & waste**: Administrative work linked to import activities (transport management from suppliers to CERN, customs clearance, VAT exoneration documentation) and waste traceability requested by the French and Swiss authorities.
- **Goods Reception**: CERN official order matching and registration, quantitative control, packaging control, establishment of eventual reserves and responsibilities in case of damage.
- **Internal distribution**: deliveries of goods and material from goods receptions and Stores to any locations at CERN and vice versa.
- **Stores – Product management**: Supply and demand management for standard items. Price inquiries, replenishment, order follow-up.
- **Stores – Warehousing**: Qualitative reception for standard items, put-away, picking.
- **Storage areas**: Operation of storage areas for radioactive and conventional materials.

The HL-LHC project planning suggested a significant increase in the logistics services from 2017 to S1/2026:
- Wastes will be generated on CERN site at from the beginning of the construction;
- Increase of official orders and imports foreseen implying extra administrative work and movements in goods receptions;
- Increase of internal distributions from goods reception/Stores to CERN points. Tour re-enforcement might be necessary;
- Increase in volume for strategic standard materials from CERN Stores inducing extra work both for product management and in the warehouses;
- Extra movements foreseen in storage areas.

17.7.3.2 Storage
Both conventional and radioactive storage space is needed in current buildings. A new “flex” building of 10000 m² will be ready during 2018 and will include both conventional and light radioactive storage space. During LS2, the building will be managed by the LS2 team which will also include HL-LHC activities that will take place in that shutdown. SMB will take over the operation of the building after LS2.

17.7.3.2.1 Conventional storage
Existing buildings (897, 917 and 957, 954, SAX area), the temporary storage structures at P1 & 5 (see below) and the new “flex” building will offer enough capacity to cope with HL-LHC project.

17.7.3.2.2 Radioactive storage
It covers only storage of radioactive equipment (ex: spares), not radioactive waste which are managed by HSE-RP. For information, radioactive storage is not possible outside CERN.

Table 17-28: Preliminary study using forecasts collected via HSE-RP in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Totals</th>
<th>Per period (in m²)</th>
<th>Integral (in m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End 2016</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS3</td>
<td>497.86</td>
<td>550.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pallet storage is included in the figures for LS3 which will reduce the need of space in m².

The existing radioactive storage buildings (954 and 955) don’t have remaining floor areas. To free some space, the new “flex” building will allow storage of light radioactive equipment. A campaign is ongoing to define a threshold for light radioactivity allowing a projection of how much equipment will be eligible for a transfer from buildings 954 and 955. Storage location for HL-LHC cannot be identified yet.

17.7.3.2.3 Temporary storage structure installed at P1 and P5
The actual request space for conventional storage consist of 2 surfaces at P1 & 5, each one will be between 200 to 250 m² (needed between LS2 and LS3). The modalities for implementation and the functional specifications are still to be defined.

“Two temporary storage platforms are required in P1 and P5 to allow transit of equipment and for logistic reasons. The use of heavy haulage external company is foreseen with the direct consequence of having to park on site trucks and mobile cranes with high payloads. The pavement in these zone shall withstand a load of 300 kN/axle.”

17.8 References
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18 Controls

18.1 Introduction

By the time of the commissioning and subsequent operation of the HL-LHC, many of the physical elements of the control system will have been upgraded due to obsolescence. This applies particularly to the front and back end CPUs and storage. It is not, however, foreseen, that the overall control system strategy and architecture will change in its conceptual structure during this period and many parts of the current controls infrastructure, will still be sufficient for the needs of HL-LHC. Nevertheless, three areas have been identified as having to be addressed so that the control system can respond to the new challenges presented by HL-LHC.

During operation of HL-LHC there will be an increase of radiation in some areas which will trigger re-designs and relocation of electronics (see chapter 10 and 19). There are also new magnets which will raise the need for more diagnostics data (i.e. higher data rates) in subsystems such as QPS. Higher data rates will also be needed during the commissioning of HL-LHC as Equipment Groups will need to fine-tune their systems and will therefore want more diagnostics. In order to assure correct functionality up to the end of the HL-LHC operation period with ultimate performance, it is important to be conservative regarding the design choices and to share proven solutions as much as possible. This approach assures that proven solutions persist and that all design efforts can be concentrated on making a few designs very robust instead of spreading efforts into a large number of sub-optimal designs.

18.2 Control areas requiring new developments for the HL-LHC era

18.2.1 Data Logging

Development of the next generation Accelerator Logging Systems (CALS) has started and the aim is to have a new Logging system in place by mid-2018 with equivalent functionality as today but with significantly faster data extraction and analysis performance.

Following past experience, we are expecting a massive increase in the volume of data to be logged as a direct result of installing, commissioning and then operating HL-LHC. Figure 18-1 shows the massive increase in data logged post LS1 as a result of updates to various LHC systems (most notably the LHC QPS System) and the need to increase data rates to better understand certain behaviours.

Based on user input, and given the extensive hardware and operational changes foreseen for HL-LHC, we must be prepared for similar or even greater increases in the amount of data collected in the Logging System in the HL-LHC era. We foresee the need to install new, properly dimensioned, dedicated database hardware in 2025, to be ready for use in 2026 to support HL-LHC hardware commissioning followed by beam commissioning.

In addition to the need for new database hardware, it is critical to develop and deploy a new software infrastructure to properly support the users of the foreseen data sets. In order to properly validate the behaviour and performance requirements with realistic data and use cases prior to the HL-LHC commissioning period - the deployment of this software should take place before the start of Run 3 and will require additional temporary personnel resources.
18.2.2 New Distributed I/O Tier

The HL-LHC will place challenging demands on data acquisition to/from the accelerator components which need to be controlled and diagnosed, such as the new NbSn$_3$ magnets. The current controls architecture has front-end computer systems (VME or PICMG 1.3) with a large variety of reusable electronic cards to control accelerator components by sending and receiving data and carrying out calculations in real-time.

For HL-LHC, the proposal would be to extend this architecture as shown in Figure 18-2. In this new architecture would be implemented and supported a new I/O layer, which as its name suggests is designed to transmit data, as fast as possible to/from sensors attached to accelerator components. These I/O modules are connected to a fewer number of high-performance front-end computers which process the data and perform the necessary calculations. By collaborating with equipment groups and providing a service in this I/O layer analogous to that of the front-end tier, we will ensure a uniform level of quality and increase overall availability of electronics deployed in this tier, including those subject to radiation.

Figure 18-1: Storage evolution.

Figure 18-2: Proposed Controls architecture.
18.2.3 A new High-speed Radiation-tolerant Fieldbus

For HL-LHC the QPS system needs to accommodate the new NbSn$_3$ magnets in points 1, 5 and 7.

The complexity of the NbSn$_3$ magnets increases by a factor of 10 the amount of post-mortem data that needs to be transmitted. This makes the current solution based on WorldFIP sub-optimal, due to the very low bandwidth (1Mbps).

The QPS electronics in points 1 and 5 will be installed in radiation-free zones, however the RR alcoves in point 7 may pose some low (<1-2 Gy/year) radiation-tolerance constraints, which should be considered when proposing a new fieldbus for the HL-LHC era.

A re-usable standards-based solution will serve also other users and will help increase overall quality and therefore availability. An industrial, Ethernet-based solution with 100Mbps bandwidth, $\mu$s synchronization, 50 slaves/segment is proposed.

The candidate solutions based on a rigorous market review include: Profinet, EtherCAT and Powerlink.

Each of these technologies will need to be evaluated for use in the HL-LHC era and for use with custom electronics in collaboration with the many equipment groups, especially the Cryogenics and QPS teams, who will need to use this new technology.
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19.1 Radiation Protection

19.1.1 Design constraints

Design constraints for new or upgraded facilities should ensure that the exposure of persons working on CERN sites, the public, and the environment will remain below the specified dose limits [1] under normal as well as abnormal conditions of operation, and that the optimization principle is implemented [2],[3]. In particular, the following design constraints apply:

- The design of components and equipment must be optimized such that installation, maintenance, repair, and dismantling work does not lead to an effective dose, e.g. as calculated with Monte Carlo simulations, exceeding 2 mSv per person and per intervention. The design is to be revised if the dose estimate exceeds this value for cooling times compatible with operational scenarios.

- The annual effective dose to any member of a reference group outside of the CERN boundaries must not exceed 10 µSv. The estimate must include all exposure pathways and all contributing facilities.

- The selection of construction material must consider activation properties to optimize dose to personnel and to minimize the production of radioactive waste. In order to guide the user a web-based code (ActiWiz) is available for CERN accelerators [4].

19.1.2 The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle

Proton–proton collisions in the LHC experiments produce a secondary radiation field that penetrates into the adjacent accelerator tunnels and can cause severe activation of beam-line elements. Consequently, in such areas the design of components and infrastructure has to be optimized to follow the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle. The optimization of the design for later interventions is an iterative process: dose equivalent maps per unit time of exposure (called dose rate maps below) of the concerned area(s) are compiled from measurements and/or simulations with Monte Carlo particle transport codes such as FLUKA [5],[6]. Based on these maps, the individual and collective doses of the intervention teams are calculated by using an intervention plan that then allows identification of and optimizing of critical work steps in order to reduce doses. If the latter involves a change in design or work scenario, then doses are re-evaluated by repeating the above steps.

19.1.3 The FLUKA Monte Carlo code for radiation protection studies

The use of general-purpose particle interaction and transport Monte Carlo codes is often the most accurate and efficient choice for assessing radiation protection quantities at accelerators. Due to the vast spread of such codes to all areas of particle physics and the associated extensive benchmarking with experimental data, modelling has reached an unprecedented level of accuracy. Furthermore, most codes allow the user to simulate all aspects of a high energy particle cascade in one and the same run: from the first interaction of a TeV particle to the transport and re-interactions (hadronic and electromagnetic) of the produced secondaries, to detailed nuclear fragmentation, the calculation of radioactive decays, and even the electromagnetic shower caused by the radiation from such decays.

FLUKA is a general-purpose particle interaction and transport code with roots in radiation protection studies at high energy accelerators [5],[6]. It therefore comprises all features needed in this area of application.
Detailed hadronic and nuclear interaction models cover the entire energy range of particle interactions at the LHC, from energies of thermal neutrons to interactions of 7 TeV protons. Moreover, the interface with DPMJET-III [7] also allows the simulation of minimum-bias proton–proton and heavy ion collisions at the experimental interaction points, which enormously facilitates calculations of stray radiation fields and activation.

FLUKA includes unique capabilities for studies of induced radioactivity, especially with regard to nuclide production, their decay and the transport of residual radiation. Particle cascades by prompt and residual radiation are simulated in parallel based on microscopic models for nuclide production and a solution of the Bateman equations for activity build-up and radioactive decay. The decay radiation and its associated electromagnetic cascade are internally flagged as such in order to distinguish them from the prompt cascade. This allows the user to apply different transport thresholds and biasing options to residual and prompt radiation and to score both independently.

Particle fluence can be multiplied with energy-dependent conversion coefficients to effective dose or ambient dose equivalent [8] at scoring time. Prompt and residual dose equivalent can thus be computed in three-dimensional meshes, the latter for arbitrary user-defined irradiation and cooling profiles.

An integral part of the FLUKA code development is benchmarking of new features against experimental data. It includes both the comparison of predictions of individual models to measurement results (e.g. nuclide production cross-sections) as well as benchmarks for actual complex situations as, for example, arising during accelerator operation.

19.1.4 Residual dose rate predictions for the Long Straight Sections in Point 1 and 5

Residual dose rate maps were calculated with FLUKA for the part of Long Straight Sections (LSS) in Point 1 (P1) and 5 (P5) that extend from the Target Absorber Secondary (TAXS) up to cell 4, including crab cavities and quadrupole magnet Q4, according to the latest HL-LHC layout [9]. The results are available for both P1 and P5. The simulations were performed for the high energy secondary radiation field arising from p–p collisions at 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy as it dominates the activation in these areas. The contributions from losses of the beam directed towards the interaction point (IP) and beam–gas interactions are not considered. Results were normalized to two different average luminosity values of $5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (the so-called ‘nominal scenario’) and $7.5 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (the so-called ‘ultimate scenario’), respectively, with a 295 μrad half-angle vertical crossing in IP1 and horizontal crossing in IP5, using DPMJET-III as the event generator.

Table 19-1: LHC operational parameters. The third and fourth columns refer to the so-called ‘nominal scenario’, which will lead to a total integrated luminosity of 3060 fb$^{-1}$. The fifth and sixth columns refer to the so-called ‘ultimate scenario’. This scenario will lead to a total integrated luminosity of 3910 fb$^{-1}$. These values for the total integrated luminosities include 310 fb$^{-1}$ collected during the operational period before LS3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shutdown</th>
<th>Year of LHC operation</th>
<th>Levelled luminosity [cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Integrated luminosity [fb$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Levelled luminosity [cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Integrated luminosity [fb$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2027</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2028</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2029</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2032</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2033</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2036</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.50 \times 10^{34}$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The irradiation profiles were based on the operational scenarios reported in Table 19-1. For the inelastic \( p-p \) cross-section the value of 85 mb was used on the basis of the extrapolation [10]. Cycles of three years of continuous operation followed by a long showdown (LS) of a duration of one year were repeated until integrated luminosities of about 3000 fb\(^{-1}\) and 4000 fb\(^{-1}\) are reached for the nominal and ultimate parameters, respectively.

The studies use the FLUKA implementation of the HL-LHC LSS regions developed for energy deposition studies (See chapter 10) according to the latest design, mechanical layout, and specifications, including a detailed model of the low-beta triplet quadrupoles with new large-aperture Nb3Sn magnets (150 mm coil aperture), field maps, corrector packages, and segmented tungsten inner absorbers.

As mentioned above, three-dimensional residual dose rate maps have been calculated for the entire area from around 12 m distance from the interaction point up to around 190 m distance (i.e. from TAXS to Q4). Nine different cooling times were considered covering all typical intervention scenarios: 1 second, 1 minute, 1 hour, 8 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 4 months, and 1 year after the last HL-LHC operational period, i.e. when 3000 fb\(^{-1}\) and 4000 fb\(^{-1}\), respectively, have been reached, for both the nominal and the ultimate scenarios. In order to give examples for the available results, residual dose rates are reported in the following as two-dimensional maps for one month cooling time as well as profile plots for four different cooling times (1 week, 1 month, 4 months, and 1 year). The values correspond to the average over 30 cm around the beam pipe height and between 40–50 cm distances from the outer surface of the cryostat (for the profile plots). Figure 19-1 shows the residual dose rate map for the region from TAXS up to the separation dipole D1 and Figure 19-2 shows the corresponding residual dose rate profiles in the aisle for the nominal scenario, i.e., when a total integrated luminosity of 3060 fb\(^{-1}\) has been reached. Results for the ultimate scenario, i.e., a total integrated luminosity of 3910 fb\(^{-1}\), are shown in Figure 19-3 and 19-4. The highest radiation levels will be found next to the magnet interconnections and in front of the TAXS due to the ‘self-shielding’ provided elsewhere by the magnets themselves. Figure 19-5 compares the residual dose rate profiles at one month cooling time for nominal and ultimate scenarios. The average ratio between the two profiles for this cooling time is 1.35. In general, it varies with cooling time and depends solely on the instantaneous luminosity in the case of short cooling times (up to about one week), while for longer cooling times the ratio also depends on the total integrated luminosity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LS6</th>
<th>2037</th>
<th>5.00 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>7.50 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2039</td>
<td>5.00 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>7.50 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>5.00 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>7.50 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2041</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.50 ( \times ) 10(^{14} )</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19-1: Residual dose rates in units of µSv/h around the low-beta triplet quadrupole and D1 magnets for the nominal scenario after one month of cooling time. Doses are shown for a horizontal section at the level of the beam line. The origin of the coordinate frame is at the interaction point.
Figure 19-2: Residual dose rate profiles for the nominal scenario in the aisle at 40 cm distance from the cryostat at four different cooling times: 1 week (blue), 1 month (red), 4 months (green) and 1 year (violet).

Figure 19-3: Residual dose rates in units of μSv/h around the low-beta triplet quadrupole and D1 magnets for the ultimate scenario after one month of cooling time. Doses are shown for a horizontal section at the level of the beam line. The origin of the coordinate frame is at the interaction point.

Figure 19-4: Residual dose rate profiles for the ultimate scenario in the aisle at 40 cm from the cryostat at four different cooling times: 1 week (blue), 1 month (red), 4 months (green) and 1 year (violet).
19.1.5 Radiological risk assessments for the new underground infrastructures in Point 1 and 5

Access to the new US, UR and UA service galleries is foreseen during beam operation (see Chapter 15). For this reason, the radiological impact of the machine operation on the personnel has to be assessed. The UL galleries will be closed during the machine operation, a part from one in which the first 12 m will be accessible. Two radiological risks have been addressed and will be described hereafter: air activation and stray radiation.

Risks due to activated air can be either due to direct activation of air inside the new infrastructures by stray radiation or due to streaming of activated air from the LHC tunnel into the new service areas. While the former is expected to be negligible the latter is prevented by static and dynamic confinement of the LHC tunnel air with ventilation doors and ventilation schemes that ensure a lower pressure in the LHC tunnel.

Stray radiation levels will impact the radiological classification of the new service areas. It is foreseen to classify them as Supervised Radiation Areas, similar to any other service area of the LHC. Two different scenarios have been studied, stray radiation during normal operation of the machine and an accidental scenario, represented by one full proton beam lost in a bulky object in front of the most exposing connection to the galleries. The ultimate luminosity and beam intensity are considered (7.5 × 10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} and 2808 bunches at 2.2 × 10^{11} \text{protons per bunch}).

The dose limits follow from the radiological classification as Supervised Radiation Area. During normal operation of the accelerator, in the new service galleries the ambient dose equivalent rate has to be as low as reasonably possible (ALARA principle) and, in any case, it has to be lower than 15 \text{µSv/h}, the limit for non-permanently occupied work-places. In the accident scenario the effective dose received by personnel must not exceed the legal annual limit for the class B radiation worker, i.e. 6 \text{mSv}.

The FLUKA geometry model used for the HL-LHC LSS studies mentioned above does not include the new underground service galleries. Therefore, a standalone geometry model of these galleries was developed and used for the shielding study. The model includes the UR and the UA service galleries, the UA elbow on top of the LHC tunnel with 5 connection cores, and a portion of the LHC tunnel where a beam vacuum pipe and the bulky target to simulate the accidental case are placed (Figure 19-6). The model also includes the UL gallery with the three foreseen connection cores.

In order to reduce the radiation streaming through the cores connecting the UA elbow to the LHC, two concrete shielding walls are placed at the end of the UA gallery next to the UA elbow, as shown in the bottom-right section view in Figure 19-6. These two walls will be 40 cm think with a sliding door allowing access to the elbow when the accelerator machine is not operating.

Furthermore, it is foreseen to connect the new UA galleries to the LHC tunnel by an emergency escape tunnel for personnel, including a stair-case due to the different height levels of new service galleries and existing LHC tunnel. The entry from the UA gallery is placed next to the first shielding wall. The escape tunnel...
also includes two concrete chicane (one close to the UA, 40 cm thick and one close to the LHC tunnel, 80 cm thick). In addition, the 3-flight staircase itself will be made of concrete (20 cm thick) acting as shielding against stray radiation. In this configuration, the accessible part of the UA gallery starts at about 10 m distance from the UA elbow and an access system door, interlocked with the LHC beam, has to be implemented at this location.

![Diagram of FLUKA geometry of the UA gallery and elbow including the emergency exit toward LHC tunnel.](image)

**Figure 19-6**: Different cross-sectional views of the FLUKA geometry of the UA gallery and elbow including the emergency exit toward LHC tunnel.

The effective dose map, due to accidental loss of a full beam of $6.2 \times 10^{14}$ protons in front of the closest connection to the UA gallery, is reported in Figure 19-7. Figure 19-8 shows the effective dose profile along the length of the UA gallery. In this plot the vertical blue lines indicates the location of the access system gate, the grey vertical lines indicate the positions of the shielding walls in the UA gallery and the horizontal green line the 6 mSv limit.

![Effective dose map in the UA elbow and in the UA gallery.](image)

**Figure 19-7**: Effective dose map in the UA elbow and in the UA gallery, due to the full loss of one beam in front of the emergency exit connection to the LHC tunnel.
The geometry model of the UL gallery is shown in Figure 19-9. Also in this case, an accidental full beam loss in a bulky object just in front of the closest core to the LHC beam line is considered. In Figure 19-10 the effective dose map (bottom) and the dose profile (top) along the UL gallery are shown. The 40 m long gallery not accessible is not enough to attenuate the radiation so that the effective dose delivered in the case of an accident, in the most exposed position, is lower than 6 mSv. For this reason it is highly recommended to implement a shielding also in UL gallery, in order to bring the estimated effective dose lower than 6 mSv. In Figure 19-11 the effect of a 40 cm iron wall is shown.
Figure 19-10: Effective dose map (bottom) and the dose profile (top) along the UL gallery, due to the full loss of one beam on a bulky object in front of one of the connections cores to the LHC tunnel.
Figure 19-11: Effective dose map (bottom) and the dose profile (top) along the UL gallery with the addition of an iron shielding wall 40 cm thick, due to the full loss of one beam on a bulky object in front of one of the connections cores to the LHC tunnel.

The dose attenuation along the UA and UL galleries obtained in the study of the accidental beam loss can be used to calculate dose rates profiles due to stray radiation during normal machine operation (Figure 19-12). The UL galleries will be connected to the LHC tunnel at the end of D1 magnets, the UA galleries at the location of the crab cavities. The exact location of the connection of the emergency exit is not yet known. Thus, an envelope worst case has been considered where the connection is in the TAXN region. At this location, the ambient dose equivalent rate is about 40 Sv/h at \(7.5 \times 10^{-13}\) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). This value is scaled using the attenuation factors from the LHC tunnel up to the closest accessible point in the new underground service gallery mentioned above. For the presented configuration, the attenuation factor is at least \(10^{-8}\) to any of the closest accessible points. Applying this factor to the peak dose rate used as envelope case leads to a peak value of ambient dose equivalent rate of about 0.4 \(\mu\)Sv/h due to normal machine operation at ultimate luminosity.
19.2 General safety

19.2.1 Introduction

Safety of a Project can be highlighted from different perspectives: first, there is a temporal distinction between the project phase (further divided in conceptual design, technical design, production and installation phases) and the later operational phase. Second, one can distinguish between the conformity aspect of Safety (the project’s realisations shall comply with Safety regulations, standards and recommendations), and the workplace aspect (the prevention of professional accidents and professional illness by instructing, training and protecting workers).

This section highlights the strategies developed to ascertain compliance of HL-LHCs hardware with Safety Standards and regulations, and to make all of CERN’s workplaces in the project as safe as reasonably possible. It also gives an outline of the Safety framework between Project Management, the collaborating units (from CERN and from collaborating institutes) and CERN’s Health, Safety and Environmental Protection (HSE) Unit.

19.2.2 Project Safety at CERN

The basic model for Safety at CERN is the “Hierarchical Line of Responsibility” [11]. In short, it confers to organisational units at all levels of CERN the responsibility for the Safety of its personnel, equipment and activities. This responsibility is embodied in the Head of the organisational unit, and his executive powers extend to the field of Safety. Implementation of this policy is straightforward for the operation and maintenance of CERN’s research and accelerator facilities, conferred to specific organisational units in its sectors and departments, but it needs additional clarification for projects aiming to create new or upgrade existing facilities.
A project pools together resources from numerous, specialised organisational units from all over CERN in a Matrix structure in order to achieve its objectives. A specific organisation is put into place for projects, including the project’s Safety aspects [12]. The project leader assumes responsibility for the Safety of the Project, however, neither he, nor the Project organisation substitute the Hierarchical Line of Safety Responsibility. The organisational units participating in the project retain responsibility for results, both technical and in matters of Safety. An example is the timely delivery of accelerator components, meeting applicable safety standards, and best safety practice during their production. The project’s responsibility is the provision of the necessary means to meet the technical and safety objectives, in form of manpower, budgets and a common safety organisation.

In a larger project, the project leader is advised to appoint a Project Safety Officer (PSO) [12], [13] to assist him with his Safety responsibilities.

Finally, the HSE unit has the role to establish a regulatory framework for Safety within CERN, to advise organisational units and projects on its implementation, and to monitor the implementation by safety clearances and inspections.

19.2.3 Safety File

The decisions taken on behalf of Safety during the project phase are important knowledge for future operation, maintenance, upgrade and dismantling of the facilities created by the project. They are recorded in a document entitled “Safety File”, which is initiated during the conceptual design phase and accompanies the lifetime of the facility, being revised at every major change in the facility’s lay-out or operation. The departments in the Accelerator and Technology Sector and the EP department have commonly defined in a management procedure [14] that a Safety File consists of four parts: the Descriptive part contains a Safety-oriented description of the facility’s equipment and activities, and the Demonstrative part documents that the facility’s equipment meets Safety regulations and standards, and that the activities follow best practice in Safety prevention. The third and fourth part, collecting operational procedures and return of experience are not applicable to a project.

For the HL-LHC project, it has been decided to create one Safety File with a descriptive part and a demonstrative part for each work package delivering hardware to the project. This excludes the work packages of project administration (WP1), accelerator performance (WP2), and energy deposition (WP10) from the process. Some of the remaining work packages may be regrouped into larger contexts, for example machine protection (WP7), experiment-collider interface (WP8), integration (WP15) and IT string and commissioning (WP16).

One of the PSO’s tasks is to oversee the edition of the Safety File, in parallel with the project’s development. In this function, he collaborates closely with the work package leaders and project engineers, and with members of the HSE unit.

The following two sections explain in detail how Safety conformity and Workplace Safety will be achieved and reflected in the Safety File.

19.2.4 Conformity with Safety Standards

The goal of personal Safety at the workplace is pursued on two complementary paths: the likelihood of equipment failure leading to an accident or occupational illness is reduced by installing only equipment which meets published Safety regulations and standards. These regulatory documents draw on the pooled experience in workplace safety of panels of experts working on behalf of the public authorities. In the European Union, Directives with a Safety focus are published by the European Commission and have to be translated into national law within reasonable delays. They contain so-called “Essential Safety Requirements” (ESR), which must be met to introduce a product on the common market, even for one’s own use. The directives are complemented with technical standards in the European Norm (EN) series which give technical solutions for the fulfillment of the ESRs. If an equipment is constructed following the applicable European Norms, it is considered as conforming to the Directive’s ESR, but the compliance can also be achieved by other means, CERN’s host state France is a member of the EU, whereas Switzerland adopts European Safety directives to
be able to freely trade with its neighbours. At CERN, the ESR of the European Directives are considered as the minimal Safety standards, where they are applicable.

Other sources of Safety regulations and standards may be national regulations of a host state, or specific regulations at CERN, which are published in form of a Safety Regulation (SR) or a General Safety Instruction (GSI) [15].

The project phase is of essential importance for the aspect of conformity with Safety regulations. If a design does not meet a technical safety standard, it is relatively easy to amend, albeit at unavoidable cost of time and manpower, but if the items ready for installation in the accelerator would be found non-conforming, the consequences for the timely success of the project would be much more serious. The process of ascertaining conformity must progress together with the design and development of the equipment produced by the project.

As outlined above, the HSE unit has the mandate of defining the Safety regulations and standards applicable to activities at CERN. It also monitors and verifies the proper implementation of prescriptions standards by inspection and by the process of Safety clearance.

The first step in the conformity process is the establishment of a Hazard Register. The PSO, a HSE correspondent and the WP leader and some engineers participate in this step, where the Safety hazards which may be presented by a certain equipment are identified, following a comprehensive check-list (Hazard Identification Form, HIF) [16]. Based on the Hazard Register and a broad description of the project’s planned realisations, the HSE correspondent edits together with topical Safety experts in HSE the so-called “Launch Safety Agreement” (LSA). This document, tailored to the Work Package, contains for each identified hazard the Safety regulations and standards applicable at CERN. An annex to the LSA provides a check-list of the Safety documentation to be made available to HSE inspectors in the course of the project for giving Safety clearance. The LSA and its annex are submitted as a draft for review to the PSO and the WP leader before being officially released by the HSE unit. In this way, it is assured that hazards have been correctly identified and that only the applicable standards and regulations are listed in the annex.

The described process of ascertaining Safety conformity is straightforward to implement as long as equipment is either produced at CERN, contributed by collaborating scientific institutes or purchased from manufacturers, who are established in the European Union or are otherwise familiar with EU Safety regulations (e.g. Swiss or Norwegian contributors or manufacturers).

This is not the case with international collaborators from countries with an existing national framework of Safety conformity, for example from the United States of America or from Japan. Meeting European Safety standards in detail may have high cost in terms of budget, manpower and time for institutions and manufacturers in these countries, while their domestic standards are proven to achieve Safety in a slightly different realisation.

In certain circumstances, where a foreign (i.e. extra-European) manufacturer applies an alternative certification system for Safety compliance, he can make a request for exceptional treatment to the HSE unit at CERN. HSE experts will analyse the case and decide if additional tests, beyond the foreign certification, would be mandatory before declaring the equipment fit for use at CERN.

Once the documentation for demonstrating conformity with Safety regulations and standards is complete, experts in the HSE unit will verify it and then give Safety clearance, either unconditional. Or conditional to some final amendments. At this point, the completed annex to the LSA represents the table of contents for the full safety compliance documentation, and it becomes a part of the Safety File’s Demonstrative Part.

19.2.5 HL-LHC Workplace Safety

The hardware construction for HL-LHC will mobilise on the CERN sites hundreds of workers, technicians, engineers and scientists in dozens of workplaces (workshops, laboratories and test areas). To demonstrate that these personnel have a safe workplace and work according to safe procedures is another objective of the Project’s Safety File.
In the Hazard Identification Form [16], a distinction is made between hazards which emanate from the finished equipment during operation, and which are collected in form of a check-list, and hazards at the technical workplaces. The workplaces used by a work package are listed in the HIF and reported in the LSA.

The workplaces thus identified become the subject of a Workplace Safety Analysis [17], which is conducted by a Safety Support Officer together with the responsible for the process. The technical work in laboratories and workshops at CERN generates hazards and risks similar to those encountered in industry, and the method for hazard assessment is based on the one proposed by the Swiss professional accident insurance and prevention organism SUVA [18], [19]. The workplace is divided in different perimeters characterised by the activities therein. Then, the activities, the equipment and the substances used or produced in the perimeter are listed and the hazards originating from them are detailed with a checklist [20] oriented to workplace safety. The Hazard Register is compared with workplace Safety rules, regulations and best practice from different sources (CERN, and professional accident prevention organisms in e.g. Switzerland, France and the United Kingdom). The SUVA provides a wide collection of check-lists which allow to identify where a certain process does not meet regulations or the latest recommendations in matter of Safety.

Observations of non-conforming equipment or potentially unsafe behaviour at the workplaces are noted in the assessment and recommendations for improvement are made to the supervisor (usually, a section- or group leader), who can thus exercise his responsibility in matters of Safety.

The documentation of the Workplace Safety Analysis is reviewed by the Supervisors, the Group and Department Head before being published, and it is referenced in the Demonstrative Part of those work packages Safety Files which make use of the analysed workplace.

19.2.6 An example - Superconducting magnets

Two HL-LHC WP will produce superconducting magnets, largely based on the novel Nb3Sn conductor technology. WP3 will deliver wide-aperture quadrupole magnets for improved focusing of the particle beams in the interaction points 1 and 5, and WP 11 will produce an 11 m long dipole with increased filed-strength (11 T instead of 8 T) which replaces a standard LHC dipole of 15 m length to create space for an additional collimator.

The hazard assessment for WP 3, covering numerous different magnet types, and the resulting Launch Safety Agreement, would have been very repetitive, as the production of these magnets shares large similarities. Instead it was decided to conduct the hazard assessments separately for a generic magnet coil (allowing for the difference in producing coils from Nb-Ti or Nb3Sn conductors), for a generic cold mass and a generic cryostat. The technologies, equipment and consequently workplaces used for producing the components are very different from each other and it was found that this subdivision of the work was most meaningful for the safety aspects of the work.

WP3 is relying on contributions from partners in Italy, France, Spain, the U.S. and Japan. The extra-European contributors use formal conformity assurance systems with identical goals (protection of workers, environment and equipment) but which differ in details from the assessment rules in the European Directives on Safety. It would be prohibitively expensive in terms of budget and time to assess conformity of their contributions with European Standards, and this assessment would not add significantly to the quality of the equipment received. It has therefore been decided to deviate in this aspect from a strict adherence to the European Safety Directives. The HSE unit will make a judgement if the conformity assurance methods put in place by the U.S. and Japan are suitable to meet the Essential Safety Requirements of the European Directives, and it may decide compensatory measures if necessary.

Superconducting magnets are inserted in so-called cold masses, cooled by superfluid helium to 1.9 K. Under normal circumstances, the helium bath has an operation pressure of not more than 10^5 Pa above atmosphere, but in case of a quench of the superconductor, the pressure can rise for a short time to 20 * 10^5 Pa. For this reason, the cold masses must be classified as pressure vessels, and they correspond to the highest classification in the relevant European Directive. For this category, the European legislator foresees in principle an assessment of the conformity involving external experts in form of a “notified body”, i.e. with a formal approval from the public authority to assess pressure devices. Following this route with the European-built
magnets of WP3 would create an asymmetry between the assessment processes for magnets from different continents, and it has been decided that the HSE unit would substitute itself to the “notified body”, which is possible within the special prerogatives on Safety anchored in CERNs constitutive documents.

19.3 References
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List of Machine and Beam Parameters
# A. List of machine and beam parameters

## A.1. Main machine parameters

Table A-1: HL-LHC nominal machine parameters for proton operation [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Injection</th>
<th>Collision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geometry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring circumference [m]</td>
<td>26658.883</td>
<td>26658.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring separation in arcs [mm]</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare inner vacuum screen height in arcs [mm]</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective vacuum screen height (incl. tol.) [mm]</td>
<td>44.04</td>
<td>44.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare inner vacuum screen width in arcs [mm]</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective vacuum screen width (incl. tol.) [mm]</td>
<td>34.28</td>
<td>34.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main magnets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of main bends</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>1232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of main bends [m]</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of main bends [T]</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending radius [m]</td>
<td>2803.95</td>
<td>2803.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lattice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dispersion in arc (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>2.4/0.27</td>
<td>2.7/0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum dispersion in arc (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>0.96/−0.27</td>
<td>0.83/−0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum $\beta$ in arc (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>178/178</td>
<td>445/445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum $\beta'$ in arc (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>31.4/32.1</td>
<td>28.0/28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum $\beta'$ in IP1/2/3/8* [m]</td>
<td>6/10/6/10</td>
<td>0.2/10/0.2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal tune</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>62.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical tune</td>
<td>60.295</td>
<td>60.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum compactation [$10^{-4}$]</td>
<td>3.426</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip factor $\eta$ [$10^{-4}$]</td>
<td>3.412</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma transition $\gamma_t$</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RF System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution frequency [kHz]</td>
<td>11.2455</td>
<td>11.2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>400.79</td>
<td>400.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic number</td>
<td>55640</td>
<td>35640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RF voltage [MV]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchrotron frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket area [eVs]</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>7.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket half height ($\Delta E/E$) [$10^{-3}$]</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crab Cavities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>400.79</td>
<td>400.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RF voltage (per IP side and beam) [MV]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The horizontal and vertical $\beta$ functions are equal at the IP.*
Table A-2: HL-LHC nominal machine parameters at the collision points for proton operation. The crossing angle and separation refer to Beam 1 [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction data</th>
<th>Injection</th>
<th>Collision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of collision points</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half crossing angle at the IP for ATLAS (IP1) [μrad]</td>
<td>±295 (V)</td>
<td>±255 (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half parallel separation at the IP for ATLAS (IP1) [mm]</td>
<td>±2.0 (H)</td>
<td>0.0 (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half external crossing angle at IP for ALICE (IP2)1,2 [μrad]</td>
<td>+170 (V)</td>
<td>+170 (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half crossing angle at the IP for ALICE (IP2)1,2 [μrad]</td>
<td>±4.5(H) / ±1259 (V)</td>
<td>±0.3(H) / ±240 (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half parallel separation at the IP for ALICE (IP2) [mm]</td>
<td>±2.0 (H)</td>
<td>+0.14 (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half crossing angle at the IP for CMS (IP5) [μrad]</td>
<td>+295 (H)</td>
<td>+255 (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half parallel separation at the IP for CMS (IP5) [mm]</td>
<td>±2.0 (V)</td>
<td>0.0 (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half external crossing angle at the IP for LHCb (IP8) [μrad]</td>
<td>±170 (H)</td>
<td>±250 (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half crossing angle at the IP for LHCb1,2 (IP8) [μrad]</td>
<td>±2270/1930 (H) // 12/68 (V)</td>
<td>±385/−115 (H) // ±1.8(V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half parallel angle at the IP for LHCb (IP8) [3] [μrad]</td>
<td>±40 (V)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half parallel separation at IP for LHCb (IP8) [3] [mm]</td>
<td>±3.5 (V)</td>
<td>±0.04 (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum β at IP1 and IP5 (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>0.2/0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β at IP2 (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β at IP8 (H/V) [m]</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>3/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The crossing angle in IP2 and IP8 is the sum of an external crossing angle bump and an ‘internal’ spectrometer compensation bump and it depends on the spectrometer polarity [2]. The values quoted above correspond to the configuration with the spectrometer ON providing to the minimum long-range beam-beam normalized separation. The external bump extends over the triplet and D1 and D2 magnets. The internal spectrometer compensation bump extends only over the long drift space between the two triplet assemblies left and right from the IP. For IP2 the vertical external crossing angle sign can be changed and therefore the same sign of the internal and external angle can be chosen to be the same. This is not possible for IP8 as the sign of the crossing angle must be compatible with the recombination scheme.

2 The first value corresponds to the so-called “positive” polarity of the spectrometers.

3 This corresponds to a full separation of 4.8 ν required to reduce the luminosity down to $10^{31}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for the nominal bunch population

4 This corresponds to a full separation of 2.5 ν required to reduce the luminosity down to $2\times10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for the nominal bunch population
A.2. Proton beam parameters in collision

Table A-3: HL-LHC nominal parameters in collision for 25 ns operation for two production modes of the LHC beam in the injectors and for the alternative scenario 8b+4e [1,4-7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>HL-LHC (standard)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (BCMS)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (8b+4e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy [TeV]</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativistic gamma</td>
<td>7461</td>
<td>7461</td>
<td>7461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, $N$ [$10^{11}$]</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam</td>
<td>2/48</td>
<td>2604</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of collisions in IP1 and IP5</td>
<td>2/36</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{tot}}$ [$10^{14}$]</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [A]</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored energy per beam [MJ]</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossing angle in IP1 and IP5 [$\mu$rad]</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum normalized long-range beam–beam separation [$\sigma$]</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum $\beta$ [m]</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_0$ [m]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_1$ [eVs]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. energy spread [0.0001]</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum R.M.S. beam size at IP1/5 [$\mu$]</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS horizontal [h]</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS longitudinal [h]</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal emittance damping time [h]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse emittance damping time [h]</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power loss due to synchrotron radiation [W/mbeam]</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piwinski parameter</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reduction factor $R_0$ without crab cavities at min. $\beta^*$</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reduction factor $R_1$ with crab cavities at min. $\beta^*$</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam–beam tune shift/IP</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity without crab cavities [$10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity with crab cavities $L_{\text{peak}} \times L/R_0$ [$10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events/crossing without levelling and without crab cavities</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelled luminosity [$10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>5.30$^\dagger$</td>
<td>5.02$^\dagger$</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events/crossing $\mu$ (with levelling and crab cavities)$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum line density of pile-up events during fill [events/mm]</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelling time [h] (assuming no emittance growth)$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of collisions in IP2/IP8</td>
<td>2452/2524$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>2288/2396$^\ddagger$</td>
<td>1163/1868$^\ddagger$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*BCMS parameters are only considered for injection and as a backup parameter set in case one encounters larger-than-expected emittance growth in the HL-LHC during injection, ramp and squeeze.
@The 8b+4e variant represents a back-up scenario for the baseline 25 ns operation in case of electron cloud limitations.
*Assuming one less batch from the PS for machine protection (pilot injection, transfer line steering with 12 nominal bunches) and non-colliding bunches for experiments (background studies, etc.). Note that due to RF beam loading the abort gap length must not exceed the 3 µs design value.
†For the design of the HL-LHC systems (collimators, triplet magnets, etc.), a margin of 50% on the peak luminosity (corresponding to the ultimate levelled luminosity of approximately 7.5$\times$10$^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ to a pile-up $\mu$=200) has been agreed.
‡The total number of events/crossing is calculated with an inelastic cross-section of 81 mb, while the total cross section of 111 mb is pessimistically assumed for calculating the proton burn off and the resulting levelling time [8-9].
**The lower number of collisions in IR2/8 compared to the general-purpose detectors is a result of the agreed filling scheme, aiming as much as possible at an equal sharing of collisions between the experiments.**

### A.3. Proton beam parameters at LHC Injection (after capture)

Table A-4: HL-LHC nominal parameters at injection (after capture) for 25 ns operation for two production modes of the LHC beam in the injectors and for the alternative scenario 8b+4e [1,5-7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>HL-LHC (standard)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (BCMS)#</th>
<th>HL-LHC (8b+4e)@</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy [TeV]</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativistic gamma</td>
<td>4/9.6</td>
<td>4/9.6</td>
<td>4/9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, N [10^{11}]</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam</td>
<td>2/48</td>
<td>2604</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{in} [10^{18}]</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [A]</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored energy per beam [MJ]</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε₀ [µm]</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε₁ [eVs]</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. energy spread [0.0001]</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS horizontal [h]</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.5-4.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS longitudinal [h]</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.3-3.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#BCMS parameters are only considered for injection and as a backup parameter set in case one encounters larger-than-expected emittance growth in the HL-LHC during injection, ramp and squeeze.

@The 8b+4e variant represents a back-up scenario for the baseline 25ns operation in case of electron cloud limitations.

*** For the BCMS scheme, emittances down to 1.7 µm have already been achieved at LHC injection, which might be used to mitigate excessive emittance blow-up in the LHC during injection and ramp.

### A.4. Required proton beam parameters at SPS Extraction

Table A-5: Required beam parameters at SPS extraction for 25 ns operation for two production modes of the LHC beam in the injectors and for the alternative scenario 8b+4e [1,5-7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>HL-LHC (standard)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (BCMS)††</th>
<th>HL-LHC (8b+4e)‡‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy [TeV]</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, N [10^{11}]</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of bunches per injection</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max N_{extraction} [10^{13}]</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε₀ [µm]††</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>&lt;2.00</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε₁ [eVs]††</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. energy spread [0.0001]</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#BCMS parameters are only considered for injection and as a backup parameter set in case one encounters larger-than-expected emittance growth in the HL-LHC during injection, ramp and squeeze.

††An intensity loss of 5% distributed along the cycle is assumed from SPS extraction to collisions in the LHC.

‡‡A transverse emittance blow-up of 10–15% on the average H/V emittance in addition to that expected from intra-beam scattering (IBS) is assumed (to reach 2.5 µm of emittance in collision for 25 ns operation).

***For the BCMS scheme, emittances down to 1.7 µm have already been achieved at LHC injection, which might be used to mitigate excessive emittance blow-up in the LHC during injection and ramp.
A.5. Ion beam parameters in collision

Table A-6: Average values of principal beam parameters at the start of Pb-Pb physics [10-12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nominal LHC (design report)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (projected)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (LIU baseline)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (25 ns option)</th>
<th>HL-LHC (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam energy per nucleon in collision [TeV]</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles per bunch, N [10^13]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches per beam</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colliding pairs at IP2</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{net} [10^13]</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>121.7</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>222.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [mA]</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum β' [m]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ_{s} [μm]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ_{s} [eV/charge]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS energy spread [0.0001]</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS bunch length [cm]</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS horizontal [h]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS longitudinal [h]</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-crossing angle at IP2 [μrad]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity [10^{27} cm^{-2} s^{-1}]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelled luminosity [10^{28} cm^{-2} s^{-1}]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levelling time [h]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of bunches per injection</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.6. Main insertion region magnet parameters

Table A-7: New or refurbished quadrupoles for HL-LHC, all operating at 1.9 K, apart from Q6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner triplet (single aperture)</th>
<th>Matching section (two-in-one)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnet</td>
<td>Q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number per side per insertion</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MQXFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length [m]</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Gradient [T/m]</td>
<td>132.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil aperture [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture separation [mm]</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen shape</td>
<td>Octagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen aperture [mm]</td>
<td>95.0(H/V)/95.0(45°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment tolerances (R/H/V) [mm]</td>
<td>0.6/1.0/1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The description of the shapes is made by providing the dimensions corresponding to the horizontal(H)/vertical(V) and 45° cuts for octagons; diameter (d) and gap (g) for rectellipses [10]; radius for circles. The values represent the inner dimensions of the beam screen including mechanical tolerances. This is different to what is done in, e.g., Ref. [13], where the nominal sizes of the beam screens are reported. The orientation of the rectellipse cross section depends on the IP side and beam type and it has been chosen to optimise the beam aperture in collision. The alignment tolerances are represented as a racetrack shape of radius (R), and horizontal (H), vertical (V) extent, respectively. The values provided include ground motion and fiducialization tolerances [14].

Table A-8: Separation and corrector dipole magnets for HL-LHC, all operating at 1.9 K. The orbit correctors can be nested or consecutive as indicated. The order of the correctors refers to IPS right of Beam 1 starting from the IPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>Separation/recombination dipoles</th>
<th>Orbit correctors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number per side per insertion</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MBXF</td>
<td>MBRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length [m]</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated field [Tm]</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil aperture [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture separation [mm]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen shape</td>
<td>Octagon</td>
<td>Octagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen aperture [mm]</td>
<td>115.0(H/V)</td>
<td>83.0(H/V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment tolerances (R/H/V) [mm]</td>
<td>0.6/1.0/1.0</td>
<td>0.84/1.36/0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A-9: New multipolar superferric correctors for HL-LHC, all operating at 1.9 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of poles</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal/skew</td>
<td>Skew</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Skew</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Skew</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Skew</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Skew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>MQSXf</td>
<td>MC1Xf</td>
<td>MC1SXf</td>
<td>MCSDXf</td>
<td>MCDFXf</td>
<td>MCOSXf</td>
<td>MCUXf</td>
<td>MCOSXF</td>
<td>MCUXF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic length [m]</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.08 /</td>
<td>0.08 /</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated field [mT m] at 50 mm</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1 /</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil aperture [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen shape</td>
<td>Octagon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam screen aperture (H/V) [mm]</td>
<td>115.0/106.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment tolerances (R/H/V) [mm]</td>
<td>0.6/1.0/1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implementation of the ATS scheme in HLLHCv1.0, and following versions, requires hardware changes in other parts of the LHC ring. In particular, an additional sextupole (MS) magnet should be installed in Q10 in IR1 and IR5. Moreover, Q5 in IR6 should be upgraded for operation at 1.9 K.

A.7. Field error target for the new insertion region magnets

In this section the error tables used in the tracking simulations (as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2) for the various classes of new magnets are collected. Whenever the expected values of the multipoles turned out to cause an unacceptable reduction of the DA, the tables also give the requested values (in red) based on the beam dynamics studies. Note that the expected error tables at injection turned out to be already compatible with the criterion based on DA computation.

Table A-10: Expected field quality errors at injection energy for the new IT \((r_0 = 50 \text{ mm})\). These values represent IT_errortable_v66_5 in Ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>10.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_3)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>(b_3)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_4)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>(b_4)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.5 /</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_5)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>(b_5)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_6)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>(b_6)</td>
<td>-15.800</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>1.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_7)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>(b_7)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_8)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>(b_8)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_9)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>(b_9)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0 /</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{10})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>(b_{10})</td>
<td>3.630</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{11})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>(b_{11})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{12})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>(b_{12})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{13})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>(b_{13})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{14})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>(b_{14})</td>
<td>-0.600</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{15})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>(b_{15})</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table A-11: Expected (blue) and target (red) field quality errors at top energy for the new IT ($r_0 = 50$ mm). These values represent IT_errortable_v66_5 in Ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>b_2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>10.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>b_3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>b_4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_5$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>b_5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_6$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>b_6</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>1.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_7$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>b_7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_8$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>b_8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_9$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>b_9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{10}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>b_{10}</td>
<td>-0.390</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{11}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>b_{11}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{12}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>b_{12}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{13}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>b_{13}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{14}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>b_{14}</td>
<td>-0.6700</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{15}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>b_{15}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A-12: Expected field quality at injection energy for the new D1 ($r_0 = 50$ mm). These values represent D1_errortable_v1 in Ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>b_2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>b_3</td>
<td>-16.000</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>b_4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_5$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>b_5</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_6$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>b_6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_7$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>b_7</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_8$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>b_8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_9$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>b_9</td>
<td>-0.660</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{10}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>b_{10}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{11}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>b_{11}</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{12}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>b_{12}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{13}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>b_{13}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{14}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>b_{14}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{15}$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>b_{15}</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A-13: Expected (blue) and target (red) field quality at top energy for the new D1 ($r_0 = 50$ mm). These values represent D1_errorable_v1 in Ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>b3</td>
<td>-0.900</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>b4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>b5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>b6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>b7</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>b8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>b9</td>
<td>-0.590</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>b10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>b11</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>b12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>b13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>b14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a15</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>b15</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A-14: Expected field quality at injection energy for the new D2 ($r_0 = 35$ mm). These values represent D2_errorable_v5 in Ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>-5.000</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>b3</td>
<td>-19.000</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>b4</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>b5</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>b6</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>b7</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>b8</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>b9</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>b10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>b11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>b12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>b13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>b14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a15</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>b15</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A-15: Expected (blue) field quality at top energy for the new D2 \((r_0 = 35 \text{ mm})\). These values represent D2\_error\_table\_v5 in Ref. [15]. The value of \(b_2\) requires correction to prevent impact on machine performance due to the large beta-beating induced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a_2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>b_2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>b_3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>1.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>b_4</td>
<td>-3.000</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>b_5</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>b_6</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>b_7</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>b_8</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>b_9</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{10}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>b_{10}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{11}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>b_{11}</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{12}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>b_{12}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{13}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>b_{13}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{14}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>b_{14}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_{15}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>b_{15}</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Circuit Layout and Powering
B. Circuit Layout and Powering

B.1 HL-LHC Circuits Upgrade

During LS2 and LS3, the HL-LHC upgrade will impose many changes to the magnet circuits of the LHC at points 1 and 5. Error! Reference source not found. and Figure B-2 show the types for magnets in the LHC and the HL-LHC insertion regions at points 1 and 5 respectively. These magnets will be installed in the machine during LS3. In addition to these changes, during LS2, two main dipole magnets (MB) will be replaced by 11T cryo-assemblies in order to add two extra collimators. The two concerned magnets are MBA-B8L7 and MBB-B8R7. Figure B-3 and Figure B-4 show the circuit upgrade for the 11T cryo-assemblies. The next paragraphs will detail each of the circuits concerned.

Figure B-1: Magnet representation for the LHC insertion region.

Figure B-2: Magnet representation for the HL-LHC insertion region at point 1 and point 5.

Figure B-3: 11T cryo-assembly replacement of an MB magnet for circuit RB.A67.

Figure B-4: 11T cryo-assembly replacement of an MB magnet for circuit RB.A78.
B.2 Inner Triplet and Trims

For the HL-LHC, the new MQXFA and MQXFB will replace the MQXA and MQXB magnets as Q1-Q2a/b-Q3 low-β triplet around ATLAS and CMS experiment. In addition, the layout relies on having one main circuit with trim circuits around Q1, Q2a and Q3 as shown on Figure B-5.

- **Power converters:** The main power converter of the Inner Triplet circuit will have a rating of 18 kA. R&D work is being done to develop a new type of 2-quadrant power converter in order to apply positive and negative voltage to the magnets which is mandatory to ramp-down the current in the shadow of the main LHC dipole magnets (refer to paragraph 6B.4.3). Two trim power converters will have a rating of ±2 kA and the third one will be rated ±120 A.

- **Quench Protection:** Three technologies are currently investigated to protect the triplet magnet in the case of a quench occurrence: outer layer heaters, inner layer heaters and CLIQ. The outer layers heater technology is well established and validated: it is the primary baseline protection system. As second protection system, useful to reduce the hot spot and necessary to mitigate risk in a multiple fault event, CLIQ and inner quench heaters are both very promising, however their full validation and assessment is still under way. The Quench Protection details are given in paragraph 7.3.

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering:** Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries, see Figure 6. The SC Link dedicated for the Inner Triplet will bring the current to the superconducting magnets through the UL galleries. Cable lengths and resistances are shown in Chapter 17.

- **Open Issues:** The main issues to address in the near future are to determine the maximum currents seen by the leads, SC link and bus bars due to the introduction of the CLIQ system, and to complete the study of the soundness of the circuit design in all credible failure scenarios. This study should feed into the choice of the second protection technology. A state-of-the-art study is presented in Chapter 7.

![Figure B-5: Circuit layout of the HL-LHC inner triplet.](image_url)
B.3 Triplet Orbit Correctors

For the inner triplet circuit, there will be a total of 6 correctors (1 vertical and 1 horizontal for Q2a, Q2b and Q3 respectively). These new correctors developed for the HL-LHC have a rating of +/- 2 kA. The circuit layout of these correctors is shown on Figure B-7.

- **Power converters**: One 4-quadrant power converter per circuit rated at ±2 kA.
- **Quench Protection**: The baseline for quench protection is quench heaters. Nonetheless, following the recommendation of the International Review of the HL-LHC Circuits (hyperlink) the use an energy extraction system is being studied. Final decision will be confirmed by end of 2017 when the first tests will be done on the first prototype magnet.
- **DC cabling**: Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries. The Inner Triplet orbit corrector cables will be placed inside the same SC link feeding the main Inner Triplet circuit. The SC link will bring the current to the superconducting magnets through the UL galleries. Cable lengths and resistances are shown in Chapter 17.
- **Open Issues**: The main issue to address is the quench protection strategy of these corrector magnets (quench heaters versus energy extraction system). The project is oriented in favour of quench heaters for cost and simplicity reasons.

B.4 Inner Triplet high order correctors

Nine high-order correctors (skew quadrupole, normal and skew sextupole, octupole, decapole and dodecapole) are needed for the Inner Triplet magnets. The second order corrector has a rating of ±200 A whereas all the eight other correctors have a rating of ±120 A. The circuit layout of these correctors is shown in Figure B-8.
- **Power converters**: 1 power converter per circuit (total of 9 circuits) of rating +/- 200A or +/- 120A will be used.

- **Quench Protection**: The magnets are considered self-protecting. The power converter crowbar resistance (80 mΩ) can help to dissipate the coil’s energy in the case of a quench.

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering**: Copper cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries. The Triplet high-order corrector conductors will be placed inside the same SC link housing the main Inner Triplet circuit. Cable lengths and resistances are shown in Chapter 17.

- **Open Issues**: No major issues are currently present for these circuits.

---

**Figure B-8**: Superferric, high order correctors’ circuit layout.

**B.5 Seperation Dipole D1**

For the HL-LHC, D1 in points 1 and 5 is a cold magnet in contrast with the LHC configuration where D1 is a series of 6 warm magnets (see Figure B-9).

- **Power converters**: One power converter per circuit rated at 13kA. This converter will be 1-quadrant type since no ramp-down issues are foreseen for this circuit. The time constant of the circuit is relatively low, estimated at 93 s.

- **Quench Protection**: The baseline for quench protection is quench heaters.

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering**: Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHX, all placed inside the UR galleries. The D1 circuit cables will be placed inside the same SC link housing Inner Triplet circuit. Cable lengths and resistances are shown in Chapter 17.

- **Open Issues**: No major issues are currently present for these circuits.
Figure B-9: D1 magnet circuit layout.

B.6 Recombination Dipole D2

The new recombination dipole magnet D2 will be a superconducting magnet with two beam apertures. Each magnet is independently powered, and the two apertures are in series. The circuit layout is shown on Figure B-10.

- **Power converters**: One power converter per circuit rated at 13 kA. This converter will be 1-quadrant type since no ramp-down issues are foreseen for this circuit. The time constant of the circuit is relatively low, estimated at 100 s.

- **Quench Protection**: The baseline for quench protection is quench heaters.

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering**: Water-cooled cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHM (second electrical feed-box), all placed inside the UR galleries. The D2 circuit will have a dedicated SC Link. Cable lengths and resistances are shown in Chapter 17.

- **Open Issues**: No major issues are currently present for these circuits.

Figure B-10: D2 magnet circuit layout.

B.7 D2 Orbit Correctors

Four orbit correctors are needed for the D2 recombination magnets (one vertical and one horizontal for each aperture). These corrector magnets will have a rating of ±600 A. The circuit layout of these correctors is shown on Figure B-11.

- **Power converters**: One power converter per circuit rated ±600 A.

- **Quench Protection**: The magnets are considered self-protecting. The power converter crowbar resistance (50 mΩ) can help in the case of a quench.

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering**: Copper cables will be placed between the power converters and the current leads of the DFHM, all placed inside the UR galleries. The D2 orbit corrector circuits will be included in the D2 dedicated SC Link. Cable lengths and resistances are shown in Chapter 17.
- **Open Issues:** No major issues are currently present for these circuits.

![D2 Orbit Corrector Diagram](image)

Figure B-11: D2 correctors' circuit layout.

**B.8 Individually Powered Quadrupoles Q4, Q5 and Q6**

The current Q4 magnet in the LHC will become the Q5 for the HL-LHC. The Q4 magnet in HL-LHC will be of type MQY. However, the Q6 stays the same as in the LHC (MQML). The maximum operation current of the three magnets is 6 kA.

- **Power converters:** 2 power converters magnet will be used as shown on Figure B-12 for Q4, Q5 and Q6. The rating of the power converters is 6kA. The power converters operate in single quadrant. The squeeze time in these circuits can present an issue and will be addressed in the future.

- **Quench Protection:** The protection scheme used for Q4, Q5 and Q6 is quench heaters.

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering:** The negative polarity DC cables are connected at the current leads of the DFBL. The DSL (low temperature superconducting link as presently in LHC) will be used to connect the DFBL current leads to the magnets.

- **Open Issues:** No major issues are currently present for these circuits.

![Q4, Q5 and Q6 Circuit Layout](image)

Figure B-12: Q4, Q5 and Q6 circuit layout (no change with respect to the present LHC layout).

**B.9 Q4, Q5 and Q6 Orbit Correctors**

Sixteen orbit correctors are needed for Q4, Q5 and Q6 magnets (six more than the present scheme). Q4 will have eight corrector circuits, Q5 will have six corrector circuits and Q6 will have two corrector circuits.

- **Power converters:** One power converter per circuit rated at ±120 A, see Figure B-13.

- **Quench Protection:** The magnets are considered self-protecting. The power converter crowbar resistance (80 mΩ) can help dissipating the energy in the case of a quench.
- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering**: Several solutions are being studied in order to provide cold powering connections for the increasing number of correctors. The solutions proposed are to modify either the DFBL and the DSL, or to provide local powering to the corrector magnets.

- **Open Issues**: The main issue to address is cold powering connections. This issue is under study at present.

![Diagram](image1)

Figure B-13: Circuit layout of each of the 16 corrector circuits for Q4, Q5 and Q6.

### B.10 11T

Two main dipole magnets (MB) will be replaced by 11T cryo-assemblies in order to add two extra collimators. The two concerned magnets are MBA-B8L7 and MBB-B8R7 (refer to Figure B-3 and Figure B-4).

- **Power converters**: One power converter per circuit rated at ± 300 A, see Figure B-13.

- **Quench Protection**: The protection scheme used for 11T is quench heaters. The existing RB EE will extract the energy of the RB circuit (11T is in series with the MB magnets in the RB circuit).

- **DC Cabling and Cold Powering**: Copper cables will be placed between the power converters placed in the TZ76 and the local current leads of the 11T (refer to Chapter 11 for details).

- **Open Issues**: The decision to install the leads for a CLIQ system will be made in the future. Some studies and tests will be done on the crowbar resistance value. The tests will start by end of 2016.

![Diagram](image2)

Figure B-14   Circuit layout of the 11T trim circuit.
C. Voltage Withstand Levels

One of the main aspects for design of superconducting circuits is also the monitoring of the electrical quality of the components during manufacturing, tests and hardware commissioning. All circuit components (magnets, bus bars, link, current leads, instrumentation), including also the warm DC distribution elements, have to be harmonised in this respect. To this aim, the magnet designer has to define already at an early stage the tests and the corresponding voltage levels.

Studies have been conducted through a working group (WG) dealing with aspects related to electrical integrity and quality assurance (the so-called HL-LHC HVWL Working Group). The main objective of the working group was to find a formal approach in order to obtain high voltage levels from both scaling and safety factors obtained starting from simulated worst case voltages. This formal approach gave either too high voltage values at cold temperature under liquid or superfluid helium, or too low voltage values at room temperature.

The final decision of the WG was to apply the same strategy as the one applied all along the manufacturing, installation and commissioning of LHC magnets, which is as follows: for coil-to-ground voltages, a safety factor of 2 plus 500 V is applied for tests at cold. A factor of 2 is commonly used to scale voltages up to room temperature. For insulation between quench heaters and coil, values are obtained in the same way. The values at cold should be re-confirmed after the first quench at high current.

As an example, the values that are required to be met for the acceptance of a QXF cold mass after manufacturing (at room temperature) and during cold tests are presented in Table C-1.

Table C-1: Test values at warm and cold for a QXF cold mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit Element</th>
<th>Expected Vmax [V]</th>
<th>V hi-pot [kV]</th>
<th>I hi-pot [μA]</th>
<th>Minimum time duration [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil to Ground at RT *</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil to Quench Heater at RT *</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil to Ground at cold **</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil to Quench Heater at cold **</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Room Temperature conditions refer to air at 20±3 °C and relative humidity lower than 60%
** Cold conditions refer to nominal cryogenic conditions

In the particular case of the QXF magnets, and due to limitations given by the geometry, the test voltage between quench heaters and coil are limited to 3 kV at room temperature.

As far as the inter-turn test voltage is concerned, the maximum impulse voltage that can be applied to coils at any intermediate step is 2.5 kV. The expected maximum inter-turn voltage applied is around 70 V. No safety factor is applied to this value. Consequently at least one test at room temperature must be performed after impregnation that proves that the withstand level is correct. The impulse test must include a standard capacitive discharge and proper calibration of the system.

Continuity tests must be applied to guarantee that galvanic separation at low voltage is present between coils and both pole pieces and end shoes.
Acronyms
### D. HL-LHC Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a-C</td>
<td>Amorphous carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADT</td>
<td>Transverse damper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFD</td>
<td>Automatic Fire Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALARA</td>
<td>As low as reasonable achievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>Application specific integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>Achromatic telescopic squeezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Emergency stop buttons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCAM</td>
<td>Brandeis CCD Angle Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCMS</td>
<td>Bach compression and beam merging scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCT</td>
<td>Bidirectional Controlled Thyristor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETS</td>
<td>Beam energy tracking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFPP</td>
<td>Bound-free pair production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGV</td>
<td>Beam gas vertex profile monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS</td>
<td>Beam interlock system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>LHC beam loss monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPM</td>
<td>Beam position monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAN</td>
<td>TAN luminosity monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Beam screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSRT</td>
<td>Synchrotron radiation telescope monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALS</td>
<td>CERN accelerator logging system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Crab cavities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>Connection cryostats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT</td>
<td>Costheta design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCB</td>
<td>Cold compressor box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDD</td>
<td>CERN design directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>Conductor development programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFC</td>
<td>Carbon fibre carbon composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIQ</td>
<td>Coupling loss induced quench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOOS</td>
<td>Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial-off-the-shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAM</td>
<td>CERN Safety Alarm Monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>Cost to completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW</td>
<td>Continuous wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>Chemical vapour deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Dynamic Aperture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Digital-to-analog converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAQ</td>
<td>Data acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCCT</td>
<td>DC Current Transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Distribution feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFBAM</td>
<td>Distribution feedback for arc – 1R /L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFBAN</td>
<td>Distribution feedback for arc – $1,\text{K/R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>Displacements-per-atom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQW</td>
<td>Double quarter wave cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSS</td>
<td>Dispersion suppressors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVB</td>
<td>Cryogenic distribution valve box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWR</td>
<td>Extraction resistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>Electron cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Energy extraction systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIA</td>
<td>High voltage qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMD</td>
<td>Electromagnetic dissociation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>European Norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOT</td>
<td>Electric overhead travelling crane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA</td>
<td>European Research Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>Essential Safety Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESRF</td>
<td>European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EURC</td>
<td>Enhanced European Coordination for Accelerator Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYETS</td>
<td>Extended yearly technical stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>Function Generator/Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMCM</td>
<td>Fast magnet current change monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNAL</td>
<td>Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC</td>
<td>Fundamental power coupler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSI</td>
<td>Frequency Scanning Interferometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Focusing triplet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPN</td>
<td>General Purpose Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>General Safety Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLR</td>
<td>High dynamic range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEB</td>
<td>Hollow electron beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEP</td>
<td>High Energy Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFM</td>
<td>High-field magnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Hazard Identification Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL-LHC</td>
<td>High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOM</td>
<td>High-order modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>High temperature superconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLS</td>
<td>Hydrostatic Levelling Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>Intra-beam scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IES</td>
<td>Important safety element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS</td>
<td>Instrumentation feed-through system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOT</td>
<td>Inductive Output Tubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Interaction point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Interaction region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Inner triplet magnets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACS</td>
<td>LHC Access Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARP</td>
<td>LHC Accelerator Research Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASS</td>
<td>LHC Access Safety System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBDS</td>
<td>LHC beam dumping system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCB</td>
<td>Lower cold box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIU</td>
<td>LHC injector complex upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLRF</td>
<td>Low level RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMBH/A/B</td>
<td>Cold mass 11 T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRBB</td>
<td>Long-range beam–beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS[X]</td>
<td>Long shutdown [Id Number]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA</td>
<td>Launch Safety Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSB</td>
<td>Least Significant Bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS</td>
<td>Long Straight Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDT</td>
<td>Linear variable differential transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Main LHC dipoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBH</td>
<td>11 T dipole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBU</td>
<td>Multiple bit upsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCD0</td>
<td>Magnet corrector decapole/octupole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>Magnet corrector sextupole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Machine development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFb</td>
<td>Multi-cavity feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIM</td>
<td>Multi-band instability monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMO</td>
<td>Multiple Input Multiple Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKB</td>
<td>Diluter dump kicker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>Multi-Layer Insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKI</td>
<td>Magnet injection kicker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMD</td>
<td>Multi-purpose Monitoring Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS</td>
<td>Magnet circuits, powering and performance panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>Machine Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPP</td>
<td>Machine protection panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS</td>
<td>Machine protection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQY</td>
<td>Insertion region wide aperture quadrupole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Matching section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Non-evaporable getter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1:EL</td>
<td>Non-ionizing energy losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIMS</td>
<td>National Institute of Materials Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC</td>
<td>Powering interlock system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIT</td>
<td>Powder-in-tube process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Programmable logic controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>Project Safety Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>Pile-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEN</td>
<td>H下达 cryostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPS</td>
<td>Quench protection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRL</td>
<td>Cryogenic distribution line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QV</td>
<td>Quench buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.m.s.</td>
<td>Root mean square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2E</td>
<td>Radiation To Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMSES</td>
<td>Radiation Monitoring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFD</td>
<td>RF dipole cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHQ1</td>
<td>Rapid-heating, quenching transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRP</td>
<td>Restacked rod process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Superconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL</td>
<td>Superconducting link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCRF</td>
<td>Superconducting radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE</td>
<td>Single event effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEU</td>
<td>Single bit upsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELY</td>
<td>Secondary electron yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>Safety integrity level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISO</td>
<td>Single Input Single Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Service module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>Super Proton Synchrotron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPI</td>
<td>Scheduled proton physics time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Synchrotron radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>Superconducting radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSAP</td>
<td>Solid State Power Amplifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAXN</td>
<td>Target absorber for insertion region neutrals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAXS</td>
<td>Target absorber for insertion region secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCAP</td>
<td>Target collimator absorber passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCDQ</td>
<td>Collimator for Q4 protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCL</td>
<td>Long collimator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCLA</td>
<td>Target collimator long absorber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCLD</td>
<td>Auxiliary collimators in DS area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCPP</td>
<td>Primary collimator with BPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCSG</td>
<td>Target collimator secondary graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCSMP</td>
<td>Secondary collimator metallic prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCSP</td>
<td>Secondary collimator with pick-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCSPM</td>
<td>Secondary collimator with pick-up metallic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>Target collimators tertiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCTP</td>
<td>Target collimator tertiary with pick-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCTPM</td>
<td>Target collimator tertiary with pick-up metallic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDE</td>
<td>Target dump for ejected beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDI</td>
<td>Beam absorber for injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TID</td>
<td>Total ionizing dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIM</td>
<td>Technical Infrastructure Monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMC1</td>
<td>Transverse mode coupling instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Technical Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS[X]</td>
<td>Technical stop [Id number]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA[X]</td>
<td>Service and access tunnel [point number]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCB</td>
<td>Upper cold box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFO</td>
<td>Falling particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJ[X]</td>
<td>Service cavern [point number]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>Uninterruptable power supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCT</td>
<td>Vacuum chamber transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDWB</td>
<td>Vacuum – dump lines – window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VELO</td>
<td>Vertex locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBTN</td>
<td>Wide band time normalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>Water Cooled cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCS</td>
<td>Warm compressor station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIC</td>
<td>Warm magnet interlock system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPS</td>
<td>Wire Positioning Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YE1S</td>
<td>Year-end technical stop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glossary and Definitions
E. Glossary and definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Optical $\beta$-function at the IP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Machine slip factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_D$</td>
<td>Normalized dispersion, $\eta D = D/\sqrt{\beta}$, where $D$ is the machine dispersion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Optic gamma function, $\gamma(s) = (1 + \alpha(s))\beta(s)$ where $\beta(s)$ is the optical betatron function along the machine and $\alpha(s) = \frac{d\beta}{2ds}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_r$</td>
<td>The relativistic gamma factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abort gap</td>
<td>Area without any bunches in the bunch train that fits the time required for building up the nominal field of the LHC dump kicker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc</td>
<td>The part of the ring occupied by regular half-cells. Each arc contains 46 half cells. The arc does not contain the dispersion suppressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc cell</td>
<td>Consists of two arc half-cells and presents the basic period of the optic functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc half-cell</td>
<td>Periodic part of the LHC arc lattice. Each half-cell consists of a string of three twin aperture main dipole magnets and one short straight section. The cryo magnets of all arc half-cells follow the same orientation with the dipole lead end pointing upstream of Beam 1 (downstream of Beam 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Is the Scheduled proton physics time (SPT) minus the time assigned to faults and fault recovery. It is normally expressed as a percentage of the SPT. Edge effects (e.g. recovery from access, the pre-cycle) should be fully included in the assigned fault time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>PS batch: train of 72 bunches that is injected into the SPS in one PS to SPS transfer. SPS batch: Train of $4 \times 72$ or $3 \times 72$ bunches that is injected into the LHC in one SPS to LHC transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 1 and Beam 2</td>
<td>Beam 1 and Beam 2 refer to the two LHC beams. Beam 1 circulates clockwise in Ring 1 and Beam 2 circulates counter clockwise in Ring 2. If colours are used for beams, Beam 1 is marked blue and Beam 2 is marked red.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam cleaning</td>
<td>Removal of the large amplitude (larger than 6 $\omega$) particles from the beam halo. The LHC has two beam cleaning insertions: one is dedicated to the removal of particles with large transverse oscillation amplitudes (IR7) and one dedicated to the removal of particles with large longitudinal oscillation amplitudes (IR3). These insertions are also referred to as the betatron and momentum cleaning or collimation insertions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam crossing angle</td>
<td>Dedicated orbit bumps separate the two LHC beams at the parasitic beam crossing points of the common beam pipe of Ring 1 and Ring 2. The crossing angle bumps do not separate the beams at the IP, but only at the parasitic crossing points. These orbit bumps generate an angle between the orbit of Beam 1 and Beam 2 at the IP. The full angle between the orbit of Beam 1 and Beam 2 is called the crossing angle. In IR2 and IR8 the crossing angle orbit bumps consist of two separate contributions. One external bump generated for the beam separation at the parasitic beam crossing points and one internal bump generated by the experimental spectrometer and its compensator magnets. The LHC baseline foresees vertical crossing angles in IR1 and IR2 and horizontal crossing angles in IR5 and IR8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beam half-life</strong></td>
<td>Time during beam collision after which half the beam intensity is lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beam screen</strong></td>
<td>Perforated tube inserted into the cold bore of the superconducting magnets in order to protect the cold bore from synchrotron radiation and ion bombardment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Beam types** | \begin{itemize}
  \item **Pilot beam**: consists of a single bunch of $0.5 \times 10^{10}$ protons. It corresponds to the maximum beam current that can be lost without inducing a magnet quench.
  \item **Commissioning beam**: beam tailored for a maximum luminosity with reduced total beam power (i.e. increased operational margins related to beam losses and magnet quenches) and possibly smaller beam sizes (i.e. increased mechanical acceptance in terms of the transverse beam size and larger tolerances for orbit and $\beta$-beat).
  \item **Intermediate beam**: beam tailored for a high accuracy of the beam measurements with reduced total beam power (i.e. increased operational margins related to beam losses and magnet quenches).
  \item **Nominal beam**: beam required to reach the design luminosity of $L = 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ with $\beta^* = 0.55$ m ($\rightarrow$ normalized emittance $\epsilon_\nu = 3.75$ $\mu$m; $N_0 = 1.15 \times 10^{10}$; $n_\nu = 2808$).
  \item **Ultimate beam**: beam consisting of the nominal number of bunches with nominal emittances (normalized emittance of 3.75 $\mu$m) and ultimate bunch intensities ($I = 0.86$ $A \rightarrow N_0 = 1.7 \times 10^{10}$). Assuming the nominal value of $\beta^* = 0.55$ m and 2808 bunches, the ultimate beam can generate a peak luminosity of $L = 2.3 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ in the two high luminosity experiments. \end{itemize} |
| **BPM** | Beam position monitor. |
| **Bunch** | Collection of particles captured within one RF bucket. |
| **Bunch duration** | The bunch duration is defined as $\sigma_t = \frac{\sigma_\nu}{v}$, where $\nu$ is the bunch length and $v$ is the speed of the particles in the storage rings. |
| **Bunch length** | The bunch length is defined as the r.m.s. value of the longitudinal particle distribution in one RF bucket. The bunch length is denoted as $\sigma_v$. |
| **Busbar** | Main cable that carries the current for powering the magnets outside the magnet coil. |
| **Channel** | The two apertures of the double bore magnets form two channels through the LHC. Each arc has one outer and one inner channel. |
| **Cold mass** | The cold mass refers to the part of a magnet that needs to be cooled by the cryogenic system, i.e. the assembly of magnet coils, collars, iron yoke, and helium vessel. |
| **Crossings** | The two machine channels cross at the experimental insertions, i.e. at IP1, IP2, IP5, and IP8. |
| **Cryo-magnet assembly** | Complete magnet system integrated into one cryostat, i.e. main magnet coils, collars and cryostat, correction magnets, and powering circuits. |
| **DA** | See dynamic aperture |
| **Damper** | Transverse or longitudinal feedback system used to damp injection oscillations and/or multi-bunch instabilities of a beam. |
| **Damping time** | Time after which an oscillation amplitude has been reduced by a factor $1/e$. |
| **Longitudinal emittance damping time:** | Half of the longitudinal amplitude damping time for a Gaussian approximation of the bunch distribution. |
| **Transverse emittance damping time:** | Half of the transverse amplitude damping time for a Gaussian approximation of the transverse bunch distribution. If no explicit mentioning of the types of damping times is given the damping times refer to the amplitude damping times. |

| **Decay and snap back** | Persistent current decay is a change in the persistent current contribution to the total magnetic field in superconducting magnets powered at constant current (e.g. at injection). This effect varies among magnets and is a function of the powering history (i.e. previous current cycles). When the magnet current is changed (e.g. during the acceleration ramp) the magnetic field comes back to the original value before the decay. This effect is called snap back and occurs for the LHC main dipole magnets within the first 50 A change of the LHC ramp. |

| **Dispersion suppressor** | The dispersion suppressor refers to the transition between the LHC arcs and insertions. The dispersion suppressor aims at a reduction of the machine dispersion inside the insertions. Each LHC arc has one dispersion suppressor on each end. The length of the dispersion suppressors is determined by the tunnel geometry. Each LHC dispersion suppressor consists of four individually powered quadrupole magnets that are separated by two dipole magnets. This arrangement of four quadrupole and eight dipole magnets is referred to as two missing dipole cells. For the machine lattice these two missing dipole cells are referred to as one dispersion suppressor. However, reducing the dispersion at the IPs to zero requires a special powering of two more quadrupole magnets on each side of the arc. In terms of the machine optics the dispersion suppressor refers therefore to the two missing dipole cells plus one additional arc cell. |

| **Dogleg magnets** | Special dipole magnet used for increasing the separation of the two machine channels from standard arc separation. The dogleg magnets are installed in the cleaning insertions IR3 and IR7 and the RF insertion IR4. |

| **Dynamic aperture** | Maximum initial oscillation amplitude that guarantees stable particle motion over a given number of turns. The dynamic aperture is normally expressed in multiples of the RMS beam size ($\sigma$) and together with the associated number of turns. |

| **Eddy currents** | Eddy currents are screening currents that tend to shield the interior of a conductor or a superconducting cable from external magnetic field changes. In the case of a strand the eddy currents flow along the superconducting filaments in the strand (without loss) and close across the resistive matrix of the strand (copper for the LHC). In the case of a cable the eddy currents flow along the strands (without loss) and close resistively at the contact points among strands in the cable. Eddy currents are also referred to as coupling currents. |

| **Energy spread** | The energy spread is defined as the 'RMS' value of the relative energy deviations from the nominal beam energy in a particle distribution. The energy spread is denoted as $\sigma_\delta E/E_0$. |

| **Experimental insertion region** | Insertion region that hosts one of the four LHC experiments. |

<p>| <strong>Filament</strong> | Superconducting filaments are fine wires of bulk superconducting material with typical dimension in the range of a few microns. The superconducting filaments are embedded in the resistive matrix in a strand. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Hourglass effect</strong> $H$</th>
<th>Luminosity loss due to longitudinal modulation of beta function over the length of the bunch for small $\beta'$.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insertion region (IR)</strong></td>
<td>Machine region between the dispersion suppressors of two neighboring arcs. The insertion region consists of two matching sections and, in the case of the experimental insertions, of two triplet assemblies and the separation/recombination dipoles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction point (IP)</strong></td>
<td>Middle of the insertion region (except for IP8). In the insertions where the two LHC beams cross over, the IP indicates the point where the two LHC beams can intersect. In IR8 the experimental detector is shifted by 3/2 RF wavelength and the IP refers to the point where the two LHC beams can intersect and does not coincide with the geometric centre of the insertion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ions</strong></td>
<td>The LHC foresees collisions between heavy ions, $^{208}$Pb$^{65}$ (fully stripped) during the first years ($208$ is the number of nucleons, $82$ the number of protons of this particular nucleus).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ions, nominal scheme</strong></td>
<td>Approximately 600 bunches per beam, with $7 \times 10^7$ Pb ions each, are colliding at $2.76$ TeV/u to yield an initial luminosity of $L = 1.0 \times 10^{27}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ where $\beta' = 0.5$ m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ions, early scheme</strong></td>
<td>Approximately 60 bunches per beam, with $7 \times 10^7$ Pb ions each, are colliding to yield an initial luminosity of $L = 5.0 \times 10^{26}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ with ($\beta' = 0.5$ m).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lattice correction magnets</strong></td>
<td>Correction magnets that are installed inside the short straight section assembly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lattice version</strong></td>
<td>Lattice version refers to a particular hardware installation in the tunnel. It is clearly separated from the optics version and one lattice version can have more than one optics version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Left, right</strong></td>
<td>See the definition under ‘right and left’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long-range interactions</strong></td>
<td>Interaction between the two LHC beams in the common part of Ring 1 and Ring 2 where the two beams are separated by the crossing angle orbit bumps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long straight section (LSS)</strong></td>
<td>The quasi-straight sections between the upstream and downstream dispersion suppressor of an insertion, including the separation/recombination dipole magnets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longitudinal emittance</strong></td>
<td>The longitudinal emittance is defined as: $\epsilon_s = \frac{4\pi\sigma_l\delta E}{\delta E_0}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where $\nu$ is the bunch duration in seconds, and $\sigma_{lax}$ the relative energy spread.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Luminosity half-life</strong></td>
<td>Time during beam collision after which the luminosity is halved. The luminosity half-life is generally smaller than the beam half-life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Luminous region</strong></td>
<td>The 3D distribution of the collision event vertices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Luminosity reduction</strong></td>
<td>Geometric luminosity reduction factor due to beam offset $R$: Reduced beam overlap due to transversal offset of collisions, frequently used for reduction of luminosity (levelling) and Van der Meer scans. Luminosity reduction factor due to crossing angle $S$: reduced beam overlap due to tilted bunch shape due to crossing angle. Total luminosity reduction factor $\phi = R^2 H S$. (Strictly speaking here there is no direct multiplication, but provides a reasonable indication of the different contributions, while dominated by the crossing angle contribution).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine cycle</strong></td>
<td>The machine cycle refers to one complete operation cycle of a machine, i.e. injection, ramp-up, possible collision flat-top, ejection, and ramp-down. The minimum cycle time refers to the minimum time required for a complete machine cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Machine statistics** | Run time: annual time allocated to running with beam [days].  
Scheduled physics time: annual time allocated to physics (excluding initial beam commissioning, scrubbing, TS, recovery from TS, MDs, special physics) [days].  
Physics efficiency: time with both beams present and stable beams, versus scheduled physics time [%].  
Machine availability: time during which the machine is in a state allowing operations to take beam and run through a nominal physics cycle, versus run time [%].  
Turnaround time: time between the end of one and the start of the next physics run/data taking by the experiments (delimited by the loss of beam presence/beam dump back to declaration of stable beams) [hours].  
Recovery time: time between the end of one cycle and the readiness for injection of new particles for the next cycle (delimited by the loss of beam presence/beam dump and resumption of the normal operational cycle) [hours]. |
| **Magnet quench** | Loss of the superconducting state in the coils of a superconducting magnet. |
| **Main lattice magnets** | Main magnets of the LHC arcs, i.e. the arc dipole and quadrupole magnets. |
| **Matching section** | Arrangement of quadrupole magnets located between the dispersion suppressor and the triplet magnets (or the IP for those insertions without triplet magnets). Each insertion has two matching sections: one upstream and one downstream from the IP. |
| $n_1$ | The effective mechanical aperture $n_1$ defines the maximum primary collimator opening in terms of the r.m.s. beam size that still guarantees a protection of the machine aperture against losses from the secondary beam halo. It depends on the magnet aperture and geometry and the local optics perturbations. |
| $N_s$ | Number of particles per bunch. |
| $n_b$ | Number of bunches per beam. |
| **Nominal bunch** | Bunch parameters required to reach the design luminosity of $L = 1034 \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ where $\beta^* = 0.55 \text{ m}$. The nominal bunch intensity is $N_b = 1.15 \times 10^{11}$ protons. |
| **Nominal powering** | Hardware powering required to reach the design beam energy of 7 TeV. |
| **Normalized transverse emittance** | The beam emittance decreases with increasing beam energy during acceleration and a convenient quantity for the operation of a hadron storage rings (and linear accelerators) is the ‘normalized emittance’ defined as $\epsilon_n = \epsilon_\gamma \beta_r$,  
where $\gamma$ and $\beta_r$ are the relativistic gamma and beta factors  
\[ \beta_r = \frac{v}{c} \]  
\[ \gamma_r = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \beta_r^2}} \]  
where $v$ is the particle velocity and $c$ the speed of light in vacuum. The nominal normalized transverse emittance for the LHC is $\epsilon_n = 3.75 \mu\text{m}$. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Octant</th>
<th>An octant starts in the center of an arc and goes to the centre of the next downstream arc. An octant consists of an upstream and a downstream half-octant. A half-octant and a half-sector cover the same part of the machine even though they may not have the same number.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optical configuration</td>
<td>An optical configuration refers to a particular powering of the LHC magnets. Each optics version has several optical configurations corresponding to the different operational modes of the LHC. For example, each optics version has a different optical configuration for injection and luminosity operation, and for luminosity operation the optics features different optical configurations corresponding to different $\beta'$ values in the four experimental insertions of the LHC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics version</td>
<td>The optics version refers to a consistent set of optical configurations. There can be several different optics versions for one lattice version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacman bunches</td>
<td>Bunches that do not experience the same number of long-range beam–beam interactions left and right from the IP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel separation</td>
<td>Dedicated orbit bumps separate the two LHC beams at the IP during injection, ramp, and the optics squeeze. The total beam separation at the IP is called the parallel separation. The LHC baseline foresees horizontal parallel separations in IR1 and IR2 and vertical separations in IR5 and IR8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitic crossing points</td>
<td>Positions in the common part of the Ring 1 and Ring 2 where the two beams can experience long-range interactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent currents</td>
<td>Persistent currents are eddy currents with (ideally) infinitely long time constants that flow in the bulk of the superconducting filaments of a strand and tend to shield the interior of the filament from the external magnetic field changes. These screening currents close inside the superconducting filament, with zero resistance (in steady state). Hence, for practical purposes, they do not decay in time and for this reason they are referred to as ‘persistent’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics efficiency</td>
<td>Is the fraction of the Scheduled proton physics time (SPT) spent in Stable Beams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics run</td>
<td>Machine operation at top energy with luminosity optics configuration and beam collisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pile-up | **Event pile-up $\mu$:** number of visible inelastic proton–proton interactions in a given bunch crossing. 
Average pile-up: mean value of the pile-up over a fill (averaged over all bunchcrossings). 
Peak pile-up: maximum pile-up in any bunch crossing at any time (usually at the start of the fill). 
Peak average pile-up: mean pile-up at the beginning of the fill. It corresponds to the peak luminosity of the fill. In practice, it is determined as the maximum of the pile-up values obtained by averaging over all bunch crossings within time intervals of typically one minute. 
Average pile-up density: number of inelastic proton–proton interactions in a given bunch-crossing divided by the size of the luminous region in Z. |
<p>| Pilot bunch | Bunch intensity that assures no magnet quench at injection energy for an abrupt loss of a single bunch but is still large enough provide BPM readings. The pilot bunch intensity of the LHC corresponds to $0.5 \times 10^{10}$ protons in one bunch. |
| Piwinski parameter | Parameterization of reduced beam overlap due to finite crossing angle. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ramp</th>
<th>Change of the magnet current. During the beam acceleration the magnets are ‘ramped up’ and after the end of a physics store the magnets are ‘ramped down’.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistive matrix</td>
<td>One of the two main constituents of the strand. The resistive matrix embeds the filaments in the strand and provides a low resistance current shunt in case of quench (transition of superconducting material to the normal state).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF bucket</td>
<td>The RF system provide a longitudinal focusing that constrains particle motion in the longitudinal phase space to a confined region called the RF bucket.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right, left</td>
<td>Describes the position in the tunnel relative to an observer inside the ring looking out (same definition as for LEP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1 and Ring 2</td>
<td>There are two rings in the LHC, one ring per beam. Ring 1 corresponds to Beam 1, which circulates clockwise, and Ring 2 corresponds to Beam 2, which circulates counter-clockwise in the LHC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite bunch</td>
<td>Collection of particles inside RF buckets that do not correspond to nominal bunch positions. The nominal bunch spacing for the LHC is 25 ns, while the separation of RF buckets is 2.5 ns. In other words, there are nine RF buckets between two nominal LHC bunch positions that should be empty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled proton physics time</td>
<td>Is the time scheduled in a given year for high luminosity proton physics. It does not include initial re-commissioning, special physics runs, ions, machine development (MD), and technical stops. It does include the intensity ramp-up following re-commissioning at the start of the year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
<td>The part of a ring between two successive insertion points (IP) is called a sector. Sector 1-2 is situated between IP1 and IP2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation/recombination magnets</td>
<td>Special dipole magnets left and right from the triplet magnets that generate the beam crossings in the experimental insertions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short straight section (SSS)</td>
<td>Assembly of the arc quadrupole and the lattice corrector magnets. Each SSS consists of one quadrupole magnet, one beam position monitor (BPM), one orbit corrector dipole (horizontal deflection for focusing and vertical deflection for defocusing quadrupoles), one lattice correction element (i.e. trim or skew quadrupole elements or octupole magnets), and one lattice sextupole or skew sextupole magnet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special straight section (SPSS)</td>
<td>Quadrupole assemblies of the insertion regions. The SPSS features no lattice corrector and sextupole magnets and has only orbit correction dipole magnets and BPMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spool piece correction magnets</td>
<td>Correction magnets directly attached to the main dipole magnets. The spool piece correction magnets are included in the dipole cryostat assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strand</td>
<td>A superconducting strand is a composite wire containing several thousands of superconducting filaments dispersed in a matrix with suitably small electrical resistivity properties. The LHC strands have Nb-Ti as their superconducting material and copper as the resistive matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting cable</td>
<td>Superconducting cables are formed from several superconducting strands in parallel, geometrically arranged in the cabling process to achieve well-controlled cable geometry and dimensions, while limiting strand deformation in the process. Cabling several strands in parallel results in an increase of the current carrying capability and a decrease of the inductance of the magnet, easing protection. The LHC cables are flat, keystoneed cables of the so-called Rutherford type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Super pacman bunches</strong></td>
<td>Bunches that do not collide head-on with a bunch of the other beam in one of experimental IPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Synchrotron radiation damping times** | **Longitudinal amplitude damping time**: the ratio of the average rate of energy loss (energy lost over one turn divided by the revolution time) and the nominal particle energy.  
**Transverse amplitude damping time**: time after which the transverse oscillation amplitude has been reduced by a factor $1/e$ due to the emission of synchrotron radiation. For a proton beam it is just twice the longitudinal amplitude damping time due to the emission of synchrotron radiation. If no explicit mentioning of the types of damping times is given the damping times refer to the amplitude damping times. |
| **TAN** | Target absorber neutral: absorber for the neutral particles leaving the IP. It is located just in front of the D1 separation/recombination dipole magnet on the side facing the IP. |
| **TAS** | Target absorber secondaries: absorber for particles leaving the IP at large angles. It is located just in front of the Q1 triplet quadrupole magnet on the side facing the IP. |
| **Transverse beam size** | The transverse beam size is defined as the r.m.s. value of the transverse particle distribution. |
| **Transverse emittance** | The transverse emittance is defined through the invariance of the area enclosed by the single particle phase space ellipse. The single particle invariant under the transformation through the storage ring is given by  
$$A = \gamma x^2 + 2\alpha x x' + \beta x'^2,$$  
where $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ are the optical functions. The area enclosed by the single particle phase space ellipse is given by  
$$\text{area of ellipse} = \pi A.$$  
For an ensemble of particles the emittance is defined as the average of all single particle invariants (areas enclosed by the single particle phase space ellipsoids divided by $\pi$). The transverse betatron beam size in the storage ring can be written in terms of the beam emittance as  
$$\sigma_{x,y}(s) = \sqrt{\beta_{x,y}(s) \epsilon_{x,y}},$$  
where $\beta_{x,y}(s)$ is the optical $\beta$-function along the storage ring. The transverse emittance is given by the following expression:  
$$\epsilon_z = \sqrt{\langle z^2 \rangle \langle z'^2 \rangle - \langle zz' \rangle^2}, z = x, y,$$  
where it is assumed that the particle coordinates are taken at a place with vanishing dispersion and where $\langle \rangle$ defines the average value of the coordinates over the distribution. $z$ and $z'$ are the canonical transverse coordinates ($z = x, y$). |
<p>| <strong>Triplet</strong> | Assembly of three quadrupole magnets used for a reduction of the optical $\beta$-functions at the IPs. The LHC triplet assembly consists in fact of four quadrupole magnets but the central two quadrupole magnets form one functional entity. The LHC has triplet assemblies in IR1, IR2, IR5, and IR8. |
| <strong>Tune</strong> | Number of particle trajectory oscillations during one revolution in the storage ring (transverse and longitudinal). |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turnaround time</th>
<th>Is defined as the time taken to go from Stable Beam mode back to Stable Beam mode in the absence of significant interruptions due to fault diagnosis and resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate bunch intensity</td>
<td>Bunch intensity corresponding to the expected maximum acceptable beam–beam tune shift with two operating experimental insertions. Assuming the nominal emittance (normalized emittance of 3.75 μm) the ultimate bunch intensity corresponds to $1.7 \times 10^{11}$ protons per bunch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate powering</td>
<td>Hardware powering required to reach the ultimate beam energy of 7.54 TeV, corresponding to a dipole field of 9 T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream and downstream</td>
<td>Always related to the direction of one of the two beams. If no beam is specified then Beam 1 is taken as the default. This implies that stating a position as being ‘upstream’ without indicating any beam is equivalent to stating that the position is to the left.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Slope 1.23%  Tilt 0.66%

Displacements from warm to cold are not yet counted in the final dimensions at operational conditions.
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performance, 4
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